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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This study concerning Indian place names and land use in the Clayoquot Sound area 

was initiated at the. request of MacMillan Bloedel Limited. Subsequently, Fletcher Challenge 

Canada became a major co-sponsor, and more recently, the British Columbia Ministry of 

Forests has shared in the funding of this project. 

The research involved eliciting information from present-day Westcoast Indian 

communities and collating it with previously-recorded ethnographic data to determine sites of 

cultural significance. This report presents the results of that research. 

1.1 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

The primary objective of this study has been to record information that will assist in 
the development of forest management plans for the Clayoquot Sound region which are 

sensitive to areas of cultural significance to the local Indian people. 

This research has included the recording of Westcoast Indian place names and their 

precise locations, and the documentation of site utilization, traditional ownership and 

occupancy. Information concerning Indian land use has been obtained from interviews with 

present-day Westcoast people, and from similar, previously-recorded data contained in both 

published and unpublished sources. 

The scope of this project has expanded greatly since its inception in January 1989. At 

that time, MacMillan Bloedel requested that we document Native land use in the areas where 

they have Tree Farm Licence (TFL) holdings in Sydney Inlet, Shelter Inlet and Flores Island. 

In March of 1989, Fletcher Challenge Canada expressed a desire to have similar research 

undertaken with respect to their TFL holdings in these same general areas. Throughout 1989 

and continuing into 1990, the areas for which both MacMillan Bloedel and Fletcher Challenge 

wished to have research undertaken, increased significantly. 

By May of 1990, when the B. C. Ministry of Forests expressed an interest in 

participating in the funding of this project, the study area had expanded to include the entire 

Clayoquot Sound Region, extending from the west side of the Hesquiat Peninsula in the 
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northwest, to the Kennedy River, Kennedy Lake, and Long Beach areas in the southeast, 

including all the islands and inlets in between. Thus, all of Clayoquot Sound is discussed in 

the present report. 

1.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES 

Data collection was begun in May, 1989. However, other commitments prevented our 

becoming involved with this study on a full-time basis until the spring of 1990. 

The first stage of the research was undertaken between May 1989 and May 1990 in 

Victoria. The data compiled at this time were from previously tape-recorded ethnographic 

interviews focusing on place names and site utilization within the study area. These data 

were cross-checked and supplemented by a substantial amount of new information provided 

by a knowledgeable Ahousaht/Manhousaht Indian consultant living in Victoria. During this 

same time, some archival documents were obtained that related to land use in the study area. 

The second stage of this study consisted of data collation, field research and report 

preparation. This stage of the study was begun in mid-May 1990 and completed in early 

November of 1990. 

Summarized in the discussion that follows will be the previously-recorded data 

available at the onset of this project, and the manner in which these data were cross-checked. 

Secondly, the field research will be described. Finally, the organization of the present report 

will be discussed. 

1.2.1 Previously-recorded Data 

Two main sources of place names and site utilization data relating to the Clayoquot 

Sound area were available to us at the commencement of this study. These consisted of 

etlu1ographic interviews conducted with two extremely knowledgeable Westcoast Native 

consultants, Peter Webster and the late Luke Swan. 

The 1974-1976 interviews with Luke Swan, a Manhousaht Indian, were undertaken by 

David W. Ellis. At the time, both Ellis and Swan were living in Victoria. Tnis research with 
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Luke Swan was a continuation of similar place names and site utilization studies that Ellis 

was then conducting among the Skidegate Haida of the Queen Charlotte Islands. 

Ellis's research with Luke Swan was personally initiated and financed. The interviews 

were tape-recorded, and site locations were numbered and marked on marine charts. Ellis 

followed up these discussions by visiting many of the sites, himself, by kayak. When Ellis 

returned to Victoria, he and Luke Swan reviewed the site information again, in even greater 

detail. Both Ellis and Swan had an intense interest in the subject of place names and site 

utilization. The result of their collaboration is a remarkable body of data. 

Approximately 320 place names were recorded by Ellis and Swan within the 

Clayoquot Sound region. The concentration of sites identified by Swan was in the general 

area between Hesquiat Point and the east side of Vargas Island. Information about forty of 

these sites was published in Ellis and Swan's 1981 book entitled Teachings of the Tides. The 

large amount of unpublished data resulting from the Ellis and Swan interviews has been 

incorporated into the present report and is referred to here as "Ellis and Swan 1974-1976" (in 

addition, Luke Swan is referred to as "LS"). Their published information, also included in 

this report, is referred to as "Ellis and Swan 1981 . "  All Westcoast terms appearing in this 

1981 publication were transcribed by Randy Bouchard. 

The research with Peter Webster was undertaken in the Clayoquot Sound area in the 

summer of 1984 by Denis St. Claire of Victoria. This was an extension of place names and 

site utilization research that St. Claire undertook with several tribes in the Alberni Inlet, 

Barkley Sound and surrounding region between 1976-1988. 

Born in 1908, Peter Webster ("PW"), who lives in the Marktosis Indian village at 

Ahousat, is a very experienced and widely-respected Native consultant and author. He is of 

Keltsomaht and Ahousaht parentage. Peter Webster is thoroughly familiar with his own 

language and culture, plays an active role in the ceremonial life of his community, and is a 

composer of Indian songs. 

St. Claire's research with Webster in 1984 was self-initiated and self-financed 

(although most of the expenses incurred were subsequently reimbursed by the Royal British 

Columbia Museum, who obtained a copy of the data). Approximately the same number of 

places names were elicited by St. Claire as by Ellis, that is, about 320. 
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The place names provided by PW were plotted on charts by St. Claire, and interviews 

about site usage were tape-recorded. All this was done in the course of a four-day boat trip 

with Peter Webster around the Clayoquot Sound area. Upon his return to Victoria, St. Claire 

transcribed the tapes, collated the information, and produced a handwritten manuscript entitled 

"Ahousat Place Names" (referred to in the present report as "St. Claire and Webster 1984"). 

A map accompanying this manuscript identified the locations of the numbered place names 

and delineated tribal territories. The W estcoast terms appearing in the manuscript were 

transcribed by Randy Bouchard, from the tape recordings made in the field. 

This extremely useful study of St. Claire and Webster's has played an important role 

in our report. 

The concentration of sites identified by Webster was in the area between Hot Springs 

Cove and the east side of Vargas Island, excluding most of Sydney Inlet. The considerable 

overlap between the place names recorded by Ellis and those gathered by St. Claire provided 

an excellent cross-check, as both sets of data were compiled independently. 

These two major sources, the Ellis/Swan and St. Claire/Webster data on Clayoquot 

Sound place names and site utilization, were utilized to elicit additional, similar information. 

This was accomplished with the assistance of George Louie (who is referred to as "GL" in 

this report), a knowledgeable and experienced Westcoast Indian consultant now living in 

Victoria. Born in 1912 of Manhousaht and Ahousaht parentage, George Louie is the nephew 

of Luke Swan. Louie has worked with Bouchard on several different studies, including the 

Ellis and Swan (1981) publication. 

Beginning in May of 1989, Bouchard played the tape recordings of the St. 

Claire/Webster interviews, in the company of GL.. Mter listening. to the taped discussion of 

each place name and its use, GL would confirm the Westcoast term, its translation and its 

location. As well, he would confirm and/or clarify the information about site use. Because 

of his own knowledge of place names in the study area, GL was often able to provide the 

next place name before actually hearing it on the tape recording. At this time, GL also 

provided names of sites not previously-recorded, and any information he knew about the site. 

This provided a cross-check of the data. The St. Claire/Webster sites were re-plotted on more 

detailed mar-:rne char-ts, augmented by the new place names provided by GL. A·rnr 1nfnrf'Yl!tt1nn .1. .L.I.L] ..I....I..L.L'""..L..I..&..&.""'"'..L'"".a..&. 
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on these tape recordings that did not appear in the St. Claire and Webster (1984) manuscript, 

was transcribed. 

The same methodology was followed with respect to the Ellis/Swan materials. The 

new place names that came about as a result of working with the Swan tapes, were added to 

the marine charts. Because a useable transcript of the Ellis/Swan taped interviews did not 

exist, one was produced by Bouchard as the tapes were being listened to. 

The most comprehensive, published statement on W estcoast society as a whole is the 

book entitled The Northern and Central Nootkan Tribes, prepared by anthropologist Philip 

Drucker and published in 1951.  This book is based on research undertaken on the west coast 

of Vancouver Island by Drucker in 1935 and 1936. His data concerning the Clayoquot Sound 

area were elicited mostly from Thomas Lucas and Pascal Alexander (Hesquiat), George 

Shamrock, also called Chief Atleo (Ahousaht), and Jack yaak_suu7is and Jimmy Jim 

( Clayoquot). Additional data were collected from Fat Sam (Ahousaht), and from Mrs. Keitlah 

(Ahousaht). Alex and Mary Amos, Joe Hayes, George Shamrock, and Paul Sam acted as 

interpreters when necessary. 

Drucker's field notes are an additional, valuable source of information. He recorded 

about 100 place names, less than half of which he included in his publication. Drucker also 

noted information regarding site usage and concerning tribal histories that does not appear in 

his published study, including important details of the Ahousaht/Otsosat war. Data that have 

been extracted from Drucker's field notes and utilized in the present study are cited as 

"Drucker 1935-1936" (followed by the volume and part number of the notes, for example, 

"Drucker 1935-1936:23 :14") . 

Among the data extracted from the Drucker field notes was information relating to the 

Hesquiat and the Clayoquot (the territories of both groups are included within our present 

study area). These data were particularly useful at this stage of our research because almost 

no place names and site use data from these two tribes was included in the Swan or Webster 

tapes. These Drucker data were cross-checked with George Louie, although he was not as 

familiar with Hesquiat and Clayoquot place names as with those of other groups. The data 

base compiled in this manner was subsequently used to re-elicit more detailed information 

from Hesquiat and Clayoquot consultants in the field. 
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A few other collections of tape-recordings and documentary materials included in this 

report should be mentioned. The first is anthropologist John Dewhirst's interviews with Luke 

Swan that were taped in Victoria in 1977. Although the topics of these interviews are wide 

ranging, they do include some information relating to the Manhousaht and the Otsosat history 

that is not mentioned in the Ellis and Swan interviews. These recordings were listened to and 

additional information or clarifications were transcribed. Information from this source that is 

cited in our present report is identified as "Dewhirst and Swan 1977". 

Twenty place names within the present study area, along with site use data, are 

contained in Peter Webster's own book, As Far as I Know, published in 1983. This 

delightful collection of reminiscences, containing valuable ethnographic data from our study 

area, is referred to in the present report as "Webster 1983." 

Also included in the documentary sources drawn upon for this report is a study by 

Nancy Turner and Barbara Efrat entitled Ethnobotany of the Hesguiat Indians of Vancouver 

Island, published in 1982. These researchers worked with a number of elderly Hesquiat 

people, some of whom are now deceased. Information relating to sites named for the 

presence of certain plants, and sites noted as specific places where particular plants could be 

found, has been extracted from this book and included herein. Nancy Turner, in collaboration 

with David Ellis and Luke Swan, produced a preliminary, unpublished manuscript in 1976 

entitled "Nootka Plant Notes from Manhousat." Pertinent data from this study have also been 

included in our report. Wherever the botanical identification of plants is provided in the 

present study, it is taken from either of these two ethnobotanical works. The former is 

referred to here as "Turner and Efrat 1982," and the latter as "Turner, Ellis and Swan 1976." 

Some of the Hesquiat site names and land use data recorded in the 1970s under the 

direction of staff members of the Royal British Columbia Museum, appear in Gay Calvert's 

1980 dissertation on the archaeology of the Hesquiat area. Where these data are utilized in 

the present report, they are cited as "Calvert 1980." This information was subsequently cross

checked with Alice Paul (born in 1903) and her son, Larry Paul (born 1933), both of 

Hesquiat, who were among those initially interviewed by the museum staff. 

Relatively few historical or archival materials were surveyed for the present report. 

T'nis was because of time and financial constraints. As it has turned out, the titne required to 
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complete this report has vastly exceeded what we originally anticipated. 

1.2.2 Interviews With Contemporary Native Consultants 

Reviewing the St. Claire/Webster data with GL was undertaken intermittently between 

May-October 1989, and the Ellis/Swan materials, between November 1989-April 1990. This 

information, along with the preliminary data on Hesquiat and Clayoquot obtained from the 

Drucker field notes and from GL, comprised a very substantial data base. In mid-May of 

1990, we began collating and entering the above-noted data into our computer. 

Field research in the Native communities within the study area began in mid-June of 

1990. This was preceded by Bouchard and Louie's attendance at a Clayoquot Sound 

Sustainable Development Task Force meeting at Tinwis (near Tofino) on May 7th, 1990. At 

this meeting, which was attended by Native representatives from throughout the Clayoquot 

Sound area, the purposes and scope of the present study were explained. 

By the time we began our field research, we had about 600 place names transcribed, 

with varying amounts of site utilization data for each place. Although we had hoped to have 

all available data entered into the computer prior to going into the field, this was not possible. 

Our field research, centred out of the Indian community of Ahousat, focused on 

verifying site locations and eliciting additional data from other Native consultants. Using a 

boat and pilot (a professional forester) provided by MacMillan Bloedel, and other boats 

chartered from the Native communities of Ahousat and Opitsat, we were able to survey a 

large portion of the study area in the company of George Louie. In this way, a total of seven 

days was spent checking the locations of named sites that had been marked on the charts 

during the preparatortj work in Victoria. On three of these boat trips we were also 

accompanied by James Swan, Sr. ("JS"), the son of Luke Swan. JS was also very familiar 

with place names and site usage in much of the study area. 

The "ground-proofing" of the site locations in this manner was found to be beneficial. 

Errors, such as having the arrow identifying a site directed to the wrong small bay, in a series 

of five such small bays immediately next to one another, were more easily rectified while at 

the site. During these boat surveys, GL and JS offered new place names and additional site 
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use information. Three former village sites were visited on shore and locations of former 

structures and fish traps were recorded. While in the field, we found that it was significantly 

faster to retrieve data from our indexed computer printout (we had entered about 50% of the 

sites into the computer), than from a mass of handwritten field notes. 

Follow-up interviews at Ahousat were conducted with James Swan to cross-check 

place name translations, to review discussions concerning sites that had taken place while we 

were out on the water, and to clarify problematic areas in JS's father's tape-recorded 

interviews. James Swan, born in 1934, is of Manhousaht and Clayoquot descent and has 

lived in several traditional Manhousaht village sites. Although he has been a fisherman for 

many years, JS now teaches Native art and culture at the Indian school in Ahousat. As a 

result of working closely with us on this present study, JS now incorporates place name and 

site use information into his school classes. 

Interviews at Ahousat during our ten-day field trip in June 1990 were also conducted 

with Peter Webster (born in 1908), and his wife, Jessie Webster (born 1909), identified in this 

report as "PW" and "JW" respectively. Jessie Webster is of Owinmitisath and Quatsweaht 

descent and, like PW, is extremely knowledgeable about all aspects of traditional life. 

Our research with PW and JW centred on the clarification and expansion of some of 

the information contained in St. Claire and Webster's 1984 manuscript. This included 

clarifying site locations, recording new site uses and new place names, and utilizing PW' s 

outstanding linguistic skills to revise some of Bouchard's previous place name transcriptions. 

While in Ahousat we met with the hereditary head Chief of the Ahousaht, Earl M. 

George, to tell him about our research project. We also kept Louie Frank, the elected 

Ahousaht Chief Cotmcillor, informed of our fieldwork progress. 

Alice Paul and her son, Larry Paul (identified as "AP" and "LP�" respectively), both of 

Hesquiat, were interviewed for half a day when we met them in Tofino, prior to our trip to 

Ahousat. About a week later, we continued our interview with them while staying overnight 

at their home at the original village site of Hesquiat. We conducted further interviews with 

AP and LP in Victoria when they stayed overnight with us at the end of June, after we had 

returned from our field trip. 
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enthusiastically acted as a professional Native consultant for numerous researchers. Larry 

Paul is not only a skilled translator who works with his mother as a team, but is also very 

knowledgeable, himself. As a result of our interviews with AP and LP, a significant body of 

Hesquiat place names and site use information was recorded. 

Additional ethnographic interviews were conducted in July 1990 in Victoria, beginning 

with Joe Tom ("JT," born in 1912), Alice Paul's younger brother. JT lives in Vancouver but 

was visiting his daughter in Victoria. He confirmed previously-elicited place names and site 

use data from AP, and added some new information. 

The next person who was interviewed was Ben Andrews ("BA," born 1908), widely 

known as "Chief Ben." BA is of mixed Clayoquot and Hesquiat parentage. He is the former 

hereditary head chief of Hesquiat. Recently he transferred this position to his son, Dominic 

Andrews. "Chief Nick" (as Dominic is known), who lives in Surrey near his father, arranged 

the interview. Bouchard and GL travelled to Surrey to conduct the interview with Ben 

Andrews. Dominic Andrews was also present during part of this interview. Most of the 

information recorded with BA at this time related to Clayoquot rather than to Hesquiat. 

Also in July, James Swan was in Victoria and Bouchard had an opportunity to spend 

approximately eight days working with him. The work done at this time consisted of cross

checking place names and site use information and making a final check of the site locations 

on the marine charts. JS's own intimate knowledge of the area and his familiarity with 

marine charts enabled a number of problems to be clarified. Several new place names were 

added to the data base at this time by JS. 

A second field trip to Ahousat was made in late August of 1990. The main purpose 

of this trip was to obtain Clayoquot place names and site use information, as we did not have 

enough time to do this during our June 1990 field trip. There was also some additional 

information to be checked further at Ahousat. 

On the way to the study area, we picked up Peter Webster from the Port Alberni 

hospital to take him home to Ahousat. Travelling with PW to Tofino enabled us to check 

with him those Clayoquot place names that he knew. Staying at James Swan's house in 

Ahousat for several days provided us with the opportunity of further cross-checking place 

names and site use data. .LAJ.dditional cross-chec1r11lg, as well as the elicitation of new data, 
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was also undertaken at that time during interviews with PW and JW. 

After our three-day stay in Ahousat, we were picked up there by a helicopter provided 

by MacMillan Bloedel. Accompanied by JS, we were taken in the helicopter on a brief aerial 

survey of almost the entire study area. This enabled us to check site locations and to 

photograph some areas not visited by boat. Some of the aerial photographs taken at this time 

appear in tpe present report, as do photos that were taken during the boat survey in June 

1990, and aerial photographs taken during that same month while flying between Ahousat and 

Hesquiat. 

We next went to the Esowista Indian Reserve at Long Beach where James Swan 

introduced us to two of his Clayoquot relatives, Mary Hayes and Margaret Joseph (identified 

as "MH" and "MJ" respectively). Mary Hayes, born in 1917, is of full Clayoquot parentage, 

and Margaret Joseph, born in 1918, is of mixed Clayoquot and Keltsomaht parentage. 

It was MH's suggestion that she and MJ be interviewed together. These two ladies 

have worked together as Native consultants on previous occasions. Information on Clayoquot 

place names and site utilization was elicited from Mary Hayes and Margaret Joseph jointly on 

three days, and from Mary Hayes, alone, on another day. The first three days of interviews 

took place on the Esowista Indian Reserve. On the fourth day, we travelled by car around the 

Tofino area with Mary Hayes, confirming site locations and recording new information. 

A third trip to the study area was made in September 1990 by Bouchard alone. Two 

interviews with Alice Paul and Larry Paul were undertaken in Tofino, and further cross

checking of specific data was accomplished in Ahousat with Peter Webster and also with 

James Swan, at whose house Bouchard stayed. At this time, JS arranged for Bouchard to 

meet Stanley Sam ("SS"). Born in 1928, Stanley Sam is of Ahousaht and Clayoquot descent. 

He is active in the ceremonial life of the Ahousahts, holds the position of "head wolf" in the 

tlukwana ('wolf ritual'), and is a speaker in the longhouse. Although he has been a 

fisherman for 50 years, SS now works as a Native culture teacher at the Indian school in 

Ahousat. Bouchard's initial interview with SS concerned his knowledge of the Herbert Inlet 

and Moyeha River area where he spent much of his younger days. 

Also in September 1990, a further interview with Mary Hayes was.conducted when 

she was visiting her daughter in Victoria. As well, Bouchard travelled one day to \Vhalley, 
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where Ben Andrews was then living, to undertake another interview with him. BA' s son, 

Dominic, arranged this interview and was present during it. That same day, Bouchard 

travelled to Vancouver to further interview Joe Tom. Dominic Andrews was present during 

this interview, as well. Stanley Sam was interviewed further in Victoria both in September 

and again in October, at which time he stayed overnight with us. A brief interview of Viola 

Louie ("VL"), centred on Quatsweaht and Keltsomaht place names, was conducted in Victoria 

in late October, 1990. Viola Louie, born in 1921, is the wife of George Louie. 

Additional discussions with Stanley Sam relating to the Ahousaht/Otsosat war, and to 

Clayoquot place names, were held in early November when SS again stayed with us in 

Victoria. One final interview was undertaken with Mary Hayes when she visited us again in 

Victoria. This was in early November of 1990. 

During the intensive several months that we spent writing this report, numerous 

telephone conversations were held with Peter Webster, Stanley Sam, James Swan, Mary 

Hayes and George Louie. Each of these people patiently and cheerfully answered the 

numerous questions that emerged as we worked with the data. Of particular assistance to the 

preparation of the report were the innumerable telephone calls with "PW" that occurred daily 

(often twice a day) during the last eight weeks of writing. These telephone discussions with 

PW enabled linguistic transcriptions as well as a seemingly-endless number of ethnographic 

details to be clarified. Also during the time this report was being completed, several specific 

questions directed through Stanley Sam were answered by James Adams and John Keitlah, 

both very knowledgeable, elderly Ahousaht men. 

Some portions of our study area have been investigated more thoroughly than others, 

due to the limitations of time and financing. Yet this report, as a whole, has far exceeded the 

objectives of tllis project, and the contractual agreement with our sponsors. The enthusiasm 

for this study that has been demonstrated by the Native consultants with whom we have 

worked, coupled with our own strong personal interest in the area and the subject matter have 

motivated us to do far more than was required under the terms of our contract. 

There is no doubt that more work can be done. Ideally, we would have liked to 

interview more Native consultants, to extend the interviews with those people whose 

contributions are recorded here, and to collate more historical and archival documents into the 
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study. However, this in no way lessens the importance of the data contained in this report--it 

simply reflects the rich level of cultural traditions retained in the Native communities in this 

region of Vancouver Island's west coast 

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 

The organization of this report follows the format utilized in other major land use and 

occupancy studies we have prepared (Bouchard and· Kennedy 1984; 1986). 
There are three sections in the present report: 1.0 Introduction; 2.0 Traditional 

Westcoast Society; and 3.0 Clayoquot Sound Place Names. Maps indicating the location of 

these place names can be found at the back of the report. 
Section 2.0 discusses aspects of Westcoast culture relating to traditional social 

organization and concepts of property, with specific reference to the. peoples of the Clayoquot 

Sound area. 

Section 3.0 includes a discussion of the territorial boundaries of each group surveyed, 

the social composition of these groups, and the Native place names recorded within each 

group's territory. 

Each place name is uniquely numbered, which identifies the site's location on one of 

the enclosed maps. If there is uncertainty about the exact location of a site, a question mark 

is placed beside the site number on the map. For each named site the following information 

is given, wherever possible: the place name and its translation; other transcriptions of the · 

name; the identification of those people who have confirmed the name or who have given it 

independently; the location of the site; and the uses of each site, especially the uses as 

villages and campsites, and the uses . associated with resource procurement. Infonnation is 

provided both from contemporary Westcoast Indian consultants and from the published and 

unpublished literature. 

Photographs of the Native consultants follow the Acknowledgements; photographs of 

some of the sites can be found at the back of the report. 

All the transcriptions of Westcoast tenns that have been confirmed with Native 

consultants and appear in this report are by Randy Bouchard, although many of the final 
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transcriptions have been arrived at after consultation between Bouchard and Peter Webster. 

The practical writing system utilized in this report is the one devised by Bouchard in the late 

1960s-early 1970s for Northwest Coast and Plateau Indian languages. A key to this 
orthography, as it was adapted by Bouchard to the Westcoast language in 197 1, appears as 

Appendix 1 to this report. 
Some place names and site utilization data from specific areas of the Clayoquot Sound 

region have been discussed by Bouchard and Kennedy as part of two recent heritage impact 

assessment reports (Wilson, Bouchard and Kennedy 1988; Eldridge, Kennedy and Bouchard 

1989). Both of these brief reports were written without the benefit of verifying the available 

infonnation with Native consultants in the field. Therefore, wherever discrepancies appear 

between transcriptions and/or site use data in either of these. two impact assessment reports 

and the same data as discussed in this study, the present report should be consulted. 

Similarly, wherever there are discrepancies between Bouchard's transcriptions in this report 

and in either the Ellis and Swan ( 198 1) publication or the St. Claire and Webster ( 198 4) 

manuscript, the present study should be consulted. 
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2.0 TRADITIONAL WESTCOAST SOCIETY 

This section summarizes the social organization and property rights in traditional 

Westcoast Society. The concepts described here apply generally to the Clayoquot Sound area. 

Data related to these aspects of W estcoast society that are specific to the groups discussed in 

this report will be found in the introduction to each sub-section in section 3.0. 

2.1 THE COMPOSITION OF WESTCOAST (NUU-CHAH-NULTH) SOCIETY 

In 1978, the term "Nuu-chah-nulth" was adopted by the West Coast Tribal Council to 

refer collectively to the Indian people residing on the west coast of Vancouver Island between 

Cape Cook and Jordan River.' This term can be loosely translated as 'all along the 

mountains,' referring to the mountains on Vancouver Island's west coast that are common to 

all these people. However, many of these Natives still prefer to recognize each other either 

by their specific tribal affiliation, or by the term "W estcoast." It is this term, W estcoast, 

which will be used throughout the present report. The term "Nootka," well established in the 

anthropological and historical literature, is a misnomer which the Indian people themselves 

have rejected (this term was applied by early explorers and traders to the people of Friendly 

Cove and Nootka Sound). 

The study area for this report encompasses the entire Clayoquot Sound watershed from 

the Hesquiat Peninsula in the northwest to the Kennedy River in the southeast. This study is 

the aboriginal homeland of groups known as the h,ishkwii7ath [Hesquiat], maaitu7is7ath 

[Manhousaht], 7.uts'uus7ath [Otsosat], 7.aa!!,uus7ath [Ahousaht], .kilhtsma7.ath [Keltsomaht], 

k_waatswii7ath [Quatsweaht], uu7inmitis7ath [Owinmitisaht], paniitl7ath [Puneetlaht] and 

tla7uukwi7ath [Clayoquot, sometimes spelled Tla-o-qui-aht]. Along with the Ucluelet 

people, the Barkley Sound people, and those residing in the Albemi Inlet area, these groups 

form a division that Drucker (1951:5) has called the "Central Nootkan Tribes." 

In the 19th century, these above-named groups represented various levels of social and 

political solidarity: tribe, local group, and family group. Some were in a period of transition. 

Clearly, a con1bination of warfare and econorrJc opporturJrt appears to have realigned the 
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affiliation of groups both within and between local groups and tribes. This process of 

continual fission and fusion of groups is alluded to in family traditions, although many of the 

details of these changing alliances are now lost to history. 

The fundamental unit of Westcoast society was the "local group," centring on a group 

of chiefs, usual brothers and patrilineal cousins, who shared traditions of common descent, 

and who owned territorial rights, houses and other privileges (Drucker 1951:220; Kenyon 

1980:84-85). The Westcoast people themselves perceived these groups to be based on 

kinship, although Drucker (1951:220) was of the opinion that the actual genealogical ties 

within these "lineages" were not readily recalled. Drucker (1951:220) used the term "tribe" to 

refer to alliances of local groups, formed through marriages and conquests, with fixed ranking 

of their assembled chiefs, and centred on a common winter village. Local groups bore the 

name of their place of origin, or of a village site, or the name of a leading chief. Both local 

groups and tribes (which often take the name of the leading local group) are identified with 

the suffix -at!! meaning 'people of' at the end of their name; hence, Zaa!!uus7at!! means 

'people of Zaa!!uus,' their summer village site on Vargas Island. Access to this site was 

governed by descent from or alliance with this local group. 

The local group was comprised of one or more interrelated, but distinct, named 

"family groups" (or family lines), each of which had its own multi-family house, which 

symbolized the group's unity and autonomy (Drucker 1951:221; Golla 1987:99-101). These 

smaller groups were named after a founding chief, a village site, or an incident from their 

history. For example, one of the component groups of the Ahousaht was the 

kaaJa!f.imshta!f.imlh, which took the name of their chief, kaa6a}9m. Another was the 

ts'a7is7at!!ta!f.imlh, named after ts'a7is, their summer village site on the north end of Ahous 

Bay. In both of these examples the suffix -tak,intlh meaning 'group; bunch; bundle' has been 

added to the root term. It should be noted that the name for the group belonging to ts'a7is 

has the suffix -at!! in addition to the suffix -ta!£imlh. Drucker (1951:222) stated that the 

suffix -ta!f.imlh7at!! is the usual form when a chief's name is used for the group; however, 

data provided by Curtis (1970:181-182) and by contemporary Westcoast people suggest that, 

in fact, both forms are used. 

Two \Vestcoast tenns for this "family group" have been recorded. Li11guist Morris 
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Swadesh (1949), working among the Tseshaht of Barkley Sound and Alberni Inlet, recorded 

the term ?uktaqimil [ukwta,!gmlh] for the unit he referred to as a 'clan,' and Edward Sapir 

(1910-1914a:xxvii), also working among the Tseshaht, recorded the term 'uctaqcmil (which 

he also recorded as 'uctaqimil) [uushtakimlh], which he translated as 'family.' 

Both of these terms, ukwta!9mlh and uushta!9mlh, were recognized by the Indian 

people interviewed for this present report, yet neither term was familiar to them. The term 

ukwtakirolh was slightly more acceptable for describing the concept of a "family group." 

Translations offered for ukwta,kimlh included 'family group' (GL; PW), 'household' (LP) , 
and 'where your ancestors come from' (SS). MH referred to ukwtakirolh as 'a standard,' in 

the sense of a group united under one flag. 

Although GL and PW both stated that they had heard the second term, uushta!9mlh, 
which they also translated as 'family group,' others were of the opinion that the term did not 

mean anything (AP; SS) or that it might be derived from uushta!gru which relates to an 

Indian doctor's power to heal (MH; MJ). LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976), MH, PW, and SS 

also gave the term Zimtanakw' as which they all independently called a 'clan.' The lack of 

consensus concerning the W estcoast term for the "family group" is puzzling, as still today, a 

sophisticated sense of belonging to a "family group" is prevalent among these people. 

Local groups were comprised of one, but usually more, "family groups." A 

,kwaatswii7ath tradition relates how one local group fissioned into a discrete, albeit 

connected, family line. A "supporter" of the chief, sometimes referred to as his "younger 

brother," headed a new household for which he took the name matskwii7at,h. They were 

located at Kakawis on Meares Island, while other ,kwaatswii7ath were at Opitsat. The name 

matskwii7ath refers to a "wolf" biting their baby's foot. JW and PW explained that a wolf 

did not actually attack the child, and it appears that the father was making known his right to 

the tlukwana 'wolf ritual.' This particular family was henceforth called the matskwii7at!! 
when addressed in the longhouse (PW; JW; GL). 

Another example of fission within a local group occurred among two brothers at 

watih, located at the eastern end of Shelter Inlet. After an argument, one brother left with 

some of his people and established a village at at'apk in Hotsprings Cove. The story also 

notes continuing economic ties between the two villages (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW; 
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SS) . 

The corollary to fission was fusion, and traditions do report that over the years the 

composition of groups changed. Remnant groups were incorporated by others, as the 

kwaaktl'as from Kennedy Lake and the paniitl7ath of Mosquito Harbour were by the 

tla7uukwi7ath (Drucker 1951:240). 

The "family groups" comprising a local group were ranked in relation to one another 

on the basis of seniority of descent from the first ancestor, at least in theory (Drucker 

1951:245). As an example, PW explained that among the Ahousaht, the haashaashtakimlh 
(which he also called the mukwinashtakimlh, after the name of their highest-ranking chief) 

was the leading group. 

Within a stratum of ranked nobility, a number of descent lines developed with rank 

gradated continuously. Indian Agent Harry Guillod (1882:162) noted in 1881 that there were 

three acknowledged chiefs among the Ahousaht. Descendants of these three men are 

recognized as chiefs today. Three Ahousaht chiefs were also identified in the story of the 

Ahousaht/Otsosat war (see section 3.3.3 of this present report) that is believed to have 

occurred in the early 1800s. 

The head chief, the highest ranking of the group, held his position through hereditary 

right, being the first born, ideally, of the preceding chief. The first-born child took 

precedence over his or her younger siblings. As the local group was seen as one large 

extended family whose component groups represented the descendants of older and younger 

siblings, the elder line was in perpetual seniority to the younger line (Golla 1987:89). For 

example, today when a Westcoast person compares his or her own rank to that of someone 

else in the community, such comments can be heard as: "X is chief of that group, but actually 

I am closer, as my grandfather (or grandmother) was the eldest." High ranking women, the 

daughters of chiefs, were and still are referred to as hakwum, which Westcoast people 

translate as "Queen" (GL; PW). All chiefly positions were demarcated by the inherited 

prerogatives they owned, and by their order of seating, serving and gift receiving at potlatches 

(Drucker 1951:243-247; 279-281). The labour force was supplied by a class of commoners, 

in addition to slaves taken captive from other groups during warfare. Commoners were 

dependent on the generosity of the chiefs \Vith \Vhom they lived. They harvested the chief's 
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resources and in turn were paid in kind. Those who "helped" their superiors aided in the 

chief's ability to potlatch, and in return for their contributions, their children received 

hereditary names and privileges, and were accepted into various ceremonials. A slave's life 

was not so pleasant Those who were fortunate had relatives who were able to buy them out 

of bondage, and once home, a potlatch would be held to announce the former slave's freedom 

(Drucker 1951 :272-273) . 

Local groups and tribes have also amalgamated in recent years. The Keltsomaht 

amalgamated with the Ahousaht after a large number of Keltsomaht men were lost at sea 

during a pelagic sealing expedition in the late 1880s. In the 1940s, at the instigation of the 

Department of Indian Affairs, the few remaining Manhousaht officially amalgamated with the 

Ahousaht, who were by that time already amalgamated with the Keltsomaht, who themselves 

were amalgamated with the Quatsweaht and the Owinmitisaht. 

For Indian Affairs administrative purposes, the amalgamated Hesquiat, the Ahousaht 

(including the Keltsomaht, Quatsweaht and Owinmitisaht), and the Clayoquot (including the 

Puneetlaht) are all referred to as "bands." A system of elected councillors to represent these 

"bands" was introduced in this region around 1940. At this time, the ability to speak English 

and to liaise with White society became requirements for leadership. Yet when asked to 

name the chief of a particular "band," W estcoast people will usually mention first the 

hereditary head chief, and then the elected chief councillor. Today, the hereditary chiefs act 

as advisors to consider decisions made by the elected representatives and to advise the 

councillors in affairs concerning traditional matters. 

2.2 CONCEPTS OF OWNERSHIP AND PROPERTY 

Concepts of ownership and property were precisely reckoned and strongly asserted by 

the Indian tribes residing on the west coast of Vancouver Island. Captain James Cook in 

1778 found that these Indian people claimed ownership of all resources and noted: "Here I 

must observe that I have no were [nowhere] met with Indians who had such high notions of 

every thing the Country produced being their exclusive property as these ... " (Beaglehole 

1967:Ill:306). Almost 160 years later, anthropologist Philip Drucker (1951 :247) made similar 
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observations, reporting that these people "carried the concept of ownership to an incredible 

extreme. " 

2.2.1 Chiefs's Property Rights 

The land and natural resources discussed in this report have traditionally been 

considered the property of chiefs. The rivers and fisheries, hunting and gathering areas, and 

portions of the ocean for miles offshore were all considered to be private property. All the 

territory, except for undefined, remote, inland areas was owned. The chief' s proprietary 

rights to these lands and resources, that is, the chief's  "economic privileges" are known as 

!!ah,uulhi (Drucker 1951 :247ff; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Ellis and Swan 1981 :20; Haiyupis 

1988; PW; JW; GL; SS; AP; MH) . 
Specific natural landmarks--such as the hole in the rock at kwukwuhulhh (place name 

#627) which is the boundary between the uu7inmitis7at!! and the Zaah,uus7at!!--precisely 

delimited tribal boundaries. Today, not all Native consultants agree on particular boundaries, 

but there is a consensus that formerly a head chief's property was respected and restrictions 

on its use were vigorously enforced. As might be expected from this sea-dependent culture, 

shoreline boundaries were more familiar to contemporary Westcoast people in the Clayoquot 

Sound area than the extent or location of boundaries marking the inland and ocean limits of 

their territories. 

When asked, in connection with the present study, how far inland a certain chief's  

territory extended, several who responded invariably stated that boundaries followed the 

height of land, and that tribal territories reached inland to the mountains. James Adams was 

more specific when asked this question by SS. Adams told SS that !!,ah,uulhl extended as far 

inland as saltnon go up the streams and as far up the mountains as the people would go to 

obtain cedar. Few mountains were named, however, and those identified were ones used to 

locate fishing and sealing banks offshore. The limit of a chief's seaward territory, according 

to some contemporary W estcoast people, was said to extend as far offshore as it was still 

possible to go and still be able to see the mountains. Others defined the seaward territorial 

limits in terms of the locations of fishing and fur sealing banks. Luke Swan explained this as 
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follows: 

All the offshore fishing grounds were claimed by the tribe--the boundaries went 
out straight south . . .  past the halibut banks and salmon banks was open 
water . . . but when they were behind [inside of] the fish bank, they had to watch 
their boundaries, waterline boundaries--straight out south--but after they passed 
the banks, it's all open (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

According to SS, James Adams · confirmed that !!a!!uulhi extended as far out to sea as the 

halibut banks. Closer to shore, mid-channel boundaries were said to follow tide-lines, despite 

their daily fluctuations (PW; GL; MH; SS; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Drucker 1951:249) . 

Head chiefs owned the entire tribal territory, and thus they owned the village sites 

within, but some houses and usufructuary rights (the rights of use) to resources and property 

were bestowed upon sub-chiefs, many of whom were the younger relatives of the head chief. 

As Drucker (1951 :249-250) noted, these minor claims were derived from the head chief and 

did not abrogate the rights on which they were based; in theory, the head chief was still the 

owner of the territory itself. Use of a chief's property often required tribute to be paid. Any 

member of the chief's group might use the chief's property, but with the clear understanding 

that it was by virtue of the head chief's generosity, and was subject to certain conditions 

(Drucker 1951 :251) .  

Knowledge of minor territorial claims has diminished as local groups and tribes have 

merged . and lines of descent have blurred. The concept of ownership has also undergone 

change in the historic period. An example of this change is the notion of ownership 

embodied in the term !!a!!uulhi. Drucker (1951 :251) stated that the term hahuulhi would not 

be used for rights of usufruct, only for the major territorial claims of chiefs. Contemporary 

Westcoast consultants, however, apply the term hahuulhi to both. For example, in English, 

they describe the role of a sub-chief's possession of a fishery as "looking after" a river. 

When questioned if this is the man's hahuulhi they will affirm that it is. When asked to 

clarify what "looking after a river" entails, they describe a system of management in which 

the particular minor chief has exclusive rights to the first run of salmon, ensures the stream is 

kept clear, determines when other people (i.e., commoners) can fish, and collects a tribute 

from those who do. Not to respect !!a!!uulhi, PW explained, "would give a man a bad 

nan1e. "  
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Sometimes the tribute is given both to the sub-chief, the owner of the fishery, and to 

the head chief. Apparently, no definite amount was specified, but as Drucker's (1951 :251) 

Native consultant explained, "They didn't mind giving, for they knew the chief would give a 

feast with his tribute. "  At such a feast, the chief would recount how his right to demand 

tribute was a hereditary prerogative of his position. The term "o'umas" given by Drucker 

(1951 :251) for 'tribute' was not recognized by PW, GL, or SS. 

2.2.2 Hereditary Ceremonial Privileges 

Another type of property right is known as tupaati (plural, tutuupata) . The term 

tupaati, loosely translated as 'hereditary privilege; prerogative' governed the ownership and 

utilization of practically everything of value, particularly those rights that were "ceremonial 

privileges" and subject to public display (Sapir and Swadesh 1955:3) . Tutuupata were 

transferred through inheritance, with the most valuable going to the eldest son, or shared by 

several children, or held by an eldest daughter until her marriage and then transferred to her 

brother (Drucker 1951 :267). Tutuupata often formed part of marriage dowries, and were 

transferred by chiefs to sons-in-law for the use of their grandchildren (Golla 1987: 104; Sapir 

1910-1914a:iv:47; PW) . These rights were only validated and sustained through public 

display, requiring distribution of property at feasts and potlatches. 

Among a list of tutuupata recorded by Sapir (1910-1914b) were a wide range of 

privileges, including the right to fish or set traps at certain places, hunting rights, plant 

gathering rights, and drift-whale rights. Contemporary Westcoast people in the Clayoquot 

Sound area, however, include these property rights among those referred to as !:!,a!:!,uulhi, and 

use the term tupaati (tutuupata) to refer to privileges transferred through marriage and 

displayed at potlatches (PW; JW; SS) . 

2.2.3 Property Rights Gained Through Warfare 

Territories and privileges gained from enemies during warfare were called his7uukwt. 

This term, translated literally as 'obtained by stri_king, ' has a more general meaning of 'spoils 
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of war' (Sapir 1910-1914a:xiii:28a; PW; MH) . Lands and fisheries were the usual war spoils 

obtained, although incidents have been recorded of tutuupata being given in return for a 

spared life (Sapir 1910-1914a:x:48a). The territory of the defeated Otsosat as discussed in 

this present report became the his7uukwt property of the Ahousaht and their allies. 

2.2.4 Rights of Ownership in the Clayoquot Sound Area 

Throughout this report, reference is made to the h,ah,uulhi of certain individuals, as 

recalled by contemporary W estcoast people. A review of some of these h,ah,uulhi will 

illustrate the nature of these rights. Several were resource-specific. For example, AP stated 

that the right to hunt geese on Village Lake behind the Hesquiat village was held by two 

people, each of whom possessed the right to hunt on half of the lake. The creek at the 

northwest end of the lake served as a boundary to divide the two hunting territories. These 

two people did not own the right to restrict other uses of this same lake, such as picking the 

bog cranberries that grew around its shore. Concerning the ownership of berry picking 

grounds, LS stated that the first crop was picked for the chief. With this first harvest, the 

chief gave a feast to his people (Drucker 1951 :252) . 

Pacific cinquefoil and wild clover root-digging patches were also owned property and 

the subject of much dispute. JW noted that at wa7uus (place name #620) poles were laid on 

the ground to mark the boundaries of each cinquefoil patch. Some owners moved the poles 

in an attempt to gain more ground. Disagreements continued until a strong man placed large 

rocks on top of the poles to avoid them being moved. AP explained that owners of cinquefoil 

"gardens" were very possessive as they "cultivated" the plants by placing the ends of the roots 

back in the ground so they would grow the following year (Turner and Efrat 1982:73) . 

Chum salmon streams were guarded closely against unauthorized use as this was the 

preferred species for smoke drying, but some coho fisheries were also owned. AP described 

how Purdon Creek at Hesquiat was divided between two chiefs. The chief whose h,ah,uulhi 

included the lower part of the creek had several fish traps which he placed in the creek to 

catch coho salmon. The last time AP saw these traps in use was around 1912-1914, although 

recognition of these chiefs's ownership continued. 
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Trap locations at sockeye fisheries were also owned, according to GL and LS who 

noted the names and trap locations belonging to two generations of high-ranking people at 

hisnit (place name #148) . A place near the mouth of the Megin River that was a 

particularly-good site to spear or gaff salmon was the !!a!!uulhi of the head chief of the 

Ahousaht, after this territory had been taken as his7uukwt (' spoils of war') from the defeated 

Otsosat. 

The head chief had preferred access to the first of a season's resources. His 

h.ah.uulhi permitted him to order some men to procure the first catch for him, or to call on all 

the people to accompany him on the first expedition of the season (Drucker 1951 :251-252) . 

GL suggested that an example of this was practised near the mouth of the Megin River where 

the Ahousaht head chief took the first run of coho. 

It appears that sub-chiefs who were "looking after" fisheries managed them until 

around the 1940s-1950s, after which time people were less inclined to engage in seasonal 

movements for subsistence activities. Those men whose !!a!!uulhi were specific fisheries, 

who are known to contemporary W estcoast people and recorded in this report, are the chiefs 

they saw between approximately 1900-1950. Yet concepts of birthright and hereditary honour 

remain very strong in W estcoast Native consciousness, and certain individuals are recognized 

as possessing h.ah.uulhi rights, even if they do not always exercise these rights. 

Apparently, it was rare for a head chief to fish for himself, and even more rare for 

him to assist in smoke-drying the catch. LS remarked that hisnit was the only fishery in 

Manhousaht territory where the head chief contributed his own labour to these activities. 

Usually, his winter supply was taken in tribute, and according to LS, amounted to as much as 

half the catch of his supporters. 

Fishing banks for halibut, cod or "pitch-headsii (bocaccio) were open to all, as were 

places where certain beach foods, such as mussels and clams, were obtained. No tribute was 

demanded for the above-noted places, although LS stated that as much as a third of a halibut 

catch would be given to the chief, and a portion of the beachfoods (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) . Herring, herring spawn, and spring salmon, however, were food resources that 

required a tribute to be given to the chief (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) . James Adams told SS 

that the first catch of spring salmon from the ocean at the beginning of the season would be 
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given to the chief. MH noted that before her time, places that were particularly good for 

getting gooseneck barnacles were owned by chiefs. 

BA recalled that about four generations ago, a relative of his owned the right to hunt 

sea lions and seals on the rock islets known as tukwnit (place name #860) at Long Beach. 

Those hunters who did not own the right to hunt at a certain place would provide the chief 

with specific portions of the hair seal or sea lion killed. LS, PW and GL noted that the hind 

end of the hair seal, a section referred to as hih7a!ftlim, was the property of the 2nd chief. 

PW added that the hair seal's right front flipper and shoulder blade, known as hasyap'i, was . 

the property of the head chief. Recognition of specific parts of hair seals as chiefs's  property 

was practised until the 1920s at Ahousaht (PW). In more recent times, whole animals or fish 

were given to the chiefs, if the provider wished to acknowledge this tradition (SS) . 

No specific mountains were said to be the hahuulhi of a chief. Yet, as noted by 

Drucker (1951 :254) , the animals hunted were considered the property of chiefs, as the head 

chief owned the land on which they roamed and fed. Consequently, the right hind leg of any 

deer or elk killed was the chief's share, and half of all bear skins went to the chief as well 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). Among the Clayoquot, bear trails were owned property. The 

extraction of tribute did not apply to small fur-bearing animals, so a trapper kept his entire 

kill. But a trapper would never use an animal trail set with another individual 's traps (Moser, 

In, Koppert 1928:35-37; 1930:78) . 

A chief's  property also included salvage stranded on a beach within his territory. The 

finder of such property was obliged to give it to the chief, but payment was given in return 

(Drucker 1951 :254; MH; AP). In some areas, a particular person "looked after" the beach on 

behalf of the head chief. Such a position was held by an old Clayoquot man named 

kaamat,h, who was the paternal grandfather of Robert Martin, Sr. MH recalled seeing this 

old man walk the length of Long Beach looking for items that may have drifted in. 

Kaamath spent so much time walking on sand that he had a peculiar gait even when walking 

on firm ground, MH noted. Around the winter of 1935, kaamath found a drift whale at 

Schooner Cove, south from Tofino. MH' s mother was called to help butcher the whale and it 

was distributed in accord with tradition, the chief receiving the chakwaasi 'dorsal fin. ' This 

was the last drift whale to come onto the beach in Clayoquot territory that was distributed to 
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the village (MH). It was also the job of the person who looked after the beach to notify the 

chief of any visitors approaching, to escort the visitors to the village and to ensure they were 

fed (MH). 

There appears to be a distinction between the person who looked after the beach on 

behalf of the chief (as kaamath did) and the person who was the "keeper of the beach" 

(known as hitin!iisnak) , and owner of the salvage rights. At Opitsat, Mary Jackson, known 

as amulht, was the keeper of the beach. At Hesquiat, AP's half-sister Jessie held this 

position, a prerogative that has been inherited by one of the sons of JT. Still today, certain 

individuals are said to "own the beach," and although generally inactive, one of them recently 

carried out his formal obligations at a public function at Ahousaht (PW) . 

Salvage rights, especially rights to stranded whales, belonged to the head chief in 

whose waters the bounty floated. But these rights were not always respected near intertribal 

boundaries, and stories of disagreements concerning ownership of drift whales are common. 

These stories are of particular interest as embodied in them are the locations of boundaries as 

perceived by previous generations. In her consideration of the southern boundary of 

tla7uukwi7ath territory, MH provided an example of such a boundary dispute concerning a 

drift whale. This incident occurred after the hisaawist'a7ath had already been wiped out, so 

the disagreement was between the tla7uukwi7at!! and the k'inaxwum7as7at!!. When the 

whale landed on the beach at Green Point, the dispute was resolved by cutting the whale in 

half. 

The tla7uukwi7at!! were also involved in a drift whale dispute in the middle of Father 

Charles Channel. When both the tla7uukwi7at!! and the kilhtsmaZat!! fastened their lines to 

this whale they became involved in a "tug-of-whale" that was eventually resolved by cutting 

the whale in half. This incident is retold in a song (MH; PW) . 

Similar stories concerning drift whales that landed on boundaries and became the 

subject of a proprietary dispute, or that were claimed by a neighbouring tribe encroaching 

upon another's  territory, are told among the Hesquiat and the Manhousaht. 

One such dispute involving a drift whale was not resolved so amicably, and is said to 

have precipitated a war between the Clayoquot and the Esowistaht. 
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3.0 CLA YOQUOT SOUND PLACE NAMES 

This section is subdivided into 6 sub-sections, each relating to a particular ethnic 

group's  territory within Clayoquot Sound. The identity of these groups and their territories 

reflects the situation as it likely was around the time of first contact with non-Indians in the 

late 1770s. 

Beginning in the northwestern portion of the study area, the sub-sections of this report 

are as follows: Hesquiat (sub-section 3.1) ; Manhousaht (sub-section 3.2) ; Otsosat (sub-section 

3.3) ; Ahousaht (sub-section 3.4) ; Keltsomaht, Quatsweaht, Owinmitisaht, and Puneetlaht (sub

section 3.5) ; and Clayoquot (sub-section 3.6) .  

Each sub-section contains a description of the group's territory, the social composition 

of the group, and the W estcoast place names and associated site use within each particular 

area. 

The place names are numbered consecutively beginning with number 1 at the 

northwestemmost extreme of the study area, and proceeding in a southeasterly direction. 

These numbers indicate the site's location on the accompanying series of maps. For those 

place names that are very close to acknowledged boundaries, it has sometimes been difficult 

to determine precisely which side of the boundary the site should be placed on. 

Each site description contains its Westcoast name(s) and translation(s), the initials of 

each Native consultant who confirmed the name or provided it independently, and the variant 

transcriptions that have appeared in the published and unpublished literature. For any given 

place name, the listing of the Native consultants's  initials indicates the order in which the 

term was elicited. Terms from the literature for which it has not been possible to determine 

the correct transcription, and which therefore remain in their original form, are enclosed in 
double quotation marks when they appear as part of a discussion. Where these same terms 

are given as attestations of all the sources for a known place name, no quotation marks are 

used. An appendix of all the Native place names appears at the back of this report. 

Translations of Native terms appear in single quotation marks. Where there is a 

consensus with respect to any given translation, the initials of the person(s) who provided the 

translation are not given. Where there is not agreement concerning a translation, each of the 
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different translations is given and credited. The symbol < is occasionally used to mean 

11 derived from 11 when translations are being discussed. 

The description of each site contains information concerning its location, or problems 

in determining its location. Data relating to site utilization are recorded, particularly uses 

associated with resource procurement and uses as village or camp sites, including the names 

of former residents. Similar data obtained from the literature are included with each site. 
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3.1 HESQUIAT 

The present-day Hesquiat, who are known as the hishkwii7ath, take their name from 

the village site in Hesquiat Harbour that is known as hishkwii (place name #46) . The name 

hishkwii7ath 'people of hishkwii ' is derived from the term hiishhiisha which describes the 

sound made when people eat herring spawn that has been deposited on surf-grass or sea grass 

(Phyllospadix §lm.) (AP). This same etymology was provided by the missionary, Father 

Brabant, who stated that the name Hesquiat was from the term meaning 'to tear asunder with 

their teeth so as to disengage from the weed the herring spawn which they eat' (Brabant n.d.) . 

3.1.1 The Boundaries of Hesquiat Territory 

Independently, AP, JT, and BA stated that Split Cape was the northwestern boundary 

of the territory utilized by local groups comprising the amalgamated Hesquiat. AP once 

stated that the boundary was marked by both the cape and the rock island known as 

.Zaa!fma,hsis (place name #2) which forms the northwestern extension of Split Cape. It is said 

that the Muchalat and the Hesquiat once had an argument over a drift whale that landed on 

this boundary at .Zaa_kmakhsis (AP) . 
The antiquity of the Split Cape boundary was noted briefly by Drucker (1951 :237) . 

He recorded that the humis7ath local group, whose winter village was at Homais Cove, went 

to Split Cape in the summer (Drucker 1951 :236), but he also suggested that rights to this 

northern area, as far south as hum7is (place name #15) were originally held by the Muchalat 

to the north. Further evidence that this area may have been aligned with groups to the north 

is also provided in Drucker's (1951 :237) statement that the humis7ath originally had little to 

do with the other groups who formed the amalgamated Hesquiat. 

BA and JT reported independently that the original southeastemmost boundary of 

Hesquiat territory, separating them from the Manhousaht, was at ch'ituukwachisht (place 

name #186) near the entrance to Hot Springs Cove. Unfortunately, neither BA nor JT 

provided additional information about this former boundary. 

Another account placed the Hesquiat1Manhousaht boundary to the west of 
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ch'ituukwachisht. This account was provided by the late Luke Swan (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) , a Manhousaht Indian who stated that the coastline as far 

south as hilhh.uu7a (place name #174) was formerly in the possession of a Hesquiat local 

group chief, but that it was lost to a Manhousaht local group in a war. 

In Drucker's (1935-1936:23:11) fieldnotes, Pascal Alexander, a Hesquiat Indian, said 

that "from hisnit [place name #148] down belongs to the ma:noisath [Manhousaht] (who 

were friends with the Hesquiat people . . .  ) . "  However, in his published study, Drucker 

(1951 :236,239) indicated that this boundary was northwest from hisnit, somewhere in 

between hisnit and hilh�n7a (place name #129) . 

More recently, hilh�n7a at Hesquiat Point has been generally recognized as the 

boundary between the Hesquiat and the Manhousaht (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

1981 : 18; St. Claire and Webster 1984; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . GL noted that even when 

people were at sea, they knew where this boundary lay because the tide line from Hesquiat 

Harbour and the tide line from Sydney Inlet, meet off Hesquiat Point. 

The hilh�n7a boundary once became an issue when the Manhousaht and the 

Hesquiat argued over the rights to a particular whale. At the time, the Hesquiat were 

returning from a visit with the Clayoquots to the south when they met some Manhousaht 

towing a whale. The Manhousaht were in Hesquiat water, although the whale would have 

been on Manhousaht land, had it drifted ashore. As long as the whale was in the water, it 

was Hesquiat property. The Hesquiat paddled hard to get home and then with all their able

bodied men they pursued the Manhousaht. They attached their own lines to the whale and 

were soon towing both the whale and the Manhousaht into Hesquiat Harbour. Seeing that 

they had lost, one of the Manhousaht remarked sarcastically, "Well, Hesquiat, for once you 

will have something to eat instead of little hermit crabs" (Drucker 1951:256) . 

3.1.2 The Social Composition of the Hesquiat 

Two variant descriptions of Hesquiat local groups . and territories have been compiled. 

The first was based on information elicited from Hesquiat Indians Pascal Alexander and 

Thomas Lucas in 1935-1936 by anthropologist Philip Drucker and published in tds 1951 
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publication The Northern and Central Nootkan Tribes. The second was compiled by staff of 

the Royal British Columbia Museum from research conducted with elderly Hesquiats between 

1973 and 1978, and summarized in part in the dissertation of archaeologist Gay Calvert 

(1980) . The following discussion summarizes these data and provides additional information 

from Drucker's  1935-1936 fieldnotes and from interviews with Alice Paul, Joe Tom, Ben 

Andrews and others in 1990. 

It was Drucker's  (1951:221) conclusion that in prehistoric times the Hesquiat were not 

organized as a tribe, but were instead four or five independent local groups, each with their 

own territory. However, . as local groups rapidly lost their members to disease and warfare, 

particularly in the early historic period, the survivors joined together with the remnants of 

other local groups at the present site of Hesquiat and formed a tribal organization referred to 

as hishkwii7at!!, now known as Hesquiat. 

The local groups who subsequently formed the Hesquiat can be divided roughly, and 

arbitrarily, into two--those who owned chum salmon streams inside Hesquiat Harbour, and 

those on the outside who ate fish that washed up on the beach, but who had access to sea 

mammals (Drucker 1951 :237) . 

The names of the local groups listed by Drucker (1951:235-238) have been confirmed 

by AP as the following: the kiik,ina!!7at!!, the !!imayis7at!!, the humis7at!!, the 

ma7ap'ii7at!!, and the yaakhsis7ath. The last group was referred to by Drucker as an 

independent "tribelet" who wintered at their fishing station, instead of going to ma7ap'ii 

(place name #85) with their neighbours. Each of these local groups was comprised of one or 

more component groups, which are called "family groups" in the present report. Often the 

suffix -ta,!iimlh7ath, meaning 'group of people, ' is used to identify these family groups. 

The twelve named groups, and the settlement patterns described by elderly Hesquiat 

elders to Calvert in the 1970s (Calvert 1980:90) are much more extensive than those proposed 

by Drucker, but less conclusive. As Calvert correctly suggests, some of the named groups are 

in fact families and not local groups. These different levels of social and political complexity 

among the Hesquiat become slightly more apparent by examining the 1935- 1936 fieldnotes of 

Philip Drucker and correlating these data with statements elicited from contemporary Hesquiat 

neoole. But as the followin!! 
�- - - �  � 
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discussion indicates, some problems will never be resolved, and at this late date, little more 

can be done than to present the additional data and state the questions. 

3.1.3 The Formation of the Hesquiat Tribe 

The following discussion describes the composition of local groups and family groups, 

or the remnants of them, that together comprise the Hesquiat tribe. 

The hum7is Local Group 

The northwestern portion of Hesquiat territory has been utilized by different groups of 

people at different times. Drucker (1951 :236) recorded that rights to this area, as far south as 

hum7is (place name #15) were at one time held by the Muchalat. Drucker also said that 

possibly the hum7is7ath were originally connected with the Muchalat. This is partially 

confirmed by LS's statement (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) that many years back the 

hum7is7ath "were different, another tribe. " 

Apparently, the humis7ath local group, whose winter village was at Homais Cove, 

went to Split Cape in the summer. Drucker (1935- 1936:23 :11) stated elsewhere that Split 

Cape belonged to the kii!finah,7ath. Contemporary Hesquiat consultants included Split Cape 

in the territory of the h,imayis7ath (AP; JT; Calvert 1980:90) . 

The humis7ath local group took its name from their winter village site at Homais 

Cove, called hum7is (place name #15) , where they had five houses. Well known as sea otter 

hunters, the humis7ath were collectively referred to as Ziihta!fimlh7ath 'always chasing sea 

otter' (Drucker 1951 :236-237; 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  AP). This appears to have been the only 

"family group" comprising the humis7ath, and no sites inside Hesquiat Harbour are said to 

have belonged to them. They also fished coho in the river called ts'aakwuu (place name 

#12) that drains into Homais Cove and hunted sea otter around mukwa,kis (place name #19) , 

but seldom travelled farther from home (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) .  

For some unexplained reason the population of the hum7is became drastically 

reduced, so much so that the great-grru1dfather of Mike Tom (and AP and JT) invited his 
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cousin, the chief of the hum7is7ath from the Amos family, to bring his people to !!ishkwii, 
where they were given a piece of land at apkwuu7is (place name #44) (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976; GL). 

The kiikinah7ath and himayis7ath Local Groups 

Data concerning the other two local groups who have been identified as the owners of 

the Split Cape area--the kii!9na!!7ath and the !!imayis7at!!--are contradictory. The 

kiikina!!7ath were at one time the "dominant group," to use Drucker's (1951 :235; 1935-

1936:23 : 11) term. They resided in four houses at their winter village of kii!9na!! (place 

name #69) which was said to be a fortified site. According to AP, the houses of the 

kii!9na!!7ath extended along the entire area between aa7apswin7is (place name #52) and 

ts'uwaktlis (place name #70) . In the spring and summer they moved to hilh�n7a (place 

name #129) to fish for spring salmon, cod and halibut, and held the coho fisheries at 

kwukwu�a (place name #75) and t'i7aamut (place name #76) which they used in November 

and December. Drucker (1951 :237) extended their territory east to pukwusiis (place name 

#139) where they obtained hair seal, and noted that the chief owned the entire beach, east to 

this site. AP stated that the place where the hair seal were hunted was slightly to the west, at 

niilh.ilirlulh (place name #138) , but she considered this to belong to the himayis7at!!. 

However, Manhousaht people regard the area east of Hesquiat Point, which includes the hair 

seal site, as their own. Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) also recorded that the entire area west of 

Estevan Point and as far north as, Split Cape, with the exception of the humis7ath territory, 

belonged to taa�n7isim, who he identified as chief of the kiikina!!7at!!. 
According to AP and BA, the kiikinah,7at!! died out a long time ago, prior to the 

arrival of Europeans on the coast. Neither AP nor BA knew much about the kii!£ina,!!7at!!, 

nor were they able to identify any Hesquiat people who were kii!£ina!!7at!!. But Pascal 

Alexander had a different perspective on events. He was very familiar with the kiikina!!7ath 
and considered them to have been the highest-ranking group (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11). The 

man named taa�n7isim, who was chief of the kii!9na!!7ath local group according to Pascal 

Alexander, was considered by .AP to be ,himayi...s7atg. Alexander stated that taaii.n7ism 
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wanted to gain control of the site of himayis (as ,hishkwii, place name #46, was then called) , 
the home of the himayis7ath, because of its strategic location. 

At a time when the himayis7ath population had decreased to only 20 or 30 people, 

taawin7ism had one of his warriors kill the chief there, a man named "Laqiqicqiis" 

(Drucker's transcription) . Then the kii!fina!!7ath moved in to ,hishkwii. It is said that 

taa�n7isim permitted the himayis7ath to retain their hereditary privileges and a place in the 

village. Later, one of the sons of taa�n7isim married a high-ranking himayis7ath chief and, 

based on this alliance, taaijn7isim allowed the himayis7ath to have two potlatch seats 

(Drucker 1951 :236; 1935-1936:23 :11) .  

AP recognized taa.Jin7isim as the head chief, but she regarded him not as 

kiikinah7ath but as a member of the himayis7ath, the local group she considered to be the 

highest ranking and most populous. BA, however, suggested that it was matlahuu7a who 

"conquered" the himiyas7ath, and that he was from the tl' aa7a 7ath 'outside people. '  BA 

was unclear concerning the identification of this group, and he may have been describing their 

location rather than their name. It was matlahuu7a, according to BA, who permitted the 

h.imayis7ath to build their houses on top of the bluff at Hesquiat. 

AP also recalled that a chief of the h.imayis7ath was intentionally killed as he was a 

bad man. This chief had a house situated on the flat near the water, which was the original 

village site at hishkwii. He used to sit on a rock in front of his house and watch for 

strangers going by. Whenever he saw a canoe he would send his warriors out to kill the 

people. For this reason, he, himself was killed. 

The himayis7ath, with two houses at himayis (hishkwii) , were the first group to 

become known as ,hishkwii7ath, according to AP. She explained that the name change 

occurred in the time of her great-great-grandparents. Tradition records that the himayis7ath 
chief had his people fill the largest canoe in the village with herring spawn on surf-grass. 

The heavily loaded canoe was then carried up the hill and right inside the longhouse, where 

the people were called to feast on the delicacy. Mter this incident, AP stated, her people 

became known as the hishkwii7ath. Larry Paul recalled a slightly different version of this 

event that his uncle, the late Mike Tom, used to tell. According to Mike Tom, the name 

came about when a himayis7ath man went to the house of the kw'aats'aashta!fimlh7ath 
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(AP' s family's  house) and asked for some herring spawn on grass. The owner said he could 

have some, and a canoe filled with it was brought in. This was used to feast everyone in the 

village (LP) . 
The relationship between the !!imayis7ath and the kiik,ina,!!7at!! is not clear, as it 

appears that the positions and ranking that Drucker's consultant, Pascal Alexander, attributed 

to the kiik,ina!!7ath, were said by AP to have been !!imayis7ath. Drucker (1951:236; 1935-

1936:23 : 11) stated that the !!imayis7ath stayed close to home, fishing only in the harbour and 

in Village Lake. Presumably, this pattern was prior to the chieftainship of taa�n7isim. 
Yet, contemporary Hesquiat indicated that himayis7ath territory was larger. They say 

that the himayis7ath hunted geese and fished coho salmon and smelt in the area between 

Split Cape and the south end of Barcester Bay. They also say that the !!imayis7ath dug 

cinquefoil roots at Z.aa!!uus and shishp'ika (place names #10 & #11) on the western shore of 

the Hesquiat Peninsula (AP; JT; Calvert 1980:90) . 

Possibly, the merger of the himayis7ath and the kiikffiah7ath united their lands. 

Apart from the kii.k,ina!!7ath core area where their winter village was situated prior to their 

move to hishkwii, the lands identified by Drucker's Native consultants as kii.k,ina!!7ath were 

considered by AP to be ,himayis7at!!. 
Information compiled from Hesquiat elders by Calvert (1980:89-90) listed twelve 

named groups with territorial rights. She noted that six of these groups in the centre of 

Hesquiat Harbour shared a winter village, suggesting that this was a grouping akin to 

Drucker's  "tdbe," or that they were "families. " The names of groups that Calvert associated 

with the kii.k,ina!!7ath were in accord with Drucker' s  fieldnotes (1935-1936:23 :11), where 

there are listed as the kinkwa7alhta.k,imlh7ath, the kw'aats'aashtak,imlh7ath (or 

munat'aktli7ath) , the napuuyukwta!9mlh7at!!, and the k'i�laanashta,kimlh7ath. Calvert 

(1980:91) stated that they wintered together at hilhwin7a (place name #129) . According to 

Drucker's  fieldnotes, however, these groups spent part of the summer together at hilhwin7a, 
went to other resource sites owned independently in other seasons, and then regrouped at 

kii.k,inah for the winter. This suggests that these component groups comprising the 

kiik,ina!!,7ath local group were "family groups." After they moved to !!,ishkwii, each of 

these family groups had a longhouse in the village. 
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AP stated that a group known as the ts'a!!,snuwas7ath (or hilh�n7a7atb), whose 

territory was focused in the area from ts'atswiista (place name #126) to iib.at'a (place name 

#133) , lived year-round at hilhMn7a. Their last chief, according to AP, was Jacob Peters. 

This group is not confirmed in Drucker's notes. Luke Swan (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977) stated that the ch'ikJuu7at!! group of the Hesquiat held the area 

from hilh�n7a (place name #129) to hilhb.uu7a (place name #174), but that this territory 

was lost in a battle with the tlaashtluukwi7 at!!, who later became known as the Manhousaht. 

The ch'ik�uu7ath had a winter village (ch'ikriuu, place name #34) with four houses at 

Smokehouse Bay, on the south end of the Hesquiat Peninsula (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Both LS and AP noted that the ch'ik�uu7at!! chief, b.aayu7ii!!, originally held fishing 

rights at hisnit (place name #148) , not at tiitapi (place name #170) as recorded in Calvert 

(1980:91). AP, however, stated that hisnit was given to the Manhousaht when the daughter 

of !!aayu7iih married the son of the Manhousaht chief. AP stated that a woman named 

chuuts,ka, the maternal grandmother of Steve Charleson, was ch'ik�uu7atb., and that her 

grandson exercised his right to fish at hisnit. AP also noted that this same old woman had 

!!ahuulhi ('chief's property') for hunting geese on one side of Village Lake. Once the 

survivors of the ch'ik�uu7at!! moved to !!ishkwii, AP stated, they occupied the fourth 

longhouse (from left to right) , which was said to be owned by chuuts,ka and identified as 

belonging to the kinkwa7alhta!fimlh7at!!. Yet the ch'ikriuu chief, !!aayu7ii!!, was identified 

by Drucker .(1935-1936:23 :11) as the head of the family group called the 

napuuyukwta,kimlh7at!!, one of the component groups of the kii,kina!!7atb.. Pascal 

Alexander gave the name of his own grandfather, tutaanu7akchik, as the 5th-ranking chief 

and head of the house belonging to the kinkwa7alhta,kimlh7atb.. Pascal Alexander, himself, 

AP noted, was head of the longhouse belonging to the hilhat'aktlista,kimlh7ath. The 

relationship between the ch'ik�uu7at!!, the napuuyukwta!fimlh7at!!, and the 

kinkwa7alhta!fimlh7ath is not clear. It is possible that the ch'ik�uu7ath were an 

independent local group prior to their decimation by the Manhousaht. 

The group known as the mub.at'aktli7at!! were a "family group" of the kii,kinab.7ath 
who resided part of the year at Zami!!a (place name #78) (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 11) ,  and 

have been identified by i\P as the ZawJ,ha7at,h. These people were highly regarded as expert 
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whalers (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  AP). AP explained that when they moved to )!ishkwii 
(himayis) ,  they were originally known as the kw'aats'aashta!iimlh7at)!. The longhouse here 

was owned by AP's maternal grandfather, .hiihaskii7a. 
The t'alhat'a7ath spent the summer months at t'alhat'a (place name # 23) near 

Estevan Point. Little is known of these people as they died out a long time ago (AP; GL) . 

Paul, the father of AP's half-sister, Jessie, was one of the last members of this group. His 

daughter inherited her position as "keeper of the beach" at Hesquiat from this man. This 

suggests an affiliation between the t'alhat'7ath and the J!imayis7at)!, and it is likely that the 

former was a "family group" of the latter. 

The ma7ap'ii7ath and the yaakhsis7ath Local Groups 

The territory of the ma7ap'ii7ath was on both sides of Hesquiat Harbour and 

extended from tl'aatl'in,!kw'ukw (place name #79) across the harbour to ikisxa (place name 

#122) and north to the harbour's head end. The ma7ap'ii7ath winter village of at least four 

houses and associated chiefs was situated at ma7ap'ii (place name #85) (AP; Drucker 

1951 :236-237). During the summer the ma7ap'ii7ath joined the kii,!ina)!7at!! at hilh�7a, 
although Drucker (1951:237) was uncertain of the antiquity of this practice, and suggested 

that it might have come about during the process of realignment after the local group's 

depopulation. Apparently the ma7ap'ii7at!! population once numbered around 200, larger 

than the !!imayis7at!! according to AP's mother, but they were mostly exterminated by the 

Ahousaht. Mterwards, the survivors moved to J!ishkwii, but retained their hqmelands as 

seasonally occupied sites (Drucker 1951 :237) . 

The ma7ap'ii7ath were well known as porpoise hunters, and additionally were the 

only local group in Hesquiat Harbour to have chum salmon streams (Drucker 1935-

1936:23 :11 ;  Drucker 1951 :236) . The ma7ap'ii7at)!--in particular, LP's maternal 

grandmother's  father, a man named kitsinya!!s--also owned the chum salmon stream known 

as Zayisakh (place name #118) (AP; Drucker 1951 :236) . A "family group" of the 

ma7ap'ii7at!! known as the paaschitl!!7at!! owned the chum salmon stream north of Le Clair 

Poli._It ',AP\, nru4�'1��- 11 9r:: l ·236· l03r:: 1 036·1')� . 1 1  \ � l ,.  .... -�""'0"'"-.:-eA y'aa1K�,ciS· 1p1ac'"' ..... ........ ,.. 
• � vl\._\:;I \..l J • , 7 J - ..L /  . �J • ..L ..LJ (lli:SU H::;� t)lllL. U - - _11>3 \ 1 C HaU.!C 
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' 
#89) , ts'aayaa (place name #113) and Zayisakh (place name #118) as chum salmon streams 

belonging to the ma7ap'ii7ath. 

AP agreed that the stream called Zayisakh belonged to the ma7ap'ii7ath, as it was 

owned by her great-grandfather, kitsinyahs, but she did not agree that yaakhsis and ts'aayaa 

were ma7ap'ii7ath. She associated these two streams with the yaakhsis7ath, who she 

considered to be the owners of Hesquiat Lake as well. It was Drucker's (1951 :237) opinion 
J 

that the family owning yaakhsis may have been an independent "tribelet, " for they wintered 

at yaakhsis, instead of going to ma7ap'ii. Data provided by AP, however, suggest that 
• 
yaakhsis was the winter village of an independent local group whose territory reached north 

to include Hesquiat Lake, as well as ts'aayaa, the chum salmon stream at its outlet. The 

chief of the yaakhsis7ath was named "t'imah'et" (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) .  

It appears that the populations of both the yaakhsis7ath and the ma7ap'ii7ath were 

severely depleted by the time they moved to Hesquiat. William Jones, who AP said was of 

part-yaakhsis7ath ancestry, was the owner of the longhouse at hishkwii said to belong to the 

napuuyukwta!fimlh7ath. Yapaaltas Robert, who was the spokesperson for the 

napuuyukwta!fimlh7at!!, was considered the owner of this group's  second longhouse at 

hishkwii (AP) . 
Billy Ambrose, whose Indian name was shiiwiita, and who was the son of Ambrose 

niinis, was the owner of the longhouse belonging to the "family group" called 

maamayichta!fimlh7ath. It is not known which local group this family belonged to. 
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3.1.4 Hesquiat Place Names 

Place names #1 - #129 can be found on map 2. 

1 .  huhkii ( GL; AP; JT; BA) < hu}!ak 'certain type of 

sound' (AP); 'sound heard on top of something' 

(JT) 

h,hqi (Drucker 1951 :236) 

b,hqui (Calvert 1980:90) 

This name is applied to Split Cape. Independently, AP, JT and BA each stated that 

the northwestern boundary of Hesquiat territory was at huhkii (see also the discussion of 

place name #2) . 

According to Drucker (1951 :236), huhkii was utilized in the summer by the 

humis7at!! (see place name #14) , one of the local groups comprising the amalgamated 

Hesquiat. Other sources, however, state that huhkii belonged to the J!imayis7at!!, a local 

group in Hesquiat Harbour (Calvert 1980:90; AP) . Elsewhere, Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11) 

said huhkii belonged to the kiikinaJ!7atJ!, still another local group. 

AP recalled her older brother, the late Mike Tom, telling her that he had seen 

houseposts in the little bay immediately south of Split Cape point. According to AP, 
Hesquiat people used to hunt geese in the vicinity of huhkii during her father's  time, but 

Hesquiats have not stayed here since her great-grandparents's  generation. 

2. Zaakmakhsis (AP only) 'grassy beach' 

The small island which forms the northwesterly extension of Split Cape is known as 

Zaak_makhsis. On one occasion, AP stated that Zaak_makhsis and huhkii (see place name 

#1) together constituted the northw·estem boundary of Hesquiat territory. 
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AP noted that at one time when a drift whale washed ashore at Zaakmakhsis, there 

was an argument over who had the rights to this whale. The argument was between the 

Hesquiat and the Muchalat, the tribe whose territory is immediately north of the Hesquiat on 

the Hesquiat Peninsula. 

3. wi!!atis (AP only) 'dries up' 

This is the name of the creek entering into the north side of Barcester Bay. AP was 

of the opinion that smelts (called haapaats'us) were formerly obtained from the vicinity of 

this creek's mouth, although she was not certain of this. 

4. ii!!ata (AP only) 'big creek comes out' 

AP applied this name to the little creek which enters the south side of Barcester Bay. 

Coho go up this creek to spawn, AP pointed out, and the Hesquiats used to get them here 

when they were camping at paats 'ista (place name #5) . 

5. paats'ista 
pa:tsusta 
pa?cista 

(GL; AP; JT) < p'atsmis 'foam (from ocean waves) ' (JT; AP) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

(Calvert 1980:90) 

Although this name applies to the entire south side of Barcester Bay, AP noted that it 

refers specifically to the point at the south entrance to this bay. Likely "Barcester" is an 

anglicization of the Native term paats'ista. 
Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) said that "when 1st white ships came in," paats'ista was a 

site where the !!imayis7at!! local group sometimes camped "for fishing. " These people did 

not fish in the creek at Barcester Bay, Drucker added. It is not clear wrJch creek Drucker 
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was referring to; presumably it was the creek at the south end of the bay. However, as 

discussed above (see place name #4) , AP stated that people did fish in this latter creek. 

According to AP and JT, as well as Native consultants cited in Calvert (1980:90) , 

paats'ista was in the territory of the himayis7at!!. AP added that wi!!atis and ii!!ata (place 

names #3 and #4 respectively) also belonged to the himayis7at!!. AP noted that it was a 

!!imayis7atl! man, old matla!!uu7a, who owned all the area between paats'ista and 

ZaaJimakhsis (place name #2) . 

There was a telegraph line cabin at paats'ista in the 1950s (GL; AP). It was here on 

the south side of the bay that the people used to camp, although AP stated that Hesquiats 

have not stayed here since her grandparents' generation. On one occasion, AP noted that the 

Hesquiat camped at paats'ista in the summer while fishing for dogfish nearby. 

6. t'ukwis (JT; AP) 'narrow; tight' 

This is the name of a halibut bank located west from Barcester Bay and the Perez 

Rocks. The bearings for this bank are a hill at paats'ista (place name #5) and a mountain 

behind Hot Springs Cove (JT) . 

7. humpiilh (JT; AP) 'hills in a line' 

Humpiilh is a halibut and salmon bank located west from the fishing bank called 

t'ukwis (place name #6) . The meaning of humpiiih refers to the bearings on land that are 

used to determine this fishing bank's location. These bearings are Estevan Point and Rafael 

Point (JT) . 

8. Jia!iatsts'ista (GL; AP; JT) 'hair seal place' (AP) 
. . . . qaqatsiSta (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 
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This is the name of a group of rock islands located slightly northeast of the Perez 

Rocks and just offshore from the Hesquiat Peninsula. AP noted these rock islands were once 

three men in a canoe who were transformed into stone because they were hunting seals in 

someone else's territory. 

There are a lot of hair seals here and this area was known as a good place to hunt 

them (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  GL; AP) . 

9. p'aaZa!fnit (AP only) 'place of gumboot chitons' 

P'aaZa!fnit is the name of the small island immediately southeast from !fa!fatsts'ista 
(place name #8). This was a site where gumboot chitons were gathered--AP recalled going 

here when she was young, along with her mother and others. 

10. Zaahuus (AP; JT) 'facing away from ocean' (AP) 

This name applies to an area along the western shore of the Hesquiat Peninsula, 

northeast from !fa!fatsts'ista (place name #8) . AP stated this site was owned by a 

himayis7ath man named hiihas!fii7a. He was AP' s  mother' s  father. 

This was a camping site and a place where Pacific cinquefoil, wild clover, and 

bracken fern roots were dug. The people were very careful when digging Pacific cinquefoil 

roots here. This had to be done "just right" in order to ensure there would always be more 

plants, AP stated (see also place name #11) . Elsewhere it has been noted that the Hesquiat 

method of taking care of plants, at least as far as Pacific cinquefoil was concerned, consisted 

of placing the ends of the roots back in the ground so they would grow the following year 

(Turner and Efrat 1982:73) . 
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11 . shishp'ik,a (AP only) 'cultivated' 

hicpsqa (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) 

This site, situated a short distance southeast of Zaa!!uus (place name #10), is called 

shishp'ik,a because of the way the people used to look after the beds of Pacific cinquefoil 

here (AP) (see also the discussion of place name #10) . 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) implied this was a site where the humis7at!! local group 

(see place name #15) once lived, although AP stated this place belonged to the !!imayis7at,h. 
According to JT, a non-Indian in recent times had a mink farm at shishp'i,ka. 

12. ts'aakwuu (AP; JT) 'always running (water) ' 

This is the name of a coho creek located north from Homais Cove (AP; JT) . 

Presumably it was this site that Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11) was referring to when he stated 

that the humis7at!! "got a few coho from the river near their place" (see also place name 

#13) . AP confirmed that ts'aakwu belonged to the humis7at.h and that these people obtained 

coho from this creek during her grandparents' time. 

13. 
' mushuwas (AP only) 'make mush fish traps' 

At this site, located about halfway between ts'aakwuu (place name #12) and the 

northern end of Homais Cove, a box-shaped fish trap known as mush was made. This trap 

was used to catch coho at ts'aakwuu (AP) . 

14. a7uutuu7a (AP; JT) 'ask about something' 

aeotiiea (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 
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This is the name of a place on the western side of the Hesquiat Peninsula, at the north 

entrance to Homais Cove. A woman carrying a baby on her back was transformed into rock 

near the shoreline here. This distinctive rock can still be seen, as can the nearby rock that 

was her husband (AP; JT) . 

15. hum7is (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; AP; JT; BA) 

homis (Calvert 1980:94-95) 

homis (Drucker 1951 :236) 

homais (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:856) 

ho.ma.is (O'Reilly 1886a; 1886b) 

Hum7is, a village site in Homais Cove, is the site from which the hum7is7ath (one of 

the local groups comprising the amalgamated Hesquiat) took their name. "Homais, " the name 

which appears on the maps and charts, is an anglicization of the Native term hum7is. 

According to AP, hum7is is a "very old word" whose meaning is the same as chuum7is 

' smooth beach. ' Despite the nice beach here, this was a difficult place to land a canoe, AP 

recalled. 

It was Drucker's (1951 :237) opinion that the hum7is may have been connected with 

the Muchalat, as he noted that Muchalat traditions refer to rights held at hum7is, and more 

recently, Tlupana Arm people owned territory to the edge of the hum7is lands. 

The hum7is7ath consisted of one "family group" referred to as Ziihta,!9mlh7ath 

which means 'always chasing [hunting] sea otters, '  for which these people were well known 

(Drucker 1951 :238; AP). Concerning the hum7is7at!!, Drucker (1951 :237) noted that 

"anciently they had five winter houses at homis [hum7is] . "  

Among those Hesquiats who are of part hum7is7ath origin are the Amos, Lucas, and 

Charleson families. As well, Larry Paul's  paternal grandfather, whose Indian name was 

Zaylhchinak, was hum7is7at!!. In recent times, the late Alex Amos was considered the 

leader of the humis7at!!. Alex Amos's father, whose Indian name was ch'ach'in7aas, had a 

longhouse at hum7is. It was located just north of the 1nouth of the creek which drains 
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yachnit (place name #16) (AP; GL). 

AP stated that her father's  mother, whose Indian name was ts'iilhwaana_ka and who 

died in 1921, is buried at hum7is. There is a place name for the site where her grandmother 

is buried, AP added, but she did not recall it. 

There were lots of sea otters and hair seals in the vicinity of hum7is, AP noted. This 

is confirmed by Calvert (1980:94-95) , who added that Canada geese and snow geese were 

also obtained around hum7is. 

Homais Indian Reserve #2, described as a "sealing and fishing station" was set aside 

for the Hesquiat Indians in 1886 by the Indian Reserve Commission (O'Reilly 1886a) .  In the 

sketch accompanying the Minute of Decision for this Indian Reserve, dated June 1886, the 

location of one dwelling on the north side of the creek in Homais Cove was indicated, as was 

the location of another dwelling on the south side of this same creek. It was further indicated 

that there were graves near the shoreline about halfway between this creek and the northwest 

end of Homais Cove (O 'Reilly 1886b). 

16. yachnit (AP; JT) 'place of dogfish' 

It appears the term yachnit applies only to the little lake located east from Homais 

Cove, and not to the small creek which empties this lake into this cove through Homais 

Indian Reserve #2. AP noted that although this place name refers to dogfish, in fact the fish 

found in this lake was actually not a dogfish, but 

a species "similar to a small dogfish." AP said this lake was the only place where these fish 

were found but she did not know if the people actually caught this fish. Deer were common 

around this area (AP; JT) . 

17. chaachaak (AP only) ' little islands' 

This name is applied to the cluster of isla..11ds nearest to tlJe central portion of the 
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entrance to Homais Cove. 

18. maakiyu (AP; JT) 'burial box; coffin' 

This is the name of a small island located just southwest of chaachaak (place name 

#17) . JT explained that this island is called maakiyu because when you see it from offshore, 

it looks like a coffin. There are, however, no burials here, JT added. 

19. mukwa,!gs (AP; JT) 'gravel beach' 

mokwahqis (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

Mukwa!9s is the largest of the cluster of islands located west from chaachaak and 

maa,kiyu (place names #17 and #18, respectively) . There is a gravel beach on this island. 

When she was young, AP used to go to mukwa!9s with her mother to gather gooseneck 

barnacles and purple sea urchins. In his fieldnotes, Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11) referred to 

these islands as "Sunday Rocks," and recorded that the hum7is chief's  ha!!uulhi ('chief's 

property') included all hair seal obtained here. 

20. kw'atlnit (AP only) 'place of sea otters ' 

This tiny island located just southwest of mukwakis (place name #19) shows only 

during low water. It is a dangerous place, where several vessels have been shipwrecked (AP; 

JT) . 

21. ZiZilhchsmaa,kis 

c;-·<·1"' • 
, I .L.csma·qiS 

(AP; JT) 

(Tu..rner and Efrat 1982:75) 
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It was reported in Turner and Efrat (1982:75) that AP identified ZiZilhchsmaak,is as 

the name of "a beach about two miles west [northwest] of Estevan Point. . .  there is nothing but 

willow there. "  AP confirmed this information and noted that 1iZilhchsmaa,kis is derived 

from Zilhchsmapt which is identified as Salix hookeriana (Hooker's  willow) and other Salix 

§lm. (willows) (Turner and Efrat 1982:75) . 

22. ch 'itapk,wuu7is (AP; JT) 'basket grass point' 

tcitaphqois (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

According to AP, this site, located not far southeast along the coast from 

ZiZilhchsmaa,kis (place name #21), was a place where Hesquiat women collected ch'itapt 

which AP referred to as "basket grass." AP noted this site was utilized in her mother's time. 

Turner and Efrat (1982:21,50,87) identified ch'itapt as Carex obnupta (tall basket sedge or 

"swamp grass," and other sedges) , and noted that this species, widely used in basketry, was 

harvested "in late July and early August from swampy meadows on the west [northwest] side 

of Estevan Point. " Likely the site referred to �ere was ch'itapk,wuu7is. 

23. t'alhat'a 

tabita 
t?a·.Aa·ta 

(GL; AP; JT; BA) 'always damp' (AP) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1951 :236) 

(Calvert 1980:90-92) 

The name t' alhat' a is applied to the vicinity of the mouth of a small creek north of 

Estevan Point. 

On the basis of information provided by contemporary, elderly Hesquiats, Calvert 

(1980:90-91) concluded that a group of people known as the t'alhat'a7ath were "associated 

with" the h.imayis7at!!. This is supported, indirectly, by information contained in Drucker 

(1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1951 :236) . Although he stated in his published monograph that t'alhat'a 

was a "stLT .. n1er place" of the Hesquiat, it is clear from Drucker's field notes that he should 
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have identified this site as a summer place of the !!,imayis7ath local group of the Hesquiat. It 

is likely that the t'alhat'a7at!! were one of the "family groups" comprising the !!,imayis7at!! 

local group. 

AP pointed out that as far as she knew, there are no surviving members of the 

t'alhat'a7at!!. One of the last members of this group was an old man named Paul who was 

the father of AP's older sister, Jessie. He died in the late 1800s (AP). 

AP recalled seeing, around 1920, the remains of 2 or 3 Indian houses at t'alhat'a. 

These houses were located on the south side of the creek here. 

One trail connected t'alhat'a with t'ashaktu (place name #74) , a site on the opposite 

side of the Hesquiat Peninsula. Another trail led from t' alhat' a across to the village of 

Hesquiat. At one time a telegraph line followed this latter trail (JT) . 

GL stated that a non-Indian named Harry Hamilton, who was a trapper and fur buyer, 

had a shack located in the vicinity of t' alhat' a in the 1920s-1940s. 

A trapline (T0108T437) extending from the Escalante River in the north to Estevan 

Point in the south, including the entire west side of the Hesquiat Peninsula, was registered in 

the name of Benedict Andrews in 1956 (British Columbia 1990) . 

24. t'itswaas (AP; JT) 'rock in middle of point' (AP) 

This is the name of the site where the lighthouse is situated on Estevan Point. 

According to AP, Estevan Point and the area around it were owned by the t'alhat'a7at!! (see 

also the discussion of place name #23) . 

25. humt'aa 

homwitea 

(GL; AP; JT) 'obstructing' (GL) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

The reefs immediately offshore from Estevan Point are called humt'aa. JT stated it 

was possible to pass through these reefs by canoe, but as both he and AP noted, ttJs had to 
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be done with great caution because of a "monster fish" said to live in this area. This creature, 

which could eat canoes, JT was told, was called tl'atl'iikwuxws by AP. 

Humt'aa was a well known place to hunt hair seals. The Hesquiat people used a 

special method, called kakaa7a, to obtain seals here. Harpoons were tied to the rocks at an 

angle so that their head ends pointed towards the shore. Then, when the hunters chased the 

seals off the rocks, the animals �ecame impaled on the harpoons as they dove towards the 

water (GL; AP; Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) (see also place name #91). 

Deer were common and were hunted in the meadows near Estevan Point (Calvert 

1980:95) . 

26. timksit (AP; JT) 'dark-coloured water' 

This is a little stream located immediately south from the lighthouse at Estevan Point. 

27. 
' Z.aykkwuwa (AP only) 

This place is located just south from timksit (place name #26) at Estevan Point. AP 

said that Z.aykkwu�a is derived from the term Z.ay�, the name of a plant that she was not 

familiar with. This plant did grow at .ZaykkwuJra, and people would camp here for several 

days while gathering it (AP). 

28. muu7ak (AP; JT) 'burned' (AP) 

mo8aq (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

Muu7ak is a halibut bank southwest of Estevan Point. Some ling cod are also caught 

here. The bearings for this bank are Estevan Point and a hillside burned by lightning near 

Hesquiat Lake (JT) . This fisJ-ling bart..k is named after tllis bu..rned :1rea (AP). 
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29. apaktu7a (GL; AP; JT) < apaktu 'midway' (AP) 

apa'qtii8a (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

This is the name of a fishing bank off Estevan Point and northeast from muu7ak 

(place name #28) . Not only halibut, but also ling cod and red snapper are caught here (GL; 

JT; Drucker 1935-1936:23: 1 1) .  

30. siits'us (AP; JT) 'are you talking about me?' 

There is a carved rock (petroglyph) here at this site which is located on the south end 

of the Hesquiat Peninsula, west from Smokehouse Bay (AP) . 

31 .  hihinachis (AP; JT) 'walking with rear end sticking out (AP) 

Hihinachis is a short distance east from siits'us (place name #30) . 

32. saaxtiyu (AP; JT) ' slide' 

This place is immediately east from hihinachis (place name #31). 

33. nixwumyis (AP only) 'rocks have appearance of fish eggs' 

Nixwumyis is located immediately east from saaxtiyu (place name #32) . 
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34. ch'ik�uu (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; 

GL; AP; JT; JS) 

ciknu (Calvert 1980:90-91) 

This name, ch'ik�uu, is applied to Smokehouse Bay west of Matlahaw Point. The 

group known as the ch'ik�uu7ath took their name from this place in Smokehouse Bay. 

Ch'itd:uu was the site of the winter village of the ch'ikJuu7ath (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977; Calvert 1980:90-91; AP). 

Ch'ikduu is derived from the term ch'ikna,kmapt which refers to a type of "grass" 

that grows here. This "grass" is actually giant vetch (Vicia gigantea) . The Native name of 

this species, ch'ikna,kmapt, means 'sparrow plant' and is so called because when one walks 

along the beach, sparrows fly up from the giant vetch (Turner and Efrat 1982:68) . AP 

confirmed this information and added that there used to be a lot of this plant here at 

ch'ikJuu. According to AP, ch'ikJuu was the only place in this region where 

ch'ikna,kmapt was found. 

On the basis of information provided by contemporary, elderly Hesquiats, Calvert 

(1980:90-91) concluded that the ch'ik�uu7ath were "associated with" the !!,imayis7at!!,. One 

of the last of the ch'ik�uu7ath group was the aunt of Larry Paul's father, Noel Paul. This 

woman, who passed away around 1940, transferred the ch'ikJuu7at!! Indian name, 

!!,aayu7ii!!, along to Noel Paul who in turn passed it to Larry Paul (AP). The chief known as 

!!,aayu7iih was also said to be the head of the kii,kina!!,7at!! group known as the 

napuuyukwta,kimlh7at!! (Drucker 1925-1936:23 :11) . Another person of ch'iknuu7ath 
ancestry was a woman named chuuts,ka who was Steve Charleson's mother's mother (AP). 
When chuuts.ka moved to Hesquiat, she was considered the owner of the house belonging to 

the kinkwa7alhta,kimlh7at!! "family group,"  one of the component groups of the 

kii,kina!!,7ath according to Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11) .  Consequently, it remains unclear 

whether the ch'ik�uu7ath were an independent local group, or whether they were survivors 

of a group who were then aligned with either the !!imayis7at!! or the kii,kina!!,7at!!. 
Luke Swan stated that there were at one time 4 longhouses at ch'i�uu. LS also 

stated that originally the entire area between Hesquiat Point and hilhhuu7a (place name 
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#174) belonged to the ch'ikJuu7at!! but these people lost this territory in a battle with the 

tlaashtluukwi7at!! who later became known as the Manhousaht. Eventually the remaining 

ch'ikJuu7at!! amalgamated with the Hesquiats, LS stated. He added there were five or six 

people in the 1970s who were recognized as having ch'ikttuu7at!! ancestry (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . 

35. tlichma7a (AP; JT; Turner and Efrat 1982:73) 

This is the name of an area on the eastern side of the southern tip of Matlahaw Point. 

Tlichma7a is derived from the term tlichma,kis which refers to any area where there is a lot 

of tlitsYup (Pacific cinquefoil) (Turner and Efrat 1982:73; AP). 

Tlitsjup was, in fact, plentiful here at tlichma7a, and the Hesquiat people did dig it at 

this site (AP; JT). 

36. cha7aa (GL; AP; JT) < cha7ak 'reef' 

tca'a (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1951:236) 

tcaa (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) 

This name is applied to Matlahaw Point, known locally as "Boulder" Point, and to the 

reefs that extend out from it. On his published map of Hesquiat sites, Drucker (1951 :236) 

identified cha7aa as a "camp site for cod fishing. " On this map, Drucker indicates the 

location of cha7aa is in the vicinity of ch'ik�uu (see place name #34) . But Drucker was 

very likely mistaken. Furthermore, AP pointed out that as far as she knew, the people did not 

camp anywhere on Matlahaw Point. 

In his field notes, Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11) stated that codfish were caught off 

Boulder (Matlahaw) Point between September-October, and that spring salmon were caught 

here around March. Calvert (1980:96-97) stated that Canada geese were hunted in the 

vicinit-y of Jv1atlahaw Point dudng the spr111g fu!d fall. TI-Js point was also an area where 
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albatross came close to shore and were caught there, in the ocean, using a hook and line. As 

well, Matlahaw Point was known as a place to gather mussels, chitons and sea urchins. 

GL was told that drift whales used to be washed ashore along the beach between the inner 

(southeast) side of Matlahaw Point and the area south of Hesquiat village. Cod and octopus 

that had been half eaten by sea lions could also be found washed ashore along this beach 

during the winter months. The old-timers considered these half -eaten materials to be edible. 

In the early 1930s, when GL spent a winter at Hesquiat with the Amos family, he observed a 

man named yupaat, Robert, collecting half -eaten pieces of cod and octopus along this beach. 

Yupaat gave these to old Ahousat Amos who was the father-in-law of the late Alex Amos 

(GL; AP) . 

A "Great Shark" was believed to live in the waters off Matlahaw Point, and warriors 

would go out to the reef off this point, dive down, and attempt to touch this creature's tail. 

The divers would come up with a piece of seaweed they took from the area of the Great 

Shark's tail and say "This is the head of the enemy tribe" (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) . GL 

had heard that there was a t'apsulh 'ritual diving place, ' somewhere off Boulder Point, but 

was aware of no further details about its use. 

37. 
t ' 

wawaalhswas ( GL; AP; JS) 

vegetation) ( GL) 

< walh 'thinned out' (as in thinned out 

A fishing bank situated south from Matlahaw or "Boulder" Point is known as · 
' ' . . 

wawaalhswas. Coho, sockeye, and hahbut can be caught here (GL) , as well as lmg cod and 

red snappers (JT) . According to AP, one of the bearings for this fishing ban..l( is the point 

called .ftumuu7a (place name #94) near the entrance to Hesquiat Lake. 

Another fishing bank was described in this same general area by JT. He said it was 

not too far offshore from Matlahaw Point and that it had as its bearings, Le Claire Point (in 

Hesquiat Harbour) and Matlahaw Point. JT added that the trees are thin on Estevan Point 

where another bearing for this same fishing bank is taken. Fishermen anchored their canoes 

here while they fished for halibut, JT stated. Given that the beari_ngs for the latter site are 
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very similar to those used for JaJaaihswas, and that JT gave no separate Indian name for 

this other bank, it may be that JT was, in fact, referring to the northern portion of 
' , wawaalhswas. 

38. ch'iitis (AP; JT) 'perpendicular' (AP) 

tcei:kis (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

This fishing bank, located east from �airaalhswas, was described by Drucker (1935-

1936:23 :11) as a halibut bank, and by AP as ·a ling cod and halibut bank. According to AP, 

this fishing bank was called ch'iitis ('perpendicular') with reference to one of its bearings. 

39. 
� 

chichwaa (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< chichichi 'teeth' 

' 
Chichwaa is a ling cod bank located a considerable distance southeast from ch'iitis. 

Luke Swan stated that because this fishing bank is located on the boundary between the 

Manhousahts and the Hesquiats, there were arguments about it--both tribes used to claim this 

fishing bank as their own (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

40. ch'ihlhaa 
tcehla 

(GL; AP; JT) < ch'ihaa ' supernatural creature' (GL) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :12) 

There is a flat rock here on the east side of Matlahaw Point, not far north from the 

southeast tip of the point. This rock is visible only at low tide. It is said that the scratches 

on this rock were left by the Thunderbird when it landed here with something in its claws 

(AP) (see also place name #41). 
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41. tl'isimyis 

Lisumis 

(GL only) < tl'isukw 'white' 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) 

GL was told by Ben Andrews that there is a rock with a white mark on it located on 

the beach at ch'i!!lhaa (place name #40) . This came about when the Thunderbird landed 

here. The white mark on this rock is one of the Thunderbird's feathers (GL) . It was stated 

in Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) that tl'isimyis is a "white rock near tcehla [ch'ihlhaa, place 

name #40] . "  

42. ch'ach'a7iniihta (AP; JT) 'sound of water' (AP) 

This is the name of a small creek located immediately north from ch'iihlha and 

tl'isimyis (place names #40 and #41, respectively) . 

43. ti7ulh (AP; JT) 'base of bluff' 

Ti7ulh is immediately north of ch'ach'a7iniihta (place name #42) . There is always 

water dripping from the bluff here (AP) . 

44. apJfwuu7a (AP; JT) 'point of land' 

apJfwuu7is ( GL only) 'point of land' 

tl'aa7ii7is (AP; JT) 'outside beach' 

These names are applied to the point of land situated southeast from the south end of 

the Hesquiat village. The late .Alex .A�mos's house was located on tbJs point (GL) . Off tbJs 
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point, sea urchins were obtained OT) . 

45. ts'aht'aa (AP only) 'creek never gets dry ' 

This is the name of a spring of water located a short distance northwest of ap)iwuu7is 
(place name #45) . AP' s mother used to wash clothes here. 

46. hishkwii (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; AP; JT) 
heckwi (Drucker 1951 :236) 

hc8kwi (Calvert 1980:92) 

hiSkWj (Turner and Efrat 198 2: 10,59) 

himayis (AP; JT) 

This name is applied to the area where the Hesquiat Indian settlement is located in 

Hesquiat Harbour. The amalgamated Hesquiat, known as the hishkwii7ath, take their name 

from this site. Hishkwii is derived from the term hiishhiisha which describes the sound 

made when people eat eggs that have been deposited by herring spawning on surf-grass or 

sea-grass (Phyllospadix §1m.). The sea-grass leaves laden with herring eggs are passed 

through the mouth to remove the eggs--hiishhiisha is the sound that is made as the eggs are 

swished off by the teeth (Turner and Efrat 1982:58-59; GL; AP) . 

According to Drucker (1951 :23235-236) and also to AP, the place now called 

hishkwii has always been the winter village of the himayis7ath. AP and JT noted that 

originally this site was called himayis which AP said is derived from the term haamat 
meaning ' something that sticks out and can be seen from a great distance. ' But over a period 

of time, the remnants of other groups in Hesquiat Harbour came to winter together at 

himayis. Eventually the name of the site was changed to hishkwii, and collectively all these 

groups came to be known as " Hesquiat" which is an anglicization of the Native term 
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h,ishkwii7ath. 
AP explained that it was specifically the himayis7ath who first became known as 

h,ishkwii7ath. AP said this occurred during the time of her great-great-grandparents. At that 

time, the himayis7 ath chief had his people fill the largest canoe in the village with herring 

eggs on surf-grass. Then this canoe and its load were carried up the low hill and taken right 

inside AP' s family's huge longhouse. A large feast of these herring eggs on surf -grass was 

held, and after this, the himayis7ath were also called h,ishkwii7ath (AP) . LP's uncle, the 

late Mike Tom, had a slightly different version of this event. He stated that a himayis7ath 
man went to the house belonging to the "family group" known as the 

kw'aats'aashtak,imlh7ath (where AP's own family lived) , where he asked for some herring 

spawn on eel-grass. The owner said he could, and a canoe full of spawn was brought into the 

house. The herring spawn was used to feast everyone on the village. 

When the Indian Reserve Commissioner visited Hesquiat in June, 1886, he described it 

as the "principal village" of the tribe and commented on "its proximity to good halibut 

grounds" (O'Reilly 1886a) .  By a Minute of Decision dated June 26th, 1886, 232 acres were 

set aside here as Indian Reserve #1 for the Hesquiat tribe. The sketch accompanying this 

Minute of Decision indicated there were seven dwellings here, as well as a Roman Catholic 

church, at this time. Graves were indicated near the beach at the southeast end of the village 

(O'Reilly 1886b) . 

Among the old-time Hesquiats who lived at this village were the following: 

mamach7ak,tl, an old blind man who was an ancestor of the Andrews family; yatsa, Thomas 

Dick, and his wife, saa7ah; niinis, Ambrose, and his wife, Rose; yuuwii, Noel Paul (Alice 

Paul' s  first husband) ; matiyas, Matthew Mathias (Noel Paul 's  father) ; wish�ulh, Hesquiat 

Tom (Alice Paul 's father); matlawa7a_!sa, Virginia (Alice Paul 's mother) ; tl'iisiyu!!7a,!i§a 
(Charlie Mickey's grandmother) ; ch'ach'inZaas, Hesquiat Amos (the late Alex Amos' father) , 

and suu7aa7utla, his wife, Monica, from Ahousaht; lhaawish, Thomas Lucas (Simon Lucas's  

father's father) ; ts'awawin7is (Benedict Jules), and his wife, tl'iishin7aalh, from Muchalat; 

taa�n7isim or yuusta (Ben Andrews's father) , and his wife, wiitsak'at, Alice, from Opitsat; 

and yupaaltas, Robert yupaat ( GL; AP). 

AP provided infonnation concerning eight longhouses formerly situated along the 
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shore at Hesquiat. All but one of these houses were on the low hill adjacent to the beach. 

Beginning at the southeastern end of the village and proceeding to the northwest, these 

longhouses were as follows: 

longhouse #1--situated at right angles to the beach, immediately south of the present-day 

breakwater, where Dave Ignace now lives. This longhouse was owned by Pascal Alexander. 

AP said that his Indian name was ts'uuk,wit. The members of this household were known as 

the hilhat'aktlista.kimlh7ath; 
longhouse #2--owned by Billy Ambrose, whose Indian name was shiiwiita (AP said he was a 

Kyuquot man who was married to a Hesquiat woman) . This longhouse, which was situated 

parallel to the beach--houses #2-#7 were all parallel to the beach--was still standing in 1916, 

as is shown in a photograph of that date (see Turner and Efrat 1982: 12) .  The members of 

this household were known as the maamayichta.kimlh7ath; 
longhouse #3--this longhouse belonged to the head chief of the Hesquiat. The area where this 

longhouse was situated was known as hls�aas which AP translated as 'head chief's  property' 

[Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) said that �is.Aaas, meaning 'forever' in the sense of "staying 

there forever, " was the name of the chief's house] . This longhouse belonged to old 

matlahuu7a. The members of this household were known as the k'�tlaanashta.kimlh7ath. 
According to both AP and Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11), old matlahuu7a, the head chief of the 

Hesquiat, was Ben Andrews's father's mother's brother. Ben Andrews passed along the 

hereditary chieftainship to his son, Dominic Andrews, who is recognized today as the 

hereditary head chief of the Hesquiat; 

longhouse #4--this longhouse was owned by the late Steve Charleson's grandmother, 

chuutsk,a, Marianne, who was identified by AP as being a ch'iknuu7ath. The members of 

this household were known as the kinkwa7ashtak,imlh7ath; 
longhouse #5--this longhouse was owned by William Jones whose Indian name was 

yaanikw'um. The members of this household were known as the napuuyukwtak,imlh7ath 
(see also longhouse #6) ; 

longhouse #6--a man named yupaat, known as yapaaltas Robert, was the owner of this 

longhouse. He was a spokesperson for the napuuyukwta}iimlh7ath (see also longhouse #5) ; 

longhouse #7--trJs was the longhouse owned by !!ii!!as!fii7a who v1as .AP's mother's father. 
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This was the largest longhouse in the village, measuring 95 feet long by 45 feet wide. The 

members of this household where known originally as the kw'aats'aashta!£jmlh7ath and 

more recently as the mu,hat'aktli7at,h. AP also referred to this group as the Zami!!a7at!!. 
The two centre support posts of this huge longhouse came from the Muchalats and were 

towed around to Hesquiat; 

longhouse #8--like house #1, this longhouse, owned by the great-grandfather of AP's older 

half-sister, Jessie, was situated at right angles to the beach. It was at a lower elevation on the 

shoreline than longhouses #1-#7, all of which were on a low hill. AP pointed out that Jessie 

owned the beach at Hesquiat, between apkwuu7a and aminZaktlts'us (place names #44 and 

#53 respectively) . Jessie' s  chieftainship was passed along to one of JT's  sons, JT added. 

According to AP, the oldest longhouses were located on the flat area along the 

shoreline north from longhouse #8. These oldest longhouses were all washed away in a great 

storm, before the arrival of non-Indians in this area, AP noted. Along the shoreline north 

from longhouse #8 was a rock known as the "chief's seat" (it is now buried) . Larry Paul 

explained that this rock was so-called because a !!imayis7at!! chief, who was feared by 

outsiders, used to sit here and look out for strange canoes. This was when the people were 

living in the low-level older portion of the village. 

Not far north from the "chief's seat" rock was the area where the Hesquiats had their 

first modem gardens. The well known Catholic priest, Father Brabant, had his church and 

house west from the southern end of these gardens (AP) . 

Near the northern end of these flats, and south of the cabins and Museum, there was a 

house owned by Placide Lucas that was occupied until the 1940s (the remains are still visible 

today) . North from the cabins and Museum, and near where the present-day footbridge 

crosses Purdon Creek, was a house owned by a man named tl'umaxk'a (AP) . 

In 1989, a trap line covering the entire southeast end of Hesquiat Peninsula, south of 

t'ashaktu (place name #74) , was registered in the name of Delores Baynes (British Columbia 

1990) . 
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47. 
, ' aamaanu7a (AP; JT) 'dries up for quite a distance' (AP) 

This is the name of a section of beach just northwest from ts'aht'aa (place name #45) . 

48. asts'uu7a (AP; JT) 'clear' (AP) 

Asts'uu7a, which is adjacent to aaJtaaJu7a (place name #47) , is the name of the 

southeasternnmost section of the beach at the Hesquiat village. 

49. t'uuhtskwikwuwa7a (AP; JT) 'cut heads on rock' 

t',htsk�kow� (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 'place for putting heads' 

This is the name of a large rock on the beach. The rock is located immediately 

southeast from the breakwater and in front of the house where Dave Ignace lives. 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11), heads that were taken during the course of a 

battle in this area were placed on this rock and left to rot. 

50. ts'ats'axwach'a7akwulh!! (AP; JT) 'place to spear fish 

from' (AP); 'point and spear something' (JT) 

This is the name of a flat-topped
.
rock located about 100 yards southeast from the end 

of the present-day breakwater. Fish were speared from this rock in AP's mother' s  time. In 

particular, this was a place where cabezon (called Zuuxw) were obtained, either with a special 

spear called Zuxwyak or by a method of fishing called ZuxwZuxwsh. This method utilized a 

fishing line made of stinging nettles. A gorge hook was baited with dried ling cod skin and 

fixed to a "bob" made of ling cod stomach. When this "bob" disappeared under the water, 

the fish was pulled in (AP) . 
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51.  chuchu7akw'ukw (AP; JT) 'looks like a person bending over' 

This is the name of a rock located about as far offshore as the end of the present-day 

breakwater, and directly east from AP's house. When the tide recedes to the extent that this 

rock becomes visible, it is a signal for people to start walking towards ap,kwuu7a (place 

name #65) to dig clams. 

52. ap7aats'uu7a (AP only) 'house on cliff edge' 

Ap7aats'uu7a is the name of that portion of the low hill on which AP's house and 

that of the late Mike Tom are located. 

53. amin.Za,ktlts'us (AP only) 'valuable things drift ashore (?) ' 

AP stated that "lots of things" drift ashore in this portion of the bay. 

54. wii,knit 
wi·qnit 

�enit 

(AP; JT) 

(Turner and Efrat 1982:77) 

(Moser 1900-1930) 

The meadows behind (west from) Hesquiat village are called wiiknit. This place 

name is derived from wii,k, the name of an edible unidentified plant that grows here, 

especially at the far end of the meadows. Bog cranberries (Vaccinium parvifolium) were also 

obtained from these meadows (Turner and Efrat 1982:67,77; AP) (see also place names #55 

and #63) . 

Herds of deer were often seen grazing in these meadows (Calvert 1980:95). 

In 1911 ,  Father Charles Iv1oser, then stationed at Hesquiat village, described '\lii,knit as 
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"a flat piece of land with no trees on it, of about fifty acres about a mile behind my house" 

(Moser 1900-1930) . 

55. "ya'ya8s'1nas" (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11), this is the name of Village Lake and the 

creek that drains it. However, neither AP nor JT recognized this place name, nor were they 

able to give any name, themselves, for Village Lake as a whole (see also place name #56) . 

AP noted that formerly there were place names for various sections of Village Lake, but these 

names are no longer known. 

In AP's grandparents's time, the northeast side of Village Lake was owned, for 

purposes of geese hunting, by a woman named chuutsk,a who was the late Steve Charleson's 

mother' s  mother, and the southwest portion was owned (also for geese hunting purposes) by 

t'i7akwu7ap, the father of niinis, Ambrose. The creek at the northwest end of the lake, up 

which coho used to ascend, served as the boundary to divide these two territories (AP) . 

According to Pascal Alexander, his grandfather, a chief named tutaanu7akchik, at one time 

owned the geese hunting rights on Village Lake. Apparently, he also owned a net used to 

catch these geese (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 11). 

Ducks, especially mallards, and Canada geese, along with the occasional swan were 

hunted here (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  GL; Calvert 1980:95)) . GL noted that birds were 

hunted in this lake by use of torchlights. Apparently, geese could be netted from canoes here 

when storms prevented them from flying (Calvert 1980:95) . P'ap'a7is (bog cranberries) were 

gathered from Village Lake (AP; Turner and Efrat 1982:67) (see also place names #54 and 

#63) . 

56. ts'aa7a,kwu (AP) 'creek from the bend' 

ts' aa7akwulh!! (JT) 
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These names are applied to the small creek that drains Village Lake and enters into 

Purdon Creek about 200 feet upstream from the present-day footbridge across Purdon Creek. 

According to AP, coho went up ts'aa7aliwu creek. This entire little creek (ts'aa7aliwu) was 

owned by a himayis7ath chief named ts'iiyaatimilh (AP) (see also place name #57). 

57. ts'aap'i7as (AP; JT) 'creek from behind' (AP) 

Purdon Creek is called ts'aap'i7as. Coho went up this creek, beginning in August 

each year, and were caught at several places along the creek by means of box-shaped fish 

traps called mush that were used in conjunction with small weirs (AP; JT). A first-salmon 

ceremony was held when the first coho were caught in these traps each year. AP recalled 

that t'i7akwu7ap, the father of niinis (see below) , used a mush fish trap in the lower part of 

Purdon Creek when she was a girl. The last time these traps were used in this creek was 

around 1912-1914 (AP). 

Niinis, Ambrose, owned Purdon Creek from its mouth up to its confluence with the 

small creek that drains Village Lake (see also place name #55) . Matla!!uu7a (Ben 

Andrews's father' s  mother's brother) owned Purdon Creek from its confluence with Village 

Lake creek, all the way up to the meadows from which Purdon Creek originates (AP). 

One of the sites where mush traps were used was where the footbridge to the church 

crossed Purdon Creek (the remains of this footbridge are still visible today) . Not far 

downstream from here was another mush site, in the vicinity of an area used in more recent 

times as a place to wash clothes, and even more recently, as a swimming hole. Still another 

mush site was near the mouth of Purdon Creek, not far downstream from where the present

day footbridge crosses this creek (AP). 

River otters were common near the mouth of Purdon Creek (Calvert 1980:95) � 
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58. uu!iwsita (AP only) 'calm area (?) ' 

This is the name of that portion of Purdon Creek that is directly behind (northwest of) 

the site of the present-day Museum. 

59. kwisaksis (AP; JT) 'across the creek' 

The area just north of the lower portion of Purdon Creek is called kwisaksis. 

60. hita_ktlis (AP; JT) 'always drifting ashore' 

Hita_ktlis is not far north from the mouth of Purdon Creek. 

61. ap_kwuu7is (AP; JT) 'point of land' 

This is the name of the point that is south from Antons Spit. 

62. mu7is (AP; JT) 'burned beach' 

Mu7is is the name of a beach at apkwuu7is point (place name #61). Offshore from 

here is a site where dentalia (Dentalium pretiosum) were gathered (AP). 

63. tl' aaxaktis (AP; JT) 'cleared area (?) ' (AP) ; 

'trail slashed out' (JT) 
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This name refers to the narrow area between the northeast end of Village Lake and the 

beach at Hesquiat Harbour. In former times, this area was kept cleared in order to provide 

easy access to Village Lake for purposes of obtaining bog cranberries (AP) . 

64. t'ukw'aa (AP only) 'narrow area' 

T'ukw' aa is the name of an area of the beach extending from just north of tl' aaxa,ktis 

(place name #61),  up to ap,kwuu7a (place name #65) . 

65. ap,kwuu7a (AP only) 'point of land' 

This name is applied to the point of land where Antons Spit begins. Antons Spit, 

itself, was a well known area for procurement of food resources. It was a particularly good 

place to dig clams (GL; Calvert 1980:97; AP). According to GL, there used to a lot of 

albatross, known as isin, in the vicinity of this spit. GL noted that the Hesquiat people used 

to eat albatross. 

Antons Spit was an area where herring spawned. The Hesquiats used to troll for 

salmon in this vicinity (Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 11) .  

Canada geese were netted on the beach inside Antons Spit, where brant were also 

common in spring. As well, small flatfish were occasionally speared in the shallow waters 

inside the spit. Between Antons Spit and the Hesquiat village were constructed a series of 

stone and basketr-.:; fish traps for catching sea perch which were used primarily for bait 

(Calvert 1980:95-97) . 

66. apswii7a (AP; JT) 'middle' 

The central portion of Antons Spit was known as apswii7a. 
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67. tl'aa}iapi (GL; AP; JT) 'growth of trees' (GL) 

Laakapi (Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 11) 'going out' 

It appears that Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) applied this term to all of Antons Spit. 

However AP stated that tl 'aa}iapi applies only to the tip of Antons Spit (see also place name 

#65) . 

68. aa7apswin7is (AP; JT) 'armpit' 

This is the name of the area immediately west of ap}iwuu7a (place name #65; see 

also place name #69) . A man named Anton used to have a store here (JT). 

JT noted that in Hesquiat Harbour northeast from aa7apswin7is, he used to see grey 

whales with their head ends up out of the water while their flukes were stirring up the 

bottom. In this way, these whales were getting razor clams, JT said (see also the discussion 

of place names #182 & #408) . Biologist Jim Darling confirmed that whales "standing" in this 

manner are exhibiting a type of "rubbing behaviour" that has been observed throughout 

Clayoquot Sound. However, the razor clam diet of whales that is very familiar to older 

Westcoast people has not been confirmed by biologists (Darling 1990: pers. comm.) . 

69. kii,kinah (GL; AP; JT; BA) translation not known 

kiqina (Drucker 1935-1936:23:1 1;  1951 :235-236) 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1951 :235-236), "kiqina" was the winter 

village of the "kiqinath" [kii,kinah7ath] local group who he described as the "dominant 

group" of the Hesquiat. AP recognized the name of these people as kii,kinah7ath, although 

she did not recall any of the old-time Hesquiats saying they were descended from the 

kii}iinah7ath. AP ·said that the kii!iinah7ath had disappeared before the arrival of non-

Indians; BA stated these people were "wiped out" a long tin1e ago. 
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As far as AP knew, the kiikina!!7ath had their houses along the entire area between 

aa7apswin7is and ts'uwaktlis (place names #68 and #70, respectively) , including a fortified 

site here at kiikinah. GL also stated there was a "fort" at kii!finah, and that kiiJiina!!7ath 
was the "real, old-time name" for the Hesquiats. 

70. ts'uiraktlis (AP; JT) 'chopped-off end' 

This name is applied to the area immediately west of kiiJiinah (see the' discussion of 

place name #69) . 

71 . ch'itap!its'u (AP; JT) ' always ch'itapt [basket sedge] there' (AP) 

Independently, both AP and JT gave this place name which refers to a meadow just 

southwest of aa7apswin7is (place name #70). JT recalled this was a popular place for 

gathering ch'itapt 'basket sedge' .  

72. ts'ahtachitl (AP; JT) 'washed away in other direction' 

This was the name of a very small lake, now dried up, located just west of 

ch'itap!its'u (place name #71).  

73. kwikwiwiktinJiis (AP) 'angular-sandstone beach' 

This is the name of a section of beach located northwest from ts 'uwaktlis (place name 

#70) . 
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74. t'ashaktu (AP; JT) 'trail across ' 

T'ashaktu is immediately north of kwikwiwiktin!iis (place name #73). There was a 

trail between t'ashaktu and t'alhat'a (place name #23) . 

75. kwukwu�a (AP; JT; BA) 'holes (kettles) in rock' 

kiikfiwah (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ; 1951 :235�236) 

This name is applied to a portion of the creek that enters Hesquiat Harbour just south 

of t'i7aamut (place name #77) . More specifically, kwukwu�a applies to the area of the 

creek where there are sandstone rock kettles. Coho used to go up here and became trapped in 

these rock kettles where they were easily caught by the Indian people. This was in November 

and December, noted Drucker (1935-1936:23:11) who implied the place name kwukwu�a 
applied to this entire creek. In fact, Drucker (1951 :236) said that kwukwu�a was "a coho 

stream and [fishing] station. " It was noted in June, 1886, that "a limited number of salmon" 

were caught at the mouth of this stream (O'Reilly 1886a) . A sketch map made at this same 

time implies that this stream may have been known as hilhts'uus (see place name #76). 

Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1951 :235-236) reported that this creek was owned by the 

"kiiqinath" [kii,!9na!!.7ath] (see place name #69) . AP stated this creek was owned by a 

woman named aayatamu7ukwa who was AP's maternal grandfather' s  sister and was a 

member of the Hesquiat group known as the Zami!!a7ath. As discussed elsewhere (see place 

name #78) , this group was also known as the mu!!.at'aktli7ath, and were one of the 

component iifamily groups'' of the kii!iina,h7at,h. 

76. hilhts'uus (AP; JT) 'everything is there' 

ilt.soos (O 'Reilly 1886b) 

According to AP and JT, this name is applied to the entire area of the beach ex+..ending 
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from the vicinity of t'ashaktu (place name #74) all the way north to the mouth of the creek 

where kwukwu�a (place name #73) is located. An 1886 sketch map clearly suggests the 

name "ilt.soos [hilhts 'uus] "  may also have applied to this creek, itself (O 'Reilly 1886b) . 

77. t'i7aamut (AP; JT) no translation known 

te.ah.mit (O'Reilly 1886a; 1886b) 

teahmit (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:856) 

t'8amut (Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 1 1; 1951 :235) 

AP and JT applied this name only to the area of land known as the "Teahmit" 

(anglicized from ti7aamut) Indian Reserve. However, Drucker clearly implied that this term 

applied to the creek that enters the north side of this Indian Reserve. He identified t'i7aamut 
as "a coho stream and [fishing] station" that belonged to the kiik,ina!!7at!! local group 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1951 :236) (see the discussions of place names #69 and #75) . AP 

was not aware of any salmon run in this creek. 

AP stated that during her parents' s  time, the people from Hesquiat village used to go 

up this creek in order to obtain red cedar for canoes and houseposts. 

In June, 1886, the Indian Reserve Commissioner reported that a "limited number of 

salmon" were caught at the mouth of this stream, and clearly implied that the term "te.ah.mit 
[t'i7aamut] applied to the stream, itself. Te.ah.mit Indian Reserve #3, 1 13 acres, was 

established here for the Hesquiat Indians in June 1886. It included the mouths of both creeks 

(O'Reilly 1886a; 1886b) (see also place names #74 and #75). 

78. Zami!!a 
amiha 

(AP; JT) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1935-1936:23 : 12) 

This name is applied to an area on the southwest side of Le Claire Point. According 
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to AP, the meaning of Zami!!a refers to "people who don't hold a grudge."  Formerly there 

were houses at Zami!!a (JT) . 

Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11) referred to the people living at Zami!!a as the 

mu!!at'aktli7at!!, who he identified as expert whale hunters. AP referred to these same 

people as the Zami!!a7ath (see also the discussion of place name #96) , and she, too, recalled 

that they were known as expert whalers. Clearly, both AP and Drucker's native consultants 

were referring to the same group of people. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11) included the mu!!at'aktli7ath among a list of "houses" 

(which he also called "lineages") [or "family groups"] of the kiik,ina!!7at!!. He further noted 

that the name of the chief of the mu!!at'aktli7at!! living at Zami!!a was "kw'auts.skwi. " 
AP recalled that her maternal grandfather's sister was from the group at Zami!!a (see 

the discussion of place name #75) . After the amalgamation of the Hesquiat, the 

mu!!at'aktli7at!! had a longhouse at !!ishkwii (place name #46) where they were originally 

called the kw'aats'aashtak,imlh7at!!, according to AP. 

The Zami!!a7ath were said to collect "large" mussel [California mussel] shells here at 

Zami!!a. They used these shells as knives to cut up whales (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 11) .  

79. tl'aatl 'ink,kw'ukw (AP only) 'looks like a circle' 

This name applies to an area on the north side of the tip of Le Claire Point. 

80. paaschltl!! (GL; AP; JT) ' ahvays damp' (AP) 

pa'astcil (Drucker 1951 :236) 

pa·sciA-h (Calvert 1980:90-92) 

Paaschitlh is the name of a creek entering Hesquiat Harbour (north from Le Claire 

Point) and also the name of the land around the mouth of this creek. Apparently, a group of 

people known as the paaschitl!!7ath were one of the "family groups" comprising the 
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ma7ap'ii7ath local group (see also discussion of place name #85) . Drucker (1951 :236) noted 

that this latter group owned the fishery at paaschitlh, in addition to four other chum salmon 

streams. JT confirmed that chum salmon could be caught here. A type of fish trap called 

ch'iilhalh was used to catch chum salmon here, AP stated, but added that this type of trap 

has not been used since her parents' time. 

A man named hiishka had a house at paaschitlh where he lived with his sons Dinace 

Jacob (wama,kshi7at) and Thomas Lucas (lhaawish) , and his daughters Susan and Mary (AP; 

GL) . Ben Thomas's mother, yaakapis7a,ksa, was a member of the paaschitlJ!7ath (AP; GL). 

81. kask,ii (AP; JT; BA) 'round top' 

This name applies to a rocky area just north of paaschitlh (place name #80) . Kas!ifi 
marked the southwest boundary of ma7ap'ii7ath territory (see place name #85) (AP; JT) . 

A story is told about a ma7ap'ii7ath chief named tlakishp'ik,a who lived here at 

kas!ifi with his family. Where they lived could only be reached by a ladder. This family had 

a line stretched across Hesquiat Harbour here to warn them of the approach of enemies. 

Tlakishp'ika obtained help from wolves who gave him a magic cane called mukwanulh. 
When the cane was pointed at people, they became paralysed and died. This cane could also 

be used as a harpoon to catch whales (AP; JT; BA) . 

82. t' aamuukw (AP; JT) 'kingfisher' 

This is the name of the point of land just north from kask,ii (place name #81). AP 

stated there is a rock here that looks like a kingfisher, and JT noted that kingfishers laid eggs 

in the rocks here. 
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83. wiknit (AP; JT) 'nothing there' 

Wiknit is the name of a small creek and the land around the mouth of this creek, not 

far north from t'aamukw (place name #82) . JT pointed out that chum salmon went up this 

creek. According to AP, the Hesquiats utilized wiknit as a campsite during the fall and 

winter while they were fishing offshore. In the vicinity of wiknit the people used to catch 

ducks using gorge hooks. 

84. hilhwii7a (AP; JT) 'outside' 

This name is applied to the point of land just northeast from wiknit (place name #83) . 

85. ma7ap'ii (GL; AP; JT; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

'big tribe' (AP) ; 'houses behind' (GL) 

ma.ar.pe (O 'Reilly 1886a; 186b) 

maahpe (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:856) 

ma8api (Drucker 1935-1936:23:11 ;  1951 :235-238) 

ma?api (Calvert 1980:92) 

Ma7ap'ii is the name of a portion of the area now known as "Maahpe" (anglicized 

from ma7ap'ii) Indian Reserve #4. The ma7ap'ii7at!! local group of the Hesquiat took their 

name from this place, which was the site of the ma7ap'ii7ath v1inter village (Drucker 

1951 :236; AP). 

According to AP, ma7ap'ii7at!! territory was on both sides of Hesquiat Harbour from 

ts'its'i7ista,kwuu7a across to ikisxa (place names #79 and #122 respectively) and north to 

near the head end of the harbour. AP mentioned also that this territory extended up the 

hillsides to the height of land on either side of the harbour. Drucker (1951 :236) also assigned 

to the ma7ap'ii7at!! the fishing streams at paa...schitl!! (place name #80), yaakhsis (place 
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name #89) , ts'aayaa (place name #113) and Zayisakh (place name #118) . Elsewhere, he 

stated that the people at yaakhsis had their own winter village, apart from the ma7ap'ii7at!!, 

and AP has suggested that this was formerly a separate local group who also held the salmon 

stream known as Zayisakh. The ma7ap'ii7at!! were well known as porpoise hunters 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  AP) . 

In former times, AP pointed out, the more southerly of the two creeks at ma7ap'ii 

flowed behind the houses. This is confirmed on an 1886 sketch map, where it was stated that 

the name ma7ap'ii applied to the Indian Reserve here was actually taken from this more 

southerly creek (O 'Reilly 1886b) . 

AP recalled her mother, who lived at ma7ap'ii as a little girl, saying that formerly the 

ma7ap'ii7ath were a larger group than the !!imayis7at!!. Drucker (1951:237) stated that at 

one time the ma7ap'ii7at!! population was 160-200 people, but that they were mostly 

exterminated by the Ahousaht. 

Drucker (1951 :236) stated that there were four houses at ma7ap'ii, but AP was of the 

opinion that there were more. AP's older brother, the late Mike Tom, was born at ma7ap'ii 

in 1901, at which time there were still a number of people living here. House remains were 

still visible at ma7ap'ii in the 1940s, AP added. JT noted that he once built a shack at 

ma7ap'ii. 

Larry Paul 's  father, Noel Paul, was descended from the ma7ap'ii7at,h, as was the 

grandmother of Larry Andrews. As well, there was an old ma7ap'ii7at!! lady named ma7ap 

who married an Ahousaht man (AP) . LS stated that the father of Hesquiat Frank was from 

ma7ap'ii (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

When the Indian Reserve Commissioner visited this site in 1886, he noted that its 

value to the Indian people was the chum salmon fishery at the mouth of the more southerly 

creek here. He added there had been about half an acre under cultivation in this area. The 

150-acre reserve established here in June 1886 as "Ma.ar.pe" Indian Reserve #4 included both 

ma7ap'ii creek and yaakhsis creek (place name #89) . The sketch map made at this time 

indicated one house located just north of the mouth of ma7ap'ii creek (O'Reilly 1886a; 

1886b) , and AP confirmed this same area as the site where the houses were formerly situated . 

. AP noted that chum salmon ascended ma7ap'ii creek. AccorcHng to O'Reilly (1886a) , 
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these fish were caught at the mouth of this creek. Deer were plentiful in the nearby meadows 

(Calvert 1980:95; AP) . 

86. ZaZitl (AP only) 'cave' 

This name applies to an area just northeast from ma7ap'ii creek (place name #85). 

There are cave burials here (AP). 

87. t'ukwis (AP; JT) 'narrow beach' 

T'ukwis is immediately northeast from ZaZitl (place name #86) . 

88. kwuukwswiis (AP; JT) 'place to get something' (AP) 

This is the name of an area that is just northeast of t'ukwis and just southwest of 

yaakhsis creek (place names #87 and #89 respectively) . JT stated that his father used to 

have a smokehouse at kwuukwswiis--this was confirmed by AP who said this house was here 

when she was a girl. 

89. 
' . 

yaakhs1s 

yaqhsis 

ya?qsis 

(GL; AP; JT; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

'long beach' (GL) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23:11 ;  1951 :236-237) 

(Calvert 1980:92) 

This name is applied both to the long beach at the northeast end of Maahpe Indian 

Reserve, an.d to the creek here. 
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yaakhsis. According to AP, ;aakhsis7ath territory extended from ;aakhsis to the head end 

of Hesquiat Lake and included the opposite side of Hesquiat Harbour as far southeast as 

kw'uu7uus (place name #117) .  This territory extended to the height of land on either side of 

Hesquiat Harbour and Hesquiat Lake, and included all the waters in between (AP) . 

In his published work, Drucker identified yaakhsis as a chum salmon creek that 

belonged to the ma7ap'ii7ath (see discussion of place name #85) . But he added that "the 

family owning yaqhsis may have been an independent tribelet" (Drucker 1951 :236-237) . 

Inasmuch as the yaakhsis7atb wintered at yaakhsis, it seems more probable that the people 

who owned yaakhsis were the remnants of an independent local group who affiliated closely 

with the ma7ap'ii7ath. 
It was Calvert' s  (1980:93) opinion that the yaakhsis7ath "were essentially sedentary, 

using the resources of their salmon streams but not actually setting up permanent habitation 

structures at these locations. "  She noted also that houses were built at the inside fishing 

stations after the yaakhsis7ath amalgamated with the other local groups forming the 

Hesquiat. 

Some of the Hesquiat people of yaakhsis7ath ancestry were: William Jones, whose 

Indian name was yaanikw'um; AP's mother, matlawa7a,ksa; Alex Amos's father; and 

Thomas Dick. John Lucas, whose Indian name was .hinakkwusiis and whose father was 

Thomas Lucas (lhaawish) , was a yaakhsis7atb chief (AP) . 

AP stated that when she was a girl, a type of tidal trap called kwuhts'ita7a was used 

at the mouth of yaakhsis creek to catch dog salmon. 

Formerly there were a lot of wolves around yaakhsis (GL; AP). 

90. p'aat-sit7as (AP; JT) 'always foam on top' (AP) ; 'always foaming' (JT) 

This place is not far northeast from !aakhsis creek (place name #89) . AP recalled 

that her father once had a house here. 

JT said that on several occasions when he stayed at yaakhsis, he was "spooked," but 

provided no ftLrther details. 
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91. (AP; JT) 'rocks that hair seal go on' (AP) 

The rocks at the point just east from p'aat-sit7as are called hihulh. JT noted that 

seals were hunted here in the same manner they were hunted at humt'aa (place name #25) , 

utilizing the method known as kakaa7a. 

92. chachiis (AP; JT) < cha7ak 'island' 

This is the name of two small rock islands located off the beach immediately east of 

hihulh (place name #91) . 

93. 
t ZuZumalhukw (AP; JT) < Zupaak 'calm' 

The west-facing bay located a short distance east from chachiis (place name #92) is 
' 

called ZuZumalhukw. 

94. , mumuu7a 
momoa 

(AP; JT) 'burned area' (JT) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

This is the name of the point immediately southeast of ZuzuJ.aihukw (place name 

#93) . According to AP, this point is one of the bearings for the fishing bank off "Boulder" 

[Matlahaw] Point (see place name #37) . Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) noted that the people 

used to obtain "large" mussel [California mussel] shells here, which they used as knives to cut 

up whales. 
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95. t'icha7am (AP only) 

titcacamat (Drucker 1935-1936:23:12) 

This name applies to Rae Lake. There was a trail to this lake and people used to go 

here to train for spiritual power (AP; GL) . 

Although neither GL nor JT knew this term, t'icha7am, with any certainty, GL was of 

the opinion that its meaning was associated with actions that are undertaken while training for 

power, and JT said it means 'rubbing [with boughs] . "  

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) noted that a man named "tcumatsuhs" went to this lake in 

the evening and swam out to the whitish-coloured reef in the centre. Because this reef "rises 

up like [a] monster," other people were afraid to go there. This was confirmed by AP, who 

pointed out the man, whose name was chumtsuxws (Drucker's "tcumatsuhs") , was related to 

her mother. AP added that while he was training for power at Rae Lake, chumtsuxws was 

said to have been attacked by bats. 

96. !fwa7ahulhh (AP only) < !fwa!!mis 'red ochre' 

kw�a8haul (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1935-1936:30) 

This is the name of an area near the summit of Mt. Seghers, north of Rae Lake and 

west of Hesquiat Lake. There is a cave at !fwa7ahulhh and there is some red ochre 

(kwa!!mis) here (AP) . Although Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11) applied this name to a cave 

which he said was "on an island in the lake . . .  up in Boat Basin," AP was certain the cave is up 

on Mt. Seghers and not on any island either in Rae Lake or Hesquiat Lake. 

AP stated that this cave acted as a weatherman--if the weather was going to be bad, 

the people at the south end . of Hesquiat Lake could hear a sound coming from the cave. AP 

added that there are always birds's feathers in this cave. The presence of these feathers was 

explained by Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) who noted that because of the power of this cave, 

"when birds came flying by they dropped dead. " GL had heard of this place name and had a 

general idea of its location. He recalled that in 1930 he accompanied August Amos up to 
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Hesquiat Lake in an unsuccessful attempt to find this place. 

GL, AP, and Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) referred to a story about a man named 

mama7akw'ih who obtained special whaling powers from this cave. He was one of ten 

brothers who attempted to obtain power here, but was the only one who succeeded. Because 

of his power, mama7akw'ih was able to obtain ten whales a year. Mama7akw'ih and his 

brothers were members of t�e muhat'aktli7ath group of the Hesquiat (see also the discussion 

of place name #78) . AP pointed out that her mother's father was a descendant of this group. 

According to AP, men training for power would go inside the cave at k,wa7ahulhh, 

imitate the diving of a whale, and make sounds like a whale when it dives. All the other 

brothers except mama7akw'ih died while trying to do this. They were eaten by large rats in 

the cave. 

97. ap!!snuu7is (AP only) 'in centre' 

This is the name of an area on the northwest shore of Rae Basin. 

98. tl'aayaa7a (AP; JT) 'grassy area' (JT) 

TI' aayaa7a is the name of a grassy area on the north shore of Rae Basin where 

tlitsYup (Pacific cinquefoil roots) and ZaZits'u (wild clover roots) were gathered (AP; JT) . 

99. maatsuwis (AP; JT) 'houses across' 

The name maatsuwis applies to the area on the west side of the Hesquiat Lake outlet, 

where the bridge crosses today. Formerly this was a village of the local group known as the 
' 
yaakhsis7ath (AP) (see the discussion of place name #89) . 
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100. ts'aachisht (AP; JT) 'creek runs into lake' 

This is the name of the creek which drains Rae Lake into Hesquiat Lake. Both AP 

and JT stated that coho go up this creek. AP pointed out that the coho that used to be 

speared here were the biggest of any in the region. 

101. chaanaakw'a7a (AP only) < cha7ak ' island' 

The name chaanaakw'a7a applies both to the little island on the west side of 

Hesquiat Lake, not far north from ts'aachisht (place name #98) , and to the shoreline adjacent 

to this island. Evergreen huckleberries were picked on this island (AP). 

102. ts'achi (AP; JT) 'never dries' (AP) 

Ts'achi is the name of a small creek which empties into the northeasternmost end of 

Hesquiat Lake. There is a waterfall here on this creek, and coho hang around the base of this 

waterfall (JT) . According to AP, the area around ts'achi was a good place to get red cedars, 

a very long time ago. AP added that there is an unfinished dugout canoe here. 

103. J.untiisak!! 
ri.uhti·sakh 

(AP; JT) 

(Turner and Efrat 1982:63) 

This name is applied to Satchie Creek which enters the northeast end of Hesquiat 

Lake, south from ts'achi (place name #102) . JT noted that the footprints (one large and the 

other small) of a ts'ats'uu!!ta 'one-footed creature' had been seen here. 

AP stated that high-bush cranberries grow at the edge of Hesquiat Lake in the vicinity 
'" ' .. •• L. or muntiisak!!. These berries were seldom nicked in recent times, but formerlv Hesauiat �· ol .L 
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women used to go there every year usually to gather just enough to eat "on the spot" (Turner 

and Efrat 1982:63) . 

In May 1946, a trapline (T0108T478) that included the watershed of Satchie Creek and 

the east side of Hesquiat Lake south to approximately mawiikh7inshta (place name #1 OS) 
was registered in the name of William Jones (British Columbia 1990). 

104. kw'uxwin!f.i (AP; JT) < kw'uxwsin!f.i 'dirty tummy' (JT) 

K w'uxwin,ki is the name both of a coho creek that enters into the east . side of 

Hesquiat Lake (about halfway along the length of the lake), and of the area around the mouth 

of this creek. JT noted that he had lived here with his parents at one time. 

According to JT, kw'uxwink,i is derived from kw'uxwsink,i, the name of a "cry-baby 

girl" (see also the discussion of place name #148) said to have been heard around here. This 

young girl cried all the time--mucus and tears streamed down her face and onto her tummy. 

Past generations of people dug holes around here, trying to find the crying girl, but they were 

unsuccessful. JT recalled it was possible to see these holes here at kw'uxwin,ki. 

105. mawiikh7inshta (AP; JT) < maawi 'Douglas-fir' 

This is the name of a coho creek (AP) entering the east side of Hesquiat Lake, south 

from kw'uxwin!fi (place name #104). 

106. ts'a,kaat'a7a (AP; JT) 'falling down' (AP) 

Ts'a,kaat'a7a is the name applied to an area along the east shore of Hesquiat Lake, 

south from mawiikh7inshta (place name #105) . This place is so named because of the 

steepness of this area. There is a clear.tllg here v1here bracken fern roots were gathered (AP). 
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107. p'u�wuu7a (AP; JT) 'mossy point' 

This name applies to a point of land on the east side of Hesquiat Lake, just south of 

ts'a�aat'a7a (place name #106). 

108. uu�wts'ita (AP; JT) 'calm area in river' (?) (AP) 

The term uu�wts 'ita applies to the southernmost end of Hesquiat Lake, near the 

entrance to the outlet. JT noted that when the tide runs in past this area, the water appears to 

drop off here. There are whirlpools here, AP stated, and this was considered a dangerous 

area. Basking sharks used to go into Hesquiat Lake through here. 

109. tukwachisht (AP; JT) < tukwa 'waterfall' 

Tukwachist is the name of a creek that enters the east side of Hesquiat Lake, 

immediately south of p'ukwuu7a and adjacent to uukwts'ita (place names #107 and #108 

respectively) . 

1 10. ap!!skwapu7as (AP; JT) 'always houses at mouth' (?) (AP) 

This is the name of a former village site located on the east side of the outlet of 

Hesquiat Lake, just south of tukwachisht (place name #109) and near where the present-day 

bridge <;rosses. JT was born here in October 1912 and was told that there were then "quite a 

few" houses at this site. AP noted that ap.hskwapu7as was a yaakhsis7ath village (see the 

discussion of place name #89) . 
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111 .  Ziit'at'ulhh (AP; JT) 'floods occasionally' (AP) 

This name applies to a small creek that enters the east side of the outlet to Hesquiat 

Lake, adjacent to the present-day bridge (see also the discussion of place name #113) . AP 
also provided the term Ziitlat'ulh!! which she said was the older form of the term 

Ziit'at'ulh!!. 

112. k'inlhimts (AP; JT) ' sea anemone' 

This name applies to a site underwater on the east side of the outlet from Hesquiat 

Lake, just south from Ziit'at'ulhh (place name #111) .  There was an underwater cave here, 

although JT noted it is now filled in. Men used to train for spiritual power by diving down 

in an attempt to see two sharks that were in this underwater cave. Only one man was said to 

have been successful in doing this--his name was t'aaJa)£tlmiik (AP). 

1 13. 
' ts'aayaa (GL; AP; JT) 'always lots of current' 

tsaiya (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1951 :236) 

This name is applied to the outlet that drains Hesquiat Lake into Rae Basin. In his 

fieldnotes, Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) identified ts'aa�aa as the "Salt Lake," suggesting the 

term ts'aa/aa may also have applied at one time to the entire area of Hesquiat Lake. 

However AP stated there is no name for this lake as a whole and that ts' aaJaa applies only 

to the outlet. This is partially confirmed in Drucker's (1951:236) published work, where it 
' 

appears that ts 'aayaa is identified only as the outlet. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11; 1951:236) said that ts'aayaa was one of the chum salmon 

fisheries belonging to the ma7ap'ii7ath, but AP stated that ts'aa�aa belonged to the 

yaakhsis7ath (see also the story that follows, and the discussions of place names #85 and 

#89) . 
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It is said that at one time there used to be sockeye in the vicinity of ts'aayaa (Drucker 

1935-1936:23 :11 ;  AP). One explanation of why there are no longer sockeye in this area is 

provided in a story recorded by Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) .  In this story, it was noted there 

was a sockeye creek at "tsaiya (Salt Lake) " that was owned by the yaakhsis7ath head chief 

whose name was "kitsatsinmalni. "  He moved to this sockeye creek, accompanied by his two 

sons, his second wife, and her two sons. This woman was jealous of the affection that 

kitsatsinmalni showed to his own sons and not to her boys. When kitsatsinmalni was away 

from camp, the woman took some sockeye out of the trap. One of the fish had backwards

facing scales and was therefore poison; this fish she prepared for her step-sons. The other 

fish she prepared for her own children. But when her own sons returned, they mistakenly 

took the poison food, ate it, and died. The woman threw the remaining poison fish away. 

Her husband returned and found her crying over the death of her sons. Intent on ridding the 

creek of this fish, kitsatsinmalni went down to the beach and, using an adze, chopped up 

some sockeye and threw it into the creek. Because he used an adze, instead of a shell knife, 

the sockeye disappeared from the creek. Kitsatsinmalni then moved to yaakhsis (place name 

#89) . The following year, some people went to ts'aayaa to see if the sockeye had returned, 

but found nothing. Sockeye have never again gone to this creek. 

It is not clear whether the creek referred to in the above-mentioned story was at the 

Hesquiat Lake outlet, itself, or was one of the two creeks that enter into the outlet (see place 

names #109 and #111) ,  or was one of the several creeks that enter into the lake. AP also 

knew this story. In her variant it was mentioned that a corpse was used to poison the sockeye 

creek. Yet it was not clear whether ·AP was referring to a fishery in ts'aayaa outlet, itself, or 

in the creek called Zfit'at'ulh!! (place name #1 11) .  

Calvert stated that the Hesquiat Lake system was an area where only a fev1 sockeye 

were found. One fish that was plentiful here was the midshipman which was found near the 

mouth of ts'aayaa outlet and was eaten by the yaakhsis7at!! and ma7ap'ii7at!! especially. 

Harbour seal are sometimes seen in Hesquiat Lake, and land otter are said to be common 

around this lake (Calvert 1980:94-97) . 

A plant called "ha�ahe" [ha�ah (Trillium ovatum)] grew at ts'aa;aa. The roots of 

this pla.11t were said to be a deacJly poison if used incorrectly. A tiny piece of the root put in 
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someone's  food would kill them. These roots were most often used externally but were also 

used internally, with great caution, as an emetic (Drucker 1935-1936:23:11) .  

Hesquiat Lake was a place where men used to catch birds using a net called 

lhi!!yanim made from stinging nettle root twine that was attached to a large square frame. 

This square net was fastened to the end of a long handle. The net was thrown by a man 

standing in the bow of a canoe (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . A description and drawing of 

this net, which was also used by the Clayoquot (Koppert 1930:76-77) , indicates that the mesh 

was just large enough for the heads of ducks to get through. The ducks became entangled in 

the net; the hunters then paddled over to them and bit them in the neck to kill them. 

It was said that an underwater passage connected Hesquiat Harbour with Hesquiat 

Lake and that mud sharks swam through swam through this passage and up into the lake (JT) . 

114. kwuuwis (AP; JT) < kwuhtsuu 'hole' (AP) 

This is the name of the inner, eastern portion of Rae Basin, where boats anchor today. 

1 15. wihmapt (AP; JT) 'fir tree' (Abies grandis) (AP) 

Wihmapt refers to the area along the shoreline in the southeastern comer of Rae 

Basin. According to AP, there were a lot of fir trees here. The Hesquiat people gathered 

Douglas-fir boughs at this place and used them for ceremonial costumes. After using the 

boughs, the people would hang them above the door of their house for a year, then bum 

them. 

116. yaa7a!£tlis (AP; JT) 'long, indented beach' (AP) 

This name applies to the area along the shoreiine of a narrow bay located at the 
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northeast end of Hesquiat Harbour, just south of Rae Basin. 

1 17. kw'uu7uus (AP only) 

Kw'uu7uus, which AP stated was an "old-time word" for Zamii!£ 'horse clam, ' is the 

name of a beach situated just south of yaa7a!£tlis (place name #116) .  There were a lot of 

large horse clams here, AP noted; they were found down deep in the sand. 

1 18. Zayisakh (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; AP; LP; JT) 

< Zaayis 'lots of cockles' (AP; LP) 

i.u.suk (O'Reilly 1886a; 1886b) 

iusuk (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:856) 

ai'isaqh (Drucker 1951 :236) 

This name applies to the northeast shore of Hesquiat Harbour, from a point of land 

immediately south of kw'uu7uus (place name #117),  southward to a small creek (AP; JT). 

This area was so named because there were a lot of cockles here. The people used to get 

them by stepping around the sand which caused the cockles to come to the surface where 

they were picked up (LP). 

Drucker (1951 :236) identified Zayisakh as one of the chum salmon streams belonging 

to the ma7ap'ii7at!!. This was confirmed by AP, LP, and JT, but they noted that coho also 

spawned here. JT pointed out that the creek at .Zayisakh splits into two; coho spawn in the 

tributary near the beach, and dog salmon spawn in the other tributary. JT added that 

Zayisakh creek originates from a little lake where it is said a monster octopus lived. The 

man who owned this lake also trained for power here. The monster octopus did not bother 

this man, but it did kill anyone else who went to the lake. 

The creek at Zayisakh belonged to Larry Paul 's father's mother's father, whose Indian 

name was kitsinya,!!s, a.."tJ.d to chuuts!fa, the sister of ldtsinya,!!..s. Chuutska and her husband, 
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ri.uuJakwin, had a large smokehouse on the south side of Zayisakh creek (LP; AP; JT) . In 

former times, a mush fish trap was used to catch salmon in this creek (AP; LP). More 

recently, salmon were obtained here by gaffhooking (LP) . 

When Indian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly visited Zayisakh in June 1886, he 

described it as a "fishing station" and noted that at the mouth of the small creek here "the 

Indians have constructed a salmon weir. " "I.u.suk" (anglicized from Zayisa!ill) Indian 

Reserve #5, 33 acres in extent, was set aside for the Hesquiat Indians in June 1886. On the 

sketch map accompanying the original Minute of Decision, one house was indicated along the 

shore, not far south from the creek mouth (O'Reilly 1886a; 1886b) . 

In 1936, a trapline (T0108T470) extending from Iusuk Indian Reserve #5 south to 

Hesquiat Point was registered in the name of Sylvester Charleston (British Columbia 1990) . 

1 19. humth,uu7is (AP; JT) 'point obstructing' (AP) 

This is the name of a point located south from Zayisakh (place name #118) and north 

from ikisxa (place name #122) . Like Zayisakh, this site, humt!!uu7is, was also a good place 

to gather cockles (JT; AP). JT noted that cockles were actually found from humt!!uu7is all 

the way north to Zayisakh. As well, humt!!uu7is was a good place to dig clams (JT) . 

120. ZaZaZitlis (AP; JT) 'caves' (AP) 

This name applies to several caves situated adjacent to humt.huu7is (place name 

#119) .  There is a small creek on the shoreline just south of these caves (AP) . 

121. maaksti (AP; JT) 

maksti (Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 11 ;  1951 :237) 
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AP noted that the term maaksti, which applies to a bay immediately north of ikisxa 
(place name #122) on Rondeault Point, is an "old time word" whose meaning is no longer 

known. 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1951 :237) , maaksti was a place where the 

ma7ap'ii7ath used to camp; it was here at maaksti that many ma7ap'ii7ath were attacked 

and killed by a large raiding party of Ahousaht (see also place names #85, #124, and #125). 

122. ikisxa (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; AP; JT; JS) 

'mother is there by the beach' (GL) 

This name is applied specifically to a small bay on the north side of Rondeault Point 

(AP; JT) . In a more general sense, ikisxa is the name by which Rondeault Point as a whole 

is best known. 

According to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and to GL, the stretch of beach between 

ikisxa and hilh.Jin7a (place name #129) was given in the late 1800s by the head chief of the 

Manhousahts, Chief Swan (the father of LS) to the head chief of the Hesquiats, a man named 

matla!!uu7a. At the same time, Chief Swan also gave Chief matla!!uu7a a musket, 200 

sockeye, and some blankets (GL). 

Elsewhere, LS stated that this area between ikisxa and hilhJin7a was originally part 

of the territory belonging to the group known as the ch'iknuu7ath (see the discussion of 

place names #34 and #148) . LS added that the ch'ik�uu7ath had lost the entire territory they 

owned between hilh!!uu7a (place name #174) and ikisxa (on another occasion he said 

hilhiin7a) in a battle with the tiaashtluukwi7ath who subsequently became known as the 

Manhousaht (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . 

Both AP and GL were familiar with a story about dog-children that is associated with 

ikisxa: a handsome young man visited a young woman when she and her people were staying 

here. She became pregnant and gave birth to 10 puppies. Her parents and the rest of the 

people (AP said they were !!imayis7ath) abandoned her at ikisxa with her dog-children. 

Here at ikisxa they lived 1uairJy on !!ich.in (native littlen.eck clams) . One day the v:.rom�11 v:;as 
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digging clams and heard singing. She became suspicious that her puppies were really 

children, so she planned a ruse by leaving her cape propped on her digging stick, giving the 

appearance that she was digging clams. She sneaked up to her house, and when she saw that 

her children had removed their dog-skins and really were humans, she threw their dog-skins 

into the fire. From then on, they remained human. These dog -children grew up to be great 

whalers (AP; GL) . 

123. ts'its'i7ista_kwuu7a (AP; JT) 

This name applies to the southwesternmost tip of Rondeault Point. Both AP and JT 

stated that there was a hemlock tree on the point here and explained that the meaning of 

ts'its'i7ista,kwuu7a is derived from the manner in which the roots of this tree hung down 

over the rocks to give the appearance of braids. 

124. p'uu,kwumyis (AP; JT) <p'uu,kw 'ground-cone' (Boschniakia hookeri) (AP) 

poqomis (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

P'uu,kwumyis is the name of a beach on the south side of Rondeault Point. 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11), a raiding party of Ahousahts hid at p'uu_kwumyis 
and numap'at'u (place name #125) before attacking the ma7ap'ii7ath who were camped at 

maaksti (place name #121) . 

125. numap'at'u (AP; JT) 'forbidden' (?) 

nii8mai>a8tu (Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 11) 

This is the name of the area immediately southeast from p'uu,kwumyis (place name 

#124) . Drucker (1935-1936 :23 :11) stated that an AI�ousaht raiding pw-t'"f hid at numap'at'u 
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and p'ukwuumyis before attacking maaksti (place name #121) where the ma7ap'ii7ath were 

camped. 

126. ts'atswiista (AP; JT) 'creek runs to caves' (?) (AP) 

Ts'atswiista is the name of the creek which drains Hisnit Lake into Hesquiat Harbour. 

127. Z.aZaZitlis (AP; JT) 'caves' (AP) 

This name applies to some caves located where ts'atswiista (place name #126) creek 

empties into Hesquiat Harbour. 

128. kitsp'iiZa (AP; JT) 'something on top' 

Kitsp'iiZa is the name of a little creek that empties into Hesquiat Harbour southeast 

from ts'atswiista creek (place name #126). JT noted there is a waterfall on this creek. 

129. . ' .  hilhWin7a 

hilwina 

(St. Clair and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :11 ;  

AP; JT; JS; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; BA) 

'in between; halfway; middle' 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11 ,12; 1951 :235-236; Calvert 1980:91-97) 

ts'ahsnu.Jras (AP; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) 

'creek running between buildings' (AP); 

'stream running' (Dewhirst and Swan 1977)' 
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Although the term hilhiin7a applies in a general sense to Hesquiat Point, it refers 

specifically to a small bay with a creek in it located immediately north of the point. LS (in 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977) and AP both stated that this same bay is also known as 
' 

ts' a!!,snuwas. 
AP said that the Hesquiat people who used to live at hilhJin7a bay were known as 

the hilhJ.in7a7at!! or ts'a!!snuJas7at!!, and their territory extended from ts'atswiista to 

ii!!at'a (place names #126 and #133, respectively) . According to AP, the last chief of the 

hilh�n7a7at!! was Jacob Peters. 

LS stated that "Hesquiats used to live there [at hilh�n7a] long ago. " He noted 

elsewhere that it was specifically the group known as the ch'ikJuu7at!! (see place name #34) 

who owned the entire area between hilh!!uu7a (place name #174) and hilh.Jin7a (on another 

occasion he said ikisxa, at Rondeault Point) . According to LS, the ch'ik�uu7at!! lost this 

territory in a battle with the tlaashtluukwi7at!! who later became known as the Manhousaht 

(Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . 

Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11 ;  1951 :235) , said that hilhiin7a was a "summer place" of 

the Hesquiat and noted that it "didn't belong to anyone. " Yet Drucker stated that hilh�7a 
was utilized specifically by the kii.k,ina!!7at!! (see place name #69) who moved here in the 

spring and summer to fish for spring salmon, cod, and halibut, and also by the ma7ap'ii7at!! 
(see place name #85) who went here with the kii!£ina!!7at!! to get fish and also to hunt seals. 

It has also been noted that whales could be found off Hesquiat Point (Drucker 1935-

1936:23: 12) .  Deer were common in the meadows north of Hesquiat Point (Calvert 1980:95; 

AP). 

Many people consider Hesquiat Point to be the boundary between the Manhousaht and 

the Hesquiat (St. Claire and V/ebster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :18; 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . GL noted that even when people were at sea, they knew where 

this boundary lay because the tide line from Hesquiat Harbour and the tide line from Sydney 

Inlet, meet off Hesquiat Point. 

There were a lot of !!ichin (native littleneck clams) here which were dug by the 

Hesquiats. As well, there were raccoons here--the Hesquiat people used to eat them (AP) . 

Luke Swan confLrmed there were clams at hilh�n7a, and added there were other beach foods 
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here, as well. But he noted that no fish went up the creek here in hilh�n7a bay (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) . 

According to JT, his parents had a cabin on the north side of the little creek at 

hilh�n7a bay, and his mother had a potato garden here north from the cabin. JT said that 

he and AP used to stay at this cabin with their parents in the 1920s (they stopped going here 

around 1930) . There were no other houses here then, JT recalled, although he did see a 

cleared area near the potato garden. The cleared area may have been a site where earlier 

houses had been located, JT surmised (this was partially confirmed by GL, who recalled 

being told that people used to live at hilhJin7a bay a long time ago) . The main reason his 

parents used to go to hilhJin7a bay, JT noted, was to prepare ts'iilhin 'processed dogfish

flesh' in the month of August. JT's mother used to do this. His father would catch coho off 

Hesquiat Point and use the red meat of these fish to catch dogfish. 
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3.2 MANHOUSAHT 

The tribal name maa6u7is7ath (anglicized as "Manhousaht") meaning 'people of 

maa�u7as,' is derived from maa�u7as 'house along the bank. ' Maa�u7as (place name 

#363) is the name applied to a midden mound on the narrow point of land at the entrance to 

Zuts'uus (place name #364), now called Siwash Cove on the south side of Flores Island (Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976; GL) . 

In 1789, Robert Haswell aboard the ship Columbia noted that "manoish" was the 

name of a "town" which the Indian people of Nootka Sound visited and traded with (Howay 

1990: 107) . 

3.2.1 The Boundaries of Manhousaht Territory 

The northwestern boundary of the Manhousaht tribe is recognized as Hesquiat Point, 

called hilh�n7a (place name #129) (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

1981: 18; GL; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . 

Luke Swan stated that the area west of hilh!!uu7a (place name #174) and extending to 

hilh�n7a was obtained from the ch'ikJuu7ath through warfare (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . The ch'ikJuu7ath were a group who became part of the 

amalgamated Hesquiat. 

In Drucker's (1935-1936:23 :11) fieldnotes, Pascal Alexander, a Hesquiat Indian, said 

that "from hisnit [place name #148] down belongs to ma:noisath [Manhousaht] (who were 

friends with the Hesquiat people. "  But in his published work, Drucker (1951 :236-239) 

indicated that this boundary was northwest from hisnit, somewhere in between hisnit and 

hilh�n7a. GL noted that even when people were out at sea they knew where the Hesquiat 

Point boundary lay because the tide line from Hesquiat Harbour and the tide line from 

Sydney Inlet meet off this point. 

The southeastern boundary separates . Manhousaht and Otsosat territories at Rafael 

Point on Flores Island, according to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and PW (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984). 
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Manhousaht territory as described by Luke Swan also included all of Sidney Inlet, and 

Shelter Inlet as far east as Dixon Point, on the north shore of the inlet, and Hayden Passage 

on the .south shore (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . However, in a published study (Ellis and 

Swan 1981 : 18) , it was stated that Manhousaht territory included all of Shelter Inlet. 

There is some discrepancy between LS' s account of the Manhousaht boundaries and 

that provided by Drucker, whose information came mostly from Ahousaht people. It was 

Drucker' s  (1951 :238) conclusion that the ,Manhousaht may have been a separate division of 

the Otsosat. He noted that the few individuals who could trace their descent from the 

Otsosat, at the time of his field work in 1935-1936, were of Manhousaht ancestry. 

Drucker stated that during the Ahousaht/Otsosat war, when the Otsosat were badly 

decimated, Otsosat split into its component parts and each local group took refuge in its own 

territories. One of the places they retreated to was the head of Sydney Inlet (Drucker 

1951 :352), an area identified by LS as Manhousaht. Drucker also reported that the Otsosat 

retreated to the eastern end of Shelter Inlet, an area which LS said had a mixed 

Manhousaht/Otsosat population. In addition, Drucker's  account of the war story states that 

the Otsosat retreated to some village sites, such as naxwakis (place name #337) and Zupnit 
(place name #229) (Drucker 1951 :351-352) , that were identified as principal Manhousaht 

villages by LS. Of course, the Otsosat presence here could have been at the whim of the 

Manhousaht, who may have provided refuge from a common enemy, the Ahousaht. It is also 

possible that the Manhousaht and the Otsosat were aligned closely through kinship, as LS 

affirms they were, and that the Manhousaht and the Otsosat were two divisions of the same 

people. 

There is no tradition of the Manhousaht participating actively in the Ahousaht/Otsosat 

war (Sapir 1910-1914a:xxix; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , but harbouring the defeated Otsosat 

may have cost them some of their lands. Among the "reserves of the Manois. that the A. 

[Ahousaht] seized" [translation from the original Spanish] , according to Drucker's (1935-

1936:23: 14) fieldnotes, were wapuukwh (place name #471), ts'aJiamyis (place name #306) , 

ts'a7ii (place name #294) , muchachilhh (place name #281) and kiishh.ni,!iwus (place name 

#263). It is possible that these sites may have had a mixed Otsosat and Manhousaht 

population. Elsewhere in his notes, Drucker (1935-1936:23 :14) stated that wapuukwh (place 
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name #471) was owned by an Otsosat local group. The core areas of the tlaashtluukwi7ath 
and the tl'uchp'itaktupi7at.h remained in the possession of the Manhousaht. 

A census of the male population of tribes on the West Coast that was compiled by 

trader William Banfield in 1860 stated that there were 5 Manhousaht men at that time 

(Banfield 1860) . By the early 1900s, the Manhousaht consisted of little more than Chief 

Swan's family. At a meeting with members of the Royal Commission on Indian Mfairs in 

May 1914, Indian Agent Cox stated that "there were now left of this band only six people 

under Chief Swan, absorbed by the Ahousahts some years ago. " Cox added that the 

Ahousahts "had common rights with the Manhousahts in the reserves of the latter" (Canada 

and British Columbia 1914a; 1914b) . The amalgamation of the Manhousaht and the 

Ahousaht, however, was not officially recognized by the Department of Indian Mfairs until 

April 1945 when consent to amalgamation was signed by William Swan and Luke Swan, on 

behalf of the Manhousaht, and Chief McPherson George on behalf of the Ahousaht (MacKay 

1945) 

3.2.2 The Social Composition of the Manhousaht 

Manhousaht traditions indicate that at least two independent local groups amalgamated 

to form the Manhousaht tribe. These local groups were the tlaashtluukwi7ath and the 

tl'uchp'itaktupi7at!!. The muchachilh!!7at.h may also have been an independent local group 

at one time. 

The tlaashtluukwi7ath local group 

The tlaashtluukwi7at!! resided during the winter at Zupnit (place name #229) on the 

west side of Sydney Inlet. Their name is derived from the term tlaashtluu, meaning 

'stranger,' the root of which is tla7u 'different' (Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . According to LS 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , tlaashtluukwi7at!! territory included the shoreline west to 

Hesquiat Point, the west shore of the lower portion of Sydney Inlet, all of Stewardson Inlet, 

the upper portion of Sydn.ey IrJet and Shelter LiJ.let east to Dixon Point. LS (Ellis and Swan 
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1974-1976) stated that sumaxkwuu7is (place name #201) in Hot Springs Cove, and 

Zalhma7a (place name #275) , northwest of Adventure Point, were also used as winter 

villages when the winter winds were too strong, and the seas were too heavy at Zupnit. 
Both Zupnit and Zalhma7a were used as winter villages after a dispute arose between 

two brothers, an incident that LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) described as "the revolution. " 

The trouble apparently started when the wife of a man named pipishimsa distributed a load 

of herring that he had caught at muchachilhh (place name #275).  When his brother, 

wiikinanish, went to get his fish, he improperly touched his sister-in-law, the wife of 

pipishimsa. Mter pipishimsa was told what had happened, he became angry, and avenged 

his wife' s  mistreatment by killing wiikinanish's wife, a ch'i�uu7ath woman. Then 

pipishimsa moved his family to Zupnit. It appears that this incident resulted in the formation 

of a new "family group" emanating from pipishimsa, but LS was not clear on this point. He 

did note that pipishimsa "looked after" the fishery at Young Bay. 

The tlaashtluukwi7ath were comprised of several "family groups. " One group known 

as the Zayis7athtakimlh had a house at Zayis (place name #242) on the west side of Sydney 

Inlet, but they died out long ago (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL). GL stated that another 

"family group," known as tl'ihapuu7ist'akimlh, who had a house at tl'ihapuu7ist'a (place 

name #349) , a site named after a man of the same name, died out during the smallpox 

epidemics. This man, tl'ihapuu7ist�a, was an ancestor of the Swan family, GL stated. 

It is not clear whether the muchachilhh7ath, who utilized the important salmon 

fisheries at Pretty Girl Cove, were a "family group" of the tlaashtluukwi7ath or an 

independent local group. Apparently this group also died out a long time ago (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; GL) . 

The tlaashtluukwi7ath became known as the maa�u7is7at!! after an incident focusing 

on the child produced from a marriage between the Otsosat chief, naas.Jin7is, who had a 

house at maaJu7as (place name #363) , and a daughter of the tlaashtluukwi7ath chief, 

taa.Jin7isim. LS explained that the Otsosat chief had actually married two of the daughters 

of taa�n7isim, and from each a son was born. When the boys were 6 and 7 years old, 

respectively, their father held an Indian wrestling match, called a7apkwin, to see who would 

be the c:hief at Zupnit, the village of the boy's mother. The eldest son was selected. Then 
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his father had a meeting with the whole village and told them that he was sending his son to 

Zupnit, as he didn't think that the boy's uncle, who was the youngest of his family, was 

suitable to be chief. When the boy arrived, his uncle greeted him warmly and accepted him 

as a son. The boy from maa�u7as became a very popular chief, and in his honour, the 

tlaashtluukwi7ath took the name maaJu7is7ath 'people of maaJu7as' (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . 

The tl'uchp'itaktupi7ath 

The tl'uchp'itaktupi7ath had their winter village at naxwakis (place name #337) on 

the east shore of Sydney Inlet. They took their name from their spring and summer village at 

tl'uchp'it (place name #346) , named after the numerous California mussels found here. The 

territory of the tl'uchp'itaktupi7ath local group, according to LS, extended from Rafael 

Point on the southwest side of Flores Island to Hayden Passage on the northeast end of the 

same island. LS noted that the tl'uchp'itaktupi7ath owned the coho salmon streams at Riley 

Cove (place name #317) and tuutuxwulh7in7a (place name #329) (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976; 1981 :30) . 

In Drucker's version of the Otsosat/ Ahousaht war story, it was said that a young 

Otsosat chief owned the area between Rafael Point and naxwa!iis, but after the lands of the 

Otsosat were divided among the victors, the Clayoquot were given the salvage and sealing 

rights to this area, as compensation for their part in the war on behalf of the Ahousaht 

(Drucker 1951 :352) . 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) explained that the boundary between the 

tlaashtluukwi7ath and the tl'uchp'itaktupi7ath in the middle of Sydney Inlet was strictly 

observed, as the following story by LS indicates: Chief taa�n7isim of the 

tlaashtluukwi7ath had two men stationed on a cliff south of Openit to watch for anything 

drifting in. One morning, the watchmen saw a deer swimming across from naxwakis (place 

name #337) , so, accompanied by a man named t'aa�aktlmiik, they pushed off in a canoe to 
kill the deer. At the same time, a very strong man (who GL identified as kwishanishim) 
from the tl'uchpjitaktupi7ath village at naxwakis on the opposite side of Sydney Inlet saw 
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the deer and he, too, set out to get it. In the middle of the channel at the tide line, the two 

canoes met the deer. T'aaJaktlmiik grabbed hold of the deer's head. Each side pulled. 

Then t'aa.Jaktlmiik began to sing a song, referring to his opponent as chitswii7up 'pull

deer-apart,' and telling him that they would join together and be one tribe, because 

t'aaJ.a_ktlmiik got the head. The next morning, the tlaashtluukwi7ath invited the 

tl'uchp'itaktupi7at!!. to Openit for a feast, where the daughter of the latter group's  chief had 

married iihiyatukwis, a son of the tlaashtluukwi7at!!. chief, taaJin7isim. The young couple 

had a son. The tl'uchp'itaktupi7ath chief had no heirs except for this daughter, and he had 

not provided any names or lands with her dowry when she married ii!!.iyatukwis. But when 

he was invited . to Openit, after t'aa�aktlmiik sang him the song suggesting their 

amalgamation, he gave all his lands to the tlaashtluukwi7ath, in the name of his grandson, 

who was then called chitswii7up 'pull- deer-apart. ' This incident merged the 

tlaashtluukwi7at!!. and the tl'uchp'itaktupi7at!!. (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 
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3.2.3 Manhousaht Place Names 

Place names #130 - #184 and #218 - #219 can be found on map 3; place names 

#185 - #217 can be found on map 4; and #220 - #354 can be found on map 5. 

130. asts'uu7a (AP; JT) 'clear' (AP) 

This name is applied to the area at the westernmost tip of Hesquiat Point. 

131 .  suukw-washt 
suukwat,k 
sii:kw�et 

(AP; JT) 

(GL only) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 11) 

This name refers to the rocks located southwest of Hesquiat Point. AP explained that 

suukw-washt is derived from the term suu meaning 'hold on to something. '  These rocks, 

AP added, are the belongings of some ma7ap'ii7at!! people (see the discussion of place 

names #85 and #129) who were transformed into rocks here. 

Suukw-washt was known as a good place to hunt hair seals, as they were plentiful 

here (Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 11 ;  GL; AP). This was also a good site for gathering black katy 

chi tons and purple sea urchins (AP) . 

132. shushu7ilh,vas (AP; JT) 'outhouse' 

lhuu7ilhuwas (GL; JS) 'outhouse' 

Shushu7ilhwas (pronounced lhuu7ilhuwas in the Manhousaht dialect) is the name of 

a halibut bank located south and slightly east of Hesquiat Point. 

This fish-ing ban_k is so named because one of the bearings for the bank was an 
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outhouse on the low hill at Hesquiat village (JS) . Both GL and JS stated that this fishing 

bank is in Manhousaht territory. 

133. iihat'a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; AP; JT) 'floods easily' 

This name is applied to a creek located southeast of Hesquiat Point. Luke Swan noted 

that the stream here does, indeed, flood easily, because of the steepness of the mountainsides 

from which this creek originates. He also pointed out that it is difficult to land at the mouth 

of this creek because of the large number of boulders. In fact, canoes could only land here at 

high tide, when there was a gravel beach available. People did not live at ii.hat'a, nor did 

they camp here, but they did go here for brief periods of time to obtain the coho that went up 

this creek (on another occasion, LS noted that both chum salmon and coho salmon went up 

this creek) . LS added that he used to trap minks and raccoons at iihat' a (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . 

Both AP and JT stated that steelhead went up iihat'a and GL referred to "minnows" 

found in this same creek. 

JT recalled trapping marten up iihat'a in the 1930s with his older brother, the late 

Mike Tom. It was up here that he and his brother saw some yew trees that were all twisted. 

JT' s mother told him that this was said to have been done by octopuses who had come 

ashore, gone up into the woods, and twisted these trees as a test of strength. 

AP explained that the mountains on either side of ii!!at' a creek act as a weatherman. 

When a southeast wind is going to blow, the clouds here blow towards the west; when a big 

storm wind in any other direction is going to blov;, the clouds stay in the middle; when the 

weather is going to change, the clouds go south. 

134. k'aayits'itaZas (AP; JT) 'dark-coloured water' (?) (AP) 

This name applies to an area east from iihat'a (place name #132) . Ch'itapt (tall 
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basket sedge) was gathered along the shoreline here, and hair seals were obtained nearby 

(AP). It was usually quite calm here, JT remarked. 

135. ma7uus (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; AP; JS; JT) 

Ma7uus is the name of a creek, and the area around the creek mouth, located east 

from k'aayits'itaZas (place name #134) . Several different translations of ma7uus were 

provided: GL said it is derived from maht'i 'house; ' AP stated that ma7uus means 'deadfall 

trap; ' and LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) said ma7uus is derived from mama7uu or ma7as, 
both of which he translated as 'land where people used to live. ' Subsequently LS explained 

ma7as refers to a place that is "like a summer resort [camping site] . "  

On one occasion LS referred to this place as achkin,hisma7uus meaning 'small 

ma7uus. ' In this context, LS appeared to be contrasting the difference between this place 

and iihma7uus 'big ma7uus, ' just east of here (see place name #137) (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) . 

According to LS, people stayed at ma7uus a very long time ago, but not during the 

winter. LS said that ma7uus was populated by the tlaashtluukwi7ath (who were later called 

the Manhousaht) , after the battle between the tlaashtluukwi7ath and the ch'ikrluu7ath (see 

the discussion of place name #148) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . AP stated that Hesquiats 

used to go to ma7uus to get black bears. 

Although LS noted that salmon do not go up the creek at ma7uus, he pointed out 

there were various beach foods, such as black katy chitons and purple sea urchins, available 

in the vicinity of the mouth of ma7uus (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

136. tlaamaayukw (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< tlama 'comer pole; marker' ( GL; JS) 

Tlaamaayukw is the name of a site on a mountain that is east of the headwaters of 
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ma7uus creek. This same mountain is also the source of the creek known as miZatnit (place 

name #155) which flows from it in a southeasterly direction down to Kanim Lake. It has not 

been possible to determine the exact location of the place called tlaamaayukw which is 

somewhere high up on this mountain. There is said to be a small pond here with a tiny 

island in the middle of it, LS explained, and it is possible to jump from the shore across to 

this island. 

LS told the following story relating to tlaamaayukw: The mother of a man named 

lhap!!iitapi told him that his father had trained for spiritual power here. This had enabled 

him to become a great whale huriter. The woman told her son that when he reached this lake 

he should bathe in it up to his neck but not put his head underwater. If he did, his eyes 

would "go bad. " She also told him he would see a small creature that looks similar to a hair 
seal and is called ZaaZaasita. Lhap!!iitapi was told that if he disturbed these creatures, they 

would go into the water and cause it to boil up. He saw the ZaaZaasita on the little island 

here, grabbed a spruce-knot club, and hit one of them. All of the creatures fell into the lake 

and the water started to "boil. "  The boiling water rose up and all the trees around the lake 

became white and lost their branches up to the height of the water. When the water settled 

down, lhap!!iitapi bathed himself ·without putting his head under the water. Then he went 

back to the village and told his mother and his uncle that he had killed one of the creatures 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Luke Swan's father told him to stay away from tlaamaayukw, for if this place "does 

not recognize you, " the rocks up here will change into a cliff (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

137. ii!!ma7uus (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JT; JS) 

'large ma7uus' 

iih7iima7uus (AP only) 'big ma7uus' (AP) 

This is the name of a creek, and the area around the creek mouth, just east from 

ma7uus (place name #135). JS explained this place was called 'big ma7uus' because here 
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the ma7uus--which he translated as 'place where people lived' (see also place name #135)-

was bigger than the ma7uus at the other site. Both LS and JS were of the opinion that people 

had once lived here. LS specified that it was the tlaashtluukwi7at!! (subsequently known as 

the Manhousaht) who populated iihma7uus, after their battle with the ch'ik6uu7at!! (see the 

discussion of place name #148) . According to LS, there was formerly an Indian trail that 

connected ii!!ma7uus with kwuhaa (place name #253) at the end of Stewardson Inlet (Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976). 

138. niilh�Juih (AP only) 'uneven-textured rocky shore' (AP) 

According to AP, niilh�riulh is the name of an area, east from ii!!ma7uus (place 

name #137) , where the Hesquiats obtained hair seals (see also place name #139) .  

139. puJiwusiis 

poq�is 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; 

AP; JT) 

'people running around point' 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

This is the name of a point of land located east from niilh@jJidh (place name #138) .  

PuJiwusiis is  so named because at high tide you have to get around this point quickly in 

order to avoid getting caught by the waves. 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11) ,  the Hesquiat group known as the 

kiiJijnah7ath went here to obtain hair seals, as this was the limit of their territory. However, 

AP stated that the place where hair seals were obtained was just west of here, at niilh�iiJuih 
(place name #138),  and the people who obtained them were the himayis7at,h. 

LS recalled that this was the site where, a long time ago, a ferocious Manhousaht 

chief named uu,kwa�um found a double-headed serpent, called t'ut'uhtsa)its'uu. The chief 

was so strong that he was able to pull this serpent apart (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). 
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In more recent times, a telegraph trail connected pu,!iwusiis with the southwest end of 

Stewardson Inlet (GL; JS) . 

140. kwispiis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'the other beach' 

K wispiis is the name applied to the gravel ,beach located between pu,!iwusiis and 

,!iwa!!nit (place names #139 and #141 respectively). Deadfall traps were used to catch land 

otters at kwispiis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

In the story told by Luke Swan about the tlaashtluukwi7ath raid on the ch'ikJuu7ath 
at hisnit (see the discussion of place name #148) , the warriors landed at kwispiis and used 

hemlock branches to brush away their footprints in the r gravel beach here (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . 

141 . k_wahnit (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< ,!iwa!!mis 'red ochre' 

This is the name of the bay and the mixed gravel and sand beach southeast from 

kwispiis (place name #140) . Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL referred to a trail 

between �wahffit and hisnit (place name #148) . GL described this as a difficult trail and 

said that he last used it, himself, in 1931 .  LS also noted there was a trail between ,!iwahnit 
and kwispiis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Red ochre, after which this site is named, could be obtained by digging down deep 

underneath the gravel and sand when the tide was very low. Once obtained, the ochre was 

heated to change it into a powder and then used for marking a person's  face during the "wolf 

ritual" (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 
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142. husmat7a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; JT) 

'kelp [bull kelp, Nereocystis luetkeana] is showing' (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) 

This is the name of a fishing bank located not far offshore, south from ,kwa.hnit (place 

name #141) , and so named because of the kelp that is visible here during the summertime. 

LS explained that the bearings for this bank are ma7uus and hisnit (place names #135 and 

#148 respectively) . This was primarily a lingcod bank, although halibut were also caught 

here. GL recalled fishing for lingcod here with Willie Swan, the older brother of Luke Swan. 

According to LS, the people staying at hisnit to catch sockeye, went to husmat7a in May 

and June to catch lingcod and halibut as a variant to their diet of sockeye (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; GL) . Springs and cohos were obtained by trolling in the vicinity of husmat7a 
(JS; GL) . 

143. waxni,knit (GL; JS) 'land otter place' 

This is the name of the southeastern end of a beach located immediately northwest 

from the point that is west of the mouth of hisnit (place name #148) creek. LS (Ellis and 

Swan 1974) referred to trapping land otters at tl'aa,kapis (place name #144) which is adjacent 

to waxni,knit, but did not mention waxni,knit, itself. 

JS noted that when the tlaashtluukwi7at!! raided the ch'ikduu7at.h at hisnit, their 

raiding party hid near waxni,knit (see also the discussion of place name #148) . 

144. tl'aa,kapis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'brushy' 

Tl' aa,kapis is the name of an area on the shore adjacent to waxni!init (place name 

#143) . More specifically, JS noted that the name tl'aa,kapis applies to the area on the point 

that is west from the mouth of hisnit (place name #148) creek and adjoins the southeast end 

of waxnik_nit. Formerly this was a brushy area with low trees, JS recalled. 
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LS stated that his father, Chief Swan, used deadfall traps to catch land otters at 

tl'aa!fapis, adjacent to the trail here (see also place name #143) . 

145. nachuu7a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'lookout' 

This is the name of a rock island at the end of the point located immediately west 

from the mouth of hisnit (place name #148) creek. There is a narrow passage, ten feet across 

at most, that separates this rock island from the point. The first runs of each species of 

salmon ascending the creek at hisnit, hang around nachuu7a before going up the creek. 

When they do go up hisnit creek, these fish first pass through this narrow passage at 

nachuu7a (JS) . 

When he was young, in the 1940s, JS used to gaff-hook small sockeye called 

ch'akw'aZin (see the discussion of hisnit) as they went through this passage. Access to these 

fish was provided by a board placed across the top of the narrow passage. JS used a 

particularly long gaff-hook here. It was blackened so the fish could not see it. 

According to JS, this place was referred to as nachuu7a meaning 'lookout' because of 

the practice of "looking out" for fish here. JS knew of another use of nachuu7a--Chief Swan 

(JS 's father's father) used to make smoke signals here so that his relatives at Hesquiat would 

know they should come over to hisnit to get ch'akw'aZin salmon. This was also mentioned 

by JT, although he did not know nachuu7a as a place name. 

146. lhu7aa (Ellis and Swan 1981 : 1 1,30,34-36; GL; JS) 

< lhu7ukw 'plank' 

lhuuk-washt (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

< lhu7ukw 'plank' 

Lhu7aa (lhuuk-washt) is the name of a tiny island situated about 150 yards offshore 

from the mouth of hisnit (place name #148) creek. At low tide, this rock island is connected 
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with other rock islands adjacent to it. 

Lhu7aa was known as a good place to gather black katy chitons, as well as California 

mussels and gooseneck barnacles. Planks about "three or four fathoms long" were used to get 

to lhu7aa at low tide. In this way, the people didn't have to launch a canoe to get here. 

Because of this tiny island's proximity to the mouth of hisnit creek, the chi tons here were 

very tasty as they were "half freshwater soaked" (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :30,34,36; 

GL) . According to GL, chitons were not gathered at lhu7aa in this manner during his time. 

The small island immediately offshore from lhu7aa also had an Indian name, GL 

stated, although he did not recall it. This, too, was a good place to get seafood, especially 

California mussels (GL) . 

147. cha7aksim (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) < cha7ak 'island' 

This is the name of a tiny rock island located in the middle of the entrance to the bay 

at hisnit (place name #148) . Waves always splash over this tiny island, LS noted. When 

entering hisnit by canoe, it was necessary to pass on the northwest side of this island. On 

one occasion LS referred to this same place as cha7aksuu7is (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Cha7aksim was mentioned in LS's story about the man named lhap!!iitapi. After he 

had trained for power (see the discussion of place name #157) ,  lhap!!iitapi was told to go out 

whale hunting. He sighted a whale close to cha7aksim and harpooned it there. LS added 

that in the old days, whales used to pass quite close to cha7aksim (Dewhirst and Swan 1977; 

Ellis and Swan 197 4-1977) . 

148. hisnit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; 1981:1 1 ,19; GL; JS; Webster 1983:62; 

Drucker 1951 :239; Green 1914a; Canada and British 

Columbia 1916:4:882,891) 
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hesnoit (Canada and British Columbia 1914a) 

hesinit (Canada and British Columbia 1914b) 

Hisnit is derived from hisit which is the term for sockeye salmon when they are in 

saltwater (after they enter freshwater, hisit are referred to as miZaat). The area now know as 

Hisnit Indian Reserve #34, including the short creek which drains Kanim Lake into the ocean, 

is known as hisnit 'place of sockeye' because of the important sockeye salmon fishery here. 

No separate name is known for the creek at hisnit (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS) . 

There is some disagreement concerning the ownership of hisnit. PW (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984), GL, LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) and JS all 

identified hisnit as a Manhousaht village site and fishery; Drucker (1951 :239) said it 

belonged to the Ahousaht (because the Manhousaht were living among the Ahousaht) ; and 

AP, JT, and BA all stated that it belonged to the ch'ik�uu7at.b., one of the groups comprising 

the Hesquiat (see the discussion of place name #34). 

A lengthy story of the early history of hisnit, as told by Luke Swan, refers both to the 

ch'iknuu7ath and to the tlaashtluukwi7ath who subsequently became known as the 

maaJu7is7ath. or "Manhousaht. " This same story also explains the origin of the sockeye 

fishery in the creek which flows through his nit. LS' s story is condensed and summarized as 

follows: 

A long, long time ago, the ch'ik�uu7ath. lived west from Boulder 

Point, at ch'ikttuu [place name #34] , but their chief owned the land from 

hilh�n7a all the way to hilh!!uu7a [place names #129 and #174 respectively] . 

On the other side of the boundary at hilh!!uu7a lived the tlaashtluukwi7ath 
who later came to be called the maa&u7is7at!!. The ch'ikduu7ath used to 

stay at hisnit during the summer, although it was not called hisnit [ 'place of 

sockeye salmon'] then. At that time, only chum salmon came up the little 

creek here. 

One of the sons of the ch'ikJuu7at!! chief had a big tummy. This little 

boy was called kw'uxWsin!9 which means 'dirty tU111my. ' He cried all the 
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time, and tears from his eyes and snot from his nose ran down onto his big 

tummy. Finally the chief decided to abandon his son at hisnit, as he could no 

longer stand the little boy's crying. The chief and his people left for ch'ik.iuu, 
but the older brother of kw'uxwsinki jumped out of one of the canoes just as it 

was leaving. He swam ashore. He wanted to help his little brother. Knowing 

that the people · were going to abandon kw'uxwsinki, his older brother had hid 

various implements that would be of use. 

About four days later, the little boy was sitting on a rock beside the 

creek at hisnit, having a bowel movement. He grunted as two objects 

squeezed out from his rear end and dropped into the creek. When they landed 

in the water, these two objects became two sockeye salmon (from this time on, 

this place was known as hisnit which means 'place of sockeye salmon') . 

Kw'uxwsin,!ii called his older brother to come and see the fish. Now 

that these objects had come out of him, the little boy's fat tummy became flat. 

He had no more pain, and so he no longer cried, nor did snot drip from his 

nose. The older brother took the little boy a short distance up the creek at 

hisnit to the place called tuu_!iwtu_!iw [place name #150] . Here he washed him 

off. 

Four days later, there were more sockeye salmon in the creek here. 

They multiplied and multiplied. The two boys speared some and ate them. 

Then they made a taa7inwa trap to catch these sockeye. The boys were also 

able to hunt, so they had both fish and meat. 

Meanwhile, at ch'ik�uu, the boys' uncle (their mother's brother) had 

decided to go to hisnit to see how his nephews were doing. The uncle secretly 

went to hisnit. His nephews told him about the sockeye and gave him some to 

take back to ch'ikJuu. When the chief found out about his sons, he and many 

of the people moved again to hisnit. They used ten taa7inwa fish traps to get 

sockeye in the creek--six were used by the head chief, and two each by the 

second and third chiefs. 
· '  

T'he ch'iknuu7ath. continued going to hisnit. Tne chief's oldest son got 
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married and had a daughter, and when she became older, she was given in 

marriage to taa�n7isim, chief of the tlaashtluukwi7ath,. Eventually a 

younger brother of kw'uxwsinJii became chief of the ch'ikJuu7ath,. This new 

chief took the name h,aayu7ii}!. 
Some years later, a disagreement arose between chief }!aayu7iih and his 

niece, the wife of taa�n7isim. The dispute was about the fishery at hisnit 
creek. Finally this dispute became so serious that the tlaashtluukwi7ath 
decided to attack the ch'ik�uu7at,!!. Mter 6 months of training, the 

tlaashtluukwi7at!! were ready. The night before the planned attack, about 80-

90 warriors went to kwispiis [place name #140] , pulled their canoes up the 

beach and into the bushes, and used hemlock branches to brush away the marks 

they had made on the beach. Then the war party went over to the mouth of 

hisnit creek and hid in the bushes there. 

The ch'ikJuu7at!! had their houses near the top of the low hill behind 

hisnit beach. They were aware that the tlaashtluukwi7at!! were going to 

attack them. Therefore they moved to the cliff called �aayi [place name #162] 

located southeast from their houses. 

When the tlaashtluukwi7at!! did attack, many of the ch'ik�uu7at!! 
were killed. Among the dead was chief ,!!aayu7ii!! who was killed by the 

tlaashtluukwi7at!! warriors named pipishimsa and t'aa�aktlmiik. All but 10 

of the ch'ikJuu7at!! were killed. These people were allowed to return to 

ch'ikJuu. The tlaashtluukwi7at!! even went so far as to travel to ch'ikJuu 
with the ch'ikJuu7ath survivors, and to assist them in reconstructing their 

houses there. They ensured that these ch'itJuu7ath survivors (among them 

the daughter of }!aayu7ii!!) had sufficient food, and then left. 

The tlaashtluukwi7at!! returned to their winter village at Zupnit [place 

name #229] . Even though the ch'ikJuu7ath had been told never to return to 

hisnit again, the tlaashtluukwi7ath left some warriors and their families at 

hisnit. They were there to guard the lands between hilh�n7a and hilh!!uu7a 
that they had v1on from the ch'ik�uu7ath. The tlaa.�htluukwi7ath also left 
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some warriors at apsuhta7a [place name #21 1] to guard the trail that led from 

there to Zupnit. Eventually the tlaashtluukwi7ath chief, taaiin7isim, had a 

house built for himself at hisnit (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; �Dewhirst -�Jsw�� 
1977) . 

Luke Swan said that after the tlaashtluukwi7ath had gained control of hisnit, a 

ferocious chief named uukwa�m, about whom numerous stories are told (see the 

discussions of place names #139, #152, #162, and #166), lived here during the spring. From 

his base at hisnit, uukwa�m went whaling offshore (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

When the Indian Reserve Commissioner visited this region in 1886 and again in 1889, 

he did not set aside a reserve at hisnit (it is not known if anyone requested that an Indian 

Reserve be established here at this time). However, in 1914, in connection with the Royal 

Commission on Indian Affairs for the province of British Columbia, a ten-acre reserve at 

hisnit, for the Manhousahts, was requested by Chief Swan. At that time, it was noted that 

hisnit was "an old village site" which contained two houses, and that Chief Swan lived there. 

After Chief Swan had made his request, a Hesquiat man named Dionis Jacob stated that he, 

too, fished at hisnit. Dionis Jacob also requested that hisnit be set aside as an Indian 

Reserve. Mr. Jacob identified Chief Swan as his "nephew" (Canada and British Columbia 

1914a) . 

In a subsequent description of the Royal Commission's meetings at Hesquiat, it was 

noted that Dionis Jacob was Chief Swan's "cousin." It was further proposed that hisnit might 

be set aside "for the joint use of the Ahousaht [Manhousaht] and Hesquiat Bands. " This 

suggestion, it was said, met with the approval of Eustace Andrews who was Chief of the 

Hesquiat at that time (Canada and British Columbia 1914b) . However, when tbJs area was 

officially set aside as hisnit fishery Indian Reserve #33 (7.25 acres) on February 7th, 1916, it 

was allocated only to the "Manhauset Band" (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:891). 

When surveyor Ashdown Green went to hisnit in September of 1914, he noted the 

location of a "salmon weir" at the mouth of the creek here. He also noted, southeast from the 

creek, the location of "old gardens," two houses, and "cleared land" (Green 1914a) . 

One of these houses belonged to Chief Swan. According to GL, the second house here at this 
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time belonged to a Hesquiat man named ts'itkw'a ("Sugar Peter") who was married to the 

daughter of Chief Swan's younger brother. 

The creek which passes through hisnit supported an important salmon fishery. Three 

species of salmon--sockeye, coho, and chum--spawn in three creeks in Kanim Lake (see place 

names #156, #158, and #159) ,  but all three species have to pass through the creek at hisnit in 

order to gain access to Kanim Lake. 

In particular, hisnit creek is well known for a small variety of sockeye known as 

ch'akw'aZin. Both LS and JS noted that ch'akw'a.Zin have a "different taste" than regular

sized sockeye. Although ch'akw'a.Zin are found elsewhere, it is only in this stream at hisnit 
that these fish can be found as early as December. Ch'akw'a.Zin are found in hisnit creek 

from December through until the end of July. Beginning in March and continuing through till 

the end of July, the regular-sized sockeye are found in the stream at hisnit, together with the 

smaller variety of sockeye. Coho run in hisnit creek from August through December, and 

chum salmon in October and November (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; JS; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . 

Prior to the late 1940s, sockeye were caught in hisnit creek primarily by cylindrical 

fish traps called taa7inwa. These traps, about 2 1/2 feet in diameter by 6 feet in length, were 

used in conjunction with a wooden weir built across the mouth of this creek. GL recalled 

that in the late 1920s he used to hold the stakes for the weir in place while his father and 

Luke Swan hammered them into the stream-bottom. The traps were made by the men and 

women together, GL stated. The men split the lengths of cedar slats and the hoop for the 

mouth of the trap, and then the women fastened them together using inner cedar bark twine. 

The "teeth" in the mouth of the trap were made of yew wood. In the top of the trap was a 

hole through which the salmon could be removed. According to GL, his grandmother could 

make three traps in the same time that it took a man to make one--this was because women 

were experienced basket-weavers, GL added (GL; JS; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; -YM;d 
ttlrt l" S'""wetVl 

DewhirstA1977) . 

The fish traps were positioned side by side in a line across the stream on the 

immediate upstream side of the weir. Apparently both the number of traps used here and 

th�ir ownership origmated from events that occu..7ed du..��ng the early rJstory of 1'-.isnit. L'l 
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Luke Swan's  story about hisnit, it was mentioned there were 10 fish traps here--6 were 

owned by the head chief, 2 by the second chief, and 2 by the third chief. LS commented that 

each of these traps, when filled, could hold "about 90" sockeye. He added these traps were 

placed in the creek "about 100 yards from the beach" in such a manner that "a man could 
tAVJe-( )Wt\ "t 

walk between" each one (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; �Dewhirst 1977) . 
A 

In the 1920s, GL saw as many as 10 traps in use at one time in hisnit creek. As far 

as GL could recall, the trap nearest to the west bank belonged to Mary Little. Next to it was 

the trap belonging to Jack Tom. The trap nearest to the east bank belonged to Columba 

Louie, GL's mother, who was the sister of Luke Swan. All the traps in between belonged to 

Willie Swan, the older brother of Luke Swan. During the height of the fishing season, one 

person would stay awake all night to guard the traps so that river otters would not steal the 

fish (GL) . 

JS recalled that he used to get 40-100 sockeye a day at hisnit when he went there 

with his own family, but that more fish were taken during his father's time. This was 

confirmed by LS's statement (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) that he and his family got "3,000 or 

more" sockeye at hisnit in one exceptional season in the early 1930s. What was the average 

number of sockeye taken here in LS's time, or in Chief Swan's time, is not known. 

When weirs ceased being used, sockeye were gaff-hooked from the stream at hisnit. 
However, GL described another method that he and his cousin, Lawrence Swan, used to 

construct a makeshift weir across the narrowest part of the river here. This type of "trap," 

called sach'aa7up, was made by placing a row of rocks completely across the stream. 

Slightly upstream from this rock barrier they made a second barrier of cut trees held 

horizontal across the stream by a number of rocks. At night the fish passed over the first 

rock weir, but were stopped from proceeding much further by the brush in the water. In the 

morning, when the water was lower, the salmon could get neither upstream nor down, and the 

fishermen could easily gaff them. 

LS stated that Chief Swan's house at hisnit was about 60 feet by 40 feet in size. The 

Swan family continued living in this house after Chief Swan died in 1914. In the 1920s, this 

house fell down, and the remaining lumber was used by Luke Swan and others to build two 

smaller houses at hisnit (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 
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According to LS, there were never many houses at hisnit. The head chief' s  house 

was situated adjacent to the white rock called tl'isimyis (place name #153) which is 

approximately in the centre of the beach at hisnit. In addition, there were 3 or 4 smaller 

houses which were at a slightly lower elevation that the head chief's house (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . Both GL and JS stated that Chief Swan's house was located adjacent to 

tl'isimyis. In a sketch made by surveyor Ashdown Green in 1914, a house was indicated 

near the middle of the beach (Green 1914b). Undoubtedly this was Chief Swan's house. 

When LS was young, in the late 1890s-early 1900s, his family used to go to hisnit 
around the end of February and stay until the end of July. In "the olden days," LS added, 

people would go out whaling from hisnit when the grey whales migrated past here in the 

spring and early summer (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

also referred to whalers based at hisnit. Apparently hisnit was a bleak place to stay during 

the winter. Care always had to be taken in landing or launching canoes at hisnit, especially 

during wintertime. It was impossible to land here during a strong southeast wind, and very 

difficult during a strong westerly (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Despite the difficulties of access to hisnit, people apparently did utilize this site year

round in former times. LS explained that hisnit was owned by taa�n7isim, the Manhousaht 

head chief. He and his family stayed there from February through July (it was not clear how 

many other families were with him), after which they returned to Zupnit (place name #229). 

When the head chief left, he would sometimes send "2-4 families" to hisnit to "look after" 

the fishery there between August and October, and he sent other families to live there during 

the winter (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Other foods besides salmon were available at or near hisnit. Various types of beach 

foods were obtained there, and not far offshore there were sea otters, halibut, and cod (Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976; 1981; GL; JS) . 

It was through hisnit that access was gained to Kanim Lake. No Indian name was 

known for this lake. There was a short trail from the southeast end of hisnit through to 

Juufaas (place name #161) at the southwest end of Kanim Lake. Here dugout canoes were 

stored. The narrow constriction near the middle of Kanim Lake is such that it almost divides 

the lake into two. Indeed, LS referred to the northern half as "the big [deep] la.ke" and the 
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southern half as "the small, shallow lake." The actual Indian name for the narrows was not 

remembered--on one occasion LS described the constricted area as anaak,-wanimi7is; another 

time he called it yuchkawanim. The meaning of both these terms is associated with 

'narrows, ' but neither term is the "real" name for this place, LS noted. There is a rock 

sticking out of the water at the narrows, LS added, and if a stranger passes by this rock in a 

canoe and splashes water on it, it will rain that night (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976) . 

The area around Kanim Lake was utilized in numerous ways. These uses are 

discussed in connection with place names #154-#161 inclusive. Although the Kanim Lake 

area was utilized extensively, the people apparently did not camp here. No matter what they 

were doing around the lake, LS stated, they would always return to hisnit at night. The 

Kanim Lake area was a good place to get red cedar for dugout canoes and for house planks. 

As LS explained it, this was because the cedar trees here were away from the saltwater and 

therefore the wood did not crack easily. LS did not mention specifically which sites around 

Kanim Lake were places where red cedar were obtained. In relatively-recent times, the felled 

and roughly-shaped cedar logs were towed to yuuyaas (place name #161) and then hauled by 

pulleys over the trail to hisnit where the canoes were completed. LS also mentioned hauling 

canoes from hisnit over the trail to Kanim Lake. Here they were left for the summer. The 

canoes that were hauled back and forth between hisnit and Kanim Lake were " 16-18 feet" in 

length (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

As discussed, salmon were obtained in this area not only at hisnit, but also at 

nachuu7a, miZatnit, saaxtukw, and ts'aak,tlchiik (place names #145, #156, #158, and #159 

respectively) . Although it was easy to catch salmon at hisnit, LS (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976) 

and JS explained, the people would go to these three creeks around Kanim Lake in order to 

obtain fish with a "different taste. " Elsewhere LS explained that the longer salmon are in 

fresh water, the more their fat content lessens (Ellis and Swan: 1974-1976) . Very likely this 

lessened fat content accounts for the "different taste. " 

There was a trail from the northeast end of Kanim Lake through to the southwest end 

of Stewardson Inlet. LS said it took "about 25-30 minutes" to walk across this trail (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) (see also the discussion of place name #253) . 

LS's own trapline (T0108T440) , registered in May 1946, included all of KanJm Lake 
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and extended from the east side of Kanim Lake west to ii!!at'a (place name #133) (British 

Columbia 1990) . 

149. kwuukwuukw'ii!! (GL; JS) < kwukw 'meal ' (GL) 

GL pointed out that kwuukwuukw'iih is the name of a rock on the east shore of the 

creek at hisnit (place name #148) , in the vicinity of the old lineman's shack remains. JS 

knew the name and use of this site, but was not certain of its exact location. In accordance 

with Manhousaht tradition, the people left all their fish remains here (GL; JS). 

150. tuu_!iwtu_!iw (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'overflow' (JS) 

This place name refers to an area of the creek at hisnit (place name #148). According 

to JS, tuu,!iwtu,!iw is located not far upstream from kwuukwuukw'iih (place name #149) . In 

Luke Swan's lengthy story about hisnit, he noted that kw'uxwsin,!ii (the little boy called 

'dirty-tummy') went to tuu_!iwtu_!iw (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

151 .  k'iikaa (GL; JS) 

hiJaZa!itl (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< !!iitia 'a forest spirit' 

Both of these terms referred to a distinctive, tall spruce tree that was located near the 

summit of the low hill at hisnit (place name #148) . The tree was behind the houses and 

towards the east end of the village site, but west of the trail connecting hisnit with Kanim 

Lake. This spruce fell down around 1960 (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL). 

The meaning of k'iikaa derives from the strange sound this tree used to make during 

a strong southeast wind--this is the same sound made by wolf ritual whistles (JS). HirlaZ.akti 
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was described by JS as the "proper name" for this tree, rather than k'iikaa. 

152. naatyaZaktlilh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 'baby's cave' 

Luke Swan said that naatyaZaktlilh was the name of a ·  tiny cave located at the base 

of the spruce tree called k'iikaa (place name #151) near the summit of the low hill behind 

the houses at hisnit village. This tree was on the west side of the trail connecting hisnit 
village with Kanim Lake (Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976) . 

GL and JS both identified another cave, but they knew of no Indian name for it. It 

was a burial cave, located below a bluff on the east side of the trail from hisnit to Kanim 

Lake, and was near the summit of the above-mentioned low hill. 

According to Luke Swan (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , this cave had been discovered 

by a cruel man named uu_kwa,!WlJm. LS, GL, and JS were all told that uu_kwa�m used to 

kidnap babies and put them into this cave. According to LS and JS, uu_kwa�m obtained 

these babies not from his own tribe, but from the Hesquiats. Uu_kwa,!WlJm used these babies 

during his training as a whaler, JS added. 

This cave was associated with power and was a dangerous place. No one was allowed 

to go to it unless they "had eight months,"  that is, unless they had abstained from sex for 

eight months while training to be a whaler. One man who was not prepared in this way, 

went to the cave and died. Although LS had once got down on his elbows and gone right 

into this tiny cave, his father, Chief Swan, had not gone into it, himself. Rather, Chief Swan 

would obtain good luck before going fur seal hunting by sticking his spear inside the cave. 

He would also stick his shotgun or his rifle into the cave (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). 

153. tl'isimyis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'white rock' 

This is the name of a whitish-coloured rock situated approximately in the middle of 

the beach at hisnit (place name #148). Tne lVfanhousaht head chief's house was located 
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adjacent to this rock. 

154. ts'aalhtaa (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'overflow' (JS) 

Ts'aalhtaa is the name of the area near the southwest end of Kanim Lake where the 

creek that flows through hisnit (place name #148) , empties out from Kanim Lake. 

155. tlaasmakwulhh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< tlaasmapt 'young or second growth red cedar' 

It has not been possible to determine the exact location of this place which was said 

by LS to be on the west side of Kanim Lake "directly across" from lhapnuulhachisht (place 

name #157) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Luke Swan stated this was a place where women used to go to obtain red cedar bark 

from young trees (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). JS recalled LS telling him that he used to help 

his mother (kwaatiya, the second wife of Chief Swan) get ceder bark at tlaasmakwulhh. 

156. mi7atnit (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'place of red sockeye' (< miZaat 'name given to sockeye after they have 

turned red') 

This name is applied to a small creek flowing into the northwest end of Kanim Lake. 

MiZatnit originates from the same mountain where tlaamaayukw (place name #136) is 

located. 

According to Luke Swan, sockeye salmon spawn in the gravel near the mouth of this 

creek during the months of September and October. The Manhousaht people would go to 

miZatnit to spear these sockeye, wrJch were good for smokin.g, but they would not camp 
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here (see also the discussions of place names #158 and #159) . Rather, they would take their 
' ' . 

catch by canoe back to yuuyaas (place name #161) at the southwest end of Kanim Lake and 

then pack these fish back over the trail to hisnit (place name #148) . 

In the story about the man named lhap!!iitapi, it was noted that after he had been at 

lhap!!uulhachisht (place name #157) ,  he went across the lake to miZatnit and then went up 

this creek to get to tlaamaayukw) . 

157. lhap!!uulhachist (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

It has not been possible to determine the exact location of this place which is on the 

east side of Kanim Lake, north from the constricted portion of the lake. GL had been told 

there was a t'apsulh 'ritual diving place' here (see story that follows) but he did not know 

the name of this place. 

LS explained that lhap!!uulhachisht is derived from the term lhap!!a whose meaning 

is associated with 'leaning, ' as when a bird leans over with its wings outspread, ready to fly. 

A cliff overhanging the lakeshore here has this appearance (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

A man named lhap.hiitapi is said to have trained for spiritual power here at 

lhap!!uulhachisht. There is an underwater cave directly below the overhanging cliff here at 

the edge of the lake, LS explained. When lhap!!iitapi dove underwater and entered this cave 

he saw what looked like a sea lion with long whiskers. He tried to reach for one of the 

whiskers, but was unable to get it because the rope that was tied around his waist and held by 

his wife on shore, was not long enough. When lhap!!iitapi surfaced at the shore of the lake, 

he was "belly up" and out of breath. He then went across the lake to miZatnit and up the 

mountain to tlaamaayukw (place names #156 and #136 respectively) . 

158. saaxtukw (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< saaxta 'small avalanche' 
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Saaxtukw is the name of a creek emptying into the east side of Kanim Lake, not far 

south of the narrow portion of the lake. Cohos went up this creek, and the Manhousaht used 

to go here to spear them. As was the situation with the two other salmon creeks in Kanim 

Lake (see the discussions of place names #156 and #159) ,  the people did not camp at 

saaxtukw. Rather, they transported the salmon caught here back to the village at hisnit 
(place name #148) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . GL noted that a bird known as tsaapin 
(merganser?) nests in the vicinity of saaxtukw. 

159. ts'aaktlchiik (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'water flows underground' 

This is the name of a creek emptying into the east side of Kanim Lake, not far south 

from saaxtukw (place name #158) .  LS noted this creek is called ts'aak,tlchiik because the 

steep banks of the stream here are such that the water appears to flow underground (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) . 

The Manhousaht used to spear the dog salmon that went up this creek, but they did 

not camp here (see also the discussions of place names #154 and #158) .  They transported the 

fish caught at ts'aa!ftlchiik back to the village at hisnit (place name #148) . 

LS provided some additional information about ts'aak,tlchiik--he noted that trumpeter 

swans (k.ak,wup) used to go to this area to eat the plant called kw' akw' ak,tl (horsetail, 

Eguisetum arvense) which is plentiful here. Mallards also stop in this area. On the west side 

of Kanim Lake, across from ts'aak,tlchiik, LS's great-grandfather had a deadfall trap. LS 

also noted that there was a trail from ts'aa!ftlchiik to 'vaxni!_at'a and saahswipiilh (place 

names #165 and #166 respectively) . On the west side of Kanim Lake "directly across" from 

ts'aak,tlchiik was a place where LS's great-grandfather had a deadfall for land otters (Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976) . 
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160. tumak,tlis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'dark beach; place' 

This name is applied to the southeastern comer of Kanim Lake. LS explained that this 

area is called turitak,tlis "because you can't see the sun when you're there--it's always kind of 

dark . . .  too many tall trees there. "  There is a grassy area along the shoreline at tuJ.ak,tlis, LS 

added, and there is a small creek here but fish do not go up it. LS had a deadfall for land 

otters in the vicinity of tuJtak,tlis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

GL pointed out that because of the grassy area along the shoreline here, tutftak,tlis was 

a wintering ground for swans. JS used to gather t'unaax (tules or bulrushes, Scirpus acutus) 

here at turitak,tlis in the 1940s. These were used as mattresses. 

161. 
' ' yuuyaas (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :11 ,  98; GL; JS) 

< yuulh 'canoe landing place' 

, 
Yuuyaas is the name of a bay at the southwest end of Kanim Lake. This was the 

place where canoes were kept. A trail led from the east end of hisnit (place name #146) 

village over a low hill and around a bluff to connect with ;uuyaas (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) . 

LS 's great-uncle told him that it was here at ;nuJaas that a sea serpent slithered up 

one side of a spruce tree, scraping the bark off the tree as it went, and then sprouted wings 

and flew away (Ellis and Swan 1981 :98) . 

162. Jaayi (GL; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; JS) 'hill or cliff' 

This is the name of a high bluff located at the southeast end of hisnit (place name 

#148) . A long time ago, when the ch'ik6uu7at!! were living at hisnit, they had houses on 
' 

the summit of the low }1Jll away from the beach, but they moved to the top of waayi when 
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they knew that the tlaashtluukwi7at!! were going to attack (see the story of the early history 

of his nit) . LS noted there was a flat area on top of Jaayi, and that is where the people 

stayed (Dewhirst and Swan 1977; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). It is not clear to what extent 

this site on top of Jaayi was utilized--presumably it was only for defensive purposes 

GL, LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , and JS told a story about a man named 
' uu,kwa�m, a chief, who was walking in the vicinity of waayi when he came to a cave that 

was like a house and had bright fires burning inside. Actually this cave was invisible, but 

uu,kwa�m was able to see it. The uncle of uu_!iwa�m had died--a voice invited 

uu,kwa�m inside the cave and asked him: "Which do you prefer, your uncle, 

tl'atl'aachksulh, or whaling equipment?" His uncle was standing before him, dressed in his 

whaling outfit, and uu,!iwa�m had the choice of bringing him back to life. But 

uu_kwa�m chose the whaling equipment. As uu,!iwa�m walked towards the entrance to 

the cave, the fires grew dimmer. The next year when uukwa�m went out whaling, he was 

able to kill a whale instantly. This was because of the power he received in this cave (see 

also the story associated with place name #166) . 

Certain Manhousaht men were able to "see" this cave at Jaayi. One of the last such 

people was a Manhousaht man named patl'u Hamilton, who was of the same generation as 

Luke Swan's father (GL) . 

163. tl'i!!aksulh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'red lips' 

TI'i!!aksulh is the name of a cave on the shoreline near the southeast entrance to the 

bay at hisnit (place name #148) . This cave is called tl'ihaksulh because of the red-coloured 

moss that grows around the cave 's entrance (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

On one occasion, LS talked about a cave at "the south end of the beach" at hisnit 
(place name #148) where whalers used to collect a type of fern called yuumapt (possibly 

spiny wood fern, Dryopteris austriaca, or lady fern, Athyrium filix-femina) (Turner, Ellis and 

Swan 1976) . It is not known if LS was referring to the cave at tl'i!!a,ksulh or to the un-

named cave right at the south end of hisnit beach, itself. 
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164. tuuch'a7imch (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< tuch'ii ' southeast wind' (GL) 

This name is applied to a small rock island immediately offshore from tl 'i!!aksulh 
(place name #163) at the southeast entrance to the bay at hisnit (place name #148) . At low 

tide it is possible to walk out to this island (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) . 

LS noted that sometimes at tuuch'a7imch you can hear a young woman singing, and 

that this is a sign that a southeast wind is going to blow. Several times when LS was a child 

and living at hisnit, he heard this woman singing, calling for the wind. LS described this 

woman as a hakwaplasu7is 'mermaid' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

People used to go to tuuch'a7imch to gather mussels, JS recalled, but when doing so 

they had to be careful not to step on the beach plant called hu!!ts'apt (sea wrack, Fucus 

gairdneri), or else the southeast wind would blow. GL recalled how on one occasion in the 

late 1930s, he and Luke Swan went to tuuch'a7imch to get mussels, and in fact a strong 

southeast wind did come up. 

165. waxnik,at'a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'land otter slide' (GL) 

Waxnik,at' a is located at the west end of�the_ beach that is east of the rocky point 

immediately southeast of hisnit (place name #148) . GL recalled there was a trail along the 

shoreline here. 

According to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL, land otter were especially 

plentiful at waxnik_at'a--many of their dens could be seen here. The Manhousaht, including 

LS 's  grandfather, used deadfall traps to catch land otters here between February and April. 

LS added that there was a trail that connected waxnik,at' a and saa!!swipiilh (place name 

#166) with ts'aak,tlchiik (place name #159) on the east side of Kanim Lake. Offshore from 

waxnik,at'a there were lots of cod, GL noted. 
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166. saa,hswipiilh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< sa,hswiix 'enter' (GL; JS) 

It has not been possible to determine the exact location of this site. Like waxni!iat' a 

(place name #165) , saa,hswipiilh is also in the next bay southeast from hisnit (place name 

#148) . According to GL and JS, saa,hswipiilh is a gravel beach "about 1/4 mile" immediately 

southeast of waxni!iat'a. 

Luke Swan, JS, and GL all related portions of a story that is associated with 

saa,hswipiilh. This story is summarized as follows: once when uu!iwa�m was young, he 

was grieving over the death of his aged uncle. Laying by the fire in his longhouse, 

uu!iwa�m noticed the fire burning more brightly each time his wife threw a handful of 

shells into it. The fourth time she did this, she noticed a "spirit man" (yaZii) sitting across 

from the fire. This man led uu!iwa�m to saa!!swipiilh. Before this, no one had known 

about this place--the beach at saahswipiilh is open to the ocean and no one used to live here. 

Uukwa�m followed the spirit man to saahswipiilh (a trail connected saahswipiilh and 

waxnikat'a with Kanim Lake) . There was a longhouse at saahswipiilh with four fires in it 

and people singing inside. The singers were being led by the deceased uncle of 

uukwa�m. When uukwa�m went into the lot?-ghouse, he walked past his uncle and 

took a whaling harpoon from the wall. When he did this the house went black and all the 

people turned into foam. Uukwa�m had been told that the harpoon had special power that 

came from haayu7iih wrapped inside the harpoon head. Haayu7iih consisted of the bone 

from a hummingbird's wing joined together with the bone from a bat. That winter, when 

uukwa�m moved from hisnit to Zupnit (place name #229) , he took the name haayui7iih 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; jS; GL) . There is also reference in 

this story to a cave at saahswipiilh. 

167. p'ishnit (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'bad place; bad landing place' 
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P'ishnit is the name of the distinctive bay located southeast from the bay where 

waxnik,nit and saal!swipillh are located (place names #165 and #166 respectively) . A narrow 

strip of land connects p'ishnit with the southern end of Kanim Lake. LS explained that the 

name of this place, p'ishnit, is derived from the fact that it is very difficult to land a canoe 

here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . GL added that the waves break directly onto the shore at 

p'ishnit. 

168. tftukwakswis (JS only) 'island in front with gravel in between' (JS) 

' 
Mukwakswis is located southeast from p'ishnit (place name #167) . 

169. tl'iihuJa (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'red over there' 

This name is applied to a cave located west from tiitapi (place name #170) . 

170. tiitapi 

titapi 

(Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976; Ellis and Swan 1981 : 11,36; GL; AP; JS) 

' (splashing) waterfall' 

(Calvert 1980:91) 

Tiitapi is the name of a distinctive, circular beach that is surrounded by cliffs and is 

located northwest from ts'aht'aa (place name #172) . 

According to LS, tiitapi takes its name, from a waterfall that empties into a bowl

shaped rock formation here. There appears to be a very limited area available for camping at 

tiitapi, but LS said that people did camp here during summer while utilizing the fishing bank 

nearby (see place name #171). LS added that people had not camped here during his own 

time or his father's  time (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :1 1,36) . 

AP, however, said that people--specifically, Hesquiat people==were still camping at 
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tiitapi during the summer when she was young. AP saw three Hesquiat fishing shacks in use 

here at tiitapi, all of them belonging to Hesquiat men: Pascal Alexander; a man named 

kaanalhs; and a man named iichinik. The Hesquiat were fishing for salmon, halibut, and 

cod, both in the area near tiitapi and at tiitapi bank nearby (see place name #171). AP 

recalled gathering cedar bark with her mother and some other older women in an area near 

tiitapi. 
Calvert (1980:91) recorded that tiitapi was a sockeye stream where the ch'i�uu7ath 

(see the discussions of place names #34 and #148) group of the Hesquiat had fishing rights. 

However, Calvert was very likely confusing tiitapi with his nit, as there is no salmon stream 

at tiitapi. 
Luke Swan suggested that at one time a trail may have connected tiitapi both with 

hisnit and with Refuge Cove (now called Hot Springs Cove) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Elsewhere, LS noted that tiitapi was a place where black katy chitons were collected (Ellis 

and Swan 1981:36) . 

171. tiitapi (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; AP; JS) 

This is a fishing bank that is located southwest from tiitapi (place name #170) and is 

named after tiitapi. Luke Swan implied that this bank had a different Indian name but he did 

not recall it (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . Primarily spring salmon, coho salmon, and ling cod 

are caught here, although LS noted that a few halibut were also caught at this bank. 

172. ts'aht'aa (JS only) 'creek coming out' 

Ts'aht'aa is the name of a creek that empties by way of a low waterfall onto the 

shoreline southeast from tiitapi (place name #170) . 
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173. hilh!!uu7is (JS only) < hilhwin 'middle; halfway' (JS) 

According to JS, hilh!!uu7is is southeast from ts'aa!!t'aa ,and immediately northwest 

of hilh!!uu7a (place names #172 and #174 respectively). 

174. hilh!!uu7a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :11,29,34,70; GL; JS) 

<hilhwin 'middle; halfway' 

Hilh!!uu7a is just southeast of hilh!!uu7is (place name #170) . LS explained that the 

meaning of this term, hilh!!uu7a ('middle; halfway'), is associated with the fact that this 

place is halfway between hisnit and Zupnit (place names #148 and #229 respectively) (Ellis 

and Swan 1981 : 11 ,29-30) . 

Hilh,huu7a is a site where gooseneck barnacles and purple sea urchins were gathered 

(Ellis and Swan 1981:34,70) . 

According to Luke Swan, there is a large cave at hilh!!uu7a with a gravel beach in 

front of it (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . This cave is said to be connected by a tunnel with 

another cave located at the place known as ,ka,kma7a (see place name #243) which is north 

from the Openit Peninsula and west from the entrance to Shelter Inlet. A man named 

a7aatskwa7iih is said to have gone into a cave here when pursuing a wolf (Ellis and Swan 

197 4-1976; JS) . 

LS noted that at one time the entire area between hilh!!uu7a and Hesquiat Point 

belonged to the ch'ikJuu7ath but these people lost this territory in a battle with the 

tiaashtiuukwi7ath who later became known as the Manhousaht (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . 

' 
175. apwin7a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'middle' 

This is the name of the distuictive point of land located just southeast of t-Jih!!uu7a 
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(place name #174) and at the northwest entrance to the bay where sup'itsa,ktu7is (place name 

#176) is located. 

176. sup'itsa,ktu7is (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :11 ,30; GL; JS) 

< sup'itsmis ' sand' 

' 
This name is applied to a beach located in the bay immediately southeast of apwin7a 

(place name #175) . According to LS, it was possible to land a canoe at sup'itsa,ktu7is, near 

where there was a favourite place for gathering California mussels (see also the discussions of 

place name #178) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :30) . 

177. ZaZaZitlis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'many caves beach' (GL) ; 'several caves together' (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) 

This is the name of an area where there are several interconnected caves, at the 

southeast entrance to the bay where sup'itsa,ktu7is (place name #176) is located. 

178. hi!!7aa7a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'seals sunbathing on rocks' (JS) 

Hi!!7aa7a is the name of a shoreline area between two points located immediately 

southeast from ZaZaZitlis and northwest from tuxwtsa,knit (place names #177 and #179 

respectively) . JS pointed out there are always hair seal here. This was confirmed by LS, 

who stated elsewhere that "outside of" sup'itsa,ktu7is (place name #176) was a place where 

hair seal were hunted by spear--presumably LS was referring to hi!!7aa7a (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976). 
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179. tuxwtsaknit (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :11 ,  25; GL; JS) 

'place of sand (beach) hoppers' 

This name is applied to a gravel beach in a bay southeast from hi!:!7aa7a (place name 

#178) . There were, in fact, a lot of sand hoppers on this beach (JS; GL). JS recalled that the 

old people · used to say if you wanted to be able to jump high, you should rub these sand 

hoppers on your legs--JS did this, himself. 

According to GL, the Manhousaht utilized tuxwtsaknit as a summer camping site and 

dug the roots of shitlaap (bracken fern, Pteridium aguilinum) in this vicinity. However, LS 

stated on one occasion that the people did not camp at tuxwtsaJinit (Ellis and Swan 197 4-
1976) . 

180. yaaJiaat'imt (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< yaaJi 'long' (JS) 

#179) . 

181.  

This is the name of a distinctive point of land southeast from tuxwtsaJinit (place name 

' . .  ts aam1ta (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'water runs underneath' (GL) ; 

'hidden river' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This name is applied to a beach and the creek that enters into it, in a bay east from 

yaaJiaat'imt (place name #180) . LS explained that this place is called ts'aa.ftita because a 

small, brushy point is situated in such a manner that when you come into the bay here, the 

creek is "hidden" (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Both Luke Swan (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL noted that coho go up this 

creek, �11d JS added that hu.111pback salmon also go up here. GL added that his father and 
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Willie Swan (the elder brother of Luke Swan) used to get coho from this creek. 

182. tlakishus (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976; Ellis and Swan 

1981 :11,56; 

GL; JS) < tlakiis 'stand upright' (GL) 

Tlakishus is the name of an area of the ocean located south and slightly east from 

ts'aaJtita, and west from saayach!!,sis (place names #181 and #183 respectively) . 

GL, JS, and LS stated independently that when the grey whales migrate north through 

this region every spring, they stop at tlakishus to feed on razor clams. In order to obtain 

these clams here, the whales position themselves in such a way that the head end of their 

body is up out of the water while their flukes are stirring up the clams from the bottom ( GL; 

JS; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 1 1,56) . The term tlakishus, GL explained, refers to the 

way the whales appear to 'stand upright' in order to do this. According to biologist Jim 

Darling, whales "standing" in this manner are exhibiting a type of "rubbing behaviour" that 

has been observed throughout the Clayoquot Sound region. Dr. Darling added that scientists 

have not confirmed that grey whales eat razor clams (Darling 1990: pers. comm.) (see also 

the discussions of place names #68 and #408) . 

183. saayach!!sis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'long beach' (GL) 

' 
This is the name of a gravel beach in a bay located southeast from ts'aamita and west 

from tlakishus (place names #181 and #182 respectively) . According to GL, the Manhousaht 

used to camp in the summertime at saayachhsis. 
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184. tl'aya!iwulhh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'area where something is growing' (JS) 

This name is applied to an area on the west side of the end of a wide point which is 

adjacent to the westernmost channel leading into Hot Springs Cove. On one occasion, LS 

gave this term as tl'ayaZa (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

The Manhousaht people used to go here during the summer and fall to dig the roots of 

cinquefoil (Potentilla pacifica) and wild clover (Trifolium wormskjoldii) . LS commented that 

it was unusual to find these plants here as this was an exposed "outside" site and usually 

these species are found in sheltered, inside areas (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . Elsewhere, LS 

(Turner, Ellis and Swan 1976) noted that cinquefoil could be gathered here as early as April. 

GL stated that his grandmother used to go here to dig these roots, and JS noted that he used 

to hunt deer in this area. 

185. chaskwat!iis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; Turner, Ellis 

and Swan 1976; GL; JS) 

< chaaskwin 'whale' s  backbone; vertebrae' (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) 

Chaskwat!iis is located not far east from tl'aya,kwulh!! (place name #184) , on the east 

side of the end of a wide point that is adjacent to the westernmost channel leading into Hot 

Springs Cove. Independently, both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) 

and GL mentioned that chaskwatk_is was the place where the Manhousahts used to tOY/ 

whales to be butchered. 

There is a small gravel beach at chaskwat)iis, LS said, but a lot of surf comes in here 

during the winter. Only during the whaling season would people sometimes stay at 

chaskwat!iis for short periods of time, waiting for whales to be brought here for butchering. 

There were a couple of small houses here "maybe 30 feet by 20 feet. " LS suggested that it 

has been a considerable time since people have been staying here (Ellis and Swan 197 4-
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1976) . Elsewhere, LS stated that ch'itapt (tall sedge, Carex obnupta) "grass" used in 

basketry grew here at chaskwat!iis (Turner, Ellis and Swan 1976) . 

One of the reasons for taking whales here to chaskwatkis for butchering, LS 

observed, was because it was away from the main village sites (he alluded to the strong 

smells associated with whale butchering) . LS noted, however, that occasionally the people 

would tow whales into hisnit (place name #148) to be butchered because the surf here was 

such that whale remains could easily be washed away, unlike Zupnit (place name #229) . LS 

said he had only heard of a couple of occasions when whales had been towed to Zupnit to be 

butchered (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

186. ch'ituukwachisht (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; GL; JS; 

BA; JT) 'perpendicular; edgeways in water' 

This name is applied to a small, narrow, elongated islet located just offshore and south 

from chaskwatkis (place name #185) , near the entrance to yuuihJ.in (place name #187) . 

Independently, both BA and JT stated that ch'ituukwachisht marked the original 

southeastemmost boundary of Hesquiat territory but they did not provide any further 

information about this. 

In Manhousaht mythology, ch'ituukwachisht was the place where a magical 

cormorant lived. This cormorant's special powers came from a dentalium which was inside 

its body. A man named siixp'aatskwum trained for power and finally, one night, was able to 

kill this cormorant. Siixp'aatskwum cut open the cormorant's body and removed the 

dentalium. This dentalium gave siixp'aatskwum the power to be a great provider (JS; Ellis 

and Swan 197 4-1976; Ellis and Dewhirst 1977). 

187. yuuihJin (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) < yuulh 'place you go in to for 

shelter' (GL) ; 'place or passage you can get to in canoe' (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) 
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This name refers to the passage adjacent to chaskwat�_is (place name #185) and the 

southwestern portion of the Mate Islands. YuuibJin leads into the southwestern entrance to 

"Canoe Passage" (apswiis, place name #199) . 

188. chachasu (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

From LS's description, it appears that chachasu is the name of 2 tiny islets adjacent 

to the north end of the island which itself is located north of the Barney Rocks (yak,aachisht, 
place name #189) and southwest of saap7a (place name #196) . Actually the islets called 

chachasu appear almost to be reefs, rather than islets--LS stated that they never go dry, even 

at low tide, and implied the meaning of chachasu is 'reefs below water' (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . 

Although JS did not know this place name, he did know the site, and recalled 

gathering t'uts'up (giant red sea urchins) in this area. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) also 

referred to collecting sea urchins here. 

189. yak,aachisht (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 11,30; Ellis and Dewhirst 1977; 

St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; JT) 'something long on the 

water' (St. Claire and Webster 1984); 'long island' (Ellis and Swan 

1981 :11 ;  JS) ; 'long line of reefs' (GL) 

This name is applied to the Barney Rocks (known locally as "Canoe Reef") located 

southwest from the Mate Islands. LS identified this site as a place where, during the whaling 

season, 2 whale-watchmen kept a lookout for passing whales. While the watchmen were 

looking out, the whalers in their canoes were waiting nearby at lhu7aktlim (place name #190) 

where they kept from drifting by holding on to the kelp. The whalers knew the pattern of the 

whales blowing: first they surfaced off Rafael Point on Flores Island, then off Sharp Point on 

the Openit Peninsula, and then not far from ya!faachisht (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 
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PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) , GL, JT, and LS (Ellis and Swan 1981 :30,34) all 

remarked that ya!f.aachisht was a good place to gather beachfood, especially black katy 

chitons, giant red chitons, gooseneck barnacles, and California mussels. According to GL, 

there was good trolling for spring salmon in the vicinity of ya!f.aachisht. Both GL and JT 

mentioned that Ned Mack from Hesquiat drowned when a wave swept him away as he was 

gathering beach food at ya!f.aachisht--this happened when GL and JT were quite young. JT 

recalled gathering gooseneck barnacles, himself, at ya!f.aachisht. 

190. lhu7aktlim (Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976; GL; JS) 'flat at tail end' (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) 

This is the name of a rock which is always awash, even at the lowest tides (JS) and is 

located just east of ya!f.aachisht. LS explained this rock is called lhu7aktlim ('flat at tail 

end') because the rock is "flat like a plank." During the summer there is kelp growing 

around luh7aktlim. As discussed above (see place name #189) , whalers in their canoes 

would hang on to the kelp at lhu7aktlim while they waited for whales to surface nearby 

(Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976) . 

191.  kaatsis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 1 1, 70; GL; JS) 

< k,atsa 'bubbling; boiling' 

Kaatsis is an area of the ocean several hundred yards offshore south from the blinker 

located at the southeast end of the more easterly of the two Mate Islands. Tiny bubbles can 

be seen in the water here. Oldtimers used to say that these bubbles indicated the presence of 

an underwater hotspring here (kaatsis is across from the hot springs at mu_!Wshitl'a, place 

name #213) .  Purple sea urchins were gathered at k,aatsis (Ellis and Swan 1981 :70; GL). 
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192. tl'aya!s,wulhh (JS only) 'area where something is growing' 

This name is applied to an area at the southeastern tip of the more easterly of the two 

Mate Islands. JS recalled hunting deer here with his father-in-law, Johnny John, in the 1950s. 

193. tl'itsis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'white beach' 

Tl'itsis is the name of a white beach, formed in part by the large numbers of crushed 

shell here, located on the east side of the entrance to the passage between the two Mate 

Islands (see place name #194) . 

194. Zuuts'usiis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< Zuts'uus 'water goes in and out all the way' 

This is the name given to the entire length of the narrow passage between the two 

Mate Islands. A canoe can pass through this passage at high tide. In the Ellis and Swan 

(1981 : 1 1, 66) publication, this same passage is called saap7a, but according to JS, this was 

an error (see place name #196) . 

Near the south end of Zuuts'usiis was a good area for digging butter clams and 

littlenecks (JS) . 

195. chaachaak (Ellis and Swan 1981: 1 1 , 68; GL; JS) 

' small islands' 

This name is applied to the cluster of small rock islands at the southwestern entrance 

to the channel between the two Mate Islands. This was a favourite place for gathering giant 

red sea urchins (Ellis and Swan 1981 :68) . 
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196. saap7a (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976; Ellis and Swan 

1981 : 1 1, 66; GL; JS) < sa7ak 'crawl or crawling' 

Saap7a is the name of a passage that separates a small island adjacent to the 

southwest end of the larger of the 2 Mate Islands, with the larger island. This passage goes 

dry at low tide. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) commented that he didn't know why this 

place was named saap7a which means 'crawling around. '  

In the Ellis and Swan (1981 :11 ,  66) publication, saap7a was identified as  the passage 

between the two Mate Islands, but JS stated that this was an error, and that the latter site is 

called Zuuts'usiis (see place name #194) , not saap7a. 

197. u.l.aa_k-wa!!,suu7a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< u�aak 'green freshwater slime plant' ( GL) 

According to JS, this place is located on the larger of the two Mate Islands, east from 

the passage called saap7a (place name #196) . 

198. maamukwta_kwulh!! (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< mamuukw 'work' (GL) 

JS stated that maamukwta!fwulh!! is located on the southwest side of the larger of the 

two Mate Islands, adjacent to the southwest entrance to apswiis (place name #199) . This was 

a place where women made mats (GL) . 

199. apswiis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976; GL; JS) 'narrow passage' (GL) 
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This name is applied to the narrow passage, known locally as "Canoe Passage," that 

leads into Hot Springs Cove. The larger of the Mate Islands lies along the east side of this 

passage. It was possible to go through apswiis by canoe on a high tide, but not when the tide 

was low (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) . 

200. aat'apksa (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) 

Aat'apksa is the name of a small creek entering the northwest side of "Canoe 

Passage" (see place name #199) about half way through this channel. A few coho salmon are 

known to go up this small creek. In former times, there may have been a camping site 

adjacent to the mouth of this creek, LS suggested (Ellis and Swan 1974) . JS was of the 

opinion that this creek in fact had a different name than aat'ap,!sa, but he could not recall it. 

This creek was once an alternate water supply for the settlement at sumaxkwuu7is 

(place name #201), located a short distance to the northwest. 

201.  sumaxkwuu7is 

tsumakose 

mach'asnit 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; 1981 :11, 19,68; GL; JS; JT) 

'tommie cod (kelp greenling) point' 

(Torrens 1865) 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :11,19,89; St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'place of fleas' 

Sumaxkwuu7is is the name of a former Manhousaht village site situated at the 

northeast end of "Canoe Passage," across from the northern tip of the larger of the two Mate 

Islands. All Native sources, with one exception, agreed that the translation of sumaxkwuu7is 

is 'tommie cod point. ' Only PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) gave the translation 'kelp on 

point. ' Approximately since the 1950s, this village has also been called mach'asnit because 
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fleas were abundant there. When a person sat on the beach they would be covered with fleas 

jumping on them. LS described mach'asnit as a "nickname" for this village (Ellis and Swan 

1981 : 1 1 ,89; JS) . 

According to LS, sumaxkwuu7is was originally inhabited by the tlaashtluukwi7at!!,. 

Mter these people became known as the Manhousaht, they utilized sumaxkwuu7is as a 

winter village when the main Manhousaht winter village at Zupnit (place name #229) became 

"too crowded. " But mostly, LS said, sumaxkwuu7is was utilized as a Manhousaht summer 

campsite. Even when the people were wintering at sumaxkwuu7is, they would still get 

together with the rest of the people at Zupnit for potlatches and ceremonials. Taaiin7isim, 

the head chief of the Manhousaht, had a longhouse at sumaxkwuu7is but apparently seldom 

stayed here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Sumaxkwuu7is was identified as a "Mannawussit" village in 1861 (Richards 1861) 

and as the "headquarters of the Manahoussats" in September of 1865 (Torrens 1865) . 

According to Captain Richards's 1861 survey map, the houses at sumaxkwuu7is were, at that 

time, located immediately south of the mouth of a small creek here (Richards 1861). 

Very likely one of these dwellings shown in 1861 was that of Luke Swan's 

grandfather. A frontal post and a portion of the back part of LS's grandfather's longhouse 

were still standing in the 1970s. According to LS, his grandfather's house measured about 60-

70 feet by 40 feet, and the 2 or 3 other longhouses here were about 40 feet by 25 feet in size 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

When the Indian Reserve Commissioner visited this area in 1889, he did not set aside 

an Indian Reserve at sumaxkwuu7is. However, in 1947, not long after the official 

amalgamation of the Manhousahts with the Ahousaht Indian Band, and apparently in response 

to a request made by the Swan family and others (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , the land in t.�e 

vicinity of sumaxkwuu7is was purchased by the Federal Government on behalf of the Indian 

people. According to Indian Affairs records, it was not until 1965 that this land 

(approximately 5 acres) at sumaxkwuuu7is was officially registered as "Swan" Indian 

Reserve #35 of the Ahousaht Indian Band (Canada 1990) . 

Indian people were living at sumaxkwuu7is between the 1930s-1960s (JT; GL; JS) . 

Those living here v1ere not only Manhousahts, but also Hesquiats, Ahousahts, and 
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Keltsomahts. JT recalled staying at sumaxkwuu7is between about 1932-1935 in a 

smokehouse that belonged to William Jones's father whose Indian name was kanalhs and 

who was part-Hesquiat and part-Keltsomaht. Other houses here at sumaxkwuu7is at that 

time (1932-1935) , as recalled by JT, belonged to David Charleson, Willie Swan, Luke Swan, 

Johnny John, Hippolyte Thomas, and George Sye who was married to JT's oldest sister, 

Jessie. 

In more recent years, there have been as many as 15 houses at sumaxkwuu7is, 
although no dwellings are present here today. People continued going to sumaxkwuu7is until 

the 1970s, among them JS and his wife and children who lived year-round at sumaxkwuu7is 
between about 1958-1964. JS identified the owners of the following houses that were located 

at sumaxkwuu7is in 1950 (beginning with the house at the northern end of the settlement and 

proceeding southwards) : David and Pat Charleson; Luke Swan; Ben Thomas; Noah Thomas; 

Andy Thornberg; Willie Swan; William Jones; Hippolyte Thomas; Ahousaht Amos; kiista 

Atleo; Edward Jones; Mike Tom; yapaaltas Robert; George Sye; and Johnny John. 

There is a reef just offshore from the former north end of the sumaxkwuu7is 
settlement. Giant red sea urchins were gathered in the vicinity of this reef (JS; Ellis and 

Swan 1981 :68) . The vicinity of sumaxkwuu7is was particularly well known as a place 

where herring spawned (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

A trapline (T0108T439) extending along the entire west shore of Hotspring Cove 

(including the larger Mate Island) , west to a point slightly east of Kanim Lake, and as far 

inland as the height of land was registered in the name of Jackson August in 1934 (British 

Columbia 1990) . 

202. kishJin (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'crooked in middle' (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) 

, 
LS described ,!9shwin as an area on the west side of Hot Springs Cove that was 11 a 

boulder beach but grassy on top. 11 From the description given by LS (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) , it appears that !iishiin is at the southern end of what is now Refuge Cove Indian 
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Reserve #6. GL also identified kish�n in this same location. JS, however, said that 

k,ish�n applies to the area at the north end of the Reserve, where Joe Tom used to have a 

house. But JT, himself, did not recognize the term k,ish�n, and knew of no Indian name for 

the site where he first had a house. JT stated he moved this house here in 1935, and where 

he put this house was, in fact, at the northern end of what is now the Indian Reserve. 

203 ,. ' · 7 . t IWID a 

chaapi7a 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) 'rock in middle of shoreline' 

(JT only) 'island just offshore' 

' 
Only PW applied the name t'iwin7a to the area where today the Hesquiat people are 

living--PW was not certain exactly which portion of the Indian Reserve here is called 

t'i�7a. PW noted this area formerly belonged to the Manhousahts (St. Claire and Webster 

1984) . 

Chaapi7a is the name applied by JT, only, to a tiny islet located immediately offshore 

from where the wharf is today near the northern end of Refuge Cove Indian Reserve #6. JT 

stated that in the 1950s, the Hesquiats built 5 houses in the area that later became an Indian 

Reserve. However, when a tidal wave hit this area in 1964, the Hesquiats were living mostly 

at the north end of Hot Springs Cove (JT) (see also the discussion of place name #205) . 

According to Indian Mfairs records, Refuge Cove Indian Reserve #6 (approximately 

24 acres) of the Hesquiat Indian Band was officially registered in 1968 (Canada 1990) . 

204. '· maWin (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; JT) 

< ma7as 'place where people live' 

The exact location of maJin is not known. It appears the name applies to an area on 

the west side of Hot Springs Cove, not far south (perhaps immediately south) of the mouth of 

the creek that is north from the · northern end of the Refuge· Cove Indian Reserve. \\11ether or 
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not the term ma�n also applies to this creek, is not known. On one occasion, LS stated 

"that's where the people used to live" but it was not clear from the context of this comment 

whether LS was referring to this place or to at' ap}i (place name #205) (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) . In the 1950s, Andy Thornberg had a house near the mouth of this creek (JS) . 

205. at'ap}i 

aempq 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976 GL; 

JT; JS; SS) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 1 1) 

This name, whose meaning is not known, is applied to the creek which empties into 

the west side of the north end of Hot Springs Cove. LS said that chum salmon and some 

cohos go up this creek (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , while JS stated it is only chums that go 

up this creek (see also the discussion of place name #206) . 

Formerly there was a considerable settlement near the mouth of at'ap}i creek. 

However, there is disagreement as to who the original inhabitants were here. According to 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and JS, it was the tlaashtluukwi7ath who originally lived 

here. When these same people became known as the Manhousaht, a few of them would 

occasionally live here at at'ap}i all year round. In the fall there was always a person at 

at'ap}i who "looked after" this creek for the head chief of the Manhousaht. Two men who 

"looked after" at'apk creek for the Manhousaht chief in recent years (prior to the 1950s) 

were Fred Gillet, mistak, and Dave Charleson, both of whom were said to be part

Manhousaht (JS) . 

Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and SS said that the original settlement here 
,, 

at at'ap}i was begun by a man who had lived previously at watih (see the discussion of place 

name #491) in Bacchante Bay at the end of Shelter Inlet. One of these people, PW and SS 

noted, was said to have transplanted chum salmon to at'ap}i, from watih. The name of the 

person who brought the salmon here and started the settlement at at'ap}i was kw'upaa7at, 

PW stated. However, according to GL, the original group at at'ap}i were known as the 

�a7at!!. who GL said were "like �ypsies. " 
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In the late 1920s there was one house at aeapk, GL recalled, and it belonged to the 

Swan family. GL stated that he stayed in this house while trapping mink, raccoon, and otter 

all around Hot Springs Cove with his father and Luke Swan, in the late 1920s. GL also 

noted that at' apk was a place where Canada geese would stop over during their migration. 

Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and JS stated there used to be a trail from at'apk over 

to Zayis (place name #242) on the west side of Sydney Inlet. 

Around 1950, apparently, Hesquiat people began living in the vicinity of at'apk and 

also around aat'apksa (place name #206) , as well as east from aat'ap,!isa. JS recalled that 

by the early 1960s there were "about a dozen" houses, and also a church, in this general area 

at the head end of Hot Springs Cove. People who had houses here included the following (as 

remembered by JS) : Mike Tom; Louis Sabbas; Alex Amos; Steve Charleson; Pat Charleson; 

Charlie Lucas; and Paul Lucas. Several of these houses were lost or damaged when a tidal 

wave hit Hot Springs Cove in 1964. After the tidal wave, the Hesquiat people resettled at the 

area that became known as Refuge Cove Indian Reserve #6 (JT; JS) . 

206. aat'apk,sa (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) 'little at'apk' 

This name is applied to the creek that is smaller and slightly to the east of at'apk. JS 

stated that coho go up aat'apk,sa creek. As is discussed above (see place name #205) , 

Hesquiat people lived in recent years in the vicinity of aat' ap,!isa but left this area when a 

tidal wave hit here in 1964. 

207. tl'its!!,uulh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'white slime' 

Tl'its!!,uulh is a distinctive white-coloured small cliff beside a bay located near the 

northeast end of Hot Springs Cove. The white coloration is caused by guano from 

cormorants (JS). On one occasion LS pronounced this place name as tl'its!!,uu7is (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) . 
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208. Zatlkwumilh!!tak (GL; JS) 'two objects just off beach' (GL) ; 'double rocks' (JS) 

This is the name of a distinctive, small, v-shaped bay on the eastern shore of Hot 

Springs Cove, south from tl'its!!uulh (place name #207). This term had been previously 

transcribed as "Zatlmalh!!tak" (Ellis and Swan 1981 : 11 ,48) . Although JS agreed with LS's 

1981 translation, 'double rocks, '  he stated that "Zatlmalh!!tak" is not the correct form. A 

closer consideration of the original data (in Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , and of the term as it 

was pronounced by GL and JS, indicated the error was not in LS's  pronunciation, but in the 

transcription published in 1981. 

There are several tiny islets at the inner end of this bay, LS stated, and "black 

huckleberries" [very likely blue huckleberries, Vaccinium alaskaense] are found on these islets 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). The beach in Zatlkwumilh!!tak bay was the closest butter clam 

beach to the village of Zupnit (place name #229) (Ellis and Swan 1981:48) . 

Also on the east side of Hot Springs Cove, and adjacent to the second bay south from 

Zatlkwumilh!!tak, was a place where JS used to get yew-wood poles for use in commercial 

trolling. JS did not recall the Indian name for this place. 

209. }i'aa!!api (GL; JS) 'steep cliff' 

This place name, also on the east side of Hot Springs Cove, refers to a west-facing 

bluff on the point which forms the entrance to !!aachii}itlis (place name #210) .  GL noted that 

sea urchins could be found off this point. 

210. !!aachiiktlis (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 11 ,  30; JS) 

'deep bay; inlet' (Ellis and Swan 1981 :11 ,30) ; 

'long narrow bay' (GL) 

Tnis name is applied both to the long, narrow bay extended towards the northeast, on 
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the east side of Hot Springs Cov�, and also to the narrow bay directly opposite it, extended to 

the southwest, on the west side of Sydney Inlet (see place name #240). The latter bay is 

known locally as "God's Pocket," with reference to its great beauty. An Indian trail connects 

these two bays. Along this trail, Indian people were said to have seen maatsmayuxwin, little 

creatures who throw invisible tiny spears (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) . JS recalled 

his grandmother telling him that he should carry a sharp stick with him when he walked 

across this trail, because a maatsmayuxwin is afraid of anything sharp. 

Small California mussels, about 6 inches in length, could be gathered on the Hot 

Springs Cove side of haachii!ftlis when stormy weather made it impossible to gather the 

larger mussels (of the same species) at Barney Rocks or Sharp Point (Ellis and Swan 

1981:30) . 

211. apsuhta (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) 'where trail ends' (GL) 

apsuhta7a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'trail comes straight across' (Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976) 

The term apsuhta (apsuhta7a) applies both to the area on the east side of Hot Springs 

Cove where today there is a wharf and store, and to the area directly opposite it, which is part 

of the village of Zupnit on the west side of Sydney Inlet. A trail crosses over the Openit 

peninsula here, from apsuhta to Zupnit (see the discussion of place names #229 and #235). 

Another trail led from apsuhta south to m�shitl'a (place name #214) on the east side of 

Hot Springs Cove down (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) . 

GL identified apsuhta as a former Manhousaht settlement, and LS noted that after the 

tlaashtluukwi7ath (who later became known as the Manhousaht) defeated the ch'ik�uu7ath 
at hisnit, they stationed some people here at apsuhta to guard the trail to Zupnit, in case the 

ch'ik�uu7ath decided to attack them (see the discussion of place name #148) . 

On the east side of Hot Springs Cove, south from apsuhta and across from 

sumaxkwuu7is (place name #201) , is a south-facing bay. JS did not recall the Indian name 
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of this bay but he stated that when he was living at sumaxkwuu7is, he would gather the 

driftwood that gathered in this bay and use it for firewood. 

212. t'ima1.a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'boulders' 

This name is applied both to a rocky beach on the east shore of Hot Springs Cove, 

north from m�shitl'a (place name #214) , and to a smaller rocky beach directly across the 

Openit Peninsula, on the west side of Sydney Inlet, immediately south of puxwpuxwsh (place 

name #223) . Black katy chitons were obtained from the area along the shoreline between 

t'ima1.a and mu�shitl'a (place name #214) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

213. suuma:Z.a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< suuma 'tommie cod (kelp greenling' 

Suuma1.a is the name of a kelp bed located directly offshore from t'ima1.a (place 

name #212) . According to GL, suuma:Z.a was a particularly good place to get tommie cod 

(kelp greenling), rockfish, lingcod and giant red sea urchins. LS noted that in the "old days" 

the Manhousaht people used to troll for spring salmon here in July and August (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) . 

214. mu�shitra (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'steaming from rock' (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976) 

This is the name of the well-known hotsprings located on the east side of Hot Springs 

Cove, near the southern end of the Openit Peninsula. A trail led from mu_!Wshitl'a north to 

apsuhta (place name #21 1) on the east side of the peninsula. Mu,!Wshitl'a was a difficult 

place to land a canoe, particularly in the wintertime (Ellis and Sv;an 1974-1976). 
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The old people considered the water in these hotsprings to have medicinal value. GL 

recalled his grandmother giving him this water to drink. The "green, slimy pond weeds" 

growing in these pools were used as an external medicine. Because this slime was found in 

the hotsprings, it was also said to have medicinal qualities (GL). 

LS stated that in the old days, it was mostly women, and men of lower rank, who 

utilized these hotsprings. Whalers were not allowed to use these hotsprings (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . 

215. ch'aa7ayapi (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

1981 : 12,97; GL; JS) 'water increases during storm' (GL); 'fresh 

water splashing up' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) ; 'fresh water point' 

(Ellis and Swan 1981 :12,97) 

This name is applied to Sharp Point at the southern entrance to Hot Springs Cove. 

Large waves often splash up here, and thus LS and JS wondered why this place was named 

after fresh water, rather than salt water. LS wondered why Sharp Point was not called 

tuup'alhapi meaning 'salt water splashing up' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

It was said that a dangerous hiyitl'iik ( 'sea serpent') lived at Sharp Point People 

going around this point by canoe were warned to paddle as quietly as possible so that this 

serpent would not hear them and cause them harm (Ellis and Swan 1981:97-98) .  

Sharp Point, and also the area between Sharp Point and Zupnit (place name #229) was 

well known as a good place to gather sea cucumbers and to fish for lingcod (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; 1981 :58; GL) . 

216. ayaaphi (GL; JS) 'friendly' 

This is the name of a distinctive rock pinnacle, which only shows during low tide, 

located off the southeast end of Sharp Point. JS stated that this place was called ayaaphi 
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(meaning 'friendly') because the waves don't break here. 

Ayaaphi was a t'apsulh 'ritual diving place' where some Manhousaht men trained for 

power. The men dove off the rock, swam underwater and tried to wrap their arms around the 

rock pinnacle. According to GL, the last person to be able to do this was a Manhousaht man 

named patl'uu Hamilton, who was the grandfather of Wilson Little. This was likely in the 

late 1800s. 

217. muulhh (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976; JS) 

Muulhh is the name of a reef located south from the southwest end of Sharp Point. 

218. tl'iichtl'iicha7a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; SS) 

Tl'iichtl'iicha7a is a fishing bank located a considerable distance southwest from 

Sharp Point and not far southeast from the chich-Jraa fishing bank (place name #39) . 

Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL stated that tl'iichtl 'iicha7a is derived 

from the term tl 'icha 'squeaking or humming sound. ' This is with reference to the sound of 

fishing line with a large halibut on it rubbing against the side of a canoe while the fish was 

being brought to the surface. LS noted that it was husmat,kmapt ( 'fishing line made of 

kelp') that made this distinctive sound. According to LS, there were particularly large halibut 

here; GL added that large lingcod were obtained at tl'iichtl'iicha7a, and both LS and GL 

noted that salmon were also caught here. 

219. ap7a,ksuu7is (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This is the name of a fishing bank located a considerable distance south from the 

entrance to Sydney Inlet, and not too far east from the tl'iichtl'iicha7a fistJng bank (place 
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name #218) . Included in the bearings for ap7ak,suu7is are Sharp Point and yuyuht'a7iik 

(place name #300) near Young Bay. LS stated that halibut were caught here at ap7a!isuu7is, 

but they were not as plentiful and not as big as at tl'iichtl'iicha7a (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) . 

220. t'aakswi7ulh7at (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< t'akswii 'pass through' (GL) 

This name is applied to a tiny islet immediately offshore from the southeast tip of 

Sharp Point. A small boat can pass between this islet and Sharp Point ( GL; JS) . 

221 .  suuhumlh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

1981: 12,30,34; JS) 'salmon rock' (GL); 

< suuhaa 'immature spring salmon' 

Suuhumlh is the name of an islet located southeast from the end of Sharp Point, and 

southeast of t'aakswi7ulh7at (place name #220) . Suuhumlh is so named because around 

here is a good place to troll for spring salmon in July and August. This is also a site where 

gooseneck barnacles and California mussels were gathered, although considerable care had to 

be taken when landing by canoe here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981:30,34; GL; JS) . 

222. !ia!ia7utskw'ukw (JS only) 'looks like a pack basket' 

This is the name of a tiny islet on the west side of Sydney Inlet, near the southeast 

end of the Openit Peninsula. Kaka7utskw'ukw is located not far offshore from the next 

point of land to the northwest of t'aakswi7ulh7at (place name #220) . Indian people used to 

troll for salmon in the vicinity of k_aka7utskw'ukw (JS) . 
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223. puxwpuxwsh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'blowing' (GL) 

Puxwpuxwsh is a V-shaped cave situated at the end of the point that is southeast of 

Zupnit (place name #229) . When waves hit this cave, the spray shoots upwards like the 

spouting of a whale (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . The small bay immediately inside (south 

of) the point on which puxwpuxwsh is located, is called t'imaZa (see place name #212) . LS 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) said it is only "about 100 yards" from puxwpuxwsh to t'imaZa. 

224. kw'utsma7a!£tl'a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 12,33,68; JS) 

'blue mussel bay' 

This name is applied to a small bay that is adjacent to the southern boundary of 

Openit Indian Reserve #27. At the north entrance to this bay there is a cliff. The Indian 

Reserve boundary is on this cliff (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . GL stated that at one time, a 

high rock near the entrance to this bay was used as a hiding place. 

Both GL and LS stated there were a lot of edible blue mussels at kw'utsma7a!£tl'a. 

Although GL said these mussels were gathered here, LS only speculated that they may have 

been gathered in this bay. GL and LS did agree that giant red sea urchins were gathered at 

kw'utsma7a!£tl'a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :33,68) . This bay was also a good 

place to troll for salmon all year round (GL). 

225. hat'in!£wulh (Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976; JS) 

'bathing bowl' 

Hat'in!£wulh is located on a point of land northeast from kw'utsma7a!£tl'a (place 

name #224) . Directly offshore from hat'in!£wulh are the small islands called 
' ' 

chaalhchaanuwa (place name #226) . 
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LS explained that there is a cliff here along the rocky shoreline, in a tiny bay, and at 

the base of this cliff there is a pool of reddish-coloured spring water, all year round. This 

pool of spring water is somehow connected to the ocean and a person who had trained for 

spiritual power could go through it. LS noted that this was the place where chief 

taaijn7isim bathed every morning and evening as part of his training. Two watchmen were 

stationed on the cliff above while taa�n7isim bathed in the pool below (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; JS) . 

226. chaalhchaariu.Ja (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< chaachaak ' small islands' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This name refers to the small islands located immediately offshore from hat'inliwulh 
(place name #225) . 

In the middle of Sydney Inlet, directly east from chaalhchaariuJa, was a halibut 

fishing bank (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976; GL). 

' 
227. tiilhuwa7a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< tiilhshitl 'bait a line' (GL) 

This name is applied to an area near the tip of the point that extends eastward from 

the southeast entrance to the bay at Zupnit (place name #229) . LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) stated that when goh1.g out from Zupnit to fish for red snappers, fishermen stopped here 
•• ' d to bait their lines. GL confirmed that red snappers were caught offshore from tiilhuwa7a an 

noted further that this area was a good place to troll for salmon (GL) . 

228. 
� 

sa7aakwuwa7a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) < sa7ak 
'crawl aro11nd' (GL) ; 'pretending to be wolves' (Ellis and Swan 
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1974-1976) 

Sa7aak,wu�a7a is the name of the point located at the immediate southeast entrance 

to the bay at Zupnit (place name #229) . A trail used in tlukwana wolf ceremonials went 

along the south end of the beach at Zupnit bay and led to the bluff on sa7aak,wu�a7a point 

(GL; JS) . 
' 

LS noted that there is a cave on the bluff at sa7aa!fwuwa7a where the tlukwana 

wolves would appear after dressing in their wolf -costumes. The people at the village of 

Zupnit could see the wolves at the end of this point (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

GL's  mother told him to stay away from sa7aa!fwu�a7a, as it was associated with 

tlukwana. Apparently, tlukwana was generally performed in the fall, but at Zupnit it was 

also held in the summer. The people had to watch the tides, because the beach was very 

slippery at low tide in the area where the wolves would come down each morning and 

evening. Around October the tides were no longer suitable to have tlukwana at this site 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

GL noted that LS used to trap mink along here, and that native oysters could be found 

west from the point. JS added that in the late 1940s he and LS used to trap all along the 

shoreline from Zupnit to Sharp Point. 

229. Zupnit 

?up nit 

oupinit 

hopenit 

o.pe.nit 

openit 

opnit 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 12; 

GL; JS) 'place of calm' 

· (Webster 1983:55) 'place where it is always calm' 

(Torrens 1865) 

(Guillod 1882:162) 

(O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) 

(Drucker 1951 :350-351) 

Tnis is the name of the area now identified as "Openit" (anglicized from Zupnit) 
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Indian Reserve #27 on the east side of the Openit Peninsula. Traditionally the village site at 

Zupnit was the headquarters of the Manhousaht Indians. LS noted that when k'ak'atlmis 

was chief of the Manhousaht, some people remained at Zupnit throughout the winter. But if 

the winter winds, which blow from the northeast, were too strong, and the seas were too 

heavy, the people would move up Sydney Inlet to Zalhma7a (place name #275) . LS 

commented that the village of .Zupnit was vulnerable to the northeast wind because the 

village looks up Sydney Inlet, and not across to Flores Island (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Many of the people moved from Zupnit to hisnit (place name #148) in March, 

although the whalers, including the head chief, remained behind. The head chief went to 

hisnit in May and June to supervise the sockeye fishery. He would stay for about a month 

and then went back to .Zupnit for whaling. But sometimes the head chief would go out 

whaling from hisnit, while the sub-chief would leave from .Zupnit (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) . 

A well-known halibut bank is located directly east from Zupnit, GL noted, although 

the halibut caught here are generally very small. 

The village at .Zupnit was situated on raised semi-circular terraces which begin near 

the stream at the southwest end of the cove and extend north to the area behind (west from) 

the island called siixp'aa (place name #231) . Two tiers of house depressions are still visible 

here and the ground is rich with midden. When GL and JS visited .Zupnit in June 1990, they 

commented that about 15 feet of the shoreline had been washed away since the 1940s. They 

noted that the bank in front of the houses was formerly very steep. Where the potato gardens 

and front steps of the Swan house once stood has been eroded ( GL; JS) . 

At low tide, the beach at .Zupnit is very rocky and canoes would have to enter through 

a very narrow area of the beach that was cleared (GL; JS) . 

Concerning the early composition of the .Zupnit village site, LS (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) recalled that the furthest-south house, located adjacent to the stream, belonged to the 

sub-chief and spokesman, t'aa.JaJitlmiik. This house was about 40 feet wide, LS added. 

There were no descendants of this family, so the house passed to k'ak'atlmis, the second son 

of the head chief, taa.Jin7isim. A second house was built on the other side of the stream for 

chiitswii7up, the youngest son of the head chief. Chiitswii7up was said to have argued 
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constantly with his brothers. LS noted that the house of chiitswii7up was 60-70 feet long, 

and that this house site had once belonged to lhaphiitapi who had no descendants. The third 

house belonged to ZaZaatskwi7iih, a man known for his strength (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) . 

The house of the head chief, taa�7isim, stood in the middle of Zupnit and was the 

largest structure in this village, measuring about 60 feet by 90 feet. This house was called 

lhap!!iyachisht 'thunder. ' On the north side of this house was a small stream that ran 

intermittently, generally only after rain storms. North from the head chief's house was that of 

pipishimsa which was located directly behind (west from) the rock called mukws7iichitl 
(place name #232) . LS noted that an Otsosat man named tl'itl'iits-sulh may also have had a 

house next to that of the head chief (the ancestral name tl'itl'iits-sulh was also one of the 

Indian names of Chief Swan, and of Luke Swan, himself) . The lower-ranked people lived in 

smaller houses located near the place called J.ukw-waa (place name #234) (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . 

In Drucker's  version of the lengthy story about the Otsosat war, it was noted that "a 

large camp of Otsosat" were living in the springtime at "opnit" [Zupnit]. This site was 

described as being "palisaded and surrounded with deadfalls." A Clayoquot war party 

slaughtered all the people then living at Zupnit (Drucker 1951 :350-351). SS had also heard 

about this battle, but was told that it was Manhousaht who were attacked here. 

GL also told a story about a Clayoquot raid on Zupnit. GL's version seems to be a 

variant of the above-mentioned story, although GL referred only to Manhousahts (not 

Otsosats) living here at that time. The Clayoquot raiding party, which was said to have been 

lead by a man who was the grandfather of the late Paul Hayes, claimed to be starving. But 

the Zupnit people didn't think the Clayoquots had the appearance of people who were 

starving. The Clayoquot fought with the Manhousahts. During the battle, two Manhousaht 

brothers escaped and crossed over the trail to Hot Springs Cove. Then they swam across to 

sumaxkwuu7is (place name #201), borrowed a canoe, and paddled to hisnit (place name 

#148). After telling the people about the Clayoquot raid, the two Manhousaht men proceeded 

on to Hesquiat and told those people the news. Many Manhousaht people were killed in the 

battle, GL stated, but the Clayoquots suffered only a few injuries. 
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It was at Chief Swan's house at Zupnit that GL was born. This was in 1912. Chief 

Swan was GL's mother's father, and Chief Swan's  wife was Annie kwatiya, a Keltsomaht 

woman. GL' s parents and siblings also lived here. Other residents included the chief's  first 

cousin, hupa7ina.ka, along with her husband, t'iyask'i7i from Ahousaht, and their son, 

Hamilton. Near chief Swan's  house was his smokehouse (GL) . 

In 1913, a house was built across from siixp'aa island for a Hesquiat man named 

Emmanuel who was living with Chief Swan's  first cousin. This house was constructed by 

Dan and Charlie Frank, and the son of Hesquiat Frank. Emmanuel made the shakes for his 

house. On another occasion, LS mentioned that Hesquiat Frank had a house beside the little 

stream at the south end of Zupnit (see also GL's  comments below) (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) . 

GL recalled that around 1920, there were 5 houses at Zupnit. Two of them were at the 

northern end of the village, directly across from (west from) siixp'aa island. According to 

GL, one of these houses belonged to a Hesquiat man named Sugar Peter, whose Indian name 

was ts'itkw' a and whose wife was the sister of Chief Swan. The other house belonged to 

Muchalat Tom (his father' s  Indian name was tuta) who lived there with his wife, the 

daughter of Sugar Peter. These two houses measured about 18 by 24 feet, GL believed, and 

were situated one in front of the other. The intermittent stream (described above by LS) ran 

on the south side of these houses, near to the house of Chief Swan. The next house to the 

south was that of Hesquiat Frank (who, GL stated, was part-Manhousaht) , and his wife 

hayuxw, from Ucluelet. The southernmost house was that of John Campbell and his wife, 

Mattie Bishop from Ahousaht. GL added that the last time he, himself had actually lived at 

Zupnit was in 1939-1940. 

LS stated that his own house was built onto the north end of Chief Swan's  house, 

about 30-35 feet from the water. There was a low mound between LS's  house and the beach

-7 or 8 steps led up to his house. LS recalled that the last time he spent the winter at .Zupnit 

was in 1933. He kept going back there for many years after this, but lived at Ahousat during 

the winter months. In the winter of 1942, Hesquiat Frank, who had been living at Zupnit 

previously, returned to ma7ap'ii (place name #85) in Hesquiat Harbour, where his father was 

from (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). 
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As observed in June 1990, the site of Chief Swan's  house was marked by the presence 

of a lone hemlock tree. Some of the hollyhocks (planted by Luke Swan) that grew in front of 

Chief Swan's  house were still visible along the shore. The areas where his potato garden was 

located on the east side of his house, and where his raspberry patch was situated on the north 

side of the house, were heavily overgrown. 

While at Zupnit in June 1990, GL tried briefly to locate the graves of two of his older 

sisters (he did not know their names) who died here before he was born in 1912. GL recalled 

that their graves were at the north end of the cove, beyond the cleared area where the picnic 

tables are now located. 

There are a number of mounds behind (west from) where the houses stood, extending 

the full length of Zupnit village. These mounds are mentioned in the following story told by 

GL: 

People living at Zupnit could hear a child crying. The sound appeared to be 

coming from the ground, so the people started to dig, but they couldn't find the 

child. They dug for a long time. The more the people dug, the larger the 

mounds of dirt became. Finally, they decided to leave the village because they 

hadn't been able to find the child. O�y a few sea mammal hunters remained 

behind. These hunters trained and trained and eventually they found out what 

was making the crying sound--it came from some people with a little boy. 

These people would disappear into the ground whenever anyone came near 

them. Finally the hunters found the boy, but he was wild and they had a 

difficult time trying to tame him. They tied him up and took him across 

Sydney Inlet to naxwa,kis (place name #337) on Flores Island. All he wanted 

vtas maggots, vthich the people had a hard time getting. A woman suggested 

that they give him the adipose fin of a coho mixed with some maggots, and 

after eating this for awhile, he became a normal boy (GL) . 

An exploring expedition visited "oupinit" in August of 1865, at which time it was 

described as "a deserted village . . .  where Indians cultivate potatoes." In this same document, 

the nearby village of sumaxkwuu7is was described as the "headquarters" of the Manhousaht 
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(Torrens 1865) . Indian Agent Harry Guillod visited Openit in the summer of 1881 and 

described the "man-o-set" Indians living here as "the remnants of a once powerful tribe." 

Guillod reported that the total population of the Manhousaht in 1881 was 18  (Guillod 

1882:162) . 

When Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly visited Zupnit in June 1889, he 

described this place as the former "principal village of the Manhouset tribe, now practically 

extinct, but two houses remaining." An 83-acre reserve, identified as "O.pe.nit" Indian 

Reserve #27, was established here for the "Manhauset" Indians in April 1890. In the sketch 

which accompanied the Minute of Decision establishing this reserve, the locations of two 

houses were indicated, approximately in the middle of the this site (O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

"Openit" Indian Reserve #27 was described in 1914 as a "deep sea fishing station" (Canada 

and British Columbia 1916:4:255) . 

In May 1946, a trapline was registered in this region, in the name of Willie Swan (see 

also the discussion of place name #263) . This trapline (T0108T441) extended from the 

Openit Indian Reserve north to approximately sa7aa_!iwuJa7a (place name #249) , and west to 

the height of land (British Columbia 1990) . 

230. ch'�Yuzas (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'always green' 

This name is applied to the small creek and the grassy area around it located at the 

south end of the beach at Zupnit (place name #229) . LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) noted 

that the land rises from this creek towards the north, where the houses were situated. This 

spring-fed creek, which never went dry, was the water supply for Zupnit village (GL; JS) . 

231 .  siixp'aa (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'scab' 

Siixp'aa is the name of a small island located immediately offshore (east from) Zupnit 
village (place name #229). A canoe can pass between the island and the shore of ZuprJt, but 
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only at high tide (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

A mythological person named siixp'aa (sometimes called siixp'aatskwum) lived in a 

house built for him by his uncle on the western side of this island, after he returned from 

training for power. Siixp'aa lived apart from the other people because his step-mother didn't 

like him (she dumped dentalia shells on this island) . Subsequently, siixp'aa was responsible 

for transforming his step-mother into a rock that can still be seen on the beach at .Zupnit (see 

the discussion of place name #232) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) . JS recalled that he 

was told not to swim near a cave at the eastern end of this island, as there was said to be 

some sort of ch'ih.aa ('supernatural creature') here. 

232. �ukws7iichitl (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'transformed into rock' 

This name is applied to a large, distinctive split rock situated on the beach at .Zupnit 
(place name #229) , west from the island called siixp'aa (place name #231). The following 

story is associated with i.tukws7iichitl rock: the man called siixp'aa (see the discussion of 

place name #231) once killed a whale and towed it in to .Zupnit where he proceeded to cut it 

up. His step-mother came along with a pack-basket to get some whale meat. Remembering 

that his step-mother gave him only fish-tails to eat, siixp'aa gave her the whale's tail. She 

put it in her basket, but it grew heavier and heavier as she walked away. Then siixp'aa said 

"chutl'i" and the whale's  tail caused the woman to be split in two. Immediately she was 

transformed into rock. Still today, the rock that is this transformed woman can be seen on 

the beach at .Zupnit. This rock is called �ukws7iichitl (see also place name #233) (GL; JS) . 

233. kaka7utskw'ukw (JS only) 'looks like a pack basket' 

About 10 feet south of ritukws7iichitl rock (place name #232) , there is a small rock 

about 2 feet high that is shaped like an overturned pack basket. This rock, called 

,!ia_!ia7utskw'ukw, was the pack basket belonging to the step-n1other of siixp'aa, but was 
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changed into stone at the same time as the woman, herself was transformed (JS) . 

234. �ukw-waa (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) < mukwmukw 'mink running' 

(GL) ; 'rocky on point' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

' 
Mukw-waa is the name of a place at the northern end of Zupnit village (place name 

#229) . According to GL, there used to be a deadfall trap constructed here that caught only 

one mink per year. This trap had been there for a very long time, GL added. However, LS 

translated this term as 'rocky on point' and stated that, in former times, there were no houses 

beyond this spot (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

235. t'asha)itu 

apsu!!ta 

(GL; JS) 'trail over' (JS) 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) 

'where trail ends' (GL) 

T' asha)itu is the name of the trail known as "Dixon's trail" that led from Muchalat 

Tom's house near the northern end of Zupnit village (see the discussion of place name #229) 

and crossed the Openit Peninsula to Hot Springs Cove. The place name t'ashaktu is used to 

refer to the area at both the east and west ends of this trail. 

In former times, t'ashaktu was a Native trail, JS noted (see the discussion of place 

name #211) . GL added that in recent times this was a telegraph trail. 

236. numap'at'u (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976; Ellis and Dewhirst 

1977; GL; JS) 

< numaak 'forbidden; can't get past' 
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This name is applied to the low, south-facing rock bluff located on the point of land 

that forms the northern entrance Zupnit bay (place name #229) . LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) noted that the rock on this bluff is very smooth, so that it is difficult to pass by here-

presumably that is why this area is called numap'at'u. 

According to LS, it was at numap'at'u that the man named k'ak'atlmis obtained a 

magical bird called miixtach. K'ak'atlmis cut out the bird's  stomach, which was poison, 

and buried it near where the picnic table is located today at Zupnit (close to the north end of 

the village site) (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976; Ellis and Dewhirst 1977) . 

237. ZaZitl!fwuu7a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'cave at point' 

The name ZaZitl!fwuu7a is applied to a burial cave located on the point of land that 

forms the northern entrance to Zupnit bay (place name #229) . GL stated that many people 

died at Zupnit during a smallpox epidemic and were placed in this cave. However, LS said 

this cave was used for the burial of chiefs. Young people were told to stay away from this 

cave (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . When he was at this site in June 1990, JS independently 

confirmed that his parents told him not to go near this area. 

238. kwisut!fwuu7a (GL; JS) 'other side of point' 

K�.sut!iwuu7a is the name of the bay just north from ZaZitl!iwuu7a (place name 

#237) . This was formerly a good place to gather green sea urchins and to fish for lingcod 

(GL; JS) . 
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239. haahaachi,ktliskwin (JS only) 'little haachii_ktlis' 

A small, narrow bay north of kwisutk.wuu7a is known locally as "Little God's 

Pocket" (GL; JS) (see also place name #240) . 

240. haachiik.tlis (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 11 ,30; JS) 

'deep bay; inlet' (Ellis and Swan 1981 :11 ,30) ; 'long, narrow 

bay' (GL) 

This name is applied to a long, narrow bay north from kwisut,!wuu7a (place name 

#238) . Haachii,ktlis is known locally as "God's Pocket. " Herring spawned in this bay and 

the spawn deposited on seaweed was collected and dried. Often the seaweed was so heavy 

with spawn that it had to be picked up from the ocean floor with long hooks (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; JS). The bay opposite (southwest from) haachiik.tlis has a very similar name (see 

the discussion of place name #210) . 

241. ma!Jaakw'ak.tlilh (GL; JS) < makfaak 'corpse inside cave' (JS) 

' 
ma!graakwas (Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976; JS) 

'dead body' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

Both of these names are applied to a burial cave near the end of a point of land north 

from haachik.tlis (place name #240) . LS explained, and JS confirmed, that this site is where 

the bones of a particular tlaashtluukwi7ath (Manhousaht) chief were placed (see also the 

discussion of place name #242) . Initially his corpse had been placed in a spruce tree for 

several years. But once it had decayed sufficiently, the bones were collected together and put 

in the burial cave. His whaling canoe was placed alongside (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

JS stated that the mothers of twins were also placed in this cave after death. As an 
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example of this tradition, he noted that his wife's  paternal grandmother, whose name was 

yaaxwaZin, who had twins, had been placed in this cave when she died in the late 1940s. 

Her twins died earlier, and they too are in this cave, JT added. 

242. Zayis (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'many things along beach' 

According to both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL, a "family group" known as 

the Zayis7athtaJ9mlh used to live at Zayis on the west side of Sydney Inlet, where there is a 

nice grassy area (it has not been possible to determine the exact location of this site) . Neither 

LS nor GL knew what had happened to the Zayis7athtak,imlh. Presumably they were 

associated with the tlaashtluukwi7ath, who later became known as the Manhousaht, because 

LS also noted that Zayis was a place where the tlaashtluukwi7ath used to live (see 

discussion of place name #241) . 

GL recalled that he once found a burial cave situated between Zayis and 

makYaakw'ak,tlilh (place name #241) to the south. But LS described a burial cave situated 

north of Zayis--there is a swimming hole inside this burial cave, and a small stream of ice 

cold water, the thickness of a finger, comes out of the rock at the head end of the cave. This 

was a place where hair seal hunters trained, LS said. When LS was approximately 20 years 

old, he was told about this cave by his father and sent here to train, on a new moon. As LS 

entered the cave, he looked to the left and saw a skull with moss stuffed into its eye-sockets 

facing towards him. His father hadn't told him he would find a skull, LS noted, but he 

continued further in. At the place where the water dripped in, LS bathed. He prayed, in 

Indian, to "the Lord, " asking for good luck in life. Four times he squatted down under the 

water, keeping his head above the surface. Then four more times he ducked completely under 

the water. He did this ritual twice. LS attributed his longevity to this early training (Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and JS mentioned the existence of a trail that led 

from Zayis over to at'ap!f (place name #205) at the north end of Hot Spr1...ngs Cove. GL also 
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noted that in the 1950s, a telegraph line extended from Zayis across to Hot Springs Cove. 

243. k_ak_ma7a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'lots of alder' 

. < k_ak_mapt 'alder' (JS) 

This name is applied to an area on the west shore of Sydney Inlet, opposite the 

entrance to Shelter Inlet. There are a lot of alder trees above a gravel beach here at 

k_ak_ma7a, and there is a cave here that is said to connected by a tunnel through to another 

cave at hilh!!uu7a (place name #174) on the outer coast (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL). 

In 1944, LS stated, the telegraph line from Riley Cove was moved to k_ak_ma7a, 

instead of going across to Stewardson Inlet. LS also commented that the area around 

k_ak_ma7a had been logged prior to about 1970, and the logs had been taken to at'apk (place 

name #205) at the head of Hot Springs Cove (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

244. ch'aapukw-kwachitl (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'out in a canoe' 

This place name refers to a rock configuration just offshore and about 150 yards north 

of a small point that itself is north of k_ak_ma7a (place name #243). It is said that this rock 

was originally two men in a canoe who were out hair seal hunting when an event occurred 

that left them transformed into stone (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

245. hiniikw'umt (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) < hiniip 

'catch anything' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This name is applied to a sandy beach in a stnall bay with a stream in it, north from 

ch'aapukw-kwachitl (place name #244). The same term, hJniikw'umt, also refers to an 
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island east from the entrance to this bay. It was suggested by LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

that the main reference of hiniikw'umt is to this island. LS noted that the name referred to 

an incident in which some people unsuccessfully tried to catch a serpent in the vicinity of this 

island. Both JS and GL knew this place name--JS stated that in this bay there was a camping 

site utilized by people from Zupnit (place name #229). 

Chum salmon go up this creek, LS stated, and wild currants (Ribes laxiflorum) grow 

on the hillside above (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). JS added that there is good spring salmon 

fishing off hiniikw'umt island. 

246. waZatnit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 12,94; 

GL; JS) 'place of frogs (or toads) ' 

WaZatnit is the name of a small gravel beach in a bay on the west side of Sydney 

Inlet, just north from hiniikw'umt (place name #245) . LS was of the opinion that there must 

have been a lot of frogs here at waZatnit at one time. He said that even though he had often 

visited this place to check his deadfall traps, he never saw any frogs here (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; 1981 :94) . JS confirmed that he and LS used deadfall traps in this area. 

There is good spring salmon trolling offshore and to the north of waZatnit during the 

winter (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . GL noted that herring could also be obtained here, in 

addition to hair seals. 

247. hiya}!sakh7at ( GL; JS) 'sitting in canoe and getting a drin.l<' 

This name is applied to a bluff along the west shore of Sydney Inlet, north of 

waZatnit (place name #246) . However, it was not possible to determine the exact location of 

this place. 

GL stated that hiya.hsakh7at was so named because when people went past here by 

canoe, they were able to get close enough to obtain a drink of the water that drips off this 
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bluff. 

248. chukwsist'imt (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'face out of water' 

Chukwsist'imt is on the south side of sa7aakwu�a7a (place name #249) . A dogfish 

was said to have been transformed into stone here as it was going from the water up onto the 

rocks. The figure of a 3-foot long dogfish with a twisted tail is visible on the rocks here 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) . 

249. 

GL noted that there used to be a lot of green sea urchins in this area. -

, sa7aakwuwa7a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

< sa7ak 'crawl around' (GL) 

Sa7aakwu�a7a (also pronounced sa7aakwu�a) is the name of a distinctive point of 

land located on the west side of Sydney Inlet, south from Driver Point. The rock face of 
, . ' sa7aakwuwa7a slopes down towards the sea (see also place name #248) . Sa7aakwuwa7a 

was utilized by Manhousaht people involved in tlukwana wolf rituals. On the last day of the 

ceremony, a cedar bark line was stretched across Sydney Inlet between sa7aak_wu�a7a and 

Zalhma7a (place name #275) and the tlukwana "wolves" (men in wolf costumes) would pull 

themselves along this rope, hand over hand, across the inlet. One time, the line broke and a 

number of people were drowned (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 
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250. chaapi7a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'island just offshore' 

Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL applied this name to the small island 

with a blinker on top of it that is situated off Driver Point. This island is on the Sydney Inlet 

side of the entrance to Stewardson Inlet. LS stated that at high tide a canoe can pass between 

this island and the point. The vicinity of chaapi7a was a good area for gathering green sea 

urchins (GL) . 

251.  t'ukw'aas (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) ' small bay' 

Both LS and GL applied this name to a bay on the south shore of Stewardson Inlet. 

GL noted that the old telegraph line used to go through here. 

252. t'iiJuih (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'all along the shoreline' (GL) 

This name is applied to a place on the south shore of Stewardson Inlet, near the end of 

the inlet, and west from t'ukw'aas (place name #251) . There are a lot of boulders all along 

the shore here (GL) . 

253. kwu!!aa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) ' 

open passageway' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This name is applied specifically to the head end of Stewardson Inlet, and generally to 

the inlet as a whole. According to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , when the people first saw 

this inlet they thought that it was an 'open passageway' to the outer coast, and therefore 

called it k"''lthaa. 
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Although GL described kwuhaa as a winter village that was wiped out during the 

smallpox epidemics, LS stated there were no houses at kwu!!aa, and that the site where the 

people actually lived was northeast from the end of the inlet at tusuwis (see place name 

#254) . Chum salmon spawn in kwuhaa creek, although they are quite lean here. In recent 

times, people used to camp in this vicinity while fur trapping. Kwu!!aa was a place where 

wolverines were common (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) . 

At one time whale bones could be seen around the stream at kwu!!aa--LS was of the 

opinion that this was because whales would sometimes go up on the beach here (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) . 

On one occasion, LS noted, his uncle accidentally ran into a large Pacific leatherback 

turtle (called tinaasitl'ik 'granite whetstone on its back') in mid-channel in Stewardson Inlet 

(Ellis and Swan 1981:93) . 

Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and JS referred to a trail between the southwest 

end of Stewardson Inlet and the northeast end of Kanim Lake. JS recalled crossing over this 

trail (see also the discussion of place name #148) . 

According to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , there was formerly an Indian trail that 

led from kwu!!aa all the way to ii!!ma7uus (place name #137). LS said that this trail 

followed along the lake, then up a hill and down to ii!!ma7uus, missing hisnit (place name 

#148) altogether. In more recent years, there was a telegraph line that passed from 

Stewardson Inlet through to pu!£wusiis (place name #139) (GL; JS) . It is not known if this 

telegraph trail followed an original Indian trail. 

In December 1949, a trapline in this region was registered in the name of Harold 

Little. This trapline (T0108T442) included all of Stewardson Inlet, as well as the north arm 

of Sydney Inlet up to a point just upstream from Kishnacous Indian Reserve #29 (British 

Columbia 1990) . 

254. tusuwis (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) ' sudden death' < tusmis 

'disease' (GL) ; 'lots of sickness there' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 
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LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , GL and JS applied this term to a former Manhousaht 

village site on the north shore of Stewardson Inlet, east from kwuhaa (place name #253) . 

This was "a  small place," LS said. He noted that it was grassy here and there was a stream 

flowing through the site. According to GL, the village at tusuwis was wiped out during a 

smallpox epidemic (see also GL's  comments concerning kwu.haa) . 

Luke Swan recalled seeing one cabin at tusuwis. People stayed here for a month and 

a half during the small chum salmon run that goes up the creek here. There are no coho in 

this creek, LS added (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

255. tsak,aakh (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) ' steep cliff' (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) ; 'perpendicular' ? (GL) 

This name is applied to a steep hillside on the west side of Stewardson Inlet; a bluff 

drops off into the water here, northeast from tusuwis (place name #254) . GL, JS and LS 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) all noted that in the deep water off this this bluff is a good place 

to fish for rock cod and bocaccio (Sebastodes paucispinis) which are known locally as "pitch

heads. " Spring salmon were obtained by trolling off tsak,aakh in winter and spring (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) . 

256. Zaak,makhsis (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'grassy beach' 

This is the name of a beach with a small creek in it, located on the north side of 

Stewardson Inlet, west from Darr Island (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) . A few chum 

salmon went up this creek (GL) . 

GL recalled three houses at this site: one that had belonged to Chief Swan; a second 

belonging to Hesquiat Frank; and a third belongit1g to GL's father. He noted that all of them 
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were built on stilts on the south side of the creek and that the high tide used to come right up 

to these houses. 

257. cha7akwap'aalhh (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'rock island behind' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This name is applied to Darr Island on the north side of the entrance to Stewardson 

Inlet. GL recalled that there used to be cougars on this island, so when the women went here 

to pick the berries known as sinimxsyits (evergreen huckleberries, Vaccinium ovatum), they 

would call out loudly to scare the cougars away. 

258. apswiis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981: 12,64; GL; JS) 'narrow passage' 

(GL) ; 'any water passage that dries at low tide' (Ellis and Swan 

1981 :12, 64) 

This name is applied to the narrow passage along the north side of Darr Island. It was 

possible to pass through here by canoe at high tide. GL, LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976), and 

JS all stated that native oysters (called tl'uu�l'u�) were particularly abundant in this 

passage. On extremely low tides, the beach gravel was turned over here with digging sticks 

to expose the oysters (Ellis and Swan 1981 :64) . 

259. alhmakw'uhnit (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'place of gorilla-like 

creature' (GL) 

This name is applied to an area along the shore on the west side of Sydney Inlet. 

There was supposed to have been a creature "like a gorilla" and called alhmakw'uh living in 

this area. Crrief Swan is said to have seen one of these creatltres come down close to the 
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water here (GL) . 

260. na!!,7iitskwachitl (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'eating dogfish head' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This name is applied to a distinctive person-shaped rock situated on the west side of 

Sydney Inlet, near its head end. However, it has not been possible to determine the exact 

location of na!!,7iitskwachitl. The following story by Luke Swan (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

explains how this place came to be called na,h7iitskwachitl: 

Four women and a young men went to .Zalhma7a (place name #275) to gather 

cedar bark. On their way they stopped and the eldest woman suggested they 

have lunch. She spread out a mat on a flat rock. She emptied her basket and 

they began to have their lunch of dogfish heads. One of the women invited the 

man to eat with them, but he told them he didn't eat dogfish heads. So the 

women ate, packed up their mat, and left the young man with the canoe while 

they went up the hillside. The woman who had invited the man to eat was 

suspicious, so she lurked behind some bushes and told the others to go ahead. 

She knew he didn't have a lunch with him, so she wondered what he was 

going to eat. Then she saw him take a hemlock branch and use it to dig out 

the scraps of dogfish head that had fallen into the cracks in the rock. This 

proud young man had said he didn't like dogfish heads! The woman came out 

from her hiding place. As she transformed him into stone she told him, "You 

said you didn't like dogfish heads, but now I see that you do! "  The place 

where this man was changed into stone is called na,hiitskwachitl. 

261. mamach.Za_!itlnit (GL; JS) 'place of sharks' 

Man•achZ.a!f.tlnit is the name of a point on the west side of Sydney IPJet, at the mouth 
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of the Sydney River. GL stated that a shark was found here at one time. 

262. k_aamillhuwis (GL; JS) < ]iaamilhyak ' snare' (GL) 

The grassy tidal flats immediately south from the islands at the mouth of the Sydney 

River are called k_aamillhuwis. According to GL, this area is so named because in his 

grandparents 's time, snares and traps were used here to catch geese, ducks and swans. As 

well, the roots of Pacific cinquefoil and wild clover were dug here ( GL) . 

263. kiishhnikwus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

1981 : 12,64; JS; SS; PW) 

< kiish!!,ni 'fool' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 12,64) ; 

'lust' (GL) 

kish.na.cous (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

kishnacous (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) 

qicnehqos (Drucker 1951 :352) 

qich'nchqwi (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

Kiishhnik_wus is the name of an important Manhousaht fishing camp situated on an 

island at the mouth of the Sydney River (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW) . Today 

this area is known as "Kishnacous" Indian Reserve #29. 

It appears the term kiishhnikwus is used L11. a more general sense to refer to a larger 

area that encompasses the entire mouth of the Sydney River. However, it has not been 

possible to confirm David Ellis' s  suggestion (Ellis and Swan 1981 : 12,64) that kiish!!,ni]iwus 

can be used to refer to the entire upper Sydney Inlet region. 

There is some disagreement as to the meaning of the term kiish!!ni]iwus. LS stated 

that it was derived from the term for 'fool, '  because the Sydney River was always acting like 

a fool and changing course (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981: 12) .  But according to GL, the 
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meaning of kiish!!ni!iwus has something to do with 'lust. ' There were some women living 

here at one time, GL explained, and they could be heard laughing. It is said that whenever 

men found these women and had intercourse with them, the men would go crazy (GL) . 

It is stated in Drucker's  version of the lengthy story concerning the war between the 

Ahousahts and Otsosats that "a group of Otsosat" had houses at "qicnehqos" [kiishhuikwus]. 

Here they were attacked by an Ahousaht war party. According to Drucker (1951:352) , the 

leader of the Ahousaht war party was a man named "qanima" [SS explained this was 

kamiina who was SS 's great-great-grandfather]. SS's own account of this battle at 

kiishhnikwus was very similar to the story presented in Drucker (1951 :352) . Independently, 

SS stated it was a group of Otsosat who were at kiishhnikwus at the time they were attacked 

by the Ahousaht under the leadership of !iamiina. SS' s  grandfather, Fat Sam, stated in his 

version of the war story told to Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) that kiishhnikwus was one of the 

Manhousaht villages that was lost during the Ahousaht/Otsosat war. SS, himself, stated that a 

warrior named tl'ihisim received the rights to kiishhni!iwus after the war. Tl'ihisim was a 

Keltsomaht man, both SS and Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) noted. However, PW and JW 

identified tl'ihisim as an uu7inmitis7ath warrior. 

Spring, coho and chum salmon (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) , in addition to pink 

salmon and steelhead (GL) could be caught at the kiishhni_kwus fishery. Both LS and GL 

noted that there were lots of trout in the Sydney River. These were caught and smoke-dried, 

but LS stated that they didn't store well because of their high fat content (the fish became 

rancid after a while) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

LS explained that the first salmon to arrive at kiishhnikwus are pink salmon. These 

fish arrive at the end of August, a month later than at Hot Springs Cove, and stay until 

September. Then the coho and chum salmon arrive, around the end of September. Although 

the coho run ends about October, chum salmon can be found in the river for another month 

(LS's  uncle found chum salmon in the river in mid-November) . Tyee spring salmon go 

upstream here in late October (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

According to GL, a fish weir was constructed at the mouth of the Sydney River to 

catch salmon. The type of trap used in conjunction with the fish weir was the one referred to 

as ya!!aak. Tyee spri�g salmon were caught in deep pools around the mouth of the river 
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using a harpoon about 10 feet in length. LS noted that in his time, gaff hooks were used to 

fish in the Sydney River. The fisherman held the end of the handle and allowed the head end 

of the gaff to drift downstream until it was beside a fish, and then jerked upwards to snag the 

salmon (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

LS stated that in former times, it was the sub-chief named t'a�aaktlmiik who "looked 

after" the Sydney River for the Manhousaht head chief. In more recent times, a man named 

Hesquiat Frank used to "look after" this river for Chief Swan (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Berries were plentiful around the Sydney River. Red huckleberries (Vaccinium 

parvifolium) ,  Alaska blueberries (Y:. alaskaense), and salmonberries (Rubus spectabilis) were 

all found along the riverbanks (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

LS recalled that his father, Chief Swan, shot one elk a year near the mouth of the river 

when these animals came down in May to feed on the new grass. LS and his brother were 

less lucky--they saw only tracks of elk when they went hunting here (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) . Deer were also common here. GL stated that he and LS used to hunt them together 

up the Sydney River, from the late 1920s to the 1950s. 

GL recalled that when he first went to the Sydney River in 1926, there were two 

structures situated on the west side of the main island, where the Indian Reserve is located-

one was a house that had belonged to Chief Swan, and the other was a smokehouse. LS 

stated that his grandfather (the father of Chief Swan) , also had a house here at one time. 

Both of these structures remained standing year-round, he noted. It was LS' s opinion that 

there was likely two or three houses built here in earlier times. Sometimes, the houses at 

kiishhnikwus flooded on a high tide (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Formerly it was possible to pole a canoe for a considerable distance up the Sydney 

River, GL noted. He recalled poling upriver by canoe while trapping mink and marten in the 

1930s on a trapline belonging to Willie Swan. This trapline, GL stated, extended along the 

Sydney River from its mouth to about 5 miles up (see also the discussion of place name 

#229) . Mink and marten were being trapped. 

On the basis of his June 1889 visit to this area, Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter 

O'Reilly reported that kiishhnikwus was "not occupied by the Indians except when fishing 

for salmon, and dogfish. " A 40-acre reserve, "Kish.na.cous" Indian Reserve #29, was 
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established for the "Manhauset" Indians here in June 1889 (O 'Reilly 1889a; 1889b) . In 

1914, "Kishnacous" was described as a "fishing station" (Canada and British Columbia 

1916:4:855) . 

264. tl 'uchJiii (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 12,32; JS; 

GL) 'California mussel on top' (JS) 

This name is applied to Sydney Cone, a distinctive, high mountain located slightly 

northwest from the mouth of the Sydney River. Both GL and LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

1981 :32) mentioned that Manhousaht men would climb this mountain when they underwent 

spiritual training. The mountain was called tl 'uchJiii because California mussels could be 

found up here by certain men. LS provided the following description of this: 

Many Manhousaht chiefs used to scale this mountain just before they 

went whaling. They had to climb from the inland side, never from the coastal 

side. They always took a cane with cormorant "claws" tied to its end (because 

cormorants were observed to cling tenaciously to rocks) so that they would not 

slip. At the top of the mountain was a circular, flat place with a small pond. 

A chief who had completely fulfilled the very demanding requirements of the 

eight month long ritual preparations for the hunt, including complete sexual 

abstinence during this period, would find a live mussel there, slightly open, 

with its insides visible. Most men would find the mussel either to be closed, 

or open but without any insides, or--most commonly--to be made out of stone. 

Only a few chiefs were successful in making themselves "fit enough" 

(i.e. , ritually clean or pure) to find a live mussel with the insides visible. 

These fortunate few then followed the procedures to secure the inside parts of 

this mussel as an amulet or "secret charm," and eventually bound a piece of the 

dried mussel under the cherry bark lashing of their whaling harpoon shaft. 
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Supernatural channs of this sort were always an essential part of a successful 

whaler's  equipment (Ellis and Swan 1981:32) . 

265. !_wu7atsts'as (GL; JS) 'found a man there' ? 

A place on the west side of the Sydney River "about 2 1/2 miles" upriver from its 

mouth is called !_wu7atsts'as. During the time of GL's great-grandparents, a man whose 

name is not known was caught in a deadfall trap that had been set here for bears (GL; JS) . 

266. siip7aa (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'cross a river using a pole' (JS) 

LS applied this term to a narrow place in the Sydney River "between 3-4 miles" 

upstream from the river mouth. He noted that a canoe could be poled upstream almost as far 

as this site, but then a pole had to be used to "pole-vault" across the river here. In mid

November one year, LS's uncle went up the river to this place and found that there were still 

coho here that were so fresh they still had salmon lice on their tail (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) . JS had heard siip7aa as a place name somewhere up the Sydney River, but did not 

know its location. 
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267. tu7u7at (GL; JS) 

< tuxwshitl 'jump onto rock in pool of water' 

GL applied this name to a place in the Sydney River 11about 6-7 miles11 upstream from 

its mouth. Coho salmon can be obtained here right up until January, GL noted. 

268. tl'ihuh (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'looks all red' 

This name is applied to a bare, red-coloured rock near the top of a mountain on the 

west side of tu7u7at (place name #267) , 11about 6 miles" upstream from the mouth of the 

Sydney River. This red rock is visible from the river mouth (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Around 1910, Hesquiat Frank's son accompanied two prospectors up tl'ihuh mountain. 

But they returned quickly when they saw the tracks of some creature that had one large foot 

and one small foot (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) .  GL was told that it is not too far from 

tl 'ihuh over to Muchalat Arm. 
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269. p'u}iwuu7a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'mossy point' (GL) 

P'u}iwuu7a is the name of a point of land with a creek flowing through it that is 

located on the east side of Sydney Inlet, south from the mouth of Sydney River and across 

from nah7iitskwachitl (place name #260). 

GL noted there were many land otter dens in the vicinity of p'u}iwuu7a. Both GL 

and LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) stated that there was good rockfish and "pitch-head" 

(bocaccio) fishing just south from this point. Independently, JS also referred to the good 

"pitch-head" fishing here. 

Apparently, messages used to be sent from this point in the old days (GL) . JS 

explained that there is good moss on this point to use for a smoky fire with which to make 

smoke signals. 

"Directly across" Sydney Inlet from p'ukwuu7a there used to be a lot of native 

oysters (GL) . 

270. maalhsit (GL; Elli� and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'cold water' 

This name is applied to an area on the east side of Sydney Inlet, south from 

p'u}iwuu7a. There are several creeks entering the inlet in this area (GL) , and a cold water 

spring on the rocks at the small point here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . GL noted that this 

area was a good place for trapping minks and marten. 
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271.  chimkhsis 

t,. ' ·  7 1wm a 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'smooth beach to 

walk on' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

(GL only) 'rock in middle ' 

This is the name of a beach situated on the east side of Sydney Inlet, south from 

maalhsit (place name #270). Luke Swan described chimkhsis as "a gravel beach, no 

boulders here, so smooth to walk on" and noted that the water is shallow here (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) . GL referred to this same place as t'i�n7a. Both GL and JS stated that 

this is a place where the Manhousaht people used to get native oysters. 

272. haptulh (GL; JS) 'hiding place' 

Haptulh is a large, steep cliff on the east side of Sydney Inlet, south from chimkhsis 

(place name #271) . Manhousaht Indians used to hide here when their enemies came around 

(GL; JS). There were many large Douglas-fir trees in this vicinity, GL recalled, and when he 

and others were staying at Young Bay, they would go to the area between haptulh and 

saaxtat'ulh (place name #273) to cut these trees for firewood. 

273. saaxtat'ulh ( GL; JS) < saaxt-shitl 'avalanche ' (GL) 

This name is applied to a steep area on the east side of Sydney Inlet, south from 

haptulh (place name #272) , where there are constant slides. 

The old people used to say that it was bad luck to holler near this slide area. One 

time, an Indian man from Ahousaht was fooling around here and yelling out. Sure enough, 

some rocks fell down and killed him (GL). 

GL, JS and LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) all noted that there is good fishing for red 

snappers and "pitch-heads" off from saaxtat'ulh. 
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27 4. tl 'aakma�api (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< tl'akmapt 'lodgepole or shore pine' 

Tl'aakma,!iapi is the name of an area on the east side of Sydney Inlet, southeast from 

Driver Point. GL stated that lodgepole pine does indeed grow here, although LS stated it was 

Douglas-fir that he logged here around 1910-1915. LS cut down the trees, slid them down 

the hillside and either towed them by canoe to Zupnit (place name #229) for firewood, or 

sold them to a nearby copper mine for use in their sawmill. LS noted that there were no gas 

boats among the Indians in this area in 1915,  but the mining company had a gas boat which 

they used to tow the logs they bought (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

275. Zalhma7a 

kakma7a 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Ellis and Swan 1981 : 12,19; JS) 

< Zalhmapt 'yellow cedar' 

(GL only) < kak,mapt 'lots of alder' 

Luke Swan (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 12) and JS both identified Zalhma7a as 

a bay containing a gravel beach located on the east side of Sydney Inlet, across from 
, 

sa7aaJiwuwa7a (place name #249) . GL identified this same place as �a,!ima7a, rather than 

Zalhma7a. 

According to LS, Zalhma7a was a former Manhousaht winter village site, although he 

added that no one has lived here since before his father's time. Mter the "revolution" (see 

below) , LS suggested, the people didn't like to go back to Zalhma7a (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976; 1981 : 19). 

LS explained that the people from Zupnit (place name #229) moved to Zalhma7a 

when the northeast winter winds were really strong, as the former village faced up the inlet 

and offered no protection from the wind. He stated further that the people left Zalhma7a in 

March and went back to Zupnit. The village site at Zalhma7a is small, LS stated. In his 
opinion there was room here for 3 or 4 houses of about 60-70 feet in length. Those who 
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resided at Zalhma7a included taa�n7isim, t'aa.Jaktlmiik, and pipishimsa, LS noted (Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976) . 

GL and JS saw the remains of a house and potato garden at this village site that had 

belonged to a woman named hupaa7inaka, the cousin of Chief Swan, and her husband, 

tiyask'i7ii. The father of this woman was nameq sit'akinim, a part-Manhousaht and part

Clayoquot man (GL). 

Both GL and LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) said that the Manhousaht had tlukwana 
wolf rituals here (see also the discussion of place name #249) . 

It was here at Zalhma7a that the Manhousaht (then known as the tlaashtluukwi7ath) 
had what LS referred to as an internal "revolution." The trouble was said to have started 

when pipishimsa distributed a canoeload of herring that he had caught at muchachilhh (place 

name #281).  When he went to get his fish, wiikinanish improperly touched his sister-in-law, 

who was the wife of pipishimsa. After pipishimsa was told what had happened, he grew 

angry. He avenged his wife's  mistreatment by killing the wife of wiikinanish. Then 

pipishimsa and his family moved to Zupnit (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . Elsewhere, LS (in 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977) stated that this "revolution" occurred before the tlaashtluukwi7ath 
attack on the ch'iknuu7at!! at hisnit (see the discussion of place name #148) . 

276. ts'iitkat'imt (Ellis and Swan 1981 : 12,68; GL; JS) 

'dripping or running water' 

This name is applied to Adventure Point. GL noted that there are rocks here where 

water is always dripping. 

Adventure Point is a well-known area to obtain red sea urchins (Ellis and Swan 

1981 :68; GL; JS) and green sea urchins (JS) . JS recalled that his own family went here to 

get urchins while they were living at Young Bay in the 1940s. A lingcod bank is situated 

just off the point (GL) . 
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277. t'ayasimt (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) ' sinker' 

T' ayasimt is situated not far north from Adventure Point, and on the east side of this 

point. There is a rock here that is round on top like a sinker (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS). 

278. patZixnit (GL; JS) 'place of wild roses' 

This name is applied to a large area containing several small bays along the shoreline 

north from t'ayasimt (place name #277) . There are, indeed, wild roses growing at patZixnit, 

GL stated. The Manhousaht people went to this place in September to pick the wild rose hips 

which were then mixed with dried salmon eggs and eaten (GL) . JS recalled his family 

gathering rose hips here in the 1940s while they were living at Young Bay. 

279. ap7aksulh (GL; JS) 'entrance of inlet' 

The narrow area at the southern entrance to Holmes Inlet is known as ap7aksulh. A 

ch'ihaa (' supernatural creature') known as tl'aatl'iikwuxws (a type of "water monster") was 

once seen here (GL) . JS noted that the entrance to Holmes Inlet is a good area to troll for 

winter spring salmon. 

280. muchaa (GL; JS) 'flooding' ? (JS) 

This name is applied to an area at the northwest end of Holmes Inlet where two creeks 

drain into the inlet. The Manhousaht used to camp both here and at muchachilhh (place 

name #281) while fishing (GL). A woman known as "old Jeannie," had a house at muchaa 

(GL; JS) 

GL noted that red cedar logs would be cut here at muchaa and towed to has'fukW:..s 
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(place name #287) to be made into canoes. 

281. muchachilhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977; PW; SS) 'always under water' (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

mo'tcatcil (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

Muchachilhh is the name applied to Pretty Girl Cove at the head of Holmes Inlet. LS 

applied the name muchachilhh specifically to the grassy area on the south side of the creek 

that enters into the east end of Pretty Girl Cove (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . According to 

JS, this place was called muchachilhh because the houses here were often flooded. 

A Manhousaht group known as the muchachilh.h7ath took their name from this place. 

Although these people lived here at one time, they were said by PW (in St. Claire and 

Webster 1984) and GL to have been wiped out. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) stated only 

that the Manhousaht "had cabins here a long time ago." Although LS had suggested that the 

habitation site was on the south side of the creek mouth (at the east end of Pretty Girl Cove) , 

he noted on one occasion that the people lived on higher ground on the north side of this 

creek (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . GL stated that the houses formerly were located just 

south of the creek mouth. 

In Fat Sam's version of the war story recorded by Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) ,  it was 

noted that muchachilhh was a Manhousaht settlement that was lost during the 

Ahousaht/Otsosat war. 

According to LS, Pretty Girl Cove was the home of a sub-chief named niikiish, the 

strongest member of the Manhousaht. Each morning, nii_kiish went down to the beach to 

defecate beside a large rock. He would then take his own faeces and rub it all over his body, 

except for his face. Doing this gave him great strength. As he defecated he would say 

"waashu" as if he was telling a child to defecate. Each time he said this, the rock beside him 

would move (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . GL, who was also familiar with this story, said 

that nii,kiish was a nephew of watspa, a muchachilhh7ath man who was found dead in his 
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canoe near the entrance of Sulphur Passage (see the discussion of place name #504) . 

NiiJiiish became widely known for his strength. On one occasion, nii!iiish was 

challenged by a man named hiishkwushanapshiilh who was the strongest man among the 

Clayoquot. Hiishkwushanapshiilh, accompanied by some Clayoquots, came over to 

muchachilhh. He challenged niiJiii,sh first--he demonstrated his own strength by breaking a 

whale rib, but nii)iiish then broke a whale · rib with much more ease, and into more pieces. 

Then niiJiiish challenged hiishkwushanapshiilh to break a shaayiixts'a ( 'sea lion forelimb 

bone') . Hiishkwushanapshiilh went first. He was unable to break this bone, but when 

nii)iiish followed, he broke the bone easily. Nii)iiish thus won the test of strength (Dewhirst 

and Swan 1977) . PW also knew a variant of this testing -of -strength story at muchachilhh. 

Pretty Girl Cove is best known as a Manhousaht fishery. Chum salmon, tyee spring 

salmon, a few coho and a lot of steelhead go up the creek at the east end of Pretty Girl Cove, 

but it was the chum fishery that was of particular importance to the Manhousaht. At 

muchachilhh, the people utilized square basketry traps called yahaak (the large mouth of the 

trap faced upstream) . According to LS, a lot of herring can be found in this cove around the 

first two weeks in March, although they do not spawn here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

JS recalled his father, LS, telling him that a relative of James Adams (he did not recall 

this person's  name) used to "look after" the creek at muchachilhh for Chief Swan. 

Independently, James Adams, himself, a high-ranking Ahousaht Indian, mentioned to SS that 

he (Adams) had the ha,huulhi ( 'chief's proprietary rights') on the south side of the creek here 

at Pretty Girl Cove, and that the late Johnson White, who was also an Ahousaht Indian, had 

the hahuulhi on the north side of this creek (SS). 

GL trapped around Pretty Girl Cove in the 1940s and 1950s. He recalled one 

structure here at that time--it was a house that belonged to a Whiteman named George Reeder 

(?) who operated a saltery here in the 1920s, before he moved it to tanaknit (place name 

#314) .  LS also referred to George Reeder. He said that Reeder had purchased the fur 
sealing schooner Favourite, of which he was formerly the captain, and brought it to Pretty 

Girl Cove. He had many young women working for him at the saltery, salting chum salmon, 

and this is why the cove was named "Pretty Girl Cove. " The Favourite sank near Pretty Girl 

Cove (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 
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In May 1986, a trapline was registered in this region, in the name of Angus Campbell. 

This trapline (T0108T443) extends north to the south shore of Pretty Girl Lake, south to 

Young Bay and the headwaters of the creeks draining into this bay, and east to include all of 

Easter Lake and the creeks draining into this lake (British Columbia 1990) . 

282. lhitsiitkwu7umt (GL; JS) 'pregnant woman' (JS) 

Lhitsiikwu7umt is a distinctive rounded point on the east side of Holmes Inlet, just 

south of the entrance to Pretty Girl Cove. The rock bluff on this point looks like the swollen 

stomach of a pregnant woman (GL) . 

283. hitaapu7ulh (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'passage you can go through' (GL) ; 

'hidden' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This name is applied to the narrow water passage on the east side of the large island 

in Holmes Inlet. GL commented that the term hitaapu7ulh is the "real Manhousaht word" 

meaning 'passage you can go through; '  he said the Ahousaht term is different. However, LS 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) translated this term as 'hidden. ' 

LS stated that herring spawn throughout hitaapu7ulh passage (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) . JS recalled shooting goldeneye ducks in a small bay on the northwest tip of the large 

island in Holmes Inlet. He noted that it has an Indian name, but he could not remember it. 

284. tl 'itsis (JS only) 'white beach' 

JS applied this term to a small bay on the east side of Holmes Inlet, near the southern 

entrance to the passageway called hitaapu7ulh (place name #283). The whitish colour is 
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underwater here, in an area that doesn't go dry. There are a lot of seals at tl'itsis; they were 

hunted here (JS). 

285. t'imka)iimilh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

This name is applied to the broad point of land located south from hitaapu7ulh (place 

name #283) and across from Adventure Point. GL commented that t'im,ka ( 'gooseberry') is a 

Manhousaht term. 

Gooseberries were picked at t'imkakimilh, LS noted (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . JS 

recalled picking gooseberries, himself, in this area (see also the discussion of place name 

#286) . 

286. sach'a7umt (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'block bay to trap fish' ( GL) 

Sach'a7umt is the name of a narrow bay at the head of a small, constricted inlet 

known locally as "Bottle Cove," east of t'im,ka)iimilh (place name #285) . Both GL and LS 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) stated that perch were trapped in this bay. 

LS described how a high-ranking woman who was the daughter of taawin7isim lived 

here alone year-round, although she was always accompanied by four "spirit-servants."  Her 

house was on the south side of the creek that drains into the centre of the eastern end of the 

inlet. This woman's "spirit-servants" were invisible to everyone but her. One of her servants 

was named a,!!7anawat ( 'he used to get water for her) , and another was named huuhuwat 

( 'he used to get wood for her'). Being a woman, "she could not make a mu�aa ['type of 

fish-trap'] ," LS said. She had to make her own perch trap, so she blocked the mouth of the 

bay with rocks and branches. When the tide went out, the bay became dry and the perch 

would be trapped on the sand. The woman used to half -smoke these perch (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . 
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A few coho went up the small creek that flows into the north side of the east end of 

this bay. LS trapped marten along this creek, using a spring trap (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) said that both bog cranberries and gooseberries were 

picked up sach'a7umt creek, near the lower, small lake. When gooseberries were plentiful, 

LS added, they were crushed and sun-dried. 

287. !!asyukwis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< has 'loud sound' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

Hasyukwis is a small bay just north from Young Bay. LS noted that Indian people 

"had shacks there before" (on another occasion he said there was a winter village there) and 

added that there was a short trail that led from here to Cecilia Lake (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) . GL and JS also recalled this trail. JS said that from hasyukwis, a canoe could be 

pulled over to the west end of Cecilia Lake for the purpose of trapping marten around the 

lake. 

GL noted that people camped at !!asyukwis while making canoes. They would obtain 

a log from muchaa (place name #280) and tow it by canoe to !!asyukwis to be carved. 

While LS and his family were living in Young Bay in the 1940s and 1950s, they 

trapped at !!asyukwis, using deadfall traps (JS) . 

288. 

GL noted that there is a shipwreck in this bay. 

' ' 
tl 'uuma}itlanulh (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'always warmed by sun' (LS) ; 'warm 

inside all along the shoreline' (GL) 

This name is applied to the point (known locally as "Rocky Point") that forms the 

northern entrance to Young Bay. GL noted that even during the winter, the rocks here would 

be warm. 
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Lots of sea urchins could be found around this point and there was good fishing for 

tommie cod and other types of cod offshore (GL) . 

LS noted that there has always been a deadfall trap for mink constructed at this point. 

Whenever this trap became old, it was rebuilt (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

289. t'uhismitis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'skull 

beach' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) ; 'leaning 

head back against something on beach' (GL) 

tl'itsis (GL only) 'white beach' 

T'uhismitis is the name of a small bay with a sandy beach, located on the north side 

of the entrance to Young Bay. LS translated t'uhismitis as 'skull beach' but added that he 

didn't know if enemies's  cut-off heads were displayed here. On another occasion, however, 

LS speculated the name of this place may have originated from some incident that took place 

during what he called a "revolution" among the tlaashtluukwi7ath (see the discussion of 

place name #275) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . According to GL, there used to be Indian 

houses at t'uhismitis "a very long time ago." 

Although GL recognized this place by the name t'uhismitis, he also applied the name 

tl'itsis to the same site. GL said this place was sometimes called tl'itsis (meaning 'white 

beach') because of the white sand that is visible under the shallow water here. People 

camping at Young Bay would sometimes get some of this white sand to use in their firepits 

(GL; JS) . JS explained that the sand here is very fine, with no gravel in it. 

290. lhaahasu (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'hair seals lying flat on their 

stomach underwater' (GL) 

LS applied this name to a rock near the north shore of Young Bay, southwest from 
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t'i7a)isu7is (place name #291). According to LS, there were lots of hair seals at lhaahasu 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . GL recalled that when he was here in the 1950s, there were no 

hair seals but lots of land otters. 

291 .  t'i7a)isuu7is (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'obstruction at entrance' (GL) ; 

'big rock at mouth of entrance to little bay' (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) 

T'i7a)isuu7is is a small, narrow bay with a rock at its entrance, located on the north 

side of Young Bay. 

292. k'anulh (GL; JS) < k' anak 'stay for short period of time' 

GL and JS applied this name to the southernmost end of Cecilia Lake. The sockeye 

stay here briefly before going further up the lake to spawn. GL recalled that he and Luke 

Swan gaff-hooked sockeye here. Sockeye was good bait to use when trapping marten, GL 

added. 

293. miZatnit (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'place of red sockeye ' 

kwists7ii (GL only) 'where sockeye spawn' 

Both of these terms are applied to the stream that joins Cecilia Lake with Easter Lake. 

GL stated that he would generally use the term kwists7ii, himself, although he agreed that the 

term given by LS, miZatnit, is also used to refer to this stream. JS called this place 

miZatnit, rather than kwists7ii. 
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Sockeye passed through this creek on their way to Easter Lake where they spawned. 

While in the stream, the salmon were speared or gaff-hooked (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) . 

294. ts'a7ii (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 12, 19; 

GL; JS; SS) 

' a  lot of creeks come in' (JS) 

tsa'i (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

Young Bay, known locally as "East Bay," is called ts'a7ii. This place is so named 

because of the four creeks that enter the bay here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 12,19; 

JS) . 
Manhousaht people used to live in houses situated at the southeast corner of Young 

Bay. GL recalled two houses here: an old smokehouse belonging to Willie Swan (LS's older 

brother) and built by Chief Swan in the early 1900s; and a house built by GL, LS, and GL's 

father in the late 1920s (GL) . 

In a version of the Ahousaht/Otsosat war story recorded by Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) 

from Fat Sam, ts'a7ii was listed among Manhousaht villages taken over by the Ahousaht. 

LS mentioned that he had a shack at Young Bay which he built in 1931, but that 

somebody took it down (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . This cabin, JS recalled, was at the 

eastern end of Young Bay, southwest of the area where the creek from Cecilia Lake empties 

into the bay, and was separate from the other, above-mentioned houses (see also the 

discussion of place name #295) .  LS added that at one time in Young Bay, prior to the 1930s, 

there were 4 houses "about 40 feet" in length. Apparently one of these houses (and a 

smokehouse) belonged to Hesquiat Frank (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Young Bay is best known for its sockeye run which begins in late April. Salmon 

were speared or gaff-hooked, or caught in 3-4 cylindrical basketry traps that were placed in 

the lower area of the stream that flows out of Cecilia Lake. These fish were then dried. The 

fish that were smoke-dried for storage were caught in November. As many as 500 sockeye 

were cured, LS noted. He observed that the sockeye found in the stream that flows from 
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Cecilia Lake were smaller then those found in the Megin River. Some coho and chum 

salmon were caught at ts'a7ii, as well (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 
In former times, it was the Manhousaht sub-chief named pipishimsa who "looked 

after" the sockeye fishery here. More recently, in the early 1900s, a man named Hesquiat 

Frank (whose mother was Manhousaht and a descendant of pipishimsa) used to "look after" 

the Young Bay sockeye fishery (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . JS observed that in addition to 

the above-mentioned runs, there was a run of small sockeye that went up Cecilia Lake creek 

in mid-June. Of the 4 creeks that enter Young Bay, salmon only went up the Cecilia Lake 

Creek (JS) . 

LS described fishing with a gill net at the outlet of Cecilia Lake. He recalled going 

by foot trail up along the creek, crossing the stream by means of a fallen log, and then 

following the left bank of the stream up to the lake (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 
GL trapped here for marten around Young Bay in the late 1920s and periodically 

through to the early 1950s. LS had several deadfall traps along the south shore of Young 

Bay, JS recalled. 

There was a pilchard reduction plant at Young Bay between the mid-1920s and mid-

1930s, GL noted. He and several other Indian men worked here. This plant was operated by 

a Whiteman named Charlie "Splan" (?) (GL) . 

295. h.ab.achits'us (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 
'deep bay; channel ' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

This name was first given by LS, and confirmed by GL and jS, to refer to the small 

bay and the creek flowing into it in the southeast comer of Young Bay, immediately south of 

LS's cabin. This creek was the source of LS's water supply while he lived at Young Bay. It 

is grassy along the river here, and the banks are clay, LS observed (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) . 

GL noted that small deadfall traps, called Ihuuchiis, were used at b.a!!achits'us, and 

that his father and LS constructed then1 here to trap mink and raccoon. JS recalled trapph'"lg 
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here with deadfalls, himself, during the 1940s. 

296. apkwuu7a (GL; JS) 'point of land' 

This name is applied to the southeastern entrance to Young Bay. Independently, both 

GL and JS stated that there was good lingcod fishing along the shore between apkwuu7a and 

ts'anakw'a7a (place name #297) . GL noted that there is good lingcod fishing along the shore 

here. 

297. ts'anakw'a7a 

ts'a!!.t'aa 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981: 12,68; GL; JS) 

'rocky stream' 

(GL; JS) 'stream of water trickling down' 

Both of these names are applied to a creek located slightly south of apkwuu7a (place 

name #296) . According to JS, ts'anakw'a7a is a Manhousaht term, while ts'aht'aa is in the 

Ahousaht dialect. Luke Swan (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) also commented that 

ts'anakw'a7a is in the Manhousaht dialect. 

Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL noted that there is good spring water at 

ts'anakw'a7a and that people, when travelling by canoe, used to stop here to have a drink of 

water. No fish go up this creek (JS) . 

From the mouth of this stream and southward along the shore was a good area to troll 

for spring salmon and to jig for lingcod (GL) . Ts'anakw'a7a was also a well-known place to 

gather giant red sea urchins, and to hunt seals (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :68). 
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298. patZixmaJiimilh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< patZiwa 'wild rose bud' (JS) 

This name is applied to a small point of land south of ts'anakw'a7a (place name 

#297) . LS stated that there was an abundance of wild roses on this point, and children used 

to gather them here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

299. tl'uuhapi (GL; JS) 'hand (palm) extended outward' 

This name is appiied to a bluff alongside the shore, south of patZixma}iimilh (place 

name #298) . People living at Zupnit (place name #229) would go to tl'uuhapi to get 

Douglas-fir for firewood (GL) . While GL was staying at Young Bay, he and Alex Jones used 

to gather firewood at tl'uuhapi. 

300. yuyuht'a7a7iik (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'wind blowing from shoreline' 

Yuyuht'a7a7iik is a bay south of tl'uuhapi (place name #299) . Independently, both 

GL and JS noted that this bay was extremely windy during the winter. 

One of the low mountain peaks near this bay was also known as yuyu!:!t'a7a7iik. It is 

not known which low peak had this name (LS said it was a "bare hill") , but it was utilized as 

one of the bearings for the fishing bank called ap7ak,suu7is (place name #219) which is south 

from the entrance to Sydney Inlet (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976) . 

301. ZaZitl (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'cave' 

This name is applied to a cave on the v:est side of Zinchasimt (see place name #302) 
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which is on the north side of the entrance to Shelter Inlet. According to LS, there are a lot of 

sharks, red cod and "pitch-heads" (bocaccio) found offshore here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). 

302. Zinchasimt (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Turner, Ellis and Swan 1976; JS) 

'roll eyes upwards' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This is the name of a distinctive v-shaped bay located on the north shore of the 

entrance to Shelter Inlet. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Turner, Ellis and Swan 1976) noted 

that people would go to Zinchasimt to pick tl'itl'itlk'a!£tlmapt, (kinnikinnick, 

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) and sinimxsjits (evergreen huckleberries, Vaccinium ovatum) . 

303. tl'itshuulh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

1981 :12,68; JS) 

'white slime' 

saapnik,iilh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

'flour mill' 

Both of these names are applied to a well-known, distinctive white-coloured bluff on 

the north side of Shelter Inlet, east from Zinchasimt (place name #302) . The term tl'its,huulh 

('white slime') refers to the abundance of white-coloured cormorant droppings that cover the 

rocks here. In recent times, this same place has been called by a modem term, saapnikiilh 

('flour mill ' ) ,  as the cormorant guano looks like flour (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) . 

Small-sized red sea urchins were collected here at tl'itshuulh, as were abalone. Rock 

cod were fished offshore (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Ellis and Swan 1981:68; GL) . Deer 

were occasionally seen along the cliffs here (GL) . 

The area around tl'its,huulh was known as a source of Douglas-fir for firewood (St. 

Claire and \Vebster 1984; GL). The people liviJ1g at l\1arktosis village were "hth11grf" for 
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firewood to heat their homes, GL commented. This was during the period from about 1900-

1950. The Marktosis village people would travel around looking for supplies of Douglas-fir 

(GL) . 

According to GL, tl'its!!uulh was a favourite training place for Willie Swan and also a 

man named Herbert Johnson. This was prior to the 1920s. They would dive off the cliffs 

here and go underwater as far as they could. 

There is a cave high above the water at tl 'its!!uulh. It was said that there were signs 

of wolves in the vicinity of this cave ( GL) . 

304. chapii,!tl!! (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'middle of channel' 

This name is applied to Clio Island. Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and JS 

noted that there is good fishing for "pitch-heads" and red snappers around this island. 

GL was told by his grandmother that · a  mysterious creature, said to have shoulder

length hair, lived around Clio Island. GL's grandmother said that her husband once shot a 

hair seal near Clio Island, and this creature grabbed it and went underwater. Apparently, 

when this creature surfaces, it is always facing in the opposite direction, so no one has ever 

seen the creature's face (GL) . 

305. ,!a,!mapt_!wuu7a 

' 
ma!graakkwuu7a 

(GL; JS) 'alder on point' 

( GL) 'corpse point' 

Both of these names are applied to a small point of land on the north side of Shelter 

Inlet, on the east side of the bay that is north of Clio Island. This point was originally named 

,!a,!mapt_!wuu7a because of the presence of alder trees here, but in 1923, GL recalled, the 

name was changed to n•akYaak,kwuu7a 'corpse point. ' This name ch&�ge was n1ade because 
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because the body of a Keltsomaht man named Jiwaawish, who had died at Megin River, was 

taken to this point for burial. GL's  father told him that the people believed this man had died 

of smallpox, so his house was abandoned. As far as GL knows, it was his father (Thomas 

Louie) and Luke Swan who changed the name of this point. 

306. ts'aJiamyis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 12,49,54,61;  JS) 
'water on both sides' (Ellis and Swan 1981 : 12, 49; JS) 

tsakmis (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :11) 

ts'a'qmis (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

Ts'aJiamyis is the name of a long beach located on the north side of Shelter Inlet, 

west from Dixon Point. A small, spring-fed stream flows through the middle of this · beach. 

Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1981 : 12,49) and JS explained that the meaning of ts'aJiamyis is 

related to water being on both sides of an isthmus (with reference to Dixon Point) . 

Ts'aJiamyis is known locally as "Jeannie's Beach" because a woman named "Old 

Jeannie" used to live here. GL said that ta'aJiamyis was part of the territory owned by "Old 

Jeannie" (see also the discussion of place name #471) . According to Luke Swan (Ellis and 

Swan 1974- 1976), "Old Jeannie" was a part-Otsosat woman. LS believed that her Indian 

name was hakwumatukw. Her house, situated at the east end of ts'aJiamyis, was still 

standing in the 1950s ( GL; JS) . 

In Fat Sam's version of the Ahousaht/Otsosat war story recorded by Drucker (1935-

1936:23: 14) ,  ts'a!famyis was said to be a Manhousaht village that was taken over by the 

Ahousaht. 

JS added that in addition to Jeannie's place, there were 2 other dwellings here at the 

east end of ta'aJiamyis in the 1950s. JS did not recall who owned the other 2 houses. 

Presumably these were the same "3 or 4 small houses" that Luke Swan said were used by 

clam diggers and were located "near the stream" at ts'aJiamyis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

JS noted that this little stream, located approxin1ately in the middle of ts'a,kamf.s, was used 
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as a water supply by those who camped here. There was a lot of midden in several areas of 

ts' ak_amyis, GL recalled. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) on one occasion referred to a wedding party "stopping 

over" at ts'ak_amyis on their way to Ahousat. 

Ts'ak_amyis was noted for the abundance of sea foods that could be obtained here. 

PW, GL, LS and JS all noted that this was a particularly good place to dig clams--indeed, 

ts'ak_amyis was said to be "by far the most important clam-digging place within the 

Manhousat territory" (Ellis and Swan 1981 :49) . Many of the clams that were to be dried for 

later use were gathered at ts'ak_amyis. Cockles were also abundant here, and octopus were 

sometimes taken in this area (Ellis and Swan 1981 :49,54,61). 

The west end of ts'ak_amyis was a particularly good place to dig clams. People went 

here in August and September to dig and process clams for winter (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) . 

Gc noted that sea cucumbers were obtained off ts'a,kamyis, and that there was good 

trolling for salmon in this area. As well, branches laden with herring-spawn obtained from 

across the inlet at Steamer Cove (place name #314) , were taken to ts'ak_amyis to be dried on 

racks (GL) . 

According to GL, both Manhousaht and "Otsosat people from [further up] Shelter 

Arm" camped at ts' ak_amyis while processing clams and smoke-drying spring salmon. In the 

old days, the people camped here in temporary lean-to shelters known as ts'aaktski (GL) . 

Salalberries were picked in the vicinity of ts'a,kamyis. LS observed that after the area 

around ts'a,kamyis was logged, the amount of salalberries that could be obtained here 

increased (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

In December 1949, a trap line was registered in this region, in the names of Harvey 

Robinson and Luke Robinson. This trapline (T0108T444) included the north shore of Shelter 

Inlet from approximately tl'uuhapi (place name #299) in the west to ts'aak_tl'aa (place name 

#529) in the east, and all of Dixon Bay (British Columbia 1990) . 
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307. ch'i!!nit (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 'place of supernatural creature' 

ch'i!!nit'a,ktlis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 'spirit place' 

These names are applied to a small bay located on the north side of Shelter Inlet, east 

from ts'a_kamyis (place name #306) and west from Dixon Point. Both LS (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) and GL stated they did not know what type of supernatural creatures were seen in 

this bay. 

308. ch'iituukw!!api (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

1981 :12,68; GL; JS) 

'point on edge ' (Ellis and Swan 1981 : 12) ;  

'jutting out' (GL) 

This is the name of Dixon Point. According to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , GL, 

and JS, the original boundary between the Manhousaht and Otsosat ran from Dixon Point 

across to Jaayi (place name #310) in Hayden Passage (see also the discussion of place name 

#320) . 

The area around ch'iituukw.hapi was noted as a place to gather giant red sea urchins 

(Ellis and Swan 1981:68; St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) abalone, red snappers and "pitch

heads" (bocaccio) (GL) . 

A special type of inedible octopus, known as tl'atsaapii!! and said to be much larger 

than the common octopus, was said to live around Dixon Point (see also the discussion of 

place name #354) . People were especially quiet when passing by canoe around this point for 

fear of disturbing this octopus (GL) . 

309. · ' apsWiyalh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 : 12,58; 

St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 
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'narrow passage' (Ellis and Swan 1981 : 12) ; 

'halfway passage' (GL) 

This name is applied to Hayden Passage, well-known locally as "Rocky Pass. "  

Both green and red sea urchins were collected along the north side of Hayden Passage, 

while sea cucumbers were gathered throughout the passage (Ellis and Swan 1981:58,66,68; 

GL). 

The area just south of the eastern entrance to Hayden Passage was a good place to 

troll for winter salmon. At the western entrance was the mating grounds for hair seal ( GL) . 

This latter area was described both by PW (in St. Claire and Webster 1984) and by GL as a 

place where large lingcod were caught using a live fish for bait. Both identified this type of 

fishing as mamiita. The same type of fishing both here and throughout Hayden Passage was 

also described by LS--he referred to to it as maatlin!£a, however. LS noted that green sea 

urchins obtained from Hayden Passage were used as bait to catch tommie-cod (kelp 

greenling) in this same area, and in tum these tommie-cod were used as live bait for lingcod. 

When using a live tommie-cod to catch a lingcod here, LS recalled, it was necessary for the 

fisherman to keep his mouth closed as he hauled the lingcod up to the surface. It was 

believed that if the fisherman opened his mouth, the lingcod would also open its mouth and 

let go of the tommie-cod (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

GL noted that a certain type of scallop was also obtained from Hayden Passage. He 

recalled going here by canoe with his father when he was "about 5-6" years old, and provided 

a description of the method of collecting these scallops that is consistent with what was stated 

by LS: having spotted some scallops on the sea bottom, LS stated, his father struck his bailer 

on the surface and one by one the scallops swam to the surface where they could be plucked 

out of the water. Apparently this was an old method of gathering these scallops (Ellis and 

Swan 1981 :65). 

310. Jaayi (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'low hill or cliff' 
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' 
W aayi is the name of a distinctive low cliff on the shoreline of Obstruction Island and 

on the northeast side of Hayden Passage, at the eastern entrance to a long, constricted bay 

called ts'a7u7a!£tlis (place name #508) . 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , GL, and JS stated that the original boundary between 

the Manhousaht and the Otsosat extended from �aayi to Dixon Point (place name #308) 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). PW, however, stated that the entire area of Shelter Inlet was 

Otsosat territory (St. Claire and Webster 1984) (see also the discussion of place name #320) . 

311 .  
' huwa,hsulh (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) < hukwitl 

'birds fly away' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

HuJa!:!,sulh is the name of a bay (known locally as "Francis Bay") located at the 

northeast end of Flores Island, just west of Hayden Passage. The source of the stream 

flowing into this bay is a lake situated to the southeast. Few salmon ascended this stream 

into the lake, but many trout could be caught here (Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976; GL) . 
, Huwah,sulh was one of the best places to get Canada geese. Both geese and mallards 

were hunted here, a long time ago, using bird arrows, although sometimes the hunters were 

able to crawl through the long grass and get close enough to use a "2-pointed" spear. It is 
, 

because of the practice of hunting birds here that this place is so named--huwa!:!,sulh is 

derived from hukwitl which refers to birds flying away when they are startled by the bird 

hunters (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

A telegraph shack was located in this bay. GL worked on the telegraph line, himself, 

in the 1950s. 

312. titis 

tu,kwatis 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'type of waterfall ' < tita 'dripping' 

(GL only) < tu�waa 'waterfall' 
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Titis (tu,!iwatis) is the name of the stream located west from "Francis Bay" (place 

name #311) .  The difference between these 2 terms meaning 'waterfall' is not known. GL 

noted that there is, in fact, a little waterfall on this creek and that it was a place used for 

ritual bathing. 

Both GL and LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) stated that salmon do not go up this 

creek. 

313. 7aaktlilh (GL; JS) 'cave' 

GL and JS applied this name to seal rookeries located on the south side of Shelter 

Inlet, west from titis (place name #312) and across from George Island. 

314. tanaknit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

1981:12,49,92; JS) 'place of mosquitos' 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981: 12) 

applied the term tanaknit to all of Steamer Cove, and LS included George Island as well (see 

place name #315). Steamer Cove was named tanaknit (< tanakmis 'mosquito') because of 

the abundance of mosquitoes at this place, according to both LS (Ellis and Swan 1981:92) 

and PW. GL, however, applied the name tanaknit only to the southwestern comer of 

Steamer Cove. 

GL's grandmother told him that a now=extinct "tribe" lived by the creek in the 

southeastern portion of Steamer Cove. GL does not recall the name of this group, nor does 

he recall his grandmother giving a different name to the place where they were resided. 

Apparently, they all died of smallpox. 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) referred to a "grassy patch" in the southwest comer of 

Steamer Cove where Indians used to camp. He added that non-Indian named George Reeder 

(?) had a cabi11 here i11 more recent times (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). 
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GL heard a story about a killer whale that was beached along the southern shore of 

Steamer Cove. A man came along and the killer whale said, "I need something to fix my 

canoe." So the man got different things from the woods, but the whale kept refusing what the 

man brought. Finally, the man got some hashkfits (eelgrass Zostera marina) and the killer 

whale was very pleased, as this is what he needed. Because of this, the man who helped the 

killer whale became a great sea mammal hunter (GL) . 

Steamer Cove was well known for its butter clam beaches. PW noted that the 

southwest portion of the cove was the specific place where clams were dug, while LS referred 

to digging butter clams on the tidal isthmus on George Island (Ellis and Swan 1981 :49; St. 

Claire and Webster 1984; GL). 

Steamer Cove was also a good place to troll for salmon and to gather herring spawn 

on boughs that were placed in the water (GL; St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . These egg-laden branches were then taken across the inlet to ts'akamyis (place 

name #306) where they were placed on racks so the eggs could dry ( GL) . 

In October 1968, a trapline was registered in this region in the name of Carl Jumbo. 

This crescent-shaped trapline (T0108T446) covered the north and east sides of Flores Island 

from approximately Starling Point on the west to Hayden Passage on the east, and extended 

south to the entrance of Matilda Inlet (British Columbia 1990) . 

315. kw'asimlh (GL; JS) 'any standing tree' 

GL and JS applied this name to George Island in Steamer Cove. LS (Ellis and Swan 

1981 : 12) ,  however, included George Island as part of tanaknit, the name for Steamer Cove 

(place name #314) . 

GL noted that people used to get pitchwood from the pine trees that grow on George 

Island, and that they used to pick evergreen huckleberries here. 
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316. kwuukwuukw'iih (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< kwukw 'meal' (GL) 

This name is applied to a rock crevice located just east of a point of land that is east 

of Riley Cove. The place is so named because the Manhousaht used to leave a little bit of 

food, such as dried salmon, in this rock crevice here. The rock crevice was right at the 

waterline, so it was easy to reach from a canoe. The people would leave the food here either 

on the way into, or out of Shelter Inlet. GL recalled leaving food here at kwuukwuukw'ii!!, 

himself, while passing by this place in a canoe. LS noted that in the fur sealing days, the 

people would place food in the rock crevice here and pray for good luck in sealing ( GL; Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976). 

317. yukwsaasakh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; GL; JS) 'wind comes from all 

directions' (GL; JS) 

Yukwsaasakh is the name of Riley Cove. According to LS, people at one time 

camped here because of the coho creek which empties into the south end of the cove (see the 

discussion of place name #318) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . Bog cranberries (Vaccinium 

oxycoccus) were picked in the low area between Riley Cove and the lake south of here, and 

abalone were collected from the cove, itself ( GL) . LS noted that stink currants (Ribes 

bracteosum) , called hashp'uuna, grew at Riley Cove (Turner, Ellis and Swan 1976) . 
/ 

Yukwsaasakh was also utilized in more recent times: commercial pu..rse-seiners fished 

at the entrance to the cove; there was a pilchard reduction plant here in the 1920s and 1930s; 

and there was a telegraph line cabin located here in the 1950s ( GL; Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976; JS) . 

GL explained that the term "Riley" came from the name of a non-Indian, Rees Riley, 

who worked in the telegraph line cabin in this cove. 
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318. tl'iikw'aktlis (GL; JS) < tl'iikw'a ' small ' 

This is the name of the stream emptying into the south end of Riley Cove. GL 

commented that the name tl'iikw'aktlis is derived from the "real Manhousaht term" meaning 

'small. ' On one occasion, LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) suggested that this creek is known 

as yuwkwsaasakh, the same name by which Riley Cove is known (place name #317). 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and PW (in St. Claire and Webster 1984) stated that 

only coho salmon go up this creek, while GL and JS both noted that a few chum salmon also 

go up here. Although GL was not aware that the Indian people got fish here, LS said that 

they did. LS noted that people used to come here and camp while getting coho. It was 

chiitswii7up, the head chief of the tl'uchp'itaktupi7ath (see the discussion of place names 

#337 and #346) who originally owned this coho creek, LS stated (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

JS recalled that GL's parents stayed at a house in Riley Cove, on the west side of the 

mouth of this creek, in the early 1940s. JS stayed here with them here for awhile. 

319. Zuu7uthaktl'a7iik (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :12,68,69; JS) 'calm 

bay' (Ellis and Swan 1981: 12); 'always calm' (Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

This name is applied to a bay located immediately south of Starling Point and on the 

east side of Sydney Inlet. Giant red sea urchins (Ellis and Swan 1981 :68-69) , abalone, and a 

type of scallop were obtained here (GL) . This bay was also a site where herring spawn (JS) . 

320. tukwuumit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 'sea lion place' (GL) ; 'sea 

lion point' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

tukwuumulh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'sea lions all around' (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) 
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Both of these names refer to the point of land southwest of Starling Point. On one 

occasion LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) referred to this same s-ite as tukwnit ('place of sea 

lions') .  However, JS pointed out that tukwnit refers only to a place located further south 

along the east side of Sydney Inlet (see place name #347) . 

LS stated that sea lions used to go up on the rocks on the point here to rest (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) , and GL added that during his parents 's time, Manhousaht hunters went to 
this place in wintertime to get sea lions. 

PW stated that as far as he knew, the original boundary between the Manhousaht and 

the Otsosat was between tukwuumit and the north shore of Shelter Inlet (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984) (see also the discussion of place names #308 and #310) .  

32 '· 7 1 .  chaWin a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) 

'island in middle' 

This name is applied to a small island in a bay south from tukwuumit (place name 

#320) . GL noted that he shot hair seals at cha�n7a, and added that abalone can be obtained 

around here at certain tides. 

322. !!ats'uu (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; 1981 :12,69) 'deep inside' 

b,ab,achlts'us (Ellis and Sv1an 1974-1976) 

'deep bay; channel' 

Both of these names refer to the distinctively-shaped bay, known locally as "Baseball 
' 

Bay" (because of its baseball-diamond shape) , located south from chawin7a (place name 

#321) . 

GL, JS, and LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) all stated that as far as they knew, people 
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once lived in this bay. GL recalled seeing midden deposits at both the north and south areas 

of the eastern end of the bay, and JS said there are canoe skids here. 

This bay is known as a place to get sea cucumbers and also butter clams ( GL) , as well 

as giant red sea urchins (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1981:69) . The area 

between .hats'uu and cha�7a is a good place to troll for coho, noted JS. Herring spawn in 

hats'uu bay (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) . 

According to GL, there were lots of mink along the shoreline between hats'uu and 

yukwsaasakh (place name #317) .  GL trapped here during the 1930s. 

323. ii7aak, (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981: 12,48,56; GL; JS) 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) applied this name to a village site on the west shore 

of Flores Island. JS, however, said that the term ii7aak, applies both to this village site and to 

the narrow passage between this site and the small island located immediately offshore 

(beyond this small island is another, larger island--see place name #324) . LS commented that 

a canoe could go through this passage at high tide, but at low tide it goes dry here (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; GL). There were a lot of butter clams in the vicinity of this passage--the 

people living at Zupnit (place name #229) would dig clams here (JS; GL) . 

The meaning of ii7aak, was not clearly understood, although JS speculated that it may 

have an association with ' something wide, ' and LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) suggested it 

might have something to do with a sound made by the wind in this area. 

GL stayed at the ii7aak, village site with his parents in 1930-1931. There was only 

one house here, and it belonged to a man named Johnson White. Another person said to have 

lived here was George Jacobsen (GL). In former times there were "several" houses here 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

A Manhousaht whaler who lived at ii7aak, trained for spiritual power by swimming 

around the entire offshore island, every night for a certain number of nights. This man 

carried with him a cod's air bladder [?] that had been filled with red ochre paint. As he 

swam, the man took some paint in his mouth and then blew it out in imitation of a whale. 
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Mter training in this manner, he was a very good whale hunter (GL) . 

Herring used to spawn in the vicinity of ii7aak,. The people would put boughs down 

to collect the herring spawn here (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Elsewhere, LS (1981:48,56) stated that ii7aa!£ was a place where butter clams and 

horse clams were gathered, and that there was a shack here used by clam-diggers and herring 

spawn-gatherers. 

324. ma!!t'iZa (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< ma!!t'ii 'house' 

This name is applied to two small bays at the northwest end of the larger island 

offshore from ii7aa!£ (place name #323) . GL stated that during his grandparents 's time, 

Manhousaht people used to live here. LS also suggested that people lived here at one time 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). 

JS stated that there is a place name for the tiny, narrow bay with a cave in it, located 

near the middle of the west side of this island, but he did not recall it. 

325. ch'ihnit'ak_tlis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 'supernatural 

creature place' < ch'ihaa 'supernatural creature' 

This is the name of a small bay on the west coast of Flores Island, north from 

ZaZitlnak (place name #326) . 

Although he did not mention this place name, GL did recall his grandmother telling 

him not to go around this area because a ch'ihaa ('supernatural creature') was said to live 

here. 

LS used to trap mink in this area (GL) . 
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326. ZaZitlnak ( GL; JS) 'cave' 

This is the name of a burial cave located on the west side of Flores Island, north from 

tuutuxwulh7in7a (place name #329) . 

GL and JS said that in the spring of 1989, Indian people from Hot Srings Cove saw 

smoke rising from this cave on several different occasions. They also saw a flickering light 

here. When they went to investigate, they found the charred remains of some personal items, 

including a purse that was lost several years earlier by a young woman of Manhousaht 

ancestry. 

327. tsilhii7imt (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'where cormorants stay' 

This name is applied to 2 islets located just south from the southwestern tip of the 

larger island offshore from ii7aak (place name #323) . On one occasion, LS (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) identified these same 2 islets by a slightly different name, tsilhtskwi7amit. This 

alternate term was confirmed by JS, who noted it is derived from tsilhtskwii 'cormorant 

manure. '  

Cormorants do, in fact, roost on these 2 islets (GL; JS) . There are more cormorants 

on the more southerly islet (JS) . GL stated that his father used to shoot cormorants at 

tsilhii7imt, both to eat, and to take the whole herring from their stomach to use as bait. 

328. kwayatsimilh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'wolf island' (GL) 

LS applied this name to "a little island" but did .not clarify its location. However, JS 

pointed out that kwayatsimilh is the island off the mouth of tuutuxwulh7in7a (place name 

#329) . LS suggested this place was so named because there was a wolf here at one time 
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(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). 

329. tuutuxwulh7in7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS) < tuxwaa ' salmon jumping' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This name is applied to a stream, the area near its mouth, and the bay into which this 

stream empties, on the west coast of Flores Island. The area around the mouth of this creek 

is now known as "Tootoowiltena" Indian Reserve #28. The Native name for this site is 

derived from the fact that coho salmon attempt to jump the low falls here, not far from the 

creek mouth. Tuutuxwulh7in7a is well known by its anglicized name, "Kootla-kootla" (GL) . 

The waterfall in the creek here is "about 300 yards" upstream from the mouth and is 

approximately 14 feet high. It is situated approximately 60-80 feet from the little lake at the 

southeast comer of the Indian Reserve. Coho ascend the stream and spawn in a chain of 

lakes beyond (a few chum salmon also go up here) . Below this waterfall, the people 

suspended a basketry trap that LS called niipi, meaning 'hanging' (GL referred to this same 

trap as tuxwulhsats). The coho tried to jump the falls, and those that didn't make it, fell 

backwards into the trap. LS stated that he didn't know how the support poles of the platform 

and basket were supported in the rocks (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Ellis and Dewhirst 

1977; St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

According to JS, the late John Jacobsen's father's father used to "look after" the 

fishery at . tuutuxwulh7in7a for Chief Swan. Originally, LS stated, this fishery was owned by 

a man named chiitswii7up who was the head chief of the tl'uchp'itaktupi7ath. (see also the 

discussion of place names #337 and #346) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

GL stated that no one lived at tuutuxwulh7in7a in his lifetime. But he added that 

both Mary Little's  grandparents and Chief Swan were said to have had houses here in former 

times. PW (in St. Claire and Webster 1984) and JS said that herring spawned in 

tuutuxwulh7in7a bay. 

Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly identified "too.too.wilt.e.na" as a "small 

salmon fishery. " He added that "the salmon caught here are few in number, and poor in 
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quality. " "Too.too.wilt.e.na. " Indian Reserve #28 (20 acres) for the "Manhauset" Indians was 

established in 1890. In the sketch accompanying the Minute of Decision setting aside this 

reserve, one dwelling was indicated just south of the creek mouth (O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

Presumably this was the same dwelling identified by Luke Swan (in 1974-1976) as a cabin 

about 20-30 feet long, situated in this same area. 

In 1914, "Tootoowiltena" I.R. #28 was described as a "fishing station" (Canada and 

British Columbia 1916:4:855) . 

Johnny John, the father-in-law of JS, registered a trapline (T0108T447) that extended 

along the northwest side of Flores Island from Starling Point in the north to approximately 

tl'uchp'it (place name #346) in the south (British Columbia 1990) . 

330. 
' . 

tl 'uma,ktlis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'warm on beach' (GL); 

'hot sand' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

tl'its'aktlis (GL; JS) 'white-sand bay' 

Both of these names are applied to the bay which forms the west side of Indian 

Reserve #28 at tuutuxwulh7in7a (see place name #329) . 

According to JS, the name tl'u�aktlis applies to an area on the east side of this bay. 

Both GL and JS said that tl'its'aktlis is the name of a campsite at the south end of this same 

bay. GL recalled that the last time he camped at tl'its'aktlis, himself, was in the summer of 

1929, but that fresh water was a problem here. The name of this area, tl'its'aktlis, is derived 

from the whitish-coloured sand on the beach here. People living across Sydney Inlet at 

Zupnit (place name #229) would get this sand from tl'its'aktlis to use in their fire-pits (GL; 

JS) . 

LS wondered why the name tl'uJ.aktlis was used when, in fact, this area gets little 

sunshine (because of the way the bay and trees are located) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

An ancient Indian trail connected tl'its'a,ktlis with the north side of naxwak_is, GL 

stated (place name #337) . 
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331. Jaayi ( GL; JS) 'low hill' 

, 
W aayi is a low hill on the west side of Flores Island and is located just southwest of 

tl'its'aktlis (place name #330) .  GL stated that J.aayi was a lookout site where a man was 

stationed to watch for enemies ( GL) . 

332. k'axni7aktl'a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'lots of driftwood' 

K'axni7aktl'a is a small bay located south from iraayi (place name #331) and 

immediately north of the entrance to tl'uthaktl'a (place name #333) . LS noted that driftwood 

does, in fact, gather here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

333. 
' tl'umaktl'a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'warm bay' (JS) ; 

'warm inside' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

� 
This name is applied to a small, narrow bay located southeast from waayi (place name 

#331) . LS stated that his brother had two deadfall traps for mink here (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) . This was a place where Manhousaht women used to gather swamp grass (Carex 

obnupta) for basketry imbrication ( GL; JS) . 

' 
334. ts'aJ!waas (GL; JS) 'wolf's den' 

Ts'a!!iraas is the name of the point of land situated between the south entrance to 

tl'u�aktl'a and the north entrance to naxwakis (place names #333 and #337 respectively). 

GL pointed out that there was a wolf den here, and that it was necessary to avoid this place 

around the time wolves were being born. 
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335. ch'i!!nit (JS only) 'place of ch'ihaa (supernatural creature) ' 

' 
Ch'ihnit is the name of a water passage between ts'ahwaas point and the northern 

end of naxwa!£wuu7a (place names #334 and #336 respectively) . JS was told by his father 

not to go around ch'i,hnit because 2 women had in a canoe had drowned here, a long time 

ago. 

336. naxwa!£wuu7a (GL; JS) 'breakers on beach' 

This is the name of the small islands on the north side of the entrance to naxwa!£is 

bay (place name #337) . GL noted that mink had their litters on these islets and that it was 

considered "good luck" to find a baby mink, especially if it was blind. 

337. naxwakis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981: 12,55; 

Turner, Ellis and Swan 1976; GL; VL) 
< naxwa!£a ' small waves breaking on beach' 

nawaksis (Drucker 1951:352) 

nah/hwakis (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :14) 

Naxwakis is the name of a sandy beach in a bay on the west side of Flores Island. 

This was a well-known village site used in both summer and winter. LS explained that the 

tl'uchp'itaktupi7ath people (see place name #346) lived here and that the name of their head 

chief was chiitswii7up. When LS was young, he saw at naxwa!£is the remains of what were 

said to be comer-posts of the tl'uchp'itaktupi7at!! people's longhouses (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . 

Apparently, during the Ahousaht/Otsosat war, deadfall traps were built along the trails 

through the woods leading to naxwa!£is. At one point in the war, when the Otsosat moved to 

naxwa!9s, and the Ahousaht unsuccessfully attempted an attack of the village (Drucker 
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1951:350) . 

One of the last people to live at naxwa,!iis was Hesquiat Frank (whose mother was a 

Manhousaht Indian) who had a smokehouse here in the early 1900s (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) . 

GL saw the remains of a dwelling at the north end of naxwa,!iis but noted that old

timers camped in the summer at the south end of the bay, which they referred to simply as 

kwisiis 'end of beach. ' JS said he had seen house remains at the south end of naxwa,!iis. He 

added that an ancient Indian trail connected the north end of naxwa,!iis with tl'its'a,!itlis 

(place name #330) . 

LS pointed out that a small stream drained into naxwa,!iis just north of the centre of 

the bay, and that this stream was a good water supply (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

At very low tides in May and June, razor clams could be dug in this bay. LS said that 

he did not dug clams here, himself, but had been told that they were formerly obtained at this 

site (Ellis and Swan 1981 :55) . 

According to GL and VL, swamp grass (Carex obnupta) , known as ch'itapt and used 

in basketry, was gathered near the centre of naxwa,!iis, alongside the beach. Just east from 

naxwa!9s, women gathered red cedar bark. GL recalled his mother and Mary Little stripping 

cedar bark off the trees here up until the 1940s. LS said that an important medicinal plant 

called _!iwap'uu,!iws (Conioselinum pacificum ?) grew at naxwa,!iis (Turner, Ellis and Swan 

1976). 

Large sea urchins (presumably, giant red sea urchins) could be found at the south end 

of naxwa!iis bay, and there was good fishing offshore here for tommie-cod (GL) . 

338. finutkwu�wi7a (GL; JS) < finutkwuh 'mud shark' 

This name is applied to the two bays located immediately south from naxwa,kis (place 

name #337) . GL said that there were a lot of mud sharks here, and that the liver of this fish 

was sometimes rendered for its oil to be used for lamps. 
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339. kaya!iimlh (GL; JS) 'round' 

Ka;a!iimlh is the name of a small, narrow bay situated immediately north of 

kaya!iimyis (place name #340) . 

340. ' . . kaya!£imytS (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'lagoon' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) ; < ka7ulha 'gather mussels' 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) ; 'round beach' (GL) 

Kayakimyis is a long, narrow, constricted bay and lagoon on the west side of Flores 

Island. The inner portion is known locally as "Andy's Lagoon" and was named after Andy 

Thornberg (who had an Ahousaht mother and a non-Indian father) (GL; JS) . LS said that in 

former times the people must have gathered mussels in the bay here, and on one occasion he 

stated that the meaning of ka;ak,imyis refers to gathering mussels (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) . 

According to both GL and JS, this was a place where people once lived. GL said that 

the Manhousaht stayed at kayakimyis during the summer and fall months ( GL did not know 

exactly where it was that they camped) . Coho used to go up the little creek at the end of the 

lagoon, GL stated, but as far as he knew, no one fished here during his lifetime. LS (Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976) , however, said that no fish are found here, while JS noted that coho go 

into kafa!£imyis but do not go up the creek. 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) recalled that he had deadfall traps around the lagoon 

here, and both GL and LS stated that tu1e rushes (Scimus acutus) used to be gathered in this 

area. GL suggested tules were gathered in the vicinity of the bay, while LS said they were 

obtained from the lake located east from the end of the lagoon. 
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341 .  lhu7aa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981: 12, 30 ;  GL; 

JS) 'flat' 

Lhu7aa is a small island with a flat top that is located offshore and south from 

k,aya!f_imyis (place name #340) . There is a landing spot for canoes on one side of the island, 

LS noted. Lhu7aa was a good place for gathering gooseneck barnacles and Cali_fomia 

mussels (Ellis and Swan 1981:30; GL; St. Claire and Webster 1984) . GL and JS both stated 

that hair seals could be found here, and JS added that he used to troll for coho inside this 

island. 

GL noted that when passing by this island by canoe, it is possible to see bubbles rising 

from under the water. He stated this was rather "scary," although he did not elaborate. These 

bubbles have a mineral quality to them, GL commented. 

342. tl'a!f.a!f.amilh (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'trees; brush on top' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This name is applied to the small island off the wide point that is south from lhu7aa 
(place name #341) .  LS noted that you can pass between this island and the point in a canoe, 

even at low tide (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

343. p'ats'a!f.tl'a (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< p'atsmis 'foam' 

P'ats'a!f.tl'a is a small bay southeast of tl'a!f.a!f.amilh (place name #341). It is called 

p'ats'ak,tl'a because of the foam generated by the constant breaking of surf here (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) . 

GL stated that dentalia shells used to be obtained here using a special device fixed to 

the end of a long pole (JS had also heard about dentalia being gathered here) . GL added that 
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this has not been done here since his grandparents' s  time. 

344. ZaZitl (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'cave' 

GL noted that the place referred to as ZaZitl ('cave') is actually a bluff on the west 

coast of Flores Island, while LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) applied this name to the small 

bay in which this cave is located, south from p'ats'a,ktl'a (place name #343) . LS said there 

is a dry, deep cave with fine gravel on its floor situated at one end of the sandy beach in this 

bay. 

The water is very rough at the mouth of this bay, LS commented (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) , but GL noted that the portion of this bay where the cave is located, is sheltered, 

and was a good place to store canoes. 

It was LS' s opinion that people may once have lived in this cave. He believed that 

some burnt wood he once found inside this cave was evidence of former occupation (Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976) (see also the discussion of place name #349) . GL recalled seeing the 

remains of one house in this bay, but it belonged to a non-Indian. 

345. ch'ach'ap'ii!! (GL; JS) < ch'apats 'canoe' 

GL and JS applied this name to a reef not too far offshore from ZaZitl (place name 

#344) . The meaning of ch'ach'ap'ii!! refers to the manner in which the waves break here. 

Because of this, several canoes have been lost here ( G L) . 

Dentalia shells used to be obtained in the vicinity of this reef, GL noted. 

346. tl'uchp'it (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981: 12, 30; GL; JS) 

< tl'uch'im 'California mussel' 
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Tl'uchp'it is the name of a bay and beach south from ch'ach'ap'iih (place name 

#345) . This name is also applied to a low mountain peak situated northeast from this bay. 

It is suggested in the Ellis and Swan (1981: 12,14,16) publication (where the translation 

'California mussel point' is given and Ellis 's map shows tl'uchp'it on the point) that this 

name is also applied to the point at the south end of tl'uchp'it bay. However, JS stated that 

the name tl'uchp'it applies only to the bay, beach, and low peak, and not to this point. JS 

also said that although tl'uchp'it is derived from the term for 'California mussel, ' it does not 

mean 'California mussel point. ' 

The group known as the tl'uchp'itaktupi7at!!, which eventually became part of the 

Manhousaht, took their name from this place. Tl 'uchp 'it bay was their spring and summer 

village (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :30) .  

A fishing bank called tl'uchp'itaktupi (see place name #355) also takes its name from 

this place, because the low peak northeast from tl'uchp'it is one of the bearings used to 

locate this fishing bank (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) . 

Tl'uchp'it was a site where, during the whale hunting season, the 

tl'uchp'itaktupi7at!! lived--their chief, chiitswii7up, was well known as a whaler. LS said 

that once he dug around tl'uchp'it and found a lot of whalebones here. Although LS stated 

there are large amounts of California mussel shells present in the midden deposits at 

tl'uchp'it, he did not know if this was a mussel-gathering site in recent times. LS speculated 

that California mussels must at one time have been an important food for the 

tl'uchp'itaktupi7at!! people (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :30) . 

LS further noted that fresh water was available from a small stream that ran behind 

the village and out through the middle of the sandy beach here. When LS was young, in the 

late 1890s-early 1900s, house posts were still visible at tl'uchp'it (Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) . 

GL recalled his mother going to tl'uchp'it around 1940 to strip bark from the red 

cedar trees growing in this area. 

JS stated there is a place name for the distinctive bay at the end of the point at the 

southwest entrance to tl'uchp'it, but he did not recall it. 
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347. tukwnit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

' sea lion rocks' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 'place of sea lions' (JS) 

Tukwnit is the name of a rocky island off the point at the southwest entrance to 

tl'uchp'it bay (place name #346) . GL noted that the Hesquiat people used to hunt sea lions 

here. One of the Hesquiats who used to go here was a man named Jack Tom (GL). 

Tukwnit is likely the site referred to by Calvert (1980:94) as being "the nearest hauling out 

rocks [for sea lions] . . .  at Revel [Rafael] Point by Hot Springs Cove." 

348. hita,ktu (GL; JS) < hita,ktlis 'in the bush' 

This name is applied to an isthmus situated between the south end of tl'uchp'it bay 

(place name #346) and an unnamed bay to the south. Both GL and JS stated there is a trail 

that goes across hita,ktu. 

349. tl'ih,apuu7ist'a (GL; JS) < tl'i!!,apuu7a 'a man's ancestral name' (GL) 

Tl'ih,apuu7ist'a is the name of a bay and beach located southeast from hita,ktu (place 

name #348) . Both GL and JS said this was a place where people used to live. 

According to GL, a Manhousaht group known as the tl'ih,apuu7ist'a,kimlh took their 

name from this place, which in turn was taken from the name of a man called tl'i!!apuu7a. 

GL said this man was an ancestor of the Sv;an family, and that most members of the 

tl'i!!apuu7ist'a,kimlh group were killed by smallpox. 

GL said that he observed extensive midden deposits in several areas extending all the 

way from ZaZitl (place name #344) south to tl'i!!apuu7ist'a. 
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350. ch'ich'itis (GL; JS) 'perpendicular' (GL) 

This name is applied to 2 steep-sided rock islands located just offshore from the small 

point of land at the south entrance to tl'ihapuu7ist'a (place name #349) . JS noted there were 

a lot of green sea urchins around these islands. 

351 .  Zaaktlilh (GL; JS) 'cave' 

This name is applied to a hair seal rookery located northeast from Dagger Point. 

352. t'ii7iitsaka (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'boulders show at low tide' 

This name is applied to a long, sandy beach extending between Zaaktlilh (place name 

#351) and Dagger Point. 

T'ii7iitsaka was a place where the people would go to get bark from young cedars 

growing there. The outer bark was peeled off and then separated from the inner bark which 

was used to make pack baskets (GL) . 

353. ch'itis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'sideways; on edge' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 'perpendic11lar' 

(GL) ; 'edgeways (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

This name is applied to Dagger Point. Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and JS 

noted there were a lot of lingcod near this point. GL trapped mink around ch'itis and 

- recalled that around 1950, he saw domestic pigs from Cow Creek that had escaped and 

become wild around Dagger Point. 
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354 h, . '· 
• C dSYJ 

tcitsiya 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

SS; PW) 

'perpendicular' 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 11) 

This name is applied to Rafael Point on the southwest side of Flores Island and also to 

Mt. Flores located northeast from Rafael Point. 

Rafael Point is considered the boundary between the Manhousaht and the Otsosat on 

Flores Island (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Ellis and Swan 

1981 :18) .  
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3.3 OTSOSAT 

The tribal name Zuts'uus7atb. (anglicized as "Otsosat") meaning 'people of Zuts'uus, ' 

is derived from the name of their main summer village, Zuts'uus 'water gets into bay' (place 

name #364) now known as Siwash Cove on the south side of Flores Island. 

In 1789, Robert Haswell aboard the Columbia noted that "Otsoosuut" was one of the 

"towns" which the people of Nootka Sound visited and traded with (Howay 1990:107) 

Today, few people are of Otsosat ancestry. The tribe was decimated in a long war with the 

Ahousaht and their allies, after which the few survivors moved south and joined relatives in 

other tribes, and the Otsosat lands were partitioned among the victors (Drucker 1935-

1936:23: 14; 1951:344-353; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; SS) 

3.3.1 The Boundaries of Otsosat Territory 

Otsosat territory extended over a large area and included the southeast half of Flores 

Island, both sides of Millar Channel, all of Herbert Inlet, Bawden Bay, and likely much of 

Shelter Inlet. Some of this territory overlaps with lands that Luke Swan designated as 

Manhousaht territory, particularly those in Shelter Inlet. 

The Otsosat' s western boundary separating Otsosat and Manhousaht territories was at 

Rafael Point on the west side of Flores Island. Otsosat lands included the southern and 

eastern portions of Flores Island as far north as Hayden Passage (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

Ellis and Swan 1981: 18) .  LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976), GL and JS placed the boundary 

between the Manhousaht and the Otsosat on the north end of Flores Island between iraayi 
(place name #310) ,  a bluff at the northwestern end of Hayden Passage, and Dixon Point 

(place name #308) on the north side of Shelter Inlet. LS, therefore, assigned the western 

portion of Shelter Inlet and the northern portion of Sydney Inlet to the Manhousaht. In Ellis 

and Swan's publication, Teachings of the Tides, however, all of Shelter Inlet was said to 

belong to the Manhousaht (Ellis and Swan 1981 : 18) .  PW, however, placed the 

Manhousaht/Otsosat boundary between tukwuumit (place name #320) , a point of land 

slightly southwest of Starling Point, and the north shore of Shelter Inlet. Thus, PW assigned 
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all of Sydney Inlet to the Manhousaht, and all of Shelter Inlet to the Otsosat. Otsosat 

ownership of the head end of Shelter Inlet is confirmed in Drucker's (1935-1936:23: 14) 

fieldnotes concerning the Ahousaht/Otsosat war, which were recorded with George Shamrock 

and Fat Sam. In this story, Watta Creek (place name #491) was said to be an Otsosat site 

that was lost to the Ahousaht, whereas wapuukwh (place name #471) and ts'a,kamyis (place 

name #306) , both in Shelter Inlet, were said to have been Manhousaht places that were taken 

over. Elsewhere in Drucker's notes he stated that the wapuukwh were a group of the 

Otsosat. Concerning boundaries in the Shelter Inlet area, Drucker stated "Bluff this side 

Riley's Cove E to bluff across North Channel belongs to informant. " Drucker was referring 

to George Shamrock, who was the 3rd chief of Ahousaht at that time. But it is not clear if 

Shamrock was saying these lands belonged to the 3rd chief, or to the Ahousaht in general. In 
any case, he does suggest that Shelter Inlet was lost in the war (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14). 

The southeastern boundary of Otsosat territory is a place between Clifford Point and 

Chetarpe. GL, JS and SS all stated that the precise site of the boundary was at ma}!t'i1a 

(place name #592) . Drucker's (1935-1936:23: 14) notes seem to support maht'iZa as a 

boundary, although he is not clear on this point. PW, however, stated that the boundary was 

further south at kwa�malhimyis (place name #593) , slightly north of the Chetarpe Indian 

Reserve (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW). In support of this site as the boundary, PW 

noted that before the Ahousaht/Otsosat war, when the Ahousaht were staying at ch'itaapi 

(place name #595) , they used to sneak through this boundary at night to obtain herring on the 

Otsosat people's side. 

Regardless of the precise site of the boundary location between Chetarpe and Clifford 

Point, it extended in a southwest direction through Brabant Channel, past the Lawrence Islets, 

and out through Sea Otter Rock. The islands to the north, including the Whaler Islets, Hagen 

Reef and Bartlett Island were all in Otsosat territory (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW; GL; 

SS). 
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3.3.2 The Social Composition of the Otsosat 

According to Drucker (1951 :238),  the Otsosat appear to have been a tribe consisting of 

several local groups who assembled in the winter at maa,ktusiis (place name #423) ,  the site 

of the present-day Ahousat village. In his fieldnotes (1935-1936:23: 14), however, Drucker 

speculated that the Otsosat may have been a "confederation," a term Drucker (1951:220-221) 

used elsewhere to refer to a union of tribes that shared a name, a seriation of chiefs, and a 

common village site where each of the local groups comprising the tribes established a 

permanent longhouse. 

Data in Drucker's fieldnotes and information provided by PW (St. Claire and Webster 

1984; PW) , LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , GL, JS and SS do not necessarily support 

Drucker's "confederation" theory, and Drucker, himself, chose not to state it in his published 

description of Otsosat. Information relating to the composition of the Otsosat is fragmentary, 

and contemporary consultants were more familiar with the Ahousaht utilization of this 

territory, once the Ahousaht and their allies had taken it from the Otsosat. 

The names of three Otsosat local groups provided by Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) and 

confirmed by PW are the following: the hupp'i,kis7at!!, the ts'ikt'a,kis7at!!, and the 

wapuukw!!7at!!. 

The hupp'i,kis7at!!, according to Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14), were in the area of the 

Moyeha River at the head of Herbert Arm, under their chief "tsatsahc:nil."  SS believed that 

the name of this man may have been tsat-tsaa!!inilh, although he could not confirm that he 

was an Otsosat chief. PW recalled his own father speaking about the hupp'i,kis7at!! living in 

Herbert Inlet, but provided no details. 

If Drucker is correct in describing the hupp'ik,is7ath as a social unit at the "local 

group" level of sociopolitical organization, then it is likely that this local group' s  lands 

included all of Herbert Inlet and the Moyeha River. If hupp'ikis7at!! was an Otsosat local 
"' 

group, it is likely that chiefs's families of this group also controlled the chum salmon 

fisheries at iitsmakwits (place name #578) , pin7iitl (place name #579) and tikw'aa (place 

name #587) . 

There is some evidence to suggest that "family groups" controlled specific portions of 
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the Herbert Inlet/Moyeha River area. Drucker did note that one Otsosat chief owned the west 

side of Herbert Inlet and another chief owned the east side. Consequently, when this region 

was divided up after the war, the east shore and west shore distinction for both the inlet and 

the river was retained. Drucker's account of this division, provided by SS' s  grandfather, Fat 

Sam, was confirmed by SS, himself. The Ahousaht war chief, ,kamiina, was given the west 

side, and the 2nd chief of Ahousaht, !!aayuupinuulh, received the east side and the shoreline 

all the way around to Bartlett Island (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14). 

Another division within the Herbert Arm local group was known as either the 

amaZat!! (SS) or the yamaZath (PW), who lived up the Moyeha River at the site called 

amaZa (yamaZa) (place name #565) . According to SS, these people lived up the river all the 

time and never came out to the salt water until the Otsosat/Ahousaht war was over. After 

these people moved out to live among the Ahousaht, they became known as the mani7ath 

'on-the-shoreline people. ' They were permitted to live at the north end of the village of uusis 

(Zaa,huus, place name #677) along the beach, which is how they received their new name 

(PW; SS) . 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) the ts'ikt'akis7ath local group owned the 

Atleo River (place name #524) in Millar Channel. The names of "family groups" have not 

been recorded, although it is likely they owned the other chum salmon fisheries in Millar 

Channel at mutskwiZas (place name #501) , t'aZaa (place name #544) and t'uutsuukwtl!! 

(place name #450) . When the Otsosat lost the war, the Atleo River fishery was given to the 

son of a man named kwatyiitsmalhni, the 3rd chief of Ahousaht (kwatyiitsmalhni, himself, 

had been killed in the war) (Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 14) . Chief Atleo was a descendent of this 

man (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; PW; GL; JS) . 

The third Otsosat local group was identified by Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) a_nd by PW 

as the wapuukw,h7at!!. GL and LS referred to this same group as wapuukw!!takimlh. This 

group lived in the area of the Megin River, which was known as wapuukw!! (place name 

#471) , and took their local group name from this. One "family group" of the Me gin River 

Otsosat was known as the k'aa7inshta,kimlh 'crow people. ' During the war with the 

Ahousaht, this group became scared, moved up the Megin River to the lake and never came 

down again. Pieces of half -burnt wood and barbecuing sticks would sometimes be seen 
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floating down the river, indicating that these people were upstream, but eventually they 

disappeared (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 

1977; Webster 1983:63) . Mter the war, the Megin River and Megin Lake were given to 

mukwina, the Ahousaht head chief (Drucker 1951 :351; 1935-1936:23: 14) . 

The people who owned wati!! (place name #491) were a "family group" known as the 

watih7at!!tak,imlh (PW; SS) or wati!!tak,imlh (GL) . A story is told about a dispute among 

two brothers at wati!! that ended in the fissioning of this group and the formation of a new 

village at at'apk, (place name #205) at the north end of Hot Springs Cove. As there was no 

chum salmon at at'apk,, the brother who had moved here sneaked back to wati!! one night, 

captured one male and one female salmon and took them back to Hot Springs Cove. Mter 

the man released the salmon, chum salmon started going to Hot Springs Cove (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; PW; SS) . The Hot Springs Cove area was in Manhousaht territory, although 

this story suggests that the original settlement here was established by an Otsosat man. 

However, in a story recorded by Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) it was noted that at'apk, was a 

Manhousaht site. A close kinship between the Manhousaht and the Otsosat was 

acknowledged by LS, but at no time did he state that there was an Otsosat presence in Hot 

Springs Cove (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Mter the war, wati!! was given to an Ahousaht man named naana7anish (Drucker 

1935-1936:23 :14) . Concerning the identity of this man, naana7anish, SS talked with John 

Keitlah, the great-grandson of the Ahousaht 2nd chief, !!aayuupinuulh. SS was told by John 

Keitlah (who had the name naana7anish when he was young) that at the time of the war, 

naana7anish was the uncle of !!aayuupinuulh. However, neither SS nor John Keitlah were 

able to say for certain that they had heard that naana7anish had received wati!! after the war. 

The name of one other "family group" who owned the area around Cow Creek, known 

as hu7ii (place name #372) , on the south side of Flores Island was given by PW as hu7ii7at!! 

and by GL as hu7iistak,imlh. 
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3.3.3 The Ahousaht/Otsosat War 

The motivation for the Ahousaht/Otsosat war is said to have been the Ahousahts's  

desire to gain control of the chum salmon fisheries belonging to the Otsosat (Drucker 

1951:344) . LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) estimated the Otsosat had seven or eight valuable 

streams; Drucker's  (1935-1936:23:14) informants estimated they had eleven chum salmon 

streams; and PW estimated they had at least eighteen fish-producing rivers. This present 

report has documented the names and location of eleven chum salmon streams in traditional 

Otsosat territory, in addition to numerous streams where coho, pink and spring salmon 

spawned. 

The story of the Ahousaht/Otsosat war was recorded by Philip Drucker in 1935-1936, 

mostly from George Shamrock, but also from Fat Sam (the grandfather of SS, and the 

grandson of the Ahousaht war chief k,amiina) , and from "Mrs. Keitlah." Drucker's  (1935-

1936:23: 14) fieldnotes reveal several details, such as names of places where specific incidents 

are said to have occurred, that he omitted in his published account (Drucker 1951 :344-353), 

which is collated from the three versions he recorded. Arima (1983:108-117) reprinted the 

published Drucker version of the war story, adding paragraph breaks and sub-headings to 

make the events stand out more clearly. Another version of the war story has been published 

by Peter Webster (1983:59-64) in his book As Far as I Know. 

The composite version of the war story reproduced below follows mostly the Drucker 

published account, includes Arima's  sub-headings among others, and also incorporates 

information from Drucker's  fieldnotes. Additionally, details of the story known by SS that do 

not appear in any of the other versions, have been incorporated. Some portions of the war 

stOf'J i11 Drucker's  notes are \Vritten in Spanish; these have been translated. The Indian names 

of people and places have been confirmed with contemporary Ahousaht people and re

transcribed. 

The Ahousaht Seek Chum Salmon Through Marriage 

Prior to the war, the Ahousaht owned only one important chum salmon stream and, it 

is said, they often suffered food shortages because of their lack of fish. Their neighbours, the 
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Otsosat had many fishing streams, not only on Flores island, but also up Herbert Inlet, Shelter 

Inlet, and other areas. The Ahousaht decided to arrange a marriage for their 2nd chief, a man 

named !!aayuupinuulh, to an Otsosat woman, so that they could gain access to a salmon 

fishery. 

In time, a marriage was arranged between !!aayuupinuulh 

and the daughter of an Otsosat chief. But despite the alliance, the Otsosat would not let the 

Ahousaht fish, and did not provide any salmon streams as part of the bride's  dowry. That 

fall, !!aayuupinuulh and his wife quarrelled, and she returned to her home at maak_tusiis 

(place name #423) . 

The Start of Hostilities 

The following spring, !!aayuupinuulh sent six young men to bring his wife back 

home, but her father refused to allow her to go. The young men, offended, broke the tips of 

their paddles on the way home, and then reported to !!aayuupinuulh that the Otsosat had 

treated them roughly. 

The chief, !!aayuupinuulh, was angry, so when he happened to find two Otsosat men 

on "Twins Islet" [location not known], he killed them. The Otsosat men's families knew 

what had happened when the men's canoe drifted in empty. The head chief of the Otsosat 

ordered six of his warriors to go out to seek revenge. They found seven Ahousaht men 

cutting cedar poles at chawin7a (place name #634) to be used as drying racks for herring 

eggs. They killed and beheaded these men, and then displayed their heads from their canoe 

while paddling back and forth in front of the Ahousaht village. 

Peace Making 

The Otsosat didn't want war with the Ahousaht. To ensure the peace, arrangements 

were begun for the Otsosats to give two young girls to each Ahousaht war chief, to be their 

wives. One Ahousaht war chief named Ziilhchinak, who was partly of Makah ancestry, felt 

slighted in these arrangements, as he was not offered a wife. He slipped into the woods near 

the village and circled around to the back of the houses, so that he could see the Otsosat 

people dancing waxnik_inak ('land otter tlukwana') in the water around the Ahousaht 
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warriors's canoes. 

The man named .Ziilhchinak climbed a tree and lined up his sights on the Otsosats 

dancing on the beach. He fired and two fell. But the Otsosat saw the smoke from the 

musket coming from the tree where .Ziilhchinak had fired. An Otsosat sharpshooter named 

tli!!.uumalhni had seen .Ziilhchinak sneak away, and when he saw the smoke coming from 

the tree, he knew where he was. As .Ziilhchinak climbed down �he tree, tli!!.uumalhni took 

a shot at him. An old man who . was the uncle of Ziilhchinak, grabbed the butt of 

tli!!.uumalhni ' s  gun, causing him to miss so that he only knocked the hat off Ziilhchinak. He 

fired again, this time killing Ziilhchinak, the Ahousaht war chief. The Otsosat were enraged 

at his treachery, and dragged his body down to the beach in front of the Ahousaht. The 

Ahousaht had known nothing of the chief' s  plans and were quite unprepared. The Otsosat set 

the corpse up by impaling the chief' s  body on a yew wood stake, slashing open his belly so 

that his guts fell out onto the sand, and cutting off his testicles and tieing them to the pierced 

septum of the dead man's nose. 

Mukwina watched, but he forbade his people to fight. For the most part they were 

unarmed. 

The Ahousaht Declare War; The Otsosat Strike First 

The Ahousaht warriors met at ts' a!fwuulh!!. to make their plans. While meeting, they 

left their canoes out of sight behind the small island in the bay called t'ut'ukwis (place name 

#604) . Some men spoke about the hardships war would cause, as fishermen would not dare 

to go out often. The head chief, mukwina, didn't want war, as his mother was Otsosat. He 

insisted that the people move to kwaatswii (place name #768). 

Some of the warriors suggested that they attack the Clayoquot, as many of this tribe's  

warriors had been maimed from the explosion of the Tonquin [they had buried themselves 

under the sand at ch'ach'atits (place name #816) to ease the pain of their burns] . But 

because the Clayoquot had only two salmon streams, others thought that it would be better to 

attack the Otsosat, who had more. Chief mukwina was very much against this. The 

2nd chief of the Ahousaht, !!.aayuupinuulh, was laying down with his head under a blanket. 

When the others finished speaking, he got up and addressed mukwina: "Where is your 
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brother? Did he have a decent burial when he died? No, he is out there on the beach, propped 

up on a stake, with his guts all over the beach! You can do what you want to, but I am 

going to war. I am going to make war if I have to do it alone by hiding myself in the bush 

like a wild dog to kill every Otsosat I can catch! "  

The Ahousaht war chief, ,kamiina, had also been laying down with his head under a 

blanket. He had special medicine on him that would prevent anyone from contradicting his 
words. Kamiina stood up and he, too, sang his war song. The song announced that all the 

country would now know what he was about to do. He turned to !!,aayuupinuulh and said to 

him, "Nephew, I will be there with you." Then ,kamiina called out, "Stand up, all of you 

who will fight with !!,aayuupinuulh! "  Every man stood up, except for mukwina. Then the 

Keltsomaht war chief tl'ihisim stood up, sang his war song and announced that he would go 

with l!aayuupinuulh. He was so excited that he was crying and waving his fists in the air as 

he vowed his help to his grandson, l!aayuupinuulh. So they sent word to the Otsosat that 

they were coming to fight. 

The Otsosat response was swift. They sent out some war canoes and found seven 

Ahousahts, who they killed, beheaded, and displayed in front of the Ahousaht village. They 

wanted to attack the Ahousaht then, but decided against it because their enemy might hide 

behind the herring spawn-laden racks on the beach. They never got another chance quite so 

good. 

The Ahousaht Train For War 

Haayuupinuulh selected sixty warriors, and ,kamiina selected forty, and together they 

began to train for spiritual power to assist them in the war. Their training was directed by 

the mother of !!aayuupinuu!h, who knew special medicines that would help the warriors. 

Their ritual bathing and sexual abstinence lasted for eight months. During the waxing of the 

moon, they climbed up Catface Mountain, where they built a platform on which to pray. 

They sang war songs and prayed for success. Haayuupinuulh would stand singing while the 

young men threw dried leaves and gravel (representing buckshot) at him. His war song told 

how he would be as strong as the strongest wind when he attacked his enemy. 

Kamiina included ritual diving in his training. He would dive into the water and, 
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carrying his war club, would swim down to an underwater cave on Dunlap Island (known as 

ch'isaxsats, place name #725) , off Robert Point. Once he jumped into the water and bit a 

piece from the fin of a basking shark. Another part of his training involved trying to pull off 

a certain sea plant called ZalhZat'apt from the rocks outside of Zaah.uus (place name #675). 

His brother stood by and counted the waves. When the fourth wave receded, he raced down 

the rock, quickly grabbed hold of a plant and tugged it loose. In his other hand, kamiina 

carried his war club. 

The warriors also did more practical sorts of training, practising landings on hostile 

beaches, and going through manoeuvres in which they shot at each other with blunt, untipped 

arrows. One version of the war story states that during these mock skirmishes, one of the 

young men was unsuccessful in dodging an arrow which came at him with enough force to 

go clear through his cheek and into his mouth. His friends laughed hilariously, and a 

Clayoquot man who was watching shook his head and said that it was a poor way to prepare 

for war. One of the things the mother of h,aayuupinuulh did was to send young men over to 

the Otsosat' s outside camp at waZixs7i (place name #393) where they were to steal some of 

their cooking rocks, so she could put magical medicine on them. Then she had the warriors 

send a false message by a half-Otsosat messenger to the Otsosat that the Ahousaht were 

quitting the war and leaving their village at ts'atiikwis (place name #611) .  The Ahousaht 

moved instead to ch'itaapi (place name #595) . Some say the Ahousaht warriors moved to 

kw'ukw'ukwh,ulh (place name #702) . 

A Clayoquot man who was a spy for the Otsosat went to kw'ukw'ukwh,ulh to see if 

the Ahousaht were ready for war. He saw them rolling on the beach. Actually, the 

Ahousahts were just pretending they were not ready. The spy went back to the Otsosat and, 

poking fun at the Ahousaht, told the Otsosat that the .Ahousaht were rolling around, 

swallowing flies, and not at all prepared for war. 

At this time, the Ahousaht kept a watchman at ,kwu7ats'p'i,ka to keep an eye out for 

enemy canoes. They were expecting and ready for an Otsosat attack. The Otsosat came. 

The watchman signalled and the Ahousaht and Keltsomaht canoes went out to meet their 

enemy. The Ahousahts were using a fast war canoe known as ,kwah,uulh that belonged to the 

Keltsomaht. 
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In the meantime, some of the Otsosat went to ts'atiikwis and found that the Ahousaht 

had abandoned it, as the message had stated. Then the entire Otsosat tribe moved to their 

sites on the outside of Flores Island to begin fishing for halibut. An Ehettisat relative of the 

Ahousaht came by and saw them there, and carried word to the Ahousaht. Chief 

h.aayuupinuulh, himself, is said to have scouted the fishermen and found a large camp of 

them on Bartlett Island (known as nuZasakh, place name #398) where they were gathering 

mussels. Chief h.aayuupinuulh went home and assembled his men for a practice skirmish in 

the morning. That evening, the war canoes were launched. 

The Ahousaht Attack on Bartlett Island 

Off the southeast tip of Bartlett Island the canoes formed a line and h.aayuupinuulh, 

in a fast Keltsomaht war canoe, called for the other chiefs to follow him around to the 

eastward side of the island, while kamiina proceeded up the west side for an attack. The 

plan was to capture many women and children as slaves. Kamiina was put out, for he felt 

that he would have to carry the brunt of the attack, but he went anyhow. He led his men 

through the channels and found the Otsosat men sleeping in their canoes near ayiisakh (place 

name #371) in order to get an early start for the fishing grounds. They were going to fish for 

salmon by means of t'at'aat-s ('jigging') . The war canoes laid alongside the fishing craft 

and began killing and beheading the sleepers. One fisherman awoke as his companion was 

being slain, and se
_
eing no escape possible, said "Be careful, I am tsilhts'iihulh of the 

Clayoquot. I have ten fishing places at Kennedy Lake that I will give you, if you don't kill 

me. " The warrior called one of their party who was half -Clayoquot to hear what the man had 

to say. He looked at the man and said, "No, he is tsilhts'iihulh, an Otsosat. " With that, the 

man was killed. 

They caught another young man, who said to them, "Now, you don't have to worry, 

for you have got the principal Otsosat war chief. I am kimshtuup! "  The man was actually 

the younger brother of the war chief, who by stalling for time had hoped that the real 

k_imshtuup could escape. While they killed the younger brother, kimshtuup dove into the 

water and began to swim to Flores Island. He hid under the kelp, but because his feet stuck 

out of the water, he was seen, and speared as though he were a seal. Only one of the 
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fishermen escaped by swimming to Flores Island. He ran along the beach to warn the other 

Otsosat who were assembled at Zuts'uus (place name #364) . Kamiina's party seems to have 

spent some time pursuing Otsosat who took to the water. 

Finally )iamiina assembled at the camp on Bartlett Island with 78 heads. Chief 

!!,aayuupinuulh's party came down from the woods back of the camp with only two slaves-

two women, whom they killed on the beach. Only one of the Ahousahts was wounded: one 

of )iamiina's men got a spear through the throat which pinned him to the canoe. Kamiina 

pulled the spear out, and they tried to stop the bleeding with herbal medicines. The brother 

of the wounded man fainted as the spear was being extracted from the man's throat. 

Kamiina turned to the man who had fainted and told him abruptly, "Don't faint, sit up like a 

man. We are fighting the Otsosat now." 

At daybreak the war party displayed the heads to the Otsosat. War chiefs of the 

Otsosat danced on the beach to show that they were not afraid. The Ahousaht headed home. 

On their way home the Ahousaht encountered a Clayoquot chief returning from Nootka 

Sound. He seems to have thought the Ahousaht were on one of their practice runs for he said 

to them, mockingly, "Let's see what you caught last night. " Kamiina stood up holding a head 

in either hand, and one in his mouth, and the Ahousaht chiefs held up heads and took 

mouthfuls of salt water to spit on them. The Clayoquot man sat down in his canoe and 

covered his head with his blanket for shame. He was friendly to the Otsosat and was sure the 

Ahousaht could not win the war. He turned back to the Otsosat village. 

Once the Clayoquot chief got to Zuts'uus, he called out to them, "Otsosat, show me 

how many fighting men you have left! " The Otsosat warriors came down to the beach; there 

were still many of them--some say 400, others 600, some say as many as 800 left. The 

Clayoquot chief hated the Ahousaht, so he \Vent to shore and assembled the Otsosat chiefs for 

a meeting. He offered them Wickaninnish Island to hide their war canoes. He anticipated 

that the Ahousaht would move away from ch'itaapi (place name #595) , where they had been 

staying, when their war party returned. The Clayoquot chief was correct--the Ahousaht 

moved to Zaa!!,uus as soon as the warriors returned. 
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The Otsosat Attack Fails at 7aahuus. Vargas Island 

The Otsosat prepared and moved a large force to Wickaninnish Island, where they hid. 

They selected four young men, gave them pitch torches, and landed them · on the southeast tip 

of Vargas Island at huh.is (place name #638) . The four were to cut through the woods, and 

watch till the Ahousaht men set out in their canoes, then rush the village to burn the houses. 

Early in the morning, the Otsosat left their hiding place. Nearing Zaabuus, they saw 

some Ahousaht fishermen who had shoved off just before they came around the point. The 

Ahousaht saw canoes, but thought that they were a Clayoquot whaling party, and stood idly 

watching them for some time in the dim early morning light till they realized the canoes were 

in pursuit of the fishermen, who were frantically paddling for their lives. 

The Ahousaht began to holler to get ready. The father of h.aayuupinuulh said to his 

grandsons, who were half Otsosat, "Why don't you do something about this? Your mother is 

an Otsosat! " They ran down the steep beach, hollered to the warriors to wait for them, and 

jumped into the Keltsomaht war canoe, causing it to tip over. Some say it was mukwina 
I 

who tipped the canoe. The warriors couldn't do anything, because the boys were the sons of 

h.aayuupinuulh. Ten guns that were in the canoe got wet. After drying his weapons, 

h.aayuupinuulh set out. 

Meanwhile, the Otsosat had overtaken one or more canoes, killing several men, and 

transferring two captured women to the war chief' s  canoe. These women had been captured 

while they were gathering gooseneck barnacles on an island off Zaah.uus. The Ahousaht saw 

the canoes in the distance, but it was hazy, so they couldn't see well, and thought that it was 

a whaling party. The Otsosat were headed back to waZixs7i (place name #393) with their 

captives. But soon the Ahousaht pursuit came up--h.aayuupinuulh fired. He followed the 

big canoe with the captive women, picking off the occupants one by one. By mischance he 

killed the younger woman. The other woman, whose name was ts'ii!£appulh, was ordered by 

the Otsosat to plug the shot holes in the canoe, which she pretended to do, but really let the 

canoe take on water. 

Meanwhile, the four young men with the torches, including a man named Zaanis, who 

were supposed to create a diversion and demoralize the counter-attack, had got lost in the 

swamps on Vargas Isla11d, so that the Otsosat force gave up the attack and, scattering, took 
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flight in earnest. Zaanis had planned to take all the little Ahousaht boys as slaves. The 

Otsosat had obviously planned a complex operation, and one that might have worked had the 

young men not got "lost. " The main force was to make a feint to draw a counter-attack, 

incidentally knocking off the fishermen, then when the houses were fired they expected that 

the counter-attack would waver, some canoes would turn back, and in confusion the Otsosat 

would be able to attack decisively. 

Chief h,aayuupinuulh continued his pursuit. When there were but four men left he 

shouted to the woman to jump into the water. She did so, and h,aayuupinuulh called to 

another canoe to pick her up. Then l!aayuupinuulh closed in on the canoe and killed the last 

occupants. All but one was dead as he laid alongside; this man, named p'aZam, feigned 

death, then leaped up with a spear and hurled it pointblank at l!aayuupinuulh. The chief's 

uncle interposed an elkhide vest, shield-fashion, deflecting the spear. Then h,aayuupinuulh 

sang his war song and killed p'aZam. 

The Ahousaht were pursuing the remaining Otsosat canoes with no success. The latter 

swung outside Blunden Island, and in trying to cut them off, the Ahousaht went around the 

east side of Bartlett Island but lost ground when they found the tide too low to cross the sand 

spit at hita!ftlis. By the time they had crossed over, the Otsosat had escaped, beached their 

canoes, and ran along the beach to warn the people. The women were sent into the woods to 

hide. 

The Ahousaht Attack on Flores Island 

The Ahousaht made a fire on the beach to dry their guns, and made plans. The war 

chiefs told them not to falter under any circumstances. "If you see your elder brother die, 

don't stop or go back; leave him and close the enemy. Don't run straight; run up the beach 

dodging and zigzagging. "  The Ahousaht warriors wanted to kill tlih,uumalhni so badly that 

h,aayuupinuulh offered two girls to the successful shooter. 

Then the Ahousaht force proceeded by canoe to the village where the Otsosat were 

gathered, having a salmon feast, at a place called waZixs7i. As soon as they beached their 

canoes, an Otsosat sharpshooter named tlih,uumalhni began to pick them off from behind a 

house wall, and the rest of the men, in the houses, were holding their fire, so the charge 
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bogged down. One of the Ahousaht chiefs got shot through the forehead. He had been told 

not to wear his chief's headdress, as the Otsosat would kill a chief for sure. But he stuck his 

head out to see where the shots were coming from, and got shot, himself. The warriors knew 

that he might be killed as he had been yawning as they walked through the brush, a sign that 

his death was imminent. Someone suggested sending a party around behind the houses, 

where they fired, shouted, howled like wolves and blew Wolf whistles, but the Otsosat 

wouldn't leave. 

Then the Ahousaht thought of another plan. They had three volunteers, including the 

Keltsomaht war chief tl'ihisim, a man named wiitlaakinish, and a man named ZayaZa_!itl run 

in a zigzag manner along the beach to draw the enemy fire. Haayuupinuulh suggested that 

they do this, because he recalled that when geese run like this, he could never shoot them. 

The other warriors were to be ready to dash up to each house before the defenders could 

reload, then squat with their backs to the walls and lift up, wrenching the boards loose to 

expose the defenders. A fire party was told to open fire as soon as the boards came away. 

The men who ripped the boards off would be shielded, it was believed, by the boards, which 

would probably fall on top of them. The plan worked as scheduled, the Otsosat letting 

themselves be duped into wasting their shots; the boards were ripped off, and the Ahousaht 

shot all the people they could see in the houses. The Ahousaht warrior ZayaZa]itl had seen 

the knee sticking out and had taken a shot. It was the knee of the Otsosat man named 

tlihuumalhni, who was their best shot. His wife was with him, helping, so she dragged him 

away from the battle. 

After the battle, ZayaZaktl put his short gun in the fire to heat it, and using magic 

words, wished that tlihuumalhni's leg would swell up with infection. Tl'ihisim got shot in 

his rear end, but the wound wasn't too bad, and he v1as tough. The warriors joked with him 

and told him that it was just a scab! 

The Ahousahts didn't want to see any of their warriors' s  heads on stakes, so they had 

several brave men in a canoe come ashore and retrieve the bodies as the Ahousahts were shot. 

They had to dodge buckshot, arrows, and stones from sling shots as they retrieved the bodies 

on the shore. Chief mukwina, who had been watching from a canoe, decided to join in, as 

several A_housahts had been slaughtered on the beach. He broke from cover and ran the 
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length of the beach to a vantage point on the far end, where he threw himself down, happy to 

find himself intact. Suddenly, he heard the gravel shift behind him, and thought that an 

enemy was approaching. He was relieved to learn that the slave he had brought with him had 

flopped down beside him, having followed him under the enemy fire, much to mukwina's 
surprise. When he inquired why, the slave replied that he took the chance "because if you 

had been killed, your people would have killed me anyhow." A group of · Otsosat now 

counterattacked, trying to drive the Ahousaht off the beach. Chief mukwina shot three of 

them, breaking up the attempt. Finally, the Otsosat burst out of the backs of the houses and 

fled into the woods. The Ahousaht didn't pursue the Otsosat who ran away, as they saw that 

their enemy had left barbecued salmon roasting around a fire, and the Ahousaht warriors were 

hungry. Then the Ahousaht looted and burned the houses. They had lost four men, and had 

a number of wounded. 

Raid and Counter-Raid 

On the way home the Ahousaht stopped at ts'akwuulhh (place name #606) and had 

another meeting. The head chief mukwina said that he wanted to stop fighting the Otsosat as 

one of the chiefs had been killed. This position had a lot of support among the warriors. But 

haayuupinuulh, who had been silent, stated that he was going to continue. The warriors 

tl 'i!:!isim and wiitlaakinish also stood up and vowed to continue with him. They resumed 

their training, shooting arrows at each other. 

By this time in the war, one hundred and forty Otsosats had been killed. The Otsosat 

had a meeting. Some of them wanted to abandon their territory on the coast, which they 

thought would stop the fighting. Those who lost close relatives, however, insisted on carrying 

on. A Manhousaht man came to the meetin_g and offered to help. The Otsosat sent a war 

party to ts'atiikwis to attack the Ahousaht, and eight men and two women were killed. The 

Ahousaht resolved to retaliate immediately. They sent out their spy, a half-Otsosat man 

named iinits'iih, to naxwakis (place name #337), where the Otsosat had retreated to. The 

spy returned and reported that the Otsosat were all there, and had set up deadfall traps all 

along the trails leading to the site through the bush, so the beach was the only possible 

approach. A sizable party landed on the beach one morning at dawn. The Otsosat met the 
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attack and drove the Ahousaht off the beach. A considerable number of the Ahousaht were 

injured, although no one was killed. 

Meanwhile, tlihuumalhni, an Otsosat war chief who had killed Ziilhchinak (the first 

Ahousaht to be killed) , die':l of a wound he had received in the battle at waZixs7i. He had 

gone to visit the Clayoquot and while there had asked a man to cut a piece of gunshot out of 

his leg. This man was the brother of the first Ahousaht who had been killed, so now the 

brother took revenge. He cut deeply into tli!!uumalhni's leg and cut a major artery. The 

Ahousaht found the body in a cave, having been informed of its burial through relatives at 

Clayoquot. They took it home, announcing that tlihuumalhni was coming to visit, set it up 

on the beach and disfigured it in the same manner as the Ahousaht warrior had been treated 

at the beginning of the war. 

They carried on a war of attrition, watching for, and picking off fishermen from time 

to time. Meanwhile, they laid claim to and began utilizing the various fisheries of the 

Otsosat. 

When the Ahousaht spy came back from the Manhousaht village at Zupnit (place 

name #229) he reported that the village was fortified and that deadfall traps had been set on 

the trails leading to the village. The war chief, tl'ihisim, didn't relish the idea of another 

frontal attack, but the beach was the only approach. TI'ihisim certainly didn't want to go 

near the traps. The Ahousaht attacked from the front. During the battle, the war chief 

grabbed several men and his brothers killed them. Then haayuupinuulh told tl'ihisim that a 

man who had killed one of the Ahousaht chiefs was hiding in the comer. Haayuupinuulh 

couldn't kill them, himself, as he was already hanging on to three! Many Otsosat and 

Manhousaht men were killed. The surviving chiefs surrendered their goods and their lands, 

includit1g the following villages and fisheries: nuZasakh (place name #398), Zuts'uus (place 

name #364) , ayiisakh (place name #371), kiixapi (place name 373), tl'ihtl'aa (place name 

#377) , ts'aat-suhtisiis (place name #387) , waZixs7i (place name #392) , k,at,kwuuwis (place 

name #412) ,  k_waatswiis (place name #413), maak_tusiis (place name #423) , tikw'aa (place 

name #587) , pin7iitl (place name #579), muuyahi (place name #555) , t'aZaa (place name 

#544) , ts'ikt'a!iis (place name #524) , and watih (place name #491). 

The Otsosat su..rvivors, who were still numerous, moved up to the head of Shelter Ann 
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and to the Megin River, and the Ahousahts moved to the former Otsosat village of ts'ikt'akis 

(at the mouth of the Atleo River) . Again the Otsosat tried to take revenge. A party of four 

canoes came down from Megin Lake. Three or four men paddled each canoe, while the rest 

hid out of sight in case they saw their enemy. They did meet a Clayoquot man and told him 

they were going after clams and mussels. That night they attacked the Ahousaht village, 

killing many, among them the 3rd chief, kwatyiitsmalhni [or, kwatsiitsmalhni], although his 

son, aa7inchat, escaped. They didn't enter the head chief's house. The wife of 

kwatyiitsmalhni was badly cut as she tried to protect her husband by laying on top of him. 

The next day, the son of kwatyiitsmalhni went to ts'atiikwis to tell !!aayuupinuulh that his 

fellow chief had been killed. 

The chiefs !!aayuupinuulh and ,kamiina assembled a force and set out in their canoes 

for the Otsosat village on Megin Lake. They asked mukwina to go with them, but he 

refused. He already had sixteen camps and villages and was satisfied with that. In a surprise 

attack, the Ahousahts killed many of the enemy, and took alive a chief of rank equal to that 

of kwatyiitsmalhni and !!aayuupinuulh. Kamiina was ordered to kill the Otsosat chief, but 

first they told him they would spare his life if he performed certain degrading acts. He did 

so, and after ridiculing him, they clubbed him to death. 

In the fall, both the Ahousaht and the Otsosat got ready to dry salmon. As the Otsosat 

came out of their refuges to go fishing at "tsisaqhtin" [unidentified site] , the Ahousaht killed 

many of them, one by one. Chief !!aayuupinuulh told his sister to go to tell the Otsosat that 

their troubles were over and that they would now be friends. The woman left and found the 

Otsosat at Zupnit (place name #229). But this was just a trick and when the Otsosat moved 

down to ,kwaatswiis, they were again attacked. Some say that the woman who volunteered to 

deliver this message to the Otsosat was a rJgh-ranking woman named ts'awiis. 

Clayoguot Involvement 

But there were new troubles in store for the Otsosat. When they had attacked the 

house at ts'ikt'a,kis, they had mutilated kwatyiitsmalhni 's wife, who was a Clayoquot 

woman. Now her relatives vowed to avenge her injuries. In the spring, the chief ordered his 

People to embark in small canoes and ma_ke for 7upnit. Thev agreed to sav thev were on 
.1.. - ., ......, • ., 
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their way to Hesquiat to buy fish, if anyone should ask their destination. They camped 

overnight with the Otsosat and spent their time dancing and visiting with them. 

Early in the morning, the leader of the Clayoquot party climbed on the roof of one of 

the houses and shouted, "Manhousaht women, get up now to cook our breakfast! "  This was 

the signal that had been arranged, and the warriors fell on their unsuspecting hosts. They 

butchered the entire camp. On their way home, the avengers passed the Ahousaht village, 

and displaying the heads they had taken, shouted out, "Look, kamiina, here are some of the 

wild ones you couldn't catch! " Kamiina heard the taunting remarks and went down to the 

beach to reply, "Why did you you do that! Those Otsosat were my food, and I am hungry for 

more! " 

Last Attack and Fall of the Otsosat 

Kamiina assembled a war party and found a group of Otsosat at kiishhniliwus (place 

name #263) , at the head of Sydney Inlet. The warriors crept up close to the houses under 

darkness, and as they lay peering in through the cracks in the walls, scouting the situation, 

they heard a young Otsosat say, as he sat making a spear, "I'd like to see that great kamiina. 

I'd run this into his guts and take his head! " Kamiina's people were in position and this was 

too good a cue to miss. He bounded in the doorway, shouting, "Here I am! Now go ahead 

and kill me! "  The young man dropped his spear in fright and kamiina killed him. The 

warriors swarmed into the house and killed all the Otsosat except a few who bolted into the 

woods. Now the Ahousaht seized the following Manhousaht villages and fisheries: 

wapuukwh (place name #471), ts'akamyis (place name #306) , ts'a7ii (place name #294) , 

muchachilhh (place name #281), and kiishhnikwus (place name #263) . 

The Chiefs Distribute the Spoils of War 

The Ahousaht warriors returned home with some captives, among them a young chief 

who owned the west shore of Flores Island from Rafael Point to naxwa!9s (place name 

#337). They took the young chief down to the beach and called for mukwina to come down 

and kill him, so that he would be the owner of his property. Mukwina refused, for the young 

cJ-iJef v1as a relative of }lis. So k_amiina sang his war song, clubbed the young chief, and 
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shouted to the people that the beach and half of muuyahi (place name #555) were now his. 

The war was over. The Ahousahts, however, decided that the salvage and sealing rights to 

this outside beach should go to the Clayoquot for their assistance in the war. 

One of the captives was the chief of the Herbert Arm people. He was down on the 

beach cleaning off his blanket. Kamiina saw him there and suggested to haayuupinuulh that 

he kill him. He handed him his war club, saying "Now is your chance to own Herbert Arm. " 

"I am sick of war," haayuupinuulh said. "You do it." So Jiamiina took the club and, 

finding the chief sitting on the beach, clubbed him to death, while singing his war song. 

Because he killed the chief, Jiamiina took the west side of Herbert Arm, and gave 

haayuupinuulh the east side. The Keltsomaht chief tl'i,hisim received kiishhniJiwus (place 

name #263) . The warrior naana7anish was given watih (place name #491). Aa7inchat, the 

son of kwatyiitsmalhni (the third chief) , was given ts'ikt'aJiis (place name #524) . In 

addition to being given half of muuyahi, haayuupinuulh was given the shoreline from there 

all the way around to nu.Zasakh (place name #398) . The head chief, mukwina, was given 

the Megin River and Megin Lake. 

The Otsosat's Last Stand 

The few Otsosat survivors moved out, going to live with relatives at Hesquiat or down 

to Barkley Sound. Some went further, to Quileute in Washington State. A few assembled on 

a fortified site on a knoll called "qotsmeLa" [unidentified site] , and let it be known they were 

in an impregnable position, and that they planned to assemble the scattered warriors, and then 

attack the Ahousaht. The chief, J:!aayuupinuulh, looked the situation over and planned an 

operation with alternative plans of attack. The primary plan which they tried first was to land 

on the beach and attack. But the Otsosat fort commanded the beach too efficiently, and the 

slope was too steep for an effective charge. The Ahousaht were unable to establish a 

beachhead. Haayuupinuulh withdrew his forces and then proceeded with his alternate plan. 

He sent marksmen to places some distance on either side of the forest on the high hill behind 

it. Then he detailed a party of axe-men to fell the largest trees on the hill behind the fort. 

Several trees fell, doing but minor damage to the fort, which the defenders were able to 

repair, but finally one huge tree came cras!ting down and stove i..n the whole rear wall. The 
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tree itself is said to have killed a considerable number of Otsosat. Others were killed by 

sharpshooters. Mukwina took an active part in this battle, distinguishing himself by picking 

off an Otsosat chief at 100 yards, a remarkably long range for the weapons of the time, which 

were trade muskets crammed full of buckshot. Only a few Otsosat managed to escape 

through the woods. 

An Ahousaht War Chief Seeks Revenge 

The last incident occurred some time after, when kamiina was on his way to Barkley 

Sound and encountered a man named Zaanis, who had been one of the four men sent to burn 

the Ahousaht village but, instead, got lost in the swamp. Kamiina seized the man and took 

him to the Ahousaht village. In the morning, he had some men bring the captive to the beach 

while kamiina, himself, got on top of a roof and sang and shouted for the Ahousaht to come 

out, as he had something to show them. When the people came outside, he told them they 

had a visitor, Zaanis, who once had planned to burn their village. They began to mock the 

man, but he stood silent. He refused to do any degrading acts to save his life. Then an 

Ahousaht threw a stone, hitting him in the head, and he died. The Ahousaht spread the story 

that he had died of shame. 

Kamiina received a lot of territory from fighting in the war, but because he was a 

warrior, and not a chief, he decided that it would be better if the chiefs held this property. 

Some of the people didn't feel that he should have these lands, and !famiina grew tired of 

listening to their arguments. At that time, he decided to hold a puberty feast for his daughter. 

She had been born at the beginning of the war, and had now become a young woman. 

During the feast, he fustructed his daughter to trip on the floor. Then kamiina stood up and 

sang a potlatch song. He announced that he was forfeiting the lands he had conquered. 

Instead, the 3rd chief, aa7inchat, was to have the authority of distributing the lands that had 

been taken from the Otsosat. 

Trophies of Heads 

The Ahousaht won the war, as they had more guns and ammunition which they 

obtained through their relatives, the Nuchatlet. They were reinforced on several occasions by 
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the Nuchatlet relatives of ,haayuupinuulh, who gave them two hundred rifles, and the Makah 

relatives of .Ziilhchinak, who gave them ammunition. It is said that during the war, Jiamiina 

and ,haayuupinuulh took about eighty heads each, tl'i.b.isim got fifty, nat'aawitshitl [or, 

natl'aawitshitl] , another Keltsomaht warrior, got sixty, and the brother of Jiamiina took ten. 

The head counts of others were not recorded. 

Dating the War 

The Ahousaht/Otsosat war was lengthy and bloody. It has been estimated by some to 

have lasted approximately fifteen years (Webster 1986:64; Drucker 1935-1936:23:14) . But 

when this war actually took place can only be estimated by examining fragments of related 

"facts" transmitted along with the oral history. For example, one of Drucker's (1935-

1936:23: 14) Native consultants, Fat Sam, stated that his grandmother was born around the 

time the war started, and was post-pubescent when it ended. SS confirmed he had also heard 

Fat Sam (who was his grandfather) mention this on several occasions. Fat Sam, who died in 

his eighties in 1939, SS stated, also used to tell how he was a young boy of about 5 when the 

Kingfisher was plundered (in 1864) . Assuming 25 years for a generation, this means that Fat 

Sam's grandmother would have been born circa 1810. SS also recalled Fat Sam telling him 

that the war began a year or so after the American vessel Tonguin was blown up (in 1811). 

Thus, in SS's view, the war began around 1812. 

Another perspective on the time of the war is provided in Peter Webster's  (1983:60) 

own publication. Although it is stated in this book that the war occurred "sometime in the 

1840's or 1850's," PW pointed out that he did not provide these dates, himself. Rather, this 

was a conclusion drawn by his editors, PW stated. PW did say, however, both in his book 

(\Vebster 1983:60) and on several occasions while being interviewed in
'
June, August, and 

October 1990, that the war occurred in the time of his great-grandfather (PW's father's 

father's father) . Genealogical data provided by Peter Webster date the war to the 1820s. 

Drucker (1951:345) , himself, suggested that the war occurred in the "early decades of 

the nineteenth century. " This supports the range of time suggested by SS and PW through 

genealogical reckoning. A recently-published summary of Westcoast culture suggests this war 

occu..rred h1 the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (Arima and Dewhirst 1990:393) 
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but the authors of this article do not indicate how these dates were determined. 

The story of the war, including the surprise massacres, the taking of slaves and trophy 

heads, and the recounting of the names of the heros and their relationship to contemporary 

Westcoast people, is still the topic of lively conversation today, almost two hundred years 

later. 
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3.3.4 Otsosat Place Names 

Place names #355 - #421, #450 - #547, and #582 - #594 can be found on map 5; place 

names #422 - #449 on map 6; and place names #548 - #581 on map 7. 

355. tl'uchp'itaktupi (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; SS) 

'in line with tl'uchp'it' (GL) 

This name, derived from tl'uchp'it (place name #346), applies to a fishing bank south 

from Rafael Point. LS commented that this fishing bank was on the Otsosat side of the 

Manhousaht/Otsosat boundary (see the discussion of place name #354). On one occasion, LS 

referred to this same fishing bank by a slightly different term, tl'uchp'itaktu (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . The local name for this fishing bank is "Cabbage Patch" (JS) . 

Among the bearings for tl'uchp'itaktupi fishing bank are Rafael Point and the low 

peak northeast from tl'uchp'it (JS; St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

Spring salmon and coho, halibut, and lingcod are all caught at tl'uchp'itaktupi fishing 

bank (Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976; GL; PW; JS) . 

356. nitZa (GL; JS) 

< niitZatu 'use board to descend cliff' (GL) 

Tnis is the name of a creek not far east from Rafael Point. There is good, clean 

water in this creek, GL stated, but no fish are found here. 

357. nit7a7atimt (GL; JS) 

< niitZatu 'use board to descend cliff' ( GL) 
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The name nitZa7atimt is applied to the area where the cliffs begin, at the east end of 

the beach immediately east of Rafael Point. 

358. shaaxw7an7ilh (GL; JS) 'sound made by moving pebbles' (GL) 

This name is applied to a cave near the shoreline southeast of Rafael Point. 

Shaaxw7an7ilh is so named because there are pebbles on the floor of this cave and when a 

wave hits the cave, the pebbles roll around and make a loud rattling sound ( GL). 

GL noted that there are a lot of land otters at this site. 

359. !iwa7aJ!ulh (GL; JS) 'red ochre on rocks' 

This name is applied to a rocky point with red coloration on it, just south of 

shaaxw7an7ilh (place name #358). Lingcod were obtained off this point (GL) . 

., 
360. umaa!i-waJ!suu7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and 

, 

Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'green sea or river coming out of creek' 
, 

< umaa!f 'green slimy growth' (GL) 

Umaa!f-waJ!suu7a is a small creek situated just east from !fwa7a!!ulh (place name 

#359) . According to GL, there are no fish in this creek. A person had to be careful when 

walking near the mouth of this creek because of the abundance of slimy weeds growing here 

(GL). 
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361. Zaakmakhsis (JS) 'grassy beach' 

This is the name of a bay immediately southeast of u�aak-wahsuu7a (place name 

#360) . 

362. maamukwtakwulhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

'where women worked' ( GL) 

This name is applied to a large, distinctive rock formation with an overhang on its 

shoreward side, located slightly northwest of maa�u7as (place name #363) . Women would 

sit in the protection of this overhang while working (GL) . PW explained that women wove 

mats here (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . According to GL, a lookout was stationed on top of 

this rock. 

363. 
' maanu7as 

mano'is 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'house along the bank' 

< mab.t'ii 'house' (GL) 

(Drucker 1951 :239) 

Maariu7as is the name of a midden mound on the narrow point of land at the western 

entrance to Zuts'uus (place name #164).  Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL stated 

that the maa�u7is7atb. ("Manhousaht") tribe took their name from this mound which was 

formerly part of an Zuts'uus7ath ("Otsosat") village site. MaaJu7as was the place v1here 

�aasJin7is, described by LS as "the chief from Zuts'uus, " had his longhouse (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) . 

It was after �aas�n7is married the 2 daughters of taa!in7isim, the 

tlaashtluukwi7atb. head chief, that the tlaashtluukwi7atb. became known as the 

maaJu7is7atb.. This was after each of the 2 new wives of �aas�n7is gave birth to a son. 

The older boy was selected to be cbief at Zupnit (place name #229). When the boy moved 
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from Zuts'uus over to Zupnit, the tlaashtluukwi7ath became known as the maa.\u7is7at,h. 
This new tribal name was taken from the place called maa�u7as where riaas.Jin7is, the new 

chief' s father, had his longhouse (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Drucker (1951 :239) incorrectly located the place name "manU'is" [maariu7as] at 

Zupnit, rather than at the western entrance to Zuts'uus. 
When viewed in June of 1990, an extensive midden mound (marking the area where 

houses were located) extended from maa6u7as northwest along the shorline towards 

maamukwtakwulhh (place name #362). Today, a non-Indian's cabin and garden are located 

on part of the site at maariu7as. GL was told that people were living in the vicinity of 

maaJu7as until the early 1900s (see also the discussion of place name #364) , and that their 

water supply was in the vicinity of maamukwtakwulh,h. 

364. Zuts'uus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

Ellis and Dewhirst 1977) 'water gets into bay' (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984); 'water comes in at high tide' (GL) ; 'calm water 

(Dewhirst and Swan 1977) 

au'tsos (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

autsos (Drucker 1951:239,347) 

The area now known as "Siwash Cove" is called Zuts'uus. This was the main 

summer village of the several groups comprising the Otsosat tribe, and the place from which 

the name Zuts'uus7ath (anglicized as "Otsosat") was taken. 

The Otsosat people went to Zuts'uus beginnL�g in :rvlarch and A.pril. Here L�ey 

camped while fishing offshore for halibut (GL; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . 

PW recalled staying at Zuts'uus with his parents and grandparents when he was a boy. 

Here he saw many canoes filled with halibut being brought back to Zuts'uus from the halibut 

bank at tl 'uchp'itaktupi (place name #355). PW also stated that other seafoods were 

collected from the vicinity of Zuts'uus, and that seals and (in former times) whales were 

hunted nearby (St. Claire and Webster 1984). 
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During the 1950s, GL stayed at Zuts'uus for a couple of winters in the house of Old 

Joe Titian, along with GL's wife' s  brother and John Keitlah. The three men were trapping 

around the south end of Flores Island. 

According to GL, the Titian family's house was the last to be occupied at Zuts'uus. 
This house was located inside the cove, just west of the present-day non-Indian cabin at 

maa�u7as (place name #364) . Other houses were located at one time inside the cove� in the 

vicinity of the Titian house ( GL) . 
GL stated that an American halibut ship from Seattle was ship-wrecked and washed 

ashore at Zuts'uus around 1920. 

In 1951,  a trapline (T0108T449) covering the entire south end of Flores Island from 

Rafael Point on the west, to slightly northeast of Whitesand Cove on the east, was registered 

in the name of Noah Thomas (British Columbia 1990) . 

365. pakw'aa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'a string of rocks' 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

The string of rock islands south from Zuts'uus (place name #364) is called pakw'aa. 

Hair seal were hunted here, and people gathered goose barnacles here (GL) . 

366. pakw' aa (JS only) 

This fishing bank, located south from pakw' aa (place name #365) , takes its name 

from pakw' aa. Halibut, lingcod, spring salmon, and coho are caught here (JS) . 

367. 
. ' 

chichwaa (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< chichichi 'teeth' 
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A lingcod bank situated south and slightly west of Zuts'uus, and north of pakw'aa 

fishing bank (place names #364 and #366 respectively) , is known as chichJ.aa. LS (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) said this fishing bank is called chich�aa because the lingcod here have 

"real big teeth. " Although this specific spot, chichJaa, is identified as a lingcod bank, LS 

pointed out that in fact lingcod can be found in areas not far offshore, all the way from 

Rafael Point to Zuts'uus. 

368. hu7ulh (GL; JS) 'resting place' 

This name is applied to the rocky islands situated off the point at the southeast 

entrance to Zuts'uus (place name #364) . 

GL noted that his father used to get cormorants from these islands. The birds would 

stay there at night, so the hunters in their canoes would sneak up on the birds, grab them and 

wring their neck. 

Both GL and PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) commented on the abundance of hair 

seals here, and GL noted there were lots of tommie cod [kelp greenling] offshore. 

369. Zayisakwis (GL; JS) < Zayis 'many things on beach' 

The two small bays located immediately east of hu7ulh (place name #368) are known 

as Zayisakwis. No use of either bay was known to GL or JS. 

370. tl'iihsit (GL; JS) 'red coloured' 

This name is applied to a small creek southwest from Cow Creek. The water in this 

small creek is the colour of tea. GL noted that there are no fish in this creek. 
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371.  ayiisakh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 19744-1976; GL; JS; SS) 

'cleared area' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

aiyisak (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

LS, JS, and SS all applied this name to Cow Creek, itself (but see place name #372), 

whereas GL and PW applied the same name to the area between Cow Creek and the small 

creek to the southwest that is called tl'ii}!sit (place name #370) . GL pointed out that the 

English name, "Cow" Creek, is derived from the fact that a non-Indian named Fritz Patrick 

used to keep cows in this area. 

In. the old days, GL noted, this area was used as a camping area while fur sealing and 

fishing for halibut. Later, a non-Indian (Fritz Patrick) had a house here on the west side of 

Cow Creek. Old Titian used the lumber from this house and resided at this site ( GL) . 

Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

commented that only humpback salmon go up Cow Creek. The people stayed here in the 

cleared area while fishing, PW noted. 

GL was told that a vessel was shipwrecked here in the early 1900s. Remains of this 

wreck could still be seen on the beach here in the 1940s ( G L) . 

372. hu7ii (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 

Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL applied this name to Cow Creek, 

itself (but see also place name #371). PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) stated that there was 

formerly a village on the east side of Cow Creek. The people residing here were an Otsosat 

"family group" known as the hu7iistak,imlh, according to GL, and were considered to be the 

owners of Cow Creek. PW recalled his father talking about these people--he called them 

hu7ii7at}!. 

Only humpback salmon ascended Cow Creek, but the run was generally large. In 

recent times, many Ahousaht people would go to Cow Creek in August to get these fish. 
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Mostly beach seines and drag nets have been used recently to fish in the river and off the 

beach here (GL) . 

373. kiixapi (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 

kihapi (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

This name is applied to the second bay east from Cow Creek. GL stated that kiixapi 

was a place where Otsosat people formerly lived. This is confirmed in Drucker (1935-

1936:23: 14) where kiixapi was described as an Otsosat settlement, although no details of its 

utilization were provided. 

374. tlapuu7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

lhapuu7a (GL; JS) 'apart' 

These terms apply to the point of land immediately east from kiixapi (place name 

#373) . GL noted that coho go up a little creek here, and that there are a lot of land otters in 

this area. 

375. sayachtsiyis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) 'long beach' 

Only LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) applied this name to the beach identified by 

others as faakhsis (place name #376). Mter hearing LS's term, sayachtsiyis, for this same 

place, GL stated that the name sayachtsiyis applies only to the northwest end of ;aakhsis 

beach. PW, however, was of the opinion that LS was merely describing this same beach by 

another term that also means 'long beach' <Yaakhsis also means 'long beach, ' PW noted) . 

PW said that he had not heard yaakhsis called sayachtsiyis. 
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376. Jaakhsis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

'long beach' 

This name is applied to a long sandy beach (see also the discussion of place name 

#375) that extends all the way from lhapuu7a to tl'ihtl'aa (place names #374 and #377 

respectively) . GL noted that razor clams were dug along the beach here, and that in his time, 

only old people ate these clams. Lots of kinnikinnick grew along the beach here--people ate 

the berries and smoked the leaves as tobacco (GL). 
' 

Y aakhsis was a place where drift whales occasionally came ashore. One landed here 

in 1926 but it was completely decayed ( GL) . 

377. tl'ihtl'aa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'red rocks' < tl'ihukw 'red' 

LELa (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

The point of land at the south end of faakhsis beach (place name #376) is called 

tl'i!!tl'aa because of the red-coloured rocks here. The creek west from the point is known by 

the same name. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , GL, and PW all noted that coho used to go 

up this creek. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) identified tl'ihtl 'aa as an Otsosat settlement but provided 

no details of its utilization. 

GL said that in rJs father's early days, a man named "Old wiischa" used a cylindrical 

fish trap, in conjunction with a weir, to catch coho in this creek. 

Apparently, there were a lot of hair seal and sea otter off this point (GL) . 

According to GL, a ship was wrecked off this point in the 1920s. 
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378. lhalhiyipk,wapiihwaas (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW; SS) 

'in line with lhayipk,wapiih' 

A halibut bank located south from tl'ihtl'aa (place name #377) and in line with Shot 

Islet is known as lhalhiyipk,wapiihwaas. This term is derived from lhayipk,wapiih which is 

the name for Shot Islet (see place name_ #407) . 

GL noted that in addition to halibut, particularly large lingcod can be found at 

lhalhiyipk,wapii!!waas, and PW noted that spring salmon and cohos were caught here. 

379. kiina!!apis (SS only) < kinaahtskwi 'clam shell ' 

' nuZasak,h (JS only) 

Both of these names refer to a small, shallow halibut bank situated southeast from 

lhalhiyipk,wapii!!waas fishing bank and north of Sea Otter Rock (place names #378 and #380 

respectively) . This same fishing bank was identified by JS as the "Juzasakh bank, " named 

after Bartlett Island which is located not far to the northwest (see place name #398) . 

380. haaniik (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS) 

'sea otter' 

This name is applied to Sea Otter Rock. PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) , GL and 

SS confirmed that sea otter could be hunted here, although GL explained that this has not 

been done for a long time. 

SS stated that the right to hunt sea otters at Sea Otter Rock was owned by an 

individual, but there was a disagreement over just who the owner was. This was because the 

Otsosat/Ahousaht boundary line passed right through Sea Otter Rock, SS explained (this was 

coP..fi.rmed by PW). There v;as a place on Sea Otter Rock where sea otters came very close 
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and were easily speared, SS explained. An Ahousaht man would sit on one side, SS was 

told, while an Otsosat man sat on the other side, and the two of them would argue over who 

should spear the sea otter. SS's  information about this rock was partially confirmed by 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) who stated that "both A. [Ahousaht] & Ots. [Otsosat] claimed Sea 

Otter rock." 

PW stated that the only person he had heard about who went to haaniik, to get sea 

otters, was an Otsosat man named tl 'itl 'iits-sulh. 

381. tl'itstka7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 

This name is applied to several tiny islets at the furthest-west end of the Garrard 

Group of islands (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL). PW explained that the meaning of 

tl'itstk,a7a is 'white on the rocks' (?) , with reference to the constant breaking of waves here. 

No Indian use of this area has been recorded. 

382. t'a�aachisht (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 'baby rocks or islands' 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

T'at�aachisht is the name of several islets just east from tl'itsk,aa7a (place name 

#381) in the Garrard Group of islands. According to PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) , 

t'atriaachisht was a hair seal hunting area. 

383. tl'ak,ak,imilh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'covered with bushes ' 

The largest island in the Garrard Group of islands is known as tl'ak,ak,imilh. No 

L'"ldian use of tlris island is known. 
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GL noted that in the early 1900s an American named Fritz Patrick, who had a farm at 

Cow Creek, was said to have been ship-wrecked on this island for about a month before he 

was rescued by a Hesquiat man named Pascal. 

384. ts'iwapts'us (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

< ts'iwaap 'lower j aw of a whale' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 

'whale's  intestines' (GL) 

This name is applied to a small bay on the south side of Flores Island, just east from 

tl'ihtl'aa (place name #377) . GL stated that after the Otsosat people harpooned a whale, they 

would tow it into this little bay for butchering. 

There was one Indian house at ts'iwapts'us in the 1920s, GL added, but he could not 

recall who lived here. PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) noted that "hippies" live here today. 

385. cha7is (GL; JS) 'island at beach' 

Cha7is is the name of a little island off the beach at the west end of ts'aakhsis (place 

name #386) . 

386. ts'aakhsis (GL; JS) 'rivulets of water come out along beach' 

This name is applied to a long, sandy beach that extends from ts'iwapts'us to t'ukwis 
(place names #384 and #389 respectively) . 

387. ts'aat-su!!tisiis (GL; JS) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 
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Ts'aat-su,htisiis is the name of a small creek which drains into the central portion of 

ts'aakhsis beach (place name #386) . GL stated that the meaning of ts'aat-su,htisiis refers to 

the creek appearing to come out from the sand after a heavy rain. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23:14) identified ts'aat-su,htisiis as an Otsosat settlement but 

provided no details of its utilization. 

JS recalled trapping mink here in the 1940s-1950s with John Keitlah. 

388. chaachin,!iis (GL; JS) 'little islands off beach' 

This name is applied to several tiny islets off the central portion of ts'aakhsis beach 

(place name #386) . GL noted that there are a lot of sea anemones here. He recalled that his 

parents and grandparents used to get them at low tide and steam-cook them with salal leaves 

(see also Ellis and Swan 1981 :71) . 

389. t'ukwis (GL; JS) 'narrow beach' 

This name is applied to a little cove located just east from the east end of ts'aakhsis 

beach (place name #386) . 

390. lhulhuus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'flat beach' (GL) ; 'flat' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

Lhulhuus is the name of a beach located just southeast from t'ukwis (place name 

#389) . No Indian use of this beach is known. 
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391. tl'aalhtl'aaJia�ulh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) 

' small bushes along the rocks' 

TI' aalhtl' aaJiaJuih is a small island located south from the southeast end of lhulhuus 
beach (place name #390). 

GL stated that he trapped mink and otter on tl'aalhtl 'aaJiaJuih island along with his 

father and brother. Black bass and salmon were caught offshore here (GL). 

392. t'aakswi7ulh (JS only) 'go through' 

The small passage between tl'aalhtl'aaJiaJuih island (place name #391) and the tiny 

island south of it is known as t'aakswi7ulh. It is possible to pass through here by boat (JS) . 

393. waZixs7i (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; JS) 

w;)'aahs.i (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

w�'ehsyi 
wo'aihsi 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

(Drucker 1951:349) 

This name is applied to a former Otsosat village site and to a large creek situated not 

far west from Kutcous Point. 

Both PW and GL noted that the village site was on the \Vest side of the creek. It 

appears from LS 's description of this site (Dewhirst and Swan 1977) that there is a low hill in 

the vicinity of waZixs7i and there was a type of defensive site associated with this hill. 

Possibly the low hill in question is the one situated just southwest of the mouth of this creek. 

WaZixs7i was the site of a battle between the Otsosat and the Ahousaht. A 

composite, summary account of this attack is as follows: the Ahousahts crossed the creek and 

attacked, drawing the Otsosat fire to one side while other Ahousaht warriors exposed their 
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enemies by removing the boards from the Otsosat houses. Once the boards were removed, 

the Otsosat were fired upon, resulting in many deaths. A counterattack was attempted, but 

finally the few Otsosat survivors fled into the woods and the Ahousaht moved in and burned 

the village (Drucker 1951 :349-350; GL; Dewhirst and Swan) . 

A man named "Old hachin" told GL that the Otsosat had muskets at the time of the 

battle, although LS stated that the weapons used in the battle here were "spears, arrows and 

clubs" (Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . Howver, the use of muskets is confirmed in the version of 

this battle published by Drucker (1951 :349-350) .  

JS stated that coho went up the creek at waZixs7i. 

394. ts'achit (Ellis and Swan 1974.;.1976; JS; PW) 
< ts'aa ' current' (PW) 

Tibbs Islet, located southwest from Kutcous Point and northwest from Bartlett Island, 

is called ts'achit. 
JS stated that a tiny rock islet not far southwest of Tibbs Island is known locally by 

the commercial gooseneck barnacle collectors as "Suicide Rock. " There is an Indian name 

for this islet, JS added, but he did not recall it. 

395. huhu!fach (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 'visible only at low tide' (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) ; 'capsized canoes' (JS) 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1 974-1976) and JS applied this name to Hagen Reef. 

396. kwnkiit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'seagull resting place' 

This name is applied to an islet west from Hagen Reef. GL recalled going to !fwn!fiit 
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with his brother in the 1930s to get seagull eggs. 

397. tlakishp'i,!ia (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'standing on top' (?) (GL) 

A group of small islands situated off the northwest tip of Bartlett Island is called 

tlakishp'i,!ia. Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL stated that this was a good 

place to collect chitons. 

398. 
' nuZasakh 

niieasuk 
no'asak 

' 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; GL; JS; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) 

< nuZaas 'camping spot' ( GL) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

NuZasakh is the name applied generally to all of Bartlett Island and specifically to a 

village site on the west side of the island. PW stated he was unable to provide a translation 
, 

for nuZasakh, but GL suggested it is derived from nuZaas which he translated as 'temporary 

camping spot. ' No translation of riuzasakh was provided in Ellis and Swan (1974-1976) or 

in Dewhirst and Swan (1977) . 

On one occasion, Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) referred to the Otsosat "gathering 

mussels" at Bartlett Island. But PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) , JS, and GL all referred to 

�uZasakh as a whale hunting base for the Otsosat (see also the com_ments below) that later 

became the property of the Ahousaht. 

Drucker described an incident where a heavily-armed Ahousaht war party attacked the 

Otsosat at �uZasakh one night, and finding a group of Otsosat fishermen sleeping in their 

canoes, ready to make an early start on fishing, the warriors massacred them. Apparently, the 
, 

war party chief's victory was rewarded--he took possession of the coastline from nuZasakh to 

Herbert A.rm (Dntcker 1951 :347; 1935-1936:23:2) . 
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Old Atleo, named kiista, who died around 1950, was one of the last men who went 

whaling from here (GL) . His house and smokehouse at Juz.asakh were still standing in the 

1960s (GL). Today, his grand-daughter, Mrs. Edwin Frank, has a house at this site (JS) . 

GL noted that although there was a spring on Bartlet Island, obtaining fresh water was 

often a problem. 

LS (Dewhirst and Swan 1977) and JS stated that this was where people camped while 

halibut fishing off Cleland Island. As well, people stayed here while fur seal hunting (JS; 

Canada and British Columbia 1914a) . 

According to JS, a salmon fishing bank off Bartlett Island is also known by the name 
' nuZasakh (see place name #379) . 

All of Bartlett Island, amounting to about 138 acres and described as a "village and 

fishing station," was set aside for the Ahousahts as Indian Reserve #32 during the 1912-1916 

Royal Commission on Indian_ Affairs. In one of the Royal Commission documents it was 

reported there were 4 houses at �uZ.asakh in 1914; in another document it was stated there 

were 4 houses here (Canada and British Columbia 1914a; 1916:4:882,891,895) . 

In 1937, a trapline (T0108T492) that included all of Bartlett Island and the islets off 

its southwest shore, was registered in the name of Fatty Thompson (British Columbia 1990) . 

399. nachuu7a (JS only) 'lookout' 

The name for this slightly-elevated area on the point immediately south of nuZ.asakh 
village site was told to JS by John Keitlah. When he was young, Keitlah was instructed by 

his mother to sit here wid watch for canoes returning from offshore. 

400. t'upchwiyahsuu7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 

< t'upch 'narrow opening' 

T'upchwiya!!suu7a is a small, constricted bay on the southwest side of Bartlett Island. 
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The entrance to this bay is so narrow that only one canoe could pass through here at a time 

(GL) . Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL stated that women gathered basketry 

grass in this bay. 

401.  hita,ktlis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

' at far end of island' 

A site at the southeast end of Bartlett Island is called hita,ktlis. According to PW (St. 

Claire and Webster 1984) and LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) there used to be a small village 

here. Both PW and GL noted that people camped here in April during fur sealing times. The 

Titian family used to live here, in addition to the George Jacobsen family (GL) . Salmon and 

halibut were obtained in this area as well (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

402. ZitmaZa,ktl (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS) 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL applied this name to the Lawrence Islets 

and also to the pass north of these islets. They stated that gooseneck barnacles, chitons, sea 

urchins and blue mussels could be collected here. Both GL and JS noted that the pass 

between Edwin Reef and the north end of the Lawrence Islets was a good place to troll for 

coho and spring salmon in the summer. 

JS applied this name only to the pass between Edwin Reef and the northern side of the 

Lawrence Islets (he did not apply this name to the islets, themselves) . For approximately the 

past twenty years, JS stated, this pass has been known locally as "Bullshit Pass," as its Indian 

name is derived from Zita,ktl 'lie' (GL confirmed this derivation and translation). However, 

PW repeated in October 1990 what he had said in August 1984--that the meaning of 

ZitmaZa_ktl is associated with 'giving' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . PW specified that this 

word actually refers to 'a  special type of giving' (SS confirmed PW' s translation) . 
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403. puxwpuxwsh (JS only) 'blowing' 

The name puxwpuxwsh is applied to the area immediately east from the most 

northerly tip of Bartlett Island because the waves hit the rocks here and shoot straight up. 

404. Jiwayatsimilh (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'wolf island' 

The small islet off the east side of Bartlett Island and southwest from the Whaler Islets 

is known as Jiwayatsimilh. According to GL, this place is called 'wolf island' because a 

female wolf and her litter were once seen here. GL recalled his grandmother telling him 

never to go to this island, although she did not explain why. 

405. ch'iitkwa!Jakwanu7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; GL; JS) < ch'iitkwa!Jak 'herring rake' 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 

This name is applied to the largest of the Whaler Islets, located east from Bartlett 

Island. PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL both stated that the dead trees on this 

island, when viewed from a distance, resemble the teeth of a herring rake ( GL added that 

ch'isaap, the dorsal spines of rockfish, were used as needles on herring rakes) . 

Although there is a 11ice beach here which was sometimes used as a campi.ng site; 

there is no fresh water on the island, GL noted. 

406. hiyuut (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

< hiyitl'iik 'lightning snake' 
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The most northerly Whaler Islet is called !!iyuut. PW explained that people believed 

lightning is caused by a lightning snake hitting a tree, which makes the tree's  bark peel off, 

and that this had happened at !!iyuut (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) . 

407. lhayip,kwapii!! (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976; JS) 
'salal bush on island' < lhayiipt 'salal (Gaultheria shallon) 
leaf' (PW) 

Shot Islet, located northeast from !!iyuut (place name #406) and southeast from 

Kutcous Point on Flores Island, is called lhayip,kwapii!!. GL pointed out there is, in fact, a 

lot of salal on this islet. 

A fishing bank west from Bartlett Island is named lhalhiyip,kwapii!!waas (' in line 

with lhayip,kwapii!!') because Shot Islet is utilized as one of its bearings (see place name 

#378) . 

Chitons and giant red sea urchins can be obtained here (St. Claire and Webster 1984) , 

as well as abalone and green sea urchins (GL) . GL added that at one time, there were many 

land otters on Shot Islet. Spring salmon were caught by trolling nearby ( GL) . 

In the mid-1950s, the fishing boat Centennial was found wrecked at the south end of 

Shot Islet. What remained of the boat was taken to the Ahousaht graveyard where it remains 

as a monument today. Those who were lost at sea at this time were: MacPherson George, 

Wilfred George, and David Jacobsen (JS) . 

408. masa,kwush (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

GL) < maas 'roasting blue mussels on an open fire' (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984) ; < maasaa 'bubbles that rise up when needlefish 

school into a ball ' ( GL) 

The Kutcous Islets, off Kutcous Point, are called masa,kwush. PW stated that 
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masa,kwush is derived from maas which means 'roasting blue mussels on an open fire' but 

stated that he did not know why these islets are so named. GL agreed with PW that there is 

a term maas that has this same translation. However, he commented that in fact there are 

very few blue mussels here. GL stated that masa,kwush is derived not from maas but from 

maasaa which he translated as 'bubbles that rise up when needlefish school into a ball. ' 

There were, indeed, many needlefish in this area, GL added. In the vicinity of these islets 

was a good place to obtain salmon; they could be caught here at any time of year by trolling. 

As well, sea urchins and California mussels were obtained from the Kutcous Islets (GL). 

GL was told by his father that on the southwest end of the largest islet of the more 

northwesterly group of Kutcous Islets, there is a low rock face that drops vertically into the 

ocean. Here, grey whales were said to come at night to rub against this cliff in order to rid 

themselves of barnacles (the term for 'getting rid of barnacles' is wikitut-lh, GL noted) . 

There are marks on this rock face where where the whales have been rubbing, GL added. JS 

confirmed the grey whales 's use of this site, in this manner. 

According to biologist Jim Darling (1990: pers. comm.) , there has been an 

occurrence of this type of "rubbing behaviour" against a rock island by a grey whale recorded 

in the Clayoquot Sound region. However, Dr. Darling was not aware of such grey whale 

behaviour occurring at this specific site (masa_kwus!!) (see also the discussions of place 

names #63 and #182) .  

. 409. saap7a (GL; JS) 'person imitating a wolf's movements' 

T'ne Otsosat used to practice wolf dtuals on this islet, wrJch is the largest of several 

islets off the southwest end of Kutcous Point (GL) . 

People travelling in canoes past this islet were careful to be quiet as a "large and 

dangerous" cod fish was said to live around here (GL) . 
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410. nana)!waas (GL; JS) 'chin sticking out' 

. This is the name of a very small island located just offshore from the end of Kutcous 

Point and immediately southwest of the larger island called p'aawats!fi (place name #41 1). 

GL pointed out that just off nana)!waas there was a t'apsulh 'ritual diving place' that his 

father used. 

41 1.  p'aawats!fi (GL; JS) < p'awats 'nest' 

ts'ix-wats-sats (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'bowl-shaped eagle's nest' (?) 

< ts'ix-watin 'bald eagle' (GL) 

Both of these terms refer to the small island situated immediately offshore from the 

southeastern end of Kutcous Point. 

LS described this island as the place "where the eagle is always looking around for 

fish" (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL noted that there are, in fact, bald eagle nests here. 

Off this island is a good place to get octopus. There are clams on the north side of the 

island, although the area where they are found is quite rocky ( GL) . 

412. k_at,kwuuwis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS; SS; PVI) 

'cut people' s  heads off [in warfare] ' 

qatqos (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

kut-co-us (British Columbia and Canada 1916:III:882,891) 

"Kutcous" (as in "Kutcous Point") is an anglicization of k_atk_wuuwis, the name 

applied generally to this entire point of land, and specifically to an area at the southwestern 
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end of this point, directly north of saap7a island (place name #409). PW said this site was 

so named ('cut people's  heads off [in warfare] ') because war captives's heads were cut off 

here (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . GL added that this was done in connection with the 

Ahousaht-Otsosat war. 

According to PW, katkwuuwis was originally an Otsosat summer encampment. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) also identified katkwuuwis as an Otsosat settlement, but provided 

no details of its utilization 

Around 1900, GL was told, the katkwuuwis village site was used as a base from 

which the Indian people went out fur sealing. PW stated that an Ahousaht man named Hall 

Mack used to stay at katkwuuwis while fur sealing. 

In the waters off Kutcous Point, the people caught lingcod by using small, live fish as 

bait to attract them to the surface where the lingcod were gaffed (GL) . 

The Ahousaht people requested in 1914 that katkwuuwis be set aside as an Indian 

Reserve. In May 1914, an Indian man named "Josephus" told members of the Royal 

Commission on Indian Mfairs that there were then a total of 6 houses at katkwuuwis village. 

Josephus (who PW identified as Josephus Peter) said that he had built a house here, himself, 

as had his father and his father's father before him. One of the members of the Royal 

Commission stated that katkwuuwis village was one of the most important Ahousaht fishing 

stations, and had been utilized as such for a very long time. The Commissioner reported 

there was a smokehouse here, in addition to the houses, and noted this was a particularly 

important place for the people to smoke-dry spring salmon for winter food. Halibut were also 

obtained here, the Commissioner added (Canada and British Columbia 1914b) . 

Later in 1914, the surveyor for the Royal Commission indicated the location of 6 

houses at !fat!fwuuwi_s--they were in an east-west row parallel to and not far north from the 

beach at the southwest end of Kutcous Point (Green 1914b). 

A 98.2-acre reserve, identified as containing the site of an "ancient village and fishing 

station," was set aside in February 1916 as Kutcous Indian Reserve #33 for the Ahousaht 

Indian Band (British Columbia and Canada 1916:4:882,891,895-897) . 

GL described "5 or 6 houses" which he said were at kwaatswiis (see also the 

discussion of place name #413) when he went there in the 1920s. However, it seems more 
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likely a couple of these houses described by GL were, in fact, at the k_atk_wuuwis village site, 

and were among the same houses referred to in connection with the Royal Commission on 

Indian Affairs (see the preceding discussion) . 

As far as GL knew, among the owners of these houses (which he said were at 

k_waatswiis) were the following: wiischa (GL's Ahousaht granduncle) ; an Ahousaht man 

named !:!anya!!; and another Ahousaht man named p'uuk_wtlulh (nicknamed "Porkchops"). 

GL added that at this same village site in the 1940s-1950s, only one house remained--it was 

owned by Policeman Tom, tl'askimilh (who was of Ahousaht, Manhousaht, and Otsosat 

ancestry) and his brother-in-law, an Ahousaht Indian man named tsiixwis, William Fattie 

(who later became known as William Little) (see also PW' s comments in connection with 

place name #413). 

413. k_waatswiis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS; PW) 

'going to and fro' (?) (GL) 

qwatswis (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

aa7ink_wus (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; JS) 

Although there were some disagreements concerning these place names, it appears that 

both of them refer to the shoreline area along the southwest portion of Whitesand Cove, 

encompassing the northeast portion of what is now the Kutcous Indian Reserve. 

The same area marked on St. Claire's map as k_waatswiis, and also identified by GL 

as kwaatswiis, was marked on Ellis's map as aa7inkwus. LS did not give the term 

k_waatswiis, and PW did not give the term aa7in,kwus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976) . JS agreed with the location of aa7ink_wus as given by LS and David 

Ellis, but was of the opinion that k_waatswiis is slightly further south, in a small cove on the 

north side of Kutcous Point. Both JS and GL noted there is a freshwater spring just 

northwest of this little cove, and GL said that women used to collect ch'itapt (basketry grass) 

near this spring. 
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Both PW and GL said that Jiwaatswiis was a former Otsosat village site. This is 

confirmed by Drucker's  (1935-1936:23: 14) identification of Jiwaatswiis as an Otsosat 

settlement. 

As has been discussed (see place name #412) ,  a couple of the "5 or 6 houses" that GL 

referred to as being at Jiwaatswiis in the 1920s, were very likely actually at the katJiwuuwis 

village site at the southwest end of Kutcous Point. In 1914, when there were 6 houses at 

JiatJiwuuwis, there was only one house at Jiwaatswiis--this one Indian house was identified 

within the area that was to become the northeast comer of the Kutcous Indian Reserve (Green 

[1914]) .  It was stated in Royal Commission documents that "an old Indian man" lived in this 

house for 2 months or so each year but that people used to live here "a  long time ago" 

(British Columbia 1914a; 1914b) . There is independent confirmation of this latter statement 

in Richards's 1861 chart, where an Indian village is indicated in the area that many years 

later became the northeast comer of the Kutcous Indian Reserve (no Indian name for this 

village is given on Richard's  chart) . On this same chart, no village was shown at the end of 

Kutcous Point (Richards 1861).  

PW recalled seeing 2 houses at Jiwaatswiis when he was very young, around 1915. 

One of these houses, PW recalled, belonged to an Ahousaht man named yimscha, and the 

other belonged to tl'askimilh (GL also noted that tl'askimilh had a house at Jiwaatswiis--see 

the discussion of place name #412) .  As far as PW knew, another Ahousaht man, wiischa, 

also had a house at Jiwaatswiis at one time (GL also said wiischa had a house here) . SS 

added that Fred Thomas once lived at Jiwaatswiis. 

According to GL, the beach at Jiwaatswiis was a good place to dig clams, including 

horse clams, during the summer. These were steamed and eaten. Crabs were also found 

here. In the waters nearby, Indian fishermen obtai..1ed jacksprings during the · months of April 

and May (GL) . 

414. chuupis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS) 'person bending down' 
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Chuupis is the name of the beach in Whitesand Cove that extends from the rocky 

point at the northeast comer of the Kutcous Indian Reserve, east to the point that is north of 

the McKinn Islets. PW stated that he didn't know why this place was identified by a term 

meaning 'person bending down' (St. Claire and Webster 1984), but GL explained that there 

are a lot of cockles in this area of the beach, and people have to bend over to collect them. 

GL said that this site was a particularly good place to get shellfish in the winter, when large, 

wind-blown waves chum up the cockles so they can be picked up. 

GL's  father told him that large numbers of Canada geese used to go to chuupis at 

certain times of the year to eat hashk,iits (eelgrass, Zostera marina) . 

There was a spring with a small creek emanating from it at chuupis, GL stated. 

Pubescent girls would bathe here, although this was last done before GL's time. There was 

an Indian trail from chuupis that extended north to · the southwesternmost end of Matilda Inlet 

(see place name #443) .  The Indian people at Ahousat used to call this the "Mink Trail" and 

it has continued to be used in recent years (GL) . 

GL said that his grandfather, Louie, known as iik_sta, had a whaler's  shrine in a 

meadow about a quarter of a mile north of Whitesand Cove. 

415. ch'a!!amyis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 

'chopped off by hand adze' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 

'carved with an adze' ( GL) 

This name is applied to a tiny islet just offshore from the eastern end of Whitesand 

Cove. Cockles and razor clams can be found around this islet (GL) . 

416. cha!!taakwis (GL only) 

This name is applied to a tiny islet located just south of ch'a!!amyis (place name 

#415) .  
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417. ch'ithtaak (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'cut off' 

The place referred to as ch'ithtaak by PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and by GL 

is different than the place called ch'ithtaak by LS (Ellis and Swa� 1974-1976) and JS. 

For PW and GL, ch'ithtaak is the name of the islet just off the point of land at the 

south end of k'iilhxnit (place name #420) . Ch'ithtaak was utilized as a burial island, GL 

noted--he recalled there was still a body here in the trees in the 1920s. 

For LS and JS, ch'ithtaak is the name applied to the larger of the 2 small islands 

immediately south of the point at the eastern end of Whitesand Cove. 

418. ZaZaats'itakwulhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; 

Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

The McKinn Islets located east from Whitesand Cove are known as 

ZaZaats'itakwulh!!. Although PW (St. ·claire and Webster 1984) stated he did not know the 

meaning of Za.Zaats'itakwulh!!, GL speculated the meaning might be related to an Indiafl 

doctor (shaman) being put on these islets while in a trance. 

It was GL's opinion that there are a lot of clams on these islets, but PW said that only 

"a few" clams were obtained here. PW added that chi tons and sea urchins could be obtained 

from these islets (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

According to GL, there were formerly burials on the McKinn Islets. 

419. tl'atl'athinkwuu7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS; PW) 

'sand dunes' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

(PW) < kwa!!mJs 'red ochre' 
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Both of these place names refer to an area at the east end of the beach that is east 

from Whitesand Cove. Tl'atl'at!!in,kwuu7is refers to the numerous sand dunes here. On one 

occasion, PW stated that ,kwa!!uulhh is also used to refer to this same place (however JS was 

of the opinion that ,kwa!!uulhh refers to a different site--he did not recall where) . 

GL was told that a long, long time ago an underground passageway extended from 

tl'atl'athinkwuu7is north to the southeasternmost end of Matilda Inlet (see place name 

#441) .  JS noted that a trail connected these two sites. 

420. k'iilhxnit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974; JS) 

'stinking seaweed (on beach) ' 

This name is applied to a long beach, known locally as "Powell Beach, " on the 

southeast end of McNeil Peninsula. 

K'iilhxnit was a former village site, GL stated, but no one has lived here for a long 

time. GL recalled seeing a tree burial in the 1920s near the southern end of k 'iilhxnit. As 

well, GL stated there were burials in the vicinity of Yates Point which is near the north end 

of k'iilhxnit. 
A trail connected k'iilhxnit with kw'uuts'itlulhh (place name #440) in Matilda Inlet 

(JS) . 

421 .  Za7ukwnak (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

Tarner, Ellis and Swan 1976; GL; JS) 

'it has a lake' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

This name is applied to a lake that was formerly situated west from the small bay 

north of Yates Point, and to this bay, itself. According to GL, this lake was drained after the 

construction of the Ahousat Boarding School here around 1900. Comments made by LS, in 

the course of discussing this place name, suggest that the lake drained into this small bay 
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north from Yates Point (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . PW added that as far as he knew, this 

lake drained into this little bay. 

Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL stated that there was once a sockeye 

fishery at Za7ukwnak (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . The sockeye that spawned in this lake 

were the small, rich-tasting variety known as ch'akw'aZin (see also the discussion of place 

name #148) . According to GL, the sockeye in this lake disappeared when an Otsosat man 

who had a premonition that his enemies were coming, laid 4 corpses (which he obtained from 

the tree burials at k'iilhxnit, place name #420) in this creek. This stopped the sockeye run, 

and thereby denied fish to his enemies. 

LS (Turner, Ellis and Swan 1976) stated that bog cranberries (Vaccinium oxyxoxxus) 

were found here at Za7ukwnak. 
JS pointed out that a trail led from the vicinity of this lake over to kw'uuts'itlulhh 

(place name #440) inside Matilda Inlet. Another trail leading to k'iilhxnit joined this trail 

(JS) . 

422. maalhts'aas (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW) 

'house near end' (PW) 

The area at the southernmost end of the beach along the eastern side of Marktosis 

(Ahousat) village, west from the point, is known as maalhts'aas. GL noted that his father 

lived here at one time (this was confirmed by PW) . 

423. maa!ftusiis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< maa!ftus 'moving one side to another' (St. Claire and Webster 

1984) ; 'cross over back and forth' (GL) 

mark.tu.sis (Hankin 1865) 

mak.tass.is (Torrens 1865) 

moktoosis (Guillod 1882:162) 
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mark.to.sis (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

marktosis (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:854) 

maktiisis (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14; 1951 :239) 

maktosis (Drucker 1951 :344) 

maaqtusiis (Webster 1983) 

Maa.ktusiis, anglicized as "Marktosis" but better known as the Ahousat Indian village, 

is a narrow isthmus located near the middle of the McNeil Peninsula. Today the Ahousat 

village occupies both sides of this narrow isthmus, as well as areas to the north and south of 

it. 

Drucker (1951 :344) stated that prior to the time this entire area was lost to the 

Ahousaht in war, maa.ktusiis was the winter village of the several groups comprising the 

Otsosat. LS explained that both sides of the isthmus were utilized as winter village sites by 

the Otsosat. The outside (east side) of the isthmus was particularly vulnerable to southeast 

storms during the winter months, so whenever it became too rough on the ocean · side, the 

Otsosat moved to the inside (west side) of the peninsula, only several hundred yards away. 

As LS noted, the name of this site, maa,ktusiis, refers to the people's movements back and 

forth across this isthmus (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . 

In 1864, in retaliation for the Ahousahts' s scuttling of the ship Kingfisher in Matilda 

Inlet, the village of maa.ktusiis was bombarded by the gunboat Sutlej (Hankin 1865) (see also 

the discussion of place names #429, #497, #524, #555, #556, #568, #579, and #620) . In 

connection with this incident, G L was told that the gunboat and its crew destroyed many 

Ahousaht canoes. This was confirmed in the archival documents--a total of 80 canoes were 

said to have been destroyed (Hankin 1865) . 

In 1890, 230 acres were set aside as "Mark.to.sis" Indian Reserve #15 for the 

Ahousaht Indian Band. The reserved lands included both sides of the isthmus and areas both 

north and south of it. Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly noted when he visited 

maa.ktusiis in June 1889 that the village here consisted of 28 houses, a Roman Catholic 

church, and a mission house. A few potato gardens were behind (west from) the village. It 

was also noted that the people here were "expert canoe builders" and that "a large number of 
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canoes" were being constructed at the time of O'Reilly's visit (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

The s�etch map ·accompanying the Minute of Decision which set aside Mark.to.sis I.R. 

#15 indicates that the houses were then situated in 2 parallel north-south rows along the east 

side of the isthmus. This same sketch map indicates graves only in the southeastern comer of 

the reserve. Where the graves are located today, on the east side of the north end of the 

reserve, is indicated on this map only as a large area of sand (O'Reilly 1890b) . 

A photo in the possession of Peter Webster illustrates the placement of houses in the 

maa)itusiis village in the early 1900s. Following is a description of some of these houses 

and the names of their owners, beginning at the south end of the village on the outer (eastern) 

beach, as recalled by PW: 

longhouse #1--the furthest-south longhouse belonged to the tl'its'aa7ath, one of the groups 

comprising the amalgamated Ahousaht; 

longhouse #2--north from the tl'its'aa7ath house was the longhouse of McPherson George, 

the head chief of the amalgamated Ahousaht. This longhouse was called �iis�aas (translated 

by PW as 'firmly affixed to the ground' --see also the discussion of place name #46), and 

stood here until about 1920. Then, a house made of sawn lumber was constructed on this 

same site. The new house was called lhap!!,iyachisht. On this site today is a house owned 

by Corbett George, son of the present-day Ahousaht head chief, Earl M. George; 

longhouse #3--immediately north of the head chief's house was the longhouse of the head 

chief's extended family. This longhouse was named kwuukwit)ichik but was changed to 

matstaas when the house was modernized. This house belonged to the Seitcher family; 

longhouse #4--north from this was the longhouse of John Keitlah's father (whose Indian name 

was chiit .. suupshiilh) , the second chief of the amalgamated Ahousaht It was situated just 

east from the present-day Band office, where the road is located today. This house was 

called !!,u!!,tin. When this house was renovated with milled lumber, its name was changed to 

suchpi7ilh; 
longhouse #5--the furthest-north longhouse was that of the third chief, a man known as 

Zatlyuu (anglicized as "Atleo"). This house was named tlaakishpii7ilh, which means 'pole 

in the middle, '  as it had a carved centre post. When this house was modernized and given a 

wooden floor, the name changed to himikskwaap. George Shamrock was the last to live 
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here as his father, kiista, was the previous owner. Today this house site is a ball field. 

During a meeting with the Royal Commission on Indian Mfairs in 1914, Chief Keitlah 

said -there were "about 50" houses at Ahousat. He noted that people went fishing while 

staying here, but that some people, including himself, only spent the winter here (Canada and 

British Columbia 1914a) . 

There was a rock at Ahousat where people used to sit and watch for visitors 

approaching the village. This rock (known both as "sea lion rock" and as "bullshit rock") was 

said by PW to be situated where the police trailer is now located on the Marktosis Indian 

Reserve. However, LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) said it was on a low hill in the midle of 

the village. 

JW stated that she obtains her red cedar for basketry from the forested area of the 

Marktosis Indian Reserve. 

' 
424. kachiyim (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976 ;GL; JS) 

'Adam's apple' (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976) 

This name is applied to the north end of the beach on the east side of the isthmus on 

the Marktosis Indian Reserve. GL stated that kachijim referred specifically to the little point 

here. He noted that the tlukwana "wolves" used to go here during the wolf ritual 

ceremonies. According to GL, kachijim was also a place where corpses would be kept 

overnight before placing them in trees. 

425. asilhmitis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

This name is applied to the area of the present-day cemetery on the beach 
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at the east side of the north end of the Marktosis Indian Reserve. The translation of 

asilhmitis was not clearly understood--PW was of the opinion that the meaning of this term is 

associated with 'doing wrong. '  

GL stated that it was around 1900 when this graveyard first began to be used. One of 

the first people to be buried here was the son of a man named kwist�, GL was told. Prior 

to this time, GL noted, a Norwegian man named Larsen had a store here. GL said that before 

Larsen's store was here, this sandy flat was a place where Indian men, including his own 

father, used to play soccer. 

A boardwalk connected asilhmitis with wih,aak,susiis (place name #429) in Matilda 

Inlet on the opposite side of the McNeil Peninsula (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; GL) . 

426. ts'aamaa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

' swift current' (GL) ; 'always a strong running tide along shoreline' 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

This is the name of a point of land north from asilhmitis (place name #425) . It is 

said that there is always a strong tide along the shoreline here. GL noted that off ts'aamaa 
was a good place to troll for spring salmon. 

427. apkwuu7a (GL; JS; PW) ' (any) point of land' 

Apk_wuu7a is the name of the point of land at the northernmost tip of the McNeil 

Peninsula, at the northeast entrance to Matilda Inlet. Since the 1950s, this area has been 

known locally as "the switchback" (JS) . 

JS noted that there are no fish in the two creeks on the northwest side of Matilda 

Inlet, across from apkwuu7a. 
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428. ap7a)isulh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'mouth of inlet' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 'entrance to (any) 

inlet (GL) 

This name is applied to the entrance of Matilda Inlet. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

noted that red cod and "pitch-heads" [bocaccio] could be caught at a fish bank near the mouth 

of this inlet, and GL recalled his father fishing here. JS noted there is good trolling for 

spring salmon during the winter throughout Matilda Inlet (JS). 

429. wihaa)isusiis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

GL; JS) < wi!:!satl 'goes dry at low tide' (JS) ; 'entrance or mouth 

of bay goes dry at low tide' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 'dries up 

(at entrance) ' (GL) 

GL stated that this lagoon, and the creek that drains into it, were places where people 

once trained for spiritual power. People were also said to train for power at the creek on the 

west side of the entrance to Matilda Inlet. GL saw little piles of rocks up this creek which 

his father said were made by people during their training. 

The Otsosat people went to a place on the west side of Matilda Inlet, across from . the 

entrance to wihaa)isusiis, to obtain a "powdery substance" which they rubbed on their face 

during the winter dance ceremonials, GL was told. He once looked for this substance in the 

vicinity of a small creek here, but was unable to find it. 

It was slightly north of the entrance to wihaak,susiis . where the ship Kingfisher was 

scuttled by the Ahousaht people, GL noted. Archival documents indicate this incident 

occurred in 1864 (Denman 1864) (see also the discussions of place names #423, #497, #524, 

#555, #556, #568, #579, and #620) . 

GL stated that the creek on the west side of the entrance to Matilda Inlet has an Indian 

name, but he no longer remembered it. This was the site of a pilchard reduction plant owned 

by an Englislunan named James Watson. GL recalled working here with hJs father when he 
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was about 12 years old. 

According to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , a Norwegian man named Larsen built a 

boardwalk from asilhmitis (place name #425) to wi!!aa)isusiis as he kept his boat in this 

lagoon. 

Still visible on the south shore of the entrance to wi!!aa)isusiis are the remains of 

another pilchard reduction plant (JS) .  

430. k,wiitlapi (GL; JS) 'rack for drying herring eggs' 

This point, on the north side of the entrance to Marktosis harbour, is known locally as 

"Echo Point." GL noted that when he was young, people still dried herring spawn-laden 

branches on racks set up on this point. An uncle of GL's father, a man named watl'a, owned 

a rack here (see also place name #431).  This spawn was collected on boughs placed in the 

bay to the east of the point ( GL) . 

Carl Jumbo, Archie Charlie and Jackson August all had houses east of this point at 

one time (GL) . 

431 .  ts'iik7ak,wuuwa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

GL; JS) 

ts'iik7a (PW only) 

Both of these names are applied to the largest of several tiny rock islets located 

directly off �wiitlapi (place name #430) on the north side of the entrance to Marktosis 

harbour. 

One of these tiny islets has become known as "Wilson Rock" since Wilson Little ran 

into it with his boat (GL) . 

On one occasion, PW identified the largest islet here as ts'iik7a, rather than 
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ts'iik7a,kwuu�a. But both PW and GL stated that ts'iik7akwuu�a is derived from ts'iik7a, 
the name of a man who owned this island. GL said that this man made fibre nets here, while 

PW stated that he dried something, possibly herring spawn, on this island (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; PW). GL recalled seeing herring drying racks on this island when he was 

small (see also place name #430) . 

432. p'ap'aak7an7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS) 

'noisy waves' < -Zan7is 'sound of' (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984) ; 'sound of chipping wood (when making 

canoes) ' ( GL) 

This name is applied to an area on the northwest shore of Marktosis Harbour, east of 

kwiitlapi (place name #430) . PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) noted that William Jones, a 

Keltsomaht man, had a house here. 

433. ts'ilhitkwulhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

GL; JS) 'separate out oil from dogfish flesh ' (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; GL) 

A small creek draining into the most northerly end of Marktosis harbour is known as 

ts'ilhitkwulh!!. Both PW and GL noted that people used to process dogfish near this stream. 

GL described how the flesh of the fish was boiled and then squeezed with a press called 

ts'ilhit�ak (made out of red cedar wood) to extract the oil. After the flesh was soaked in 

the little creek here, the fish was ready to eat. It was served cold and had to be "slurped up" 

while being eaten. When processed in this manner, the dogfish flesh is called ts'ilhitZits. 
GL recalled eating this many times, but not since the 1920s. The oil extracted during this 

process was stored in a lingcod bladder (GL). 
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JS noted that there is a cave at ts 'ilhit,kwulhh. 

434. tl 'iikapi (GL; JS; PW) 

Tl'iikapi is the name of a low cliff beside (north from) the present-day boathouse in 

Marktosis Harbour (GL; JS) . GL and PW both suggested that the meaning of tl'iikapi has 

something to do with a tree standing here in a position similar to when you have your 

forearm upright and fist clenched for arm wrestling. 

According to GL, this place name occurs in a Raven legend centered in Matilda Inlet. 

As GL explained it, Raven went to kwispaa (place name #435) and told the people living 

there that herring were spawning behind McKay Island (north from Ahousat village) . The 

people left kwispaa to go after the herring, leaving behind a large supply of blubber, 

unguarded. Raven, in the meantime, had hidden across from what is now the Ahousat 

General Store (in the narrow portion of Matilda Inlet) , where he could watch the people 

leaving. He laughed as he watched them go. As soon as the people had passed by, Raven 

went to the largest house at kwispaa and ate all the blubber. When the people returned, they 

noticed feces all around this one big house. They knew immediately that it was Raven. He 

had eaten too much blubber and now played dead. "Put me in a box and take me to 

tl'iikapi," he told them. "Make sure you put a hole in the box so that I can breathe. "  The 

people did this. They took the box to the top of the bluff at tl'iikapi. "Now throw the box 

off the cliff," Raven instructed. The box tumbled down, broke apart, and Raven escaped and 

flew away (GL) . 

435. kwispaa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'other side' (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; GL) 

This name is applied to the entire inner (western) side of the narrow isthmus at 

maa)itusiis (place name #423), which constitutes the eastern portion of Marktosis Harbour 
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(see also place name #444) . 

GL stated that there were Otsosat cave burials near the north end of kwispaa. 
Although PW was not aware of these burials, he recalled that burials were found near the 

south end of kwispaa when a road was being built there. 

Apparently, herring once spawned in the harbour at kwispaa (GL) . 

436. tup'alh!!tin (GL; JS) 'different taste' 

kiitsts}iaas (PW only) 'tree leaning over, ready to fall ' 

Both of these names apply to a freshwater spring located at the south end of kwispaa 
(place name #435) . PW noted this spring never goes dry, and was formerly the freshwater 

supply for the Ahousat village (see also the discussion of place name #437). 

JS recalled that in the late 1940s he saw a red cedar log near tup'alh!!tin which had 

partially been shaped and was ready to be carved out into a dugout canoe. 

437. muukwa}iat'as (GL; JS; PW) 'pebbles' (GL) ; 'gravel coming 

down hill or stream' (PW) 

PW, GL, and JS all identified muukwa}iat'as as the name of the small creek along 

the east side of the new Marktosis school. This creek drains into Marktosis harbour at 

sach'aaZak:wulhh (place name #438) . 

On one occasion, PW stated that the term kiitsts}iaas is also used to refer to this same 

creek. However, PW most often applied the term kiitsts}iaas to the spring located adjacent to 

the area where muukwa}iat' as creek empties into Marktosis Harbour (see place name #436) . 
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438. sach'aaZak,wulhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

GL; JS) < sach'aa7up 'obstruct' (GL) 

This name is applied to what is now the southern end of a small cove at the 

southernmost end of kwispaa (place name #435) . Sach'aaZak,wulhh refers to the method by 

which perch were trapped here (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) . Branches were placed 

aross the mouth of the cove at high tide. Then, as the tide fell, the perch became stranded 

(GL). JS recalled seeing David Frank and Joe Titian trapping perch here (for halibut bait) in 

this manner in the 1940s. 

GL stated that corpses were left overnight on the small rock island offshore here. 

439. ch'iiktlis (GL; JS) 'tapered' (GL) 

Ch'iik,tlis is the name of a tiny stream that drains into a small bay on the southeast 

side, of Matilda Inlet, just south of the Indian Reserve boundary. According to GL, people 

used to train for spiritual power in the vicinity of this creek. 

In winter, many kinds of waterfowl came into this bay and people from Ahousat 

village would go there to shoot them (GL) . 

440. kw'uuts'itlulhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 
/ 

GL; JS; PW) 'place where you pick kw'uts'im (edible blue 

mussels) ' (St. Claire and V/ebster 1984) 

This name is applied to the entire southeast portion of Matilda Inlet. GL stated that in 

wintertime, edible blue mussels were gathered here, although it has not been done in his time. 

JS added that this was also a good duck hunting area. 

Whalers would train at night along the beach at kw'uuts'itlulhh, GL was told. 
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441. hitaktlis (GL; JS; PW) 'far end of bay' (GL) 

This name is applied to a narrow lagoon that extends south from the southeastern end 

of Matilda Inlet. From the southern end of hitaktlis, a trail led south to tl'atl'at!!ankwuu7is 
(see the discussion of place name #419) (GL; JS). 

442. apswiis (GL) 'narrow passage' 

GL applied this name to the narrow passage between the south shore of Matilda Inlet 

and the large island called yakkimilhachisht (place name #448) . 

443. aZaalhmak-wahsuu7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; 

Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'odor of yellow 

cedar here' < Zalhmapt 'yellow cedar' (St. 

Claire and Webster 1984) ; 'yellow 

cedar on both sides of creek' (GL) 

This name refers to the western side of the southwestemmost end of Matilda Inlet. JS 

noted that this was a good place to hunt "butterball" ducks and mallards. GL stated that 

although there are two small creeks here, no salmon go up them. A trail connected this area 

with chuupis (place name #414) to the south (GL; JS) . Deer were hunted along this trail 

(JS) . 

According to PW, the area of the hot springs at the north end of aZaalhmak
wahsuu7is is also known by this same name (see also place name #444). The Gibson family 

built a boardwalk from the vicinity of what is now the Ahousat General Store (see place 

name #449) , all the way to these hot springs, sometime in the early 1900s ( GL; JS) . 
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444. kwiisut'is (GL; PW) 

'other bay' (GL) ; 'other inlet' (PW) 

PW applied this name to the passage on the west side of "Long Island" (place name 

#448) . GL, however, applied this same name to a small bay in the southwestern portion of 

Matilda Inlet, southwest from "Long Island. " The hot springs are located in this bay (see also 

place name #443) .  GL said this bay is called kwiisut'is 'other bay' in contrast to the place 

called kwispaa (meaning 'other side' --see place name #435) on the other side of this island. 

445. ts'in�ht'as (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS; PW) < ts'illhin 'dogfish flesh' ( GL) 

This name refers to the distinctive, constricted bay known locally as "Henderson Bay" 

(GL; PW; JS) , situated on the west side of Matilda Inlet, west from "Long Island" (place 

name #448) . PW applied this same name, ts'in�lht'as, to the creek that drains into this bay 

(see also place name #446) . 

PW said he knew of no translation for ts'in�tht'as. However, GL stated this term is 

derived from ts'illhin ('dogfish flesh') because cooked dogfish flesh was formerly soaked in 

this creek to remove the oily taste from it. 

446. ts'ats'a7in (GL; JS) 'sound of a brook' (GL) 

GL stated that it was PW, himself, who gave the name ts'ats'a7in to the creek that 

drains into "Henderson Bay" (place name #445) . It was around 1950 that PW named this 

creek, GL recalled. This was the time when a waterpipe was connected to this creek so it 

could supply water for the Ahousat village. However, when the term ts'ats'a7in was cross

checked with PW in August 1990, he was unable to confirm it (although SS did not recognize 

the term ts'ats'a7in, he was of the opinion that it was George Jacobsen, not PW, who had 
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provided it) . PW said that as far as he knew, the name ts'in�ht'as, which is the term 

applied to Henderson Bay (place name #445) , is the only name for this creek. 

Both GL and JS noted that coho go up this creek. JS stated that a few chum salmon 

can be found here also, and recalled gaff-hooking salmon here, himself, in the 1950s. 

447. kikinah.tskwi7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976; GL; JS) 'empty shells along little beach ' 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

This name is applied to a small cove on the west side of Matilda Inlet, opposite the 

north end of "Long Island" (place name #448) . GL noted there were small butter clams here, 

but Ahousaht people were not getting them at this site in his time. 

JS stated that a freshwater spring located on the south shore of this small cove was a 

water supply for the Ahousat village until the early 1950s. It never went dry, JS noted. 

448. yakkinillhachisht (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS) 'long island' 

This name is applied to the large island at the south end of Matilda Inlet. It is known 

locally as "Long Island" or "New York" (a pun on the translation of its Indian name) . GL 

noted that a man named Fred Thornberg once lived here with his family. 

According to GL, herring used to spawn in the area off the southwest end of 

yakkinillhachisht. The spawn was collected and dried on racks set up on this island, G L 

stated, but added that herring have not spawned here since before his time. 

449. t'ukw-wanim (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS) 'narrov: passage of LnJet' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 
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'tight fit; narrow' (GL) 

T'ukw-wanim is the name applied to the west shore of the narrow portion of Matilda 

Inlet, in the vicinity of the present-day Ahousat General Store, and to the small stream here. 

GL noted that in the early 1900s, W.F. Gibson owned a sawmill here, and in 1926, B.C. 

Packers operated a fish plant on this same site. 

450. t'uutsuukwtlh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS) 

This name is applied to a creek on the east side of Flores Island, north from Matilda 

Inlet. The area where this creek enters Millar Channel is known locally as "Sea-eggs Beach" 

(with reference to the common name for sea urchins) . 

PW felt that t'uutsukwtl!! might be derived from t'uts'up 'giant red sea urchins, ' but 

was not certain of this. GL thought that t'uutsu.k,wtl!! might be associated with a term 

meaning 'sharp objects, '  but he, too, was unsure of the translation. 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) stated that salmon could be found in this creek, and 

both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL noted that it was specifically coho that were 

caught here. GL recalled people gaff-hooking coho here in the 1930s. JS stated that he and 

Alex Swan gaff-hooked coho and chum salmon from this stream in the late 1940s. 

According to PW, this creek was given to his great-great-grandfather in payment for 

his help in making the beams for a large house belonging to the 3rd chief of the Ahousaht, a 
9 

man named nukwmiis. GL recalled that particularly large cedars and hemlocks grew here. 

Several people (including GL's brother, Philip Louie) who have gone up this creek 

have heard the sound of someone banging a wedge with a hammer four times, followed by 

the sound of a tree falling. It is said that this sound is made by a hisp'ichup, 'a  type of 

small person' who uses the wing of a Canada goose as his hammer (GL) (see also place name 

#460) . 
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451 .  tl 'iikapi (JS only) 'bent tree' 

A large, distinctive dead tree on the shoreline north of t'uutsuuk_wtl (place name 

#451) is called tl'iikapi and is used as a marker to avoid a reef just offshore here (JS) .  

452. tl'aatl'app'awaas (JS only) 

Tl'aatl'app'awaas is the name of a fishing bank located in Millar Channel, east from 

tl'iikapi (place name #451). Red cod, lingcod, and "pitch-heads" were caught here. The 

bearings for this fishing bank were the house at Ahousat village where Thomas Louie used to 

live, and an island at the west entrance to Whitepine Cove (JS) . 

453. yaak,swiis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS) 

'long narrow passage' 

This name refers to a narrow passageway on the inside of an island located north from 

tl'iikapi (place name #451). GL noted this passage is sheltered from the southeast wind, and 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) recalled that a canoe can go through here. 

South of this passage and just offshore from a tiny islet, there is a fishing bank for 

jigging red cod and "pitch-heads" (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

GL; JS). To find this bank, the fisherman must line up his boat with a point of land at the 

northwest tip of Vargas Island, and with a point of land at the south entrance to Sulphur 

Passage (GL) . 

On the Flores Island side of this passage, there used to be a lot of yellow cedar, PW 

recalled. In the early 1930s, PW obtained a yellow cedar log from here which he used for a 

boat-stem. 
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454. kw'asapiib (GL; JS) 'dead trees' 

This name was first provided by GL, who applied it to both islands adjacent to 

yaa,kswiis (place name #453). JS also knew this name, but was not certain if it referred only 
I 

to the large island here, or to this island and the much smaller one further offshore. 

455.  ma!daakw'a.k,tlilh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

GL; JS) 

'corpses in cave' 

A burial cave near a point on the east side of Flores Island, north from yaa,kswiis 
(place name #453) is known as ma!fYaakw'a,ktlilh. GL heard that during his father's  time, 

sea otter hunters and lahal players went here while training for spiritual power. 

456. Zaaktlilh (GL only) 'cave' 

A cave on the north side of the point where mak)raa,kw'a,ktlilh (place name #455) is 

located, is called ZaaktiDh. GL noted that hair seal can always be found around this cave. 

457. ch'ibnit (JS only) 'place of ch'ibaa (supernatural creature) ' 

Ch'i,hnit is just north from Zaaktlilh (place name #456) . JS was told by his father, 

Luke Swan, that there was never any mink to be had around this area because of the presence 

of a ch'ibaa ('supernatural creature'). JS noted that he never did try trapping mink at 

ch'ibnit, although he trapped in the bays both north and south from here. 
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458. Zaak,makhsis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'grassy beach' 

This name is applied to a small bay and the creek draining into it, just north of 

ch'ihnit (place name #457). Formerly the roots of Pacific cinquefoil were gathered here 

(GL). 

459. chaapi7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'rock a little ways out from the point' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 

'rocky reef just offshore ' (GL) 

Chaapi7a is a tiny islet (possibly a reef) located immediately offshore from Flores 

Island, north from Zaak,makhsis (place name #458) . Clams can be dug on the inside of this 

reef at low tide. GL noted that a few abalone are also found here. Both PW (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984) and GL stated that "pitch-heads" are found offshore here, and PW added that 

it was a good place to fish for red cod as well. 

GL recalled that in the 1950s he saw a red cedar tree on the shore of Flores Island 

opposite chaapi7a that appeared to have been carved out in a special manner. A v-shaped 

section had been taken out of this tree, GL noted. He believed this had been done with an 

adze. 

460. yaa7a!f.tlis (Ellis and Sv;an 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'long, narrow bay or inlet' ( GL) 

This name refers to the large bay northwest from chaapi7a (place name #459) . One 

time during the 1950s, when GL was in this bay, he heard the sound of a hisp'ichup 'a type 

of small person' (see also the discussion of place name #450) .  

Just offshore from the north end of this bay is a fishing bank for red cod and "pitch-
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heads. " There are lots of lingcod along the south shore of this same bay (GL; JS) . 

461 .  p'aat'achapi (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

P'aat'achapi is a bay located northeast from yaa7ak,tlis (place name #460) and south 

from the entrance to Hayden Passage. PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) was unsure of the 

translation of this term but thought that it may be derived from p'atach'ma 'covering, ' 

possibly referring to mats used to cover canoes to prevent cracking caused by the sun. GL 

was unable to provide a translation. 

GL stated that anchovies were once plentiful in this bay, but that he saw them here 

only once, in 1936. Neither PW nor GL was aware of any salmon going up this creek. JS 

pointed out that p'aat'achapi is a good place to dig littleneck clams. 

462. h,aachiik,tlis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'deep bay or inlet' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) ; 'long, 

narrow bay or inlet ' (PW) 

This name is applied to Dixon Bay, north of Dixon Point. 

Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL recognized Dixon Bay as a camping 

site that had not been used for a long time. There were a lot of clams, particularly butter 

clams, at the western end of this bay, GL recalled. 

William Fatty (also called William Little), who trapped in Dixon Bay using deadfall 

traps in 1932, saw the footprints of a club-footed Sasquatch, known as ch'iinii7ath,, in this 

bay (GL) . 

LS, GL and PW all described the coho salmon "schooling up" here in Dixon Bay on 

their way up Shelter Inlet. Consequently, they all said, it was a good place to catch these fish 

in commercial purse seines. 
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463. hasaknit (Ellis and Swan 1981 :12; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 'place of 

crabs' 

Hasaknit is a small bay on the northwest side of Dixon Bay. LS observed that purple 

shore crabs were especially numerous here (Ellis and Swan 1981:72). JS noted that no fish 

go up the creek here. 

464. tsuxwnit (GL; JS) 'place of coho' 

This name is applied to the furthest-east small creek entering the north side of Dixon 

Bay. GL noted that this is the only creek inside Dixon Bay that salmon go up. People used 

to gaff-hook coho here when GL was young. These coho were particularly large, GL 

recalled. 

JS stated that on certain tides a good place to set a purse-seine net was the small bay 

to the east of this creek. This small bay has an Indian name, JS noted, but he did not recall 

it. 

465. ts'aaktl'aa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 
'creek runs into crevice' (GL) ; 'river in the comer' (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984) 

Tnis name is applied to a distinctive, small, deep, v-shaped bay on the north side of 

Shelter Inlet, north from hunkis (place name #51 1) on Obstruction Island. 

GL and JS noted that coho salmon, in addition to a few chum, used to be gaff-hooked 

from the creek that enters this bay. This was last done before GL's time, he noted. PW 

recalled only chum salmon spawning in this creek (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 
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466. Zamits'akis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< Zamits'apt 'maple tree' (broad-leaved maple, Acer macrophyllum) 

This is the name of a bay located immediately north of ts'aa,ktl'aa (place name #465) 

and called Zamits'akis because there are maple trees growing along its shore. On one 

occasion, LS referred to this site as "Maple Bay" (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

GL said he had seen midden along the north side of this bay and was of the opinion 

that Zamits'a,kis was a camping site at one time. However, PW said that as far as he knew, 

Zamits'akis was not an Indian campsite (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

GL also stated that coho spawn in this creek. Apparently, this was a site where 

deadfall traps were formerly used to trap mink, although GL did not see remains of these 

traps here . 

467. • •  4) 7 SIIDU a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW) 'little island or reef jutting 

out' (GL) ; < siichitl 'pole-vaulting across ' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) ; 

'rocks sticking out from land' (PW) 

Sii.iu7a is a sandy area on the north side of Shelter Inlet, where some rocks protrude, 

just east from the eastern end of Zamits'akis (place name #466) . Although PW did not 

mention this place name in 1984, he did provide it, independently, in October 1990. 

According to GL and PW, the meaning of sii�u7a is related to rocks or a rock island 

sticking out. However, LS said this place is so named because of the necessity of "pole

vaulting" across a gap in the rocks sticking out here, as there is water in between. 

Red cod and pitch-heads were fished not far offshore here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

PW) . The rocks at siirlu7a were used as a bearing for this fishing bank, PW added. 

468. ZilhchZaZatimt (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'dog coming 

down on a rope' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 
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maatiZaZaalh (GL only) < matiZaatu 'lower oneself down cliff, 

tied by rope around middle' 

Both of these names are applied to an area on the north side of Shelter Inlet where 

there is a distinctive high rock cliff, west from p'u!fwuu7a (place name #469) . PW 

commented that he did not know why this place name, ZilhchZaZatimt, refers to a 'dog 

coming down on a rope' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . JS was familiar with ZilhchZaZatimt 
as a place name around this area, but did not know its exact location. 

GL identified this cliff both as ZilhchZaZatimt and as maatiZaZaalh. On one 

occasion, GL referred to a group of people who were called the Zilhchinakta,kamlh and who 

took their name from ZilhchZaZatimt. It was not clear where these people lived. A man 

named Big Jackson, whose Indian name was yuxwsitk (see also the discussion of place name 

#579) , was identified by GL as one of the last members of the Zilhchinakta,kamlh. Big 

Jackson was the second husband of GL's mother's mother, Annie. She married Big Jackson 

after the death of her first husband, Chief Swan (GL) . 

This cliff, ZilhchZaZatimt, was a hiding place for the Megin River people in times of 

hostility, GL stated (see also the discussion of place name #471) . There used to be a lookout 

stationed on the cliff and when enemies were seen, the people would be lowered down the 

cliff into a hiding place (GL) (possibly this is why GL also referred to this cliff as 

maatiZaZaalh meaning 'lower oneself down cliff, tied by rope around middle' ) .  

PW noted that this was an area where Ahousaht people used to obtain Douglas-fir 

firewood. Red cedar could also be found here, noted GL, who recalled that he assisted 

McPherson George to hand-log red cedar around here in the 1920s. 

GL said that he and A..ltousa.ltt .A�mos jigged for red snappers at a cod bw..k not too far 

offshore and directly opposite the bluff (a fisherman is not supposed to talk when jigging cod, 

GL pointed out, or he would be unlucky) . 
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469. p'uk,wuu7a (GL; JS) 'mossy point; smoke-signal point' (GL) 

GL and JS applied this name to the distinctive little point immediately west of a 

broader point. The latter point is located at the western entrance to the large bay into which 

the Megin River drains. 

In former times, both GL and JS were told, the people would send smoke signals from 

this point, using moss to make lots of smoke. 

It is not clear if this place name, p'uk_wuu7a, is derived from the term p'u7up 'moss, ' 

or from p'uk,wp'uk,wsh which GL translated as 'smoke-signalling. '  

470. ZaaZanisach'a7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

'crane [great blue heron] standing close to 

edge of rock' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

This name is applied to the small bay immediately southwest of the mouth of the 

Megin River. GL stated that ZaaZanisach'a7a refers specifically to the clam beach here, and 

recalled digging clams here, himself. There are a lot of great blue herons at this place, GL 

added. 

JS pointed out that, on certain tides, both in ZaaZanisach'a7a bay and in the small 

bay just southwest of it, chum salmon "school up" where they can be caught by commercial 

purse-seiners. JS added that this latter bay has an Indian name but he could not recall it. 

471 .  wapuukw.h (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977; GL; JS; PW) 

w:>'pol 
wap.pook 
wappook 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

(O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) 
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This name is applied specifically to the area now known as "Wappook" [wapuukwh] 
Indian Reserve #26 on the east side of the mouth of the Megin River, and generally to the 

Megin River and surrounding area. The translation of wapuukwh is not known. 

No Indian name for Megin Lake was known by LS, GL, or PW. However, Megin 

Lake is referred to twice in Drucker's (1935-1936:23:14) field notes--once as "a'uk" and 

another time as "ha'uk. " Clearly both of these transcriptions are Drucker's  attempt to write 

Za7ukw which means 'any lake. ' Whether Za7ukw actually was the term for Me gin Lake, or 

whether the person who provided this information was merely giving the generic term for 

'lake,' is not known (see discussion below) . 

When 10  acres were set aside in 1890 at the Megin River mouth, "wap.pook" was 

described as "a small fishing station" with two houses. It was further stated that "a few 

inferior fish" were taken here at the mouth of the "creek" [Megin River] (O'Reilly 1890a) . 

The sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision establishing this Indian Reserve for the 

Ahousahts, showed the two houses were located on the westernmost tip of the reserve, on the 

east side of the river, where the river mouth is at its narrowest (O'Reilly 1890b) . 

It is curious that O'Reilly referred to the fish in the Megin River as "inferior." PW 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) noted that the Megin was of such significance as a fishery that 

some people lived here year-round because of the many types of fish available. LS and and 

JS noted that the Megin was, and still is, an important fishery. All five species of salmon, in 

addition to steelhead and trout, can be obtained here (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) . 

JS described the various Megin River salmon runs. The earliest salmon, a small 

variety of rich-tasting sockeye called ch'akw'aZin, are available around the mouth of the 

Megin River beginning in April (see also the discussion of place name #148) . These fish 

continue tu�til around the beginning of July, at wltich time the regular-sized sockeye, called 

hisit, begin to appear here. The hisit run lasts until around the middle of August. Spring 

salmon begin in late July and continue running until late November (large tyee spring salmon 

are plentiful in August) . Also in late July, the cohos appear, and they, too, run until late 

November. Humpback salmon appear at the Megin in September, and dog (chum) salmon 

run from September through until early November (JS) . GL was told by Jimmy August from 

.Allousat that steelhead in the Megin River grow as large a� tyee spring salmon. August 
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mentioned that the fish he caught there were so large that they kept breaking his line ( GL) . 

According to GL, LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , and JS, weirs with fish traps were 

used at several places in the lower Megin River (see the discussion of place names #47 4 and 

#475) . 

LS said that the Megin River was navigable by canoe as far as Megin Lake, although 

sometimes the canoe had to be pulled upstream through shallow places by means of a rope 

tied to the bow (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . Not far below the outlet of Megin Lake, there 

was a trail that GL said connected eventually with the western end of Muchalat Ann. 
The Megin River and Megin Lake area was formerly occupied by an Otsosat group 

identified both by LS and by PW as the k'aa7inshta,!iimlh 'crow people. '  On one occasion, 

LS said the Megin River people were "kind of related to the Otsosat" (JS said they were, in 

fact, an Otsosat group). PW referred to these same people as "a  group of Oo-tsus-aht." 

During the war between the Ahousaht and the Otsosat, the k'aa7inshta,kimlh became scared 

and moved up the Megin River. They never came back down or were seen again. Pieces of 

half -burnt wood and barbecuing sticks would sometimes be seen floating down the Me gin 

River or at the western end of Megin Lake, indicating that some people still lived up here. 

Eventually these people disappeared (see also the discussion of place name #479) (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; St. Claire and Webster 1984; Webster 1983:63; 

JS) . 

Further information is provided in Drucker's account of the Ahousaht/Otsosat war. It 
was noted that towards the end of the war, numerous Otsosat survivors of previous battles 

retreated to the Megin River/Megin Lake/Shelter Inlet region. From Megin Lake the Otsosat 

sent a 4-canoe expedition that attacked some Ahousahts. While doing so, the Otsosat killed a 

tla7uukwi7ath [Clayoquot] woman who was the wife of an Ahousaht chief. The Ahousaht 

retaliated by going directly "to the Otsosat village on Megin Lake" where they killed many 

Otsosats. Eventually, when the former Otsosat territories were divided up among the 

Ahousaht chiefs, "moqwina" [mukwina, the Ahousaht head chief] obtained both "w�'pul" 
[wapuukwh] and "ha'uk" [Za7ukw, Megin Lake--see discussion above] (Drucker 1935-

1936:23: 14; Drucker 1951:351) .  

LS said that, of all the origL11al inhabitants of this area of Shelter Inlet, there was 
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eventually almost no one left of Otsosat ancestry. One of these people was a man named 

tlaashkiish7ath (?) , LS noted, but he went to live among the Clayoquot. LS pointed out that 

his son, James Swan, is descended from tlaashkiish7ath by way of his mother, Mabel (LS's 

first wife) who was a Clayoquot woman of high rank. 

According to LS, the only two people of Otsosat ancestry who stayed in this area, 

were a woman named "Old Jeannie" (see also the discussion of place name #306) and her 

half-brother, "Police Tom." LS did not indicate if Old Jeannie and Police Tom were related 

to tlaashkiish7ath (who is discussed above) , although he did say that Old Jeannie and Police 

Tom had the same mother, but different fathers. LS stated further that Old Jeannie had 

inherited the Megin River, among other territories, from her father, who he described on one 

occasion as an Otsosat chief (LS specified that Old Jeannie was only part-Otsosat) . Neither 

Old Jeannie nor Police Tom had children, and as LS explained it, Old Jeannie was concerned 

about who she should transfer her territories to. LS said that because LS's father, Chief 

Swan, was the first cousin of Jeannie and her closest relative until his death in 1914, she 

decided to give some of her territory to LS. Therefore, at a dinner held at John Keitlah's 

father's house in Ahousat in 1923, Jeannie gave the fishing rights to the Megin River to Luke 

Swan (see also the discussions of place names #479 and #501). After this, LS sometimes 

went as far as halfway up the Megin River to "drag-seine" [beach-seine]for sockeye in the 

deep pools (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; GL) . 

PW recalled seeing 2 houses in the early 1920s on the Indian Reserve at wapuukwh 
at the mouth of the Megin River. One of these houses belonged to Chief George, whose 

Indian name was p'iiyachiilh and who was Earl M. George's father's father (PW added that 

Chief George was the younger brother of Chief Billy, who was a direct descendant of 

mukwina, t.i.e Ahousaht head chief--see preceding discussion of .A...housaht/Otsosat war) . The 

other house belonged to "Police Tom" (see discussion above) (St. Claire and Webster 1984; 

PW) . GL also saw Police Tom's  house here, and recalled that Fred Thomas and his son 

Noah Thomas use to stay in this house, which burned down in the 1930s. GL added that 

around 1960, Noah Thomas constructed a new shack at wapuukwh so that he could stay here 

during the sockeye run. Remains of the crabapple orchards planted by the earlier residents 

could still be seen at wapuukw!! in the 1970s, according to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976). 
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In the summer of 1990, Earl M. George, the present hereditary head chief of the Ahousahts, 

began building a fishing shack at wapuukwh (George 1990: pers. comm.) . 

GL recalled how, in the summer of 1925 when he was staying on the Indian Reserve 

at wapuukwh, he frequently felt a tremor. This was said to be caused by the following 

incident: a long, long time ago, there were two brothers living at the mouth of the Megin 

River. The older brother became jealous of the younger brother because he always caught a 

lot of salmon, so he decided to dig a channel and cause the river to change its course. He 

began to dig. First he came across a little piece of wood, and then encountered several little 

"dwarfs," so he stopped digging (people who saw these little creatures, all died) . Remains of 

this new channel can still be seen near the northwest comer of the Indian Reserve. Since the 

channel was dug, a tremor in the ground can often be felt around the mouth of the Megin 

River (GL) . 

Clam beds were situated on the southwest side of the river mouth. Between this beach 

and an offshore island was a sheltered place where boats were anchored (GL) . 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) pointed out that it occasionally rains so hard in Shelter 

Inlet that the water in the Megin River fills up the river channel and flows over the top of the 

rock formation at the narrowest portion of the river mouth. When this happens, the 

overflowing water makes a strange sound. 

According to LS, the mouth of the Megin River was the only place in this region 

where a plant called kwa�us (blue camas, Camassia guamash) could be found (Turner, Ellis 

and Swan 1976) . 

472. kiitsaa,kwuwa7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; JS) 'feeling around for a fish, using 

a gaff or spear (prior to gaffing or spearing) ' 

This name is applied to a rocky area on the bank of the Megin River, on the west side 

at its mouth, immediately downstream from where the narrowest part of the river is located. 

P\V (St. Claire ru.,d \Vebster 1984) described trJs place as a lov1 rock outcropping, adjacent to 
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which fish were speared or gaffed in a pool after a rain. This is why the site is called 

kiitsaa,!iwuwa7a, PW explained. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) noted there are foamy 

whirlpools in the river here, especially after a rain storm, so the fisherman can never see the 

fish, only feel them. 

According to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , kiitsaa,!iwuwa7a "belonged to the chief 

of wapuukwh,." From the context of LS 's statement, it was not clear if he was referring to 

the situation before or after the Ahousaht/Otsosat war. However, PW provided the following 

clarification: " . . .  this little place or property belongs to the head chief. Whoever took this 

property from the Otsosat, when they conquered the Otsosat people, so this actually belongs 

to our chief here [Earl M. George] " (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . Further confirmation was 

provided by GL's statement that McPherson George, who was the father of Earl M. George, 

used to fish with a spear at kiitsaa,!iwuwa7a (PW added that McPherson George's  Indian 

name was k 'ak' atlmis) . 

473. xipuwa7a (GL only) < xipxipsh 'cast' 

This name is applied to an area along the west side of the lower Megin River, 

immediately upstream from the narrowest point in the river, and at the mouth of tl'iih,sit 

(place name #474) . 

According to GL, this place is called xipuwa7a because a type of "fishing rod" and 

line were formerly used here for trout fishing (the modem word for 'fishing rod, ' xipyak, is 

also derived from the term xipxipsh, GL noted) . GL added that xipuwa7a was a particularly 

good place to fish for trout, a food that GL said was especially popular amongst the older 

people. The "fishing rod" used here at xipuwa7a was a long, thin, red elderberry sapling; the 

root of the elderberry could be used to make the line. Sometimes a baited gorge hook was 

used on the end of the line, GL added. 

PW did not know xipuwa7a as a place name, but he did recall that Noah Thomas 

used a weighted triple hook to "snag" sockeye at this spot in the 1960s. 
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474. tl'iihsit ( GL; Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976; JS; PW) 

< tl'i,hukw 'red' 

This is the name of a tiny, narrow "bay" extending in a northwesterly direction from 

the west side of the lower Megin River, just upstream from the narrowest point in the river. 

PW pointed out that this place is called tl'iil!sit (< tl'ihukw 'red') because the water here is 

always a reddish/brownish colour. 

According to GL, a weir was used in the lower Megin River in the vicinity of tl'ii!!sit, 
and was one of several places on the lower Megin where weirs and fish traps were used. GL 

said that the type of fish trap used in conjunction with weirs in the lower Megin River was 
� 

called muwaa. However, the traps used in the lower Megin were described by LS (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) as "made with boulders, more like perch traps," constructed on gravel beds. 

LS's comment suggests that the traps were various types of piled rock wing-weirs that 

funnelled the fish into a trap or a narrow place where they could be speared. 

475. kawishtsa,ks (GL only) < kawii 'salmonberry' 

Kawishtsa,ks is on the west side of the Megin River, upstream from tl'ii,hsit (place 

name #474) and across the river from the northern boundary of the Wappook Indian Reserve. 

GL said that, in 1925, he had seen remains of weir stakes here at kawishtsa,ks (see 

also the discussion of place name #47 4) . JS stated that he had been told this was a site where 

a fish trap was utilized, but he did not know this place name. 

Not far upstream from here, where the Megin River curves sharply to the west, GL 

said that he had seen the remains of a third weir. 

476. Ziits'ukwts'ita (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976; PW) 

'stump in water' 
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niibasu (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

'stump' 

It has not been possible to determine the location of this place. LS (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) applied both of these terms to a pool, shallower than tl'iibasu (place name #477) 

and located downriver from this latter site. Independently, PW provided the term 

.Ziits'ukwts'its which he said was a deep pool "about halfway" up the Megin River. PW 

recalled "drag-seining" for sockeye here in the mid-1920s and referred to this method of 

fishing as chiits-susiisap. 

477. tl'iibasu (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) < tl'ibukw 'red' 

As with place name #476, it has not been possible to determine the location of this 

site. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) applied the name tl'ii!!,asu to a place that he described 

as a deep pool where sockeye were beach-seined, "about 2 or 3 miles" up the Me gin River. 

He noted that tl'iibasu is "further up" the Megin than niibasu (place name #476). 

478. t'aamuukwsit (GL; JS; PW) 'kingfisher' 

As with the previous 2 place names, it has not been possible to determine the location 

of this site. According to both GL and JS, t'aamuukwsit is a large pool in the Megin River 

"not too far below" the outlet of Megin Lake. Independently, PW gave t'aamuukwsit as the 

name of a place on the upper Me gin River, but did not know its location. 

GL pointed out that t'aamuukwsit was a well-known fishing area where sockeye, 

spring, coho, and chum salmon, as well as steelhead and trout, could be caught. JS recalled 

seeing very large tyee spring salmon here. According to GL, fishing at this site was done at 

night by means of a pitchlight torch and spear. Lots of bear, deer and elk were also found 

around here. People used to camp near t'aamuukwsit while fishing, but this has not been 
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done for a long time (GL). 

479. kwists7ii 

miZ.atnit 

(GL; JS; PW) 'where sockeye spawn' 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'place of red sockeye' 

Both of these names are applied to Talbot Creek which flows . into the Me gin River 

just west of the western end of Megin Lake. GL stated that kwists7ii is the spawning 

channel for the sockeye that ascend the Me gin River ( G L) . PW knew kwists7ii as a place 

name somewhere around the uppermost Megin River, but did not know its exact location. 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) noted that a few people had houses at the outlet of 

Megin Lake where they stayed while fishing sockeye. Presumably, these were the houses that 

PW stated belonged to two brothers from Ahousat named tsiixwis and ts'aayaashmiik. PW 

said this was a good place to camp because lots of food was available in this vicinity while 

the people trapped land otter and marten around the lake (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . This 

information was confirmed by GL, who added that these 2 men were said to have seen the 

remains of a k'aa7inshta,kimlh camp (see the discussion of place name #471) in the vicinity 

of Megin Lake. They took baskets filled with seafood up to the camp, and when they 

checked later they found the food had been taken. Sometimes they came across the still

warm campfires of these people. Whenever they smoke-dried fish up here, GL added, they 

gave some of it to "Old Jeannie" as she owned the fishing rights to the Megin (see also the 

discussion of place name #471) . 

In October 1990, JS reported that one of his nephews saw the remains of an old shack 

in the vicinity of the outlet of Megin Lake. 

LS told a story about a mythological character named siixp'aatskwum who was 

travelling with his sister in this area. Siixp'aatskwum left his sister at miZ.atnit and then 

"went up to another lake near Megin Lake" where he underwent some form of training. 

Dudng his isolation, he shook his rattle wrJle singing a song. Suddenly the lake filled with 
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sharks, so many that "they filled up the whole lake. " LS suggested that there is a name for 

this lake, possibly referring to this incident with the sharks, but he did not recall it (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976). Possibly the lake referred to in this story is the smaller lake located 

northwest from Megin Lake. 

480. naanach!9 (GL; JS; SS; PW) 'tail on top' (PW) 

This is the name of a high mountain near the headwaters of the Megin River. 

Although the exact location of naanach,ki was not given by GL, JS, PW, or SS, it may 

possibly be Splendor Mountain, which is situated northeast from Megin Lake. 

People used to go to naanach,ki to train for spiritual power, GL stated. He added that 

the last person to train for power here was a man named kwatlaas who was related to "Old 

Jeannie" (see also the 
_
discussions of place names #471, #491, and #494). JS was familiar 

with this place name, but did not know which mountain it referred to. 

481. yuchkwuulhh (SS only) 'sharp peak' 

SS stated that this name is applied to a mountain situated east and somewhat south 

from naanach,ki (place name #480) . It has not been possible to determine which mountain is 

called yuchkwuulhh--possibly it is Moyeha Mountain, located north from the upper Moyeha 

River, or possibly Mount Thelwood, just north of Moyeha Mountain. 

A halibut fishing bank located southwest from Cleland Island is named after this 

mountain (see place name #657) (SS) . 

482. kwuthaa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

'drumming sound' 
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According to GL, this name is applied to an underwater cave located on the east side 

of the mouth of the Megin River, at the southwestern end of the Wappook Indian Reserve. 

GL was told that the legendary character, siixp'aa (also known as siixp'aatskwum), 

trained here to become a whaler. At the time that siixp'aa was engaged in whaling, the cave 

was above water. But when siixp'aa put his harpoon down and no longer went whaling, the 

whole cave sank below the water, where it is today. Only at low tide is this cave visible. 

When a southeast wind is going to blow, you can hear a drumming sound coming from this 

cave. GL has heard it, himself. GL added that octopus sometimes go into this cave. 

This is likely the same place that PW described (and JS confirmed) as holes in the 

rocks at the mouth of the Megin River where, at a certain level of tide, the water causes loose 

rocks to roll around and make a drumming sound (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

483. ma7uwis (GL; JS) 'camping area' 

An islet east from the mouth of the Megin River is called ma7uwis. GL noted that he 

has observed midden on this islet, which he stated was a camping area where people dried 

butter clams and dug the roots of Pacific cinquefoil and wild clover. 

GL recalled that a reduction plant belonging to the Todd family was built on this islet 

and operated here approximately between 1925 and 1930 (this was confirmed, independently, 

by LS and PW) . Both PW and GL worked at this reduction plant when they were teenagers. 

PW added that there were quite a few Ahousahts who worked here. 

Neither LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) nor PW were aware of any place name for 

this islet. Concerning the place name ma7uwis that GL provided, PW commented that the 

site where people were camping while working at the reduction plant was actually on the east 

side of the mouth of the creek (place name #484) opposite the islet. PW added that he, 

himself, was among those Ahousahts camping in tents at the mouth of this creek. 
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484. tuukwapi (GL; JS) 'waterfall' 

This name is applied to the stream that flows into the bay slightly east of the mouth of 

the Megin River. The island called ma7uwis (place name #483) is in the bay directly south 

from the mouth of tuukwapi. There is a waterfall up this creek (GL) . 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) said he could not recall the Indian name for this creek, 

but he stated that no fish go up here. 

PW was of the opinion that the term tuukwapi was applied to this creek only when 

Indian people started staying around here while working at the reduction plant on the adjacent 

islet (see the discussion of place name #483) . 

485. shitlaapkkwachitl (GL; JS) < shiitlukw 'moving materials on planks 

between canoes' (GL) 

A group of small rock islands at the eastern entrance to the bay into which the Megin 

River drains is called shitlaapkkwachitl. According to GL, the meaning of 

shitlaapkkwachitl is derived from an incident in a legend: some people who were travelling 

to mutskwiZas (place name #501) in Sulphur Passage were changed into stone here. The 

people and all their goods, which were piled on planks laid between the canoes, were 

transformed into rocks. Only their wooden chamber-pot was not transformed, GL noted. 

Perch traps, called p'uu7is, which were used in conjunction with stone weirs, were 

used on these islands. Such traps were used here until the early 1930s (GL) . JS confirmed 

the use of perch traps here but he did not know when this was last done. 

According to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , who did not provide a place name for 

this site, the area around these islets was a good place for commercial fishing boats to purse

seine for chum salmon. 
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486. tl'akma}it}iwuu7a (GL; JS) < tl'akmapt 'pine tree' (shore pine; 

lodgepole pine, Pinus contorta) 

This name is applied to the area of shoreline along the north side of Shelter Inlet 

between shitlaap}ikwachitl (place name #485) to kwakwayu.Zin (place name #487) . This 

was an area where pine pitch was collected, GL recalled--he used to gather it here, himself, 

when he was staying at mutskwi.Zas (place name #000) . 

487. kwakwayu.Zin (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'woman urinating' 

K wakwayu.Zin is the name of an area along the rocky shoreline of the north shore of 

Shelter Inlet, east from tl'akma_!ft.k,wuu7a (place name #486) . The sound of dripping water 

that can be heard along the shore here is said to resemble the sound of a woman urinating. 

A fishing bank where "pitch-heads," rockfish, and red snappers can be caught, is 

located close to shore off kwakwayu.Zin (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; JS) . 

488. .Zinchasimt (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'looking into the sea' 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 'looking down over the cliff' (GL) 

This name is applied to a tiny island southwest from the entrance to Bacchante Bay. 

No use of this island has been recorded. 

489. kw'aakw'a.k,i7is (GL; JS) 

'trees whose tops have been sheared off' 
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This name is applied to a fishing bank just southeast of Zinchasimt (place name #488) 

where both red snapper and "pitch-heads" could be caught. Undoubtedly this is the same 

fishing bank that PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) did not name but said was located near 

Zinchasimt. 
This place is called kw'aakw'a,ki7is, GL explained, because in order to locate this 

fishing bank, the fisherman would get his bearings from two sheared-off trees on the shore 

immediately south from the west entrance to Bacchante Bay. JS noted he has fished here 

many times--he added that kw'aakw'a,ki7is is a good place to troll for spring salmon during 

the winter. 

490. ZaZitlulh (GL; JS) 'seal rookery' < ZaZitl 'cave' (GL) 

Zaa_ktlilhulh (PW only) 'home of hair seals ' 

Both of these terms are applied to the little bay containing several seal rookeries, 

located immediately north from the west entrance to Bacchante Bay. Seals are particularly 

plentiful here whenever a southeast wind blows, GL noted. He added that seals were shot 

here during the fall. 

491 .  wati!! 

wat-ta 
wat.ta 
watta 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; SS) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

( 0 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) 

Wati!! is the name of the area now identified as "W atta" [ wati!!] Indian Reserve #25, 

at the mouth of \Vatta Creek. The term \vatih, for \Vhich no translation is Jr.nown, is also 
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applied to Watta Creek. 

This area formerly belonged to the Otsosat, but was lost to them after their war with 

the Ahousaht. According to Drucker's  version of the war story, wati!::! creek was given to the 

Ahousaht chief known as "nananic" (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) . PW recognized Drucker's 

transcription as naana7anish, the name of the 2nd chief of the Ahousahts (although PW was 

not aware that naana7anish was given wati!::!) . The relationship between naana7anish and 

!!,aayuupinuulh is not clear (this latter man has also been identified as the 2nd chief of the 

Ahousahts--see the discussion of place name #555) . In October 1990, SS discussed this 

matter with John Keitlah, the great-grandson of !!,aayuupinuulh. SS reported that John 

Keitlah told him he (Keitlah) once had the name naana7anish, himself, and that at the time 

of the Ahousaht/Otsosat war, naana7anish was the uncle of haayuupinuulh. 
The people who used to live at watih were known as wati!!,ta!fimlh (GL) or 

wati!!,t7athtaJiimlh (PW) . GL noted that a man named kwatlaas, who GL said was related 

to "Old Jeannie",  lived here year-round, in the grassy area on the south side of the creek 

mouth that was set aside as an Indian Reserve (see also the discussions of place names #471, 

#480, and #494) . House remains could be seen at this site until the 1960s, GL stated. 

According to GL, kwatlaas "cultivated" the naturally-growing beds of Pacific 

cinquefoil and wild clover along the western shore of the south side of the creek mouth. 

Kwatlaas did this by clearing the ground and placing rocks around his "plantation" (GL) . 

Other people camped at watih with kwatlaas in the fall to process fish, as the stream 

flowing into Bacchante Bay was an important chum and coho salmon fishery (GL) . Fish weir 

stakes were observed by GL on the west side of the tideflat near the creek mouth. The use of 

weirs (in conjunction with fish traps) here at watih was confirmed by LS (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) , who stated that the type of fish trap called yahaak was used here. LS added that 

this type of fish trap could not be used in the lower Megin River. In former times, wati!::! 
supported a large fishery, LS stated. On one occasion he noted that more salmon were caught 

and smoke-dried at watih than at the Megin River (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . JS pointed 

out that watih was well known for its late run of chum salmon, in October and November. 

When an 18-acre Indian Reserve at the mouth of wati!::! creek was set aside for the 

.. AJ.lJ.ousahts i.11 1890, it \vas described as a salmon fishery where a "small quantity of salmon" 
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was taken. The sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision for this reserve indicates 

that in June 1889 there was one house here, situated on the south bank of the river (O'Reilly 

1890a; 1890b) . 

PW and SS both told a story concerning two brothers who lived at watih: the 

brothers quarrelled, and as a result, the older one (whose name was given by PW as 

kw'upaa7at) moved with some of his people to at'aplf (place name #205) at the north end of 

Hot Springs Cove, where they established a new independent group. But there was no chum 

salmon at Hot Springs Cove, so the older brother sneaked back to watih one night and 

captured one male and one female salmon to take back to at'ap,k with him [SS stated that he 

took 4 salmon] . Mter the older brother released these fish, chum salmon started going to Hot 

Springs Cove. The brother who lived at Hot Springs Cove became a whaler. When he got 

his first whale, he towed it all the way to watih with the intent of making amends with his 

younger brother there. The whaler composed a song alluding to his brother at watih (in this 

song, he referred to "the greedy, hungry ravens at watih") . PW stated that the Robinson 

family of Ahousaht are descendants of the original watih people (St. Claire and Webster 

1984; PW; SS) . 

GL said that deer were often seen on the west side of the grassy flat at the mouth of 

watih, and that he hunted them here. 

492. muukwa,kat'as (GL; JS) 'gravel beach' (GL) 

Muukwa,kat' as is the name of a stream and beach on the northeast side of Shelter 

Inlet, near the entrance to Bacchante Bay. GL stated that in 1927, he saw house posts 

situated on the north side of this creek, near its mouth. 

493. chalhchakts'us (GL; JS) < cha7ak 'island' 

This nan1e is applied to the several islands in the bay south from mukwa]iat'as (place 
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name #492) . According to GL, people used to camp here during the chum salmon run, and 

also in the bay with a creek draining into it, immediately south of the entrance to Bacchante 

Bay. 

494. wanachis (GL; JS) 'up-ended flukes of a whale' (GL) 

Wanachis is the name of a distinctive, high mountain located not far east from 

chalhchakts'us (place name #493) . This mountain is called wanachis because its top 

resembles the flukes of a whale (GL) . 

GL said that people used to go here to train for spiritual power, and that a man named 

kwatlaas had gone to wanachis for this purpose (see also the discussions of place names 

#480 and #491) . 

495. app'iiktl'a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'right in the middle' 

chap 'iiktl 'a (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976) 

A fishing bank located south from kw'aakw'aJii7is (place name #489) is called 

app'iiktl'a (given on one occasion by LS as chap'iiktl'a) . Red snappers, "pitch-heads" (GL) 

and cod (St. Claire and Webster 1984) were caught here. GL explained that the bearings for 

this fish bank are two points situated further out the inlet. When the tips of these points are 

lined up, the fishing bank is directly below. 

496. ,!iaa,!iatkkwi7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'top of tree is broken 

off' (PW) 

This is the name of a fishh1g bank located east from app'ii!itl'a (place name #495) . 
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Red snappers, in addition to a few "pitch-heads" could be caught here (GL) . The bearings for 

this fishing bank are a dead snag near the water's edge, and another, white in colour, situated 

further up the hillside on the north side of the inlet (GL) . 

497. tl'imakis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'foggy and windy' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

Tl'imakis is the name of a small bay with a creek draining into it, located on the east 

side of Shelter Inlet, south from kaakatkkwi7is (place name #496) . LS stated this place is 

called tl'ima!iis on account of the fog and wind that are frequently here because the site is 

very exposed to both southeast and northeast storms (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

Notwithstanding LS's comments, both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL were of the 

opinion that Otsosat people did live here at one time. According to GL, the people moved 

away from here after the village was flooded (GL did not know when this occurred) . 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , GL, and PW (Ellis and Swan 1984) all stated that no 

salmon go up this creek. 

GL noted that there used to be wild clover and Pacific cinquefoil beds just south of 

this creek. A gunboat came here, GL was told, in retaliation for the scuttling of the ship 

Kingfisher by the Ahousahts, and the men from the gunboat poured oil on these plants and 

burned them. 

The specific incident of the gunboat Sutlej coming to this place and acting in this 

manner is not mentioned in archival documents, although the bombarding of several villages 

in this region by the Sutlej (it� retaliation for the above-mentioned incident) is well 

documented (Denman 1864; Hankin 1865) (see the discussions of place names #423, #429, 

#524, #555, #556, #568, #579, and #620) . 
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498. tukwata (GL; JS) 'waterfall' 

This name is applied to the second creek south from tl'imakis (place name #497) , on 

the east side of Shelter Wet. GL noted that there is a small waterfall near the mouth of this 

creek. 

People used to camp all along the shore between tl'ima!fis and tu!fwatis, GL stated, 

although he added that he had not seen midden within this area. 

499. astskwi7amit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) 

'adze chips on the rocks' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

Astskwi7amit is a fishing bank for red snappers and "pitch-heads, "  located northeast 

from Belcher Point. The name of this fishing bank, LS explained, refers to all the cedar 

chips that were left on the adjacent shore (to the south of the fishing bank) by men who were 

carving dugout red cedar canoes (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) (subsequently, PW confirmed 

this information) . 

JS noted that he has fished here many times, and found there to be mostly red 

snappers at this fishing banl<. 

500. chaapi7a 

ch'upsust'imit 

ch'ukwsust'imit 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) 

'rock just offshore' (GL) 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

'a  tongue comes out of the sea' 

(GL; JS) 'a fin comes out of sea' 

These names are applied to Belcher Point, and in particular to a distinctive rock near 

fhe water's edge on the south side of the tip of the point. Neither GL nor PW were familiar 
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with any story associated with this distinctive rock, but LS stated that originally it was a sea 

lion that hit the rock point here and was transformed into stone (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976) . 

However, JS recalled his father, LS, and one other person saying that this rock was a man 

who was training for power as a hunter around here. This man was transformed into stone 

here because he had said that he never used to train for power in hunting, when in fact he 

did. 

501.- mutskwiZas (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'burned over' 

MutskwiZas is the name of a creek, and the bay that this creek flows into, located in 

the central portion of the east side of Sulphur Passage. Sulphur Passage is known locally as 

"Deer Pass," and mutskwiZas is known locally as "Salmon Creek" or "Salmon River. " 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) explained that the meaning of mutskwiZas originated 

from a fire that occurred here at one time. 

Chum salmon formerly went up this creek (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , as did 

coho (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . GL said that the salmon stopped going here because a 

man once cursed the stream by leaving a corpse in it (but GL added that he did see small 

chum salmon runs here in the 1920s-1930s) .  LS referred to two men arguing over the 

ownership of this stream, although he did not elaborate. On one occasion, LS said that 

mutskwiZas was one of the boundaries of the territory given to him by "Old Jeannie" (see 

also the discussion of place name #471) (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

GL lived in Sulphur Passage for several winters in the 1930s. He recalled there were 

then several houses situated on the north side of the mouth of the "Salmon River. " GL's 

father used to stay here with an old man named nanatl, who GL said was of Ahousaht and 

Otsosat ancestry, and was the grandfather of the late Alex Amos. As well, the family of 

William Samuel, whose Indian name was chashkinim, and his wife, kaatkiina, the sister of 

nanatl, stayed here. Kaatkiina also gave permission for the son of Fred Thornberg to build 

a house here, where he stayed with Amy George, the sister of McPherson George. 
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Other people who sometimes stayed at mutskwiZas included Ahousat Amos, the 

stepfather of the late Alex Amos, who stayed here with Mary (Alex's mother, and the sister 

of nanatl) . Paul ,Amos and August Amos, brothers of Alex, also stayed here with their 

mother. August used to look after nanatl, so the old mannamed nanatl, who GL said was of 

Ahousaht and Otsosat ancestry, and was the grandfather of the late Alex Amos. As well, the 

family of William Samuel, whose Indian name was chash,kinim, and his wife, !iaatkiina, the 

sister of nanatl, stayed here. Kaatkiina also gave permission for the son of Fred Thornberg 

to build a house here, where he stayed with Amy George, the sister of McPherson George. 

Other people who sometimes stayed at mutskwiZas included Ahousat Amos, the 

stepfather of the late Alex Amos, who stayed here with Mary (Alex's mother, and the sister 

of nanatl). Paul Amos and August Amos, brothers of Alex, also stayed here with their 

mother. August used to look after nanatl, so the old man transferred all his chiefly 

prerogatives to him (GL) . According to GL, his (GL's) father's  first wife, who died in the 

early 1900s while giving birth to twins, was buried somewhere up the north side of this creek. 

The water supply for these people was a spring located just north of the houses. The 

people built a wooden trough to direct the water (JS) . 

GL noted that there were a lot of clams of all species available at mutskwiZas, and 

that sea cucumbers were obtained offshore here. Midden deposit could be seen all along the 

shore between "Salmon River" and the unnamed stream to the north of it, GL recalled. PW 

stated that mutskwiZas was "a  small winter encampment" and that it was good place to 

obtain butter clams and littleneck clams (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . Chashkinim used to 

trap with deadfall traps throughout Sulphur Pass in the 1920s-1930s, GL recalled. His son, 

Richard, took over trapping here, GL stated, and Richard's son, Ray, also trapped here. 

Provincial government files indicate that in January 1984, a trapline that includes all of 

Sulphur Passage was registered in the name of Raymond Joseph Samuel. This trapline 

(T0108T406) includes all of Obstruction Island and extends south to the mouth of the Atleo 

River, north to the headwaters of Watta Creek, and east to the height of land (British 

Columbia 1990) . 
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502. Zupi.Zimt (JS only) 'water on top of island' 

JS applied this name to a small island slightly north and west of the entrance to 

"Salmon Creek" (place name #501). Around this island, JS has dug butter clams and 

littlenecks. 

503. lhu7aktlim (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

GL; JS) 'sitting on a board' 

This name is applied to the southern tip of the point at the eastern entrance to Sulphur 

Passage. According to GL, the meaning of lhu7aktlim ('sitting on a board') originates from 

the former practice of transporting household materials on planks placed between two canoes. 

The people would stop at this point to check their loads (GL) . 

504. watspalhimlh (GL; JS) 

The 2 tiny islets (which appear as a single island at low tide) located immediately east 

of lhu7aktlim (place name #503) are called watspalhimlh. According to GL, this place is 

named after a man known as watspa who lived at Pretty Girl Cove in Holmes Inlet (see the 

discussion of place name #281). This man, watspa, who was described as being very large, 

was said to have been found dead on this island, many, many generations ago. GL recalled 

George Jacobsen telling him that the body of watspa, as well as the canoe that he was found 

in, were placed on this island. 

505. uyawiis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'looking out the channel' (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) ; 'facing out' (JS) 
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LS and JS applied this name to the distinctive small, narrow bay on the south end of 

Obstruction Island, just west of the entrance to Sulphur Passage. 

506. cha7aksulh (GL; JS) 'blocking entrance from all directions' (JS) 

This name is applied to the entire area of Obstruction Island. 

507. alhmakw'u!!nit ( GL; JS) 'gorilla place' 

A steep, low mountain located on the southern portion of Obstruction Island is called 

alhmakw'u!!nit. In a low-elevation area south of this mountain, a "gorilla-like" creature was 

said to have been seen by several old-timers. The creature used to pound its chest and make 

a particular sound (GL; JS) . GL's granduncle, watl'a, and this man's cousin, !!aniyu!!, saw 

this creature long before GL was born. 

508. ts'a7u7a}itlis (GL; JS) 'current comes in or out during tide change' (GL) 

This name is applied to a small, narrow, constricted bay (that goes dry at low tide) on 
• 

the southwest side of Obstruction Island, and the northeast side of Hayden Passage. W aayi 

(place name #310) is at the eastern entrance to ts'a7u7a}itlis. 

509. ts'ats'iilh!! (GL; JS) 

Ts'ats'iilh!! is the name applied to a creek and the lagoon at the mouth of this creek, 

situated on Obstruction Island, north from the northwest entrance to Hayden Passage. 

The water in this lagoon is very warm. This was said to be a place where girls would 

ba+t..e a.f!+r>. .... +he�� .f!�"!""'t me ..... s+runl ...... e.....:...,..-1 tn..r \ On� +��e n..r ha+t..�rl 1-.�..-� �nrl "falt f1 1¥\¥\u" U.L , .l l-�.1 U ll .l ll i:)  1 1 .1 .1  l. a _p .L .LVU \V.LJJ • 1 � l-.11.11 , V.LJ l..l U1�U .11�1.'"' a J.U .L.'V.Ll. .L U.l.I..I.J.J 
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while doing so. He noted that no fish go up this creek. 

510. sinimxsfitskwuu7a (GL; JS) 'evergreen huckleberry point' 

This name is applied to an area situated between two points of land on the western 

extremity of Obstruction Island. GL pointed out there are lots of evergreen huckleberries 

here and that people used to pick them here whey they ripen in September. JS was familiar 

with this place name, but not its location. 

511 .  hunkis (GL; JS) 'seal bobbing up and down' 

This bay on the northwest portion of Obstruction Island is noted for its abundance of 

seals. Both G L and JS noted they have shot seals here. 

512. itsaakwuu7a (GL; JS) 'bubbles from large schools of herring' (GL) 

This name refers to a large area of shoreline all along the north side of Obstruction 

Island. 

513. mukwuulh!! (GL; JS; PW) 

Mukwuulhh is a bay on the northeast side of Obstruction Island, and the west side of 

Sulphur Passage. GL was told this was formerly a place where people used to stay. 

Formerly the people used to get dogfish here in order to render their oil for commercial 

purposes. One of the people who used to do this here was an old man named nanatl who 

GL said was of mixed At1.ousaht and Otsosat ancestry ( GL) (see also the discussion of place 
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name #501) . 

514. ts'atswiilh (GL; JS) < ts'aa 'current flowing all the time' (GL) 

This name is applied to a small channel that flows between the northeast side of 

Obstruction Island and the west side of a small island in Sulphur Passage. GL noted this 

passage is called ts'atswiilh because the water is seldom slack here--the tide is always 

running one way or another. This was a particularly good place to get lingcod, black bass, 

and both red and green sea urchins (GL; JS) . 

515. ts'ikt'aZaktl'a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< ts'ikt'a!gru 'triangular' 

This is the name of a distinctive, triangular-shaped bay at the northeast end of Millar 

Channel. Ts'ikt'aZa_!itl'a is located in a larger bay which is just east from the southern 

entrance to Sulphur Passage. GL said there is a clam beach in this bay, but the clams are 

very small. At one time, GL was told, people used to live in several places along the 

shoreline between ts'ikt'aZak_tl'a and "Shark Creek" (place name #518) .  

JS and PW noted that they used to seine for chum salmon commercially both in the 

bay at ts'ikt'aZa_!itl'a and along the shoreline north and south of this bay. 

516. waxZin (GL) 'farting sound' (GL; JS) 

This name is applied to an area on the east side of Millar Channel, south from 

ts'ikt'aZaktl'a (place name #515). According to a legend, Mink once farted on this point, so 

it has since been called waxZin (GL) . 
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517. ts'a7ak ( GL; JS) 'creek' 

Ts'a7ak is the name of a creek located on the east side of Millar Channel, south from 

waxZin and north from mamachZaktlnit (place names #516 and #518 respectively) . 
GL pointed out there is a waterfall up this creek and recalled that his uncle, Willie 

Swan, used this site for purposes of ritual bathing in the mid-1920s. 

518. mamachZaJitlnit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; GL; JS) 'place of basking sharks' 

This creek, known locally as "Shark Creek" or "Shark River," is located on the east 

side of Millar Channel, south from ts'a7ak (place name #517) and north from the Atleo 

River. Both the Indian and English names for this creek are derive� from the fact that on one 

or two occasions, basking sharks (Cetorhinus maximus) were said to have been seen in the 

deep pool just upstream from the mouth of this creek (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; PW) . 
LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and PW noted that the little island off the mouth of 

this creek also goes by the name mamachZaJitlnit. However, GL said this island is known 

as cha!!taakwis (see place name #519) . 
There is a waterfall on Shark Creek, at the base of which is a deep pool, situated 

about 100 yards up from the mouth. GL said that this pool was a place where some people 

underwent ritual bathing for spiritual power. GL recalled that LS's brother, Willie Swan, 

used to bathe here while training for power in the mid-1920s. 

Both GL and PW said that they never saw houses near this creek and \Vere not aware 

that people lived here. 

Although chum and coho salmon can be seen in schools off the mouth of Shark Creek, 

neither PW nor GL recalled ever seeing them enter the creek. PW noted that he had 

commercially purse-seined chum salmon here (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

Lots of clams are available on either side of the mouth of this creek and around the 

sn1all island offshore. 
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Evergreen huckleberries are plentiful all along the shoreline north from Shark Creek 

(GL). 

519. cha!!,taakwis (GL only) 'off from the beach' 

GL applied this name to the small island offshore from the mouth of "Shark Creek" 

(place name #518) ,  although LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and PW both said that the same 

term used to identify "Shark Creek," mamachZa!ftlnit, also includes this little island. There 

is good clam digging around this island, GL added. 

520. kwilhaa,!iwu7is < kwilha ' salmon spawn' (GL; JS) 

K wilhaa!fwu7is is the name applied to an area several hundred yards immediately 

south of the mouth of "Shark Creek" (place name #518) .  According to GL, coho and chum 

salmon spawned along the shoreline here (PW could not confirm this) . 

521 .  Zupnit 

Zupnit'aktl'a7a 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976; JS) 

'place of calm' 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) 

Both of these names are applied to a distinctive, north-facing bay which is the first 

bay north from maa7itlus (place name #522) . PW stated that the alternate term used for this 

same bay by LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , Zupnit'a_!itl'a7a, means 'place of calm at far 

end of bay. ' It is, in fact, always calm in this bay, PW added. GL noted that there is a nice 

beach here, although he did not lr�ow if people ever camped here. 
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522. maa7itlus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'something biting 

something' (?) (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

maa7itluwis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; PW) 

Both of these names are applied to the small v-shaped bay located immediately north 

from the northern end of Zahni!iwus (place name #523), which itself is north from the mouth 

of the Atleo River. Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and JS noted that there was once 

a lot of gravel on the beach here, but "tons and tons" were taken out for use on the Marktosis 

(Ahousat) Indian Reserve, as recently as approximately 1970. 

523. Zahni,kwus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

< aahaapi 'facing the other way' (?) (GL; PW) 

This name is applied to a wide bay and beach located immediately north of the 

northern boundary of the Seektukis Indian Reserve (see place name #524) at the mouth of the 

Atleo River. Both GL and PW were of the opinion that Zahnikwus was formerly a camping 

site and clam digging area, and both JS and PW recalled that it used to be possible to seine 

coho and chum salmon in tlus bay in early October. 

GL pointed out that there is a large rock at the southern end of Zahnikwus, near the 

northern boundary of Seektukis Indian Reserve #24. This rock has a hole in the top of it 

large enough to insert your hand. There will be a southeast storm if you put your hand in the 

hole and stir your hand around (GL) . 

524. ts'ikt'akis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS; PW) < ts'ikt'a]gru 'triangular' 

sik-tok-kis (Denman 1864) 

sik-to-kis (Hankin 1865) 
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seek.tuk.iss (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

seektukis (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:894) 

tsiktakis (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

ciktaqis (Webster 1983:63) 

The name ts'ikt'akis is applied to the area now known as "Seektukis" [ts'ikt'akis] 
Indian Reserve #24 at the mouth of the Atleo River. This same term also applies to the Atleo 

River. PW explained that ts'ikt'akis is so named because when the tide is high, the bay at 

the mouth of the Atleo River is shaped like a triangle. 

Chum and coho are the primary species caught in the Atleo River, although some 

sockeye and steelhead also spawn in\ this river. Apparently, the sockeye run was formerly 

larger, but as LS (Dewhirst and Swan 1977) noted, "someone did something to stop them 

from going up." Independently, both GL and PW mentioned that fish traps (in conjunction 

with weirs) were formerly used near the mouth of the Atleo, and GL stated that he had seen 

remains of fish weirs in this area. PW was of the opinion that fish traps had not been used 

here since the time of his grandparents. 

The Atleo River was a fall fishing village belonging originally to the Otsosat. 

However, after the Ahousaht/Otsosat war, this fishery was given to the son of a man named 

kwatyiitsmalhni, the 3rd chief of the Ahousaht (the 3rd chief, himself, was killed during this 

war) (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Webster 1983:63; PW; Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14). PW 

pointed out that the Atleo family are descended from kwatyiitsmalhni. One of these 

descendants, Chief "Atleo" (anglicized from his Indian name, .Zatlyuu) , was recognized as the 

owner of this river (PW; GL) . This same man was also known as George Shamrock (Drucker 

1935-1936:23: 14; PW) . 

In 1864, the village of ts'ikt'akis was bombarded by the gunboat Sutlej, in retaliation 

for the Ahousahts's  scuttling of the ship Kingfisher in Matilda Inlet (Denman 1864) (see also 

the discussions of place names #423, #429, #497, #555, #556, #568, #579, and #620). 

Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly noted in June 1889 that there were 5 

houses and a small potato garden at ts'ikt'a.k,is, which he said was a salmon fishery. In the 

sketch map accompanying the �v1inute of Decision establishing trJs 30�acre reserve for the 
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Ahousahts, these 5 houses were indicated on the north side of the river mouth, along the 

beach which is on the east side of Millar Channel (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . When the Royal 

Commission on Indian Mfairs met with the Ahousahts in 1914, it was also reported there 

were 5 houses at ts'ikt'a)iis, and that people stayed in them while fishing chum salmon 

(Canada and British Columbia 1914a) . 

Several houses at ts'ikt'ak,is in the 1920s were remembered by PW and GL. All of 

them were on the north side of the river mouth. One of these was a large smokehouse 

belonging to "Old kiista" who was the father of Chief Atleo (George Shamrock). PW 

recalled that fish were smoked at both ends of this house. Another smokehouse belonged to 

"Old Joe Titian" whose Indian name was t'it'iZin. A third house belonged to PW's father 

(PW; GL). GL added that the Hippolyte Thomas family used to smoke fish here at 

ts'ikt'ak,is, but he did not recall which house they stayed in. 

In the early 1940s, JS recalled, the smokehouse of John Keitlah's father (whose Indian 

name was miimixt and who was the 2nd chief of the Ahousahts) was located at the 

northwestemmost end of the reserve, just south of the northern boundary of the reserve. JS 

used to stay in this house with John Keitlah, and recalled that there was an open fire in the 

centre of the house. JS said there were several other houses standing at ts'ikt'ak,is in the 

early 1940s. 

GL added that a woman who was his father's aunt (he did not recall her name) had a 

house at the small lake drained by the Atleo River. She stayed here while fishing coho, GL 

stated. PW noted that his own uncle also used to go to this same small lake while getting 

cohos, but PW did not know exactly where or how he fished, or where he stayed. 

Near the mouth of the Atleo River is a well-known place to dig butterclams and 

littleneck clams (JS) . 

GL noted that a sasquatch was once seen coming out of the bushes on the south side 

of the Atleo River (see also place name #526) . 

525. kaamllrnhu� (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW) 
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This name is applied to a place south of the mouth of the Atleo River, and just south 

of the Indian Reserve boundary. LS (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976) stated !iaamiilhuwis was a 

place where the old-timers had a ts'iiwi.Zas (which GL explained was a pole support for a 

snare) , and that Canada geese were snared here. This information was confirmed by PW. 

526. ch'iinii7atnuu7is (GL only) < ch'iinii7ath 'giants' 

According to GL, the grassy and bushy area just south of the Seektukis Indian Reserve 

and east from !faamiilhuwis (place name #525) is known as ch'iinii7atnuu7is because 

"silver-haired giants" are said to live here. GL was told by Chief Atleo never to go here. 

Apparently, lots of wild crabapples grew here, but no one ever went there to get them due to 

the giants (GL) . 

527. ch 'iituwis (GL only) < ch'iitaa 'digging clams' 

This name is applied to a creek draining into a small bay just south from 

kaamiilhuwis (place name #525) . There are many clams here, especially small butter clams, 

and people go here to dig these clams (GL). 

528. tsikipkimilh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< tsikimin 'iron' 

TsikipJ9milh is the name of a rock situated on a small point of land just north of 

ts'aaktl'aa (place name #529). PW was puzzled as to why the modem term tsikimin 

(actually, a Chinook jargon word referring to 'iron') was mentioned in this place name, 

although GL said this rock was supposed to have been dropped to earth by the Thunderbird. 
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529. ts'aak,tl'aa (GL; JS; PW) 

'stream of water running underground' ( GL) 

This is the name of a small creek located just south of the point on which 

tsikip!9milh (place name #528) is located. Near the mouth of this creek was a place where 

people camped while making dugout canoes from the good red cedars available in this area 

(GL) . According to GL, the last canoe made here was in 1928 or 1929 and was carved by 

Old Joe Titian. GL recalled helping this old man to bring down the carved-out canoe from an 

area up this creek. 

530. kw'aZiitskwachitl (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

'eating herring eggs' (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 

According to GL, this rock bluff which is located south from ts'aak,tl'aa (place name 

#529) , takes its name from an event that occurred a long time ago. Some people were here, 

eating herring eggs. This created a lot of noise and attracted their enemies, who slaughtered 

them (PW also heard about this incident) . However, GL pointed out, and PW confirmed (St. 

Claire and Webster 1984) that herring were not known to spawn here. 

531. kwakwumkw'ukw (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

'looks like the stem of a canoe' 

K wakwumkw'ukw is a rock formation located on the east side of Millar Channel 

(south from kw'aZiitskwachitl, place name #530) that does, in fact, look like the stem end of 

a canoe. Below this rock there is an underwater cave where a shark is said to live ( GL; PW) . 

This cave was associated with power--in order to obtain spiritual power, young men would 

dive into the water here and try to enter this cave (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW). In 

1925, members of a la.hal team from Ahousat, including GL's father and Noah Thomas, tried 
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to dive down to this cave to obtain good luck in lahal (GL; PW) . In 1975, after PW lost his 

house in a fire at Ahousat, kwakwumkw'ukw was one of the 2 places where he took some 

ashes from his burned house and lowered them down into the water in a weighted sack (St. 

Claire and Webster 1984; PW) (see also the discussion of place name #582) . 

532. nach'ii7at (Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976; GL; JS; PW) 

'you can see something' ( GL) 

This name is applied to a small point on the east side of Millar Channel, south from 

kwakwumkw'ukw (place name #531) . LS pointed out, and GL confirmed, that this point is 

called nach'ii7at because once you come around it (when proceeding north up Millar 

Channel) , you can see the village of ts'ikt'ak,is (place name #524) at the mouth of the Atleo 

River. 

533. chichixwas (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

'scar on cheeks' 

A large area of the shoreline on the east side of Millar Channel, south of nach'ii7at 
(place name #532) , is known as chichixwas. There is a red cod fishing bank located just 

offshore from the center portion of chichixwas (JS) . 

GL noted that there has been a lot of hand-logging of Douglas-fir in the area of 

chichixwas. 

534. muuk.wlhh (JS; PW) 'burning inside' 

JS and PW applied this name to the passageway between the two small islands in the 

bay at the northeast end of Ross Passage. This is a good place to dig butt.er clams (JS) . 
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535. yakkimilbachisbt (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; PW) 

'long island' 

Zalbma_kamlb (GL; JS) < Zalhmapt 'yellow cedar' 

Both of these names are applied to an island at the northeast end of Ross Passage, 

south from muu,kwlhh (place name #534). 

536. a7aapswilb (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'many passages' 

This name refers to the cluster of islands scattered throughout the northwest half of 

Ross Passage. GL pointed out that this area is known locally as "Berry Passage Islands" due 

to the abundance of evergreen huckleberries (sinimxsjits) here. GL has gathered these 

berries here when they ripen in September. 

(GL). 

Herring used to spawn around these islands 

537. tl'its!!uu7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'there's a white thing in front' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 

'white-coloured rocks' (GL) 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PV/), LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and JS all 

applied this term to the large bay on the west side of McKay Island (GL, alone, applied it to 

a bay on the east side of this same island). 

GL referred to the point at the northern end of McKay Island as "Forbidden Point. " 

He stated that there are little creatures known as maatsmayuxwin living here. These 

creatures carry short spears and shoot them at people who come near. A person hit by one of 

these spears doesn't see the spear, but they can feel it Once a person is shot they have to 
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circle around amidst the trees to get rid of it. Therefore, when Indian people are in the 

woods in this area they shout out "hu7" four times in order to keep these spear-toting 

creatures away (GL) (see also the discussion of place name #210) .  

In recent times, JS has drag-seined for perch in the bay on the east side of McKay 

Island. 

According to GL, there are burial caves in the bay on the west side. 

538. nuchts'uu (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

'mountain inside harbour' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 'mountain 

'blocking entrance' (JS) 

This name is applied to all of McKay Island, known locally as "Cone Island" because 

of the distinctive peak in its center. 

There is a place on the north side of the central peak on this island, near the 

headwaters of a stream, where there is a small pond. Here some people, including kiista 

("01� Atleo"), used to go to train for spiritual power (JS) . LS (Ellis and Swan 1974- 1976) 

noted that wiikinanish trained on this mountain before going whale hunting by bathing in this 

small pond and rubbing himself with boughs and herbs. In 1932, GL recalled, he and Mike 

Ambrose climbed to the top of this mountain but were unable to find this small pond. 

JS noted that there is a fishing bank for "pitch-heads" located immediately south of the 

southeast tip of McKay Island. 

In 1951, a trapline (T0108T450) was registered in this area in the name of Alice 

Mack. This trapline covered all of McKay Island, in addition to an area on the adjacent 

mainland, extending from the entrance to Herbert Inlet in the north and as far as the entrance 

to Calmus Passage in the south (British Columbia 1990) . 

539. Z.amits'akis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW) 

< Zamits'apt 'broad-leaved maple tree' 
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A bay with a stream emptying into it, located on the north side of Ross Passage, is 

called .Zamits'akis. This place is so named because there were maple trees here at one time 

(GL; PW) . 

Both PW and GL noted that an old man used to live here, and PW identified this man 

as wiiwumta.Zayk (PW was of the opinion that this man was of Ahousaht ancestry). He was 

the only person said to have lived here, PW noted, but this was before PW's time. Both GL 

and PW said this man was supposed to have a lot of gold when he died. 

JS stated that he used to trap for mink around .Zamits'ak_is with John Keitlah. 

540. yaa7ak_tlis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW) 

'long, narrow bay or inlet' 

A bay located on the north side of Ross Passage, southeast from .Zamits'ak_is (place 

name #539) , is called yaa7ak_tlis. PW said that as far as he knew, this was not a camping 

place. 

There were a lot of perch in this bay, GL recalled, and the people used to catch them 

here in winter, utilizing tidal perch traps. 

GL noted that a short trail connected yaa7a!s_tlis with .Zamits'akis (place name #539) , 

and recalled using this trail, himself. 

Hair seals were hunted at yaa7ak_tlis (GL) . 

541 .  imtaZa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; PW) 

A rock bluff along the north shoreline that is midway between the western entrance to 

Herbert Inlet and the eastern entrance to Ross Passage is known as imta.Za. No translation 

for this term is known. 

PW recalled his father saying that this bluff never got as much snow as other places, 

but did not elaborate. Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and PW noted that a waterfall 
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comes down this bluff. 

There is a fishing bank for red cod situated offshore from imtaZa (GL; PW). 

542. tluushtluushukw (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JS; 

SS) < tlushukw 'plank or pole' 

Tluushtluushukw is the name of a bay containing a creek, located on the north side 

of the entrance to Herbert Inlet, south from the entrance to Bedingfield Bay. This same place 

is also known as tluushtla, an abbreviated form of the term tluushtluushukw (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984) . 

PW referred to tluushtluushukw as a "canoe-making settlement" and noted that his 

father, Big William (one of whose Indian names was .haa,ktuu7a), and his father's cousin, 

sichuumalhni (also known as chuusicha) , used to stay here while carving canoes from the 

nearby red cedar. The last time they did this was in the 1920s, PW added (see also the 

discussion of place name #544) . Each of these 2 men had a house--they were situated on the 

north side of the little creek here, which served as the water supply (LS also mentioned there 

were "cabins" here, although he did not recall the name for this site) . The red cedar was cut 

down and carved out a little ways up the creek, then the almost-finished dugouts were hauled 

down to the beach to be completed. No salmon went up this creek, PW added. Littleneck 

clams were dug from the beach in this bay (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; GL) . 

543. numa.ht'a7a (GL; JS; SS) < numaak 'forbidden creek' 

GL and SS applied this name to a small creek on the west side of Herbert Inlet, just 

south from the entrance to Bedingfield Bay and north from tluushtluushukw (place name 

#542) (JS had heard the name of this site but was not familiar with its location) . 
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creek') originated with an incident said to have occurred during the time of the Otsosats. 

Four Otsosat men were going past here on their way up Herbert Inlet and stopped here for a 

drink of water, after which 3 of them died. Only the youngest man survived, as he didn't 

have a drink. Ever since then, GL added, it has been forbidden to drink the water from this 

creek. 

544. t'a.Zaa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS; PW) 

'always there' (?) (SS) ; 'left behind' (?) (PW) 

ta'a (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

This name is applied to Bedingfield Bay, located on the north side of Herbert Inlet. 

Both GL and SS said this place was known locally as "Seitcher's  Bay" and noted that 

"Seitcher" was an anglicized pronunciation of the Indian name of a man named sichuumalhni 
who used to live here. As discussed in connection with place name #542, sichuumalhni was 

PW's  father's cousin. SS said that "Old Seymour," known as kiithatl (who was the father of 

sichuumalhni, PW pointed out) used to stay at t'a.Zaa. 
SS said that t'aZ.aa was formerly an Otsosat winter village where people continued to 

live even after the Otsosat population was drastically reduced in the Ahousaht-Otsosat war. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) identified t'aZ.aa as an Otsosat settlement but provided no 

information about its utilization. 

Chum salmon, and formerly sockeye and pink salmon, spawned in the creeks that 

drain into the northern end of Bedingfield Bay. PW stated that Bedingfield Bay, itself, was a 

place where chum salmon formed large schools and were caught by commerical purse seiners 

( GL; St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) . Perch and native oysters were plentiful in 

Bedingfield Bay (GL) . 

A trapline (T0108T486) registered in the name of Paul Sam (SS's  father) in 1940 

included the entire area beginning with the Atleo River watershed, then south to Ross 

Passage, and east to the western side of Bedingfield Bay (British Columbia 1990) . GL and 

SS botlJ. noted that Paul Sam trapped mostly up the Moyeha River at the head of Herbert 
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Inlet--see the discussion of place name #555. 

545. pakwatkkwuu7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS) 

' skate [fish] on point' 

This name (occasionally pronounced pakwatxkwuu7a rather than pakwatkkwuu7a) is 

applied to an area on the north shore of Herbert Inlet, just east of the point at the southeast 

entrance to Bedingfield Bay. It is possible to see the shape of a skate in the rock here. 

546. hishkwii (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; SS) 

Hishkwii is the name applied to an area along the northwest side of Herbert Inlet, 

northeast from pakwatkkwuu7a (place name #545). PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and 

GL stated independently that hishkwii is possibly derived from the term .hiish]!iisha 'biting 

herring eggs off kelp. ' However, as GL and SS pointed out, hishkwii is not known as a 

place where herring eggs were obtained (GL) . 

547. pitsaasts'imit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS; PW) 'where there was red 

cedar bark on roof' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

This name is applied to a small v-shaped bay on the west side of Herbert Lnlet, north 

from hishkwii (place name #546). Formerly both Douglas-fir and red cedar were plentiful 

here (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; SS) , although PW recalled there was much more 

Douglas-fir than red cedar, and did not know why this place was called pitsaasts'imit 
('where there was red cedar bark on roof'). However, SS stated that red cedar bark was 

obtained from pitsaasts'imit during his father's time. 
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548. wa!!iitlmitis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; SS) 

Wa!!iitlmitis is the name of a bay with a creek running into it, located on the west 

side of Herbert Inlet, north from pitsaasts'imit (place name #547) . 

PW explained that the Otsosat camped here overnight on their way from muuya!!i to 

maa,!itusiis (place names #555 and #423 respectively) , after the chum salmon run was over. 

Sometimes Otsosat people wintered at wahiitlmitis (St. Claire and Webster 1984) .  It was 

SS's opinion that a village was once situated towards the northeast end of wa!!iitlmitis, where 

SS saw a cleared area. 

Wahiitlmitis was a place where the Otsosat tlukwana 'wolf rituals ' were once held. 

This was also the place where an Otsosat chief named yu7akwa7ap performed the ceremony 

known as wenaachishtinak, relating to a wenaachisht or 'spirit canoe, ' during which the 

participants sang special songs and pretended they were in a large canoe (GL speculated that 

this ceremony was to commemorate an early visit by "canoe people" who GL described as 

"Vikings"). Although PW stated that the wenaachisht ceremony was practised only by the 

Otsosat, GL believed that the Manhousaht performed it as well, as he recalled that William 

Swan used to sing wenaachisht songs (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW; GL; SS). 

According to SS, there used to be a lot of large red cedar trees in this bay and this 

was a place where people went to get these trees for carving canoes. SS's great-grandfather 

(SS's father's mother's father) , a man named tl'iitl'iihmaZin, was carving a canoe here at the 

time the gunboat came to the inlet [in 1864] (see the discussion of place name #555) . A half

finished canoe was said to be somewhere in this area, although SS did not know exactly 

where. SS noted that the red cedar was obtained a little ways up the hillside here, as the 

cedar along the shore would crack due to its exposure to salt. 

SS recalled that he and his father, Paul Sam, used to trap marten in this bay. 

549. aphuulh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL ; JS) 

'something on rock cliff' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 'sloping 

i..11v1ards ' (GL) 
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maak7aZaalh (SS only ) 'pull something up' 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL applied the name aphuulh to a cliff on the 

west side of Herbert Inlet, north from wahiitlmitis (place name #548) . This same cliff was 

called maak7aZaalh by SS, who was of the opinion that this term's  meaning ( 'pull something 

up') was in some way associated with the tlukwana ( 'wolf ritual ') and the Otsosat chief 

yu7akwa7ap. 
GL stated that seals can be easily shot along the shoreline at aphuulh. 

550. nah7iitskwachitl (GL; JS) 

'eat only the jaws of a fish' (GL) 

Nah7iitskwachitl is the name of a point on the west side of Herbert Inlet, just south 

of ch'ihnit'ak,tlis (place name #550) . GL stated that you can see the outline of a person in 

the rock here. 

551. ch'i!!nit'a]itlis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS) 

< ch'ihaa 'supernatural creature' 

This name is applied to a small v-shaped bay on the west side of Herbert Inlet, south 

from t'it'aa (place name #552) . 

According to PW, ch'i.hnit'a!itlis was the place where the Otsosat chief named 

yu7akwa7ap had an experience with a "blood-dripping rainbow. " Following is the version of 

this story as told by PW: 

Around the time the Europeans came to this country, the Otsosat chief 

yu7akwa7ap acquired from his Nitinaht slave the power to hunt hair seal. 

Yu7akwa7ap decided that only he would be allowed to hunt these seals. He 

prepared himself by making seal skin floats. Then he began }lis ritual 
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preparations. His slave had told him to rub a secret potion on only his 

forearms, but in his enthusiasm he rubbed it all over his upper body. It was 

then that his supernatural experiences began. 

One day while out hunting seals, yu7akwa7ap fired on several seals 

lying on a log, but upon inspection found that they had changed into wood. 

Then he saw another hair seal close to shore and he crept through the bushes to 

get a closer shot. But when he was closer he found only a large woman with a 

barnacle growing on her cheek. This woman walked into the water, 

transformed into a seal and swam away. When she passed yu7akwa7ap,_ he 

lost consciousness. 

The next time the chief went hair seal hunting, he saw a rainbow 

nearby. Then, as he stooped down to go under a big log, he saw blood 

dripping from the rainbow and collecting in a pool on the ground in front of 

him. Yu7akwa7ap returned to the village and told the people what he had 

seen. After he spoke, his nose began to drip blood, just as the rainbow had 

done. This continued until he died. The place where he had this encounter 

with the rainbow was at ch'ihnit'a_ktlis (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

GL stated that in 1918, his father stopped at ch'ihnit'a_ktlis while on his way to 

Ahousat with the body of a man who had died of the flu at the Moyehai Indian Reserve. The 

body was left here overnight, and it was planned that they would take it to Ahousat in the 

morning. But next morning the body was gone. Wolves had been heard howling the night 

before, and it was assumed that they had taken it. Although the people searched, the body 

was never found. GL was told by his father not to go around thJs place. 

552. t'it'aa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS; PW) 

'water falling onto rock' 

T'it'aa is the name of a waterfall and stream located on the west side of Herbert Inlet, 
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south from the Moyehai Indian Reserve. People used to go up to this waterfall to purify their 

eyes. 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) told a story of a poor-sighted Otsosat man who was 

told to lie on a rock at the base of the falls and allow the water to strike his eyes at full force. 

Having done this, he returned to his village, and with his special eyesight became a leader 

among fishermen. His strong eyesight allowed him to see through the river-water and spot 

fish that others could not see. PW stated that this man's eyes were "like binoculars, or 

better" (GL commented that he had also heard this story) . 

A man named han� also used to go to this waterfall to strengthen his eyes, and as 

a result, he became noted for his exceptional eyesight (GL) . GL added that it was common 

for young Otsosat men to go to this waterfall to clean the substance called !,Wlllh!,mis from 

their eyes. 

SS stated that his father, Paul Sam, went to t'it' aa to train for spiritual power to assist 

him in fur seal hunting. 

553. 
. ' .. niSmns (GL; JS; SS; PW) 

'water goes up to land at high water' ( GL) 

NisJms is the name of an area that is just south of the creek that is immediately south 

of the Moyehai Indian Reserve. GL, JS, and SS were all of the opinion that nis.hiis was 

once a village site. GL never saw the remains of structures here, himself, although he heard 

that they once stood here. 

According to GL, this is the place where the Otsosat held the winter ceremonial 

known as ts'aayik,a. GL calls this the "power dance," as people performed while in a trance. 

This dance has not been done since his parents were young, GL added. 
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554. t'iikwuwis (SS only) 'root-digging beach' 

The area of the tidal flats just offshore from Moyehai Indian Reserve #23 and 

extending to the Moyeha River mouth is known as t'iikwuwis. SS noted that the beds of 

wild clover here were owned by his father's mother, an Zaahuus7ath (original Ahousaht) 

woman named ts'ii,kap who used to cultivate these beds of clover and look after them (see 

also the discussion of place name #555) . SS recalled getting wild clover roots here, himself, 

when he was young. 

Although PW did not recognize t'iikwuwis as a place name, he did recall that !!,ichin 

(native littleneck clams) were obtained in this area. 

555. muuya!!,i (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; SS; 

PW) 

< mu�aa ' steamy or foggy all the time' (Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976) 

moo-yah-kah (Denman 1864) 

mo.ye.hai (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

moyehai (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) 

moyahai (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

This name is applied to the area of Moyehai Indian Reserve #23 and also to the 

Moyeha River. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) stated that this area is called muuya.hi 
because when you look in this direction from Ahousat, it always appears foggy. 

Independently, SS stated that the meaning of muuya.hi is associated with fog and wind. PW 

said he was unable to translate muuyahi. 
Prior to the Ah6usaht/Otsosat war, the Moyeha River was an important Otsosat 

fishery, as chum, spring, coho and pink salmon (GL; St. Claire and Webster 1984) , as well as 

a few steelhead (GL) , all ascended this river. 

According to a version of the Ahousaht/Otsosat war recorded in Drucker, it was 
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suggested that one Otsosat chief owned the west side of Herbert Inlet, and another Otsosat 

chief owned the east side. Consequently, when this region was divided up after the war, 

Drucker said that an Ahousaht chief named !!.aayuupinuulh was given the east side of 

Herbert Inlet, and another Ahousaht chief named k.amiina was given the west side of Herbert 

Inlet (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) . 

Haayuupinuulh was described by PW (Webster 1983:60) as the 2nd chief of the 

Ahousahts [this was confirmed both by SS and by Drucker (1951 :344)] and as the 

"Commanding Officer" of the Ahousaht war party. SS added that !!aayuupinuulh was John 

Keitlah's  great-grandfather (see also the discussion of place name #491) , and that k.amiina 
was the grandfather of his (SS's) father's father, "Fat Sam" (i.e. k.amiina was SS's great

great-grandfather) . This same man, k.amiina, was described by Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) as 

an "Ahous war chief" during the Ahousaht/Otsosat war. 

Independently, SS confirmed what Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) had said about the 

dividing up of Herbert Inlet after the Ahousaht/Otsosat war. SS noted that in addition, the 

Moyeha River, itself, was also divided into two, with k.amiina getting the west side and 

!!.aayuupinuulh, the east side. SS recalled that when he was young, a man named miimixt 
(who was then the 2nd chief of the Ahousaht, and was the father of John Keitlah) was 

considered the owner of the Moyeha River. 

GL was told that a gunboat bombarded the village of muuya!!i, in retaliation for the 

scuttling of the ship Kingfisher by the Ahousahts. No one was hurt, GL was told--the people 

escaped by going up the river. Archival documents indicate that it was the gunboat Sutlej 

that bombarded muuyahi, and that this occurred in 1864 (Denman 1864; Hankin 1865) (see 

also the discussions of place names #423, #429, #497, #524, #556, #568, #579 and #620) . 

Indian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly identified "mo.ye.hai" [muuyah.i] in June 1889 

as a fishing station with 4 houses and a small garden. He said the Moyeha River provided "a 

large quantity of fish." In the sketch map accompanying the original 1890 Minute of 

Decision setting aside a 17 -acre reserve here for the Ahousahts, the houses were indicated 

along the beach on the north side of the reserve (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . In 1914, at a 

meeting with the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs, Chief Keitlah described muuya!!.i as a 

fishing statiO.t� and camping grou..11d (Canada and British Columbia 1914a) . 
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SS spent a lot of time around the Moyeha River when he was young. He recalled that 

the main river flowed down the western channel, alongside the large island known as huupsin 
(place name #557) . This was where the chum salmon spawned. In SS 's father's time, fish 

traps known as taa7inwa ('cucumber-shaped basketry traps') were placed in the main channel 

to catch the chums (GL recalled seeing the remains of a fish weir at the river mouth--likely 

this was a weir used to guide the fish towards the trap's mouth) . SS noted that each year 

when he was young, his own family used to smoke-dry between 200 and 400 salmon caught 

in the Moyeha River. He said that approximately 80% of them were dog (chum) salmon, and 

about 20% of them were cohos. 

When GL was young, he went to muuyahi with his parents in the fall to gaff-hook 

chum salmon. They stayed at the house of an old man named wiischa (see below) . GL 

commented that the fishermen gaffed only the male fish of the first chum salmon run, and 

that they could distinguish these fish by their smaller size and different nose. 

The owners of several houses situated on the muuyahi Indian Reserve between the 

1920s-1940s were recalled: Fat Sam, known as ts'aasiits (SS's  father's father) ; Job Mack, 

wiischa (the uncle of SS 's father) ; and John Keitlah's father, miimixt (SS; PW; GL; JS) . PW 

recalled that when he was a teenager, he and his father stayed at muuyahi with Job Mack. 

SS stated that he also stayed in Job Mack's house, as the house of Paul Sam (SS's 

grandfather) was no longer useable when SS was young. The houses at muuya!!i were all on 

the north half of the Indian Reserve, along the beach, SS recalled. JS stayed at muuya!!i 
with John Keitlah. 

Wild clover roots and Pacific cinquefoil were plentiful off the muuyahi Indian 

Reserve and at the mou�h of the Moyeha River ( GL; SS) (see also the discussion of place 

name #554) . PW's rnother and GL's parents used to dig these roots in the viciPJty of the 

Moyeha River mouth, GL recalled. 

GL heard that there was once lots of elk up the Moyeha River (this was confirmed by 

SS) . Marmots and wolverines were abundant here also, and marten were trapped in deadfalls 

and spring traps. Job Mack, Fat Sam and GL's father all trapped up the Moyeha River (GL) . 

SS began trapping here with his father, Paul Sam, around 1940, and continued going here to 

trap Ut�til the late 1950s. SS stated that he an.d ltJs brothers, Sydney and Dixon, all trapped in 
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the Moyeha with their father, and that they were the primary trappers in this area. 

556. 
' ' muyaa (SS; PW) 'burnt' 

SS noted that a large rock located on the beach towards the northern end of the 

Moyehai Indian Reserve is called rituyaa ('burnt') . According to SS, this rock is so named 

because it is exposed to the sun a great deal, which causes the moss o� the rock to dry out 

and have a burnt appearance. Independently, PW gave this same name--he suggested there 

was a low hill in the vicinity of this rock. 

SS was told that a gunboat burned wild clover and Pacific cinquefoil beds immediately 

offshore from rltuyaa, in retaliation for the Ahousahts's scuttling of the ship Kingfisher. 

Although archival documents indicate that the gunboat Sutlei bombarded the village of 

muuyahi in 1864 (Denman 1864) , it is not possible to confirm from these records that the 

wild clover and Pacific cinquefoil beds here were burned (see also the discussions of place 

names #423, #429, #497, #524, #555, #568, #579, and #620) . 

557. huupsin (SS only) 'in between; blocking' 

The large island forming part of the delta at the mouth of the Moyeha River is called 

huupsin. Chum salmon spawned around this island, particularly on the west side where traps 

were used to catch them (SS) . 

558. Z.a7ukw'as (SS only) 'little lake sitting there' 

Just north of the northern end of huupsin, and several hundred yards east from the 

east bank of the Moyeha River, was a small lake called Z.a7ukw'as where chum salmon 

spawned (SS was not certain this lake still exists). 
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After the Ahousaht/Otsosat war, this little lake and the tiny creek connecting it with 

the Moyeha River were owned by !!aayuupinuulh, the 2nd chief of the Ahousahts (see the 

discussion of place name #555) . 

SS recalled that when he was young, he and his father used to keep this creek clear so 

that the chum salmon would continue going up to spawn in the little lake. Salmon in the 

creek were gaff-hooked (SS) . 

559. uritaa,kts'it7a (SS only) < uJtaa,k 'green slime' 

This name is applied to the first deep pool encountered when going up the Moyeha 

River, where the river curves sharply to the east. SS noted that dead salmon would collect 

here and marten would come and feed on them. Consequently, this was a good place to trap 

marten (SS) . 

560. ts'aalhts'a7a (SS only) 'river hits against bluff' 

Ts'aalhts'a7a is the name of the second bend in the Moyeha River, not far upstream 

from urhaa,kts'it7a (place name #559) . SS referred to ts'aalhts'a7a, located where the river 

turns to the northeast, as a dangerous place, and recalled that care had to be taken when going 

through here in a canoe. 

561. t'imaZa (SS only) 'boulders' 

Upstream from ts'aalhts'a7a (place name #560) , where the Moyeha River curves 

again to the east, is a place called t'imaZa. Caution had to be used here when poling a canoe 

upriver (SS). 
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562. kwisuuliwak (SS only) 'branches away from river' 

Mariner Creek, which enters the east side of the Moyeha River and is known locally 

as the "East Fork," is called kwisuukwak. On the mountainside south of this creek was the 

elk hunting ground of the Otsosat group known as the amaZath (SS) (see place name #565) . 

SS saw the remains of what he believed was a village site on the east side of the Moyeha 

River. This site, SS recalled, was across from the second creek that enters the Moyeha, 

proceeding upstream from kwisuukwak. 

563. iih.tupsit (SS only) < iih.tup 'whale ' 

On the east bank of the Moyeha, not far downstream from Kowus Creek, there is a 

rock. It is said this was once a whaler who was training for spiritual power when he was 

transformed into stone here (SS) . 

564. tuxwulh (SS only) 'waterfall' 

"About 100 yards" upstream from iih.tupsit (place name #563) , and also on the east 

side of the Moyeha, is a small creek with a little waterfall. The creek and waterfall are called 

tuxwulh SS has observed coho salmon jumping up this waterfall. 

565. amaZa 
yamaZa 

(SS only) 

(PW only) 

Prior to the Otsosat/Ahousaht war, there was a village site on the north side of the 

Moyeha River, at the confluence of Kowus Creek with the Moyeha. SS, who was very 

familiar with this site, identified it as ama,Za. L1'}dependenly, PW pronounced this tenn as 
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yamaZ.a--PW did not know where this place was located; he knew only that it was 

somewhere up the Moyeha River (nevertheless, PW stated emphatically that the name of this 

place was yamaZ.a and not amaZ.a) . 
SS stated that the people who lived here were a group of Otsosat who took their name, 

amaZ.ath, from this site (PW said the same, but called them yamaZ.ath). According to SS, 

these people lived up here all the time and never came out to the salt water until after the 

war. Old William Little (also called William Pattie) , was a descendant of the amaZ.ath (SS; 

PW) . PW added that these people came to be known as the ma�7ath after they went to live 

among the Ahousaht (see the discussion of place name #677) . 

566. ch'iikna (SS; PW) 

Ch'iikna is the name of an area immediately east of the mouth of the Moyeha River. 

No translation for this term is known. 

SS stated that Canada geese, mallards, and trumpeter swans 

were plentiful in the vicinity of ch'iikna, and were hunted here. Offshore from ch'iikna, 
large lingcod were obtained (SS) . 

567. z.ajaa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS; PW) 

'bare' (PW) 

This name is applied to the waterfall on the creek t.1.at enters the northeast end of 

Herbert Inlet, east of the Moyeha River mouth, and just east of ch'iikna (place name #566) . 
Above the falls was a pool where people bathed for ritual purification (GL) . 

568. Z.isa!9Ut (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

'place of wild onions' (Allium cemuum) 
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Z.isakwulhb. (SS) 'where wild onions are' 

The term Z.isa,knit is applied to the area at the mouth of Cotter Creek (known locally 

as "Bert Clayton's place"), and to Cotter Creek, itself, which flows into the east side of upper 

Herbert Inlet (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) . 

SS, alone, applied the name Z.isaknit only to the creek that enters Herbert Inlet 

immediately to the south of Cotter Creek. SS was of the opinion that Cotter Creek has a 

different Indian name, and therefore asked James Adams (the oldest Indian man living at the 

Ahousat village) if he knew about this. SS subsequently reported that James Adams applied a 

very similar term, Z.isakwulhb., to Cotter Creek, itself. 

According to GL, there were, in fact, patches of wild onions at the mouth of Cotter 

Creek. It was these patches of wild onions, GL was told, that were burned by the crew of the 

gunboat sent to the Moyeha River in retaliation for the Ahousahts 's scuttling of the ship 

Kingfisher. As has been noted with respect to the discussion of .itujaa (place name #556) , 

archival documents indicate that the gunboat Sutlei bombarded the nearby village of muuyab.i 
in 1864 (Denman 1864) . But it is not possible to confirm from these records that the wild 

onion patches at Z.isaknit were burned (see also the discussions of place names #423, #429, 

#497, #524, #555, #556, #579, and #620) . 

Neither PW nor GL were aware of salmon going up Cotter Creek, nor did they know 

if there was ever a campsite in the vicinity of this creek. PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

stated that people used to catch deer using deadfall traps up Cotter Creek. 

In January 1950, a trapline (T0108T451) was registered in the name of Ian Seitcher, 

extending along the east shore of Herbert Inlet from approximately Cotter Creek in the north 

to the southern shore of Whitepine Cove in the south (British Columbia 1990) . 

569. niisak (GL; JS; PW) 'an unidentified fern root' (GL) 

A small creek which empties into the east side of Herbert Inlet, south from Cotter 

Creek, is called niisa!,. GL said trJs place is so named because of a type of wJdentified fern 
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that grows here. The root of this fern was a medicine, GL stated, but had not been gathered 

from this site since his grandparents's  time. 

570. 
, Zuma,!itl'a (GL; JS; SS) 'calm bay' 

This name is applied to a small bay located southwest from niisa,!i (place name #569) . 

571. ,!iwa,!iwatl'a,ksimkw'ukw (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; 

SS; PW) 'looks like a whale' s  jaw' 

The distinctive, low rock bluff along the shoreline just southwest from Zurlta,!itl' a is 
clearly shaped like the jaw of a whale and is therefore known as k_wak_watl'a,ksimkw'ukw. 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) pointed out that the burial box holding the body of 

an Otsosat chief called yu7akwa7ap (see the discussion of place name #551) was hoisted up 

to the top of the bluff here for burial. A carving depicting a Thunderbird was left beside it 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW). 

572. Zupnit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; SS) 'place of calm' 

This name is applied to a very small bay on the east side of Herbert Inlet, south from 

k_wakwatl'aJisimkw'ukw (place name #571) . PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) noted that 

before this area was logged, it was, in fact, very calm here. 

573. sasachk'a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS) 

'sharp rocks' 
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On the basis of information provided originally in St. Claire and Webster (1984) and 

then confirmed with GL and JS, the location of sasachk'a was indicated to be just south of 

iihatis (place name #575). However, SS, who spent a lot of time in this area and stated he 

was very certain of the location of sasachk'a, identified sasachk'a as the name applied to an 

area of the shoreline along the east side of Herbert Inlet, near the northern entrance to 

Gibsons Cove (consequently, on the accompanying map, place name #573 is now indicated at 

this latter site) . There are, in fact, a lot of sharp rocks here, SS pointed out. 

SS stated that during his father's time, people trained for spiritual power in a cave 

located in the vicinity of sasachk'a. 

574. wins!! (SS; PW) 'balanced' (SS) 

SS applied this name to Gibson Cove. He stated that people camped here while 

obtaining red cedar bark from the hillside on the west side of the cove. SS recalled his 

grandmother going here for cedar bark, as well as for spruce roots. Salmonberries and 

salalberries were picked at the north end of the cove in SS 's  own time. 

575. iihatis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; SS) 

'sudden flooding of river' 

GL and PW applied this name to the vicinity of a small creek on the east side of 

Herbert Inlet, south from Gibson Cove. PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) described the area 

at the mouth of this creek as an Otsosat "stopping place" and noted that remains of canoe 

skids are still visible on the beach here. GL, however, stated that as far as he knew, the place 

where the people used to stay was actually slightly north from this creek. In this vicinity, GL 

added, a wenaachisht ('spirit canoe') was seen. 

In the vicinity of iihatis was an area where the underbrush was deliberately burned in 

order to stimulate the growth of berries, GL stated. Such a practice in the vicinity of iihatis 
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was confirmed by SS, who noted that Alaska blueberries, red huckleberries, and salal berries 

grow particularly well after an area has been burned over. 

SS trapped mink along the shore here and marten higher up ii!!atis creek, and hunted 

deer on the mountainside. While trapping up this creek, SS observed canoe skids. This 

confirmed what he had been told concerning red cedar dugout canoes being carved up the 

hillside at ii!!atis, and then skidded down to the salt water. 

576. chats-siis (GL; JS; SS; PW) 
'island right up against beach' (SS) 

Chats-siis is the name of a small island located immediately offshore from the east 

side of Herbert Inlet, south from ii!!atis (place name #576) . 

GL stated that his grand-uncle, wiischa, used to go not too far up the creek on the 

shoreline adjacent to chats-siis. Here wiischa obtained a substance that GL described as 

"coal," which he burned for heat. 

SS noted that deer are plentiful around this beach and that he has hunted them here, 

himself. 

577. iitsmakt (GL only) < itsmakt 'sword fern' 

GL applied this name to a mountain on the east side of Herbert Inlet, due east from 

Binns Island and northeast fron1 iitsmakwits (place name #578). 

Binns Island, itself, has an Indian name but it was not remembered (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS) . 

578. iitsmakwits (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS; PW) 

< itsmakt ' sword fern' 
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This name is applied to a wide bay on the east side of Herbert Inlet--iitsmakwits is 
the first bay north of Whitepine Cove. Iitsmakwits is so named because formerly there were 

a lot of sword ferns here (GL) . Although GL and PW both suggested that the term 

iitsmakwits is also applied to the creek at the south end of this bay, both JS and SS stated 

that this creek (known locally as "Little Mississippi") has a separate name which they were 

unable to recall. 

There were several uses for sword ferns, after which this area is named. GL noted the 

leaves (fronds) of these ferns were placed underneath bedding. The fiddleheads were rubbed 

on a child's hair in the belief that this would make it lighter in colour (the old-time 

Manhousahts were noted for their light-coloured hair, GL added) . 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) , GL, and SS all stated that dog (chum) salmon 

spawn in the creek at the south end of iitsmakwits bay. The run here used to be quite late in 

the season, GL explained, and the fish were quite lean. GL used to catch dog salmon here to 

use as bait for trapping. PW recalled purse-seining for chum salmon commercially in the 

vicinity of iitsmakwits. According to SS, coho salmon also used to spawn in this creek. 

In SS's father's time, a p'uu7is trap ('round basketry trap') was used at the mouth of 

this same creek at the south end of iitsmakwits bay. 

SS recalled hand-logging in iitsmakwits bay with his father, Paul Sam. 

579. pin7iitl 

pen-e-etle 
peneetle 
pini'n 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS; SS; PW) 

< pin7a!!yuu 'glassy, calm place' (GL) 

(O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

Pin7iitl is the name applied to Whitepine Cove and the area now known as "Peneetle" 

[pin7iitl] Indian Reserve #22. Only GL provided a translation for this term--PW and SS 

stated that they could not translate it. 
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1)1ere is an important chum salmon fishery in the creek that drains through the Indian 

Reserve and into the south end of Whitepine Cove. This run begins in late August, unlike the 

neighbouring creeks's chum salmon runs which occur later. SS stated that he has gaff-hooked 

both chum and coho salmon here, and trapped perch to use as bait for catching red snapper. 

It was at this site where SS observed an old man named chashJiinim (see also the discussion 

of place name #501) , who was part-Ahousaht, using a perch trap. SS noted that he used to 

hunt deer, geese, and mallards at pin7iitl. 
PW stated that pin7iitl was formerly an Otsosat settlement. He added that herring 

spawned along the shore between pin7iitl and .Zi.ZiilhmaJiwus (place name #580) , and that 

dogfish were common offshore from pin7iitl (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW). This latter 

statement is confirmed in a comment made in 1890 by Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter 

O'Reilly that pin7iitl was at that time "a good dogfish station" (O'Reilly 1890a) . 

GL recalled that when he was young, he used to go to pin7iitl to fish with his parents, 

as his maternal grandmother's second husband, Big Jackson, known as yuxwsitk (see also the 

discussion of place name #468) , had a house here on the west side of the river mouth, close 

to the beach. This house flooded during certain tides, GL noted. LS said, with reference to 

the chum salmon creek at pin7iitl, that Big Jackson "owned that river" (Dewhirst and Swan 

1977) . PW also remembered the house of Big Jackson here. Independently, both GL and 

PW stated that Big Jackson's house was the only dwelling they saw at pin7iitl. 
The red cedar growing around pin7iitl was particularly good for carving canoes and 

making planks, both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL noted. This was also 

commented upon by the Indian Reserve Commissioner who observed in June 1889 that "the 

cedar in this neighbourhood [of pin7iitl] is very fine, and much prized by the Indians for 

canoe building" (O'Reilly 1890a) . 

A 65-acre Indian Reserve for the Ahousahts was established at pin7iitl in 1890. On 

the sketch map accompanying the original Minute of Decision which established this reserve 

(identified as a "dogfish station"), one house was indicated--it was on the beach, not far south 

from the north end of the reserve (O 'Reilly 1890b) . In 1914, pin7iitl was identified as "a 

dog [chum] salmon fishing station" and it was noted that "some houses" were there (Canada 

and British Columbia 1914a) . 
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GL was told that men from a gunboat walked across the narrow strip of land between 

Whitepine Cove and the Cypre River, in connection with incidents that followed the 

Ahousahts' s scuttling of the ship Kingfisher. This is confirmed in archival documents, where 

it is noted that in October 1864, an armed party of about 75 men from the gunboat Sutlei 

walked across the approximately 3-mile trail from Whitepine Cove over to the "Trout River" 

[Cypre River] , where they attacked some Ahousahts (Denman 1864; Sutlej 1864) (see also the 

discussions of place names #423, #429, #497, #524, #555, #556, #568, and #620). PW also 

referred to this trail, but noted it had not been used since his grandparents 's time. 

580. ZiiZiilhmakw'as (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976; JS; SS) < Zilhmakt 'stinging nettle' (Urtica dioca) 

This name is applied to the large bay southwest from Whitepine Cove. GL, alone, 

also applied this name to the low mountain near the shore immediately east of this bay. Both 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL stated that people did get stinging nettles from this 

bay. These nettles were used to make twine for lines and for nets used to catch geese and 

ducks in this bay at night (St. Claire and Webster 1984). 

GL noted that it is possible, at high tide, to pass through the narrow channel on the 

east side of the large island at the north end of this bay. 

The entire shoreline from Whitepine Cove along to the northern portion of 

ZiiZiilhmakw' as bay was a good place to collect herring spawn. Because of the abundance 

of herring here, this bay was a popular for salmon trolling all year-round (GL) . 

581. k'ayuupJinit (GL; JS; SS; PW) 

< k'ayuumin 'an unidentified animal that has the appearance of a 

tiger' ( GL; PW) 

The bav immediatelv west from 7ii7iilhmakw'as (place name #580) is known as 
., ., - - :.a. 
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k'ayuup!init. GL and PW both stated that an unidentified animal "that has stripes like a 

tiger" was said to live in this area. Consequently, GL was told never to go here by himself. 

GL recalled that his father used to go to k'ayuup!init and the area west of the creek 

that empties into this bay, to strip bark off red cedar trees. 

A half-finished dugout canoe was found "about halfway" up the mountain that is south 

from k'ayuup!init, SS was told. The person who was making the canoe was said to have 

died (SS) . 

582. ts'a!iwuulhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; SS) 

'strong current flows back and forth' 

Ts'a!iwuulhh is the name applied to Bawden Point. It is said that there is an 

underwater cave here, right off the point. Young men dived underwater and entered this cave 

while training for spiritual power and for testing their bravery (St. Claire and Webster 1984; 

GL) . 

According to GL, this same underwater cave off Bawden Point also helped a woman 

named hupa7ina!ia to become pregnant. She was old Mary Little's grandmother. 

Hupa7inaka kept having miscarriages, so the people lowered her in a big pack basket 

weighted with rocks underwater to this cave. She stuck her head into the cave and then 

tugged on the rope for the people to pull her back to the surface. After this, she had many 

children. 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) recalled that after his house burnt in Ahousat in 

1975, he was told by Joe Titian to iake a sack of ashes from this fire both to ts'akwuulhh 
and to kwakwumkw'ukw (place name #531) , and to lower them into the water. This, PW 

was told, would prevent future house fires (GL added that the term used to describe 'taking 

certain actions in order to prevent something bad from happening' is called hap!!tikshitl) . 
North from Bawden Point is a good place to fish for "pitch-heads" (GL) . 
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583. p'uliwuu7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

'mossy point' 

This name is applied to the point at the northern entrance to Bawden Bay. GL noted 

that there is a lot of moss on this point. 

During the winter, there was good spring salmon trolling off this point ( GL) . 

There were always lots of the birds called ts'ats'aa�t'alh (white-winged scoters) in 

this area. The soup broth made from this duck is a good laxative (GL). 

584. waayiinak (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 

< Jaayi 'cliff; low hill' 

Waayiinak is the name of a small cove on the northeast side of Bawden Bay. GL 

referred to waayiinak as "the Nelson Place" because a Norwegian fish buyer named Albert 

Nelson lived here with his Native wife around 1920. 

In 1932, GL trapped around Bawden Bay, specifically in the vicinity of the creek that 

drains from the small lake to the north of waayiinak. He was trapping here when he saw the 

scales from " a  different type of salmon, something like a sockeye" (GL did not elaborate) . 

585. yaa7aktlis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

'long, narrow bay or inlet' 

Yaa7ak,tlis is the name of a long inlet and lagoon on the east side of Bawden Bay. 

GL stated that there used to be a lot of perch in .this inlet, and was of the opinion that people 

used to trap them in the vicinity of the rock islets at the west entrance to this inlet. GL, 

himself, has obtained sea cucumbers from these islets and clams from inside yaa7alitlis. 
Herring spawn was collected along the coast between yaa7aktlis and ts'ipat,knit 

(place name #586) (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . LS (Dev;hirst an.d Swan) noted that coho 
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can be caught here also. 

According to GL, there were once dwellings situated on the north side of the point at 

the east entrance to yaa7a!£tlis. 

586. ts'ipatknit < ts'iipin 'pilchard' 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

This name applies to a bay on the south side of Bawden Bay, east from tikw'aa (place 

name #587) . PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) stated that he did not know if the people 

used to obtain pilchards at ts'ipatknit, although GL was of the opinion that these fish were 

obtained here a long time ago. GL recalled seeing pilchards at ts'ipatknit in the 1920s. At 

one time, GL noted, there were also anchovies in this bay. 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) stated that ts'ipat_knit was a site where the Otsosat 

collected herring spawn. 

587. tikw' aa 

tequa 
te'q'w� 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-

1976; GK; JS; PW) 

(O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b; Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

Tikw'aa is the name of an area in the southwestern comer of Bawden Bay which 

encompasses "Tequa" [tikw'aa] Indian Reserve #21 and the chum salmon creek which 

empties into the bay here. 

Formerly tikw'aa was an Otsosat site, PW stated. This is confirmed in Drucker 

(1935-1936:23: 14) , where tikw'aa is identified as an Otsosat settlement, although its 

utilization is not given. 

Tequa Indian Reserve #21 was set aside as a 6-acre fishing station for the Ahousahts 

in 1890. On the sketch map accompanying the original Minute of Decision setting aside this 
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reserve, one dwelling was indicated. It was located near the beach in the northwestern 

portion of the reserve (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

GL pointed out that Skookum John, known as sa7a, and his son, Johnny John, as well 

as Skookum John's brother, Big Paul, known as k,aa!!,ma, used to stay at tikw'aa during the 

fishing season. 

PW said that as far as he knew, only chum salmon go up the creek at tikw'aa. He 

recalled that salmon for the Ahousat Residential School were obtained from this creek in the 

1920s. 

Both GL and PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) noted that herring spawn all around 

Bawden Bay. PW recalled that the people were still putting down branches to collect herring 

spawn throughout Bawden Bay in the 1920s-1930s. 

GL once saw a half-finished dugout canoe near a bluff located not far upstream and 

on the east side of tikw' aa creek. 

In 1944, while GL was logging spruce in this area for the Gibson Brothers Logging 

Company, he saw some half-eaten "lobster-like" creatures [possibly crawish?] that a mink had 

left along the bank of tikw'aa creek. GL stated that he had seen these only at one other 

place (see the discussion of place name #595) . 

588. cha�n7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'island in middle' 

This name is applied to the small island located east from Clifford Point and at the 

southwest entrance to Bawden Bay. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) noted that a canoe could 

pass through the narrow channel on the south side of this island. 

There used to be abalones in the vicinity of cha�n7a, GL noted, but they were 

available only during the lowest tides of summer. Lots of chum salmon used to be found 

around this island on their way to spawn up at the head of Herbert Inlet. Commercial seiners 

would fish them here ( GL; PW). 
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589. askapiih (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'bare rocks' 

The 2 small islands north of kitsiit island (place name #590) which itself is off the 

northwest tip of Clifford Point, are called askapiih.. In recent years, these 2 islands became 

known locally as the "Cougar Islands," after a cougar was seen here in the 1940s (GL; PW) . 

GL noted that a very long time ago, a wenaachisht ('spirit canoe ') was said to have 

been seen in the vicinity of these islands. 

590. kitsiit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'just off from' (?) or 'attached together' (GL) 

This name is applied to the island off the northwest tip of Clifford Point, across from 

the Marktosis (Ahousat) village. PW said he could not translate kitsiit. 
GL stated there were formerly tree burials on kitsiit island. 

On the southwest side of kitsiit there are wild strawberries (GL) . 

' 
591. waayi (GL only) 'cliff; low hill' 

According to GL, this is the name of a cliff along the shoreline south from Clifford 

Point and immediately north of maht'i1a (place name #592) . 

In the vicinity of �aayi, GL stated, the people used to obtain red cedar for use as 

poles. Although PW did not recognize �aayi as a place name in this area, he did confirm 

that the red cedar in this vicinity was utilized. In particular, PW noted that in the early 

1930s, his (PW's) father obtained from this area, the red cedar poles used to make PW's 

boathouse. PW added that he used to obtain cedar bark in this same area, himself, in the 

1940s and 1950s. 
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592. maht'iZa 

mahtc'a 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS; PW) 

< maht'ii 'house' 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

This name is applied to the area around the mouth of a small creek, and to the creek, 

itself which is located south from Clifford Point and on the opposite side of the channel from 

Yates Point. According to both PW and GL, there was a house here a long time ago. 

Maht'iZa was identified independently by GL, JS, and SS as the boundary between 

the Otsosat and the Ahousaht. As well, it was suggested, but not made clear, in Drucker 

(1935-1936:23:14) that maht'iZa was a boundary. In his notes, Drucker stated "E of 

mahte'a (above place) to Benson," indicating that Chief Benson Keitlah, the 2nd chief of the 

Ahousaht, was considered to have the hahuulhi 'chief's property rights' of an area taken 

from the Otsosat during the Otsosat/ Ahousat war. 

PW, however, stated emphatically that this boundary was not at maht'iZa but was 

considerably further south, at kwa�alhimyis (place name #593) . 

593. kwa�malhimyis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'waves always splashing against' 

According to PW, kwa�malhimyis is the name applied specifically to a tiny rock islet 

situated immediately offshore (near the highwater line) from the beach called Zakis (place 

name #594) that is north from the Chetarpe Indian Reserve. GL and JS confirmed this name, 

although JS was of the opiPion this rock was closer to the northern end of the beach than to 

the southern end. 

This islet is called kwa�malhimyis ('waves always splashing against'), PW explained, 

because the waves do splash constantly on the rock here. At high water, PW added, this little 

islet is awash. 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) stated that it was kwa�malhimyis that marked the 

boundary between the Otsosat and the Ahousaht. He confirmed this again in October 1990, 
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although, as noted above, . GL, JS, and SS all said this boundary was at ma!!t'iZa (see the 

discussion of place name #592) . PW said that when the Ahousaht were staying just south 

from kwa!,Dlalhimyis, at ch'itaapi, they used to sneak through this boundary at night to 

obtain herring on the Otsosats 's side (see the discussion of place name #595) . 

594. Zakis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW) 'wide beach' 

Independendently, LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and PW identified Zalfis as the 

name of the wide beach (off from which kwa�malhimyis, place name #593, is located) that 

is north from the Chetarpe Indian Reserve. 

PW stated there were tree burials along this beach and that trade beads were found in 

conjunction with these burials. 
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3.4 AHOUSAHT 

The name Z.aahuus7ath (anglicized as "Ahousaht") meaning 'people of Z.aahuus,' is 
derived from the term Z.aahuus (place name #675) meaning 'facing away from the ocean. ' It 
is said that the name Z.aahuus applied originally only to a beach on the north side of Ahous 

Point (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; St. Claire and Webster 1984) . At some time in the past, 

this name was transferred from the north side of Ahous Point to the major summer village 

site (place name #677) of the Z.aahuus7ath located on the south, open-ocean side of this same 

point (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW; GL). 

Brabant (n.d.) also stated that the Ahousaht were named after their home on Vargas 

Island called "Ahous. " He noted that the meaning of the term is 'people living with their 

backs turned to the land and mountains on a beach along the open sea. ' This suggests that 

Brabant was not aware of the transfer of this site name from one side of the point to the 

other. 

In March of 1789, Robert Haswell aboard the Columbia noted that a man named 

"Cleaskinah" [identified as tliishkinak by SS] was the "Chief from the village A'howset" 
and that he called himself "Captain Hanna" (Howay 1990:67) . 

3.4.1 The Boundaries of Ahousaht Territory 

Prior to the Ahousaht Indians acquiring the territory of the Otsosat by means of 

warfare (see section 3.3.3) , the area utilized by the Ahousaht was relatively small. Indeed, 

the motivation for the Ahousaht/Otsosat war is said to have been their paucity of salmon 

streams, which often meant hardship through the winter. 

GL, JS, and SS recognized the northwestern boundary of Ahousaht territory as 

maht'iZ.a (place name #592). Ma!!t'iZ.a was also given as a boundary by Drucker's (1935-

1936:23: 14) Native consultants. PW, however, stated that it was at kwa�malhimyis (place 

name #593) , slightly to the southeast. The Otsosat/ Ahousaht boundary extended southwest 

through Brabant Channel on the northwest side of Plover Reef. 

Ahousaht territory also included the majority of the west side of Vargas Island from 
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shaayiik!! (place name #685) in the south (PW, JS, SS) , to sup'itsa!ftu7is (place name #630) 

in the north (PW; GL; JS) . SS, however, placed the boundary on the north side of Vargas 

Island at milhaatu!fwis (place name #631), immediately west of sup'itsa!ftu7is. To the east 

was the territory of the Keltsomaht. 

The northern portion of Ahousaht territory included Hecate Bay (place name #613) ,  

Cypress Bay (place name #620) , and Quait Bay (place name #624) , and extended east to 

kwukwu!!ulh!! (place name #627) , which was the boundary with uu7inmitis7at!! territory 

(PW; JS; SS; JW) . From kwukwuh,ulhh, the boundary reached south to touch the northwest 

tip of Meares Island, and from there went southwest to sup 'itsa!ftu7is (place name #630),  

passing between Morfee Island and Dunlap Island. 

3.4.2 The Social Composition of the Ahousaht 

Native consultants assured Drucker (1951 :238) that the Ahousaht were a single local 

group comprised of "an enlarged family" in which the "chiefs are and always have been close 

kin." So close were the neighbouring Keltsomaht, they insisted, that the Keltsomaht were said 

to be a junior branch of the enlarged family. In explaining how close the two groups were, 

Drucker's (1935-1936:23: 14) Native consultants noted that the ranking order of chiefs 

included both Ahousaht and Keltsomaht chiefs together, with the Keltsomaht man as the 4th 

chief, following three men identified as Ahousaht. 

Drucker (1951 :238) was puzzled by his Ahousaht and Keltsomaht consultants' s  

assertions of their distinctiveness, on the one hand, and their claims to common origin and 

kinship on the other. He noted that documentary sources dating back to the 1860s recognized 

the Keltsomaht as a distinctly-named group. One such source from that era is a census of the 

adult male population on the southwest coast of Vancouver Island, compiled by William 

Banfield in 1860, which distinguished the 115 "Ahouset" men and the 40 "Kelsamat" men 

(Banfield 1860) . 

Drucker (1951:238) suggested that the unification of the Ahousaht and the Keltsomaht 

may have been recent. It is likely that the Keltsomaht were themselves amalgamated with the 

Jiwaatswii7at!! and the uu7inmitis7at.h by the titne they joined the At1.ousaht at their '\\inter 
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village. 

There is no confusion that the Zaa.huus7ath themselves were a local group comprised 

of at least five corporate family lineages or "family groups" who wintered at ts'atiikwis 
(place name #611) and at wa7uus (place name #620) . In the winter village of ts'atiikwis, the 

Zaahuus7ath were joined by the kilhtsmaZat.h, each of whom had their own section of the 

village. PW did not know the relative positions of the kwaatsii7ath and the uu7inmitis7ath 
at the time they joined the Ahousaht in this winter village. The village at wa7uus was said 

to have been used only by the Ahousaht (PW; SS) . 

In the spring the Zaahuus7ath moved to ch'itaapi (place name #595) , and then moved 

on to Zaahuus (at the site of uusis, place name #677) where each "family group" comprising 

the Ahousaht had their own section of the village. Several summer and fall sites owned by 

individual "family groups" have also been identified. 

Ahousaht "Family Groups" 

The taJaashtakimlh "family group" of the Ahousaht derived their name from that of 

their highest ranking chief, taa�n7isim (PW; SS; GL; Sapir and Swadesh 1939:342-343). SS 

noted that although their main winter village was at ts'atiikwis, some stayed at wa7uus, 
where the tlukwana 'wolf ritual' was held. At uusis (Zaa.huus), the ta�aashtakimlh lived 

in the section of the village referred to as app'iZas (PW) . The Atleo and Keitlah families 

belong to this group (SS; PW) . SS recalled that Chief Benson Keitlah had the name 

'· 7 • •  taaWin ISim. 
At one time the ta�aashtakimlh were the highest ranking "family group" of the 

Ahousaht. They were esteemed as great whalers. But a rival family, the 
' kaanakimshta!iimlh, whose name was derived from that of their chief, killed all of the 

ta�aashtakimlh, except for one young boy. This boy grew up to be the leader of the 

haashaashta!iimlh (Sapir and Swadesh 1955:349) . 

PW ranked the "family group" known as the haashaashtakimlh (or, sometimes called 

the mukwinashtakimlh, after their chief, mukwina) as the highest among the Ahousaht 

today. Their name is sometimes abbreviated as ha.�hsaat!! (PW; GL). PW translated the 
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name of their leader, haashiiyak_mis as ' someone known all over. ' 

At the summer village at uusis (Zaa!!uus) , the haashaashta!9mlh stayed in the section 

of the village, at the north end of the beach, known as ch'uumapas 'narrow area. ' This group 

wintered at wa7uus (PW; SS) . At one time, according to GL, a chief of this family, named 

hink_aa7at, won a spearing site in the Cypre River (place name #617) in a test of strength 

with a man named tl'iik_tluuma. This latter man was from the "family group" known as the 

ta�aashtak_imlh (GL) . 

Chief kaaJa!f.im, who gave his name to the "family group" known as the 

kaa�a!f.imshta!f.imlh was an uu7inmitis7ath man who was married to an Ahousaht woman, 

according to SS. This chief gained control of the Ahousaht by murdering the father of 

k'ak'atlmis. But his selfish leadership led to a revolt among the Ahousaht and he was 

overthrown. Few members of his family were allowed to survive (Webster 1983:56-58; Sapir 

and Swadesh 1955:342-343) . 

The name of the "family group" known as the ts'a7is7athta!£imlh is derived from the 

name of a small bay called ts'a7is (place name #667) , situated at the north end of Ahous Bay 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; SS; Sapir and Swadesh 1955:342-343) . As Johnson 

White, who was the last chief of this group, had no descendants (GL; PW; SS) ,  his title 

passed to Joe Titian (GL) . SS stated that the ts'a7is7athtak_imlh were known as strong 

whalers. 

The family known as the Za!£aak7athtak_imlh is said by some to have overthrown the 

selfish kaa6a!f.im (Sapir and Swadesh 1955:342-343; PW) . . The oldest of the ten brothers of 

this family was called Zaak_aakwapi (PW). The names of other brothers who are mentioned 

in Webster (1983:56-58) were also recalled by SS, and include: p'iituukwumaya, 
tutuhsuh,ta, and naana7anish. PW noted that this group wintered at wa7uus. 

The name of the Za!£aak7athtak_imlh has been translated as 'wide trail' (Sapir and 

Swadesh 1939:246) or 'broad-trail, '  which is said to be derived from having a wide door in 

their house because of their ceremonial prerogative of taking a canoe into the house when 

they went potlatching (Sapir and Swadesh 1955:346) . 

A group who spent the summer at tl'its'aa (place name #676) , immediately northwest 

of uusis, derived their nan1e fron1 this former village site, and hence were known as the 
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tl'its'aa7ath (GL; PW; SS) . PW, SS and GL said that the tl'its'aa7at.b came originally from 

the south end of Echachis Island, where their village site was also named tl'its'aa (see the 

discussion of place name #823) , before acquiring the Ahous Point site. The tl'its'aa7ath 
spent most of the year among the other Ahousaht groups, including wintering at ts'atiikwis 
(PW; SS; GL) . James Adams explained to SS that prior to the tl'its'aa7at.b moving to the 

south end of Echachis Island, they had come originally from the area of the t'ukw'aa7at.b 
(Toquaht) in the northwest portion of Barkley Sound. Mter they left the Barkley Sound area, 

the tl'its'aa7at.b moved in with the k'inaxwum7as7ath at Long Beach, before going to 

tl'its'aa at the south end of Echachis Island. SS added that James Adams said the 

tl'its'aa7at.b were the first group to move to maa,!tusiis (place name #423) after the 

Ahousaht/Otsosaht war. 

PW stated that the group known as the tsa!fyuu7at!!ta,!imlh, whose longhouse had 

vertical planks, lived between the beach and the hill known as app'iZas, when they were at 

uusis (Zaahuus) .  
A group of Otsosat people known as the maJi7ath, who had originally lived up the 

Moyeha River (see the discussion of place name #565) but who lived among the Ahousaht 

after the Ahousaht/Otsosat war, stayed along the beach when the Ahousaht gathered at 

Zaa.buus (uusis) . Their name, ma@7ath, refers to their position in the village, 'on the 

shoreline. '  

Another group who lived among the Ahousaht were the ki�a7at.b. Very little is 

known about these people, although their name was given independently by GL, PW, and SS. 

SS was told that the k�a7ath were the first wolves in the tlukwana 'wolf ritual. ' 
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3.4.3 Ahousaht Place Names 
Place names #595 - #609 can be found on map 5; #610 - #675 on map 8; #676 - 686 

on map 9. Place names #657 and #687 - #690 are too far off shore to be plotted on these 

maps. 

595. ch'itaapi 

c'itaapi 
che.tar.pe 
chetarpe 
tcitapi 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

< ch 'it 'perpendicular' 

(Webster 1983:53) 

(O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) 

(Drucker 1951:239,346) 

This name is applied both to the area of "Chetarpe" [ch'itaapi] Indian Reserve #17 

and to the Catface Range located northeast from this reserve. This reserve is known locally 

as "Cat Face Point" (Webster 1983:53) . PW noted that the term ch'itaapi actually applies to 

the distinctive perpendicular face of one of the peaks of the Catface Range. The Catface 

Range is utilized as a bearing marker for fishing banks (PW). 

Ch'itaapi was an Ahousaht village site occupied in the spring, after the people left 

ts'atiikwis but before they went to Zaahuus (place names #611  and #675 respectively) 

(Webster 1983:53; St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW). 

While at this site, the Ahousaht caught dogfish, halibut and cod, hunted seals, and 

collected sea urchins and herring spawn. PW pointed out that it was from ch'itaapi that the 

Ahousaht used to "sneak through the boundary for herrings, at night, raking . . .  they used to 

catch hell for doing it" (the boundary referred to was with the Otsosat, at kwa�malhimyi_s, 
place name #593, slightly north of ch'itaapi) . For this reason, PW added, the Otsosat used to 

refer to the Ahousaht as "hungry ravens" (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

While preparing for war with the Otsosat, haayuupinuulh, the 2nd chief of the 

Ahousat, and 40 of his warriors "climbed Catface Mountain, where they sang war songs and 

prayed for success. " The chief would stand there, singing, while the younger men threw 

dried leaves and gravel, which was said to represent buckshot, at him (Drucker 
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1951:344,346) . 

On an 1861 marine chart produced as a result of a survey of this region, it was 

indicated there was an "Ahousat" settlement of 250 inhabitants at the ch'itaapi site (although 

no Indian name was given for this village) (Richards 1861). Presumably this indicates that 

Richards's nautical survey must have been made in the late spring, as the chart did not show 

any Ahousahts living at that same time at maa,ktusiis, at ts'atiikwis, at wa7uus, or at 

Zaahuus (Richards 1861) . 

Ch'itaapi was established as a 36-acre Indian Reserve for the Ahousahts in April, 

1890. In June of 1889, there was said to be one family "of the Ahousat tribe" living here. 

Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter 0 'Reilly noted that dogfish, halibut and cod were 

plentiful in this area. The sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision for this reserve 

indicated that there were 4 houses within the area that became identified as Chetarpe Indian 

Reserve #17. One house was beside the north bank of the creek that runs through the 

reserve, while the other 3 were situated to the north in a row along the beach (O'Reilly 

1890a; 1890b) . In 1914, ch'itaapi was described as a "fishing station and timber supply 

base" (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:854) . 

Independently, both GL and PW identified several Ahousaht people who used to stay 

at ch'itaapi during springtime (and summer) , between the 1920s-1950s. They included: 

kiista Atleo and his son, George Shamrock; the Hippolyte Thomas family; and PW' s parents. 

In addition, both SS and GL stated that Clark hachin (the half-brother of GL's father) also 

used to stay here. People did not stay at ch'itaapi much after the 1950s, although both PW's  

parents and the Hippolyte Thomas family continuing going here until the 1950s. One of their 

activities here was smoke-drying coho that were caught by trolling offshore from ch'itaapi 
(PW; JS) . / 

PW and GL stated that no salmon went up either the larger creek at the south end of 

ch'itaapi, or the smaller creek at the north end. GL said that he once saw some "lobster

like" creatures [possibly crawfish?] up the larger creek (see also the discussion of place name 

#587) . 
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596. waakita,ksulh (PW only) < wakiityu 'blue' 

The exact location of this site is not known. During a telephone discussion in October 

1990, PW described waakita,ksulh as the name of an area "on the north side of the bare rock 

face" high up on ch'itaapi mountain (place name #595) . Possibly this may be a modem 

place name. 

597. k_wayatsimilh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

< }iwayats'iik 'wolf' 

This name is applied to a burial island off the point of land immeditaely south of 

ch'itaapi. 
PW told a story of a whaler who died at ch 'itaapi and was then placed on 

k,wayatsimilh island. His people strung whaling harpoon lines, with whale oil-filled floats 

suspended from them, between this burial island and the shore. Then they pierced small 

holes in these floats so that the oil dripped out very slowly. Once all the oil had dripped out, 

they took the equipment down. They did this to demonstrate what a wealthy and successful 

man this whaler had been (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

Sea urchins and chitons could be collected around this island (St. Claire and Webster 

1984) . 

598. hahani,!ikw'ukw (St. Claire and \Vebster 1984; GL; JS; PW; SS) 

'looks like Sea Otter Rock' 

St. Claire and Webster (1984) indicated on their map that hahani,kkw'ukw is the 

name of a cluster of rocks at the southeast end of the large bay east from yuulh�n (place 

name #600) . Neither .GL nor JS disputed this location. However, in October 1990, SS stated 

emphatically that the name hahanJ!fkw'ukw is applied not to this site, but rather to the 
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distinctive, lone islet located south from the island identified by others as kwayatsimilh 
(place name #598) . SS said that he was certain of this corrected location. 

Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL pointed out that there are no sea 

otters (called haaniik) at hahani,kkw'ukw. PW explained that the reason this place is so 

named is not because there are sea otters here, but because this site resembles the place west 

of Blunden Island that is known in English as Sea Otter Rock and is called haaniik (see 

place name #380). 

599. Zuuts'u7uulh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; SS) 

< Zuuts'u 'water flows in at high tide' 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 

This name is applied to a very small bay on the south side of the point just south of 

the Chetarpe Indian Reserve (see also the discussion of place name #600) . 

600. yuuihJin (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'pass into shelter' (St. Claire and Webster 1984); 

'canoe pass' ( G L) 

Yuulh-Mn is the name of a number of rock islets and reefs along the shoreline not far 

southeast from Zuuts'u7uulh (place name #599) . On the St. Claire and Webster 1984 map, 

the positions of place names #600 and #599 were reversed. However, PW pointed out in a 

telephone conversation of October 1990 that yuulhiin and Zuuts'u7uulh should, in fact, be 

in the locations where they are presently indicated on the accompanying map, i.e. with 

Zuuts'u7uulh located northwest of yuuihJin. 
GL and SS stated independently that the large bay east of here (east of yuulh�n) has 

an Indian name, but neither could recall it. GL said that during his grandparents's  time, 
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people living at ch'itaapi (place name #595) went to this bay to get "eels" when these fish 

spawned in July. Apparently, the old people used to cook the eggs as well as the whole fish. 

GL noted that his family referred to this bay (in English) as "Eel Bay. " In 1944, GL added, 

when he was working for Gibson Brothers Logging, they took approximately 3,000,000 board 

feet of spruce from "Eel Bay." The trees here were huge, GL recalled. 

SS was told that partly-finished dugout canoes were skidded down alongside the creek 

which empties into this same above-noted large bay. Possibly this was the same area that 

GL's brother had spoken about--GL recalled his brother saying there was a place "about 

halfway" up the south face of Catface Mountain where he had seen canoe skids (if it was the 

same place referred to by SS, it would be on the southwest face of Catface, rather than the 

south face) . 

601 .  kaakimilhpiiyis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; JS; PW) 

kaakimitpiiyis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

Both of these terms have been applied specifically to Monks Islet (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; GL; JS) . PW stated that he was unsure which is the correct term--whether it 

is kaakimilhpiiyis or kaakimitpiiyis--although he said he preferred the former term. 

Independently, JS provided the former term, but GL agreed with the latter. In addition, JS, 

alone, applied the term kaakimilhpiiyis not only to Monks Islet, but also to the Coomes Bank 

in Calmus Passage, southeast from Monks Islet. PW was unable to tranlate either of these 

terms. 

Both PW and GL stated they have collected seagull eggs on Monks Islet. 

GL noted that sturgeon were caught at Coomes Bank. 

602. huyanak (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'facing towards' (St. Claire and \Vebster 1984) 
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Huyanak is the name of a bay located east from the bay that itself is southeast from 

Zuuts'u7uulh (place name #600) . 

603. kwayatsnit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; SS) 

'place of wolves' 

tl'atl'athis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

'sand dunes'  

Both of these names refer to the west-facing bay located on the north side of Calm us 

Passage, southeast from huyanak (place name #602) . PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and 

GL applied the term kwayatsnit to both the creek and the beach in this bay, but LS (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) referred to both as tl'atl'at!!is. JS applied the term kwayatsnit only to the 

creek, and tl 'atl' athis only to the beach. 

It was PW' s opinion that there was an "ancient encampment" at kwayatsnit (St. Claire 

and Webster 1984) . GL speculated that people may have stayed here while fishing in the 

creek. Both GL and PW commented that coho spawn in this creek, which they both noted is 

the only coho creek in this area. Although PW stated that the people would not fish in this 

creek (because of its association with a wolf), GL said that pople did fish here. The last 

person to fish for coho in this creek, according to GL, was a man of mixed Ahousaht and 

Keltsomaht ancestry named Topsail Charlie, whose Indian name was waayinak. This man 

fished here in GL's father's time (GL) . 

West from . the mouth of this creek there is a bluff where, GL stated, women hid from 

enemy attacks during the wars between the Ahousaht and the Otsosat. 

SS was told that near the headwaters of the upper western branch of kwayatsnit creek 

was a place where people used to train for spiritual power. 

604. t'ut'ukwis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 
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'narrow, tight entrance' 

T'ut'ukwis is the name of a small bay located just east from k,wayatsnit (place name 

#603) . As GL explained it, this bay is called t'ut'ukwis because there is an island blocking 

its mouth, thereby providing only a narrow entrance into the bay. No use of this bay has 

been recorded. GL noted that an Englishman once had a house here, but now, according to 

JS, "hippies" live here. 

605. hinap'ii7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS; PW) 'at back of' 

This name is applied to a bay on the north side of Calmus Passage, just east of 

t'ut'ukwis (place name #604) . GL was of the opinion that hinap'ii7is was once a campsite. 

This was confirmed by PW, who had been told that people used to stay here. PW added that 

his story about the 2 wives named uukwyup'a and the herring occurred when people were 

living at hinap'ii7is (see Webster 1983:72-73) . 

606. ts'ak,wuulhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW; SS) 

' strong current coming around the point' 

ts'akol (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

A point on the north side of Calmus Passage (southeast from hinap'ii7is, place name 

#605) , the tiny rock islets just offshore from this point, and the beach immediately east from 

this point are all known as ts'ak,wuulhh,. This point is known locally as "Hippie Point" 

because of the so-called "hippies" living here (JS; PW). 

According to GL, Indians once camped in the area just east from this point, as fresh 

springwater was available here. Off this point was a good place to get black katy chitons, GL 
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recalled, and in the waters off here the trolling for salmon was particularly good during the 

winter. 

The beach immediately east from ts'a!£wuulhh point was said to have been a special 

meeting place for the Ahousaht "war commanders" during their battles with the Otsosat (St. 

Claire and Webster 1984; PW; GL; SS; Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) . SS added that long 

before this war meeting, ts'a,kwuulhh beach was a place where the Ahousahts met to discuss 

important matters. 

607. p'aat!£wats'u (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

< p'at!£wu!£w 'baggage' 

This name is applied to Morfee Island in the northern portion of Calmus Passage. No 

use of this island has been recorded. PW stated he did not know why this place was so 

named. 

GL noted that cod can be found directly south of Morfee Island in the vicinity of 

Eugvik Rock. 

608. ulh7uxwumilh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'trees blown over by wind' 

Ulh7uxwumilh is the name of an island in Epper Passage, northwest of Morfee Island 

(place name #607) . GL recalled there was a special diving spot located just off the south end 

of ulh7uxwumilh island. Here the Ahousahts used to dive to obtain good luck before going 

to play lahal at Opitsat (GL) . PW was also aware of this, but said that as far as he knew, the 

place where they used to dive here in recent times was not a traditional t' apsulh ('ritual 

diving place') .  
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609. yaa7a}itlis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'long, narrow bay or inlet' 

The long, narrow bay on the north side of Epper Passage, north from the island called 

ulh7uxwumilh (place name #608) , is called yaa7a}itlis. 

610. Zanis}iwuu7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'crane at the point' 

This is the name of a tiny island located on the north side of Epper Passage, just south 

from the western end of Sutaquis Indian Reserve #18. Apparently this little island was 

formerly known as "Crane Island" (0' Reilly 1890a) . 

GL noted there used to be a lot of great blue herons on this island and they could be 

seen eating sculpins in the shallow water here. 

61 1.  ts'atiikwis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS; PW; JW; SS) 

sut.a.quis 

sutaquis 

ts'atlkwis 

tsatikwis 

(O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:894) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14; 1951 :239,346) 

(Webster 1983:52) 

This name is applied to the area now identified as "Sutaquis" [ts'atiikwis] Indian 

Reserve #18 on the north side of Epper Passage. PW stated that as far as he knew, salmon 

never went up the creek at ts'atiikwis. 

Ts'atiikwis was a major winter village site. In Drucker's field notes, it was stated 

that the "Ahousat & Kelsomat were· one tribe originally--lived at tsatikwJS in wintei" 
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(Drucker 1935-1936:23:14) . 

Further information was provided by PW, who stated that ts'atiikwis was the "main 

capital village" where the Zaahuus7ath, kilbtsmaZath, !£waatsii7ath, and uu7inmitis7ath all 

wintered together. Each group had its own section of this village site, PW explained. The 

Zaahuus7ath were in the middle of the village here, and the kiJ.htsmaZath had the southeast 

comer, but PW was not certain about the relative positions of the other two groups. PW 

stated this was the situation before the war with the Otsosats. When all 4 groups were 

wintering together here at ts'atiikwis, PW added, "they must have been already amalgamated" 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) (see also SS 's comments concerning place name #620) . 

SS confirmed PW's statement that other groups wintered at ts'atiikwis together with 

the Zaahuus7ath, although LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL referred to ts'atiikwis 
only as an Ahousaht winter village site. 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) told a story explaining the origin of fourteen ranked 

longhouse seats of the Ahousaht. He stated that there was once a thunder and lightning storm 

of immense proportions. Suddenly, a crashing sound was heard and a whale appeared off the 

village of ts'atiikwis. This whale had been dropped by a Thunderbird. The people could see 

the bird's talon marks on the whale's back. The whale was helpless, so they attached a line 

to it. But at the same time, the Thunderbird, which was not visible to the villagers, tried to 

pick up the whale once again. Finally, some men succeeded in getting hold of the whale. 

There were fourteen men who did this--their names became seats in the longhouse ever since 

that time. LS said that these seats were still known in the 1970s (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) . 

GL noted that one of his own Indian names, tl'iishin, originated from one of these fourteen 

men. 

A story similar to that told by LS was recorded by PW (Webster 1983:52) . PW's 

story was also associated with the village of ts 'atiikwis, and with a time when the people 

there were facing starvation. According to PW, it was when tl'iishin (who he described as an 

Zaahuus7ath chief "some generations ago") was preparing to sacrifice 2 of his slaves, that the 

drift whale appeared. The people finally managed to bring the whale ashore at ts'atiikwis, 
where they butchered it. 

Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly commented in 1890 that ts'atiikwis was 
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used by the Indians principally when fishing for dogfish. "Sut.a.quis" [ts'atiikwis] Indian 

Reserve #18, comprised of 27 . acres, was established for the Ahousahts in 1890. In the sketch 

map accompanying the Minute of Decision for this Indian Reserve, 7 houses were indicated 

along the shoreline (O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . PW confirmed that ts'atiikwis had been a 

dogfish station, but added this was before his time. 

When Chief Keitlah of the Ahousahts gave testimony before the Royal Commission on 

Indian Affairs in 1914, he stated that there were 10 houses at ts'atiikwis which were used 

while the people were fishing chum salmon in the fall (Canada and British Columbia 1914a) . 

In the published report of the Royal Commission, ts'atiikwis was described as a 

"halibut fishing station and sealing base" in 1914 (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:854) . 

PW was surprised by this description, as he was not aware that ts'atiikwis was ever utilized 

for either of these purposes. 

Among the people who were staying at ts'atiikwis during the years between the 

1920s-1950s were the following: Big Paul, known as kaa!!ma, and his wife ch'ip'uukws and 

son Matthew Paul (wimas) along with his wife Rachel (ucha) (GL; JW) ; Skookum John, 

known as saa7a, and his wife yaaxwa7in, along with his son, Johnny John and his wife, 

sii7aap (GL) ; Chief Benson Keitlah, known as kapchaa, and his wife Eliza, known as 

waatlwa (GL; JW) ; Topsail Charlie, known as waayinak, and his wife Minnie, known as 

tsakya (JW) ; Dan Ambrose, known as tl'uliwkwuulh, and his wife, Rose (GL; PW); and 

George Jumbo (JW) (see also the discussion of place name #620) . PW stated that one of the 

reasons people stayed here at ts'atiikwis during the 1920s- 1950s was for trapping purposes. 

612. ihayip,kwis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

' salal bushes on both sides ' (PW) 

This name is applied to the narrow lagoon on the west side of Kraan Head which is 

located at the south end of Hecate Bay. 
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613. tlatlaas (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW; 

SS) 'poles sticking up' 

Tlatlaas is the name of Hecate Bay. PW was of the opinion that a very long time 

ago, this place may have been a settlement. 

GL stated that the people living at ts'atiikwis (place name #611) held their tlukwana 
('wolf ritual') ceremonials at tlatlaas. 

614. wawap'iZin (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'where there are people laughing together' 

Knocker Islet, a small islet located at the northeast end of Hecate Bay, is known as 

wawap'iZin. According to GL, this place is so named because in the early morning or late 

evening, when everything is still, any sounds made here are echoed back as if people are 

laughing. 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) stated that the !!,aach'aa7at!!, a Barkley Sound 

tribe, once attacked the Ahousaht at wawap'iZin. However, the Ahousaht rolled logs down 

onto their enemies to keep them from advancing any further. This suggests that Knocker Islet 

was utilized as a defensive site. 

615. niitpiilh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'house beam' 

This name is applied to Rhodes Island, at the south entrance to Cypress Bay. Both 

PW and GL noted that this place is called niitpiilh ('house beam') because there was a log 

across the small v-shaped bay in the central portion of this island. PW recalled seeing a log 

across here in the 1920s. Butter clams were dug in this small bay (St. Claire and Webster 

1984; PW; GL) . 
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616. chaachinkis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'island in front of river mouth' 

River Island, located just offshore at the mouth of the Cypre River, is known as 

chaachinkis. 

617. suucha,ks 

tlukwiit-ts'ita 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'trees along the river' 

(PW only) 'log in river' 

Suucha,ks is the name applied to the area now known as "Wahous" [wa7uus] Indian 

Reserve #19 at the mouth of the Cypre River (which is known locally as the "Trout River"). 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) speculated that there must have been trees along one side 

of this river at one time for it to be called suucha,ks. The term suucha,ks is not applied to 

the Cypre River, itself. Rather, this river is referred to as wa7uus, the name which refers 

specifically to the former village site on the east side of the river mouth (see the discussion of 

place name #620). 

PW recalled his father talking about a place called tlukwiit-ts'ita "somewhere up the 

wa7uus river" but did not know where this place was located. Tlukwiit-ts'ita was a spearing 

and gaff -hooking site. It was also a site that was argued over by 2 strong men--one named 

tl'iiktluuma from the tawaashta!£imlh family group of the Ahousaht, and the other named 

hinkaa7at (see also the discussion of place name #620) from the Ahousaht family group 

known as the haashaashta!£imlh. According to PW, the latter man won the contest of 

strength between these two. 

PW wrote that, a very long time ago, after a man named kaa�akim and his brothers 

had taken over control of the Ahousahts by murdering the former head chief, the new· "selfish 

rulers" would go to the Cypre River early, catching spring salmon and dog salmon ahead of 

all the other people (Webster 1983:56) .  
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the gunboat Sutlej crossed over a trail from Whitepine Cove to the lower Cypre River. Not 

far from the mouth of the river, they attacked a fishing village of "temporary huts" in thick 

brush not far up the Cypre River (Denman 1864; Hankin 1865). From reading these 

documents, it is not clear whether this fishing village was at suuchaks or further up the river 

(see also the discussions of place names #423, #429, #497, #524, #555, #556, #568, #579, and 

#620) . 

Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly reported in 1890 that there was "a 

valuable fishery" at the mouth of the Cypre River, and that "large quantities of salmon are 

taken here for winter consumption. " 0 'Reilly added there were "two small houses, used for 

storing fish" built on stilts at the mouth of this river. The sketch map accompanying the 1890 

Minute of Decision establishing Wah.ous Indian Reserve #19 for the Ahousahts, indicates that 

dwellings were on the east bank of the river, near its mouth. More specifically, these storage 

houses were located immediately west from the spot where the eastern boundary of the 

reserve interesected with the east bank of the river. O 'Reilly noted that the houses in which 

the people lived were located further east along the shore, at W ah.ous Indian Resrve #20 

(O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

In 1914, Wahous I.R. #19 was described as the "chief salmon fishing station" of the 

Ahousaht Indian Band (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) . 

PW (Webster 1983:60) stated that the Trout River was the Ahousaht people's only dog 

(chum) salmon fishery prior to their war with the Otsosat. The Cypre River was also well 

known as a spring salmon fishery (Webster 1983:56) , particularly for tyee spring salmon (JS; 

SS). In addition, some cohos spawned here (St. Claire and Webster 1984) , and there were 

lots of steelhead and trout (SS) . 

It was PW's opinion that fish traps and weirs had not been utilized on the lower Cypre 

River in former times, but GL and SS thought that they were. GL said that he had been told 

there was once a weir located not far upstream from what is now the northern boundary of 

Indian Reserve #19. 
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618. napnit (GL only) 

According to GL, the creek just east from the mouth of the Cypre River is called 

napnit. GL said that coho spawned in this creek. 

619. tl'aska (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

Tl'aska is the name of the small, narrow island located immediately southwest from 

the southwest comer of Wahous Indian Reserve #20. 

An· Englishman named Wallace Rhodes used to live on this island (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; GL) , but PW added he was aware of no Indian utilization of tl'aska. 
However, JS said that Mark Atleo and Peter Charlie and their families lived at the south end 

of this island in the 1950s. 

620. wa7uus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; 

PW; JW; SS) 

'wolves come out' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 

< wachitl 'wolves howling' (GL) 

wahoose (Hankin 1865) 

wah.ous (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

wahous (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:894) 

wa?uus (Webster 1983:56) 

This name is applied specifically to the area of "Wahous" [wa7uus] Indian Reserve 

#20 and generally to the Cypre River (which is known locally as the "Trout River") . The 

area now known as I.R. #20 was the place where the Ahousahts stayed while utilizing the 

Cypre River fishery (see the discussion of place name #617) .  According to SS, wa7uus was 

also the "capital village" where the Ahousahts spent the winter. SS stated that the Ahousahts 
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wintered more at wa7uus than they did at ts'atiikwis (see also PW's comments concerning 

place name #611) .  As well, SS suggested it was only Ahousahts who wintered at wa7uus. 
JW pointed out that the shore of Cypress Bay east from the mouth of the river was a 

well-known place to dig the roots of tlitsfup (Pacific cinquefoil) . These beds were owned by 

certain individuals, JS stated, and the extent of each owned plot was marked by poles laid on 

the ground. JW noted that there used to be strong disagreements over the boundaries of these 

cinquefoil beds, and some owners moved the poles to extend their own boundaries. This 

occurred until a strong man named hink,aa7at (see also the discussion of place name #617),  a 

member of the haashaashtak,imlh family group of the Ahousahts, placed large rocks on top 

of the poles to prevent them from being moved. 

Independently, GL and SS stated that the 2nd chief of the Ahousahts owned the Cypre 

River. This is confirmed in documents relating to the Ahousahts 's scuttling of the ship 

Kingfisher. When the gunboat Sutlej destroyed the wa7uus village in 1864, it was stated that 

a man named "cap-chah" was the "Chief of the Ahousetts" and the owner of the Trout River 

(Denman 1864; Hankin 1865) [GL and SS identified "cap-chah" as kapchaa, the father of 

kiilha ("Keitlah") who was the Ahousaht 2nd chief] (Denman 1864; Hankin 1865) (see also 

the discussions of place names #423, #429, #497, #524, #555, #556, #568, #579, and #617) .  

Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly stated that wa7uus was the camping site 

utilized by the Indians while they were fishing in the Cypre River. When "Wah.ous" Indian 

Reserve #20, comprising 33 acres, was set aside for the Ahousahts in 1890, it was noted there 

were 5 small houses here. On the sketch map accompanying the original Minute of Decision 

for this reserve, these 5 houses were indicated as being in a line along the beach (O'Reilly 

1890a; 1890b) . Years later, during a meeting of the Royal Commission in 1914, Chief 

Keitlah described I.R. #20 as "one of the principal villages" of the Ahousahts and stated there 

were 9 houses at this site (Canada and British Columbia 1914a) . In the published report of 

the Royal Commission, it was noted that wa7uus I.R. #20 was a "fishing station and village 

site" that was occupied on a year-round basis (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) . 

Among those who had houses at wa7uus between the 1920s- 1950s were the following: 

Old kiilha; Skookum John and his son, Johnny John; Big Paul; and Topsail Charlie (GL; PW; 

JW) (see also the discussion of place name #611). In the 1940s and 1950s, JS recalled, 
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people were still going to wa7uus in September to get large spring salmon which they 

smoke-dried or processed by putting them in jars. People also stayed here in the wintertime 

to trap in this area, JS added. In 1956 and 1957, while trapping in this area, JS and his wife 

stayed in the house of his father-in-law, Johnny John. 

A trapline (T0108T455) along the Cypre River and south to Calmus Passage, including 

Hecate Bay and Saranac Island, was registered in the name of Roy Haiyupis (Sutherland) in 

1955 (British Columbia 1990) . 

621. atlts'ikapiih (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'two trees on two islands' (PW) 

Initially, PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) stated that this term is applied to one of 

the 2 small islets in Cypress Bay, southeast of wa7uus (place name #620) . PW then stated 

he was uncertain as to which of the 2 islands is called atlts'ikapii!!. But after further 

discussion in October 1990, PW concluded that in fact atlts'ikapiih applies to both islands. 

This was confirmed by GL, who also applied this term to both islands. 

PW recalled that nuuschi (green sea urchins) were gathered in the vicinity of these 2 

islands. 

622. , yaatuus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

Y aatuus is the name of the bay just east of W ahous I.R. #20. PW was unable to 

translate the term yaatuus and did not know if this site was ever a place where people lived. 

GL, however, stated that Johnny John (see the discussion of place name #620) had told him 

there was a small settlement at yaatuus at one time. 
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623. huphuulh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'holding something' 

This term is applied to the point on the north side of the entrance to Quait Bay. PW 

explained this place is called huphuulh ('holding something') because the hill immediately 

northwest of this point seems to be "holding something, "  but he could not clarify this any 

further (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

624. !iwaZit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; JS; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

"Quait" Bay, located on the east side of Cypress Bay, is an anglicization of the term 

liwaZit. No translation for this term is known. 

Inside Quait Bay was a good place to troll for salmon all year-round (GL) . It was 

also known as a place where herring spawned in February, one month earlier than in other 

bays in this area (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . Herring spawn was collected here, GL 

stated, and the fish, themselves, were raked from the water. GL noted that pilchards were 

also common here in the 1920s. 

The local name for the creek that drains a small lake on the north side of Quait Bay is 

"Calm Creek. " In the 1920s and 1930s, the Darvel family had a sawmill near the mouth of 

Calm Creek and generated their own electricity from the waterfall on it ( GL; St. Claire and 

Webster 1984). 

A trap line (TO 1 08T 457) situated slightly to the northwest of Quait Bay was registered 

in the name of Thomas Louie (GL's father) in 1950 (British Columbia 1990). GL stated, 

however, that as far as he knew, this was not an area where his father had ever trapped. 

625. tl'itsis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

'white beach' 
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PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) applied this term to the distinctively-shaped bay 

south from Quait Bay (GL confirmed this location) . This bay is called tl'itsis ('white 

beach') , PW explained, because the abundance of broken clam shells here gives the beach a 

whitish appearance. There was good clam digging in this bay, PW added (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984). GL used to get hair seals and perch in this bay, and was told that in former 

times, herring used to spawn here. This bay was known locally as "Honeymoon Bay," GL 

stated, because of an incident involving Chief McPherson George. 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) applied the name tl'itsis not to this bay, but rather to 

an island located west from the entrance to this bay, whereas JS said that t1 'itsis is the name 

of a beach on the west side of the point which is located at the west entrance to this bay (i.e. 

the same bay that PW identified as tl'itsis) . 
In October 1990, PW confirmed his earlier statement (in St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

that the term tl'itsis is applied to this bay. 

626. chimisnit (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

'place of black bears' (PW) 

This name is applied to the larger island southwest of the island that LS (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) identified as tl'itsis (place name #625) . PW was not certain why this 

island was called chimisnit ('place of black bears') . 

627. kwukwuhulhl! (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS; PW; JW) 

< kwuh 'hole in rock' 

K wukwuhulhh is a hole in the rock located along the south shoreline of the point that 

extends into the southeast comer of Cypress Bay. 

GL explained that this name originated when a man followed a wolf that swam across 

Bedwell Sound, crav1led up onto the shore, and disappeared into a hole in the slanted rock 
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bluff here. 

PW was told this hole in the rock is large enough that a man can crawl into it. 

However, JS stated this hole is only big enough to allow a man's hand to be inserted into it. 

The hole is located about 5 or 6 feet above the water, JS noted, and it was said that only a 

man who had abstained from sexual activity for 8 months could put his hand in the hole and 

find something there. Others who tried simply got their hand stuck (JS) . 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) stated, and JW, JS and SS confirmed, that the 

boundary between the Ahousaht and the uu7inmitis7ath (Bedwell Sound people) extended 

from kwukwu}!ulhh to the northwest tip of Meares Island. 

628. shitlaapk,amilh (GL; PW) 'bracken fern root island' 

ch'itis (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

< ch 'it 'perpendicular' 

Both of these terms are applied to Welcome Island, located in the center of the 

southern portion of Cypress Bay. GL and PW referred to this island as shitlaapk,amilh, 
while LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) identified the same place as ch'itis. JS could not say 

with certainty which of these 2 terms was applied to Welcome Island (although on one 

occasion he said he thought it was shitlaapk,amilh) . 
Both GL and PW said that a long time ago, people went to Welcome Island to get 

bracken fern roots. GL also noted that "Topsail Charlie" used to camp on this island while 

fishing commercially for dogfish to be rendered into oil. JS recalled trolling for lingcod 

(using herring for bait) around this island, with his father-in-law, Johnny John, known as 

"Pompom." 

629. chu7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'on hands and knees. with head down' (GL); 
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'bending over on beach' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

This is the name for Saranac Island. PW recalled digging large butter clams along the 

west side of Saranac Island. 

630. sup'itsaktu7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

' sand on either side' 

Sup'itsaktu7is is a flat point, with a sand beach on either side of it, located on the 

north side of Vargas Island, near its eastern end. 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) stated, and GL and JS confirmed, that 

sup 'itsaktu7is was the boundary between the Ahousaht and the Keltsomaht (see also place 

name #631) . From sup'itsaktu7is, this boundary extended southeast to the place called 

shaayiikh (place name #685) on the southwest shore of Vargas Island. 

631.  milhaatukwis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS; SS; PW) 

A beach on the north side of Vargas Island, immediately west from sup'itsa,!itu7is 
(place name #630) is called milhaatu,!iwis. Neither PW nor GL were able to translate 

milhaatukwis with any degree of certainty. 

SS, only, stated that the boundary between the Ahousahts and Keltsomahts was here at 

milhaatukwis, even though PW, GL, and JS all stated it was at sup'itsa,!itu7is. 
Both GL and PW said that as far as they knew, only non-Indians have lived at 

milhaatukwis--it was not an Indian camping site. 
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632. Z.aZ.itl (GL only) 'cave' 

This is the name of a cave located at the west end of the beach known as 

milhaatu�wis (place name #631) .  GL said that people trained for spiritual power in this 

cave. 

633. Z.aZ.aasit . .  · ·  . (GL; JS) 

.This name is applied to a small lake located south and slightly west from 

milliaatu�wis (place name #632) . GL noted that people undertook ritual bathing for 

purification purposes in this lake. JS heard that people used to hunt geese here. 

GL said that a type of "very small seal" was believed to live in this lake. From GL's 

description, it appears the term Z.aZ.aasit may be derived from Z.aaZ.aasita, which is the name 

for a magical little seal mentioned by Luke Swan (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) in connection 

with training for power at a little lake near hisnit (see the discussion of place name #136) . 

634. chaJin7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

'island in middle' 

Cha�n7a is the name of a place near the west end of the north side of Vargas Island, 

where there is a tiny bay with an islet located immediately offshore (to the northeast) from it. 

LS (Ellis and- Swan 1974-1976) stated that there used to be a wharf in the bay at 

cha*7ina, and GL stated that an Englishman once had a post office here (PW confirmed this 

information). 

In former times, giant red sea urchins were gathered in the vicinity of chaJ.in7a (PW). 
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635. haayipliwapis 
haayipqwapis 

(PW; CJ; JS) < hayim 'canoe bailer' 

(Webster 1983:54) 

This is the name of the small, sharp point at the most northwesterly tip of Vargas 

Island. PW explained this place is called !!aayip)iwapis because there is a rock here that 

resembles a canoe bailer. 

Haayipkwapis is mentioned in PW' s story about the murder of the Ahousaht head 

chief, a7iikwuwashin. At the time this man was murdered, his son, k'ak'atlmis, managed to 

escape and hide in a tree at haayipliwapis (Webster 1983:53-55) . 

636. t' aakwist (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS; PW) 

T'aakwist is the name of the sandy beach located immediately southwest of 

haayip,kwapis (place name #635). PW said that he was unable to translate the term 

t'aakwist. 
PW pointed out that t'aakwist was the place where the .hach'aa7at.h, a Barkley Sound 

tribe, landed when they were hoping to raid the Ahousahts who were camping at huJ:!is, the 

next beach to the south (see the discussion of place name #638) . 

637. tl'isp'it (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

< tl'isukw \v}lJte' 

Burgess Islet is called tl'isp'it, GL stated, because the trees here appear white in 

colour. 

Off this islet was a good place to troll for coho (PW) . 
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638. hu!!is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

< huhink 'war' 

ho'hais (Drucker 1935-1936:23:14) 

This is the name of a beach located on the northwest side of Vargas Island, south from 

t'aakwist (place name #636) . Both GL and PW said that huhis was formerly a camping area 

utilized by the Ahousahts. 

The name of this place, huhis, originated from a battle that took place after the 

,hach'aa7at,h, a Barkley Sound tribe, had landed at t'aakwist and were hoping to raid the 

Ahousaht camping at hu,his. The following account of this battle has been summarized from 

information provided by PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and by GL: 

Around May, when the Ahousaht were camped at hu,his, the sound of 

an owl was heard, but the people knew it was the wrong time of night for this 

owl to be hooting. A young man went to investigate. He picked up a stone 

and threw it in the direction of the sound. Suddenly, they heard the noise of a 

person falling. The stone had hit the intruder in the eye and killed him. They 

stripped this man of his clothing and while doing so they noticed that he was 

,hach'aa7at,h. Then an Ahousaht man put on these clothes and wa_lked across 

the narrow neck of land between here and t'aakwist [place name #635] . He 

called out, speaking with an ,hach'aa7ath accent and telling the other warriors 

to come forward. As the enemies approached, the Ahousaht killed them, one 

by one. Only a few ,hach'aa7ath men escaped. 

Hu!!is was also mentioned in connection with Drucker's (19835-1936:23: 14) account 

of the Ahousaht/Otsosat war story. 
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639. t'iimiik (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 'move or throw rocks aside' 

This name is applied to a clam bed at the south end of huhis beach (place name #638) 

on the northwest side of Vargas Island. GL and PW both explained that the meaning of 

t'iimiik originated from the practice of looking after this clam bed by moving the rocks aside. 

640. kwuwat'as (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) 

'cleared area under bushes ' 

Kwuwat'as is the name applied to the Leeke Islets located offshore from the 

northwest side of Vargas Island. PW commented that the meaning of this term may be 

associated with the land otter trails here which tend to minimize the amount of underbrush 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) . Although JS did not recall the Indian name of these islets, he 

pointed out that he and John Keitlah used to set traps for land otters on the larger of the 

Leeke Islets. 

Giant red sea urchins, black katy chitons, and a few gumboot chitons were collected at 
I 

kwuwat'as (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW). 

641 .  Z,itma7aktl (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS; PW) 

PW, GL, and SS applied this name to the Lawrence Islets situated off the southeast tip 

of Bartlett Island. However, JS applied this same name to the \Vater passage which he said is 

known locally as "Bullshit Pass" and is located between Edwin Reef and the north side of the 

Lawrence Islets. 

There was disagreement as to the meaning of Zitma7aktl. PW said its meaning was 

associated with "a  special type of giving" (this was confirmed by SS) . This "giving," in tum, 
was associated with the abundance of seafood available from the Lawrence Islets. These 

foods included gooseneck barnacles, sea urcJ11ns, c!litons, and mussels. GL confirmed the 
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availability of these beachfoods and added that the vicinity of the Lawrence Islets was a good 

place to troll for coho and spring salmon. 

However, GL and JS stated independently that the meaning of Zitma7a_ktl is derived 

from "telling a lie. " GL speculated this may be because of the tidal flow in several directions 

here. 

642. kw'asimilh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

'tangled branches ' 

This name , is applied to Hobbs Islet situated off the northwest side of Vargas Island. 

643. ch'apats'itsh (PW only) 'canoe-eater' 

This place, loosely translated as 'canoe-eater, ' is a reef just south and slightly east of 

Hobbs Islet (PW). SS was not familiar with this term but he knew this spot and was aware 

that waves break in a dangerous way here (see also place name #651) . 

644. huup'ichis (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

'lump on a tree' 

This bay on the northwest side of Vargas Island was a summer site for the ts'a7is7ath 
group of the Ahousahts. From here, the men would go whaling (St. Claire and Webster 

1984) . 

645. tl'atl' athinkwuu7is (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW) 

'sandhllls; sandslides' 
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This name is applied to a lengthy beach on the west side of Vargas Island, south from 

huup'ichis (place name #644) . GL was of the opinion that tl'atl'athinliwuu7is was formerly 

an Ahousaht camping site. 

Johnny John, the father-in-law of JS, told him that there are a lot of snakes here in the 

summertime. JS hunted deer around the swamp that is east from this beach. 

646. pukwusiis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; JS; PW) 

'people running around the point' 

A small, distinctive point on the northwest side of Vargas Island, at the south end of 

tl'atl'athinkwuu7is (place name #645) , is known as pukwusiis. PW pointed out that this 

place is called pukwusiis because a 11 sasquatch 11 (giant) was seen running around this point. 

647. Zimxwii 
amaxhwii 

(PW; SS; GL) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) 

This name was first given in Drucker's (1935-1936:23: 12) fieldnotes as the name of a 

place where a few people were staying during the summer. PW recognized 11amaxhwii11 as 

Zimxwii which he identified as the name applied to all of Blunden Island. This was 

confirmed by SS and by GL. No translation of Zimxwii is known. 

In discussions during May 1914 with members of the Royal Commission on Indian 

Affairs, Chief Keitlah asked for both Bartlett Island and Blunden Isl&�d to be set aside as 

Indian Reserves. Subsequently Bartlett Island was established as a reserve (see the discussion 

of place name #398) , but Blunden Island was not. At the time the request for Blunden Island 

was made, it was stated there were "five ancient Indian villages" on Blunden Island and that 

the people had been going here for generations (Canada and British Columbia 1914a; 

1916:4:882) . 
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648. tl'up'achmak,imilh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'spruce roots island' 

Tl'up'achmak,imilh is the name of the small island located just east from the eastern 

side of Blunden Island. This island is so named because spruce roots, used in basketry, were 

gathered here (PW) (see also the discussion of place name #662) . 

649. ch'ich'iip'alhswis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

< ch'ip'alhmis 'fish scale' 

This is the name of a beach located on the east side of Blunden Island, just north from 

aa7inkwus (place name #661). Concerning the meaning of ch'ich'iip'alhswis, PW 

commented that someone must have seen fish scales on the beach here. 

Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and JS stated that ch'ich'iip'alhswis was an 

Ahousaht summer encampment, although PW pointed out there were no houses here in his 

time. PW added that ch'ich'iip'alhswis was a good place to hunt deer. 

650. yaa7aktlis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'long, narrow bay or inlet' 

This name is applied to a small bay on the northeast side of Blunden Island. 

651. ch'ach'apats'iih (GL only) 'canoe-eater' 

This term, loosely translated as 'canoe-eater, ' is applied to a reef offshore from the 

northeast end of Blunden Island. GL recalled the old people saying that several canoes were 

lost at cb'ach'apats'iih v;here the v:aves break in a very dangerous manner (see also the 
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discussion of place name #643) . Although SS was only slightly familiar with this plae name, 

he was well aware of this reef and knew about the manner in which the waves break here. 

652. nachaaZas 

nach-ah-as 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

PW) 'facing in either direction' 

(Brolly 1987) 

A small bay on the north side of Blunden Island is known as nachaaZas. This site 

was a summer encampment for the Ahousahts while they were trolling for salmon, collecting 

beach foods, and hunting sea mammals in this area (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . GL 

recalled there were several shacks at nachaaZas in the 1930s. The owners of those 

remembered by GL included: nanatl Johnson, the grandfather of Alex Amos; Hippolyte 

Thomas; and kwakwatl'ata, known as Hays. GL, stayed at nachaaZas occasionally in the 

1930s, in the shack belonging to nanatl, and hunted deer in this area (these deer swam over 

from Vargas Island, he added) . By the 1940s, GL noted, only one house remained here. PW 

recalled that this last house at nachaaZas.belonged to a man named Jacob iinits'ii!!. 

653. axwuus (St. Claire and Webster' 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

axoos (Brolly and Rousseau 1987) 

Axwuus is the name of a bay on the northwest side of Blunden Island. PW stated he 

was not able to translate this term. 

This site was a summer encampment for the Ahousaht while they were fishing for 

halibut and salmon, collecting beach foods, and hunting for sea mammals (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984). When PW was a teenager, he saw 2 houses at axwuus--one belonged to 
wiya7asim, who was the grandfather of McPherson George, and the other belonged to 

tl'askimilh, known as Police Tom. 
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654. hina.Za.k (PW; JS) 'on the side of' (PW) 

This name is applied to a small fishing bank off the northwest side of Blunden Island 

where coho and spring salmon were caught by trolling (PW; JS) . 

655. • •  ' 7 snnu a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

The entire area of the Plover Reefs west of Blunden Island is referred to as siiriu7a. 
PW said he was unable to translate this term. Formerly, hair seals and sea lions were hunted 

here (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) . According to GL, sea otter were once common 

around Blunden Island. 

Not far offshore from Blunden Island, and located northeast from the Plover Reefs and 

southwest from the hina.Za.k fishing bank (place name #654) , there is a tiny rock islet. LS 
(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) suggested this rock has an Indian name, and JS and PW agreed. 

This rock is the place where, in the mid-1930s, a fish-packing vessel called the Chuckwalla 

sank (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) . 

656. ,kwutimkh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

'something hard' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

Cleland Island, known locally as "Bare Island," is called ,kwutimkh. This is a well 

known place where the .. AJlousahts \Vent in the summer to gather seagull eggs, sea urchins, 

gooseneck barnacles, chitons, and California mussels (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis 

and Swan 1974-1976; Webster 1983:34; Moser 1900-1930) . GL noted that there are a lot of 

sea birds here, as well as Indian rhubarb (Heracleum lanatum) . He recalled his mother 

getting sea anemones in the tidepools on Cleland Island and cooking them between layers of 

salal leaves. GL's father mentioned to him that there is a lot of freshwater on this island, just 

below the surface of the ground. 
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GL recalled the old people saying that there was an underwater passage that connected 

"Bare [Cleland] Island" with a whirlpool called Zimin in the Kennedy River. This whirlpool 

is located between Okeamin Indian Reserve #5 and Ilthpaya I.R. #8. Two Clayoquot people, 

MJ and MH, also stated they had heard about this passage (see the discussion of Zimin, place 

name #890) . PW had heard the same story but stated the place where the passage connected 

was at math,ilh (place name #891) , located immediately upstream from Zimin. 

657. yuuyuchkwulhhwaas (SS; PW) < yuchkwuulhh 'sharp peak' 

SS heard from Paul A very that this name is applied to a halibut bank situated "about 6 

miles" southwest of Cleland Island. It is named after a mountain situated near the headwaters 

of the Megin River (see place name #481) . 

658. 
' hawaa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW; 

Webster 1983:map) 

< ha7ukw 'eat' (GL) 

hawhaw (Brolly and Rousseau 1987) 

An Ahousaht summer encampment located in a small bay on the southwest side of 

Blunden Island is known as hairaa. This term, said GL, is derived from ha7ukw, meaning 

'to eat' because there is an abundance of seafood and deer here. Although PW had initially 

stated he was unable to translate ha�aa, PW subsequently agreed (in October 1990) 'With GL 

that this term might be derived from ha7ukw. 
PW stated that this site was used while the Ahousaht people gathered beachfoods, 

fished for salmon and halibut, and hunted sea mammals. Mink could also be trapped here 

(GL) . JS and PW noted that a trail led from ha�aa east to aa7in_!iwus (place name #661) .  

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL stated that an Ahousaht man named 

haa,liyaalh Peter, v1hose descendants are k.11own as the Campbell family, had a house here at 
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' hawaa. 

659. ch'astuZaktlh (GL; PW; SS) 
'water showing on neck' (?) (PW) 

This name is applied to the hill on the larger of the 2 small islands off the southeast 

end of Blunden Island. As PW noted, the larger of these islands is actually a southeast 

extension of the southeastern portion of Blunden Island. 

The name ch'astuZaktlh is also applied to a sealing and spring salmon bank located 

offshore "about 18 miles" south of Blunden Island (SS) . PW explained that when the fur 

sealers were far offshore, they knew they were on the sealing ground when Blunden Island 

appeared to be "flowing" through the "gully" between the main island and the hill on this 

small island (the actual meaning of ch'astuZaktlh is related to this) . 
There is another, still smaller island located immediately southeast from 

ch'astuZaktlh. Although PW did not know any name for this little island, he did recall 

gathering gooseneck barnacles here. 

660. tuxwtsaknit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 'place of sand fleas ' 

< tuxwtsuup 'sand flea' (GL) or, 'lizard' (St. Claire and Webster 

1984) 

This name is applied to a small bay south of aa7inkwus (place name #661) on the 

southeast shore of Blunden Island. 

661. aa7inkwus (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS) 
' something that drifts ashore' (?) (GL) 

a'inJqos (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 
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aa7in!£wis (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

aa7im!£wis (PW only) 

aa?imqwis (Webster 1983) 

aa7im!£wus (JW only) 'drying something on beach' (JW) 

The name aa7in!£wus is applied to a village site located in a bay on the southeast side 

of Blunden Island. Three variant pronunciations of the term aa7in!£wus have been recorded. 

Although PW said he was unable to translate this term, GL speculated it may mean 

'something that drifts ashore, '  and JW stated it means 'drying something on beach' (she did 

not know what it was that -was dried). 

Aa7ink,wus was occupied during the summer while the Ahousaht people fished 

halibut, gathered sea urchins, and went fur sealing (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; GL; Canada and British Columbia 1914a) . LS stated that they also went 

whaling from this site, although PW disagreed. 

PW, as a teenager, stayed at aa7in!£wus with his grandfather while halibut fishing 

nearby. PW pointed out that his grandfather's sister was married to an Ahousaht man named 

Ziilha (Job Mack) who had a house here. GL recalled staying at aa7in!£wus in the 1930s. 

He lived here in a tent, although Job Mack's house still stood at that time. 

According to LS, it was in the 1930s when he and his wife landed at aa7ink,wus in a 

small canoe, after their fishing boat capsized and they drifted for many hours. They took 

refuge in a house here and then headed towards Ahousat. LS commented that at one time (he 

did not specify when) , there were 4 or 5 houses at aa7in,!i'vus (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976) . 

662. 

JS and PW noted that a trail led from aa7ink,wus to hawaa (place name #658) . 

' b,aytst'alhuwas (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JS) 

'throwing excrement back and forth' (PW) 
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According to GL, this name is applied to the narrow neck of land immediately north 

of aa7inliwus (place name #661) . GL recalled that at one time an earth mound, which was 

said to be the remains of a "fort," was visible on this neck of land. However, PW insisted 

that haytst'alhuJas is approximately in the middle of the beach at aa7inliwus, where Job 

Mack's house used to be located (see the discussion of place name #661) . 

In any case, both GL and PW agreed that the name haytst'alhu�as ( 'throwing 

excrement back and forth' originated from an event that occurred during a battle between the 

Ahousahts and the !!ach 'aa7at!!, a Barkley Sound tribe. The fight began when some 

hach'aa7ath people came along and saw some Ahousaht people digging clams near 

aa7inkwus. The Ahousahts retreated to their fortified site (at !!aytst'alhu�as), and when 

they ran out of arrows, they began to throw human excrement at their enemies. The 

hach'aa7ath then retreated to the nearby island of tl'up'achmaliimilh (place name #648) , 

before leaving the area (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL). 

664. 
' . mukwaksWis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'gravel or stones between shoreline and islet' (PW) 

This name is applied to an islet just off the west side of Vargas Island, south from 

pukwusiis (place name #646) . 

665. liwahuulhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 'red powder [red ochre] on 

face' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

K wahuulhh is the name of a beach located on the west side of Vargas Island, south 

from pukwusiis (place name #646) and southeast from �ukwaliswis (place name #664) . As 

far as PW knew, red ochre was not gathered here; PW did not know why this place is 

referred to as liwa!!_uulhh. 
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666 ' hiis. , . ts ac uwas (PW only) 'place near river' 

.PW applied the name ts'achiisuJas to the bay west of ts'a7is (place name #667) . He 

noted that houses were formerly at this site, but not in his time. 

JS stated that a trail connected this place with the south end of the beach that others 

have identified as kwah,uulhh (place name #665) . 

667. ts'a7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; Dewhirst 

and Swan 1977; SS; PW) 

< ts'aa 'current' 

This name is applied to a small bay at the north end of Ahous Bay, and to the creek 

draining into it. The ts'a7is7athta!£imlh "family group" of the Ahousaht took their name 

from this place, which was their summer village site (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; 

SS) . This "family group" spent the other seasons of the year at the same sites as the rest of 

the Ahousahts, but in the summer they stayed here at ts'a7is, separate from the others (SS; 

PW) . 

GL, LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976), and PW all identified Johnson White as the chief 

of the ts'a7is7athta!£imlh, and LS commented that this man had no descendants. GL 

identifed Johnson White as waayaat; PW said his name was tl'iniihkwisatl. 
PW, GL, and JS all stated that there were formerly houses at ts'a7is. The only house 

that GL remembered here was one belonging to Johnson White, in which he (White) stayed 

while trapping in the 1930s. 

Coho salmon used to go up the creek here (GL; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; PW) . 

According to JS, there was a trail that connected ts'a7is with the next bay to the 

southeast. 

In 1957, a trapline (T0108T452) registered in the name of Stanley Sam covered the 

entire west coast of Vargas Island, in addition to Blunden Island (British Columbia 1990) . SS 

recalled using this trap line between the late 1930s� late 1950s. He stated that this trap line was 
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passed along to him by his grandfather, Fat Sam, who had trapped here before. 

668. k'ilhxmukw (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) 

'seaweed smell ' (PW) 

( GL) 'smell of Zumumts [sea lettuce 

(Ulva lactuca)] on the beach' 

Both of these very similar terms are applied to the shoreline north of ts'a7ak (place 

name #669) . 

669. ts'a7ak (GL; JS; PW) 'creek' 

Ts'a7ak is the name applied to a distinctive-shaped lagoon (that goes dry at low tide) 

located near the north end of Ahous Bay. Two small creeks enter this lagoon, GL noted, and 

this place takes its name from these creeks. GL)S, and PW all stated that coho go up both 

of these creeks in November. GL was of the opinion that long ago, people did get salmon 

from these creeks. 

GL recalled that Matthew Paul and his son, Tom Paul, used to trap mink in the 

vicinity of these creeks in the 1920s-1930s (this was confirmed by PW) . Land otters (GL) 

and deer (JS) were common around the lagoon, as were beaver ( GL; PW). 

GL noted that a house belonging to an Englishman named Hoga.n was situated on the 

point at the south entrance to ts'a7ak lagoon. 

Some Indian people considered the area around ts'a7ak to be "spooky," JS recalled. 

670. tl'uuchilhulh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

< tl'uch'im 'California mussels' (St. Clair and Webster 1984; PW) ; 
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< tl'uchmapt 'pine roots' (GL) 

Tl'uuchilhulh is the name applied to the beach located immediately south of the 

entrance to ts'a7ak (place name #679) , and to the small islet immediately offshore from the 

south end of this beach. 

According to PW, this area is referred to as tl'uuchilhulh because California mussels 

were collected around this islet and then taken ashore on this beach and roasted. This was 

not done in PW' s time, he noted. 

Although GL confirmed that mussels were gathered and processed here, he stated that 

tl'uuchilhulh was derived not from the term for 'California mussels, '  but from the word for 

'pine roots. '  This was because people used to obtain pine roots from the shore area opposite 

this little islet, GL stated. 

671.  aa7aps (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 'middle' 

This name is applied to the long beach in Ahous Bay (known locally as "Big Bay"). 

PW pointed out that aa7aps is an abbreviated form of the term aa7apswin7is (place name 

#672) . 

Acording to GL, there used to be wild dogs known as ZiZitlchni around Ahous Bay. 

Young coho, commonly called bluebacks, but known in Indian as tlitlihatkwin, could be 

found in Ahous Bay during the winter (GL) . 

672. aa7aps�7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; JS; SS) 'armpit' (St. Claire 

and Webster 1984) ; 'midway in middle' (GL) 

According to GL, aa7apswin7is is the name of the middle portion of the long beach at 

Ahi"''.11s na," .LUU .lJ ] • There is a tiny creek at aa7apswin7is, GL pointed out. 
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that a trail led from aa7apswin7is east to a swamp (see place name #673) , which in tum was 

connected by a trail to another swamp still further east, which in tum was connected by a 

trail to yaakhsis (place name #712) on the east side of Vargas Island. 

PW and SS applied the name aa7apswin7is not to the central portion of the long 

beach in Ahous Bay, but to the comer (shaped like an "armpit") at the southern end of Ahous 

Bay, where the little creek called tup'alhhtin (place name #674) drains into the bay. 

673. yuchk'aachi (JS; PW) 'long, narrow area' 

JS first provided this place name; it was subsequently confirmed by PW. According 

to JS, yuchk'aachi is the name of the swamp closest to the beach at Ahous Bay. Deer 

hunting was good both around this swamp and around a second swamp located east from 

here. JS did not recall the name of the second swamp. PW, however, applied the name 

yuchk'aachi only to this second swamp. PW recalled hunting deer in the area of this swamp. 

674. tup'alh!!tin (GL; PW; JW; SS) 

'clear water' (PW) 

Tup'alh,htin was first identified as a place name by GL, who said it refers to one of 2 

small creeks located at the south end of Ahous Bay beach. Only the creek with "clear water" 

is named, GL stated--this "clear water" creek was a source of water for the Ahousahts living 

nearby. GL said that after some blasting was done in the area of this creek in the 1950s, the 

water was no �anger clear. 

PW and SS stated that as far as they knew, there is only one creek here at the south 

end of Ahous Bay. This creek empties into the bay at the place that PW and SS referred to 

as aa7apswin7is (see the discussion of place name #672). According to PW and SS, the 

name tup'alh!!tin is applied both to this creek and to a well that was dug out adjacent to this 

creek. Both PW and SS appeared to apply this name more to the well, than to the creek. SS 
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stated that the actual site of the well was "about halfway" between aa7apswin7is and "the 

main village" [uusis (place name #677)]. 

675. Zaahuus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; PW; JS; SS) 

'facing away from the ocean' 

ahous (Brabant n.d.) 'back turned to the land and mountains on a beach along 

the sea' 

a.hous (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

ahous (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:855) 

ahos (Curtis 1970: 181) 

?aahuus (Webster 1983:17) 

us7as (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; SS) 

'on the ground' 

Originally the term Zaahuus (anglicized as "Ahous") applied only to the area along 

the north side of Ahous Point, at the south end of Ahous Bay (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; St. 

Claire and Webster 1984; GL). This area was called Zaa!!uus, PW explained, because the 

beach here on the north side of Ahous Point faces away from the open Pacific ocean. 

Although the "Ahousaht" [1aahuus7ath] took their name from the term Zaa!!uus, they 

are not known to have had a major village site here. There was, however, a small group 

(possibly a "family group") of Ahousaht who used to live along the north side of Ahous Point 

in the summer a long time ago and were known as the us7as7ath. (see the discussion that 

follows) . Almost nothing is known about the us7as7ath (GL; PW; SS) . 

The place which was the major summer village of the Ahousaht was situated not on 

the calm, north side of Ahous Point, but ·on the opposite (southwestern), open-ocean side of 

this same point (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; SS) . 

PW and GL explained that long before their own time, perhaps in the time of their 

grandparents or earlier, the tenn uusis (place name #677) , referdng to the bay and beach on 
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the outside of Ahous Point where the Ahousahts had their summer village, was transferred 

over to the place known as Zaahuus on the north side of the point. At the same time, the 

name Zaah.uus was transferred to uusis. When the term uusis (meaning 'on the beach') was 

transferred to the north side of Ahous Point, PW noted, its pronunciation changed to us7as 
( 'on the ground') . The reason why the names uusis and Zaahuus were exchanged was not 

clearly understood by PW, but ever since that time, the outside site has been known as 

Zaah.uus and the inside site has been known as us7as (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

(see also the discussion of place name #677) . 

When "A.hous" Indian Reserve #16 was established for the Ahousahts in 1890, it 

encompassed not only the site known as Zaah.uus (us7as) on the north side of Ahous Point, 

but also the sites known as tl'its'aa and uusis (place names #676 and #677 respectively) on 

the opposite side of this same point. On the sketch map accompanying the Minute of 

Decision setting aside this 35-acre reserve, it appears that only 2 houses were indicated--one 

in the vicinity of tl'its'aa and the other in the vicinity of uusis. No dwellings were indicated 

on the north side of Ahous Point. Thus it must be assumed that when Indian Reserve 

Commissioner Peter O'Reilly reported in 1890 that the Ahousahts "resort here when sealing, 

sea otter hunting, or halibut fishing, " he was referring specifically to the sites at uusis and 

tl'its'aa (O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

During a meeting in May 1914 with members of the Royal Commission on Indian 

Mfairs, Chief Keitlah stated, in response to a question about Indian Reserve #16, that "we go 

out sealing from that place and catch fish. " No furt�er information was provided. Again, it 

must be assumed that he was referring to the sites at uusis and tl'its'aa (Canada and British 

Columbia 1914a) . 

According to GL, there was a tap'sulh 'ritual diving spot' located on the north side of 

the Foam Reefs off Ahous Bay. 

676. tl'its'aa (GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW; SS) 

< tl 'isukw 'white' 
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Tl'its'aa is the name of the beach and southwest-facing bay located just south of the 

northwesterly tip of Ahous Point, and immediately northwest of uusis (place name #677) . An 

Ahousaht "family group" known as the tl'its'aa7at!! took their name from tl'its'aa which was 

their summer village. SS said this place is called tl'its'aa because there are a lot of white

coloured shells here. 

Although the tl'its'aa7at!! at other times of the year stayed at the same sites as the 

rest of the Ahousahts, in the summer their residence was very close to, but still separate from 

the other Ahousahts (SS; PW; GL) (see also section 3.4.2 of the present report, as well as the 

discussion of place name #823) . 

As far back as PW could recall, there was only one house at tl'its'aa, and it belonged 

to the Jumbo family (this was confirmed by GL and SS) . The oldest person of this family 

that PW remembered, was George Jumbo. The nephew of George Jumbo, a man named 

k'aa!!aanuwa (Henderson Charlie, the father of Peter Charlie) , was considered to be chief of 

the tl'its'aa7at!! (SS; PW; GL) . Possibly it was the house of the Jumbo family that was 

indicated as being at tl'its'aa on the 1890 sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision 

establishing Ahous Indian Reserve #16 (O'Reilly 1890b). 

677. uusis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

'on the beach' 

Originally the term uusis applied to the beach and west-facing bay located 

immediately southeast from tl'its'aa (place name #676) on the south side of Ahous Point. 

But as PW and GL explained it, the place name uusis was transferred at some time in the 

past, over to the north side of Ahous Point, where it came to be pronounced as us7as. At the 

same time, the place name Zaa!!uus was transferred over to the site of uusis. Ever since 

then, this site on the outside of Ahous Point has been known as Zaa!!uus, and the site on the 

inner side of this same point has been known as us7as (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; 

PW) (see also the discussion of place name #675) . 

TIJs place, uusis {Zaahuus) was the major summer village site for the A..housahts. 
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Whale, fur seal, hair seal, and sea otter hunting, in addition to cod, halibut and salmon 

fishing, were undertaken while the people were camped here (St. Claire and Webster 1984; 

Webster 1983: 17; SS; PW; GL) . 

Only one house at uusis was indicated on the 1890 sketch map accompanying the 

original Minute of Decision establishing Ahous Indian Reserve #16. This house was a little 

ways from the beach (O'Reilly 1890b) . 

When the Ahousaht people used to stay in the summer at Ahous Point, it was at this 

site, uusis (Zaa!!uus) , that most of them lived (see also the discussion of place name #676) . 

The uusis village site was divided into sections which in former times corresponded with 

"family groups. " 

Some information about the former organization of this major village site was known. 

A raised area, several hundred feet in length and located approximately in the middle of the 

village was called app'iZas ('top of hill ') . SS recalled seeing house post remains here at 

app'iZas. This is where the first chief's family stayed (GL said that his father, Thomas 

Louie, stayed at app'iZas at one time) . Paul Sam, SS's father, had a house immediately north 

from here. App'iZas was also the place where the people would keep a lookout for whales. 

Towards the north end of the beach was an area called ch'uumapas ( 'narrow area' ?). 

Kaa!!mas (Big Paul) and his son, wimas (Matthew Paul, had a house here--they were part of 

the haashaashtak_imlh "family group" of the Ahousahts. Just behind (east from) 

ch'uumapas was an area called maak_tlts'aas ('comer') . Closer to the beach and slightly 

north from ch'uumapas was an area where the matll7at!! ('on-the-shoreline people') lived. 

These people were a group of Otsosat who had originally lived up the Moyeha River (see the 

discussion of place name #565) , but who came to live among the Ahousahts, after the 

Ahousaht/Otsosat war. Tsiixwis, Old Fattie (from whom the Little farnily is descended) , had 

a house here in the ma�7at!! section of uusis (Zaa!!uus) . At the south end of the village, 

PW's father had a house (GL; PW; SS) . 

678. Zinlhk,a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

(GL) 
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This name is applied to the beach and bay immediately southeast from uusis (place 

name #677) . Although PW said he knew of no translation for .Zinlhk,a, GL stated it is 

derived from .Zink 'herring milt. ' 

679. .Zaak,maJ9milh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 
'grassy island' 

This is the name of a small, grassy island located southwest from .Zinlhk,a (place name 

#678) . 

JS recalled that Chips George once shot a seal here, but before he could swim out to 

get it, the seal was taken by a ch 'i.haa ' supernatural creature. ' 

Independently, both GL and PW said that a long time before non-Indians came to this 

area, some Ahousaht whalers wanted to block the shallow passageway between 

.Zaak,maJ9milh and Ahous Point by filling it in with whale bones. They did manage to do 

this, under the leadership of a man named wii,hswisanap (GL; PW) . GL added that a storm 

was said to have washed these whale bones away, several years later. 

680. tl'itl'itsatis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; 

PW) < tl'isukw 'white' 

Tl'itl'itsatis is a small island located west from .Zaak,mak,imilh (place name #679) . 

Both PW and GL explained that the abundance of shells here gives this island a white 

appearance. Independently, both GL and PW noted that tl'itl'itsatis was a good place to hunt 

hair seal. - GL added that he had done this here, himself. 
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681 ' .  '··ts'•ta . mnn 1 (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

This name is applied to an islet located immediately west of tl'itl'itsatis (place name 

#680) . Although PW stated he was not able to translate riirints'ita, GL said it is derived 

from niits', meaning 'short, ' with reference to the shallow water here. 

Near �.ilits'ita was a good place to catch black bass (GL) . Hair seal were hunted 

here (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

682. uusbinakw'uuh (PW; JS) 'looking at something' 

A fishing bank located southwest of Jiriiits'ita (place name #681) is known as 

uushinakw'uuh ( 'looking at something') because a man and woman were seen having sexual 

intercourse here in a canoe (JS; PW). 

For about the last decade, this fishing bank has been known locally as "Odeon. " This 

is a good area to troll for spring salmon and cohos (JS) . 

683. tutusbkachisbt (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; SS) 

Both PW and GL applied this name to an area of the ocean south and slightly west 

from shaayiikh (place name #685) where men trained for supernatural power, especially to 

assist them in whaling, by diving under the water here. Although PW said he was not able to 

translate this term, both GL and SS suggested, independently, that it may be derived from the 

term for 'lingcod' (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; SS) . SS remarked that people did 

fish for lingcod here, and pointed out that he had done so, himself. 
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684. mukwaata!iwulh!! (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

This is the name of a reef and kelp bed located south from shaayiik!! (place name 

#85) . Although mukwaata!iwulh!! was identified as being on the Keltsomaht side of the 

Ahousaht/Keltsomaht boundary in St. Claire and Webster's  1984 study, PW in October 1990 

stated it would be more accurate to place this site on the Ahousaht side (it appears to be 
almost directly on the boundary line) . 

PW said he was not able to translate this term. GL, however, was of the opinion its 

meaning may be associated with a certain type of rock. 

Whalers in their canoes would hang onto the kelp at mukwaatakwulh!! while waiting 

for the opportunity to chase after and harpoon passing whales (see also the discussion of 

place name #190) . Lookouts for whales were stationed on the low mound called app'iZas at 

the nearby summer village of uusis (Zaa!!uus) (see the discussion of place name #677) . 

685. shaayiikh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JS; SS) 

This is the name of a distinctive point of land on the southwest side of Vargas Island. 

Shaayiikh is located southeast from ZinlhJia (place name #678) . 

PW said he could not translate shaayiikh, but GL stated that his father and Johnny 

John told him that it was derived from shaayixwa, a bone used in a certain gambling game. 

SS was of the opinion that shaayiik!! might be derived from shaayaak, meaning 'exciting' 

(although SS added he was not too certain of this) . 

Independently, PW, JS, and SS all identified the point of land at shaayiJkh as the 

boundary between the Keltsomaht and the Ahousaht on the south side of Vargas Island. 

PW noted that a drift whale once came ashore at shaayiikh and consequently the 

Ahousaht and Kelsomaht had to divide the whale in half. 
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686. k_wuuk,wuulhts'askwin (SS; PW) 'younger k_wuulhts'aas' 

From what SS and PW have explained, the location of this halibut and salmon bank 

appears to be about 5 miles offshore and approximately south from Sea Otter Rock. 

According to SS, the bearings used to find this bank are similar to those used to line up 

k_wuulhts'aas (place name #687), i.e., Catface Mountain and a high mountain up the Bedwell 

River. 

687. k_wuulhts'aas (SS; PW) 'man laying with knees up, against 

mountain' 

kiina!!aputlis (PW; SS) < kinaa!!tskwi 'clam shell ' 

Both of these names are applied to the furthest-offshore halibut fishing bank. The 

bearings for this bank are Catface mountain and a high mountain up the Bedwell River. 

From what SS and PW have stated, it appears this bank is approximately south from Catface 

mountain, and about 30 miles offshore. 

688. t'ima!gru (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; PW; SS) 
'boulders' 

This name is applied to a fur sealing and salmon fishing bank that appears to be 

located approximately south from Ahous Point and about 15 miles offshore. One of the main 

bearings for this bank is Macintosh Bay at the northeast end of Vargas Island. 

SS stated that herring are found at t'ima!gru throughout the spring and summer 

months, and therefore attract seals, spring salmon, and coho salmon to this area. 
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689. chachamaZak (PW; SS) 

According to PW, this is a fur sealing bank about 20 miles out to sea. The bearings 

for this bank are in line with those for t'imab'u. From this bank, the hill at Mcintosh Bay 

appears very small and round. 

SS was familiar with this name, but was uncertain of its location. 

690. hup,kmalhni (PW only) 

This is the name of a fur sealing bank estimated by PW to be about 25 miles offshore. 

Its bearings are in line with those for t'ima!gru and chachamaZa!i (place names #688 and 

#689) . 
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3.5 KELTSOMAHT, OWINMITISAHT, QUATSWEAHT, AND PUNEETLAHT 

In section 3.5 the people known as the Keltsomaht, the Owinmitisaht, the Quatsweaht, 

and the Puneetlaht will be discussed and the process of the fusion of these groups will be 

described. 

The Keltsomaht 

The local group known as the k,ilhtsmaZath ("Keltsomaht") took their name from the 

village of kilhtsmaZa (place name #694) , translated as 'where Indian rhubarb (Heracleum 

lana tum) grows. '  This site, on the south side of Vargas Island, was said to be their place
. 
of 

origin and their spring and summer village site (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 

1974-1976; GL; Dewhirst 1977) . 

In 1789, Robert Haswell aboard the Columbia noted that "kitsmahat" was a town to 

the south of Nootka Sound with whom the people of that area visited and traded. In the late 

1800s, Father Brabant stated that the Keltsomahts were so named because of the rhubarb plant 

that grew abundantly at "Bear River" [Bedwell River] which he stated was formerly these 

people's main habitat. Brabant further stated that the Keltsomaht were: 

. . .  a branch of the Ahousaht and their chief is a subject of one of the Ahousaht 

chiefs. Up to thirty years ago they lived with the Ahousats part of the time. 

Since then they only join the Ahousats on the occasion of a Potlatch or other 

Indian feasts (Brabant n.d.) . 

Brabant raises several points relating to the Keltsomaht which suggest that their 

history has been interwoven with that of their neighbours, the Ahousaht (see section 3.4) and 

the Quatsweaht (see below) . · Due to the Keltsomahts 's equally-close association with the 

Owinmitisaht, and the eventual amalgamation of the Keltsomaht, Owinmitisaht, and 

Quatsweaht together with the Ahousaht (and also with some of the Puneetlath) , the fusion of 

these named groups and the territories they utilized are all discussed together in section 3.5.2. 

JW stated that when she was young, the Keltsomaht person holding the highest rank 

·was a "Queen" named Ma..ry. The name of the }lighest ra:nki11g male of the Keltsomaht was 
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given by JW as maaJisisanap. The second chief was hanuukwi7ii (JW). SS confirmed the 

identity of "Queen Mary," and noted that Martin Charlie, Sr., whose Indian name was 

hanuukwi7ii, took this position after the Queen's death. 

The Owinmitisaht 

The group known as the uu7inmitisath (anglicized as "Owinmitisath" in this report) 

derived their name from the site of a fishery and former winter village site called uu7inmitis 
(place name #749) at the mouth of the Bedwell River (PW; JW) . No translation for this 

place name has been recorded. Prior to their amalgamation with the Keltsomaht, according to 

PW, the Owinmitisaht stayed mostly in the "inside" waters. Through marriage (PW), and 

joint usage of the chum salmon fishery on the Bedwell River (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14), the 

Owinmitisaht were associated closely with the Keltsomaht. They sometimes wintered with 

them at ts'atiikwis (place name #611) .  The Owinmitisaht also shared the village of 

tlulhp'ich with Keltsomaht and Quatsweaht people. 

It is not clear when the amalgamation of the uu7inmitis7ath and the Keltsomaht 

occurred. According to PW, the Owinmitisaht were formerly a distinct group with their own 

chiefs who were always from the family of his wife, Jessie, the daughter of "Keltsomaht 

Tom. " However, the uu7inmitis7ath were not recognized as a named, distinct group in 

historical documents cited in this report, and it is likely they were subsumed under the 

identity of the Keltsomaht in historic times. Possibly, the uu7inmitis7ath were a "junior 

lineage" or "family group" of the Keltsomaht, who together formed one local group. 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) considered the Keltsomaht and the Owinmitisaht to be 

one group, occupying the east half of Vargas Island, Quait Bay and Bedwell Sound. LS 

placed the boundary between the Keltsomaht/Owinmitisaht and the Quatsweaht around 

Matlset Narrows. 

The Quatsweaht 

The local group knov:1n as the k,waatswiJ7ath (anglicized as "Quatsweaht" in this 
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report) derived their name from the site called k_waatswii (place name #768) at the head of 

Warn Bay. They were likely an independent local group comprised of several "family 

groups," including the original k_waatswii7ath (the Teddy George family) , the 

p'ishak,tak,imlh (the George Sye family) , and the matskwii7ath (the Frank August family) 

(PW; JW; SS; VL). 
The latter group, the matskwii7at!!, adopted this name, which refers metaphorically to 

a "wolf" biting a child's foot, so that they could be identified at gatherings in the longhouse 

(PW; GL; SS) . At one time a man named tlli!!iyachishtuulh was the head of this group 

(PW; JW) . They were known as good hair seal hunters, and as such, were strong supporters 

of the head chief. For this reason, they were acknowledged in the longhouse (SS) . PW 

also noted that the late Francis Charlie used to say that a group known as the 

huhuupanu7as7at!!, who owned the site of huhuupanu7as (place name #728) east of Robert 

Point on Meares Island, were also a Quatsweaht "family group. "  But PW, himself, 

considered this group to be Keltsomaht. 

SS also identified a "family group" known as the tsa!gruu7athtak,imlh 
who were the first to use vertical planks on their longhouse. SS was told by James Adams 

that these people came originally from Zaa!!uus, but later lived at k_waatswii and at 

hupits'ath (Opitsat, on Meares Island) when this latter site was occupied by the 

Jiwaatswii7at!!. SS, himself, heard about the tsa!gruu7at!!takimlh people living among the 

k_waatswii7at!!. 
LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) considered the Quatsweaht and the Puneetlath to be 

one people whom he identified as Quatsweaht. 

The Puneetlaht 

The group known as the paniitl7ath (anglicized as "Puneetlaht" in this report) owned 

a chum salmon stream on the west side of Mosquito Harbour (place name #775) on Meares 

Island. BA stated that they also owned ich'achisht (place name #829) , where they went in 

the summer for halibut fishing. Some contemporary Native people interviewed for this report 

consider the Puneetlaht to have been a..� independent local group v.;ith no component divisions 
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prior to their amalgamation with neighbouring groups (PW; SS) . Others recognize them as a 

division of the Quatsweaht (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) . MH referred to them as a 

mixed population. 

The David family who amalgamated with the tla7uukwi7ath were high ranking 

paniitl7ath people. MH noted that when they amalgamated, a woman named yaawa, who 

was the wife of yaslqin Jack, gave the David family a piece of land at Opitsat. A couple of 

families of the Puneetlaht also amalgamated with the Ahousaht. SS said that a Puneetlaht 

tlukwana 'wolf ritual' song is sometimes sung by the Samuel family and the Noah Thomas 

family during the Ahousaht tlukwana ceremonials. 

3.5.1 The Boundaries of the Keltsomaht, Owinmitisaht, Quatsweaht, and 
Puneetlaht 

It appears that the groups known as the Keltsomaht, Owinmitisaht, Quatsweaht, and 

some of the Puneetlaht first amalgamated with one another and then amalgamated with the 

Ahousaht. PW stated that these groups acted as one during the Ahousaht/Otsosat war. 

In describing the closeness of the Keltsomaht and the Ahousaht, SS noted that they not 

only potlatched together, but also held the tlukwana 'wolf ritual' together, as the Keltsomaht 

had no "head wolf" (a position that SS, himself, now holds) .  

Accounts of the process of these groups's fusion are not clear. Although boundaries 

between these groups are identified, there is not a consensus regarding the delineation of 

these boundaries, or the order in which the groups merged. The following discussion reviews 

the territories of these groups as recalled by contemporary Native people. 

Tne boundary between the Keltsomaht and the Ahousaht on Vargas Island was at 

shaayiikh (place name #685), on the south end of the island, and at sup'itsaktu7is (place 

name #630) (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW; GL; JS) on the north end. SS said that this 

boundary was at milhaatuk'vis (place name #631) , adjacent to sup'itsaktu7is. The northern 

boundary then extended to kwukwu!!ulhh (place name #627) . 

The boundaries of Keltsomaht territory in the north are merged somewhat with those 

of the OwL.nJ.n�Jtisa..�t. The uu7inw.itis7ath took their name from the site of uu7inmiti.� (place 
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name #750) , at the mouth of the Bedwell River, and according to PW seldom ventured out 

past k' anuwis (place name #717). It is not clear if the Owinmitisaht always wintered in 

Bedwell Sound or joined the Keltsomaht at yaakhsis (place name #712) , or at tlulhp'ich 
(place name #723) , although both of these villages are best known as spring and summer 

sites. The Keltsomaht, themselves, wintered mostly at ts'atiikwis (place name #611) ,  

although PW suggested that this practise of the groups wintering together was after "the 

amalgamation," when the "Keltsomaht" were comprised of the remnants of Owinmitisath and 

Quatsweaht, as well. 

On the Ellis and Swan (1974-1976) map of Clayoquot Sound tribal territories, the 

territory of the Keltsomaht and the Owinmitisaht is not differentiated. The western shore of 

Meares Island from the beach up to the height of land and extending from Matlset Narrows 

south to a place slightly north of Kakawis (place name #781) is all delineated as 

Keltsomaht/Owinmitisaht territory. This boundary was said to be older than a second 

boundary line indicating the eastern extent of Keltsomaht. 

Ellis and Swan's (1974-1976) second boundary line, which is almost the same as the 

eastern boundary of the Keltsomaht as shown on St. Claire and Webster's (1984) map, 

indicates a boundary extended south from Schindler Point through Father Charles Channel, 

southwest to ,haytyaa (place name #820) , and out to the south. PW extended the boundary 

from ,haytyaa out through McKay Reef (place name #700) . Schindler Point was also 

recognized as the boundary by GL and by Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14), who noted that 

Clayoquot territory was to the east of this point. Yet LS, like Drucker and PW, indicated a 

boundary line that referred to a time after the Clayoquot began residing at Opitsat. 

MH, MJ, SS, and BA all stated that the tideline down the middle of Father Charles 

Channel marked the Keltsomaht/Clayoquot boundary. A well-known story concerning a drift 

whale found in the middle of Father Charles Channel is told in support of this boundary (GL; 

PW; MH; SS; BA) . PW noted that some Keltsomaht people used to say this mid-channel 

boundary extended southward between the two rock islets called ts'achit (place name #704) 

just off Moser Point. According to MH, the mid-channel boundary extended as far north as 

the vicinity of tlulhp'ich (place name #723) ;  BA placed it at Kakawis. 

In reviev,ring the eastern bound�"/ of the Keltsoma.l!t with respect to Meares Island (as 
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identified on the St. Claire and Webster 1984 map) , PW stated that he should have placed it 

further north in an area that is slightly north of Kakawis, as he considered Kakawis to be 

owned by a "family group" of the !iwaatswii7at!!. It appears, however, that this more 

northerly boundary, which agrees with the "earlier boundary" as shown on the Ellis and Swan 

(1974-1976) map, indicates a boundary prior to the southward expansion of the Clayoquot. 

Historical documents suggest that this expansion took place before the arrival of non-Indians 

to this area. 

The dynamics of the Native use on the south end of Meares Island can be better 

understood by first reviewing the boundaries of the Quatsweaht and the Puneetlaht. 

The boundary between the Owinmitisaht and the Quatsweaht extended between 

sasachk'a (place name #756) and kaapi (place name #757) , according to PW, who corrected 

his earlier (St. Claire and Webster 1984) identification of this boundary at t'iichakapi (place 

name #755) . LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) also placed this boundary at Matlset Narrows, 

although he indicated that in more recent times the territory of the Quatsweaht and the 

Puneetlaht was merged with that of the Keltsomaht and the Owinmitisaht. 

The Quatsweaht people originated at the site of kwaatswii (place name #768) . 

Neither JW nor PW knew for certain where the Quatsweaht spent the winter in earliest times. 

They both felt that it was likely at Opitsat, on the south side of Meares Island. JW noted that 

in her own time some Quatsweaht people stayed at t'i-Mn7is (place name #759) in Matlset 

Narrows almost year-round. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) stated that the Quatsweaht 

seldom came out to the "outside" waters. 

The territory associated with the Puneetlaht people was limited to the Mosquito 

Harbour area. The relationship of these people with the Quatsweaht is not fully understood. 

It is possible that the Puneetlaht were a "family group" of the Quatsweaht who owned the 

chum salmon fishery on the west shore of Mosquito Harbour. LS (Ellis and Swan 197 4-

1976) considered the Quatsweaht and the Puneetlaht to be one group, although others have 

identified them as a distinct local group (PW; SS) . 

On the St. Claire and Webster (1984) map, one boundary line connected Plover Point 

with the point on the north side of Dawley Passage. From here, the boundary extended south 

across this passage to the point at the north end of y��Ihapis (place name #783) . These two 
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lines together marked the boundary for the Puneetlaht, the Quatsweaht, and the Clayoquot, 

according to PW. BA suggested that the boundary between the Puneetlaht and the Clayoquot 

was at Sutton Mill Creek. He noted that there was a clam beach at this site (place name 

#776) , so a stake was placed in the middle of the beach to separate the Clayoquot from the 

Puneetlaht. 

MH and MJ, who considered the Puneetlaht to be a Clayoquot group, extended the 

boundary between the Quatsweaht and the Clayoquot from ,ka,ka7utskw'ukw (place name 

#771) in a northwesterly direction across Fortune Channel to Plover Point. 

Several other people independently placed a boundary between the Quatsweaht and the 

Clayoquot in the vicinity of Dawley Passage. On one of the Ellis and Swan (1974-1976) 

maps, a boundary line was drawn between the point on the north side of Dawley Passage, and 

a point on this passage that is directly to the east. Concerning this boundary, LS (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976) stated that it was for the "Opitsats and tla7uukwi7ath, and kilhtsmaZatl!. " 
A slight variation on another Ellis and Swan map shows the boundary line drawn across 

Dawley Passage between the south entrance to Windy Bay and yaalhapis. 
GL said that a boundary extended between the south entrance to Windy Bay, through 

Lane Islet, to ts'a,kwuu7a point (place name #782) . He stated that this was the boundary 

between the Quatsweaht and the Clayoquot. 

With respect to ts'akwuu7a point on the south side of Dawley Passage, PW recalled 

the late Francis Charlie stating that Quatsweaht people camped on one side (the northeast 

side) of this point, and the Clayoquot people once camped on the other side (the south side) . 

SS, independently, also stated that he heard this from Francis Charlie, although SS was 

uncertain of the location of these sites. 

Both war and marriage have altered the Native occupation of the south side of Meares 

Island, particularly in the village of Opitsat. Population displacement here likely occurred in 

two stages, but the order of events leading up to the Clayoquot occupation is not clear. As 

many as five different groups are said to have occupied Opitsat: the Keltsomaht, Esowistaht, 

Quatsweaht, Clayoquot and Opitsataht. 

Koppert (1930:1,9) , who interviewed elderly Clayoquot people in the 1920s, stated that 
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the Clayoquot who burned their houses and built a new village on the expropriated land. It 

was Koppert' s conclusion that it was about one hundred and fifty years prior to the 1920s 

(i.e. during the 1770s) when the Clayoquot invaded Opitsat in their effort to obtain outside 

fishing waters. After the Keltsomaht lost their village at Opitsat, Koppert (1930: 1) noted, 

they subsequently made their home at tlulhp'ich (place name #723) . 

Drucker' s  information appears to support Koppert, as least in part. In his fieldnotes, 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) quoted BA's grandfather saying that the Clayoquot chief "was 

kind of related to the Keltsomaht so didn't try to kill them all off" in his war against the 

hisaawist'a7at!! [Esowistaht] . Elsewhere, Drucker noted that the "aqowitisath" [Zak
witis7at!!, the people of .Zak-witis (place name #724) , a Keltsomaht site] were "the original 

occupants of Clayoquot Sound. " He suggested that the .Zak-witis7at!! may have been "hard 

pressed" by the Esowistaht and therefore aided the Clayoquot in revenge (Drucker 1951 :240) . 

It was stated in a 1982 Meares Islarid study that the Keltsomaht claimed portions of 

Meares Island and that Opitsat once belonged to the "Ahousaht; " presumably the author was 

referring to the amalgamated Ahousaht, Keltsomaht and Quatsweaht (MacKie 1983) . 

PW, JW, SS, JS, GL and VL all suggested that Opitsat was originally a Quatseweaht 

village. All of them denied that force against the Quatsweaht was involved in the Clayoquot 

occupation of Opitsat. PW and JW explained that the Clayoquot first went to Opitsat when 

one of the ten daughters of a Quatsweaht chief named !!a!!aawilhmis.Zin (who was living at 

Opitsat) married a Clayoquot man. The east half of the village was then given to the 

Clayoquot as part of the bride's dowry. This was simply a "loan" noted PW, JW and SS. 

Apparently, the Quatsweaht didn't keep close vigilance on the dividing line between the two 

halves, and eventually the Clayoquot gained control of the entire village site. 

Contemporary Ahousaht and Keltsomaht consultants did not know whether Opitsat was 

an "outside" site belonging to the Quatsweaht that was discontinuous with their other lands, or 

whether all of the south and east sides of Meares Island was originally Quatsweaht. In 

support of the Quatsweaht occupation of the eastern and southern sides of Meares Island, PW 

reported that Quatsweaht history includes reference to this area (see the discussion of place 

name #773) . 

It is possible that the Quatsweaht (or even the Keltsomaht) were occup�11ts of Opitsat 
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along with the Esowistaht and, as Drucker suggested, were being "hard pressed" by the 

Esowistaht. Drucker (1951 :240) did state in his published work that "opitis" [Opitsat], which 

he identified as "the modem village," along with 3 sockeye streams, were owned by the 

hisaawist'a7at!! [Esowistaht] people. In his notes, Drucker (1935-1936:23:12) gave the 

names of 3 sockeye fisheries belonging to the ts'aa!!t'as, who he stated lived year-round at 

Opitsat. Apparently, the chief of ts'aa!!t'as (place name #811 ;  part of Opitsat) married the 

daughter of the chief of hup'ich (place name #848, located on the Esowista Peninsula) , after 

which the father-in-law gave the name hup'ich to ts'aa!!t'as (Drucker 1951 :241; 1935-

1936:23 : 12) . 

Reviewing Drucker's (1935-1936:23: 12; 1951 :240-241) notes together with his 

published account leads to the conclusion that he considered the ts'aa!!t'as people to be those 

hisaawist'a7at!! who were living year-round at Opitsat. Yet Drucker's notes concerning the 

apparent friction between the Esowistaht and the "Keltsomaht," who he suggested were 

subservient to the Esowistaht, may indicate that their occupation of Opitsat was not exclusive. 

It appears that BA had some familiarity with the marriage alliance between the 

hup'ich people and the ts'aa!!t'as people, as mentioned above. BA stated that the 

hup'ich7at!! once lived at Opitsat. This is confirmed in Drucker's (1935-1936:23: 12) notes 

where he stated that the hup'ich7at!! and the ti�m7a7at!! (Portland Point people) , who were 

enemies of the Esowistaht, were small groups who were scattered throughout the Opitsat 

village prior to the war, and lived among the Clayoquot once they had taken over this site. 

Also unclear is the relationship between the hup'ich7at!! and the hupits'at!!7at!!. BA 

stated that the name of the hup'ich7at!! was changed to the latter form. According to MH, 

the hupits'at!!7at!!, who she stated were the original occupants of Opitsat, were a Clayoquot

speaking group. They attacked and burned the village of the Esowistaht, after the daughter of 

the hupits'at!!7at!! chief was molested by some Esowistaht warriors returning from a raid on 

Opitsat. The Kennedy Lake Clayoquot offered to help the hupits'at!!7at!! only if needed. 

These Kennedy Lake Clayoquot did not, themselves, attack the Esowistaht until after an 

incident involving the son of a Clayoquot chief, MH added (see section 3.6.1) .  The 

Esowistaht, MH was told by her father-in-law, were said originally to have spoken a dialect 

sitrJlar to Kyuquot. Linguist Edward Sapir (1910-1914:x.Yiv:8), however, noted in the early 
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1900s that the Esowistaht "used to talk like the Clayoquots." 

During their battles with the hisaawist'a7ath, the Clayoquot suffered a large number 

of casualties (and the hisaawist'a7ath were wiped out) . After the fighting was over, the 

remnants of the Clayoquot moved down to ts'aaht'as (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12). But as 

discussed above, some contemporary Native consultants say that the Clayoquot moved in with 

the Quatsweaht, who were already at Opitsat. 

Possibly, Opitsat functioned as a tribal village in the same way that ts'atiikwis (place 

naine #611) did, with each house or group of houses occupied by a different local group. 

However, as discussed, the relationships among these various local groups who are said to 

have lived at Opitsat are not always apparent. 

It was the opinion of some of the contemporary Native consultants interviewed for this 

report that there was a period when the Quatsweaht and the Clayoquot were co-residents of 

Opitsat. SS told a story that he learned from his mother, a Clayoquot woman, that is said to 

have occurred when the Quatsweaht were in possession of the west side of the village of 

Opitsat, and the Clayoquot were living on the east side: 

At that time there was a small, cry-baby boy named kw'uxwsinlfi living 

with his parents on the Clayoquot side of the village. The boy cried so much 

that snot constantly ran down his stomach. His parents became tired of the 

cry-baby and one day his father suggested sternly that he do something for 

himself. "Why not stick your hand in the mouth of the hollering wolves 

behind the village?" his father asked. 

The man was astonished when his son came home with his hand 

dripping saliva from a wolf' s mouth. He wiped the saliva on a rag and, 

together with the clothes frorn the right side of the boy's body, put them a 

away in a special place. In this way, the cry-baby, kw'uxwsinlfi received 

spiritual power. 

Now at that time there was a huge hair seal with barnacles on it that 

always sat on a rock islet situated off the most northeasterly tip of Stubbs 

Island. No hunter had been able to kill this hair seal. So kw'uxwsinJfi asked 

his uncle to make rJm a spear so that he could kill the hair seal. 
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Before heading out to the islet, the boy and his uncle rubbed the special 

"medicine" from the wolf's mouth on his new spear. Then, kw'uxwsin!ii 
walked right up to the seal. It didn't move. He killed the animal, but as it was 

too big to put in their canoe, they towed this hair seal back to Opitsat. 

Once back at Opitsat, the father of kw'uxwsin�J came down to the 

beach, butchered the animal and held a feast for the Clayoquot and Quatsweaht 

people. The brother of kw'uxwsin!ii, a boy named tlis!!tin, who had white 

skin because he never went outside, was asked by his father to assist him by 

taking some left-overs to the house of the Quatsweaht chief. Tlis,htin did this, 

but he never returned as he got together with the daughter of the Quatsweaht 

chief. 

Irrespective of how the Clayoquot managed to obtain the entire Opitsat village site, it 

was clearly the Clayoquot under chief wiikinanish who were in control at this village in 

1789-1792 at the time of the Columbia's visit. 

There appears to have been joint Quatsweaht and Keltsomaht utilization of the west 

coast of Meares Island during the late 1800s and early 1900s, the period of time reflected in 

the knowledge of contemporary W estcoast people interviewed for this report. PW assigned 

Ritchie Bay (place names #729 and #730) , as well as the area between Robert Point (place 

name #726) and Jiaakaawis!! (place name #781) to the Keltsomaht. PW acknowledged that 

the late Francis Charlie disagreed with him concerning the ownership of the entire west side 

of Meares Island--Francis Charlie stated that it was within Jiwaatswii7ath territory. The site 

of huhuupaJu7as (place name #728) , which was within this contentious area, belonged to a 

group of people known as the huhuupaJu7as7at,!!. Apparently Francis Charlie considered 

them a "family group" of the Quatsweaht, whereas PW said that they were Keltsomaht. It is 
believed that the disagreements concerning the identity of the residents and season of 

occupation for the sites of tlulhp'ich (see the discussion of place name #723) and 

kaakaawish (place name #781) reflects this mixed community. According to PW, however, 

this latter site was occupied originally by the matskwii7ath "family group" of the 

Quatsweaht. But as PW also noted, the matskwii7ath were a comparatively recent group 
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3.5.2 Keltsomaht Place Names 
Place names #691 - #703 can be found on map 9, and #704 - #730 can be found on 

map 8. 

691 .  hita_ktl'a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; SS) 

'in the comer' 

Hita_ktl'a is a bay situated northeast from shaayiik!! (place name #685) . PW said 

that as far as he knew, hita_ktl'a was never a village site. SS recalled trapping mink in this 

area in the 1940s, and PW noted there was 'a trail between hita,ktl'a and uusis (Zaa!!uus) 
(place name #677) . 

692. nituus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; SS) 

This is the name of a Keltsomaht camping site located not far east from hita_ktl'a 
(place name #691) .  PW said he was not able to translate this term. 

It was PW' s opinion that people camped here to be close to supplies of seafood. He 

said he had not seen houses here in his time. 

693. ts'itstaa7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'water pouring down into a bowl' 

This name is applied to a narrow, distinctive bay situated southeast from nituus (place 

name #692) . PW recalled that when he was very young, this bay used to be "white" with 

herring spawn every March. The Keltsomaht people collected the spawn-covered kelp here, 

according to both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL. PW remembered coming here 

around 1915 with his grandfather and seeing boughs put down to collect herring spawn. His 

grandfather also usit1g a heu�1.g-rake here to obtain some of t�ese fish (PW). 
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JS noted that he hunted deer around here in the 1950s. 

694. kiJ.htsmaZa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW; 

SS; VL) 

'where Indian rhubarb (cow parsnip, Heracleum lanatum) grows' 

qel.tsoma'a (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :14) 

kelthtsmah (Dewhirst 1987) 

KilhtsmaZa is the name of a village site located on the west side of a sandy beach in 

the third bay west from Moser Point. This was the site from which the kiJ.htsmaZath took 

their name (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Dewhirst 1987) . 

Both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL noted that there was, in fact, a lot of Indian 

rhubarb growing here. VL remembered gathering and eating Indian rhubarb at Keltsomaht in 

the 1930s. 

KilhtsmaZa was occupied during the spring and summer while the Keltsomaht people 

were whaling, halibut fishing, sealing and collecting beach foods (St. Claire and Webster 

1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL) . PW did not know when the people were last living 

here--he saw no houses at JglhtsmaZa in his time. According to Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) , 

!9JhtsmaZa was a summer place of the Keltsomahts. 

A trap line (TO 1 08T 445) covering the entire south end of Vargas Island south of 

Yarksis was registered to Peter Charlie in October 1955 (British Columbia 1990) .  

695. ch'apats'itsh (PW only) 'canoe-eater' 

Ch'apats'itsh, loosely translated as 'canoe-eater' (see also place names #643 and 

#651) , is a reef located just south from kilhtsmaZa and north from kwu7ats'p'ika island 

(place names #694 and #696 respectively) . Sometimes ch'apats'itsh is visible; other times 

its presence is marked only by waves breaking over it. Ch'apats'itsh was a dangerous place 

for canoes (PW). 
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696. kwu7ats'p'iJia (St. Claire and Webster 1984; JS; PW; SS) 

'person on rock' 

This is the name of a small island located south of JiilhtsmaZa and ch'apats'itsh, and 

north of ch'uch'upkw'ukw island (place name #694, #695, and #697 respectively) . 

Both PW and GL stated there was a story associated with this rock, but did not recall 

it. SS, however, who gave this place name independently, said the rock was mentioned in 

connection with the story of the Ahousaht/Otsosat war, where it was noted there was a 

lookout here. 

697. ch'uch'upkw'ukw (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; SS) 

'looks like a tongue' 

Ch'uch'upkw'ukw is an island located south from Jiwu7ats'p'iJia (place name #696) . 

Chitons, mussels and gooseneck barnacles were collected here (St. Claire and Webster 1984) , 

as well as purple sea urchins (SS) . 

698. tuumats'u 

Jiwayatsimilh 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; SS) 

< tuuma 'break of dawn or just before sunset' (GL) 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS) 

< !,wayats'iik 'wolf ' 

There was some disagreement concerning the use of these two terms. Independently, 

both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and SS identified Wilf Rock, located southeast from 

ch'uch'upkw'ukw (place name #697) , as tuumats'u. This was confirmed by GL. However, 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) stated that Wilf Rock is called Jiwayatsimilh, and JS agreed 

with this. JS applied the term tuumat.s'u only to the southern portion of Father Charles 
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Channel, approximately between Wilf Rock and Stubbs Island. This was a well-known area 

for salmon trolling (SS; JS) . But SS said that tuumats'u applied both to this channel area 

and also to Wilf Rock. 

Gooseneck barnacles, chitons and mussels were collected at Wilf Rock (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984). 

699. tl'ukwchit7a (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; SS; PW; MH; MJ; VL) 
< tl 'ukw 'wide' 

This name is applied to a fishing bank located several miles south from tuumats'u 
(place name #698) . It is called tl'ukwchit7a because the bank is quite wide (in an east-west 

direction) (PW; SS) . 
The boundary line between Keltsomaht territory and Clayoquot territory passes 

through this fishing bank. It is primarily a halibut bank, but spring salmon and coho salmon 

are caught here, as well as a few lingcod (PW; SS) . 
Several sets of bearings for the tl'ukwchit7a fishing bank were identified: JS said the 

bearings for this bank are the reefs west from Blunden Island, the mountain known as 

tl'uch!9i (place name #264) at the head of Sydney Inlet, as well as Portland Point and the 

southern tip of Echachis Island lined up with Grice Point; PW said that two of the bearings 

are chimikhsa7a (place name #705) near Moser Point and the island called Zaakma!fimilh 
(place name #679) near Ahous Point; SS identified the bearings as McKay Ree( (place name 

#700) and the hills on the southeast end of Indian Island (south from Meares Island) . 

700. ts'iskimilh (PW; SS) 'tom covering' 

Ts'iskimilh is the name for McKay Reef. According to PW, the meaning of 

ts'iskimilh is somehow related to the manner in which the waves are always breaking here. 

PW and SS both pointed out that the boundary between the Keltsomahts and the Clayoquots 
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passes through McKay Reef. 

701. naxya (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

This name is applied to the eastern side of the same beach and bay (the third bay west 

from Moser Point) where ,!glhtsmaZa (place name #694) is located. PW said he was not able 

to translate naxya, and that as far as he knew, this was not a place where people lived. 

702. kw'ukw'ukwhulh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and 

GL; PW) 

q'o'q'o'haul 
koo-koo-khulth 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

(Dewhirst 1987) 

Swan 1974-1976; 

Kw'ukw'ukwhulh is the name of a village site at the north end of the second bay 

west from Moser Point. PW said that he was not able to translate this term. 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) said that the Keltsomaht people used to go to 

kw'ukw'ukwhulh in the springtime (in April) . From this site they went whaling, fur seal 

hunting and halibut fishing (see also the discussion of place name #703) . Kw'ukw'ukw!!ulh 
was also mentioned by Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) who identified this site as a "summer 

place" that was shared between the Keltsomahts and the Ahousahts. 

During a meeting between the Keltsomaht people and members of the Royal 

Commission on Indian Mfairs in May of 1914, this same site was identified as a "summer 

ranch" that wa� said to be "very necessary for the Kilsemaht people in connection with their 

halibut fishing. "  It was noted that the people "had always had houses" here. There were said 

to be 12 houses at this site at one time. The Keltsomaht Chief, Johnny Charlie (father of the 

late Francis Charlie) , suggested that kw'ukw'ukwhulh should have been set aside as a 

reserve when the Indian Reserves were first laid out and surveyed in this area. The 

Keltsotnaht people were upset that a non� Indi&"'l had built a house here in the middle of their 
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village at kw'ukw'ukw,hulh. They told the Royal Commission members that they wanted to 

be able to continue going here. However, their request was not granted--instead, they were 

given a new reserve just east from kw'ukw'ukwJ!ulh (see also the discussion of place name 

#703) (Canada and British Columbia 1914a; 1914b; 1916:4:881) . 

Mter the non-Indian built a house here, the Indian people no longer used this site 

(PW; Canada and British Columbia 1914a; 1914b). PW added that when the Whiteman 

living at kw'ukw'ukwhulh died, a Keltsomaht man named Tommy Marshall (kwuu7alhapi) 
stayed in his house. 

703. Zaptsimyis 

?apcimyis 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; VL) 
'abalone on rock' < Zapts7in ' abalone' (St. 

Webster 1984) 

(Webster 1983 :map) 

Claire and 

Although both the bay immediately west of Moser Point and a campsite at the north 

end of this bay are known as Zaptsimyis, PW was of the opinion that the name originated 

from one of the islets in this bay. PW felt this place name is derived from 'abalone' because 

of a former practice of gathering abalone on one or more of these islets. However, he was 

not able to say for certain that abalone were plentiful here, or were gathered here. 

This was a spring and summer village of the Keltsomahts, but came into use as such 

only after the village site at kw'ukw'ukw!!ulh was pre-empted by a non-Indian (see the 

discussion of place name #702) . From Zaptsimyis the Keltsomahts went out fishing for 

halibut and collecting beach foods, in addition to going sealing (St. Claire and Webster 1984; 

GL; PW). 

During a meeting with members of the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs in May 

1914, it was explained that the Keltsomahts were only utilizing this site, Zaptsimyis, because 

their traditional "outside" summer village site nearby at kw'ukw'ukwJ!ulh (place name #702) 

had been purchased by a non-Indian. It was noted there were (in 1914) 10 houses at 

.Zaptsimyis, but the site here was too exposed to the ocean and therefore a dangerous place 
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for canoes. Although the Keltsomahts requested that the old village site at kw'ukw'ukw!!ulh 
be set aside as an Indian Reserve, they were instead given a reserve here at .Zaptsimyis. 
Indian Reserve #31 (27 acres) , subsequently described as a "summer ranch and fishery look

out station," was established in the vicinity of .Zaptsimyis in February 1916 (Canada and 

British Columbia 1914a; 1914b; 1916:4:881,891) . This Indian Reserve included not only the 

site of .Zaptsimyis, but also all of Moser Point, as well as the small bay called chimkhsa7a 
(place name #705) . 

704. ts'achit (PW only) 

'strong tide running past rocks' 

This name is applied to 2 tiny islets in the southern part of Father Charles Channel, 

east from Moser Point. PW noted that some Keltsomaht people used to say that the boundary 

between the Keltsomahts and Clayoquots passed between these 2 islets (however, PW, 

himself placed this boundary slightly further east, along the western tip of Wickaninnish 

Island and Stubbs Island) . 

705. chimkhsa7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

'smooth rocks' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 

'straight shoreline' (JS) 

This name is applied to a small bay north of Moser Point, near the southeast end of 

Vargas Island, on Father Charles Channel. PW applied this name also to Moser Point and 

noted that it is one of the bearings used to locate the fishing bank known as tl'ukwchit7a 
(place name #699) . 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 
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'boulders in the bay' (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) 

MukwaZa!£tlilh is the name of a very small bay located on the east side of Vargas 

Island, just north of chimkhsa7a (place name #705) . 

707. tl'aya!£wulhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS; PW; VL) 
'something growing' (St.Claire and Webster 1984) 

Tl'aya!£wulhh is the name of a bay and beach on the east side of Vargas Island, north 

from mukwaZaktlulhh (place name #706) . Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL 

were of the opinion that Indian people lived here at tl'aya!£wulhh at one time, although not 

since about 1900, and that this was a small campsite. GL noted that it was a summer site. 

PW noted that the site was occupied by a non-Indian who built a house here, but after 

he died, a Keltsomaht man named Tommy Marshall (kwuu7alhapi) stayed in this house for 

awhile. 

708. ti!iimlh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'harpoon head' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 

According to PW, ti!£imlh is the name of a rocky area on the south side of the same 

bay in which tl'aya!iwulh!! (place name #707) is located. 

709. !£waatsatis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; JW) 

Kwaatsatis is the name of a small bay located south from Yarksis (place name #712) . 

Neither PW nor JW were able to translate this term, nor were they aware of any utilization of 
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this bay. 

Although GL suggested this site was used by the kwaatswii7at.h people during the 

summer, PW and JW both denied it. 

710. t'ilhuwa7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

< t'ilh 'soak anything' ( GL) 

T'ilhuwa7a, a tiny bight at the southernmost end of the large bay where Yarksis is 

located, is immediately south of the southern boundary of Yarksis Indian Reserve #11 .  

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL explained that kelp fishing lines for 

catching halibut were soaked among the rocks here to soften the lines before they were used. 

71 1.  tsuxwnit (GL only) 'place of coho' 

According to GL, this name is applied to the small creek that flows through Y arksis 

Indian Reserve #11, near its southern end. JS noted that Martin Charlie used to gaff-hook 

coho from this creek in December and smoke-dry them. PW recalled that when he was a 

teenager, he used to gaffhook or spear cohos in this creek, himself. 

712. yaakhsis 

yaaqhsis 
iyakhasis 
yark.sis 
yarksis 
yahq.sis 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; PW; 

JW; SS; VL) 'long beach' 

(Webster 1983:map, 17) 

(Curtis 1970:181) 

(O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:854) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 
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The area now identified as "Yarksis" Indian Reserve #11 on the east side of Vargas 

Island is known as yaakhsis, an important village of the Keltsomahts. 

The village at yaakhsis has had a long association with the Keltsomahts. In 

1861, a nautical survey chart indicated there were 200 inhabitants living at yaakhsis beach 

which was then identified as "kelsemart" (Richards 1861) . The Keltsomahts were also 

identified as living at this village in 1881 (Guillod 1882: 161). In the early 1900s, yaakhsis 
was referred to as "kelsemat" (Moser 1900-1930). Still today the terms "Keltsomaht" or 

"Keltsomaht Beach" are frequently used to refer to yaakhsis. 
Concerning "yark.sis, " Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O 'Reilly wrote the 

following in 1890: 

This was formerly the site of the principal village of the Kelsemart tribe. 

Three years ago twenty eight young men of this village were drowned in one 

night while sealing, and it has since been abandoned; the Indians however, 

have not destroyed their houses, as is usual in such cases, and it is more than 

probable that they will shortly reoccupy their old dwellings, the site being 

admirably suited for a village (O 'Reilly 1890a) . 

The sketch map accompanying the 1890 Minute of Decision which established 

"Yarksis" rYaakhsis] Indian Reserve #11 ,  comprising 77 acres, for the "Kelsemart" 

[Keltsomaht] Indians, indicated there were 8 houses here. They were situated in a line along 

the beach, beginning just north of the creek (place name #708) at this time. A few graves 

were indicated immediately north of these houses (O 'Reilly 1890b) . In 1914, yaakhsis was 

identified as a wood supply and fishing base, and as a place where vegetable gardens were 

cultivated (Canada and British Columbia 1914b; 1916:4:854) . 

Contempora.ry Westcoast people described yaakhsis as an important spring and 

summer village of the !iilhtsmaZat!!, where they stayed while going out fishing and whaling 

(although whaling ceased around the early 1900s, PW added) . They also stated that yaakhsis 
was a winter village, and was a place where some people even stayed year round, except for 

the fall time when they went to various rivers to get fish. On one occasion, PW described 

yaakhsis as the "chief residence" of the Keltsomahts and recalled that his mother's father had 

a house here that measured about 60 feet by 40 feet, and his (PW' s) father had a house that 
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measured about 20 feet by 20 feet. On another occasion, PW said that the kwaatswii7ath 
began to winter here at yaakhsis (and at tlulhp'ich, place name #723) only after they lost 

their village at Opitsat, on Meares Island, to the Clayoquots (St. Claire and Webster 1984; 

Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; Webster 1983: 17,22; PW) . Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) described 
' • 1 yaakhsiS as a summer p ace of the Keltsomahts. 

PW, who was raised at yaakhsis, explained that the Keltsomahts moved from 

tlulhp'ich (place name #723) to yaakhsis to collect the herring spawn and dry the herring. 

The annual migration of herring in these waters each March brought these fish past yaakhsis. 
PW described how large quantities of these fish were dip-netted and smoke-dried. The spawn 

was collected on small, young hemlock trees submerged in the water. From here the people 

moved to temporary camps such as those on Blunden Island and at Zaahuus [uusis] (see the 

discussion of place names #647-#662, and #677, respectively) . At the end of the summer, the 

people would gather again at yaakhsis before heading to the rivers for fall fishing (Webster 

1983:30-31 ;  33-34; PW). 

The following list of some of the old-timers (including their Indian names) who used 

to live at yaakhsis was compiled from information provided mostly by PW and JW, but also 

by GL and VL: George Sye (ka!!maa7atl or chuchuu7up); Chips George (kw'isasap'alh); 
Chips George's father (tl'uuna) ; Robert Joseph (kap�aktli) ; Topsail George (tuumuus) ; Fat 

Charlie (kw'iimatsiik or hilhiyas) ; Jim Joseph (Zaanis) and his father (maatlmaatla7a or 

tushkayilhim or tushka), who was also PW's  mother's father, and was known as Joe or 

Joseph; tushka's  younger brother, Charlie Jack (kwuu7atsapi or uwumyis) ; Charlie Jack's 

son, Willie Jack (imhaap) ; Chief Johnny (mukwilhukw) , the father of the late Francis 

Charlie; Keltsomaht Tom (hu�aayitsa) ;  Peter Johnson (chituumalhni) ; Peter Johnson's 

stepfather, Dave (ts'uushtka); Sam (kw'umsuulhmiik or t'achkw'umts); Jack Morris 

(chaaxwinup) ; JW's  father's elder brother (ch'ii!!miik); Fred Gillet (mistak or ch'uuJ!a) ; 
Simon Joseph (mukwchakit) ; and Big William (ch'inaawitu7is), the father of PW (see also 

the discussion of place name #723). 

Other activities associated with �aakhsis were hunting deer in the swamp areas west 

from the village (Webster 1983:41 ; PW) , and picking red huckleberries and evergreen 

huckleberries near the viliage (VL). 
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In 1934, a trapline (T0108T479) located west of yaakhsis and encompassing the 

interior of Vargas Island was registered in the name of Martin Charlie (British Columbia 

1990) . 

713. p'uu!iwapii!! (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; VL) 
< p'uu!iw 'ground cone or poque' (Boschniakia hookeri) 

This is the name of an island located in the northern portion of the bay off Y arksis. 

Although PW noted that butter clams and sea urchins were obtained around this island, he did 

not know if the plant called p'uukw (after which the island was named) was ever gathered 

here (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) [p'uu!iw is a small cone-like plant, often called an 

"Indian potato," that is parasitic on the roots of salal (Turner and Efrat 1982:70)]. 

PW recalled that his father' s father, a man named nuchii, was buried on this island 

when PW was "about 5" years old (circa 

1913) . 

714. ch'astukwumyis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; 

PW; VL) < ch'aastimts 'mink' (PW) 

Ch'astukwumyis is a very small island located north from p'uu!iwapii!! (place name 

#713) and just offshore from the northern boundary of the Yarksis Indian Reserve. PW did 

not know why this place was named after mink--he pointed out that he had never seen any 

mink here, himself. 

Butter clams were dug around this island (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) . 

715. mamiisuwis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

'clam processing place' (PW; GL) 
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This name is applied to an excellent clam beach located immediately north from the 

northern boundary of the Yarksis Indian Reserve. Mamiisuwis was so named because of the 

clam processing that was done here. Large numbers of butter clams were dug here in June 

and July and fully processed for storage (PW; GL) . PW pointed out, however, that 

mamiisuwis was not utilized for this purpose since long before his parents' s  generation. 

716. yaaspaalhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS; PW; VL) 
< yaas ' legs spread apart' 

This name is applied to a large, distinctively v-shaped bay located north from 

mamiisuwis (place name #715) . GL also applied this term to the creek that enters into this 

bay, and to a former village site that he stated was located on the southwest side of the creek 

mouth (PW could not confirm this) . 
The unusually warm water in this bay was said to have medicinal properties (GL; 

PW) , so people went here to bathe. At certain times, bubbles could be seen rising in the 

water here. GL speculated that there might be mineral deposits under the water here. 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) recalled that a few coho used to go up this creek, but 

neither PW nor GL were able to confirm this. GL did note that perch could be caught in this 

bay during the winter. 

This bay is well known as a place to gather a "three-cornered grass" known as 

t'ut'unaxkw'ukw (possibly, American bulrush) that is used for basketry and for weaving 

mats (GL; PW; JW) . JW and PW noted that they picked this grass here quite recently. GL 

recalled that his wife, Viola, used to go here with her aunt to pick this grass--VL confirmed 

this, independently, and added that it was in the 1930s when she used to go here with her 

mother's sister, Hester. 

Keltsomaht people used to store their boats and canoes in this bay because it is more 

sheltered than faakhsis (JS) . 

The bay at yaaspaalh!! used to be a good place to hunt Ca.11ada geese (PW) . 
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A trapline (T0108T453) which included the entire northeast end of Vargas Island from 

t'aakwist south to yaahksis (place names #636 and #712 respectively) was registered in 1934 

in the name of the late Francis Charlie (British Columbia 1990) . 

717. k'anuwis' (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JW) 

'stop for a short while' 

K'anuwis is a small bay located west from Rassier Point and east from yaaspaalh!! 
(place name #716) . Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL stated that this was a 

temporary camping site for the uu7inmitis7ath people. This was as far out from Bedwell 

Sound as these people would go, PW stated. He did not remember seeing houses here, 

although he was told that the camping site was on the east side of the mouth of the creek 

which enters into this small bay. 

Both PW and JW recalled a lullaby song that is sung to a baby boy that mentions this 

place, k'anuwis. 

718. hupii7ita!iwulh!! (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JS) 

'helping one another' 

The small bay with the sandy beach located immediately west of Rassier Point is 

known as hupii7itakwulh!!. According to GL, this site was a temporary camping area, and 

was the place where Keltsomaht warriors practised shooting arrows during the war with the 

Otsosat. PW was not able to confirm that hupii7itakwulh!! was a habitation site, and added 

that as far as he knew, the place where the Keltsomahts practiced shooting arrows was not 

here, but at yaakhsis (place name #712) .  

JS recalled that when he was a student at Christie School in the 1940s, the entire 

school used to have picnics at this site. GL noted that when his mother was a student at this 

school, the students used to pick evergreen huckleberries in this bay. 
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719. chak'aa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'elbow on rock' (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) 

This name is applied to Rassier Point. According to PW (St. Claire and Webster 

1984) , this place is so named because there used to be a stump here that looked like an 

elbow. PW recalled seeing this stump. 

720. mukwumyisnak (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; VL) 
'has burned area on island' 

Mu,kwumyisnak is the name of a very small island located at the northwest end of a 

bay that is northwest of Rassier Point. GL recalled that Tommy Marshall 's  daughter, who 

died at Mcintosh Bay (place name #724) in the 1920s, was buried on this island in the 1920s 

(this was confirmed by PW) . 
Elk that swim across the channel from Meares Island come ashore in this bay, GL 

stated. Butter clams were dug around this island, PW and JS noted. 

721. ch'i7uus (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; VL) 
< chichitl 'cut' 

Ch'i7uus is a small bay on the northeast side of Vargas Island. This bay is located 

northwest from mukwumyisnak and south of taZalha (place names #720 and #722, 

respectively). This is a good place to hunt deer, GL stated. He added that in the 1920s and 

1930s, women picked the tall basket sedge known as ch'itapt here at ch'i7uus. PW, 

however, stated that it was not at ch'i7uus, but at taZalha (place name #722) that this 

basketry grass was gathered. 
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722. taZalha (PW; JS) 'walking with cane' 

This is the name of a small bay with a little stream running into it, situated north from 

ch'i7uus (place name #721). PW was of the opinion that coho used to go up the small 

stream, as he has seen them in this bay. TaZalha was a place where women used to gather 

the basketry grass called ch'itapt (PW) (see also the discussion of place name #721). 

723. tlulhp'ich (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; PW; JS; 

MJ; MH; VL) 
'nice around the base' (PW) 

cloolth.pich (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

cloolthpich (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:894) 

tloo tlpich (Koppert 1930:1) 

Lulpitc (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

A.ulpic (Webster 1983:map) 

The area on the west side of Meares Island in the vicinity of what is now called 

"Cloolthpich" Indian Reserve #12 is known as tlulhp'ich. PW translated this term as 'nice 

around the base,' referring to the position of tlulhp'ich with respect to Lone Cone mountain. 

When Cloolthpich I.R. #12 was established as an Indian Reserve for the Keltsomahts 

in 1890, Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly noted it was then the · residence of the 

Keltsomaht people who had deserted faakhsis (place name #712) several years earlier after 

the deaths of 28 of their men. 0 'Reilly also stated that he expected the Keltsomahts to return 

soon to their "old home" at yaakhsis. The sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision 

establishing this 55-acre reserve indicated 6 houses situated along the beach between 2 small 

streams, and a grave south of the more southerly stream (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

There is some disagreement as to who originally lived at tlulhp'ich. According to 

PW, tlulhp'ich was shared among the Keltsomaht, the !fwaatswii7ath and the 

uu7inmitis7at!!, at least after the amalgamation of these groups. The uu7inmitis7ath would 
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go to tlulhp'ich to spend the spring after leaving their winter village at the head of Bedwell 

Sound. The liwaatswii7at!!, PW stated, only lived at tlulhp'ich (and at yaakhsis) after they 

lost their village at Opitsat to the tla7uukwi7ath (see the discussion of place name #812) (St. 

Claire and Webster 1984; PW). Partial confirmation of this is found in the statement of 

Koppert (1930:1) that tlulhp'ich was inhabited by the "Kelsamites" [actually, the 

!_waatswii7at!!] after they were driven away from their village at Opitsat by the 

tla7uukwi7at!! . 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , GL, PW, and VL all described tlulhp'ich as a 

Keltsomaht winter village; Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) described tlulhp'ich as a Keltsomaht 

summer place. 

MH and MJ, however, considered tlulhp'ich to be part of the territory of the 

tla7uukwi7at!!, and stated that this site was "loaned" to the Keltsomaht for use as a boat 

shelter. 

PW described how when he was very young, his family moved to tlulhp'ich in late 

November and stayed there for about 4 months until spring. They lived there in a house 

owned by tushkayilhim (PW' s maternal grandfather) . This structure was referred to by PW 

as a "shell-like rough building" with a fire at each end. Uwumyis (or Jiwuu7atsapi) , whose 

English name was Charlie Jack (the younger brother of tushkayilhim) , and his family lived at 

one end of this house, and tushkayilhim (PW' s mother's father) and his family lived at the 

other end. While living at tlulhp'ich, PW and his family fished for for red cod, and also for 

ling cod using live bait. Winter spring salmon could be caught offshore here. People also 

dug clams and hunted ducks and loons. Deer were hunted in the swamps behind the reserve 

(Webster 1983: 17,33,41; PW). 

During a 1914 meeting with members of the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs, 

tlulhp'ich was described as a winter home and fishing station where the people caught and 

dried salmon and cod, and where there were about 5 houses (Canada and British Columbia 

1914b; 1916:4:854) . 

According to PW, JW, and GL, the following people have lived at tlulhp'ich in recent 

times, in addition to PW's grandparents (see the list of those who lived at faakhsis, place 

name #712, for their Indian names) : Chips George; Robert Joseph; Fat Charlie; Willie Jack; 
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Keltsomaht Tom; and Big William. 

VL recalled that when she used to go to tlulhp'ich with her aunt in the 1930s to pick 

salmonberries and salalberries, no one was living here (in those years, people only stayed here 

during the winter, VL added) . 

724. Za,!-witis 

?aqwitis 

chahtaak 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

PW; JS; VL) 
< Za.K 'wide opening' ( GL) ; 'big bay' (PW) 

(Webster 1983:map) 

(GL) 'extended out' 

PW applied the term Za,!-witis to what is known locally as "Mcintosh Bay" or 

"Marshall Bay" at the northeast end of Vargas Island, and to the island at the mouth of this 

bay. GL, however, stated that Za,!-witis is applied only to the bay, while JS stated that Za.K

witis refers only to the island, and that the bay has a separate name which he had forgotten. 

On one occasion, GL referred to the island in this bay as chahtaak. 

Concerning the translation of this place name, PW stated that the name refers to the 

large size of Mcintosh Bay. But according to GL, the meaning of this word somehow refers 

to the "opening" resulting from lining up the low hill slightly to the southeast of this bay with 

Sea Peak to the north of Windy Bay on Meares Island. GL stated that the alignment of these 

two hills was a bearing marker for fur sealers out at sea. 

Up until the 1950s, several people lived on the southeast end of the island situated at 

the mouth of Mcintosh Bay. It was PW's opinion that this place where they lived on the 

island was not an ancient village site. Among those who used to stay here on the island, on a 

seasonal basis, were: Tommy Marshall (who lived here year-round) ; Peter Johnson; Simon 

Joseph (who stayed with Peter Johnson) ; Francis Charlie; and Martin Charlie (who stayed 

with Francis Charlie) . PW and his family stayed here with Peter Johnson periodically in the 

The water supply was a fresh water spring on the 
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island (PW; GL) . 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12; 30) , the Zak-witis7ath originated from 

Kyuquot and drifted down to Vargas Island at the time of the Great Flood. Drucker (1935-

1936:23: 12) , BA, and the late Dan David noted that a group of people from Zak-witis once 

moved to Opitsat (place name #812) to live among the Clayoquot. The late Dan David told 

MH that the place at Opitsat where the Za!£-witis7ath were given a place to live was in the 

vicinity of t'iik,tlis (place name #813). Apparently, the Zak,-witis7atb were known as great 

whalers (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) .  

It appears that after the Clayoquot/Esowista war, the Za,k-witis7atb were given the site 

of aamapilh (place name #900) , located on the west side of Clayoquot Arm, near its head 

end. Drucker (1935-1936:32; 1951 :241) suggested that aamapilh was also known as Zak

witis. 

There is a nice gravel beach in Mcintosh Bay and the harbour was a good shelter for 

boats. Seafoods such as crabs, herring (GL) , clams, sea urchins, cod, mussels and abalone 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) could be found around Mcintosh Bay and its island. PW 

also recalled that mink were trapped around this bay. 

725. ch'isaxsats (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS) 

This name is applied to Dunlap Island, located northeast from the northeastern end of 

Vargas Island and southwest from Robert Point on Meares Island. PW said that he could not 

translate this place name. 

Although SS was only vaguely familiar with ch'isaxsats as a place name, he did recall 

Chips George telling him that people used to hunt porpoise around this island at night. They 

used narrow, special paddles to avoid making a noise, and smooth-bottomed canoes, so they 

could sneak up on the porpoises (SS). 

According to GL, there was a t'apsulh ('ritual diving spot') off the southwest end of 

Dunlap Island that was used by Tommy Marshall, a Keltsomaht man. 

l\. trapli.11e (T0108T460) that i11cluded Du..111ap Island and Morfee Island was registered 
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in the name of Chief Richard Benson in April 1940 (British Columbia 1990) . 

726. k,wiitl'ak,api (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; MJ; 

PW; VL) 

This name is applied to Robert Point near the northwestern end of Meares Island. PW 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984) said that he did not know why the name of this point refers to 

'hemlock' (the term for this tree is k,witl'ak_mapt, and for its branches, k_witl'apt, PW noted) . 

GL, however, stated that herring spawn used to be obtained in the vicinity of this point by 

submerging hemlock boughs in the water here. 

GL noted that the English name of this point was named after Robert Joseph, who was 

also known as "Hogan" (this was confirmed by PW). 

727. shipachisht (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) ' "ship" island' 

Shipachisht, the name of the tiny islet located east from Robert Point and slightly 

west from huhuupanu7as (place name #728) is a recent name that is derived from the 

English term "ship," as the island has the appearance of a ship. 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) noted that this modem name is now applied not 

only to this island, but also to the general area adj acenthe vicinity of this island and is now 
' used more frequently than the older term, huhuupanu7as. 

728. 
' 

huhuupanu7as (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

'boxes in a line on ground' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 

'mounds in a line along the ground' ( GL) 

PW stated that this name was aoolied to a Keltsomaht village east of Robert Point on 
- - ..l. ..l. 

-
"""' 
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Meares Island. The people here were a "family group" known as the huhuupaJu7as7at!!. 
PW stated that he recalled this place because his great-great-grandfather killed some people 

here (PW did not explain the circUmstances) . 

The late Francis Charlie used to refer to huhuupaJu7as as a kwaatswii7at!! place, 

PW noted, and therefore Francis Charlie identified the huhuuparlu7as7at!! as a 

kwaatswii7at!! "family group. "  

According to GL, there were lots of clams around huhuuparlu7as. 

729. wat'ints'us (GL; PW; JS) 

Wat'ints'us is the name applied to the south end of Ritchie Bay (although JS used 

this term to refer to all of Ritchie Bay) . No translation for wat'ints'us is known. 

PW was told about an incident in which his maternal grandfather saw a group of 

people in a canoe heading towards wat'ints 'us, when suddenly they disappeared, canoe and 

all--there are songs which refer to this incident. 

Throughout Ritchie Bay was a major herring spawning area, PW recalled. 

730. wawat'ints'uskwin (PW only) 'small wat'ints'us' 

PW applied this, name to the north end of Ritchie Bay, but was not aware of any 

utilization of this area. 
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3.5.3 Owinmitisaht Place Names 

Place names #731 - #757 can be found on map 8. 

731 .  kaapi (GL only) 'jutting out' 

According to GL, the name kaapi is applied to the 2 small points of land adjoining 

one another that are located on the north shore of Meares Island, slightly east from the 

northwesterly tip of Meares Island. PW did not know any name for this place, and stated that 

as far as he knew, kaapi applies only to an area on the north shore of Meares Island, at the 

south entrance to Matlset Narrows (see the discussion of place name #757) . 

GL said that Robert Joseph, a Keltsomaht man, used to have deadfall traps for land 

otters here, in the vicinity of these 2 small points of land. 

Just west of kaapi is the most northwesterly tip of Meares Island. Although PW was 

aware of no name for this place, he noted that a line drawn between this point and the place 

on he opposite side of the channel called kwukwuJ!ulhh (place name #627) represents the 

western boundary of the uu7inmitis7ath and the Ahousaht (this was confirmed by JW) . 

732. hakwatlp'ukws 

kwats'alhp'ukws 

(GL; PW) 'smells like the perfume of a woman' (PW) 

(GL only) 'beautiful smell' 

GL applied both of these names to an area below a bluff along the north shore of 

Meares Island, east from the place that he called kaapi (place name #731) . PW said he had 

heard the first of these 2 terms, J!akwatlp'ukws, as a place name, but he did not know where 

this place was located. 

When you travel past here by canoe, GL recalled, you can smell something very nice. 

But it was difficult to find the source of this odour. On one occasion, GL stated that this 

perfume-like smell was caused by a plant; on another occasion, he mentioned that the odour 
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was said to be caused by women known as ya!.ay (see also the discussion of place name 

#750) who had braided hair with something attached to the end of each braid. 

733. ch'i!!nit (JS only) 

creature) ' 

'place of ch'i!!aa (supernatural 

ch'i!!nit'aktlis (PW only) 'ch'i!!aa (supernatural creature) in bay' 

JS stated that his father-in-law, Johnny John, told him that the bay west of Rant Point 

is known as ch 'i!!nit. PW said he knows this same place as ch 'i!!nit' aktlis. 

734. chachakvvuu7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'island at point' 

This name is applied to Rant Point at the entrance to Bedwell Sound. PW pointed out 

that there is a tiny island here, and GL noted that he used to get large hair seals off this point. 

735. titis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW; 

Webster 1983:map) 

'type of waterfall' 

Titis is the name of a creek and the narrow bay into which this creek enters, located 

on the west side of Bedwell Sound, north from Rant Point. PW noted there is a waterfall on 

this creek, not far up from its mouth. 

On the east side of the mouth of this creek was a camping site used by the 

uu7inmitis7at!! on their way into or out of Bedwell Sound, especially when going to 

tlulhp'ich (place name #723) (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW). ln the 1920s-1930s, 
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Fat Charlie, known as hilhiyas, had a shack here (PW; GL). Fat Charlie's  cedar-shake shack 

still stood here in the mid-1950s, according to JS and PW, who noted that this shack often 

flooded at high tide. 

736. tsuuxwnitapi (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

'coho jumping' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) ; 'place to get coho' (GL) 

Tsuuxwnitapi is an area along the shoreline on the west side of Bedwell Sound, north 

from titis (place name #735) . PW commented that this place must have been named because 

at one time coho had been seen jumping near here, but he did not recall ever seeing coho 

jumping here, himself . 

737. Za7ukwnak (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'has a lake' 

This name is applied to an area on the west side of Bedwell Sound, north from 

tsuuxwnitapi (place name #736), where there ·is a lake situated near the shore of the inlet. 

GL noted that a wenaachisht ' spirit canoe ' was said to have been sighted in Bedwell 

Sound offshore from Za7ukwnak. 

738. tluushtiuushukw 

tluushtla 

AUuSAa 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; JW) 

< tlushukw 'red cedar plank or pole ' 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) 

(Webster 1983:map) 

Tluushtiuushukw is located on the west side of Bedwell Sound, nortt'i f:..um 
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Za7ukwnak (place name #737) . According to PW, the abbreviated form of tluushtluushukw 
is tluushtla. 

This site was a stopping place for the uu7inmitis7at!! when they were travelling out 

from Bedwell Sound (see also the discussion of place name #739) . PW stated ·that fish did 

not go up any of the creeks in the vicinity of this site (St. Claire and Webster 1984) . 

According to GL, some of the people who used to stay at tluushtluushukw included 

the following: Peter Webster' s  uncle, Jack uwumyis; Willie Jack (im!!aap), the son of Jack 

uwumyis; and tushka, the brother of Jack uwumyis. This was confirmed by PW who 

explained that tushka was his mother's father and was the older brother of Jack uwumyis 
(also known as Charlie Jack) . PW added that he used to stop over at tluushtluushukw, 
himself, when he was a teenager. 

739. p'in�alhuwis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

'storage place for whaling canoes' 

P'in�alhuwis is a bay just north from tluushtluushukw (place name #738) and on 

the west side of Bedwell Sound. PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) stated that large canoes 

used for whaling and other purposes were stored in this sheltered bay while the people were 

camped at tluushtluushukw, as this latter bay was exposed to southeast winds. The bay used 

for canoe storage was sheltered even from the north winds. 

PW described going with his grandmother and others to gather red cedar bark. They 

went by canoe to a small bay and then walked up the mountain to search for suitable cedar 

trees. He explained that a "suitable" tree was one without many branches (Webster 1983:20-

21) . Subsequently, PW pointed out that the area he was referring to in his book, was 

p 'in.J.aihuwis. 
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740. haatsmuxw (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JW) 

Haatsmuxw is the name of a former village site on the west side of Bedwell Sound, 

at its north end. No translation of this term was known to PW. 

This village was located on the north side of the creek mouth, PW noted. In PW' s 

opinion, this site had not been occupied for a very long time. PW suggested the 

uu7inmitis7at!:! lost this site when non-Indian prospectors came to this area (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; PW) . 

7 41 . kwu!:!swii (PW; JW) 'hole though mountain' < kwu!:! 'hole' 

This name is applied to Mount Guemes on the northwest side of the Bedwell River 

mouth. JW recalled that her brother used to go up this mountain "to look around," but not to 

hunt or to train for spiritual power. According to PW, his own great-grandfather (the father 

of tushka) also used to go up to this moutain, although PW did not know why. 

742. kwaalhts'iis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW) 

'rear or back end against something' 

K waalhts'iis is the name of a stream that flows east from the north side of Mount 

Guemes. The stream splits into two so that it flows both into the Bedwell River and into the 

west side of the head end of Bedwell Sound (GL had heard this place name, but only PW 

was familiar with its location) (see also the discussion of place name #743) . 

7 43. k, ants 'ulhulh (PW only) 'flat rock wall ' 

This name, which PW recalled in October of 1990, refers to a gaff-hooking site for 
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chum salmon located on the west side of kwaalhts'iis creek (place name #742) , "about 100 

yards" up from the creek mouth. 

PW recalled going to kahts'ulhulh with Simon Joseph (whose Indian names were 

mukwchapt and tl'aakwuutlaash) to gaffhook chum salmon. This was around 1917 (St. 

Claire and Webster 1984; PW) . 

In the general vicinity of k'ahts'ulhulh was also a place where PW's grandfather and 

father used to trap bears. PW added that it was this place he was referring to when he 

described bear hunting in his own book (Webster 1983:18-20) (see also the description of 

place name #750) . 

744. kwiilhkwii!fwuuh (PW; JW) 'bare rock' (PW); 'sharp rock' (JW) 

This is the name of a sidehill on the west side of the Bedwell River, west of the 

confluence of Ursus Creek with the Bedwell River. JW stated that long before her time, 

people used to train for spiritual power here. 

745. timts-sit (PW only) 'dark-coloured' 

This name is applied to the portion of the Bedwell River that is north of the 

confluence with Ursus Creek (see also the discussion of place name #750) . 

7 46. chimts-suulhh (PW only) 

The precise location of this site is uncertain. PW noted that chimts-suulhh, for which 

he was unable to provide a translation, is a pool in the "main branch" (upper Bedwell River) , 

upstream from its confluence with Ursus Creek and "just above the rock canyon" where there 

is a pool about 20 yards across. 
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It is believed that an octopus lives in this pool. A Nitinaht man was said to have had 

recurring dreams of a place called chimts-suulhh. He travelled the coast until he came to 

this place. He paid the owner of this pool in abalone to allow him to bathe here. The owner 

warned him not to dive underwater, and explained that he, himself, only splashed his face. 

But the Nitinat man didn't listen. He dived in and came out. Then he dived in again. This 

time the octopus grabbed the man and clung to him using its suckers. 

747. Ziikwuu7a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JW) 

'yell or scream at point' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) applied this name to a flat rock on a point at the 

northern end of the uu7inmitis village (place name #750) at the mouth of the Bedwell River 

(GL had heard this place name but did not know its location) . Why this place was called 

Ziikwuu7a ('yell or scream at point') was not known to PW. 

PW said that his mother used to gather Pacific cinquefoil and wild clover roots just 

south from Ziikwuu7a. 

748. wasaZa (PW; JW) < wasaa,kshitl 'cough' (PW) 

WasaZa is the name applied to a spring behind (immediately east from) the village of 

uu7inmitis (place name #750) . Neither PW nor JW could say for certain why this place was 

so named. Wasa.Z.a was the village's water supply, PW recalled. 

749. ts'iik'atksit7as (PW; JW) 

< ts'ik'ints 'butterball (duck) ' 

TtJs name is applied to a place located "about 100 yards" south from wasaZa (place 
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name #748) and near the southeast comer of Oinimitis Indian Reserve #14. Neither PW nor 

JW knew of any utilization for this place, or why it was so named. 

750. uu7inmitis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS; PW; JW) 

o.in.im.it.is (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

oinimitis (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:854) 

o'inimitis (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

?uuinmitis (Webster 1983 :map) 

Uu7inmitis, the term from which the uu7inmitis7ath take their name, is applied to 

the village site on the east side of the Bedwell River mouth and also to the lower Bedwell 

River (well known locally as "Bear River") .  According to PW, the Bedwell River above the 

confluence with Ursus Creek is called timts-sit (place name #7 45) and is cdnsidered the 

"main branch" . Ursus Creek is considered the "right branch" of the Bedwell River, but is still 

called uu7inmitis (PW). No translation is known for the term uu7inmitis (PW; JW). 

This above-noted village site is now identified as "Oinimitis" [uu7inmitis] Indian 

Reserve #14. When a 20-acre reserve was established here for the "Kelsemart" [Keltsomaht] 

Indians in 1890, a sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision indicated there were 3 
houses located along the shore near the north end of the reserve. Indian Reserve 

Commissioner Peter 0 'Reilly reported that "a large quantity" of salmon were caught here, 

although he said they were of "inferior" quality (O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

When members of the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs met with the Keltsomaht 

people in May 1914, they were told that a cedar fish trap that was "about ten feet long and 

took up about 25 dog salmon" had recently been in use in this area (Canada and British 

Columbia 1914a; 1914b) . From the context of the Royal Commission transcripts, it is not 

clear whether the place where these fish traps were used was at uu7inmitis or at ,kwaatswii 

(place name #768) , or at both rivers. 

At tPis same meeting, the Keltsomahts asked that Oinmitis Indian Reserve #14 be 
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enlarged, and that 5 acres "on Bear River [Bedwell River] , at head of Warm [Warn] Bay" be 

set aside as an Indian Reserve. This latter place was identified as a "fishing place and old 

village" and it was said there were "seven Indian houses" there in 1914. However, because of 

the confusing description (the Bedwell River and Warn Bay are in two different inlets) , it is 

not known just where this latter site was located. In any case, both requests for additional 

lands were denied (Canada and British Columbia 1914a; 1914b; 1916:4:881) . 

PW, JW and GL all described the Bedwell River as an important fishery. Chum, 

coho, pink and spring salmon, in addition to steelhead and large trout were all found in the 

Bedwell River, PW stated. He added that his grandfather used to use a beach seine near the 

mouth of "Bear" (Bedwell) River. Confirmation of this area's utilization was provided by 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) who described uu7inmitis as one of the places where the 

Keltsomahts went to dry fish. 

On the lower Bedwell River below the confluence with the "right branch" (Ursus 

Creek) , PW noted, his father and grandfather used to use deadfall traps to catch black bears 

(see also the discussion of place name #743) . 

Some of the people who used to have houses at uu7inmitis, or who stayed here, 

included the following: Robert Joseph (kap�aktli) , known as "Hogan, " and his wife, Emma 

(k'aaxna) ; Willie Jack (im!!aap) and his father, Charlie Jack (uwumyis); the late Francis 

Charlie (kaatl!aanulh) and his father, Chief Johnny Charlie (mukwilhukw) ; PW' s mother's 

father (tushkayilhim) ; and JW's father, Keltsomaht Tom (hu!Waayitsa) (PW; JW; GL) . 

According to PW, uu7inmitis was a place where, in former times, the people used to winter 

(see also the discussion of place names #611  and #723) .  Both PW and JW stated that 

Keltsomaht Tom owned "Bear River" (the Bedwell River), although LS (Dewhirst and Swan 

1977) stated that it was Robert Joseph who ov;ned it. 

PW was born at uu7inmitis when his family was staying there during the fall fishing 

season in 1908. In his own book, PW (Webster 1983: 18) described how the dwellings at 

uu7inmitis "were shells of planks fastened vertically to heavy poles" that were heated by a 

central fire built on a hearth on the dirt floor. Subsequently PW explained that such 

dwellings were not in existence in his own time--he had been told about them by the old 

people. 
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JW noted that specific beds of Pacific cinquefoil were owned by individuals here. 

She also recalled women getting spruce roots along the Bedwell River, and noted that roots 

could be obtained more easily along the river bank because the water erodes the soil around 

them. JW added that when she was very young, there were 3 or 4 houses at uu7inmitis. She 

also stated that during her grandparents 's time, this village was occupied year-round. 

It was possible to pole a canoe quite far up the Bedwell River and up Ursus Creek. 

The people went up both branches to hunt deer and trap. PW added that among those who 

poled canoes up both branches of the river were Simon Joseph and his father. PW said that 

he, himself, only poled up the main branch. There are several place names up the "main 

branch" (Bedwell River--see place name #746) and also up the "right branch" (Ursus Creek) , 
PW noted, but they are no longer known. The only site name in the Ursus Creek area that 

PW recalled was t'ichuu ( 'big boulders') . All PW knew about this place was that it was on 

the right hand side somewhere on the upper portion of Ursus Creek. 

In 1946, a trapline (T0108T459) in the upper Ursus Creek watershed was registered in 

the name of Tommy Marshall. More recently, in 1985, a trapline (T0108T456) including 

both shores of Bedwell Sound and the Bedwell River past its confluence with Unis Creek was 

registered in the names of Louie Joseph Sr. , Louie Joseph Jr. , Oscar Joseph, Simon Joseph, 

and Arthur Joseph (British Columbia 1990) . 

751.  .Ziitsak (PW;JW) 

This is the name of the creek that flows into the east side of Bedwell Sound at its 

head end, along the southern border of Oinimitis Indian Reserve #14. No fish go up this 

creek. The translation of .Ziitsak is not known (PW; JW) . 
PW told a family history story about a crabby boy named aamiitl'a7a who ran to this 

creek and into the bushes here. He passed out, but was found when 10 women known as 

ya.Zay came along. One by one the women picked him up, and while cradling the boy in 

their arms, said, "I am your grandmother," and each said her name. Once all 10 had done 

this, the boy was cured. PW noted that these ya.Zay always appear in groups of 10, and each 
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has a feather, stuck into each braid, sticking up above her head. The 10 names associated 

with this story belong to JW' s family (PW). 

752. Zinmista (PW only) 

PW was unable to translate this term which he applied to the mountain east from the 

mouth of the Bedwell River. The creek called Ziitsa!f (place name #751) originates from this 

mountain. A long time ago, people used to train for spiritual power on this mountain (PW). 

753. ch'i!!lhaa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JW) 

< ch'i!!aa 'supernatural creature' 

Ch'i!!lhaa is the name of an area at the mouth of a creek flowing into the east side of 

Bedwell Sound, south from Ziitsa!f (place name #751) (PW; JW). GL had heard of ch'i!!lhaa 

as a place name somewhere in this area, but was not familiar with its location. 

PW said that a man was training for power up on the mountain called Zinmista (place 

name #752) . During the course of his training he obtained 2 songs (PW noted that he knew 

these songs). They were both yaZay songs (see place name #751) . When the man came 

down from the mountain, he came by way of ch'i!!lhaa. 

754. iikmak-winZa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JW) 

' alder along the shoreline' 

This name is applied to a large area along the east shore of Bedwell Sound, across 

from Za7ukwnak (place name #737) . PW pointed out that on the St. Claire and Webster 

(1984) map, the location of ii!fma!f-winZa was indicated too far south (GL was familiar with 

the name but not the location) . 
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755. t'iicha,!iapi (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

< t'ichuu 'big boulders' 

Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) and GL applied this name to an area on the 

north side of Matlset Narrows, at its western entrance. 

PW corrected his earlier (St. Claire and Webster 1984) identification of t'iicha,!iapi as 

the boundary between the uu7inmitis7ath and the ,!iwaatswii7atb.. He said that in fact this 

boundary was not at t'iicha,!iapi but at sasachk'a (place name #756) , slightly further east. 

GL noted that this was a good place to get hair seals and land otters and recalled 

hunting here, himself. 

756. sasachk'a (PW; JS; JW) 'sharp rocks' (PW) 

According to PW, this rocky area on the north side of Matlset Narrows, just east from 

t'iicha,!iapi (place name #755), marked the boundary between the uu7inmitis7ath and the 

,!iwaatswii7at!! (this was confirmed by JW) (see also the discussion of place name #755) . 

The boundary line extended across Matlset Narrows to kaapi (place name #757). 

757. kaapi (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW; GL; JW) 

'tree sticking out' (PW) 

Kaapi is on the south side of Matlset Narrows and was a boundary marker between 

the ,!iwaatswii7at!! and the uu7inmitis7at!!. This boundary extended across the narrows to 

sasachk'a (place name #756) (PW; JW) (see also the discussion of place name #731) . 
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3.5.4 Quatsweaht and Puneetlaht Place Names 

Place names #758 - #781 can be found on map 8. 

758. maalhsit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS; BA; PW; JW; VL) 
'cold water' 

Maalhsit (anglicized as "Matlset") is the name of a former village site in Matlset 

Narrows, located just east from the mouth of a stream which flows into the north side of the 

narrows, not far east from sasachk'a (place name #757) . Both PW (St. Claire and Webster 

1984) and GL identified maalhsit as a kwaatswii7ath site. 

In recent times, Peter Johnson (chituumalhni) and his stepfather, Dave (ts'uushtka) 

had a house at maalhsit, as did Keltsomaht Tom (hu�aayitsa) , as well as Chips George 

(kw'isasap'alh) . When these people were staying here, it was for purposes of trapping and 

hunting in the late fall and early winter. In former times, this was also a place where people 

used to stay (although it is not clear at what time of year they stayed here) (PW; JW). 

There were people living at maalhsit during the time of the smallpox epidemic of the 

early 1860s--"Dave" (Peter Johnson's stepfather) was among them, but he survived. A story 

is told of one man who rubbed his body with peroxide, didn't catch the disease, and therefore 

was able to bury his companions (PW; JW) . 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) noted that large lingcod were fished in Matlset 

Narrows using live fish for bait. The bait attracted the lingcod to the surface where they 

were speared. 

759 t,. 
' . 7. 

• IWID IS (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

JS; PW; JW; VL) 
'something in center' (GL); 'boulder in the middle' (Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; PW) 
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This name is applied to an area just east from maalhsit (place name #758) , and just 

west from a creek that enters into the north side of Matlset Narrows. 

T'iJin7is was used as a camp site by the k_waatswii7at!! while they were travelling 

from their fall fishing site at k_waatswii (place name #768) to their winter village (St. Claire 

and Webster 1984) . Neither JW nor PW knew for certain where the k,waatswii7at!! used to 

winter in earliest times (although they both felt it may have been at Opitsat on Meares 

Island) . However, JW noted that in her time some people stayed at t'iwin7is almost year

round, but went to ;aakhsis (place name #712) during the summer. 

More recently, people used to stay at t'i�n7is during the late fall and early winter 

while trapping and hunting. "Dave" (Peter Johnson's stepfather) had a house here, as did 

George Sye. When JW was young, she stayed at t'i�n7is in the house of her father, 

Keltsomaht Tom. PW also stayed in this same house while hunting (PW; JW) . 

760. !!ats'uu 

!!a!!,aachits 'us 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; SS) 

'right into the end' 

(PW; JW) 'inlet that you go into' 

Both of these names are applied to two adjoining bays on the north side of Meares 

Island, and the south side of Matlset Narrows. 

When people were living at t'i�n7is (place name #759) , on the opposite side of 

Matlset Narrows, they kept their gas boats here at !!ats'uu to avoid the strong tide on the 

north side of the narrows. 

SS pointed out that there was a trail which went from the more westerly of these 2 

bays, across to the northeast comer of Mosquito Harbour. 

Canoes used to be carved in this area, MH stated. She noted that when this area was 

first logged, a half-made canoe was found here on the higher ground. MH also said that a 

trail connected this site to the north end of Mosquito Harbour. 

In 1985, a trapline (T0108T463) was registered in the name of Edgar Charlie that 
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included the northeast end of Meares Island from hahaachits'us in the north to the 

northernmost Wood Islet in the south, but excluding the western shore of Mosquito Harbour 

(British Columbia 1990) . 

761. ka!fwuu7is (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL) 'sticking out at point' 

This name is applied to a round point on the northeast end of Meares Island. 

762. si�ap!f 
siyapq 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JS) 

(Dewhirst 1987) 

A camping site situated in a small bay northeast of Matlset Narrows and north of the 

Maltby Islets is known as siJ.ap!f. PW stated that he was not able to translate this term. 

The !fwaatswii7ath people used to stay here for trapping and hunting in the late fall 

and early winter (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW) . In recent times, some of the people who 

have stayed here at si.J.ap!f included Chips George (kw'isasap'alh) and Topsail George 

(tuumuus) (PW; GL; JW; JS) . 

763. mukwnit 
mook-nit 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; VL) 'place of deer' 

(Brolly and Mackie 1987) 

The small island immediately offshore from (south of) si�ap!f (place name #762) and 

north of chaapiilh (place name #763) is known as mukwnit. 
PW said he did not know why this little island is called mukwnit 'place of deer. ' 

However, GL suggested this place is so named because it was a good place to hunt deer--lots 

of these animals come to this little island to feed on ferns that grow here, GL added. 

Jacob Joseph and his father, Jacob iinits'iih, had a house on this island at one time 
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(PW) . 

764. chaapiilh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; VL) 
'island in the middle of bay or inlet' (St. Claire and Webster 

1984) ; 'island between two shores' (GL) 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) applied this name to the more southerly of the two 

Maltby Islets at the entrance to Warn Bay, whereas GL used the same term to refer to both of 

these islets. 

There was good butter clam digging around these islets and cod fishing offshore, PW 

noted. GL used to hunt hair seals on these islets. 

765. Zupnit (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; VL) 
'place of calm' 

This name is applied to a small bay on the west shore of Warn Bay, northeast from 

si�ap!i (#762). PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) noted that people travelling in canoes took 

shelter in this calm bay. 

766. k'aa7inmitis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW; JW) 

beach' (St. Claire and Webster 1984) 

'crow 

K'aa7inmitis, located on the east side of the mouth of a creek that empties into the 

northwest side of Warn Bay, northeast from .Zupnit (place name #765) , is believed to have 

been a former village site of the kwaatswii7ath (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW; JW; GL). 

PW added that he did not know if salmon went up the creek here. 
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767. kist'a (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JS) 
, 
'chamber-pot' 

The small island situated just off the northwest shore of W am Bay, east from 

k'aa7inmitis (place name #766) , is known as kist'a. This place is so named because there is 

a rock on the island containing a depression (about 12-15 feet in diameter) said to resemble a 

chamber-pot. 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) explained that if water was splashed in this 

depression, the weather would change to rain. 

According to GL, young people in former times used to play a trick on elderly people 

by stealing their chamber-pot and putting it on this rock (GL added that a part-,kwaatswii7ath 

man named Clark hachin told him this) . 

768. ,kwaatswii 

quorts.o. we 

quartsowe 

kwatsiiwis 

qatsiwi 

qwaacwii 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977; JS; PW; VL) 
(O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:894) 

(Drucker 1951 :345) 

(Curtis 1970 :182) 

(Webster 1983:map) 

K waatswii is the name of the village site located on the west side of the mouth of 

Bulson Creek (known locally as the "kwaatswii River") , at the northeast end of Warn Bay. 

PW and JW said they were not able to translate the term k_waatswii. It is from the name of 

this site, now identified as "Quartsowe" [Jiwaatswii] fudian Reserve #13, that the 

Jiwaatswii7ath derived their name. In a more general sense, both Bulson Creek and Warn 

Bay are also referred to as ,kwaatswii. Curtis (1970: 182) identified "qatsiwi" as a site in 

Mosquito Harbour. As discussed in section 3.5.1 ,  Mosquito Harbour was owned by the 

Puneetlaht, who were closely associated with the Quatsweaht. 

According to Drucker (1951:345), a meeting was held at ,kwaatswii at the beginning 
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of the war between the Ahousaht and the Otsosat. Elsewhere, Drucker (1935-1936:23:14) 

identified .!iwaatswii as one of the places where the Keltsomahts went to dry fish. 

Kwaatswii was well known as a fishery. Not only chum salmon and cohos went up 

this river, but also spring salmon, sockeye and steelhead (St. Claire and Webster 1984; 

Dewhirst and Swan 1977) . A 45-acre Indian Reserve was set aside here for the "Kelsemart" 

[Keltsomaht] Indians in 1890, at which time Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O 'Reilly 

noted that "two houses have been built here, which are used by the Indians while fishing in 

the neighbourhood." On the sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision, these 2 

houses were shown to be along the beach on the southwest comer of the reserve ( 0 'Reilly· 

1890a; 1890b) . 

When the Keltsomaht people met with the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs in 

May 1914, .!iwaatswii was described as a chum salmon fishery and the site of 4 houses. The 

Keltsomahts requested that the size of Quartsowe I.R. #13 be increased to include an extra 

piece of land along Bulson Creek, for fishing purposes, but the request was denied. At this 

same meeting, it was also noted that a type of fish trap for dog salmon had recently been 

used in this area. Yet from the context of these documents, it is not clear if it was here or at 

uu7inmitis (place name #750) , or at both rivers, that this trap had been used (Canada and 

British Columbia 1914a; 1914b; 1916:4:881) . 

Luke Swan (Dewhirst and Swan 1977) said that the late Teddy George (who was the 

hereditary head chief of the kwaatswii7ath), owned Bulson Creek. However, during a May 

1914 meeting with the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs, George Sye, who was acting as 

interpreter for the Keltsomaht chief, Johnny Charlie, stated that his (George Sye's) father 

owned the site at kwaatswii where the houses were located (Canada and British Columbia 

1914a) . PW and JW commented that as far as they knew, it would have been Topsail George 

(tuumuus), father of the late Teddy George, who was the hereditary head chief of the 

kwaatswii7at!! in 1914. Thus neither PW nor JW could explain why George Sye (who was 

JW's mother's uncle) would have made this above-noted statement. 

Others who lived at kwaatswii, according to PW and JW, have included the 

following: a man named natl'aawit-shitl (or, nat'aawit-shitl) , who was Peter Johnson's  

father; ti'uunapkmiik, the father of Chips George; pana, an old lady who was part� 
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paniitl7ath and part-,kwaatswii7at!!; saa!!uu.Za.!fsa (Peter Johnson's mother) ; ch'ii!!,swa (JW's 

mother' s  mother) ; tsa!gra (JW's stepmother's mother) ; and nuumalhs (JW's father's mother) . 

A trapline (T0108T458) that included the entire Bulson Creek watershed was 

registered in the name of Archie Frank in 1950. In 1985, a trapline (T0108T484) including 

the entire shoreline of Warn Bay and extending south along the eastern shore of Fortune 

Channel was registered in the name of Edwin Frank (British Columbia 1990). 

769. kwisiyis (GL; JS) 'other end of beach' 

This name is applied to the tidal flat at the head of Warn Bay on the east side of the 

river mouth (although neither PW nor JW confirmed kwisiyis as a place name here) . GL 

stated that Pacific cinquefoil and nodding onions could be found at kwisiyis. 

770. maatl.Za.Zaalh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; PW) 

'lower something down by rope' 

A small island near the east shore .of Fortune Channel, just south of the entrance to 

Warn Bay, is known as maatl.Za.Zaalh. The area behind the island goes dry at low tide, but 

at high tide, seals can be found here (PW) . 

PW noted that maatl.Za.Zaalh was a ,kwaatswii7at!! hiding place, but pointed out this 

was before the Ahousaht/Otsosat war. A line was stretched across Fortune Channel here at 

maatl.Za.Zaalh so that a lookout could warn the people when the line was pulled by 

encroaching enemies. 

One time, a man named natl'aawit-shitl (a relative of JW' s mother) was waiting near 

a creek south of maatl.Za.Zaalh when he saw a giant (a "sasquatch") . The creature said 

"�n, �n" (a term used in the special language spoken by giants) and threw a cane at 

natl'aawit-shitl. PW added that Peter Johnson's family used to have this cane, which they 

kept for good luck. 
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771 .  k_ak_a7utskw'ukw (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; PW; JS; VL) 
' looks like an overturned pack basket' 

Kak_a7utskw'ukw is on the east side of Fortune Channel, south from maatiZaZaalh 

(place name #770) . There is a large rock (now overgrown with brush) at k_ak_a7utskw'ukw 

that is shaped like an overturned pack basket, PW explained, and this accounts for why this 

place is so named. 

772. tl 'itsimyisnak (MJ; MH) 'white beach' 

MH and MJ applied this name to the white shell beach on the small island situated off 

the end of a point on the east shore of Fortune Channel (south from ,ka,ka7utskw'ukw, place 

name #771) . 

According to MH and MJ, the boundary between the k_waatswii7ath and the 

tla7uukwi7ath extended from ka.k.a7utskw'ukw in a northwesterly direction across Fortune 

Channel to Plover Point on Meares Island (see also the discussion of place name #782) . SS 

believed he had heard tl'itsimyisnak as a place name mentioned by the late Francis Charlie. 

However, SS did not know where this place name was located, and was unaware there was a 

boundary between Plover Point and tl 'itsimyisnak. 

MH recalled going to this island in the 1940s to dig butter clams and littlenecks. 

A trapline (T0108T468) extending along both shores of Fortune Channel, beginning at 

Plover Point and tl'itsimyisnak and extending as far south as Dawley Passage, was registered 

in the name of Gilbert Charlie in 1985 (British Columbia 1990) . 

773. tl'itshtin (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; PW) 

'made of something white' 

T'nis name is applied to a distit1ctive large bay on the east side of Fortune Ch�n.nel, 
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located immediately southeast from tl'itsimyisnak (place name #772) . 

Although PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) had previously referred to tl'its!!tin as an 

11 encampment, 11 he subsequently stated that in fact he was not aware that there was ever a 

settlement here. Possibly this confusion came about because of the one reference to this 

place that PW was familiar with, which is explained as follows: a man who was the brother 

of the liwaatswii7at!! chief named h,ah,aawilhmisZin, had 2 sons (this latter man was said to 

be the original chief of the settlement at hupits'at!! on Meares Island--see the discussion of 

place name #812) .  When one of these sons died, his father and mother and the surviving son 

went to tl'itsh.tin to mourn (PW added that the W estcoast term referring to going to a place 

to mourn in this fashion is lhayiimup). PW associated this story with the late Teddy George 

who was the head chief of the _kwaatswii7ath,. 

77 4. tl 'itsih.tis (St. Claire and Webster 1984; PW; GL; JS; MJ; MH; VL; SS) 

'white point on beach' 

This name is applied to a point on the north end of the most northerly of the Wood 

Islets near the entrance to Mosquito Harbour on Meares Island. This place is called tl'itsh.tis 
('white point on beach') because the large amounts of discarded and broken clam shells here 

give the beach a whitish colour. SS noted that in particular, there were lots of butter clams 

here, and people used to dig them. 

PW noted that this site is mentioned in a story. It was here at tl'itsih.tis that a man 

named tutuh,suh,ta dug clams and trained before killing chief kaa�aliim (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; Webster 1983 :56-57; PW). 

The tiny islet located south from the southern end of the Wood Islets was a good 

place to hunt hair seals (SS). 

775. paniitl (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; JS; MJ; 

:rv1H; BA; \lL; SS) 
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paniL (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

Mosquito Harbour, at the northeast end of Meares Island, is called paniitl. It was 

from this term, paniitl, that the paniitl7ath took their name. The village site of these people 

was on the north side of the small bay which itself is located on the west side of Mosquito 

Harbour (see the discussion of place name #776) . It appears that the term paniitl is used in a 

general sense to refer to all of Mosquito Harbour, and occasionally is also used specifically to 

refer to the original village site here. 

Both Drucker (1935-1936:23: 14) and GL suggested that paniitl was one of the places 

where the Keltsomaht used to go to dry fish. This may have referred to a time after the 

amalgamation of some of the Puneetlaht with the Quatsweaht and the Keltsomaht, as there is 

no other evidence of the Keltsomaht using the eastern side of Meares Island. SS pointed out 

that the chum salmon run here at paniitl began earlier than in any other creek or river in this 

entire region. 

SS noted there was a trail which connected the northeast end of Mosquito Harbour 

with the more westerly of the 2 bays known as ]!ats'uu (place name #760) � George Sye, 

Chips George, and Jack Morris were among those who used to cross over this trail from 

hats'uu to paniitl to hunt for Canada geese at the north end of Mosquito Harbour. There 

was good deer hunting near the southern end of this trail. All around Mosquito Harbour was 

a good place to get littleneck clams (SS) . 

776. ts'achiisu� (GL; JS; MH; SS) 'near the creek' (GL; JS; SS) ; 'water reaches 

beach' ? (MH) 

Ts'achiisu� is the name of the village site on the north side of the mouth of Sutton 

Mill creek which enters into the small bay on the west side of Mosquito Harbour (see also the 

discussion of place name #775) . The name ts'achiisu� was initially given by GL, although 

he was uncertain of it. MH, however, confirmed ts'achiisuJis as the name for this site, 

where cabins were once located. Both GL and lVIH noted that the Sutton 1v1i11 was formerly 
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located in the vicinity of this creek. 

JS stated that in 1983, while he was digging littleneck clams in Mosquito Harbour, he 

walked up Sutton Mill creek a short distance from its mouth and discovered some tree 

burials, as well as human skeletal remains that had fallen from the decayed burial boxes. 

Undoubtedly it was the site in the vicinity of the mouth of this creek that Fred 

Thomas (who was of paniitl7ath ancestry--see below) requested to be set aside as an Indian 

Reserve. This was during a May 1914 meeting of the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs 

(the request was not granted) (Canada and British Columbia 1914a; 1914b; 1916:4:832) . 

Waawiikinita, also known as ,kaata, who was the late Dan David's  grandfather, used 

to have a trapping cabin here on the north side of the mouth of this creek (PW noted that 

waawiikinita was paniitl7ath on both sides of his family) . Sennen David, who was Dan 

David's  father's brother, also had a trapping cabin here. Andrew David, the younger brother 

of Sennen David, also used to stay here while trapping, as did the late Dan David. These 

cabins were here in the 1920s-1950s (PW; SS; GL; MH; MJ) . MH added that George Sye 

once had a cabin here. 

Besides the David family, others who are considered to be paniitl7ath are the Samuel 

family and the Noah Thomas family (Noah Thomas was the son of Fred Thomas--see above) 

(GL; PW; SS) . There was an old woman who was known as pana, an abbreviated form of 

paniitl, who PW recalled seeing around paniitl in 1916-1917 (PW and JW noted this old lady 

was of mixed paniitl7ath and ,kwaatswii7ath ancestry) . As well, JW's mother was part

paniitl7ath (PW; JW) . 

A trapline (T108T464) registered in the name of Ernest David includes an area along 

the west side of Mosquito Harbour and as far inland as the headwaters of Sutton Mill Creek. 

This was formerly Dan David's  trapline (British Columbia 1990) . 

Joseph Hayes, the late husband of MH, had a cabin in the bay southwest of the 

entrance to Mosquito Harbour, directly west of the northernmost Wood Islet. MH could not 

recall the name of this site (but see below) which is situated on the north side of a small 

stream here that they used for their drinking water. This cabin, MH added, was originally 

built as an emergency shelter where people could stay if a storm came up while they were 

travelling. l\1H and her husb(L�d used to stay in this cabin ·while diggi.11g clams on the 
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southern Wood Islet. 

SS said that he believed this above-noted bay was the same place that the late Francis 

Charlie had identified as huwaJ!su7is ('birds flying out'). When this term, huwaJ!su7is, was 

repeated to MH, she also thought it might be the name for this bay, but was not certain. 

777. ts'isak,is (MJ; MH) < ts'isimts 'earth; dirt' 

MJ and MH applied the name ts'isa,kis to the area around the mouth of the second 

creek north from Heelboom Bay, on the east side of Meares Island. Pacific cinquefoil and 

wild clover were harvested here at ts'isak,is (MH; MJ). 

PW and SS, on the other hand, said that ts'isak,is is the name for Heelboom Bay (see 

the discussion of place name #778) . 

778. ts'isak,is (PW; SS) 'mud-flat' (SS) 

papaanitlsh (MH; MJ) 

PW and SS stated independently that the name for the bay known locally as 

"Heelboom Bay" is ts'isa,kis. But MH and MJ applied this term to the area at the mouth of a 

creek north from Heel boom Bay (see the discussion of place name #777) . 

According to MH and MJ, Heelboom Bay is called papaanitlsh. No translation for 

papaanitlsh is known. PW said that as far as he knew, papaanitlsh is located somewhere 

along the east side of Meares Island, north from Heelboom Bay but south from Mosquito 

Harbour. 

MH and MJ noted that butter clams used to be dug around Heelboom Bay, but MH 

noted that after this area was used for booming logs, the bay was "spoiled" for clam digging. 

Formerly there was a cabin at Heel boom Bay (MJ) . 
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SS said that he and his father and brothers used to hand-log for spruce in the 1950s 

around Heelboom Bay. 

779. kilhch 'iik,wulhh (St. Claire and Webster 1984; MH; MJ; PW; SS) 

< kiilh7itl 'lift up a canoe' 

ch'ilhch'iik,wulhh (GL only) 'pull canoe over neck of land by use of skids' 

Both of these terms refer to the narrow strip of land between a bay at the southeast 

end of Fortune Channel, and the northwest portion of Island Cove, on the north side of the 

entrance to Tofino Inlet. Both place names are derived from the former practice of dragging 

canoes across here. 

People took canoes across here to go hair seal hunting in Island Cove (St. Claire and 

Webster 1984; GL; MH; MJ), especially if several seals were needed for a feast (MH) . GL 

remembered his father telling him that when he (GL's father) was young, he helped Chips 

George haul a canoe across here to go seal hunting. 

780. tlusaash 

t'ukwaash 

yaa7a,!itlis 

(MJ; MH) < tlusmit 'herring' (MH) 

(PW only) < t'ukw 'narrow' 

(JS only) 'long, narrow bay or inlet' 

These names are applied to a long, narrow bay south of Kakawis on the west side of 

Meares Island. Both MJ and MH noted that herring spawned in this bay. This is a site 

where herring were raked and where boughs were placed in the water to collect herring 

spawn. MH added that people (both Clayoquots and Keltsomahts) were getting herring here 

in the 1930s. 
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qaaqaawish 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; 

JS; MJ; MH; SS; VL) - 'overturned basket' < }ia7uuts 'pack 

basket' (St. Claire and Webster 1984; SS) ; < kawii 

' salmonberries' (MJ; MH) 

(Webster 1983:22) 

(MJ; MH) 'cut people's heads off' 

Kaa}iaawish, anglicized as "Kakawis, " is the name of the area at the mouth of Brother 

Creek which empties into a bay on the west side of Meares Island. This is the site of the 

former Christie School. 

According to MJ and MH, this place was originally named }iat}iwuuwis ( 'cut people's 

heads off'), not }iaa}iaawish. This originated from an incident in which 2 male slaves 

molested a chief's daughter and were subsequently beheaded at this site. The name was later 

changed to }iaa}iaawiish. 

There was a lack of consensus concerning the meaning of }iaa!faawish. SS explained 

that the name !faa!faawish is taken specifically from a rock located at the foot of the hill 

where today a cross is located--this rock has the appearance of an overturned pack basket 

(PW stated, independently, that !faakaawish is derived from the word meaning 'pack basket'). 

On the other hand, MJ and MH said that kaa!faawish is derived from }iawii 'salmonberries,' 

and that this place was a well-known place to pick these berries. 

According to PW, the site at !faa!faawish originally belonged to the kwaatswii7ath. 

This was before the tla7uukwi7ath came here, PW added. A }iwaatswii7ath "family group" 

known as the matskwii7ath, led by a man named tliihiyachishtuulh, was said to be 

associated with }iaakaawish (PW). The Frank August family is descended from these 

matskwii7ath people (PW; GL; SS) . 

Both MJ and MH stated that the Catholic church obtained the site of ,kaa}iaawish 

from a Clayoquot woman named Chief Polly, who was the daughter of wiikinanish. 

However, GL was of the opinion that this site had been obtained from the father of George 

Sye, who was of mixed �waatswii7at!! and Keltsomaht ancestry. 
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Both chum salmon and coho salmon spawned in Brother Creek (SS). GL noted that 

the students at Christie School, as well as the residents of the Opitsat village used to catch 

coho salmon here. According to JS, chum salmon were caught in Brother Creek and coho 

were caught in the creek that drains into the small bay immediately south of Kakawis. JS 

recalled how he and the other Christie School students used to gaff these salmon and cook 

them to eat. MH and MJ confirmed that chum salmon were caught in Brother Creek and 

noted that people camped at this site while smoke-drying the chums. MH added that it was 

mostly Clayoquots who were going here to get the chum salmon run in former times. 

Herring spawned in the bay at Kakawis (GL; SS) . In the 1950s, Indian people were 

still putting boughs down here to collect herring spawn (SS) . This was confirmed by MH 

who added that it was both Clayoquots and Keltsomahts who were utilizing the herring 

fishery here in the 1950s. 

A trail led from Christie school eastward to a lake (see place name #803) where the 

students went to swim, JS noted. There was a boardwalk that led from Kakawis south to the 

Opitsat Indian Reserve. In the 1940s, when JS was attending Christie School, he and some of 

the other children walked over this boardwalk each Sunday to visit relatives living at Opitsat. 
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3.6 CLA YOQUOT 

Originally the term tla7uukwi7at!! (anglicized as "Clayoquot") referred specifically to 

a local group whose name was derived from their fishery at tla7uukwi (place name #902) , 

situated at the mouth of the Clayoquot River at the head of Clayoquot Arm in Kennedy Lake. 

Later the amalgamated Clayoquot took this name, tla7uukwi7at!!, to refer to the people 

utilizing the entire Kennedy Lake and Kennedy River area, as well as Tofino Inlet, Esowista 

Peninsula and the islands offshore, and Meares Island. 

The Clayoquot consultants interviewed for this report translated the term tla7uukwi as 

'different, ' and explained that it referred both to these people's changing residence and to 

changing emotions (MH; MJ). This translation is confirmed in the work of Father Brabant 

(n.d.) ,  who wrote in the late 1800s that the name was derived from 'another, ' and that the 

people were "different from what they were. " He further explained that "legend has it that 

the first inhabitants were quiet and peaceful; later they became war-like and generally wicked 

and hence came to be called 'Clayoquot' or different people from what they used to be. " 

Another version of the translation, Brabant (n.d.) stated, was that the people were named after 

their site of residence, which Brabant thought was a lake somewhere in this area. 

As Brabant also correctly noted, Clayoquot history records that the original 

tla7uukwi7at!! undertook a series of raids at intervals of about a year, expanding out 

southwards in a southwesterly direction from Clayoquot Arm. Eventually the Clayoquot Arm 

people virtually annihilated the hisaawist'a7at!! and several other small groups, and 

expropriated their lands. During this period of aggression, other small local groups in 

Kennedy Lake assisted the tla7uukwi7at!!, and in turn became part of the amalgamated 

Clayoquot with some of the groups holding certain lands in Kennedy Lake and positions in 

the main village at Opitsat on Meares Island. As many as ten formerly independent local 

groups were either killed by, or merged with the tla7uukwi7at!! to form the amalgamated 

Clayoquot. 

At the time of the ship Columbia' s  visits to this area between 1789 and 1791, it was 

noted that the people under the "Chief of Clioquot," Wickaninnish, stayed at uukwmin, 
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The Clayoquot were known for their ability as sea lion hunters and herring fishermen 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 1) ;  their proficiency as canoe makers earned them the reputation as 

the "great canoe-mart of the coast" (Banfield 1858). 

In the discussion that follows, Section 3.6. 1 describes the tla7uukwi7at!! head chief's  

war of conquest; section 3.6.2 discusses the boundaries of Clayoquot territory after the war; 

and section 3.6.3 describes the social composition of the amalgamated Clayoquot once the 

battle was over. This is followed by section 3.6.4, the listing of Clayoquot place names. 

3.6.1 The Clayoquot Expansion 

Up until a time just prior to the arrival of non-Indians, the small local groups 

inhabiting the Clayoquot Arm/Kennedy Lake area seldom went out of their inland waters 

(Kopper 1930:1;  Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12; 1951 :240) . There is not a consensus concerning 

the extent of these people's  use of the "outside" resources, although one source stated that 

they were part of a loose confederation who went to ich'aachisht (place name #829) for 

whaling (Drucker 1951 :240fn.) .  During these earliest times, it is said that the only 

tla7uukwi7at!! fisheries were at tla7uukwi (place name #902) and uu,kwmin (place name 

#887) . But when the tla7uukwi7at!! travelled back and forth between ich'aachisht and 

uu_!wmin, they stayed at yaalhapis (place name #783) in Dawley Passage (Drucker 1935-

1936:30) , or at another summer village called ch'ach'atits (place name #816) on Stubbs 

Island (MH). 

Apparently, prior to the expansion, the dominant people of the outside area were the 

hisaawist'a7at!! [Esowistaht] , a large and powerful group who owned several fisheries and, 

according to some, the site of Opitsat. In his notes, Drucker (1935-1936:23:12) listed the 

names of three sockeye fisheries--"tcchanit" [ch'i!!nit, place name #898], "tckoma" [see 

place name #898] , and "sesauw,nis" [shiishaawilh, place name #894]--and noted that they 

belonged to the "tsahtas bunch" [ts'aa!!t'as, place name #81 1, at Opitsat], who he identified 

as the year-round occupants of Opitsat. Yet Drucker (1951 :240) in his published account said 

it was the hisaawist'a7at!! who owned three sockeye streams and Opitsat, the site of the 

modern village; thus, Drucker identified the ts'aaht'as people (i.e. , the Opitsat 
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people) as Esowistaht. The hisaawist'a7at!! also held Tranquil Inlet and some land on the 

inside of the Esowista Peninsula. As well, they· owned land at the northwest end of Long 

Beach at the site called hisaawist'a (place name #854) from which they took their name 

(MH) . They also stayed occasionally on Indian Island (Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 12) . 

As discussed in section 3.5. 1 ,  the hisaawist'a7at!! occupation of Opitsat was likely not 

exclusive. As many as four other groups besides the hisaawist'a7at!! are said to have 

occupied Opitsat: the Keltsomaht, Quatsweaht, Clayoquot and Opitsataht. It is not known if 

these groups occupied the site contemporaneously, prior to the Clayoquot/Esowistaht war. 

Present-day Ahousaht and Keltsomaht consultants noted that the original occupants of Opitsat 

were Quatsweaht, although data provided in Koppert (1930: 1) and in Drucker (1951 :240-241) 

suggest the people at Opitsat may have been a Keltsomaht group who were dominanted by 

the Esowistaht. It has also been stated that the hup'ich7at!!, who had a village in the area of 

the Radar Beaches, and the hupits'at!!7at!!, both lived at the site of Opitsat (BA; Drucker 

1935-1936:23: 12) .  A discussion of the variant perspectives concerning the residents of 

Opitsat can be found in section 3.5.1. It is clear, however, that the lands of the 

hisaawist'a7at!! were taken by the Clayoquot as spoils of war. 

The name of the hisaawist'a7at!! is derived from the term meaning 'clubbed to death. ' 

It is not clear if they were known by this same name before their near-annihilation at the 

hands of the tla7uukwi7at,h. Among the hisaawist'a7at!! was a great warrior who killed the 

son of the tla7uukwi7at!! chief during a wrangle over salvage rights to a drift-whale at 

t'iichakhsa7a (place name #866) , across from Indian Island. When this incident occurred, 

the hisaawist'a7at!! were said to be living both on Indian Island and at Esowista (place name 

#854) , and the tla7uukwi7at!! were staying at yaalhapis (place name #783). This drift-whale 

incident is said to have precipitated the war (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12; MH; BA) . 

Over the next few years, in a series of well-timed attacks, the tla7uukwi7at!! 

conquered the hisaawist'a7at,h. Almost all of the hisaawist'a7at!! were killed or enslaved. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23:12) noted that the tla7uukwi7at!! chief was "kind of related to the 

Keltsomat so didn't try to kill them all off, " as it appears that they, too, in addition to the 

hisaawist'a7at!!, may have occupied the Opitsat village site. 

Drucker (1951 :240) makes it clear that once the EsowistalJ.t were extenni11ated or 
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enslaved, the tla7uukwi7at!! chief controlled all of the Kennedy Lake area, Tofino Inlet, the 

site of Opitsat, the Esowista Peninsula, and most of Long Beach, where he obtained salvage 

rights. Indeed, the conquering Clayoquot head chief, ya1ayts-t'u!fwsmalhni, who apparently 

took the name wiikinanish after the war (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) ,  was recognized by early 

non-Indians as one of the most powerful chiefs on the west coast of Vancouver Island 

(Howay 1990:382) . 

Besides the hisaawist'a7at!!, several other local groups were exterminated during the 

Clayoquot war. Among them were small groups of Ucluelet people who are said to have 

established fisheries at chu7is (place name #899) and at kwuutwis (place name #865). The 

Clayoquot became stronger and continued their wars, and other groups were soon annihilated. 

Apparently only one man remained of the local group identified as the "timikasath" 

[tim!9s7at!! ?], and he was enslaved. 

Another group known as the "hashiltakaml" [has-hiilhta!fimlh ?] were said to have 

been killed some time after the war was over, at the order of nuukwritiis, the son of 

wiikinanish, to avenge the death of his father which he attributed to the has-hiilhta!fimlh. 

Apparently, the has-hiilhta!fimlh were a separate group who had moved up to Kennedy Lake 

and had their own fish traps on the Kennedy River (Drucker 1951 :241-242; 1935-1936:23 : 12) .  

The Clayoquot's  newly-expanded territory and ceremonial property were divided 

mostly among the grandsons of the Clayoquot head chief, wiikinanish. Lesser prerogatives 

were distributed among the small groups who assisted wiikinanish, allowing them rights of 

access to various fisheries, and a place to live in the Opitsat village (Drucker 1951 :241-242) . 

Small local groups from Kennedy Lake who actively assisted the tla7uukwi7at!! in 

the war, or aligned themselves with them for their own protection, were subsequently 

amalgamated with the Clayoquot. Among them were the shiiwa7at!!,, who according to 

Drucker (1935-1936:30) were the same people also known as the hup'ich7at!!. Their 

"traditional homeland," according to Drucker (1951 :241) was the village of hup'ich (place 

name #848) , situated in the vicinity of the Radar Beaches on the ocean side of the Esowista 

Peninsula. These people also owned a fishery at shiiwa7a (place name #843) . During the 

war, they fought against the Esowistaht (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) .  

Another local group who joined the tla7uukwi7ath at Opitsat for protection were the 
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kwaa,ktl'as7ath, a small group who owned land at winchi (place name #913) and kwaa,ktl'as 
(place name #893) . The tla7uukwi7ath chief gave them rights to hilh'pichis (place name 

#910) ,  as well, after the war (Drucker 1935-1936:23:12) .  

Drucker (1951:240) also stated that the apwin7as7ath were a local group whose 

assistance to the Clayoquot head chief during the war was rewarded, yet his notes do not 

record any lands or potlatch positions given to them. Contemporary Clayoquot consultants 

recognize the apwin7as7ath as a "family group" of the tla7uukwi7ath, and not a distinct 

local group (see sub-section 3.6.3) . 

Mter the war, the remaining residents of the village at ti�im7a (place name #850) in 

the vicinity of Portland Point, whose chief was ts'iixwatiik, also amalgamated with the 

Clayoquot at Opitsat. They had allied themselves with the tla7uukwi7ath during the war 

(Drucker 1951 :241; 1935-1936:23:12) .  

Another group who began living among the Opitsat were the Za,k-witis7ath, whose 

warriors fought alongside the Clayoquot during the war. The Zak-witis7ath, according to 

Drucker's  (1935-1936:23 :12; 32;) notes, received the rights to t'i,k�aa (place name #906) , 

lhatbaachi (place name #904) , and aamapilh (place name #900) . Apparently, with reference 

to the Zak-witis7ath presence in the Clayoquot Sound area, Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) stated 

that they "were always here," although there was a tradition that they drifted down from 

Kyuquot during the Great Flood. Drucker (1935-1936:30) stated that they lived at Za,k-witis 
(place name #724), a Keltsomaht site on the east side of Vargas Island, but that they had 

originated at "aqtis," a place in Kyuquot territory. 

Clayoquot history does not record the numbers of lives lost during this war, but as is 

discussed in Boyd (1985) , it is very likely that epidemics of introduced diseases were also 

responsible for massive depopulation beginning in the 1770s. Yet the Clayoquot village of 

Opitsat was described in 1792 as consisting of 200 houses (Howay 1990:390) , and other 

villages nearby were said to have as many as 26 houses, each capable of holding a hundred 

people (Meares 1790:150) . However, in 1858, Banfield estimated the Clayoquot to number 

about 500. Even at that time, the Clayoquot were said to be "the most warlike Indians on the 

west coast of Vancouver Island" (Banfield 1858). In 1861, the population of Opitsat was 

estimated to be 450 (Richards 1861) . 
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3.6.2 Clayoquot Territory After the War 

The territory of the amalgamated Clayoquot was greatly expanded after the war. This 

new territory extended as far to the southeast as the centre portion of Long Beach. To the 

south was the territory of the k'inaxwum7as7ath local group who were said originally to 

have spoken like the Clayoquot (Sapir 1910-1914a:xxiv:8) , but who eventually comprised part 

of the amalgamated Ucluelet. MH recalled a story of a dispute between the Clayoquot and 

the k'inaxwum7as7ath over a drift whale that landed on the beach near their common 

boundary at Green Point on Long Beach. The dispute was resolved by cutting the whale in 

half. 

As discussed in sub-section 3.5.1, the boundary between the Clayoquot and the 

Keltsomaht, after the former group's expansion, is said by some to have been in the middle of 

Father Charles Channel. Others said it was at Schindler Point and the northwesterly tips of 

Stubbs Island and Wickaninnish Island. 

In the north and northwest, Clayoquot territory extended beyond the fishery at winchi 

(place name #913) and inland to the upper waters of the Kennedy River, where Clayoquot 

hunters went occasionally for elk (MH; SS) . 

Since at least the late 1780s, if not earlier, Clayoquot territory has included the 

villages of Opitsat (place name #812) and Esowista (place name #854) which are today the 

principal Clayoquot settlements. 

3.6.3 The Social Composition of the Amalgamated Clayoquot 

The following information relating to the component groups comprising the 

amalgamated Clayoquot is summarized from the notes of Drucker (1993-1936:23: 12; 1935-

1936:30) and Sapir (1910-1914c:xi: 13) ,  and the published work of Curtis (1970:181-182) . 

The social organization of the Clayoquot, as recorded by these sources and known in part by 

contemporary Clayoquot people, reflects the composition of the Clayoquot after their 

southwestward expansion. The names of most of these groups have been confirmed with 

present-day Clayoquot people and retranscribed. Additional inlormation provided by 
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contemporary Native consultants is also included. 

Several of the "family groups" of the Clayoquot were formed when either wiikinanish 

or his son, h,aayu7iih, distributed the tribal and chiefs' s  names of the defeated Esowistaht 

among wiikinanish's grandsons. Drucker (1951 :242) noted that "the giver of names and 

privileges, with amazing cynicism" gave to his own direct line of eldest sons, the name 

lhuchh,aa7ukwtta,kimlh 'privileges-obtained-in-marriage-people. ' As these prerogatives were 

the spoils of war, they were not really "obtained through marriage," which would have been a 

more highly-esteemed manner of acquiring rights, Drucker noted. A somewhat contradictory 

explanation of this name was recorded by Sapir (1910-1914c:xi :13) from a Barkley Sound 

man of part-Esowistaht ancestry. He stated that the chief of this group introduced the 

practice of lhuchhaa, the rituals and gift exchanges surrounding a formal marriage. The 

name of this group's  chief, according to Sapir (1910-1914c:xi:13), was "hasxil" [hasxilh ?] . 

This is presumably the name that the group known as the has-hiilhta!£imlh (possibly, has

xilhta,kimilh) was derived from. But as discussed above, Drucker' s  (1935-1936:23 :12; 

1951 :241) Native consultants stated that these people were accused of killing wiikinanish, 

and were therefore annihilated by the warriors acting for wiikinanish's son. The name of the 

hasxiilhta,kimlh was not provided in the list of "family groups" compiled by Curtis 

(1970: 181-182) , who did record the name of the lhuchhaa7ukwtta!£imlh, which he translated 

as 'wedding ceremony. ' 

MJ and MH referred to the lhuchhaa7ukwtta!£imlh as the original Opitsat people and, 

in agreement with Drucker (1935-1936:23:12), identified them as the leading Clayoquot 

chiefs. Drucker stated that this group came originally from uu!£wmin and stayed also in 

villages at yaalhapis and ich'aachisht. On a sketch map of Kennedy Lake, Drucker (1935-

1936:32) noted that the ten chiefs of this group owned fishing trap sites on the lower 

Kennedy River. The Ihuchhaa7ukwtta!£imlh also held the rights to si!£wuu7is (place name 

#903) , although the right to use this site was given to sit'akinim, who passed this right along 

to Alex Jones (Drucker 1935-1936:32) , who MH identified as a member of the 

hawiihtakimlh "family group." Tribute was paid to the head chief in return for the right to 

use the winchi (place name #913) fishery. One or two families of the 

lhuch!!aa7ukwtta}9mlh also held rights to JiaJiaas (place name #905) . 
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MJ noted that her mother came from the lhuchhaa7ukwttakimlh. MH heard Mary 

Jackson say on a tape-recording that yaawa, the wife of yash�n Jack, was a member of this 

group, but MH, herself, was unaware of this. It was yaawa who provided the David family 

of Mosquito Harbour with a site at the Opitsat village (MH) . The longhouses belonging to 

the lhuchhaa7ukwttakimlh at Opitsat were likely the house-site known as nismaas, as well 

as the house of haayu7ii!! (for the location of these houses see the discussion of hupits 'at!!, 

place name #812). 

The name of the "family group" known as the ,hayukwi7ashtakimlh was given by 

Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 12) ,  Curtis (1970:181) , and Sapir (1910-1914c:xi: 13), and confirmed 

by MH and MJ. Curtis's  (1970: 181) translation of this term as 'ten feathers on head' was 

confirmed by GL. This group was originally Esowistaht, according to both Drucker (1935-

1936:23: 12) and MH. Drucker stated that they "moved in here & 1st chief got or was given 

the place." They did not have their own fisheries, but went along with their close relations, 

the lhuchhaa7ukwttakimlh. The hayu!fwi7ashta}iimlh did, however, have their own house 

at ich'aachisht, were they stayed while whaling (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) .  Indeed, the 

hayu!fwi7ashtakimlh chief's name was derived from hunting ten whales a year (Drucker 

1935-1936:23: 12). MH had also heard that the hayukwi7ashta!fimlh were great whalers. On 

Drucker's  sketch map of Kennedy Lake he indicated that this group went along with the 

lhuchhaa7ukwtta!fimlh to iihtsi (place name #908). At Opitsat, the ,hayu!fwi7ashta!fimlh 

had two houses: one owned by kwaa7utstskwi, and the other owned by his "younger 

brother," "yiiw::Jtciat" (Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 12) .  

MH and MJ recalled that Old Man Ginger and yash�n Jack were members of the 

h,ayu!fwi7ashtakimlh. Property at Opitsat belonging to this group was immediately west of 

the head chief' s  house, they noted. 

Another "family group" of Esowistaht origin who are said to have had property at 

Opitsat were the Zayuushta!fimlh. The longhouse belonging to this group was built by 

yas�n Jack, who lived in an addition on the back end of the house. This was also the 

home of Old Francis Frank, a member of this group (MH). The name of this longhouse, 

nunup'ilhchi, came actually from the house of h,aayu7iih,, situated to the east of Old Man 

Ginger's  house. Jt-.. 11 noted that her father, Tim !'l!anson, \vas also a member of the 
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.Zayuushtakim.lh. On another occasion, MH stated that Harry maasu was a member of this 

"family group" and that his house was on the beach as he didn't have any property. MJ 

recalled that this man's father, Old Jack maasu, had a house at t'ashii (place name #858), 

and that it was on the Grice Bay end of that trail. The relationship between this group and 

the J!ayu,kwi7ashtak_imlh, also said to be of Esowistaht origin, is not clear. It was MH's 

opinion that the .Zayuushtak_imlh were from Lemmens Inlet; she did not recognize them as 

Esowistaht. 

The "family group" known as the maas7ii7atb.tak_imilh had property on the east end 

of the Opitsat village. Mary Jackson, who held the position of "keeper of the beach" was a 

member of this group. Her position is now held by her grandson, Barney Williams Jr. (MJ) . 

The name of this group has sometimes been given as maalhts'aas7ath (MH; Drucker 1935-

1936:23: 12; 1935-1936:30; Curtis 1970: 181), as the east end of the village where they lived 

was referred to as maalhts'aas (MH; MJ). MH noted that Chief Joseph's house was on the 

hillside at the east end of the village and was referred to as maalhts'aas, but it was her 

opinion that the group's name should be maas7ii7atJ!tak_imilh, not maalhts'aas7atJ!. 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:30) the ritaas7ii7atb.ta,kimilh were also known as the 

masaashta,kimlh. This same term was also recorded by Curtis (1970:181), who translated it 

as 'house growing higher. ' Apparently, the founder of this group, a half brother (or, possibly 

cousin) to wiikinanish, took the name of his mother's former home as the name for his 

"family group. " The place where she came from is identified in Drucker's  (1935-1936:23 :12) 

notes as an Otsosat site, whereas in his published volume, Drucker (1951 :242) stated that she 

was from an Ahousaht site. Contemporary Native consultants interviewed for this report did 

not recognize the name maas7ii or masaash as either an Otsosat or Ahousaht place name. 

Members of the maas7ii7at!!ta!£imlh, according to MH, included yaawa, the wife of 

yasbpn Jack (who apparently was also a member of the lhuchJ!aa7ukwttak_imlh) and Joe 

Hayes. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) noted that there were two maas7ii7atb.tak_imlh houses at 

Opitsat belonging to their chief, maatlmaatla7a, and his younger brother, "tsitimalul." 

Apparently, this "family group" did not have property of their own, but held a seat because of 
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kaachki7is7at!!, and the shiiwa7at!!tak,imlh at .Zayuus (place name #901) (Drucker 1935-

1936:32) . They also had two houses at ich'aachisht (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) .  

Chief Joseph's "family group" was known as the hawiihtak,imlh. Other members of 

this group included Alex Jones, Paul Avery, the Sitcher family and Jimmy Jim. Dixon Sam, 

the brother of SS, was adopted into this group by his grand-aunt (MH; MJ). This family 

group was not identified by Drucker, Curtis or Sapir. 

A "family group" named sichaniya!!miyushtak,imlh, which is derived from the name 

sicha 'whale arching back before diving' (anglicized as "Sitcher") , was recorded by Curtis 

(1970: 181). 

MH and MJ also provided the name of a "family group" known as the 

hiishkwiisanapshiilh, which they translated as 'he can wipe out a people' (PW pronounced 

this same term as hiishkwuusanapshiilh) . Major Brown, George Martin, Paul Hayes, Charlie 

Howard (the father of Paul Hayes) , and Old Francis Frank belonged to this group, MH noted. 

This "family group" was not identified by Drucker, Curtis or Sapir. 

The "family group" known as the p'ayaa7ath or p'ayaa7athtak,imlh, whose name is 

translated as 'distribute potlatch gifts ' (Drucker 1935-1936:23:12; Curtis 1970:181-182; Sapir 

1910-1914c:x1 : 13) had three houses at Opitsat. The names of the owners of these houses, as 

given by Drucker (1935-1936:23 :12) ,  were recognized by PW as yaa,k-witulh, piishksa, and 

tlaatlaa,kiksapshiilh. Old Man Peter, James Peter, Johnny Davis, Emma Brown, Johnny 

Jackson, and the late Dan David's mother were members of this group (MH; MJ). 

According to MH, the property at Opitsat belonging to the p'ayaa7ath was near the 

centre of the village. MH heard that the p'ayaa7ath had a place somewhere in Kennedy 

Lake, but she didn't know its location. Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) also noted that the 

p'ayaa7ath once had their own place, but that it was taken from them and given to a member 

of the head chief's family (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) .  However, on a sketch map of 

Kennedy Lake, Drucker (1935-1936:32) indicated the name of the p'ayaa7at!! beside the site 

of chu7is (place name #899). Support for their ownership of a particular site is provided in a 

statement from Jack yaa,ksuu7is (BA's grandfather) who noted that the name for this group 

was given to a son of nuukwmiis (who was a son of ya,Zayts-t'u,kwsmalhni, the Clayoquot 

head cltief who lead the war against the Esowiataht) to be used for bis own family (Drucker 
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1935-1936:23 : 11) .  MH noted that the apwin7as7at!! and the p'ayaa7ath may indeed be the 

same people, as she recalled that her father's  affiliation was with both. 

The middle of the Opitsat village was the property of the apwin7as7ath (Drucker 

1935-1936:23: 12; Curtis 1970:182; Sapir 1910-1914c:xi: 13; MH; MJ). Members of this 

group included Ernest Curley's father, George Dan Simon, and Old Man Peter (MH; MJ). 

Concerning this group, Sapir (1910-1914c:xi: 13) noted that it was their tupaati ('ceremonial 

privilege') to lead the other groups into battle. They were followed into war by the 

lhuchhaa7ukwtta,!gmlh, the kwaa,ktl'as7ath, the kaachki7is7ath, and the Zak-witis7ath 

(Sapir 1910-1914c:xi :13). According to BA, the apwin7as7ath owned uu,kwmin (place name 

#887) . 

The group known as the ts'aaht'as7ath derived their name from the site known as 

ts'aaht'as (place name #81 1) .  As discussed above (sub-section 3.6. 1) , the tsaaht'as people 

have been identified as Esowistaht. In Drucker's (1935-1936:23: 12; 1935-1936:30) ,  it was 

stated that ts'aaht'as was the site of a mythical house. Neither MH or MJ had heard of such 

a house. MH did note that Philip Johnson was a member of this group. 

The kwaa,ktl'as7at!! lived on the east side of the Opitsat village near the site of the 

present-day wharf (MH; MJ). After they moved to Opitsat for protection they were 

considered to be one of the component groups comprising the Clayoquot. But prior to the 

war, they appear to have been an independent local group who owned and derived their name 

from the site of kwaa,ktl'as (place name #893). They also formerly owned the fishery at 

winchi (Drucker 1935-1936:30). Drucker' s  sketch map of Kennedy Lake indicates that they 

had rights to hilh'pichis (place name #910) .  The name of this group was recorded by 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) , Sapir (1910-1914c:xi: 13) and Curtis (1970:182) . Mary Jackson 

was a member of this group (MH) . 

The name of the Clayoquot "family group" known as the kaachki7is7ath or 

kaachki7is7at!!takimilh has been recorded by Drucker (1935-1936:30; 1935-1936:23: 12) ,  

Curtis (1970: 181), Sapir (1910-1914c:xi: 13) ,  and confirmed by MH, MJ and PW. The 

translation of this term is 'hair tied in knot on top of head' (Curtis 1970: 181; Drucker 1935-

1936:23: 12) . PW said that his grandmother was part of this group, although he was not 

certain where in Kennedy Lake they had lived. MH believed that BA's grandfather, Jack 
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yaa!£suu7is was partly from this group. However, Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 11) noted that Jack 

yaa!£suu7is had forgotten the name of this group when listing the Clayoquot component 

groups. On his sketch map of Kennedy Lake, Drucker (1935-1936:32) noted that the 

kaachki7is7ath were one of four groups who stayed at Zayuus (place name #900) . At 

Opitsat, he noted, they had three houses. In a list of group names collated from his 

interviews with Jimmy Jimmy and Jack yaa!£suu7is, Drucker (1935-1936:30) mistakenly 

listed the name for the kaachki7is7ath twice, but with variant transcriptions ("qatcqi'isatH" 

and "katckisatH") .  

The kaachki7is7ath "family group," as well as the group known as the 

kitsis7at!!ta!fimlh, were lineages founded by the grandsons of the tla7uukwi7ath head chief, 

yaZayts-t'u!fwsmalhni, who apparently took the name wiikinanish after the war. PW 

recognized the name of the house at Opitsat belonging to the kitsis7at!!ta!fimlh, which was 

was given by Drucker (1935-1936:23 :11) as "tsoutchamik" ('killed whales in winter' )  to be 

the term ts'uu7ich!!miik, which PW translated as 'catching winter. '  MH thought she had 

heard the name of the kitsis7athta!fimlh, but was not familiar with them. However, the 

name of this group was recorded by Drucker (1935-36:23: 12; 1935-1936:30) , Curtis 

(1970: 181) ,  and Sapir (1910-1914c:xi: 13) .  Curtis explained that this group's name was 

apparently derived from the birth place of the founder being beside a log. Drucker stated that 

a child "was laid on log--kitsisi. " The name of the shiiwa7at!!ta_!iimlh "family group" has 

been recorded by Drucker (1935-1936:32; 1935-1936:23: 12) and Curtis (1970: 181). MH was 

familiar with these · people and noted that her maternal grandfather was a member of this 

group, and that her own son received a name from the shiiwa7athta!Q.mlh. According to 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12; 1935-1936:30; 1951 :241), this group was also known as the 

hup'ich7at!!, a name derived from their "traditional home" in the vicinity of the Radar 

Beaches. Apparently, they shared with the head chief's "family group" and two others the 

rights to the site at Zayuus. 

As discussed above in sub-section 3.6. 1 . ,  the Za!i-witis7ath received rights to land in 
the Opitsat village and at various sites in Clayoquot Arm. The name of this group 

comprising part of the amalgamated Clayoquot was recorded by Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12; 

1935-1936:30; 1935-1936:32) , Curtis (1970:182) and Sapir (1910-1914c:xJ:13) .  Drucker 
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(1935-1936:23:12) noted that they had four houses: "tsokoma, katapa, LiLahawituwa, and 

tsai;mits." 
Another "family group" identified by MH were the ap,kwuu7as7ath. Although MH 

was not very familiar with this group, she noted that "Mrs. Chips," the wife of ch'uuhaa, 
belonged to the ap,kwuu7as7ath. 

The names of several other "family groups" have been recorded but have not been 

confirmed by contemporary Native consultants. The "tc8fitcatH" (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12; 

1935-1936:30) or "tc!utc!a'atH3" (Sapir 1910-1914c:xi:13) were said to have been a small 

Ucluelet group from a place named "tc8ii'tca" (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12; 1935-1936:30). 

PW recognized this term as ch'uch'aa7at!:!. Presumably these people were from the site 

identified by Blenkinsop (1874) as "tchoot-tehah" [ch'uch'aa ?] situated on the George 

Fraser Islands off the southwest end of the Ucluth Peninsula. MH noted that her father's 

mother was a member of this local group. 

Curtis (1970: 181) recorded the name "nutumflksti�takumi61," which he translated as 

'twin child or congenital cripple. '  PW noted that the name of this group is derived from the 

term numa}isti which means 'a twin or child with deformities. ' Neither MJ nor MH 

recognized this as the name of a component group of the Clayoquot. 

Another group of Clayoquot, recorded only by Curtis (1970: 181) , were known as the 

tlichuu7at,!!ta,!9mlh, which he translated as 'a  whale near the entrance to the sound. ' The 

name of this group was not recognized by either MH or MH, nor did PW accept this 

translation. 

PW recognized the name of the Clayoquot group transcribed as "qos'na?atH3taqEmil" 
by Sapir (1910-1914c:xi:13), as }iwuusna.ZathtaJiimlh. This name was not familiar to MH or 

MJ. 
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3.6.4 Clayoquot Place Names 

Place names #782 - #824, #827 - #846, and #863 - #896 can be found on map 8; 

#825 - #826, #847 - #862, and #897 - #913 can be found on map 10. 

782. ts'ak,wuu7a (GL; JS; MH; MJ; PW; SS) 'current at point' 

The place name ts'ak_wuu7a is used in a general sense to refer to Dawley Passage. 

GL and PW stated that ts'ak_wuu7a applies specifically to the distinctive point of land on the 

south side of Dawley Passage, at the north end of yaalhapis (place name #783) . However, 

MH and MJ said that ts'ak_wuu7a is applied specifically to the point on the north side of 

Dawley Passage, on Meares Island. 

Several people have stated, independently, that the Dawley Passage area marked a 

boundary (St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) (see also the 

discussion of place names #772, #783, and #784) . On the St. Claire and Webster (1984) map, 

one boundary line connected Plover Point (southeast from Mosquito Harbour) with the point 

on the north side of Dawley Passage. From here, this boundary line extended south across 

this passage to the point at the north el).d of yaalhapis. These two lines together marked the 

boundary for the paniitl7at!!, the k,waatswii7at!!, and the tla7uukwi7ath, PW noted. 

On one of the Ellis and Swan (1974-1976) maps, a boundary line is drawn between 

the point on the north side of Dawley Passage, and a point on this passage that is directly to 

the east (i.e. northeast from the point that GL and PW call ts'ak,wuu7a). From here, this 

boundary line passes through kilhch'iik,wulh!! (place name #779) . Concerning this boundary, 

LS stated it was for the "Opitsats and tla7uukwi7ath and !filhtsmaZat.h. " However, on 

another Ellis and Swan (1974-1976) map, the boundary line is drawn across Dawley Passage 

between the south entrance to Windy Bay and yaalhapis (place name #783) . 

Concerning the Dawley Passage boundary, GL said it extended between the south 

entrance to Windy Bay, through Lane Islet (in the middle of Dawley Passage) , to ts'ak_wuu7a 

point (on the south side of this passage) . GL said this boundary was between the 

kwaatswrl7ath and the tla7uuukwi7ath. 
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With respect to ts'akwuu7a point on the south side of Dawley Passage, PW recalled 

the late Francis Charlie stating that kwaatswii7ath people once camped on one side (the 

northheast side) of this point, and tla7uukwi7ath people once camped on the other side (the 

south side, at yaalhapis) . Independently, SS also mentioned hearing this from Francis Charlie 

(although SS was not really that familiar with the location of ts'ak,wuu7a or yaalhapis) . 

783. yaalhapis 

yalapis 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JW; JS; MH; 

MJ; PW; SS) 

'something hanging there' (?) (PW) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23:12) 

This name is applied to a beach located immediately south from ts'akwuu7a and east 

from Lane Islet (see the discussion of place name #782). 

According to MH, yaalhapis was the winter village of the tla7uukwi7ath local group 

who resided at tla7uukwi (place name #902). As far as MH knew, yaalhapis was last 

inhabited in her grandparents 's time. MH recalled that in the 1940s, evidence of house 

remains could still be seen at yaalhapis. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23 :12) stated: "The Clayoquot used to live at yalapis (stopped off 

en route to oqhmin [uukwmin, place name #888] in fall) . "  

As has been discussed, LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) mentioned yaalhapis as a 

boundary (see place name #782) . 

SS stated that Lane Islet has an Indian name but he did not recall it. He recalled that 

his mother's  brother, a tla7uukwi7ath man named Ernest Curley, used to fish ling cod 

around Lane Islet. 

784. ch'ayak,imyas (GL; PW; JW; JS; BA; MH; MJ; SS) 

'water coming from all around' (?) (GL) ; 

'something hanging there' (?) (PW) 
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This name is applied to Windy Bay at the southeast end of Meares Island and to a 

distinctive, low mountain called Sea Peak located immediately north of this bay. Sea Peak 

was used as a bearing marker for fur sealers when they were out at sea (PW; JW; GL; MH; 

MJ) (see place name #785) . 

As has been discussed, both LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) and GL identifified the 

south side of Windy Bay as a boundary (see place name #782) . 

GL stated that Windy Bay was a former kwaatswii7ath settlement, and that the father 

of Topsail George (who was the head chief of the kwaatswii7ath) stayed here on a seasonal 

basis. MH said there were miners 's cabins here, but could not confirm that Indian people 

resided here as well. 

Windy Bay was noted as a good place to troll for winter spring salmon (MH) . 

A trapline (T0108T467) that included the shores of Windy Bay and a large area to the 

west (as far as Meares Creek) was registered in the name of Raymond Williams in 1954 

(British Columbia 1990) . 

785. ch'aya!9myas (PW; SS) 

This is the name of a fur sealing bank which takes its name from Sea Peak (and 

Windy Bay) on Meares Island (see the discussion of place name #784). Sea Peak is one of 

the bearings used to find this bank. 

It has not been possible to determine the location of this fur sealing bank. According 

to SS, ch'aya!9myas bank is "about 15-20 miles" offshore in a southwesterly direction from 

Lennard Island (place name #827) . 

786. ts'aapi (GL; MH; MJ; SS) 'place of strong current' 

Ts'aapi, anglicized as "Tsapee,"  is the name applied to Tsapee Narrows. GL stated 

that people used to fish for salmon in these narrows using a gorge hook and line. 
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MH noted that after the Meares Island side of Tsapee Narrows was logged in the 

1940s, it was a particularly good place to pick salalberries. People sometimes would go here 

to pick ferns to sell to florists, MH stated. 

SS's mother's  grandfather, a Clayoquot man named "Doctor Atleo" (Zatlyuu), was 

trapping land otters in the vicinity of the broad point on the north side of Tsapee Narrows. A 

land otter turned into an eagle and this became Zatlyuu's Indian doctoring power (SS) . 

787. ch'ihnit (GL; MH; MJ) 'place of ch'ihaa (supernatural 

creature) ' 

GL was told by Alec Jones 's wife that he was not to look at this small bay on the 

south coast of Meares Island, near the west end of Tsapee Narrows. Apparently, there was 

some type of 'supernatural creature' here, GL was told. MH explained that people who went 

into the woods here never came out again. It was a "spooky" place because the trees rub 

together and "sort of speak" (MH). 

788. Zaa!imakhsis (GL; MJ; MH; PW; SS) 'grassy beach' 

ackmaksis (Paull 1922) 

This name is applied to a former tla7uukwi7ath village site located on the south shore 

of Meares Island, along the north side of Browning Passage, southeast from Ginnard Creek. 

The water supply for this village was a fresh water spring behind the village (MH; MJ). GL 

noted that there were extensive midden deposits at this site and that Clayoquot people stayed 

here during the winter as recently as the 1950s. 

A 1922 report indicated there were 7 houses at Zaa!imakhsis at that time (Paull 1922) . 

MH recalled that in the 1930s her parents stayed here with George Dan. It was also in the 

1930s when SS used to go to Zaa!imakhsis with his parents. He recalled spearing crabs on 

the beach here with his n1other. SS noted that people went here i..1. the winter time--there was 
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good trapping and duck hunting in this area, as well as good trolling for spring salmon in 

Tsapee Narrows. There were 4 or 5 houses at Zaa,kmakhsis in the 1930s, SS recalled. 

Some of the people who used to stay at Zaa,kmaakhsis included the following: Chips 

George; Tom Hamish; Johnny Jackson; Paul Avery; SS's  parents; MH's parents; Johnny 

Charlie; George Martin; and perhaps Chief Joseph (MH; SS) . MH noted that one of the 

Jackson brothers built a boat while living here. Some people lived here to be near their 

trap lines (MH). 

GL noted that Browning Passage was a particularly good place to hunt birds and hair 

seals. MH and MJ confirmed that ducks were hunted here, in addition to deer. 

789. numaht'a (MJ; MH; SS; PW) 

Ginnard Creek on the south side of Meares Island is known as numaht' a, according to 

MJ and MH (SS and PW were not very familiar with this place name) . MH explained the 

this name has something to do with 'not being good, ' although she was not able to clarify 

this translation. PW was of the opinion that the meaning of numaht' a is related to 

something 'forbidden. ' 

There were no fish in this creek, MH noted, but freshwater "lobster" [possibly 

crawfish ? ] have been seen here. SS recalled that a man named Joseph Thomas was sent to 

bathe under a waterfall on this creek when he was young. 

790. tu7ukw 

too-ook 

(MJ; MH; SS; PW) 

(Brolly and Rousseau 1987) 

Tu7ukw is the name of a creek located just southeast from Meares Creek at the south 

end of Meares Island (PW knew the name tu7ukw but was not certain of its location) . 

According to MJ and MH, chum salmon ascend tu7ukw to spawn and the 

tla7uu!£wi7ath people would go here to gaff them. MH did this herself in the 1960s. SS 
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recalled seining dog salmon in the bay off tu7ukw and added that cohos also spawn here. 

Hair seal are common around the mouth of this creek. Razor clams can also be found 

here, though few people eat them (MH) . There are lots of geese and mallards here--this was 

a place where a Clayoquot man named Circus Jim used to hunt these birds (SS) . 

It is stated on an archaeological site form that tu7ukw was apparently the site of a 

village of 10 houses occupied prior to 1900 (although no structural remains were found here) 

(Brolly and Rousseau 1987) . It was MH's opinion that there may have been Indian houses 

here, but she heard that non-Indians stayed here more recently. SS was aware of no 

encampment at tu7ukw. 

791. kwit!gtit (MJ; MH) 'place of seagulls' 

Seagulls can be seen resting on the water in this bay on the south side of Meares 

Island, west from Meares Creek. Consequently, this area is known as kwitknit 'place of 

seagulls' (MJ; MH). 

792. waaxp'inch'a (MH only) < waaxnii 'land otter' 

MH applied this name to Neilson Island, off Tofino. This island is known locally as 

"Pond Island" after a Whiteman who once lived here. Waaxp'inch'a is so named because 

land otter were trapped around here (MH). 

There are clam beds between Neilson Island and Riley Island to the south, l\AH noted, 

and between Neilson Island and Stone Island to the north. MH also stated that barnacles are 

collected from the rocky islets inside of Tofino in August. 

The islet containing the Joe David pole has an Indian name, but MH could not recall 

it. There are clam beds on the east side of this islet, MH noted. This islet is located 

southwest from Neilson Island and west from Riley Island. 
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793. chimikhsis (?) 

"tchimiktsets" 
(MH only) 

(Dewhirst 1987) 

'smooth shoreline' 

According to an archaeological site form, this name was provided by Robert Martin 

Sr. for an island located in the middle of the tidal flats at the entrance to Lemmens Inlet. 

Ernest David and Robert Martin Sr. were said to have stated that people once lived on this 

island, although not in their lifetime. Martin found the remains of a house or cabin on this 

island in the 1940s while shooting ducks on the mudflats. Canoe skids have been recorded 

around the southern end of this island (Dewhirst 1987) . 

MH could not recognize the Westcoast name for this island in the form that it was 

transcribed by Dewhirst, although she was of the opinion this term might be chimkhsis. But 

MH, herself, could not recall the place name for this island. 

794. hitaktl'a (PW SS) 'inside the inlet' 

hitaktl' a7a (MH only) 'inside the inlet' 

Both of these terms are used to refer to the entire area of Lemmens Inlet. Throughout 

this inlet was a good place to troll for winter spring salmon, SS noted, especially in February. 

795. 
• • tumaktlis (MJ; MH; SS; PW) 

'dark at end of bay' (PW) ; 'dark place' (SS) 

This name is applied to a stream and the bay it empties into, on the western side of 

the entrance to Lemmens Inlet. 

MH told a story in which some girls (including the daughter of the chief at Opitsat) 

were said to be bathing at tu.riaktlis when they were attacked by an hisaawist'a7at!! raiding 

party (see the discussion of piace name #812) . 
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SS recalled hunting "black ducks" (kw'uuxwu ' surf scoters') here in this bay. 

A trapline (T0108T466) including the watershed of this creek and the side of Mount 

Colnett to the northeast is registered in the name of Stan Matthew of Port Alberni. This was 

formerly the Andrew David trapline (British Columbia 1990) . 

796. hilh!!uu7is (BA; PW; JS; MH; MJ; SS) 

'as far as you can go' (?) (GL) ; 'something 

below mountain' (?) (PW) 

Both Mount Colnett and the area along the western shore of Lemmens Inlet below the 

western slope of this mountain are known as hilhhuu7is. 

GL, SS and MH all noted that waterfowl are especially plentiful along the shoreline 

of hilhhuu7is, and SS recalled hunting surf scoters here. MH stated that during the 1940s, 

her husband used to bring home about 80 ducks each time he went hunting here. The meat 

would be preserved and the feathers would be used for down feather mattresses which were 

used while camping (MH) . GL noted that areal duck nets were used all along the shoreline at 

hilh!!uu7is, a long time ago. 

A trap line (TO 1 08T 465) covering the eastern slopes of Mount Colnett was registered 

in the name of Isaac Campbell in 1986 (British Columbia 1990) . 

797. mu_!wumyisnak (MJ; MH; SS) 'burned around it' (MH) 

This name is applied to a small island situated about half way into Lemmens Inlet and 

close to the eastern shore (SS knew this place name but was not certain of its location) . 
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798. iihatis (MH only) 'floods easily' (MH) 

This name is applied to a creek that flows into a small bay on the east shore of 

Lemmens Inlet. 

799. " clicksclecutee" (Howay 1990:247) 

In 1791, the sloop Adventure was built in a "snug cove" which the American fur 

traders called "Adventure Cove" and the local Indians were said to have called 

. "clicksclecutee" (Howay 1990:247) . This cove, still identified as Adventure Cove on maps 

and charts, is on the east side of Lemmens Inlet. 

The term "clicksclecutee, " recorded in John Hoskins's  narrative (Howay 1990:247) of 

the second voyage of the Columbia, was not recognized by any of the Native consultants 

interviewed for the present report. 

Near the end of October 1791, Hoskins witnessed a group of Indian men fishing 

"sardines" in this cove. Using poles and paddles, the men herded the fish towards shore. 

Once they were in shallow water, a few men jumped out of their canoes and quickly formed 

an enclosure of boughs around the fish. The tide ebbed and the fish were picked up off the 

sand (Howay 1990:251).  

800. wawaZit'a 

wawaheeta 

(MH; MJ) 'frog place' 

(Dewhirst 1987) 

An area at the northwestern end of Lemmens Inlet is known as wawaZit'a. It was 

MH's opinion that this may have been a camping site at one time; she did not know if there 

were any cabins here. 
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801. wanachas (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; BA; MJ; MH; PW; 

SS) 'flukes of a whale when diving' 

This name is applied to Lone Cone mountain on Meares Island. It is said that after 

the waters of the Great Flood began to subside, one of the canoes landed on the northwest 

side of this peak. A piece of this canoe is said to remain there still today (GL; JS; PW; SS) . 

MJ did not know of any canoe on Lone Cone, but she did recall that a certain group 

(whose name she did not recall) landed on this mountain during the Great Flood. GL, 

however, stated that a group of people known as the ,kii!,a7ath, who he said were "like 

gypsies," were living at the head of Bedwell Sound at the time of the Flood. They had their 

canoe tied to the land with red elderberry roots, but it broke free and landed on Lone Cone. 

According to SS, the people who were saved on Lone Cone (he did not know their name) , 

managed not to be swept away because they tied their canoe to a red elderberry bush. 

Lone Cone acts as a weather forecaster. When there is going to be a strong westerly 

wind, the mountain develops a cap of clouds around its top. Then, regardless of how windy 

it becomes, the clouds remain here (JS; GL; SS) . 

Wanachas is used as a bearing marker for fishing banks (SS). Somewhere in the 

vicinity of wanachas was the only source for a "black colored stone flecked with grey" that 

was used to make stone hammers (Koppert 1930:38) .  

A trapline (T0108T461) that includes the western half of Opitsat, the western and 

northern slopes of Lone Cone, and the northern shore of Meares Island as far east as hats'uu 

(place name #760) was registered in 1985 in the name of Cosmos Frank Jr. (British Columbia 

1990) . 

802. tup'alhhtin (MJ; MH) 'where there is salt water' 

The lagoon on the west side of Lagoon Island in Lemmens Inlet is known as 

tup'alhhtin. Around this island was a well known place to troll for winter spring salmon 

(MJ). 
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803. hisnit (BA; MJ; MH) 'place of sockeye' 

This name, which was first provided by BA, is applied to the lake and creek draining 

into the west side of Lemmens Inlet, directly east from Kakawis. BA noted that gill nets 

made from stinging nettle twine were used to fish sockeye here. The run of sockeye caught 

here was known as !iawayuu, named for the salmonberries, called !iawii, that ripen in May at 

the time when the sockeye appear (MH). MH's family did not fish for these sockeye in her 

time. Steelhead can be found in this creek (MH). 

804. chaalhchiis (MH; SS) 

chaapiilh (PW only) 

'islands here and there' (MH) 

Both of these terms are used to refer to the Arakun Islands on the west side of 

Lemmens Inlet, near its entrance. PW stated that he had heard the term chaapiilh used by 

Robert Martin Sr. MH and SS noted that littleneck clams can be found around these islands. 

805. tlatlaas (MH; MJ) 'place of young red cedar' < tlaasmapt 

'young red cedar' (MH) 

An area along the west shore of Lemmens Inlet across from the Arakun Islands is 

known as tlatlaas. This is the place where fishermen cut young cedar saplings for use as 

trolling poles. 

A trapline (T0108T462) extending from the east side of Opitsat village and including 

the entire area of Lemmens Inlet, from the height of land to the shore, was registered in the 

names of Victor and Marie George in 1985 (British Columbia 1990). 
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806. kwiisuwat'a7a (MJ; MH; SS) 'just across' (PW; MH) 

This name is applied to the northwest side of Stockham Island. MH and SS noted that 

there is a freshwater spring here which was the water supply for Stockham Island and was 

occasionally the water source for Opitsat, when the stream at Opitsat became dry. 

Stockham Island was the location of Dawley's Store. Additionally, the Methodist 

church had their mission here until Mrs. Jimmy Jim provided the church with her property at 

Opitsat, MH and MJ noted. 

According to MH and MJ, there is a burial ground on the south side of the 

westernmost point of Stockham Island. 

807. ch' akna (MH only) 

This name is applied to the small islet off the southwestern end of Stockham Island 

where a navigational blinker is situated today. People living at Opitsat put down boughs and 

small trees around this islet to collect herring spawn. 

808. matlaakh (PW; JS; BA; MJ; MH; SS) < matliis 'towing' 

This is the name of the Deadman Islets located north from Tofino. These islets are 

called matlaakh because they give the appearance of one islet towing the other. 

There are several graves on each islet. MH stated that the northernmost islet contains 

the grave of Paul Hayes's  father, and that this grave once had a small gravehouse built on top 

of it. The more southerly islet was the burial place of Margaret Joseph's  half-sister who died 

prior to 1920 (MH). 

SS recalled seeing little burial shelters with crosses on top to them, on the more 

northerly of these islets. 

Between these 2 islets was a good place to dig for butter clams (SS) . 
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809. apswiis (BA; MJ; MH; SS) 'canoe passage' 

This name is applied to the narrow passage between Meares Island and Stockham 

Island. 

810. ts'aak,tlis (BA; MJ; MH; SS) 'water runs into ground' 

(BA); 'water flowing onto beach' (MJ; MH) 

This name is applied to a small creek at the easternmost end of Opitsat Indian Reserve 

#1. It was MJ's opinion that there were a few cockles in the bay into which ts'aak_tlis flows, 

but it was not known as a place where they were harvested regularly. MH and MH said that 

this creek was a source of fresh water for the Opitsat Reserve. 

The late Willie Manson told SS that the bay into which ts'aak,tlis flows was once a 

place where the tla7uukwi7ath used to dig clams. Manson said this was during the time 

when only the k,waatswii7ath were living at Opitsat--it was before the tla7uukwi7ath began 

living here (SS) . 

SS used to hunt kakaaktli (pintail ducks) in the vicinity of ts'aak_tlis. 

811.  ts'aa!!t'as 

tsahtas 

tsah'tas 

(GL; JS; MJ; MH; BA; PW; SS) 

'tiny rivulet of water' 

(Drucker 1951 :241; 1935-1936:12) 

'creek running' [?] [illegible] 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23:12) 

This name is applied specifically to a freshwater spring located at about the middle of 

Opitsat Indian Reserve #1. GL was told that this was once the water supply for the village of 

Opitsat, and JS recalled his grandmother getting water here. 

Drucker (1951 :241) explained that ts'aaht'as "\Vas the name used to refer to the village 
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of Opitsat prior to the marriage of the ts'aa.ht'as chief to the daughter of the chief of hup'ich 

(place name #848) , at which time the name of the village changed. According to Drucker's 

(1935-1936:23: 12) account, the chief of the "hop'itc" [hup'ich] gave that name to the village 

of his son-in-law at ts'aaht'as. Drucker also noted that the chief's house here [at ts'aaht'as] 

did have a creek running through it and that this house had ridge-posts carved like human 

figures. The house was entered through a doorway between the legs of one of these figures 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) . 

According to MH, ts'aaht'as creek flowed between Old Peter' s  longhouse and the 

house owned by Mrs. Chips George. This was around 1925 (see the discussion of place 

name #812) . 

SS recalled that when he was young and living at Opitsat, the people used to gather a 

plant called muuk,wtlh (which he referred to as "Indian potatoes") just north from ts'aaht'as. 

It has not been possible to determine the identification of this plant. SS said it was gathered 

in the month of May. This plant is like a small sweet potato but is only an inch or so in 

diameter. It is yellowish in colour (SS) . 

812. hupits'ath 

opetset 

opitsat 

o.pit.sat 

opitsat 

hupilSutha 

hupicath 

opitsel'ah 

opitselah 

opitsitah 

(MH; MJ; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; BA; PW; JW; 

SS) 

'sun rises on to it' (MJ; MH); 'rising or 

falling sun's rays reflected on village' (SS) 

(Banfield 1858) 

(Richards 1861) 

(O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:853) 

(Curtis 1970:181) 

(Webster 1983:26) 

(Howay 1990:69) 

(Howay 1990:70) 
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opitsatah 

hupitsit 

hophitc 

(Howay 1990:390) 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; 1981 :54; GL; JS) 

'place of cockles '  

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12; 1951 :241) 

There is some confusion concerning the correct name for the area now identified as 

"Opitsat" Indian Reserve #1. It is most commonly known as hupits'ath, so named because 

the sun's and moon's light falls first on this site. In connection with -this, MJ explained that 

the Martin family of Opitsat owns a tupaati ('hereditary prerogative') of the sun rising that is 

shown on certain ceremonial occasions. 

BA stated that the name of this place was originally hup'ich7ath because these people 

(the people of hup'ich) lived here, but that over time the pronunciation gradually changed to 

hupits'at!! (see also the discussion of place names #811  and #848) . PW also recalled BA 

stating this. 

Several others have referred to Opitsat ·· as hupitsit (derived from huupisi 'cockle'). 

Historic records indicate that at least since the late 1780s, Opitsat has been occupied 

by people identified as tla7uukwi7at!!. In March 1792, when seaman John Boit was ordered 

by Captain Gray to destroy the uninhabited village of "opitsatah" [hupits'at.h] , he reported 

that the village was about a half mile in diameter and, according to the published version of 

this journal, contained upwards of 200 houses. Numerous carved and painted house posts and 

poles stood in this village, all of which were destroyed by the Americans (Howay 1990:254, 

390-191) . It was noted that during the years 1789-1792, Opitsat was occupied from mid

December through to the end of March at which time the Indian people "deserted Opitsetah 

and lived in a number of small scattered groups at many different places" (Howay 1990:315) .  

In June of 1788, Captain John Meares provided a vivid, first-hand description of a 

large house at Opitsat that was owned by Chief Wickaninnish: 

On entering the house we were absolutely astonished at the vast area it 

enclosed. It contained a large square, boarded up close on all sides to the 
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height of twenty feet, with planks of an uncommon breadth and length. Three 

enormous trees, rudely carved and painted, formed the rafters, which were 

suppoeted at the ends and in the middle by gigantic images, carved out of huge 

blocks of timber . . .  In the middle of this spacious room were several fires, and 

beside them large wooden vessels filled with fish soup. Large slices of whale's 

flesh lay in a state of preparation to be put in similar machines filled with 

water, into which the women, with a kind of tongs, conveyed hot stones from 

very fierce fires, in order to make it boil. Heaps of fish were strewn about, 

and in this central part of the kitchen, stood large seal skins filled with oil, 

from whence the guests were served with that delicious beverage . . .  (Meares 

1790:138) . 

Several different versions of the early history of Opitsat have been provided. 

According to PW, JW, SS, JS, GL, and VL, Opitsat was originally a kwaatswii7at!! site. SS 

recalled that his own mother, a tla7uukwi7at!! woman, used to say that Opitsat was originally 

a kwaatswii7ath village. The late Willie Manson, a tla7uukwi7at!! man, used to say the 

same thing, SS added. 

According to PW and JW, the tla7uukwi7at!! first moved to hupits'ath when one of 

the ten daughters of a kwaatswii7at!! chief named !!a!!aawilhmisZin, who was living at 

Opitsat, married a tla7uukwi7ath man. Through this marriage alliance, the tla7uukwi7at!! 

received the east half of the village. PW, JW and SS maintained that Opitsat was simply 

"loaned" to the tla7uukwi7at!! by the kwaatswii7ath chief. 

How it was that the kwaatswii7at!! lost the rest of the village of Opitsat to the 

Clayoquots was not known to those who were interviewed for the present report. However, 

Koppert (1930:1 ,9) reported that the tla7uukwi7at!! conquered the original residents of this 

village (Koppert identified them as "Kelsamites" [Keltsomahts]) ,  burned their houses to the 

ground, and built new houses here for themselves. It was estimated by Koppert that this 

occurred in the 1770s. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23 :12) recorded another scenario. He said that when the battles 

between the tla7uukwi7at!! and the hisaawist'a7at!! resulted in serious losses to the former 

group, the tla7uukwi7at!:! su..rvivors moved to ts'��ht'as (place name #811,  at Opitsat) , along 
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with their allies, the people from t'i&m7a (place name #851) and hup'ich (place name 

#848) . According to Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) , the village at Opitsat was originally named 

ts'aaht'as, but the "chief of hop'itc [hup'ich] gave that name to here" as part of a dowry 

when his daughter married the ts'aaht'as chief. This would tend to support BA's  assertion 

that the name of the village underwent a transformation, and may reflect an event that 

occurred after the k,waatswii7ath presence had diminished. 

Still another variant was provided by MH. She stated that the original inhabitants of 

Opitsat were a Clayoquot-speaking group known as the hupits'ath7ath. MH told how these 

people once raided the hisaawist'a7ath people at Esowista, in retaliation for this group's 

raiding Opitsat and molesting the daughter of the hupits'ath7at!! chief (see also the 

discussion of place name #813) . 

When the 200-acre Opitsat Indian Reserve #1 was established in 1890 for the 

Clayoquot Indians, it was noted that the village was comprised of thirty-one houses and a 

Roman Catholic church. A graveyard, said to be about 200 yards west of the village, and a 

rock island where graves were situated, about three quarters of a mile to the south, were 

included in the reserved lands (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

Curtis's (1970: 181-182) Native consultants in the early 1900s listed Opitsat among the 

Clayoquot villages. 

Concerning the composition of Opitsat village in the 1920s, MJ and MH stated that 

the people known as the kwaak,tl'as7ath lived on the easternmost end of the village, near the 

rocky point above the present-day wharf. They noted that Mary Jackson was a member of 

this group and held the position of "keeper of the beach" at Opitsat. Neither MH nor MH 

recognized a connection between the kwaa!£tl'as7ath and a site called kwaak,tl'as (place 

name #893) on the Kennedy River, as reported both by Curtis (1970:182) and by Drucker 

(1935-1936:23:32) .  The east end of Opitsat village, near the house of Chief Joseph, was 

known as maalhts'aas (MJ; MH; Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) (see section 3.6.3 for a full 

discussion of the social composition of the Clayoquot, as reflected in Opitsat village) . 

Many years ago, herring spawned along the shore just west of Opitsat, but an Indian 

doctor who was the grandfather of Ben Andrews, stopped the herring from spawning. He did 

so by magical means, according to 1v1H and Mj, although the reason why the h1dian doctor 
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did this was not remembered. They noted that the herring have returned to this area in the 

last few years. The spawn is collected on eel grass here (MJ; MH). 

In 1920-1925, prior to a fire that destroyed almost half of Opitsat (everything east of, 

and including the church), there were approximately 50 houses here, a few of which were 

longhouses (Moser 1900-1930; MH) . After the fire, most of the houses were rebuilt on the 

same site, as these properties were individually owned. The following list of property owners 

at Opitsat around 1925, as recalled by MH, begins with the house closest to the west end of 

the village and proceeds east: 

1 .  Joseph Jackson 

2. Paul Hayes 

3. Joseph and Mary Hayes 

4. nunuchis (BA's grandfather) 

5. Jasper Frank 

6. Mrs. Jimmy Jim (this property was given to the Methodist Church for their use) 

7. Harry Charlie, naawaasim 

8. Andrew Charlie 

9. Major Brown 

ball field 

10. Old Francis Frank's longhouse (built by yash�n Jack, who lived in an addition 

on the back of this house) 

11 .  Old Ginger, JiakachaZak 

12. the remains of the longhouse belonging to !!,aayu7iih--the name of this house was 

nuunupp 'ilhchi 

13. Mrs. Annie Williarns, xwinxwa 

14. nismaas longhouse 

small stream and end of trail to Kakawis 

15. Philip Johnston 

16. Edward Joseph Sr. 

17. Tom Hamish (rebuilt here after fire) 
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church 

19. Jimmy Jim, muuchink 

20. Unidentified old lady 

21. Alex Jones, naak,kwa, and wife Katy Jones 

22. Paul Jackson 

23. Tim Manson 

24. Old kaamath 

25. George Grey, and wife, aanaap 

26. Unidentified old lady (Harry maasu built on site) 

27. Johnny Davis, aatlii,kwanish (MH's father) 

28. Herbert Williams 

29. August Peters 

30. Old Peter's longhouse 

31. James Peters 

ts'aaht'as 

32. Mrs. Chips George 

33. James George 

34. James George's father 

35. Whooping Cough Jim, sakas (and Tom Hamish, prior to 1925 fire) 

36. Old Matthews 

37. Joseph Williams, witimyis 

38. George Dan Simon 

39. occupants not remembered 

40. occupants not remembered 

41. Old Ned Chips, ch'uu!!,a, and his wife 

42. Philip David (property given to him by yaawa, Mrs. yash!,in Jack) 

43. Dan David (property given to them by yaawa, Mrs. yash!,in Jack) 

44. George David (property given to him by yaawa, Mrs. yash!,in Jack) 

45. Fred David (property given to them by Mrs. yash!,in Jack) 

46. Louie Jamieson (property given to Willie Manson) 
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47. Agnes (situated on a small hill) 

48. Charlie Thomas and his mother, tl'inta (house situated on the beach) 

49. Mary Jackson, amulht 

50. Chief Joseph (situated on a hill) 

51 .  Old Jack maasu (known as tl'i!!p'i!£a) , the father of Harry maasu. 

In 1904, missionary Charles Moser, who was resident at Opitsat, walked up the "right 

arm of the little creek behind [his] house" and found what he called "an Indian prayer place" 

consisting of "four human skulls . . . stuck on four sticks which were decorated with fern" 

(Moser 1900-1930) . 

Other sites of a religious nature near Opitsat include a burial cave situated in an 

unspecified location behind the village. This cave was reserved for the mothers of twins and 

the twins themselves, and for women who died giving birth. This site was mentioned by LS 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) who stated that when his first wife died while giving birth of JS, 

her body was taken to this cave by her Opitsat relatives. 

At one time, MH recalled, there was a round rock on the beach at Opitsat which was 

used in weight-lifting contests. It had come from the Otsosat people and was the tupaati of 

an Otsosat family (independently, SS also stated this rock was a tupaati) . Men trained to 

acquire the strength to lift this rock. According to MH, the rock is no longer here. 

813. t'ii!£tlis (GL; BA; JS; MJ; MH; SS) 

'sit in a circle on ground' 

This name is applied to an area near the western end of the Indian Reserve at Opitsat. 

GL stated that at the time when a man named tl'isukw was chief of the !£waatswii7ath, his 

people lived at t'ii!£tlis, and the hupits'ath7ath lived at the eastern end of the village (this 

latter group was relatively new to this area, GL added) (see also the discussion of place name 

#812) . 

According to GL, the !£waatswii7ath and the hupits'ath7ath at one time participated 

together in the tiukwana 'wolf ritual ' ceremonials. Tnis was not confirJ:ned by 1-v1H and 1'-v1J, 
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although they did say that t'ii,ktlis was the site where the men who were the "wolves" of the 

tlukwana ( 'wolf ritual ') sat in a circle and held a "council" to plan their events. SS pointed 

out that it was because of this practice that the site here was called t'ii,!itlis ( 'sit in a circle') . 

SS recalled hearing several old Clayoquot men talking about the time when real 

wolves attacked some tlukwana "wolves" here at t'ii,!itlis. These tlukwana "wolves" were 

already wearing their wolfskins and crawling around as part of the ceremony which was 

getting underway. Apparently this "bothered" the real wolves. They attacked the tlukwana 

wolves and killed some of them. Others were saved by sitting back-to-back on the beach 

here and slashing at the real wolves with their knives. After this incident, the tla7uukwi7ath 

always stationed a watchman with a musket here to guard the tlukwana wolves when they 

were preparing for their ceremonials. 

814. puxwpuxwsh 

puhpuhc 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; JS; BA; MH; 

SS) 'sprays outward' ( GL) ; 'water spouting 

up' (MH) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 14) 

At Schindler Point there is a cave where water comes in at certain tides and shoots 

upwards through a hole in the rock. This place is called puxwpuxwsh. The splashing water 

is said to resemble a whale blowing water upwards (GL). 

PW (St. Claire and Webster 1984) , GL, JS and SS all stated that Schindler Point 

formed the boundary between the Keltsomaht and the Clayoquot on Meares Island. Drucker 

(1935-1936:23: 14) identified puxwpuxwsh as the Ahousat-Clayoquot boundary, as he 

considered the Ahousaht and Keltsomaht to be one tribe. 

MJ and MH did not agree with the Schindler Point boundary. They stated that the 

boundary between the Clayoquot and Keltsomaht was in the center of Father Charles channel, 

and MH specified this boundary extended as far north as the vicinity of tlulhp'ich (place 

name #723) . Independently, BA also mentioned this mid-channel boundary, although he said 

its northerly extent was Kakawis. SS explained that the location of this boundary between 
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these two groups has been a source of disagreement for a long time. The Keltsomaht have 

long maintained that Schindler Point was the boundary, SS noted, while the Clayoquot have 

insisted on the boundary in the middle of Father Charles Channel (see section 3.5 .1) . 

GL noted that there was a t'apsulh ('ritual diving spot') off Schindler Point. 

815. chak,mii7a (MJ; MH; PW; SS) 'rubbing against a rock' 

(MH; MJ) ; 'pushing against something' (PW) 

This name is applied to the northwestern tip of Stubbs Island. MH stated that offshore 

from this point is a good place to troll for salmon, and SS noted there was a good place to 

get very large halibut not far from chak,mii7a. 

According to PW, the boundary between the Keltsomaht and the tla7uukwi7ath in 

this area extended from Schindler Point (place name #814) to chak,mii7a and southwest 

through .haytyaa and ts'iskimilh (place names #820 and #700 respectively) . SS confirmed 

this, and added that he had heard several Keltsomaht and Quatsweaht old-timers identify these 

same boundary markers. 

816. ch'ach'atits (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; PW; BA; MH; MJ; SS) 

'ripples on beach sand when tide goes out' (MH) ; 'water lizard' (SS) 

chichatits (Banfield 1858) 

ch'ach'atis (GL; PW) < ch'atyuu (GL) 'marked' 

These terms are used to refer generally to Stubbs Island, and specifically to the 

settlement called "Clayoquot" that is located near the northeast end of this island. It appears 

that the term ch'ach'atits is used more often than ch'ach'atis. 

SS noted that ch'ach'atits was a tla7uukwi7ath village although he did not know 

details of its utilization. However, 1\tiH and 1\tiJ stated that the tia7uukwi7ath lived at trris 
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site when they first came out of Kennedy Lake and were fighting to gain control of Opitsat. 

On another occasion, MH specified that ch'ach'atits was a summer village utilized by the 

Kennedy Lake Clayoquot. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) suggested that the tla7uukwi7ath 

lived at ch'ach'atits because there was not enough room at hupits'ath (place name #812)1. 

According to MH, Clayoquot people continued living at ch'ach'atits until as recently as the 

1930s. August Peter was the last person to live here (MH). 

In the summer of 1788, Captain John Meares indicated there were houses in the 

vicinity of ch'ach'atits (Meares 1790:142) . 

Further evidence of the utilization of ch'ach'atits was provided by Drucker (1935-

1936:23: 12) .  He noted that during a time of hostility with the Kyuquot, the Clayoquot 

"moved over to where Clay. town is & built a fence of cedar boards all around the place. 

They kept a lot of men on watch every night." 

The sand spit here is a well known site for clam digging, especially for large horse 

clams and butter clams (MH) . SS confirmed that the spit here was a good place for clam 

digging, and added that crabs were obtained nearby. 

As discussed in section 3.5.1, SS identified a tiny rock islet off the northeasternmost 

tip of Stubbs Island that was said to be the place where a huge hair seal was killed by a boy 

called kw'uxwsinJii. SS thought the name of this little islet might be chahtaakwis but he 

was by no means certain of this. When MH was asked if she had heard this rock called 

chahtaakwis, she, too could not say with certainty that this was its name. 

817. ch'a,ksit (GL; PW; BA; MJ; MH; SS) 'water close to it' (MH) ; 

'fetch water' (GL) ; 'water container' (PW) 

Ch'a_ksit is near the southeast end of Stubbs Island, south from ch'ach'atits (place 

name #816) .  In former times, sea otter were hunted in this area (MH) . 

There was a Japanese settlement at ch'ak.sit until the early 1940s when these people 

were removed from this site by the Federal Government. A number of Indian people then 

lived here in the abandoned houses of the Japanese (GL; SS) . 
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818. tl'aa7ii7is (MJ; MH; SS) 'outside beach' 

The beach known locally as "Sunset Beach," located on the southwest end of Stubbs 

Island, is called tl'aa7ii7is. SS recalled there was good blueback fishing here off this beach, 

and that Joe Hayes used to hunt brant here in the 1940s and 1950s. 

819. chaatsa 

chaatsapiilhim 

(JS; BA; PW; MJ; MH; SS) 
(PW only) 'island in between' (?) (PW) 

Both of these names refer to Felice Island, known locally as "Round Island," situated 

west of Grice Point. 

In a 1922 "Additional Lands Application" submitted by Chief Joseph, Felice Island 

was described as an "old Indian village. "  It was noted there were 6 houses on the island at 

that time (Pau11 1922) . PW, GL, MH, and SS all confirmed that there was an Indian 

settlement here--it was located on the northeast end of the island. The names of Clayoquots 

who used to live here in the fall while digging and processing butter clams included the 

following: nunuchis (BA's grandfather) , Old Chips, Whooping Cough Jim, Tom Hamish, and 

k,aata (the late Dan David's grandfather) (MH; SS) . MH noted that people continued to stay 

on the island while getting clams until the 1940s, after which they began to go here on day 

trips only. 

There were a lot of wild gooseberries (Ribes divaricatum) on this island, JW pointed 

out. This was confirmed by SS, who said that his mother used to pick gooseberries, 

salalberries and salmonberries on chaatsa island. There were about 4 houses here on the 

northeast end of the island in the 1930s, SS recalled. 

820. haytyaa (BA; PW; MJ; MH; SS) < hayx 'purple sea urchin' 

(MH) ; < hihit'a 'licorice fern' (GL) 
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Haytyaa is the name applied to the northernmost tip of Wickaninnish Island. MH 

said this term was derived from the Westcoast term for purple sea urchins because there were 

a lot of them here. GL, however, stated that this name refers to the licorice ferns which were 

once gathered here. 

PW noted that this was the site where the hisaawist'a7ath retreated during their war 

with the tla7uukwi7atl!. While here, the hisaawist'a7ath lived on clams, PW stated. 

Both PW and SS said that l!aytyaa was a point through which the 

Keltsomaht/Clayoquot boundary passed (see also the discussion of place names #814, #815, 

and #700) . 

821 .  ZaZaZitlis 

a'a'iLas 

(BA; PW; MJ; MH; SS) 'caves' 

(Drucker 1951:348) 

This term, which Drucker applied to all of Wickaninnish Island, was applied by BA 

and PW to the passage between Wickaninnish Island and Echachis Island (but see place name 

#822) . However, MJ, MH and SS applied this term to an area containing several rocky islets 

in a bay located along the west side of Wickaninnish Island, slightly north of the southern tip 

of this island. SS once lost a fishing boat on the rocks at .Za.Za.Zitlis. MH and MJ stated that 

the rocky islets in the vicinity of this bay were a place where gooseneck barnacles, butter 

clams, littleneck clams, black katy chitons, edible blue mussels and sea urchins were gathered. 

This was the site where the tla7uukwi7ath would gather to discuss their war strategy, 

according to SS. In one version of the Ahousaht-Otsosat war story, a tla7uukwiat!! chief 

who hated the Ahousaht, offered the Otsosat the use of ZaZaZitlis (referring to Wickaninnish 

Island as a whole) to hide their war canoes (Drucker 1951:348) . 

822. apswiis (MJ; MH; SS) 'canoe passage' 

MJ, MH and SS applied this name to the passage behveen V/ickani.1lflish Island and 
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Echachis Island. BA and PW referred to this same place as ZaZaZitlis (see place name #821). 

A story of a famous Clayoquot whaler named kapwaktli is associated with apswiis, 

SS stated. 

823. tl'its' aa (St. Claire and Webster 1984; JS; BA; PW; MJ; MH; 

SS) 'white shells' (PW) 

It was the consensus of those interviewed for this report that tl'its'aa is the name of a 

beach on the south end of Echachis Island. 

According to MJ and MH, the water on the southern part of Echachis Island is salty 

tasting. They stated that people would go here to bathe. Deer can be seen in the meadows to 

the north of the beach, MJ,MH and SS observed, but they did not recognize tl'its'aa as a 

hunting area. 

As is discussed in section 3.4.2 of this report, it is said that the group known as the 

tl'its'aa7at.h lived here at the south end of Echachis Island at one time. This was after they 

had left Toquaht in Barkley Sound, where they originated. Before coming to the south end of 

Echachis Island, and after leaving Toquaht, the tl'its'aa7ath were said to have lived among 

the k'inaxwum7as7ath at Long Beach. After living here at the south end of Echachis Island, 

the tl'its'aa7ath went to Ahous Point, where there is another place called tl'its'aa (see place 

name #676) . 

824. puxwpuxwsh (MJ; MH; SS) 'water spouting up' 

This name is applied to a hollowed-out rock formation on the southeast end of 

Echachis Island. MJ stated that this rock once looked like a stone bridge and produced a loud 

sound when the waves spouted up through it. It is now partly broken, MJ reported, and does 

not sound quite so loud. 
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825. ts'iiZum (SS; MH; MJ; PW) 

The fishing bank known as ts'iiZum is located southeast of the bank called 

tl'u_kwchit7a (place name #699) . The bearings for ts'iiZum, which is a halibut bank, are 

Moser Point, the inside of McKay Reef, and the east side of Lennard Island (SS) . 

826. t'aakk,in (SS; MH; MJ; BA; JS; PW) 

'out from this point' (MH) 

This fishing bank is situated east of ts'iiZum (place name #825). The bearings for 

this bank are the hills north of Portland Point, the east side of Lennard Island, and Felice 

Island (SS) . 

827. ,katsukwtlh (GL; JS; PW; MJ; MH; SS) 

'left hand inside something' (?) (PW) 

Lennard Island is called k_atsuk,wtlh. MH noted that especially large, sweet-tasting 

salalberries can be found on this island. She has gone here many times to pick them. Green 

sea urchins and gooseneck barnacles are also obtained here (MH) . 

SS stated that there was a t'apsulh ('ritual diving site') for whalers off this island. 

They would dive into the water here and try to enter an underwater cave. According to SS ' s  

grandfather, a one-eyed basking shark could be found down here. A one-eyed shark was also 

seen in Kennedy Lake, which the people accepted as proof of an underwater passage 

connecting these two places. 

828. Ziitsaapi 

eitsape 

(MH only) 

(Brabant n.d.) 

'wind blows against it' 
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Tonquin Island was identified by Father Brabant as "eitsape" in an 1895 letter he 

wrote discussing the incident when the ship Tonguin was blown up [others, eg. Banfield 

(1858) and SS, suggest this incident occurred in the vicinity of ch'ach'atits (place name 

#816)] .  

MH recognized "eitsape" as Ziitsapi and stated that around this island was a good 

place to hand-troll for salmon. 

829. ich'aachisht 

echachet 

e-cha-chis 

echachis 

itcatcict 

ietcatcict 

i'tcatcict 

echahchisht 

ichahchiss 

(St. Claire and Webster 1984; GL; Ellis and 

Swan 1974-1976; BA; JS; MJ; MH; SS) 

'land elevated above ocean surface ' 

(Banfield 1858) 

(O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:853) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23:12) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23:14) 'land out of water' 

(Drucker 1951 :241) 

(Howay 1990:68,70) 

(Howay 1990:278) 

Ich'aachisht, anglicized as "Echachis, " is the name of a small bay near the southeast 

end of Echachis Island. Echachis Indian Reserve #2 comprises all of Echachis Island. 

According to GL, when the tla7uukwi7ath came from their original homeland in the 

Kennedy Lake area, this island had the appearance (viewed from a distance) of being elevated 

above the ocean surface. GL added that he was told this by Alex Jones, a man of mixed 

Clayoquot and Manhousaht ancestry. 

Ich'aachisht was identified as a village in March of 1789 (Howay 1990:68,70) . On 

March 28th, 1792, it was noted that the Indian people had moved from their village at Opitsat 

to the ich'aachisht village (Howay 1990:278) . 

According to LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) , PW (St. Claire and \Vebster 1984), 1\lfJ, 
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MH and SS, ich'aachisht was a tla7uukwi7ath spring and summer village. MJ and MH 

specified that Chief Joseph owned ich'aachisht. However, Drucker (1935-1936:23 :12) 

referred to ich'aachisht as the summer home of the hup'ich7at!!, a group who became part 

of the amalgamated tla7uukwi7at!!. BA noted that the paniitl7ath of Mosquito Harbour also 

went to ich'aachisht where they lived while halibut fishing. Elsewhere, Drucker (1935-

1936:32) noted that ich'aachisht was the summer home of the lhuch!!aa7ukwttakimlh 

family group (likely this was after the Clayoquot war) where they went for whaling and 

fishing. Drucker suggested that the name of the head chief's house at ich'aachisht was 

"tcimitsapi" and the name of sit'akinim's house there was "aspilsus" (Drucker 1935-

1936:32) .  

When Echachis Island was set aside as a 65-acre Indian Reserve for the Clayoquots in 

1890, Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly described it as "a convenient and valuable 

fishing station" where there were 22 houses (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

Charles Moser, a Catholic priest who spent many years in this area, described how he 

followed the tla7uukwi7ath to ich'aachisht in April of 1901. He slept in the chief's house, 

which he described as "actually a small lean-to off the church-house. " The people remained 

here for several weeks before some went off on commercial sealing schooners to the Bering 

Sea, or to the Fraser River canneries. Moser noted that those who stayed behind went halibut 

and cod fishing. During the second week he was at ich 'aachisht, six canoes of men left to 

hunt whales. Moser visited Echachis Island frequently in the early 1900s to offer religious 

instruction to the people staying here (Moser 1900-1930). 

During a meeting of the tla7uukwi7at!! with members of the Royal Commission on 

Indian Affairs in May 1914, Echachis I.R. #2 was described as a base for deep sea fishing 

and sealing. It was noted there was a church here (Canada and British Columbia 1914a; 

1916:4:853) . A more detailed description of ich'aachisht was provided in about 1915, also 

in connection with the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs: 

This Reserve is used for the deep sea fishing and offshore sealing and is 

inhabited by most of the [ Clayoquot] Band in the early Spring and summer 

months. The village stands in a clearing of about 8 acres and obtains a good 

supply of water from two fine springs . . .  TI1ere is also a Roman Catholic school 
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and church on this Reserve and Father Schindler turns his attention to this 

point when occupied by the Indians (Canada and British Columbia n.d.) 

MH recalled that her father, a tla7uukwi7at!!. man, had a house situated in the middle 

of the village at ich'aachisht, near a well, in an area that was called matstaas. She noted 

that the row of houses was situated on a grassy hill and that there was a gulley in front of 

them. MH recalled the Catholic church here. When MH went to ich'aachisht in the mid-

1920s, there were still at least a dozen houses here, including houses belonging to Jimmy Jim 

and Old Ginger. The houses were spread out all the way from ich'aachisht north to 

kw'ayimt'a (place name #830) , MH pointed out. As far as MH and MJ knew, most of these 

houses were gone by the late 1940s. MJ saw tree burials behind the village site in the 1940s. 

It was in April, when the red elderberries were blooming, that the people used to go to 

ich'aachisht. This was the time when halibut and fur seals were fished offshore, whales were 

hunted during their northern migration, and hair seals and beach foods were obtained nearby. 

Whales were sometimes towed to Echachis Island to be butchered (MJ; MH; SS) . 

An extensive trapline (T0108T476) area that includes all of Echachis Island, 

Wickaninnish Island, and the west side of the Esowista Peninsula south to the Radar Beaches 

was registered in 1985 in the names of Willie Frank, Elmer S. Frank, Joe E. Frank, Jason L. 

Frank, George Frank and Bruce Frank (British Columbia 1990). 

830. kw'ayimt'a (MJ; MH) 

K w' ayimt' a, for which no translation is known, is the name of an area on the east 

side of Echachis Island, just north of ich'aachisht (place name #829) (PW had heard of 

kw'ayimt'a as a place name but did not know its location) . The houses were located in a 

row along the beach and stood until sometime in the 1940s (MH; MJ) . 
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831 .  ' ' .  ts aWin (MH only) 'stream in the middle' 

This stream on the east side of Wickaninnish Island is known as ts'aJin. MH 

recalled that this stream was mentioned in connection with a "true" story involving two 

brothers, one of whom murdered the other. One morning, when the surviving brother was 

bathing at ts'a-Mn he looked up and saw a wolf. The wolf had the face of his brother. 

832. hita,!tlis (MJ; MH; SS; PW) 'end of island' 

This name is applied to a sandy beach on the northeast side of Wickaninnish Island. 

MH noted t4at mink and land otter were trapped along here, and SS added that crabs and 

giant red sea urchins were obtained in the vicinity of hitaktlis. 

833. nachiks (Ellis and Swan 197 4-1976; GL; PW; BA; JS; MH; MJ) 

'looking down on something' 

Grice Point is known as nachik_s. PW explained that the name refers specifically to a 

cliff on the southwest side of this point. Both PW and BA stated that there used to be four 

watchman stationed on Grice Point as lookouts for approaching enemies. 

Possibly this is the bluff referred to by Robert Haswell aboard the Columbia in 1789 

as "fortification bluff" (Howay 1990:68) . 

LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) suggested that the tla7uukwi7at!! used to live at 

nachi,!s because there was not enough room at hupits'at!! (place name #812) . However, LS 

did not indicate just where it was that the people lived at nachiks (see also place name #834) . 

The late Dan David's grandfather, a paniitl7ath man, was among those who lived at 

nachi,ks, PW stated (although PW did not say exactly where at nachi,ks this' man lived) . 
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834. tl'uulhapi (MJ; MH) 'hand sticking up' 

This name is applied to Alfred beach south of Grice Point in Duffin Cove (MJ; MH). 

A small creek flows down to the beach at this site. MH described tl'uulhapi as a camping 

site used when people were travelling. 

Although BA did not provide the place name tl'uulhapi, it is likely the spot he 

identified as a camping site used by the hup'ich7ath people while they were digging clams 

here. Possibly tl'uulhapi is the site that LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) was referring to 

when he stated that some tla7uukwi7ath people lived at nachiks because there was not 

enough room at hupits'ath (place name #812). 

Tonquin Beach, located south from tl'uulhapi, has an Indian name that MH could not 

recall. She stated that this is one of her favourite places for picking salalberries because they 

are large and sweet-tasting here. MH picked berries here in August 1990. 

835. J!ii7atu (MH; MJ; PW; SS) 

This name, for which no translation is known, is applied to the site of the British 

Columbia Packer' s  Company wharf in Tofino. SS stated that this site is mentioned in a 

Clayoquot story: J!ii7atu was the place where a young woman who had had dogs for children 

was abandoned by her father. 

836. yuusaats'us!! (MH; PW; SS) 

chachiis (BA only) 

'wind blows from all 

directions' (PW) ; 'wind is sheltered' (SS) 

< cha7ak 'island' 

Both of these terms refer to an area immediately south from "Usatzes" [anglicized 

from yuusaats'ush] Point, east from Tofino. BA noted that the islands that were here have 
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been filled in. There was once a Japanese settlement here at yuusaats'ush (MH) 

A trapline (T0108T473) including the east shore of Esowista Peninsula from the 

vicinity of U satzes Point to an area east of Chesterman Beach was registered in the name of 

Greg Hayes in 1985 (British Columbia 1990) . 

837. tinwis (GL; JS; PW; BA; MJ; MH; SS) 'calm beach' 

Mackenzie Beach is known as tinwis. BA pointed out that tinwis was a place where 

the hup'ich7ath people swould stay while they were halibut fishing offshore. This was 

confirmed by MH, who added that hair seal were hunted and smoke-dried at Mackenzie 

Beach. MH also noted that whales were sometimes anchored in this bay before being towed 

to ich'aachisht (place name #829) for butchering. 

Apparently, in the late 1930s, a Clayoquot man named Jack Masso regularly went by 

canoe to a place at the south end of Mackenzie Beach where he undertook a particular ritual 

near an exceptionally large spruce tree that has subsequently been felled. This tree was said 

to be culturally modified, but the type of modification was not provided, nor was the ritual 

described. It was noted there were several human skulls and a large whale skull found 

nearby. Any relationship between Jack Masso's ritual and the skeletal remains is not known 

(Keddie 1983) . 

838. ch'a!!ayis (BA; MJ; MH) 

'sound of ocean on beach' (MH) 

This name is applied to Chesterman Beach. According to BA, women used to go here 

to strip cedar bark. Although BA noted there were no houses here, MH said that Chesterman 

Beach was a place where people lived while halibut fishing offshore. MH added that off this 

beach was a good place to troll for spring salmon. 
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839. nana�wuu7a (MH only) 'needlefish around the point' 

This name is applied to the point of land at the south end of Chesterman Beach. MH 

stated that there are a lot of needlefish off this point which attract salmon, so this is a good 

place to troll for salmon close to shore. 

840. ts'ix-wat-sats (MH; MJ; PW; SS) 'bald eagle nests' 

This is the name of Frank Island, located just offshore from the point between 

Chesterman Beach and Cox Bay. Frank Island is so named because it is a nesting area for 

bald eagles. 

MH noted that Frank Island is a good place to gather green sea urchins and gooseneck 

barnacles. 

841. ch'uuchatswii7a (BA only) < ch'ukwitl 'finning of fish' (BA) 

Although BA gave the term ch'uuchatswii7a for Cox Bay on 2 different occasions, he 

also appeared to recognize a very similar term, ch'uuchilhswii7a, which others applied to a 

passage at nearby Portland Point (see place name #849) . Given the similarity of these 2 

terms and the fact that BA was the only consultant who provided an Indian name for Cox 

Bay, there is a possibility that ch'uuchatswii7a may not, in fact, be the name for this latter 

place. 

BA stated that there used to be a few houses situated at Cox Bay in his grandfather's 

time. This site was a base for spring salmon trolling, in addition to halibut and lingcod 

fishing. In more recent times, people camped here overnight while travelling (BA). It was 

the opinion of MH and MJ that Cox Bay may have been a place where women stripped cedar 

bark. 

MJ stated that Charlie Thomas had a trapline in the vicinity of Cox Bay. 
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842. 
' . mulhmuu!!su7IS (SS; MH) 

This term, referring to a slough on the east side of the Esowista Peninsula, south from 

Browning Passage, was given first by SS and subsequently confirmed by MH. , However, 

neither SS nor MH was completely certain of this place name. 

SS was of the opinion that this term is derived from mulhmumts meaning 'dig roots, ' 

and that roots (for basketry) were gathered here. MH thought that mulhthuuJ:!su7is is derived 

from muulhukw 'high tide, ' although she also believed that roots were dug around here. 

There is a narrow isthmus at the south end of mulh�uuJ:!su7is, MH pointed out. She 

suggested that, like t'ashii (place name #858) further to the southeast, this strip of land may 

have been a place where canoes were dragged across. 

843. shiiwa7a 
showa 
CiW!) 

(MJ; MH) 

(Paull 1922) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 12; 30) 

Drucker provided this place name but he did not indicate its exact location. He noted 

only that it was the home of the ciw:>ath [shiiwa7ath] and that it was "up this inlet" 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) .  However, the exact location of shiiwa7a was provided in 

documents relating to a 1922 interview with Chief Joseph concerning "Additional Land 

Applications. " Chief Joseph stated that "showa" was an old Indian village--he requested that 

25 acres be set aside here as an Indian Reserve. A handwritten note in the margin of this 

document stated that the area in question was comprised of District Lots 278 and 279 (on the 

south side of Browning Passage, across from Ghmard Point of Meares Island) (Paull 1922) . 

Both the name of this site, shiiwa7a, and its above-noted location were confirmed 

with MH and MJ (PW knew this place name but was not aware of its exact location) . MH 

noted that her mother's maternal grandfather and his brother were chiefs of the people from 

shiiwa7a (the shiiwa7ath). This place was confirmed as a village site by MH, who recalled 

seeing midden deposits here. 
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According to Drucker (1935-1936:30) ,  the "ciw�tH" [shiiwa7at.h] were the same 

people as the hup'ich7at!! (see the discussion of place name #848) . 

MH knows several shiiwa7ath songs and sings them on special occasions. 

' 
844. ts'aamita (MH only) 'hidden stream' 

This name is applied to the area known locally as the "Maltby Slough" which is 

located south from shiiwa7a (place name #843). MH noted that coho salmon go up the creek 

at the head of (southeast end of) this slough, and that the people living at shiiwa7a used to 

go here to fish them. In recent times, fishing here was by means of a gill net. MH recalled 

that she and Noel Paul's  sister caught cohos here using a gill net in the 1950s. 

845. k_ishk,ii (MH; MJ; PW; SS) 'bent at top a little bit' 

This is the name for Vargas Cone, a distinctive, low mountain which is located east 

from Cox Point and northwest from Radar Hill. Kishk,ii is used as bearing for fishing banks 

and was formerly used as a fur sealing bank bearing (SS) . 

Mallard Lake to the southeast of Vargas Cone was a duck hunting place. MH said 

that her husband used to shoot mallards and Canada geese here in the 1940s. 

846. tl'ihiiktlts'us (BA; JS; MH; SS; PW) 'red inside' 

This is the name of a slough located east from ts'aar:.ita (place name #844) . Crabs 

were speared here from canoes at low tide, and chum salmon were gaffed in the small stream 

that empties into this slough between District Lots 251 and 252. 
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847. Zakma,!9mlh (MJ; MH; PW; SS) 'grassy island' 

This name is applied to the Gowland Islands, although PW stated that it refers 

specifically to the largest of the Gowland Islands. MH's father gathered seagull eggs from 

these islands. SS stated that hair seal can be found laying on the rocks here. A salmon bank 

is located southwest of the Gowland Rocks (SS). 

848. hup'ich 

opitch 

hop'itc 

hopitca 

hophitc 

(GL; MJ; MH; PW; BA; SS) 'lump on tree' (MH) ; 

'large burl on a spruce tree' (BA) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1914b) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23:12) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:30) 

(Drucker 1951 :241) 

There is some confusion about the location of hup'ich. On both his unpublished map 

and his published map, Drucker (1935-1936:36; 1951:241) indicated that hup'ich is northwest 

of the Radar Beaches and southeast from Cox Point More specifically, Drucker placed 

hup'ich on DL 1361 on his unpublished map. 

"Opitch" [hup'ich], identified as a fishing station, was said to be located "on Cox's 

Point" by a Clayoquot man named "Circus Jim" when he requested in May 1914 that this site 

be set aside as an Indian Reserve (Canada and British Columbia 1914b) . No further 

identification of this site's location was provided. 

In the 1922 "Additional Lands Applications, " the area of District Lot 1363 at the 

northwest end of the Radar Beaches was identified as a fishing station with 6 houses situated 

on it (Paull 1922) . No Indian name was provided for this site. 

Because DL 1363 is located immediately southeast of DL 1361, where Drucker (1935-

1936:36) placed the site of hup'ich, there is no doubt that both sources were referring to one 

and the same site. On the other hand, MH and MJ stated, and PW agreed, that hup'ich, 

which they said was a viilage site where people stayed while drying halibut, was located at 
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the southeast end of the Radar Beaches, near Portland Point. It is about a mile between DL 

1363 and the southeast end of the Radar Beaches. 

BA suggested that people used to camp at the southeasterly end of the Radar Beaches 

(or possibly slightly southeast from here--see the discussion of place name #850) , but he did 

not name the site he was referring to. However BA did state that both tinwis (place name 

#837, at MacKenzie Beach) and Tofino were part of the territory of the hup'ich7atb.. As 

well, BA stated that the hup'ich7ath once lived at Opitsat (place name #812) .  

Drucker (1935-1936:30; 1951 :241) mentioned that the hup'ich7atb. were from 

hup'ich, which he referred to as their "traditional home." He also said they were the same 

people as the shiiwa7atb. (see place name #843) . Elsewhere, Drucker (1935-1936:23 : 12) said 

that the hup'ich7ath moved into Opitsat after the Clayoquot war (see section 3.6.1) , and that 

the name of the hup'ich7ath chief was "tcatcapiqa" [chachap'ika ?] . 

SS noted that he has cut cedar trees for trolling poles at the small sand beach at the 

southeast end of the Radar Beaches. 

849. ch'uuchilhswi7a (MJ; MH; BA; SS) 

'fish swimming through pass' (SS) 

This name is applied to a sheltered passage on the north side of an island located just 

northwest of Portland Point. MH explained that this passageway leads to the former site of 

hup'ich village (place name #848) . SS recalled that his mother's uncle, Francis Frank Sr., 

used to fish coho in this passageway. 

BA applied a very similar term, ch'uuchatswii7a, to Cox Bay (see the discussion of 

place name #841) , although he also seemed to be familiar with ch'uuchilhswi7a as the name 

for this passage near Portland Point. 

850. 
' 

tinim7a (GL; JS; BA; MH; MJ; SS; PW) 

'sandstone' 
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tenamah 

ti�ama 

ti'nama 

(Banfield 1858) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :12) 

(Drucker 1951 :241) 

There is some confusion concerning the location of tii\im7a. On both his unpublished 

and published maps, Drucker (1935-1936:36; 1951 :241) indicated that tit\im7a is on the 

immediate south side of Cox Point. Yet it was the consensus of those interviewed for the 

present report that timm7a was at Portland Point, about 4 miles southeast from Cox Point. 

BA stated that people used to camp in the bay immediately north from Portland Point. 

It is not clear whether BA meant the bay on the east side of ch'uuchilhswi7a (place name 

#849) , or the bay on the west side of this same passage. This latter place, at the southeastern 

end of the Radar Beaches, has been identified by others as a village site called hup'ich (place 

name #848) . 

Drucker stated that tiillm7a was the "traditional home of a local group" who moved to 

Opitsat after the Clayoquot war. This local group was identified by Drucker as the 

"tienamaath" [timm7a7atb], and the name of the chief at tinim7a was given as 

"tsihw�k" [ts'iixwatiik ?] (Drucker 1935-1936:23 : 12; 1935-1936:32; 1951 :241). Those 

interviewed for the present report did not recognize the tirtim7a7ath as a group. 

Portland Point was said by BA to be a source of sandstone which was used to sand 

yew-wood paddles. 

Seagull eggs, as well as several kinds of beach foods were gathered from the islands 

off Portland Point (MH) . 

SS stated that he had heard an "old story" about a whale that was harpooned and 

killed off tiilim7a but sank in "about 21 fathoms" of water while it was being towed. A man 

who was an Indian doctor was able to dive down and attach a line to it, however. Then the 

whale was towed to ich'aachisht (place name #829). 
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851 .  ti.ilin7a (MH; MJ; PW; SS) 

The tiJim7a fishing bank, located about 2 miles southwest of Portland Point, is named 

after this latter place. 

852. t'ayis (MJ; MH; SS; PW) 'anchorage' 

T'ayis is the name of Schooner Cover. In 1922, when Chief Joseph requested that a 

25-acre Indian Reserve be set aside at Schooner Cove, he noted there were 3 houses there and 

added that this site "has always been one of our camps" (Paull 1922) . MJ had heard that 

there were formerly houses here, but she did not recall seeing them in her time. 

853. wa7ichulh!! (MJ; MH) 'resting place' (?) (MH) 

The bay inside of Box Island is known as wa7ichulh!!. People sometimes sought out 

shelter in this bay and camped here overnight. Salmon were obtained by trolling around this 

island (MH). 

854. hisaawist'a (GL; JS; MJ; MH; SS; PW) 'clubbed to death' 

< hisawis 'club someone' 

e.so.wis.ta (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

hisawist!a (Sapir 1910-1914c:xi:1) 

esoiwsta (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:853) 

hisaawista (Webster 1983 :26) 

issawista (Curtis 1970:182) 

histau'is (Drucker 1951 :241) 
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This name is applied to the area at the northwest end of Long Beach that is now 

known as "Esowista" [hisaawist'a] Indian Reserve #3. 

At the time this 19-acre reserve was set aside for the Clayoquots in 1890, there were 3 

houses located along the beach south of a small creek. "E.so.wis.ta" was described at that 

time as an "Indian camping ground" (O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . In 1914, this same site was 

identified as a fishing station (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:853) . In about 1915, it 

was noted that hisaawist'a was "only inhabited by one or two families for a short time in 

summer while they are engaged in the halibut fishing" (Canada and British Columbia 1915) .  

This site was owned originally by the hisaawist'a7at!!, a local group whose name, 

derived from this site, attested to their aggresive nature. The hisaawist'a7at!! were a 

powerful group who, according to Drucker (1951 :240) , owned "three sockeye streams and 

opitis [Opitsat, place name #812] . "  An hisaawist'a7at!! chief's name was given by Drucker 

(1935-1936:23:12) as "qamauwil" [kaamaWiilh ?] . However, a series of battles resulted in 

the conquest and virtual extermination of the hisaawist'a7at!!; their territory became the 

property of the amalgamated tla7uukwi7at!! (see section 3.6. 1). One source reported that a 

few surviving hisaawist'a7at!! moved to !!aytyaa (place name #820) on Wickaninnish Island 

where they lived on clams · (PW). 

According to MJ, a surviving group of the hisaawist'a7at!! became amalgamated with 

the tla7uukwi7at!! and formed a "family group" known as the Zayuushtak_imlh. MJ noted 

that her father, Tim Manson, and Old Francis Frank were members of this group. 

Another "family group" said to be of hisaawist'a7at!! origin were the 

!!ayuk_wi7ashta!9mlh (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12; MJ). Apparently they were closely related 

to the family of the Clayoquot head chief, and although they had no sites of their own after 

the war, they were given 2 houses at Opitsat. 

The hisaawist' a Indian Reserve was leased to the military during the Second World 

War, at which time 26 cabins were constructed here. In 1959, the Indian people returned to 

this site (MJ) . 

MH noted that coho salmon go up the creek that flows through the east end of the 

Indian Reserve. 
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855. 
' . waaYI (MH only) 'little hill ' 

This name is applied to the sidehill, which was formerly grassy, at the east end of 

Esowista I.R. #3. 

856. ts'ashiiwa (MJ; MH) 

Ts'ashiiwa is the name of a distinctive, small point of land at the northwest end of 

Long Beach, east from Esowista. There is a tiny rock islet immediately offshore from it 

(MH) . 

857 h ' ·  7. . c aWin IS (GL; BA; JS; MJ; MH; SS; PW; St. Claire 1976-

1988) 'island in middle' 

chah. wa.nis (Blenkinsop 187 4) 'small islands' 

A distinctive rock island located just offshore from Long Beach, southeast of 

ts'ashiiwa, is known as cha�n7is. This island is said to be the "heart of a ch'ihaa 

[' supernatural creature'] ," MH noted. MH recalled her father going to this island to get 

seagull eggs. 

One of St. Claire' s  (1976-1988) Ucluelet consultants identified cha�n7is as the 

boundary between the Clayoquots and Ucluelets (although it was unclear if he was referring 

to the above-noted island) . 
' 

Blenkinsop (1874) had incorrectly applied the name "chah.wa.nis" [chawin7is] to 

"two rocks" that he said were located opposite "tsitse.e" [ts'its7ii] (see the discussion of 

place names #859-#861 inclusive) . 
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858. t'ashii (BA; MJ; MH; SS; PW) 'trail' 

The narrow isthmus separating the southwestemmost finger of Grice Bay with the 

northwestern end of Long Beach, opposite from cha�n7is (place name #857) , is called 

t'ashii. 
This was a well known place for hauling canoes across. BA stated that his 

grandfather was among those who used to haul canoes across here. 

T'ashii was described by Chief Joseph during his May 1914 meeting with members of 

the Royal Commission on Indian Mfairs. Chief Joseph stated there was "an old road to Long 

Beach that had been made by the Indians long before white settlers had begun to come in. 

The road furnished a good route for taking canoes across to the sea from the inland water. " 

He asked that this "road" be re-opened for the use of Indians and non-Indians alike, as it had 

recently been fenced by settlers (Canada and British Columbia 1914b). 

According to MH, canoes were being hauled across t'ashii in her father's time, when 

Clayoquot men went to fish halibut on the "outside." A boardwalk built by the army over top 

of t' ashii during the Second World War is still in use--MH noted that she and her daughter 

walked across here to Grice Bay in 1989. 

MJ recalled seeing a "split level" house belonging to Old Jack maasu (the father of 

Harry maasu) on the Grice Bay side of t' ashii. This dwelling consisted of a smokehouse on 

the first level, with living quarters slightly above and to one side (MJ) . 

Bog cranberries (Vaccinium oxycoccus) grow in the vicinity of the present-day airport. 

MH recalled that she and her daughter picked some here in 1989. 

859. 
' . muyap'alh!! (PW; GL; SS; MJ; MH) < mukWitl 'burn' 

MJ and MH identified Green Point (located on Long Beach southeast from t'ashii, 
place name #858) as muyap'alhh--PW, GL and SS all knew this place name but were not 

certain of its exact location. 
' 

Both PW and MH referred to muyap'alhh as a boundary. MH recaUed that a Green 
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Point boundary was mentioned in connection with a drift whale story. The whale landed right 

on Green Point. This whale was claimed both by the tla7uukwi7at!!, who by this time had 

already taken over hisaawist'a7at.h territory, and by the k'inaxwum7as7at!!, the "Long 

Beach people" who fought unsuccessfully with the Clayoquots but later amalgamated with the 

Ucluelets. But because the whale had landed right on the boundary, the whale was cut in half 

(MH) . 

860. tukwnit (BA; MJ; MH; SS; PW) 'place of sea lions' 

The name tukwnit is applied to the area known locally as the "Sea Lion Rocks," 

located offshore from the central area of Long Beach. 

Although Blenkinsop (1874) incorrectly identified chawin7is (place name #857) as the 

"two rocks" located off ts'its7ii (Sandhill Creek, place name #861) , there is little doubt that 

he was referring to tukwnit. In fact there are no other rocks located off Sandhill Creek. 

Tukwnit was a well known place to hunt sea lions. According to BA, it was "four 

generations ago" that one of his relatives, a Clayoquot man named hiishka (from the 

apwin7as7ath family group) , owned the right to hunt sea lions and seals on these islands. 

MH stated that sea lions have been hunted here for feasts in her time. This was confirmed by 

SS, who recalled shooting sea lions here, himself, in the 1940s, for his mother' s  uncle, Jimmy 

Jim. 

St. Claire's  (1976-1988) Ucluelet consultants stated that in former times the people 

were "always fighting" over tukwnit because of the large numbers of sea lions available 

there. MH reported that on one occasion (in early November 1990) , Sarah Tutube, one of the 

Ucluelet people who worked with St. Claire, told her that both tukwnit and ts'its7ii were 

considered part of the boundary between the Ucluelet and the Clayoquot. 

861. ts'its7ii 

tsit.se.e 

(MJ; MH) 
i-r-.1 1 ·• -1 0,_, A\. \1:nel1K111sop .1 o '"�-J 
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Ts'its7ii is the name applied to Sandhill Creek which empties into the ocean just south 

of the central portion of Long Beach. 

On Blenkinsop's (1874) map, he indicated that "tsit.se.e" [ts'its'7ii] is northwest of 

"kwis.it.is" [kwisitis], the area now identified as Ucluelet "Quisitis" Indian Reserve #9 

located at the southeast end of Long Beach. Blenkinsop also indicated that ts'its7ii is 
opposite two small islands which he incorrectly identified as "chah.wa.nis" [cha�n7is--see 
the discussion of place names #857 and #860] . But despite mis-identifying chaiin7is, 
Blenkinsop was clearly applying the name ts'its'7ii to Sandhill Creek. It was at ts'its7ii that 

Blenkinsop placed the boundary between the Ucluelet and the Clayoquot (Blenkinsop 187 4). 

After discussion, MH and MJ agreed that ts'its7ii is in the area "around Combers 

Beach" which is where Sandhill Creek is located. MJ and MH also agreed that ts'its7ii 
marked the boundary between the Clayoquots and Ucluelets. LS (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976) 

stated that this same boundary was at "half of Long Beach." Although LS did not name any 

specific site demarcating this boundary, it is reasonable to conclude that he was referrring to 

the area somewhere between Sandhill Creek and Green Point. This same conclusion may also 

be drawn from the way in which this boundary line is drawn on one of the Ellis and Swan 

maps. 

As has been discussed (see place name #857) , one of St. Claire's  (1976-1988) Ucluelet 

consultants said that the Ucluelet/Clayoquot boundary was at cha�n7is. However, other 

Ucluelets working with St. Claire (1976-1988) suggested this boundary was somewhere in the 

middle of Long Beach--they did not specify where. Consequently, in September and again in 

early November 1990, MH phoned her friend, Sarah Tutube (one of those Ucluelets who 

worked with St. Claire) to discuss this boundary. MH reported that during their first 

telephone discussion, Sarah Tutube confirmed that ts'its7ii was the name for Sandhill Creek, 

and that ts'its7ii was the recognized boundary between the Ucluelet and the Clayoquot. 

During their second telephone discussion, MH noted, Sarah Tutube suggested that both 

tukwnit (place name #860, the "Sea Lion Rocks" off the mouth of Sandhill Creek) and 

ts'its7ii comprised this boundary. 

The utilization of ts'its7ii was not known. MH recalled the late Dan David saying 

that the salmon which used to go up this c·reek were almost as bright in colour as they are in 
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the ocean. 

862. tl'atl'athis (MH; MJ; SS) 'sand dunes' 

The large area of sand dunes along the shoreline at Long Beach about a mile north 

from the Wickaninnish Inn, is referred to as tl 'atl 'at,his. 
Kinnikinnick (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) is plentiful at tl'atl'at,his--this was a well 

known area for gathering this plant. The red berries were picked to mix with "Indian cheese" 

made from fermented salmon eggs, and the leaves were dried and smoked in a mixture with 

plug tobacco (MJ; MH; Turner, Ellis and Swan 1976; Fenn, Norris and Turner 1979) . 

863. apwinkis (BA; MH; SS) 'in the middle' 

The shoreline southwest of Kootowis Indian Reserve #4 in Grice Bay is known as 

apwinkis. BA stated that a plant called !fwaxwapiih (it has not been possible to identify this 

species) was gathered here. MH recalled that another plant, a certain grass used in weaving 

lids for baskets, was obtained from this beach. 

864. tit7atu (Dewhirst and Swan 1977; MH; MJ; SS) 

'waterfall ' (MH) 

LS first provided this name, but did not give its precise location (and SS knew the 

name but not its location) . MJ and MH, however, identified tit7atu as a creek containing a 

waterfall that is located immediately south of Kootowis Indian Reserve #4. LS stated that 

coho and chum salmon could be found here, but this has not been confirmed. 
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865. kwuutwis 

kohrtous 

koo.to.wis 

kootowis 

kotiwis 

kotwis 

(GL; BA; MJ; MH; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; VL; SS; PW) 

(Moser 1900-1930) 

(O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:853) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23 :12) 

(Drucker 1951 :241) 

The area now identified as "Kootowis" Indian Reserve #4 at the mouth of Kootowis 

Creek in Grice Bay (also known as "Mill Bay") is known as kwuutwis. 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:23:12) ,  this site was owned at one time by a 

Ucluelet group who had infiltrated the inlet. The site was taken from them during the 

Clayoquot war. Contemporary tla7uukwi7ath consultants were unable to confirm a previous 

Ucluelet occupation of this site. 

When kwuutwis was established in 1890 as a 36-acre Indian Reserve for the 

Clayoquots, it was described as a site where "a limited quantity of inferior salmon" were 

taken. The sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision for this reserve shows the 

location of one house on the north side of the mouth of Kootowis Creek (O'Reilly 1890a; 

1890b) . 

In September 1903, missionary Charles Moser visited Chief Joseph and his wife in 

their shack at kwuutwis (Moser 1900-1930) . 

K wuutwis was described in 1914 as a fishing station with one house, inhabited only during 

the salmon fishing season (Canada and British Columbia 1914a; 1914b; 1916:4:853). Drucker 

(1935- 1936:23 :12) noted that a chief named "kapuwakLi" [kap�aktli] used to go to 

kwuutwis but provided no further details. 

Chum salmon were caught in Kootowis Creek (Canada and British Columbia 1914b) . 

GL said that coho used to go up this creek to spawn. According to MH, Grice Bay is a place 

where grey whales go to obtain razor clams. 

As recently as the 1950s, when Viola Louie went to kwuutwis to get triangle-stemmed 

bulrushes for basketry, some Clayoquot people stopped her from doing so (GL; VL) . 

A trapline including Indian Island and the north shore of Grice Bay was registered in 
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the name of Moses Martin (British Columbia 1990) . 

866. t'iichakhsa7a (MH; BA) 

'small rocks all along the shoreline' (MH) 

This name is applied to an area on the north side of the Tofino Peninsula, southwest 

from Indian Island, that is known locally as McLean's Point. 

MH noted it was in the vicinity of t'iichakhsa7a that the tla7uukwi7ath and the 

hisaawist'a7ath fought over a drift whale that landed on the boundary between the two 

groups. Subsequently MH specified that this boundary was at t'iichakhsa7a, which is what 

BA, independently, also stated (BA noted the drift whale was actually a killerwhale) . This 

began a series of hostilities, MH and BA agreed, that eventually resulted in the virtual 

extermination of the hisaawist'a7at!!. 

A trapline (T0108T471) on the south shore of Browning Passage, including the area of 

t'iichakhsa7a, was registered in the name of Eugene Charlie in 1985 (British Columbia 

1990) . 

867. tlushinliak (BA; JS; SS) 'two canoes together for 

transporting goods' (BA) 

BA applied this name to a small bay, which he described as a stop-over place, located 

on the north side of Indian Island. JS and SS were familiar with this place name, but not its 

location. MH did not recognize tlushinliak as a place name; she was of the opinion that this 

term simply describes what the people used to do here. 

868. aniishta!i 

an nish tak 
(GL; BA; JS; MJ; MH; PW; SS) 

(Koppert 1930:6) 
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inistuck (Howay 1990:248) 

This name is applied specifically to the southeast comer of Indian Island which is now 

known as Indian Reserve #30. In a general sense, this term applies to all of Indian Island. 

In an April 1914 letter from Reverend C.M. Tate written on behalf of Police George, 

it was requested that this island be set aside as an Indian Reserve. It was noted that the 

ancestors of Police George "have from time to time made Indian Island their home" (Tate 

1914) . The following month, at a meeting between the Clayoquot people and the 

representatives of the Royal Commission on Indian Mfairs, it was noted that about 40 acres 

on Indian Island had been left out of a timber lease that covered the island, as the holder of 

the lease recognized that Indians continued to use the site where their houses were situated 

(Canada and British Columbia 1914b) . The Indian people's  request was again presented in a 

letter dated August 28th, 1915 that Rev. Tate wrote on behalf of 19 Clayoquot men (Tate 

1915) .  In February 1916, an Indian Reserve of approximately 95 acres was set aside on 

Indian Island for the Clayoquots (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:894) . 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) noted that the hisaawist'aa7at!! sometimes stayed on 

Indian Island. Yet at the time of the second voyage of the Columbia in 1791, John Hoskins 

(Howay 1990:248) reported that the inhabitants of "inistuck" [aniishtak) moved to the village 

of "okerminna" [uukwmin, place name #888] in October of that year. This suggests that at 

least some of those living at aniishtak in 1791 were tla7uukwi7at!! (likely the 

hisaawist'a7at!! were subjugated by this time) . 

869. k'anuwis (Dewhirst and Swan 1977; MJ; MH; SS) 

'stopping-over place' 

This name was first provided by LS (Dewhirst and Swan 1977) who applied it to 

Indian Island. The term was confirmed by MJ, MH and SS. However, MJ and MH pointed 

out that k'anuwis refers specifically to a distinctive, narrow point at the southernmost portion 

of Indian Island, near the western boundary of Indian Reserve #30. Subsequently MH stated 
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that it was here at k'anuwis that the people had their houses. This is confirmed on surveyor 

Ashdown Green's 1914 map, where several houses are shown on the east side of k'anuwis 

point (Green 1914c). 

Chief Joseph reported there were 5 houses at aniishtak in 1922 [actually, these houses 

were at k'anuwis] , and that several other houses had been tom down (Paull 1922) . 

According to MH and MJ, Chief Joseph, himself, had a house on Indian Island where he 

stayed when travelling between uukwmin, kwuutwis, and hupits'ath. (place names #888, 

#865, and #812 respectively) . MH and MJ considered Chief Joseph to be the owner of this 

island. Another person who used to go to Indian Island was Jack yaaksuu7is (BA' s 

grandfather) who stayed here for 2 or 3 months at a time while carving canoes. The cedar he 

used was obtained from the island. He also stayed in a house here while travelling between 

Opitsat and uukwmin (MH) (see also the discussion of place name #869) . 

870. kayisakts'us (MH; PW) 

According to MH, Indian Bay is called !£ayisakts'us (PW knew this place name but 

not its location) . MH was not certain of the translation of this term, but believed it was 

associated with a type of rock obtained here that was used for anchors. MJ recalled picking 

berries here. 

871.  mukwiita (JS; MJ; MH; SS; PW) 'lots of rocks piled 

up' (JS) ; 'a line of boulders in front' 

(MJ; MH) 

JS and PW applied this name to Almond Islet and the adjacent tiny islets located 

immediately south of Warne Island, whereas MJ, MH and SS applied the name only to Warne 

Island. According to MJ and MH, the name for Warne Island makes reference to Almond 

Islet being "in front" of the larger island. 
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872. hupitsit (GL; JS; MJ; MH; PW; SS; Dewhirst and Swan 

1977) < huupisi 'cockle' 

This name is applied to the head end of Gunner Inlet. Although GL, PW and LS 

stated that this term refers to the presence of cockles here, MJ and MJ said that hupitsit 

could not be translated. 

MJ recalled going to Gunner Inlet with her father and sister to harvest cascara bark to sell. 

A trapline (T0108T469) registered in the name of Alfred Tom in 1985 includes both 

shores of Gunner Inlet, Island Cove and Warne Island (British Columbia 1990) . 

"873. t'aa!g>aalh (MJ; MH; PW) 'right across' (MH) 

This name is applied to the shoreline on the tiorthwe�t side of Tofino Inlet, just west 

of the Ridout Islets and McCall Island. According to MH, the translation of this place 'name 

is with repect to its position "right across" from uu,kwmin (place name #888) . MH noted that 

t'aa!g>aalh is a good place to pick sinimxsyits (evergreen huckleberries, Vaccinium ovatum). 

87 4. hishtsukwatimlh (MJ; MH) 'round island' 

The exact location of hishtsu,kwatimlh is not known for certain. It is a small, round 

island with trees on it, situated either just offshore in the bay called yuuhsuulh!! (place name 

#875) , or in a bay a short distance to the southwest. At high tide it is possible to pass 

between this island and the shore of Tofino Inlet in a canoe (MH) . 

875. yuuhsuulh!! (MJ; MH) ' always a little bit of wind' 

This name is applied to a small bay that is located immediately southwest fron1 
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pakwatkkwuu7a (place name #876) . 

876. pakwatkkwuu7a (MJ; MH) 'skate (fish) on point' 

Pakwatkkwuu7a (sometimes pronounced pakwatxkwuu7a) is the name of an area on 

the south side of the broad point at the entrance to the bay leading into the lower Kennedy 

River. The image of a skate can be seen on the rock face here. Off this bluff was a good 

place to troll for spring salmon, MH noted. 

877. hilhsyaktlis 

eel.se.uk.lis 

eelsuklis 

hilsiyaklis 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; BA; JS; MJ; 

MH; PW; SS) 'hidden underneath or behind' 

(O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:893) 

(Drucker 1951 :241) 

Hilhsyaktlis, anglicized as "Eelsuklis, "  is the name of the area now known as 

Eelsuklis Indian Reserve #1 0 at the head of Tranquil Inlet which branches off from To fino 

Inlet. Tranquil Creek is also known as hilhsyaktlis. 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) , this fishery belonged to the hisaawist'a7at!! 

prior to the Clayoquot expansion out from Kennedy Lake. Elsewhere, Drucker (1935-

1936:32) suggested that a man named tutuut-sh owned hilhsyaktlis but he provided no 

further details (see also the discussion of place name #878) . 

When a 42-acre Indian Reserve was established at hilhsyaktlis for the Clayoquots in 

1890, it was indicated there were 2 houses here. They were situated on the west bank of 

Tranquil Creek, slightly upstream from its mouth and near the northern boundary of the 

reserve. Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O 'Reilly noted that a portion of this reserve was 

covered with water at high tide (O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . MH, who went to hilhsyaktlis in 

the 1940s, did not recaH seeing any house remains here at that titne. 
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In connection with the Royal Commission on Indian Mfairs, it was noted in about 

1915 that hilhsyaktlis was "at one time an important Fishing Station but is now very little in 

use" (Canada and British Columbia n.d.) . 

It is said that hilhsyaktlis was once owned by an old man named nuuchaa�ulh who 

was the great-grandfather of Jack Patrick (MJ; MH). MH stated that Charlie Thomas was 

also associated with this site, through his father. 

Chum, coho and spring salmon, as well as steelhead, were fished in Tranquil Creek, 

according to MH, MJ and GL. MH noted that in the 1940s her husband, Joe Hayes, went 

here to fish for spring salmon, as the run here appeared earlier than at other streams. 

Recently, a few sockeye have been seen in this creek as well (MH). 

Both red huckleberries (Vaccinium parvifolium) and blue huckleberries (Y:. alaskaense) 

could be found at hilhsyaktlis, noted MH who picked these berries herself along the banks of 

the creek. 

MH recalled seeing a petroglyph on a rock bluff on the west side of the head of 

Tranquil Inlet. 

The area of the McCaw Peninsula on the east side of Tranquil Inlet was a popular 

trapping area in the 1940s, MH stated. More recently, a large trapline (TR00107T403) that 

includes Tranquil Inlet, the McCaw Peninsula, and the upper end of Tofino Inlet was 

registered in the name of M. Cooke in 1989 (British Columbia 1990) . 

878. unaatsulh!! (GL; BA; JS; MH; MJ; SS; PW) 

o.nad.silth (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

onadsilth 

ii:natsal 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:854) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23:12) 

Unaatsulh!!, anglicized as "Onadsilth," is the name of the area now identified as 

Onadsilth Indian Reserve #9 at the mouth of Tofino Creek (also called "Deer Creek") which 

flows into the head of Deer Bay at the northeast end of Tofino Inlet. This name is also 

applied to Tofh1o Creek. The translation of unaatsulhh is not k_nown. 
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When a 50-acre Indian Reserve was established at unaatsulhh for the Clayoquots in 

1890, it was noted that the creek here (Tofino Creek) was a salmon fishery. The sketch map 

accompanying the Minute of Decision shows one house situated on the south side of Onad 

Creek, which also flows through this reserve. Much of the reserve was said to be low, 

swampy land (O'Reilly 1890a, 1890b) . 

In connection with the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs, the following information 

about the Onadsilth reserve was noted: 

There are two rivers running through this Reserve which abound with salmon 

during the Fall run and this Reserve is only in use during this period . . .  From 

here the Indians obtain a great deal of their cedar for canoes. The land here is 

considered the private property of the Second Chief among the Indians (Canada 

and British Columbia n.d.) . 

Independently, MH pointed out that Jimmy Jim, whose Indian name was muukwinik 

and who was related to MH's father-in-law, Paul Hayes, was considered the Second Chief of 

the Clayoquot [Jimmy Jim was also described as the Second Chief in another Royal 

Commission document (Canada and British Columbia 1914b)]. MJ and MH both considered 

Jimmy Jim to be the owner of the fishery here. Jimmy Jim was a member of the 

hawiihtakimlh "family group" of the Clayoquot, according to MH and MJ. 

Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12; 32) described unaatsulhh as a "fishing place" belonging to 

the tla7uukwi7ath and noted that a man named l!aayuupis (whose older brother was tutuut

sh) used to go here (see also the discussion of place name #877) . According to BA, it was 

the apwin7as7ath family group of the Clayoquot who used to own unaatsulhh,. 

Jimmy Jim used to have a house at unaatsulhh on the east side of the mouth of "Deer 

Creek" (Tofino Creek) (MH; MJ). According to testimony given before the Royal 

Commission in 1914 (Canada and British Columbia 1914a) , it was chum salmon that were 

caught here. MJ and MH noted that both chums and cohos were caught here. 

Remains of two other houses, in addition to Jimmy Jim's house, were observed here 

by MH in the 1940s, although she was not able to identify the owners. MH and her husband 

stayed at unaatsulhh with Jimmy Jim one winter in the 1940s. At this time, Joe Hayes was 

receiving instructions from Jimmy Jim about various ceremonial matters relating to the 
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Clayoquots. It was MH's opinion that people seldom went to unaatsulhh after the late 

1940s. 

It is said that in Deer Bay, near "the narrows," there is a submerged stone pillar that 

was going to be used for a house post. This post was being transferred on planks laid 

between two canoes when it fell into the water. The people tried many different types of 

rope to bring the post to the surface, but all failed (MH) . 

879. Zak_makis (MH; MJ) 'grassy beach' 

The location of Zak_mak,is has been tentatively placed on the east side of Tofino Inlet, 

northeast from Berryman Point. ·This was a deer hunting area (MH; MJ). 

880. ch'atsp'iichisht (MH only) 'fresh water on top, salt water below' 

Berryman Cove, located on the south side of Tofino Inlet, east from Berryman Point, 

is known as ch'atsp'iichisht. This is a place where sockeye were caught using a beach seine 

(MH). 

881 • •  ' 7. . J!aatsnnu IS (MH; SS; PW) 

'from one end to the other' 

MH identified the shore of Kennedy Cove, near the entrance to the lower Kennedy 

River, as !!aatsiiJu7is. SS confirmed this place name. Although PW recognized this term, 

he did not know for certain which place it referred to. 

People staying at uuk,wmin (place name #888) would walk the short distance over to 

haatsiiriu7is to hunt ducks. MH recalled hunters doing this in her time. 
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882. chaaktuus (PW; MH; SS) 

PW stated that chaaktuus is the name of the site where the cannery was located, on 

the north side of the entrance to the lower Kennedy River. MH confirmed this name and its 

location; SS knew the term, but was unsure of where the place referred to was located. This 

cannery has not operated since the 1930s, MH recalled. 

883. chaats-siis (PW only) 'islands close to shore' 

According to PW, this name refers to the several small islands located along the south 

shore of the entrance to the lower Kennedy River. 

884. chaa,hsu7a (PW; MH) 'island out from bay' 

PW identified chaa,hsu7a as the name of the tiny island off the tip of the narrow point 

that is directly across from the former cannery site. Chaahsu7a is right at the narrowest 

portion of the entrance to the lower Kennedy River (MH confirmed this place name and its 

location) . 

According to MH, a winter village site was formerly located in a distinctive cove 

located immediately south from the above-noted point, and across from �ukw!aatlis (place 

name #886) and uukwmin (place name #888) . The place name for this winter village site 

was not recalled. MH stated that she had seen canoe skids in this cove but did not see house 

remains here. It was one or more of the groups from somewhere in Kennedy Lake, but not 

the people from tla7uukwi (place name #901), who used to winter here, MH was told (see 

also the discussion of place name #888) . 

With reference to this same above-noted place that MH described as a winter village, 

GL said it was a site where tidal traps were constructed to catch sockeye and the occasional 

hair seal. GL stated that this cove was known as muts'uu7a (which he said is derived from 
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the term meaning 'tidal trap'), although others have applied this term to a site on the lower 

Kennedy River (see the discussion of place name #889) . 

885. kaachhak (MH; MJ; SS) 'laughing' 

kaach!!uu7as (BA only) 'happy' 

kaachhukwuwis (PW only) 'laughing' 

These names are applied to a freshwater spring that was the water supply for the 

houses on Okeamin Indian Reserve #5. PW was of the opinion that this is a relatively-recent 

place name. This spring is situated just south of the creek called ts'aa,ktlis (place name 

#887) . 

A trapline (TR0108T405) registered in 1984 in the name of Leo Manson extends from 

the southwest side of the mouth of the Kennedy River, in a southwesterly direction along 

Tofino Inlet to Indian Bay (British Columbia 1990) . 

886. .itukwYaatlis (MJ; MH) 'gravel beach' 

This is the name of the beach on the northeast shore of the entrance to the lower 

Kennedy River. There is a freshwater spring here, but it is affected by the tide and is 

sometimes salty (MJ; MH) . This is the site of the northwestern portion of the village 

generally described as uu_kwmin (see the discussion of place name #888) . 

887. ts'aaktlis (MJ; MH) 'water flowing onto beach' 

This is the name of the creek that separates .riukwfaatlis (place name #886) from 
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uu�wmin (place name #888) . 

888. uu�wmin (Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; BA; JS; MJ; 

MH; SS; PW) ' always calm' (SS) 

hoqumin (Drucker 1935-1936:23 :12) 

oakaminah (Howay 1990:70) 

okerminna (Howay 1990:248-249) 

oke.a.min (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

okeamin (Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:893) 

The area now identified as "Okeamin" Indian Reserve #5 on the east side of the mouth 

of the lower Kennedy River, is known as uu�wmin. 

Uu�wmin was described in 1789-1791 as a winter village of the same people who 

also stayed sometimes at hupits'at!!, ich'aachisht, and aniishta� (place names #812, #829 

and #868 respectively) . No precise identification of these people was given--it was noted, 

however, that they were tla7uukwi7at!! and that they were all under Chief Wickaninnish. 

When the ship's crew of the Columbia went into their own winter quarters in October 1791,  

the tla7uukwi7at!! went to uu�wmin where they stayed until mid-December, at which time 

they then moved to Opitsat (Howay 1990:67-70,107,248,254,279) . 

When a 28-acre Indian Reserve was set aside at uu�wmin for the Clayoquots in 

1890, the site was described as "a valuable salmon fishery. " It was noted there were 3 houses 

built here which were used only during the fishing season. It was also stated there was a 

"small quantity of good cedar" here. The sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision 

for this reserve showed that two of these houses were on the north side of the mouth of 

ts'aa�tlis creek (place name #887) , and one was on the south side (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

Just upriver from uu�wmin was an important sockeye fishery for the tla7uukwi7at!! 

people (see the discussion of place name #888) . Prior to acquiring the fisheries of the 

hisaawist'a7at!!, the tla7uukwi7at!! relied on uu�wmin as their only sockeye fishery 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) .  
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BA said that uu,kwmin was owned by the apwin7as7at,h. Members of this group, BA 

noted, included nunuchis (BA' s grandfather) , George Dan, and Johnny Davis (known as 

kwishanishim). BA suggested that Chief Joseph (known as kw'umxa), as the head chief of 

the apwin7as7at,h, owned uu,kwmin. LS (Dewhirst and Swan 1977) also suggested that 

Chief Joseph owned uu,kwmin. 

Apparently, the head chief also maintained a trap for hair seals at uu,kwmin--in his 

notes, Drucker (1935-1936:32) described this trap as "like fish trap but bigger. " 

Independently, SS stated that he had been told by Jimmy Jim's wife that Chief Joseph owned 

a trap for hair seals that was used near the beginning of the rapids just upriver from 

uu,kwmin. 

SS related a story about a hair seal hunter and a porpoise hunter that is centered in the 

vicinity of uu,kwmin. This story is summarized as follows: while some women were digging 

wild clover roots, they found an entrance to a passage leading into an underwater cave that 

contained many hair seals. The woman who discovered this, told her brother. He was a hair 

seal hunter and he was always challenging a porpoise hunter named hiitswat,kmiik. The hair 

seal hunter made an "Indian ladder" which he used to go down into the underwater cave and 

obtain as many seals as he needed. But the porpoise hunter became suspicious when he noted 

that one of these seals obtained by his rival had mud in its teeth. He followed the hair seal 

hunter and pulled up the ladder, stranding him down below in the cave with the seals. The 

hair seal hunter cried out. Eventually the seals decided to assist the hunter by giving him one 

of their skins and certain magical powers. Disguised in this manner, the hair seal hunter then 

swam near the porpoise hunter, who speared him. The hair seal hunter, disguised · as a seal, 

then towed the porpoise hunter out to sea, thus obtaining his revenge. 

A group known as the "hashiltakaml" (see section 3.6.3) were said to have had fish 

traps on the Kennedy River which they received during the Clayoquot war, but these people 

were subsequently exterminated by order of the tla7uukwi7ath chief (Drucker 1935-

1936:23: 12) .  

In October 1905, wrote missionary Charles Moser, the Inspector of Fisheries met with 

the Indian people staying at uu,kwmin and told them they could no longer fish in Kennedy 

Lake. They could fish only in Kennedy River, using spears but not nets (Moser 1900-1930) . 
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In connection with the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs, the following information 

about the Okeamin reserve was noted in about 1915: 

The most of the Indians inhabit this Reserve during the salmon run where they 

work in the cannery of the Clayoquot Sound Canning Company. Previous to 

the establishment of the cannery the Indians used to catch salmon here and dry 

them for their own use . . .  Occasionally they find a good tree of sufficient size to 

make a canoe which they do by splitting it in half and using the best half 

(Canada and British Columbia n.d.) . 

Both BA and GL noted that fish traps were used in the lower Kennedy River, not far 

upstream from the Indian Reserve. GL's father told him that he saw these fish traps being 

used here when he was young. 

Further information about uu,kwmin was provided by MJ and MH. They both noted 

that wild clover and Pacific cinquefoil roots grew on the beach here. MJ recalled seeing a 

tree burial at uu,kwmin of a lady who had died before MJ was born. Apparently, the woman 

was frightened of insects and feared things would be falling on her if her remains were placed 

on the ground. Therefore, her corpse was placed in a tree (MJ) . 

In more recent times, gillnets were placed in front of the Indian Reserv� to catch 

steelhead and sockeye (MH) . MJ recalled going to uu,kwmin to fish as recently as 1967; she 

attributed the decreasing use of this site to increasingly-rigid fisheries regulations. 

During July and August the tla7uukwi7at!! went to uu]iwmin to catch and smoke-dry 

salmon, but some of the people, at least in the early 1900s, went to uu]iwmin in June to work 

in the cannery, and stayed there until time to food-fish in August. The number of houses at 

uu,kwmin increased considerably after the cannery was established and a row of houses was 

constructed along the riverba11..k. Jasper Turner, speaking for the tla7uukwi7ath people at a 

meeting with the Royal Commission in 1914, stated that there were about 14 houses at 

uu,kwmin at that time (Canada and British Columbia 1914a; 1914b) . By about 1930, 

uu,kwmin was the site of approximately 23 houses used during the fishing season, according 

to MH and MJ. They were mostly situated in a row along the riverbank, surrounding a small 

bay, with the settlement divided approximately in half by the stream called ts 'aa,ktlis (place 

name #887) . A boardwalk was constructed in front of the houses, although a few houses on 
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the beach were supported on stilts. Canoes could be hauled up on shore in front of all but 

about six of the houses; these six had wharfs jutting out from the bank (MH; MJ). 

The following list of houses at uu,kwmin (and �ukwfaatlis, place name #886) 

provides the names of house owners here in approximately 1935, as remembered by MJ and 

MH. The list begins with the northwesternmost end of the village, closest to the cannery, on 

the site known as JtukwYaatlis. This portion of the village extended as far as ts'aa,ktlis, 
southwest from which was the site called uu,kwmin: 
1. Harry Charlie (son of kw'uuxwu) and wife, Emma Clallam (lived in shack that had 

belonged to cannery) 

2. Old Chips, known as ch'uuha 
3. tl'inti�uxw (also known as tl'inta, the mother of Jacob George) 

4. Old David, known as ,kaata (grandfather of the late Dan David) , and his wife, mu,hat 
5. Timothy Manson 

6. George Grey (Tim Manson's oldest brother) 

7. Philip Louis (married to Tim Manson's  oldest sister) 

8. Charley Thomas and wife, Amanda 

ts' aa}itlis creek 

9. Jimmy Jim 

10. Joseph Williams, known as witimyis--his house was called the "Church house" 

1 1. nunuchis and his wife, chamaatukw 
unnamed stream 

12. Paul Hayes 

13. Annie David (Paul Hayes' mother) , and husband, Charlie Howard 

14. Whooping Cough Jim 

15.  Chief Joseph (behind other houses, on hill) 

kaachhak spring 

16. Alex Jones, known as nak}iwa 
17. Annie Williams, known as xwinxwa 
18. Johnny Jackson, known as Zikatayis 
19. yasb!in Jack and wife, yaawa 
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20. Old Matthew and wife, nuukwiis.k,wu7utla (a man named Fat William stayed here 

also) 

21. Old Ginger, known as .k,a.k,acha7ak 

22. Mary Jackson, known as amulht 

23. Chief Polly (according to MH, Chief Polly was the aunt of Chief Joseph) . 

889. muts'uu7a 

mucii:a 

(MH; MJ) 'securely anchored' (MJ) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:32) 

This place name was first given by Drucker (1935-1936:32) ,  who indicated on one of 

his unpublished sketch maps that "mucii:a" [muts'uu7a] was on the lower Kennedy River, 

slightly upstream from the Okeamin Indian Reserve. MJ and MH confirmed that this was the 

place where fish traps were used on the river, as did GL (it was here, GL noted, that his 

father, as a boy, saw fish traps in use) . It has not been possible to determine the precise 

location of muts'uu7a, however, other than its being not far below the rapids. 

On the above-noted sketch map, which was based on information provided by Jimmy 

Jim, Drucker (1935-1936:32) noted that ten chiefs of the lhuchhaa7ukwtta.k,imlh owned ten 

fish traps at this site. The first chief, it was noted, owned four traps, while other chiefs had 

two and three apiece (it was not indicated who owned the tenth trap) . It was MH and MJ's 

opinion that the type of trap used here was known as ya!!,aak; BA stated it was the type 

called muyaa. MH, MJ and BA suggested that the head chief owned all of the fish traps 

here. 

In connection with the Royal Commission on Indian AJ:fairs, it was noted around 1915 

that "Old Wekeninnish" owned and operated a number of fish traps and claimed the salmon 

in the river as his (Canada and British Columbia n.d.). Although these comments were made 

with respect to hilhp'ii7a (place name #892) which is above the head of the rapids, there is 

little doubt that the traps in question were, in fact, located just downriver from the rapids. 

GL acknowledged that fish traps were used at the site referred to as muts'uu7a by 

Drucker, MJ and MH. However, he (GL) applied the name muts'uu7a not to the lower 
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Kennedy River, but to the bay on the southwest side of this river' s  mouth, where he stated 

that tidal fish traps were used to catch sockeye and the occasional hair seal (this is the same 

place that MH identified as a winter village site--see the discussion of place name #884). 

890. 7imin (GL; JS; MJ; MH; PW) 'belly-button' 

This name is applied to a whirlpool in the lower Kennedy River; Zimin is located just 

below mathilh (place name #891) which is just downriver from the rapids. It has not been 

possible to determine the precise location of .Zimin. 

It is believed that this whirlpool at .Zimin is the entrance to an underwater passage that 

leads to Cleland Island (place name #656) which is located west from Vargas Island (GL; MJ; 

MH). PW believed that this passage comes out not at Zimin, but at mathilh (place name 

#891) . 

891. mat!!ilh (MJ; MH; PW) 

MJ and MH stated that a pool located on the north side of the lower Kennedy River, 

just below the rapids and just upstream from .Zimin (place name #890) , was a place for 

bathing and washing clothes. It has not been possible to determine the precise location of 

mat!!ilh. 

According to PW, an underwater passage connects mat!!ilh with Cleland Island (place 

name #656) . Others say this passage comes out not at mat!!ilh, but at Zimin (place name 

#890) . 

892. hilhp'ii7a (GL; BA; JS; MH; MJ) 'at the back [head 

end] of the rapids' (GL; MJ; MH); 'type 

of pool in water' (?) (BA) 
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ilth.pay.a 

ilthpaya 

(O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:854) 

The area just upriver from the head end of the rapids on the lower Kennedy River is 

called hilhp'ii7a. This site, now known as "Ilthpaya" [hilhp'ii7a] Indian Reserve #8, is on a 

small peninsula that juts out into the river at the place where the river widens. 

When a 13-acre Indian Reserve was set aside here for the Clayoquots in 1890, it was 

described as "a small salmon fishery. " Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly wrote: 

"The right to fish downstream [down the lower Kennedy River], to the head of tidal water, is 

assigned to the Indians. " On the sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision setting 

aside this land, one house was indicated on the along the beach on the west side of the 

reserve (O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

In connection with the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs, the following was noted 

concerning the Ilthpaya reserve about 1915: 

It was the habitation of Old Wekeninnish during the salmon fishing season, and 

here he owned and operated a number of fish traps or weirs. The salmon in 

the river he claimed as his and no-one was allowed to catch salmon here 

without his permission (Canada and British Columbia n.d.) . 

However, as discussed with reference to place name #889, the actual location of the fish traps 

was not at hilhp'ii7a, which is above the rapids, but at muts'uu7a which is just downriver 

from these rapids. 

According to BA, hilhp'ii7a was an overnight camping spot owned by the 

apwin7as7ath family group, specifically by yash�n Jack and Chief Joseph. Independently, 

MH also referred to this site as a stop-over place; she noted that spring salmon were 

sometimes dried here. 

JS was told by an apwin7as7ath woman named tliiJiwukw, who was his mother's 

maternal aunt, that he (JS) had inherited a hahuulhi ('chief's hereditary rights; economic 

privileges') for fishing sockeye in a creek that drains into the Kennedy River. However, JS 

could not recall the name or location of this site. 

A trapline (T0108T485) including Ilthpaya Lake and Muriel Lake to the north was 
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registered in the names of Ned George and Wilson George in 1985. 

893. kwaak,tl'as 

kw,kLis 

qaktlis 

(BA; SS; GL; JS; PW) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:32; 1951 :241) 

(Curtis 1970:182) 

It has not been possible to determine the precise location of this site. On his 

published map, Drucker (1951 :241) indicated that kwaak,tl'as is in the vicinity of hilhp'ii7a 

(place name #892) . However, on both of his unpublished maps, Drucker (1935-1936:32; 36) 

showed kwaak,tl'as to be slightly southeast from here, in the vicinity of the area where the 

outlet from llthpaya Lake drains into the lower Kennedy River. Curtis (1970:182) described 

this site only as 11 a place on Kennedy Lake. 11 

Although BA, SS, GL, JS and PW all knew of kwaak,tl'as as a place name (and 

recognized the kwaak,tl'as7ath as a group) , none of them knew for certain where this site 

was located. 

Drucker (1951 :240-241; 1935-1936:23: 12; 30) stated that the kwaak,tl'as7ath were an 

independent local group who lived also at winchi (place name #913) . After the 

kwaak,tl'as7ath assisted the tla7uukwi7ath to defeat the hisaawist'a7at.h, the 

kwaak,tl'as7ath were rewarded with gifts of lands and privileges. When the tla7uukwi7ath 

subsequently moved into Opitsat, the small group of kwaak,tl'as7ath built a house there and 

looked to the more powerful tla7uukwi7ath for protection (Drucker 1935- 1936:23:12). MH 

and MJ confirmed that the eastern end of the Opitsat village was designated for the use of the 

kwaak,tl'as7at.h, but neither MH nor MJ knew of a site on Kennedy River called kwaa,!itl'as. 

894. shiishaawilh (MH; MJ; GL) 

SESRUW.:tnis (Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) 

l\1H, :rv1J and GL heard Ilthpaya Lake referred to as sJ:.JishaawUh, which is very likely 
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the same term that Drucker (1935-1936:23 :12) transcribed as "sESauw�nis."  MJ said she was 

warned not to go to this lake because there is said to be a "bad" type of fish there. The 

scales and bones of this particular fish are said to be "backwards," relative to how they appear 

on normal fish. 

However, people did catch an early run of small, sockeye salmon that go up to this 

lake around the time the salmonberries get ripe in May. They were caught in traps set in the 

stream that drains this lake (MJ; MH). 

Drucker (1935-1936:23 :12) stated that this was the site of a sockeye fishery used by 

the people from ts'aaht'as (place name #811) .  This was not been confirmed with 

contemporary informants. 

Apparently, a lizard called tiichsayach (which has been identified as the northern 

alligator lizard) can be found around this lake. These lizards are believed to follow a person, 

enter his or her body through their anus, and thereby kill them (GL). 

895. 
' 

saayachanulh (MJ; MH) 'narrow all along' 

This name is applied to the long channel of the lower Kennedy River that extends 

from an area upstream from Ilthpaya I.R. #8 all the way up to Kennedy Lake. Along the 

shore on both sides of the river was a good place to pick bulrushes for weaving mats (MH) . 

A trapline (T0108T474) extending along the lower Kennedy River from approximately 

Ilthpaya I.R. #8 up to kistak7itakwulh!! (place name #896) was registered in the name of 

Matthew Williams in 1985 (British Columbia 1990). 

896. kistak7itakwulh!! (MJ; MH) 'something green' (?) 

A meadow area on the south side of the upstream portion of the lower Kennedy River 

is called kistak7itakwulh!!. MJ noted that she and her husband have gone to this meadow to 

hunt deer. 
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897. chu�aksu7is (BA; MJ; MH) 'finning of sockeye' (?) 

ChuJak,su7is is the name applied to the outlet of Kennedy Lake. 

898. ch'ihnit 

tcehanit 

(BA; MJ; Ml-1) 'place of ch'ihaa 
(supernatural creature) ' 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) 

BA, MJ and MH applied this name to a small point of land on the west end of 

Kennedy Lake, just south of the mouth of Staghom Creek (place name #899) . MJ explained 

that the water here in the vicinity of this point is very deep and dark, so it is considered 

"mysterious. "  MJ also noted that BA's relations trained for spiritual power around ch'i!!nit. 
Drucker (1935-1936:23:12) described "tcehanit" [ch'ihnit] as a small lake near 

' 
Kennedy Lake where the people from ts'aa!!t'as (place name #811) went for sockeye. 

Possibly Drucker was referring to Macallan Lake, which drains into Staghom Creek, which in 

tum drains into Kennedy Lake immediately north of ch'ihnit. At the same time he 

mentioned ch'ihnit lake and llthpaya Lake as places where the ts'aa!!t'as people used to go 

to get sockeye, Drucker (1935-1936:23 :12) also mentioned still another "small lake near 

Kennedy Lake" where these same people also went for this same purpose. This lake was 

identified as "tekoma" [ t'iikwuuma ?] . However, Drucker did not indicate the location of 

this site on any of his maps, and this term was not recognized by any of the consultants 

intervi.ewed for the present report. Possibly "tekoma" is the name for Waneta Lake which is 

situated northwest from Macallan Lake. 

899. chu7is 
tciicis 
tcii'is 

(MJ; MH) 'creeping up on ducks' (?) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12; 1935-1936:32) 

(Drucker 1951:242) 
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On two of his unpublished sketch maps, Drucker (1935-1936:32; 36) indicated that 

"tciicis" [chu7is] is the name of the area around the mouth of Staghom Creek which empties 

into the west end of Kennedy Lake at this lake's  outlet to the Kennedy River. On one of 

these maps, Drucker (1936-1936:32) identified this as a "coho place" belonging to the 

"paiyaath" [p'ayaa7at.h]. Elsewhere, Drucker explained that it was after the Clayoquot war 

that the p'ayaa7ath were given the rights to this site. Prior to Clayoquot expansion, this site 

was said to be the home of a Ucluelet group who had infiltrated Kennedy Lake (Drucker 

1935-1936:32; 1951 :242) . 

MJ and MH noted that there is a sandy beach here at the mouth of Staghom Creek, 

and that duck hunting was done here. MH suggested the name chu7is is applied both to the 

area around the mouth of this creek, and to the creek, itself. 

This is the site where the people were said to have "prayed" for food and their prayers 

were answered by a Thunderbird dropping a whale from the sky. Some people used to say 

that portions of this whale's  bones could be found in the vicinity of chu7is (MH) . 

900. aamapilh 

amapis 

amapis 

amapis 

(MJ; MH) 'beach before the point' 

(Paull 1922) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:32) 

(Drucker 1951 :241) 

MH and MJ recognized aamapilh as the place name that Drucker (1935-1936:32; 

1951 :241) located on the west side of Clayoquot Arm, near its head end. It has not been 

possible to determine the exact location of aamapilh. According to MJ and MH, aamapilh 

was used formerly as a camping site, but when the hatchery was built here (in the early 1900s 

?) , the people relocated slightly north to Zayuus (place name #901). This is confirmed by 

information recorded in connection with several "Additional Lands Applications" that were 

made by the Clayoquots in 1922. Chief Joseph said there used to be three houses at 

"amapis . . .  where the hatchery is now built" (Paull 1922) . 

Drucker (1935-1936:32; 1951 :241) suggested that aamapilh v1as also known as 
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"aqowitis" [Zak-witis] and/or that the "aqowitisath" [Za!i-witis7ath] owned this place. 

Presumably this site was given to the Zak-witis7ath after the Clayoquot war, as these people 

came originally from Vargas Island (see place name #724) . According to Drucker (1935-

1936:23: 12; 30),  the Zak-witis7at!! originated from Kyuquot and drifted down to Vargas 

Island at the time of the Great Flood (see sections 3.6. 1 and 3.6.3) . 

In connection with the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs, it was noted in 1914 that 

it had been five years since Chief Joseph and his people had been to aamapilh. When asked 

to explain their absence, the chief stated that his people would be put in jail if they were 

caught fishing there. Jimmy Jim related one case to the Commissioners in which some 

Indians who were fishing in Kennedy Lake were fined heavily by the Fisheries Overseer. 

The hatchery that had been built on the site of the Indian fishing camp provided the Indians 

with sockeye stripped of their roe, but apparently only some people received the fish. Chief 

Joseph also noted that aamapilh was a site where canoes were once made (Canada and 

British Columbia 1914a; 1914b) . 

The site of aamapilh was incorrectly identified as "tcheh-han-et" [see ch'ihnit, place 

name #898] by archaeologists recording site DhSj-4 (Brolly and Mackie 1987) . 

A trapline (T0108T488) including all of Clayoquot Arm was registered in the name of 

Jack Yeskin [yash!in Jack] in 1928. More recently, in 1985, a trapline (T0108T493) was 

registered in this same area in the name of Alex Frank Sr. (British Columbia 1990) . 

901.  Zayuus 

aiyiis 

(MH; MJ; PW) 'lots of food' 

(Drucker 1935-1936:32) 

Drucker (1935-1936:32) applied this name to a site on the west side of Clayoquot 

Arm, near its head end and slightly north of aamapilh (place name #900) . It has not been 

possible to determine the exact location of this site. According to MJ and MH, Zayuus is a 

stretch of beach located just north from the former hatchery site (PW knew this place name 

but not its location). 

Drucker (1935-1936:32) suggested that a man named :'hacilape" [haashilhapi] owned 
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Zayuus and that four different Clayoquot groups used or had rights to this site: the "lutchat." 

[lhuch!!,aa7ukwtta!iimlh] ; the "qatckisath" [kaachki7is7ath]; the "masactak." 

[masaashtakimlh] ; and the "ciw.,ath" [shiiwa7ath]. This ownership information was not 

known to those who were interviewed for the present report. 

In connection with "Additional Land Applications" made by the Clayoquots in 1922, 

Chief Joseph requested that an Indian Reserve be established "where our houses are at present 

situated between the hatchery and reserve No. 6 [place name #902] " (Paull 1922). Clearly he 

was referring to the site at Zayuus. 

According to MJ and MH, this site was a camping area that the Clayoquots used for 

smoke-drying sockeye. People were going to Zayuus in the 1950s to get fish and to trap. 

Among those going here at that time were the following owners of 4 cabins at Zayuus: 

nunuchis; yash,!;in Jack (who had a smokehouse and cabin) ; Whiskey Charlie; and Alex 

Jones. MH pointed out that in the 1950s the Clayoquot people going to Zayuus were being 

given salmon by the hatchery people [this practice had also been described in 1914 (Canada 

and British Columbia 1914a; 1914b)--see also the discussion of place name #901] . 

902. tla7uukwi 

clay.o.qua 

clayoqua 

La'o'kw 

(Ellis and Swan 1974-1976; GL; JS; MJ; MH; 

BA; SS; PW) 'changing emotions and 

behaviour' (?) (MJ; MH); 'from different 

area; go in another direction' (?) (GL) 

(O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:853) 

(Drucker 1951 :241) 

This name is applied to the area now identified as "Clayoquot" Indian Reserve #6 at 

the mouth of the Clayoquot River which empties into the north end of Clayoquot Ann of 

Kennedy Lake. This site was the original home of the people identified as the 

tla7uukwi7at,h, and was the place from which they took their name. 

The name tla7uukwi is difficult to translate. 
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different area, ' referring to these people's residency in Clayoquot Arm. MJ agreed partly 

with this translation, but stated that the idea of the people following not just the location, but 

also the mood--friendly or hostile--of the chief is also conveyed in the term. Brabant (n.d.) 

gave a similar translation to that provided by MJ (see section 3.6) . 

When 120 acres was set aside here for the Clayoquots in 1890, Indian Reserve 

Commissioner Peter O'Reilly noted that here stood "some fine specimens of cedar, which the 

Indians stated they wished to secure for the construction of canoes. " He noted that much of 

the land of this reserve was subject to flooding. At this time, O'Reilly also wrote: "A right 

of salmon fishing, in the stream that runs through the entire length of this reserve, is secured 

to the Indians." No houses were indicated on the sketch map accompanying the Minute of 

Decision establishing this Indian Reserve (O'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) . 

Indian Agent Guillod stated in 1898 that a fish weir was in use at the tla7uukwi 

Indian Reserve. He said the species being caught here were "principally King [spring] and 

Dog Salmon with some Sockeyes and Cohoes" (Guillod 1898) . 

In 1914, Chief Joseph described tla7uukwi as a fishing station, although the species of 

fish caught here were not described (Canada and British Columbia 1914a; 1914b) . Also 

in connection with the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs, the following information about 

the reserve at tla7uukwi was noted: 

This place was at one time their chief Reserve and it is from this place they get 

their name . . .  This was their chief salmon fishing station as there are three rivers 

running through the Reserve all of which salmon run up to spawn (Canada and 

British Columbia n.d.) . 

MH recalled that when she went to tla7uukwi in 1935, she did not see any house 

remains there. Joe .Hayes, MH's husband, and a man named Ernest Curley occasionally went 

hunting at tla7uukwi. In former times, the tla7uukwi7at!! went as far as the headwaters of 

the Clayoquot River to hunt elk (MJ; MH). 

903. si,kwuu7is (MJ; MH) 
•e -s1 qos 
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On one of his unpublished sketch maps, Drucker (1935-1936:32) indicated a place 

name "sieq08" on the east side of the head end of Clayoquot Arm . Both MJ and MH 

recognized this term as si,kwuu7is but could not identify its exact location--they knew only 

that it was near tla7uukwi (place name #902) . 

A note on Drucker's sketch map indicates that the stream here was owned by the head 

chief, but that others used it and paid tribute to him. He also noted that Alex Jones received 

rights to this site from a man named sit'akinim. 

904. lhadtaachi 
lap�atci 

(MJ; MH) 'belly part of fish' 

(Drucker 1935-1936:32) 

Drucker (1935-1936:32) on one of his sketch maps applied this name to a site about 

halfway down the east side of Clayoquot Arm. He stated that it was owned by an Zak
witis7ath fatnily. MJ and MH knew only that lharltaachi was a camping place in this 

general area. It was not possible to obtain a precise location for this site. 

905. kakaas 
qaqasi 

(MH; MJ) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:32) 

On one of his unpublished sketch maps, Drucker (1935-1936:32) identified "qaqasi" 
as a place name located just south of the broad point along the central portion of the east side 

of Clayoquot Arm, not far south from lha�aachi (place name #904). MH and MJ 

recognized "qaqasi" as kakaas but they were unable to say precisely where this place name 

is located. As far as MJ and MH knew, kakaas was a trapping area. 

Drucker (1935-1936:32) suggested that one or two families of "lutchaokt" 
[lhuchhaa7ukwtta!iimlh] utilized this site, but he provided no further details. 
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906. t'i!imaa (MH only) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:32) 

Drucker (1935-1936:32) applied this place name to a site on the east side of Clayoquot 

Arm, south from ,!ia,!iaas (place name #905). MH recognized "tcqema" as t'i,!imaa but was 

unable to provide a more precise location for this site than was indicated on the Drucker map. 

On his sketch map, Drucker (1935-1936:32) indicated that this site was used by the 

"aqowitisath" [Za,!i-witis7at!!]. MH stated that her father, Johnny Davis, was the owner of 

t'i,!ithaa, having received it from the head chief. Although MH did not, herself, recognize an 

affiliation between her father and the Za,!i-witis7ath, she did recall the late John Jacobsen 

saying that she and her father were among the last, if not the last, of this group. 

MH noted that her father stayed at ,!ia,!iaas in a cabin while fishing and hunting in this 

general area, and that she was last here, herself, in the 1940s. 

907. saachiwa7a (MJ; MH) 

saetciew (Drucker 1935-1936:32) 

Drucker (1935-1936:32) applied this name to a creek on the north side of Kennedy 

Lake, across from the outlet to the lower Kennedy River. MH and MJ recognized "saetcie" 
as saachiwa7a but were unable to provide a more precise location than given by Drucker on 

his map. 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:32), this site was associated with a man named 

"yiihw:.'qi8na" [yuuhuu,!iina ?] who was from the lhuchhaa7ukwtta,!iimlh family group. 

908. tla)ruZaktli (GL; MJ; MH) < tlaj\. 'stake used in fish 

weir; ' -aktli 'back or rear end' (GL) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:32) 

AccorrHng to Drucker (1935-1936:32) , this is the name of a creek situated on the north 
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side of Kennedy Lake, southeast from saachiwa7a (place name #907) . GL had heard the 

term tla)ruZa!itli (Drucker's "La7fi8akLi") but did . not know its location. MJ and MH also 

confirmed this place name abut were unable to provide a more precise location than the one 

given by Drucker. 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:32) , this site was associated with a man named 

"ha8akwaksul" [)!aa7akwa,ksulh ?] who was from the lhuch)!aa7ukwttakimlh family group. 

909. ii)!tsi 

ieh'tsi 

(MH only) 

(Drucker 1935-1936:32) 

(BA only) 

Drucker (1935-1936:32) indicated this place was on the southeast shore of Kennedy 

Lake, north from Mount Dawley. Neither MH nor BA were very certain of this term. MH 

was of the opinion this place is called ii)!tsi and was a site where bulrushes were obtained 

along the shore, and cedar bark was stripped from trees on the adjacent hillside. BA recalled 

that a steep sidehill on the north side of Mount Dawley is known by the name iihkii. 

According to Drucker (1935-1936:32) , this place was associated with the "lutchaokt. " 

[lhuch)!aa7ukwtta!iimlh] family group. 

910. hilhp'ichis 

hilpitcis 

(GL; BA; MH; MJ; SS) 'at the base of 

cliff' (?) ; (MH) 'marking on something' (GL) 

(Drucker 1951 :241; 1935-1936:32) 

This name is applied to an area near the base of a steep sidehill on the east side of 

Kennedy Lake, north from ii)!tsi (place name #909) (MH; MJ; BA; SS) . It has not been 

possible to determine the precise location of this site. 

Bi\. noted that there used to be a large spruce tree here. Drucker (1935-1936:32) 
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indicated on his sketch map that this place was associated with the "kw�kLatath" 

[kwaaktl'as7at!!] , and in his accompanying notes he indicated that it was given to them by 

the tla7uukwi7atl! chief. In his published work, Drucker (1951 :241) said this was a "former 

local group site." 

911. kwu!!wisaknit 

k�eh�Ejsaxent 

(MH; MJ; GL) 'place of hair seal' 

(Drucker 1935-1936:23: 12) 

Drucker (1935- 1936:23 :12) noted that this is the name of a coho stream, although he 

does not indicate its location. According to Drucker, there is an animal at this creek that has 

the head of a hair seal and the body of an octopus. However, GL, MH, and MH were of the 

opinion this may be the name, not of a creek, but of Rocky Island located near the northeast 

end of Kennedy Lake. Both MH and MJ recalled that this island was a place where hair seal 

were hunted. 

Apparently, a cave on this island connected with an underwater channel (MH; MJ). 

GL was told that a Clayoquot man named kwuxwtsuulh used to hunt hair seal around Rocky 

Island, as he preferred seal caught in Kennedy Lake to hair seal caught in the salt water. 

912. "lilmatsiiwiula" (Drucker 1935-1936:32; 1951 :241) 

Drucker (1935-1936:32; 1951 :241) provided this place name and indicated on his 

maps that it was in the vicinity of winchi (place name #913) .  

PW suggested that the term Drucker may have been transcribing was 

lhilhmaatsawi7ulha ('strong; fastened well'), but was not certain of this, and did not know of 

such a place name. 

On Drucker's  (1935-1936:32) sketch map, he indicated that this site was the fishery 

where a chief named "haiyiisanapcil" went to fish. In his notes accompanying this map, 

Drucker noted that this man was a ihuch!!aa7ukwta_!iimih chief who went to winchi (place 
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name #913) to fish. MH recognized "haiyiisanapcil" as !!aayuusanapshiilh, which she had 

heard as a Clayoquot person's name. 

913. winchi 

wintci 

win.che 

winche 

(GL; BA; JS; MH; MJ; Dewhirst and Swan 1977; 

PW; SS) 

(Drucker 1935- 1936:32; 1935-1936:23: 12) 

(O 'Reilly 1890a; 1890b) 

(Canada and British Columbia 1916:4:893) 

The area at the mouth of the upper Kennedy River, at the east end of Kennedy Lake, 

and now identified as "Winche" Indian Reserve #7, is known as winchi. This term, winchi, 

is also used to refer to the Kennedy River [which was formerly called the "Elk River" 

(Canada and British Columbia n.d.)] .  BA stated that winchi is "a very old word" meaning 

'everything goes there to spawn. ' 

Although Drucker (1935-1936:23: 12) said there were two small "tribes" [local groups] 

associated with winchi, he only identified the "kw:.tldasath" [kwaak,tl'as7at!!] (see also the 

discussion of place name #912) . 

In notes accompanying Drucker' s  (1935-1936:32) sketch map, he stated that a 

lhuch!!aa7ukwtaJgmlh chief, whose name MH has identified as !!aayuusanapshiilh, fished at 

win chi. 

When a 40-acre Indian Reserve was set aside here for the Clayoquots in 1890, Indian 

Reserve Commissioner Peter O 'Reilly commented that "the cedar on this reserve is of a size 

adapted for canoe building, the Indians therefore were anxious to secure it. " O'Reilly also 

reported that "a  large quantity of salmon is obtained from the river, the right to fish in which 

is reserved to the tribe. "  On the sketch map accompanying the Minute of Decision for this 

reserve, one house was indicated--it was on the southeast comer of the reserve (O 'Reilly 

1890a; 1890b) . 

Indian Agent Guillod wrote in 1898 that a fish weir was in use at winchi. He said 

that the species of fish caught here were "principally King [spring] and Dog Salmon with 

some Sockeyes and Cohoes (Guillod 1898) . 
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In connection with the Royal Commission on Indian Mfairs, the following information 

about this reserve was recorded in about 1915: 

Win-che . . .  was another old salmon Fishing Station. It is now seldom used as 

the Government have stopped the Indians of catching salmon on their spawning 

grounds . . .  Salmonberry and blueberry are also very plentiful here (Canada and 

British Columbia n.d.) . 

Sockeye, spring, pink, and chum salmon could all be caught at winchi (BA; MH; MJ). 

BA recalled going to winchi often in the late 1920s while working for the Kennedy Lake 

hatchery. At this time, sockeye were being caught here using a drag-seine net. August Dan 

and Peter August were among the men who used to fish at win chi (BA) . 

Paul Hayes had a cabin at winchi that he used both for staying in while hunting and 

fishing, and also for smoking fish. Clayoquot men also hunted elk for a long distance up the 

Kennedy River, even as far inland as the confluence of the Kennedy and Taylor rivers (MH; 

MJ; SS) . SS recalled hearing that a Clayoquot man had a !!ahuulhi ( 'chief's hereditary 

rights; economic privileges') for elk hunting away up the Kennedy River. This consisted of 

the right to hunt near a certain bluff where elk always went past (SS) . 

Alex Jones told GL that Clayoquots used to split house planks and canoe blanks from 

red cedar trees around winchi. 

In 1946, a trapline (T0108T494) was registered in the name of Peter August. It 

included the head end of Kennedy Lake from Rocky Island in the south, both shores of the 

lake, and extended up the Kennedy River as far as Canoe Creek (British Columbia 1990) . 

In connection with "Additional Land Applications" requested by the Clayoquots in 
1922, Chief Joseph asked that a place called "keweta" be set aside. All that was stated was 

that this place was somewhere in Kennedy Lake (Paul1 1922) . Those interviewed for the 

present report did not recognize the term "keweta." 

GL was told that Larry Lake, located on the south side of Kennedy Lake, across from 

winchi, was a place where sit'ak_inim trained for spiritual power (GL) . 

There is a very distinctive, high, cone-shaped mountain situated a considerable 

distance northeast from winchi and in the vicinity of the Sutton Pass. BA stated that old-

timers used to u..11dergo ritttal trah,i11g for whale htLnting up on this mountain. JS heard of an 
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Opitsat man who went here to train. It is said that there is a cave near the summit, noted 

BA, who twice tried to climb this mountain, himself. 

A considerable distance north from winchi there are ten high mountains which are 

considered to be ten sisters, BA pointed out. 
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APPENDIX I. KEY TO WESTCOAST WRITING SYSTEM 

The practical writing system for the W estcoast terms appearing in the present report is 
explained below. This description is adapted from a British Columbia Indian Language 
Project manuscript prepared in 1971 by Randy Bouchard and entitled "A Proposed Practical 
Orthography for Nootka-Nitinat. " 

This writing system, which was designed by Bouchard for Northwest Coast and 
Plateau languages in the late 1960s - early 1970s, has been in use for many years among a 
number of languages on the B.C. coast, including Haida, Kwakwala (Southern Kwakiutl) , 
Sechelt and Squamish. A different practical system for Westcoast was designed by Eugene 
Arima and the late Alex Thomas (see Thomas and Arima 1970; Arima 1983 :197-198). 

In the listing that follows, the symbols of Bouchard's writing system are followed by 
their phonemic equivalents in the version of the International Phonetic Alphabet that is used 
by many linguists on the Northwest Coast: 

1) The following symbols represent Westcoast sounds which are approximately 
similar to those sounds represented by the same symbols in English: 

ch /c/ h /hi k /k/ 1 /1/ m /m/ n /n/ p /p/ 

s /sf sh /sf t It/ tl /1t/ ts /c/ w /w/ y /y/ 

2) 1h /l/ Similar to the "thl" sound in English "athlete" .  

3)  x /x/ A "friction" sound made with the tongue in the same position as it is for the 
Westcoast "k" . 

4) h fpJ A "friction" sound that is similar to "h", but is produced much further back 
in the mouth, and has a distinctive "raspy" (pharyngeal) quality. 

5) 7 f?f A "glottal stop" or "catch in the throat" . 

6) Z /)I Similar to the glottal stop, but produced even further back in the mouth, 
and has a distinctive "strangulated and raspy" quality. 
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7) a /a/ ([a] [A..] [a]) Sounds which vary from the first vowel sound of 
English "father," to the vowel sound of English "but," to the vowel sound of English 
"earth". 

8) i /i/ ([i] [I] 1A1 [e]) Sounds which vary from the vowel sound of English "beat", to 
the vowel sound of English "bit" , to the vowel sound of English "jist" (as in the slang 
pronunciation of "jist a minute"), to the vowel sound of English "bet". 

9) u /u/ ([u] [v] [o]) Sounds which vary from the vowel sound of English "boot" , to 
the vowel sound of English "put", to the vowel . sound of English "boat". 

10) aa /a·J ([a·] [A]) Sounds represented by this symbol are like two of the vowel 
sounds represented by W estcoast "a", except that they are pronounced distinctly 
longer. 

1 1) ii /i'/ [i·] [e·]) The sound represented by this symbol is like two of the vowel 
sounds represented by Westcoast "i" ,  except that it is pronounced distinctly longer. 

12) uu /u'/ ([u·] [o·]) Sounds represented by this symbol are like two of the vowel 
sounds represented by Westcoast "u", except that they are pronounced distinctly 
longer. 

13) An apostrophe ' beside the symbol indicates Westcoast sounds which are 
"strongly exploded" (glottalized) , as in: 

, 1 I ? " � # l ' 

ch' /c/ k' /k/ k' /qj kw' /kw/ kw' /qw/ p' /p/ t' It/ tl ' /k/ ts' /c/ 

14) An apostrophe ' above the symbol indicates Westcoast sounds which are "weakly 
exploded" (glottalized resonants) , as in: 

i A1 ?n ,rn., n 1rt1 w ,v,, ;, Jyl 
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15) Underlining _ indicates Westcoast sounds which are produced relatively "further 
back in the mouth" (uvular or pharyngeal), as in: 

16) A "w" beside the symbol indicates Westcoast sounds which are produced with 
"rounded lips" (labialized), as in: 

17) As stress is predictable in Westcoast, it is not marked in this practical writing 
system. 

18) A hyphen - is used to separate potentially-ambiguous sequences of 
practical phonemes. 

19) With the above-mentioned exception (#18) ,  this practical writing system follows 
standard English punctuation practices. 
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Opposite: View of east coast of Hesquiat Peninsula showing the 
area from Matlahaw Point (place name #36) in distance and 
north to t'ukw'aa (place name #64) , summer 1990. The cleared 
area is the village of Hesquiat, the home of Alice and Larry 
Paul. 
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Upper Left: View of the south side of 
the Hesquiat Peninsula from Matlahaw 
Point (place name #36) in foreground, 
to Smokehouse Bay (place name #34) , 
and west to Estevan Point (place name 
#24) . 

Lower Left: Alice Paul, Larry Paul and 
Randy Bouchard, each standing in a 
depression left by the rotted support 
posts of AP' s family's longhouse, 
which once stood on this site. A fourth 
depression, beyond Bouchard, indicated 
that this house measured roughly 95 
feet in length. Photo taken in the 
summer, 1990, at Hesquiat 
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Upper Left: Photo taken in the 
summer of 1990 shows paaschitlh 
creek (place name #80) flowing into 
Hesquiat Harbour. Rocky area to the 
right is kas!fii (place name #81) . 

Lower Right: View of Rae Basin at 
head of Hesquiat Harbour looking north 
up Hesquiat Lake. Visible on the east 
side of Rae Basin is ts'aayaa (place 
name #113). 





Opposite: Aerial view of hisnit (place name #148) and Kanim 
Lake, summer 1990. Visible along the shore, beginning at the 
right side of photo, are place names #143 - #165 inclusive. Sites 
#154, #158, #159, and #161 in Kanim Lake are visible in 
background. 
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Opposite: Aerial view of the entrance channels leading to Hot 
Springs Cove. Visible in photo, beginning at chaskwatkis 
(place name #185) on shore at right, are sites from #185 - #190 
inclusive, and #195 - #198. 





Upper Left: Tl'iihuwa (place name 
#169),  one of several distinctive, named 
caves on the outer coast, summer 1990. 

Lower Left: View of 
ch'ituukwachisht (place name #186) ,  
the narrow, elongated rock islet in 
foreground. 
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Upper Right: Gravel beach on left side 
of photo is ts'aamita (place name 
#181). On the right side is saayachhsis 
(place name #183) . Photo taken 
summer 1990. 

Lower Right: Cove on left side of 
photo is the site of Zupnit (place name 
#229) . Light green, bushy area is the 
site of the former terraced village. 
Place names #227 - #238 inclusive are 
visible in photo, taken summer 1990. 





Upper Left: George Louie sitting 
beside large distinctive rock called 
mukws7iichitl (place name #232) on 
the beach at Zupnit (place name #229) . 
The rock is said to have been a woman 
carrying a whale's tail that became so 
heavy it caused her to split in two. 

Lower Left: Aerial view of the site of 
maanu7as (place name #363), the 
village from which the Manhousaht 
derived their name. Houses were 
formerly situated along the visible 
sandy bay and behind a midden mound 
located to the immediate left of the 
photo. 
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Upper Right: The site of 
kiishhni!fwus (place name #263) , a 
Manhousaht fishery at the mouth of the 
Sydney River, at the head of Sydney 
Inlet. Photo taken summer 1990. 

Lower Right: George Louie and James 
Swan standing in a garden planted in 
the extensive midden mound at the site 
of maanu7as (place name #363) . 





Upper Left: View of tl 'itshuulh (place 
name #303) , a distinctive white
coloured bluff on the north side of 
Shelter Inlet. In recent times, this cliff 
has been called the "flour mill," as the 
white cormorant guano looks like flour. 

Lower Left: Pretty Girl Cove (place 
name #281), known as muchachilhh, 
at the head of Holmes Inlet 

Upper Right: This distinctive rounded 
point on the east side of Holmes Inlet 
is known as lhitsiitkwu7umt (place 
name #282) 'pregnant woman. ' 

Lower Right: Aerial view of 
sach'a7umt (place name #286) , known 
locally as "Bottle Cove," because of the 
constriction at its entrance. 





Opposite: Aerial view of the mouth of the Megin River looking 
north up the river, summer 1990. Visible in photo are sites #470 
- #475 inclusive, and #483 - #485. 
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Upper Left: Aerial view of Megin 
Lake, summer 1990. 

Lower Left: The distinctive rock near 
the water' s  edge on Belcher Point 
(place name #500) is said by some to 
be a sea lion that hit the rock point and 
was transformed into stone (others say 
it was a man who was transformed into 
stone here). 
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Upper Right: View of watih (place 
name #491) at the mouth of Watta 
Creek. The mountain known as 
wanachis (place name #494) is in the 
background. 

Lower Right: The lower area of this 
distinctive, low rock bluff along the 
shoreline on the east side of Herbert 
Inlet is clearly shaped like the jaw of a 
whale and is known therefore as 
]iwa]iwatl 'a]isimkw'ukw (place name 
#571) . 





Upper Left: Aerial view looking out 
Herbert Inlet, summer 1990. 

Lower Left: A rock formation on the 
east side of Millar Channel is named 
kwakwumkw'ukw (place name #531) 
as it resembles the stem end of a 
canoe. 
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Upper Right: The rock bluff known as 
waayi (place name #310) in Hayden 
Passage marks the original boundary 
between the Manhousaht and the 
Otsosat. 

Lower Right: The original boundary 
between the Ahousaht and the 
Keltsomaht near the northeast end of 
Vargas Island is at milhaatuJfwis 
(place name #630) , a flat point with a 
sand beach on either side. 





Opposite: Aerial view of the mouth of the Bedwell or "Bear" 
River, known as uu7inmitis (place name #750) , the site from 
which the Owinmitisaht people derived their name. Photo taken 
summer 1990. 
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Upper Left: The former village site at 
the mouth of Bulson Creek in W am 
Bay is known as Jiwaatswii (place 
name #768). This is the site from 
which the Quatsweaht derived their 
name. 

Lower Left: Aerial view of Lemmens 
Inlet, on Meares Island, shows Lone 
Cone Mountain (place name #80 1). 
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Upper Right: Aerial view of the 
village of Opitsat (place name #81 2). 

Lower Right: Long Beach, showing 
chawin7is (place name #857) just 
offshore, summer 1990e 
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INDEX 

In the following Index of the Westcoast place names that appear in this report, the 

page on which the primary discussion of each place name occurs is contained within the 

brackets after the Indian term. The alphabetical order in which these Westcoast place names 

appear is as follows: 
-

a b ch ch' h h i k k' kw kw' k k' kw kw' 1 lh m n p p' s sh 

t t' tl tl' ts ts' u w x � y 7 Z 

aamaanu7a (60) 

aamapilh (549) 

aat'apksa (137) ,  (142) 

alhmakw'ttQnit (168) 

alhmakw'ttQnit (314) 

a7aapswilh (325) 

a7uutuu7a (43) 

aa7apswin7is (66) 

aa7inkwus (265) , (266) 

amaZa (340) 

amiQtis ( 65) 

aminZaktlts'us (61) 

aniishtak (529) 

apaktu7a (SO) 
apgskwapu7as (81) 

apgsnuu7is (78) 

apguulh (331) 

ap!swuu7a (55) , (65) , (190) , 

(274) 

ap!swuu7is (55) , (64) 

app'iiktl'a (308) 
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apsuhta (144) , (158) 

apsuhta7a (144) 

apswii7a (65) 

apswiis (136) ,  (168) ,  (281), 

(494, (506) 

apswiyalh (196) 

apwin7a (127) 

apwffikis (527) 

ap7aats'uu7a (61) 

ap7aksulh (180) ,  (275) 

ap7a]ssuu7is (147) 

asilhmitis (273) 

askapiih (353) 

asts'uu7a (60) , (90) 

astskwi7amit (310) 

at'apk (141) 

ayaaphi (146) 

ayiisakh (248) 

aZaalhmak-wahsuu7is (281) 

aZaats' itakwulhh (268) 

chaachaak (45), (135) 



chaachin!£is (254) 

chaahsu7a (537) 

chaaktuus (537) 

chaalhchaanuwa (150) 

chaalhchiis (492) 

chaanaakw' a7a (79) 

chaapi7a (140) , (165) , (287) , (310) 

chaapiilh (492) 

chaats-siis (537) 

chaatsa (505) 

chaatsapiilhim (505) 

chachakwuu7a (442) 

chachasu (133) 

chachiis (76) , (513) 

chahtaakwis (267) , (318) 

chak' aa (434) 

chakmii7a (503) , (507) 

chalhchakts'us (307) 

chap'iiktl'a (308) 

chapiiktlh (193) 

chaskwat!is (131) 

chats-siis (345) 

chawin7a (203) , (352) 

chawin7is (523) 

cha7aa (52) 

cha7aksim (107) 

cha7aksulh (314) 

cha7akwap'aalhh (168) 

cha7is (253) 

chichixwas (324) 
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· chichwaa (54) , (246) 

chimikhsis (488) 

chimkhsa7a (426) 

chimkhsis (177) 

chimts-suulhh (446) 

chu7is (548) 

chuchu7akw'ukw (61) 

chukwsist'imt (164) 

chuna}ssu7is (548) 

chuupis (266) 

ch'aapukw-kwachitl (162) 

ch'aa7ayapi (146) 

ch'ach'ap'iih (214) 

ch'ach'atis (503) 

ch'ach'a7iniihta (55) 

ch'ahamyis (267) 

ch'ahayis (514) 

ch' ahtaak (437) 

ch'akna (493) 

ch'a}ssit (504) 

ch'apats 'itsh (421) 

ch'astukwumyis (431) 

ch'atsp'iichisht (536) 

ch'aya}simyas (483) , (484) 

fishing bank (484) 

ch'ich'itis (217) 

ch'iQlhaa (54), (451) 

ch'iQnit (196) , (210), 

(286)
' 

(442)
' 

(485) , (548) 



ch'ihnit'aktlis (196) ,  (205) , - -

(332)
' 

(442) 

ch'iikna (341) 

ch 'iijglis (280) 

ch'iinii7athuu7is (322) 

ch' iitis (54) 

ch'iitkwakyakwanu7is (260) 

ch'iituukwhapi (196) 

ch' iituwis (322) 

ch'ikhuu (51) 

ch'isaxsats (438) 

ch'isyuZas (156) 

ch'itapkts'u (67) 

ch'itap!£wuu7is (47) 

ch'ithtaak (268) 

ch'itis (217) 

ch'ituukwachisht (132) 

ch'i7uus (434) 

ch'uch'upkw'ukw (422) 

ch'ukwsust'imit (310) 

ch'upsust'imit (310) 

ch'uuchatswii7a (515) 

ch'uuchilhswi7a (519) 

haatsmuxw (445) 

haptulh (177) 

hasaknit (289) 

hat'inkwulh (149) 

hiQ7aa7a (128) 

hiJhhuu7a (127) 

hJlh-huu7is (489) 
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hilhp'ichis (555) 

hilhp'ii7a (544) 

hilhsya!glis (533) 

hilhts 'uus ( 68) 

hilhwii7a (72) 

hilhwin7a (89) 

hiniikw'umt (162) 

hisaawist' a (521) 

hishtstJkwatimlh (532) 

hisnit (107), (492) 

hitaapu7ulh (183) 

hita!gl'a (420) , (488) 

hita}gl' a7a (488) 

hita}glis (64), (259) ,  (281), 

(512) 

hita}gu (216) 

hiyahsakh7at (163) 

huhuupanu7as (439) 

huhkii (39) 

hum7is (44) 

humpiilh (41) 

humt' aa (48) 

humthuu7is (86) 

hunkis (315) 

hup'ich (518) 
hupii7itakwulhh (433) 

hupits'ath (495) 

hupitsit (496) , (532) 

husmat7a (105) 

huupsin (338) 



huwahsulh (198) 

hu7ii (248) 

hu7ulh (247) 

haachiijstlis (143) , (160) , 

(288) 

haahaachijstliskwin (1 60) 

haaniif (25 1)  

haatsiinu7is (536) 

hahachits 'us (189) , (203) 

hakwatlp'�s (441) 

hasyukwis (1 85) 

hats ' uu (203) 

haytyaa (505) 

hihinachis (50) 

hihulh (76) 

hii7atu (5 13) 

himayis (56) 

hinaZaktl (1 16) 

hishkwii (56) , (330) 

hiyuut (260) 

huhuk,ach (256) 

ich'aachisht (509) 

ii!!at'a  (40) , (1 00) 

ii!!atis (344) , (490) · 

iihkii (555) 

ii!!ma7uus (102) 

iihtsi (555) 

iihtupsit (340) 

iiQ7iima7uus (1 02) 

ii.kma!-winZa (451) 
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iitsmakt (345) 

iitsmakwits (345) 

ii7aal£ (204) 

ikisxa (87) 
imtaZa (327) 

itsaal£wuu7a (315) 

kaachhak (538) 
kaachJluJs,wuwis (538) 

kaachh.uu7as (538) 
kaapi (441) ,  (452) 

kachiyin1 (273) 

kas!£ii (71) 
kiikinah (66) 

kiinahapis (251)  

kiishhnikwus (170) 

kiitsaa!$.\vuwa7a (296) 

kiitstskaas (279) 

kiixapi (249) 

kikinahtskwi7a (283) 

kishkii (517) ,  (558) 

kistak7ital£wulhh (547) 

kitsiit (353) 
kitsp' ii7a (89) 

k' aayits 'itaZas (100) 

k' ahts 'ulhulh (445) 

k'anulh (187) 

k'anuwis (433) , (530) 

k 'axni7a!s.tl 'a (209) 

k 'ayuup!glit (348) 

k 'iikaa (1 16) 



k'iilhxnit (269) 

k'inlhimts (82) 

kwaa}gl 'as (546) 

kwaalhts'iis (445) 

kwakwayuZin (304) 

kwakwumkw'ukw (323) 

kwa�allirrnyis (354) 

kwiilhkwiikwuuh (446) 

kwiisut' is (282) 

kwiisuwat'a7a (493) 

kwikwiwiJ9;ffikis (67) 

kwilhaakwu7is (318) 

kwisaksis (64) 

kwispaa (278) 

kwispiis (1 04) 

kwists7ii (187) , (300) 

kwisutkwuu7a (159) 

kwisuukwak (340) 

kwit!grit (487) 

kwuhaa (165) 

kwuhswii (445) 

kwuhwisaknit (556) 

kwukwutth (68) 

kwukwuwa (68) 

kwuthaa (301) 

kwuukwswiis (7 4) 

kwuukwuukw'iih (201) 

kwuukwuukw'iih (116) 

kwuutwis (528) 

kwuuwis (84) 
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kw'aZiitskwachitl (323) 

kw' aakw' aki7is (304) 

kw' asapiih (286) 

kw' asimlh (200) 

kw' atlnit (46) 

kw'ayimt'a  (51 1) 

kw'ukw'ukwhulh (424) 

kw'utsma7aktl'a (149) 

kw'uu7uus (85) 

kw'uuts'itluJ.hh (280) 

kw'uxwflki (80) 

kaa!£atkkwi7is (308) 

kaamiilhuwis (170) , (321) 

kaatsis (134) 

kaka7utskw'ukw (148) , (157) 

kakaas (553) 

kakatsts 'ista ( 41) 

kakma7a (162), (178) 

kakr.nap�wuu7a (193) 

katkwuuwis (263) 

katsukwtlh (508) 

kawishtsaks (298) 

kawishtsaks (298) 

kayakimlh (212) 

kayakimyis (212) 

kayisakfs'us (531) 

}glhtsmaZa (421) 

kishwin (139) 

k'aahapi (143) 

kwaatsatis (427) 



gwaatswiis (265) 

kwahnit (104) 

kwahuulhh (268) 

kwakwatl' aksimkw'ukw (343) 

gwats'alhp'ukws (441) 

gwayatsimilh (206), (260) , 

(422) 

kwa7ahulh (243) 

gwa7ahulh!! (77) 

kwiitl'akapi (439) 

kwiitlapi (276) 

kwnkiit (256) 

gwu7ats 'p'ika (422) 

kwu7atsts'as (174) 

lhaahasu (186) 

lhalhiyipgwapiiQwaas (251) 

lhamaachi (553) 

lhaphuulhachist (1 19) 

lhapuu7a (249) 

lhayipgwapiiQ (261) 

lhitsiitkwu7umt (183) 

lhulhuus (254) 

lhuu7ilhuwas (99) 

lhuuk-washt (106) 

lhu7aa (106) , (213) 

lhu7aktlim (134) , (313) 

maak7aZaalh (332) 

maapyu (46) 

maaksti (86) 

maakiusiis (270) 

592 

maalhsit (176) 

maalhts'aas (270) 

maamukwtakwulh!! (136), 

(244) 
maanu7as (244) 
maatlZaZaalh (291) 

maatsuwis (78) 

maa7itlus (319) 

maa7itluwis (319) 

mach'asnit (137) 

maht'iZa (205) , (354) 

ma!9.yaa}<kwuu7a (193) 

mak)raakw'aktlilh (160) ,  (286) 

magaakwas (160) 

mamachZaktlnit (169), 

(317) 

mamiisuwis (431) 

masagwush (261) 

mathilh (544) 

matlaakh (493) 

mawiikh7inshta (80) 

mawin (140) 

ma7ap'ii (72) 

ma7uus (101) 

ma7uwis (302) 

miZatnit (118) ,  (187) , (300) 

muchaa (180) 

muchachilh!! (181) 

muhtiisakh (79) 

mukw-waa (158) 



mukwaZa!stlttlhh (426) 

mukwakis (46) 

mukwakswis (125) 

mukwiita (531) 

mukws7iichitl (157) 

mukwumyisnak (434) , (489) 

mukwuuJ.hh (315) 

mukwyaatlis (538) 

mulhmuuhsu7is (516) 

mumuu7a (76) 

mushuwas (43) 

mutkwuQswi7a (211) 

muts'uu7a (543) 

mutskwiZas (31 1) 

muu7ak (49) 

mu7is (64) 

muukwakat'as (279) 

muttkwJ.hh (324) 

muttlhh (147) 

muuyaQi (335) 

m�shitl'a (145) 

muyaa (338) 

muyap'alhh (524) 

naanacbki (301) 

naatyaZa!stlilh (117) 

nacbiks (512) 

nachuu7a (106) , (258) 

nach'ii7at (324) 

nah7iitskwachitl (169) , (332) 

nanahwaas (263) 

593 

nanakwuu7a (515) 

naxwakis (210) 

naxwakwuu7a (210) 

naxya (424) 

niiQasu (299) 

niilhniinulh (103) 

niisak (342) 

nismiis (334) 

nitZa (242) 
nitZa7atimt (242) 

nituus (420) 

nixwumyis (SO) 
nuchts'uu (326) 

numaht' a (486) 

numagt'a7a (328) 

numap'at'u (88) , (158) 

nuZasakh (251), (257) 

fishing bank (251) 

paaschitlh (70) 

paats'ista (40) 

pakwatkkwuu7a (330) , (533) 

pakw'aa (246) 

fishing bank (246) 

patZixmakimilh (191) 

patZixnit (180) 

pin7iitl (346) 

pitsaasts 'imit (330) 

pukwusiis (1 03) 

puxwpuxwsh (149) , (260) , (502) , 

(507) 



p' aat-sit7as (75) 

p'aat'achapi (288) 

p' aawatski (263) 

p' aaZaknit (42) 

p'ap'aak7an7is (277) 

p'ats'aktl'a (213) 

p'inwalhuwis (444) 
p'ishnit (124) 

p'ukwuu7a (81), (176) , 

(292)
' 

(350) 

p'uukwapiih (431) 

p'uukwumyis (88) 

saachiwa7a (554) 

saahswipiilh (124) 

saapflikiilh (192) 

saap7a (136) ,  (262) 

saaxtat'ulh (177) 

saaxtiyu (50) 

saaxtukw (119) 

saayachanulh (547) 

saayach!!sis (130) 

sach'aaZakwulhh (280) 

sasachk' a (343) , (452) 

sayachtsiyis (249) 

sa7aakwuwa (164) 

sa7aakwuwa7a (150) ,  (164) 

shaaxw7an7ilh (243) 

shiishaawilh (546) 

shiiwa7a (516) 

shJpachJsht (439) 
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shishp'i_ka (43) 

shitlaapk}<wachitl (303) 

shushu7ilhwas (99) 

siinu7a (290) 

siip7aa (174) 

siits'us (50) 

siixp'aa (156) 

sikwuu7is (552) 

sinimxsyitskwuu7a (315) 

sumaxkwuu7is (137) 

sup'itsaktu7is (128) 

suuJ!umlh (148) 

suukwatk (99) 

suumaZa (145) 

taZalha (435) 

tanaknit (199) 

tikmaa (554) 

tiilhuwa7a (150) 

tiitapi (125) 

fishing bank (126) 

ti_kimlh (427) 

tikw' aa (351) 

timksit (49) 

timts-sit (446) 

tinim7a (519) 

fishing bank (521) 

tinwis (514) 

tit7atu (527) 

titis (198) , (442) 

ti7ulh (55) 



tukwachisht (81)

tukwnit (203), (216), (525)

tukwuumit (202)

tukwuumulh (202)

tukwata (310)

tukwatis (198)

tumaktlis (488)

tumaktlis (121)

tup'alhhtin (279), (491)

tusuwis (166)

tuuch'a7imch (123)

tuukwapi (303)

tuukwtukw (116)

tuumats'u (422)

tuutuxwulh7in7a (207)

tuxwtsa!g1it (129)

tuxwulh (340)

t'aakkin (508)

t'aalglaalh (532)

t'aakswi7ulh (255)

t'aakswi7ulh7at (148)

t'aamuukw (71)

t'aamuukwsit (299)

t'alhat'a (47)

t'ashaktu (68), (158), (524)

t'ashii (524)

t'atnaachisht (252)

t'ayasimt (180)

t'ayis (521)

t'aZaa (329)
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t'icha7am (77)

t'ii7iitsa}sa (217)

t'iicha}sapi (452)

t'iichakhsa7a (529)

t'iiktlis (501)

t'iikwuwis (335)

t'iinulh (165)

t'ilhuwa7a (428)

t'imaZa (145), (339)

t'imkakimilh (184)

t'imuulh (69)

t'inim7a (519)

t'it'aa (333)

t'itswaas (48)

t'iwin7a (140), (177)

t'i7aamut (69)

t'i7a}ssuu7is (187)

t'uhismitis (186)

t'ukw-wanim (283)

t'ukwis (41), (74), (254)

t'ukw'aa (65)

t'ukw'aas (165)

t'upchwiyahsuu7a (258)

t'uuhtskwikwuwa7a (60)

t'uutsuttkwtlh (284)

tla7uukwi (551)

tlaamaayukw (101)

tlaasmakwulhh (118)

tlakishp'ika (257)

tlakishus (130)



tlapuu7a (249)

tlatlaas (492)

tlayuZaktli (554)

tlichma7a (52)

tlulhp'ich (435)

tlushinkak (529)

tluushtla (443)

tluushtluushukw (328), (443)

tl'aa7ii7is (505)

tl'aa7iiyis (55)

tl'aakmakapi (178)

tl'aakapi (66), (105)

tl'aalhtl'aakanulh (255)

tl'aatl'app'awaas (285)

tl'aatl'inkkw'ukw (70)

tl'aaxaktis (64)

tl'aayaa7a (78)

tl'akma!gkwuu7a (304)

tl'akakamilh (213), (252)

tl'atl'at!linkwuu7is (268)

tl'atl'athis (527)

tl'ayakwulhh (131), (135), (427)

tl' ihaksulh (122)

tl'ihapuu7ist'a (216)

tl'i!!iiktlts'us (517)

tl' ihtl'aa (250)

tl'ihuh (175)

tl'iichtl'iicha7a (147)

tl' iihasu (299)

tl'iihsit (247), (298)
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tl'iihuwa (125)

tl'iikapi (278), (285)

tl'iikw'aktlis (202)

tl'imakis (309)

tl'isimyis (55), (117)

tl'its'aa (507)

tl'its'aktlis (208)

tl'itshuu7is (325)

tl'itshuulh (142), (192)

tl'itsis (135)

tl'itsis (183), (186)

tl'itstka7a (252)

tl'uchkii (173)

tl'uchp'it (214)

tl'uchp'itaktupi (242)

tl'ukwchit7a (423)

tl'uma!gl'a (209)

tl'umaktlis (208)

tl'uuhapi (191)

tl'uulhapi (513)

tl'uuma!glanulh (185)

tsakaakh (167)

tsikipkimilh (322)

tsilhii7imt (206)

tsuuxwnitapi (443)

tsuxwnit (289), (428)

ts'aa7akwu (62)

ts'aa7akwulhh (62)

ts'aachisht (79)

ts'aaht'as (494)



ts'aakhsis (253)

ts'aaktl'aa (289), (323)

ts 'aa]gJchiik (120)

ts'aalglis (494), (538)

ts'aakwuu (43)

ts'aalhtaa (118)

ts'aalhts'a7a (339)

ts'aamaa (274)

ts'aamita (129), (517)

ts'aap'i7as (63)

ts'aapi (484)

ts'aat-suhtisiis (253)

ts'aayaa (82)

ts 'achi (79)

ts'achit (256), (426)

ts'ahsnuwas (89)

ts'aht'aa (56), (126), (190)

ts'ahtachitl (67)

ts'ahwaas (209)

ts'akaat'a7a (80)

ts'akamyis (194)

ts'akwuu7a (482)

ts'akwuulhh (349)

ts'anakw'a7a (190)

ts'ashiiwa (523)

ts'ats'a7in (282)

ts'ats'axwach'a7aJswulhh (60)

ts'ats'iilhh (314)

ts'atswiilh (316)

ts'atswiista (89)
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ts'awin (512)

ts'a7ak (317)

ts'a7ii (188)

ts'a7u7aktlis (314)

ts'iik'atksit7as (447)

ts'iik7a (276)

ts'iik7aJswul1wa (276)

ts'iitkat'imt (179)

ts'iiZum (508)

ts'ikt'aZak,tl'a (316)

ts'ikt'akis (319)

ts'ilhitkwulhh (277)

ts'inwilht'as (282)

ts'ipatl£nit (351)

ts'iskimilh (423)

ts'its'i7istakwuu7a (88)

ts'its7ii (525)

ts'itstaa7a (420)

ts'iwapts'us (253)

ts'ix-wats-sats (263), (515)

ts'uwaktlis (67)

umaa,kts'it7a (339)

umaa,k-wahsuu7a (136), (243)

unaatsulhh (534)

uukwmin (539)

uukwsita (64)

uuJswts'ita (81)

uu7inmitis (448)

uyawiis (313)

waaxp'inch'a (487)



waayi (121), (197), (209), 

(353)' (523) 

waayiinak (350) 

wahlltlmitis (331) 

wanachas (491) 

wanachis (308) 

wapuukwh (292) 

wasaZa (447) 

wat'ints'us (440) 

watil! (305) 

watspalhimlh (313) 

wawaZit'a (490) 

wawaalhswas (53) 

wawat'ints'uskwin (440) 

waxZin (316) 

waxnikat'a (123) 

waxni!grit (1 OS) 

wa7ichulhJ! (521) 

waZatnit (163) 

waZixs7i (255) 

wihaaksusiis (275) 

wil!atis (40) 

wil!mapt (84) 

wiiJgrit (61) 

wiknit (72) 

winchi (557) 

wins!! (344) 

xipuwa7a (297) 

yaakaat'imt (129) 

yaakhsis (74), (250), (428) 
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yaakswiis (285) 

yaalhapis (483) 

yaaspaalhl! (432) 

yaa7aktlis (84), (287), (327), (350) 

yachnit (45) 

yakaachisht (133) 

yakkimilhachisht (283) (325) 

9amaZa (340) 

yuchkwuulhh (301) 

yukwsaasakh (201) 

yuul!suulbJl (532) 

yuulhwin (132) 

yuusaats'usl! (513) 

yuuyaas (121) 
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